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PREFACE.

The advantages of a systematic study of our own language

are now so generally understood that it will hardly require an

apology for any attempt to promote and facilitate research in

this direction. By offering my Grammar to the kind con-

sideration of the public, I intend above all to offer the student

of English a guide which may lead him through its different

stages of development, and show how it arrived at its present

grammatical structure. Thus then my volume may be used

as an Historical Grammar of the English language.

In order to gain a clear insight into the development of the

English, or any other idiom, it is absolutely necessary to pay

attention to the historical course of its sister dialects, as the

German, the Dutch, the Danish— to compare the different

phenomena they present, and thus to arrive at the laws which

directed the growth of each. I have therefore placed the

Teutonic languages in their different phases of development

side by side, so that they may be studied in the relation they

bear to one another and to the English language in particular;

and I hope I have given all the necessary data for the study

of Comparative Grammar. Thus far I have had in view the

b



vi PREFACE.

educated classes in general, who are perfectly alive to the

interest and importance attached to the study of their own

language.

In working out the chapters on the Ancient and Middle

Teutonic languages I took care not to omit any grammatical

form the knowledge of which is required for the study of

ancient literature, whether Gothic, or Anglo-Saxon, or Early

English. The reader will find the grammar of each dialect

suJEciently complete to enable him who has mastered the

details contained therein to proceed at once to the study of the

literature of his chosen dialect.

In order not to stop short in our studies at a point where

they promise to become most interesting, I have added at the

opening of each chapter a sketch showing the relation of the

Teutonic to the cognate languages, Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit.

Thus then the student of English is enabled to follow up certain

parts of his language, such as numerals, pronouns, &c., to their

most ancient fornis— forms which in antiquity reach back to

the very dawn of civilization.

If on the one hand I have endeavoured to enter as far as pos-

sible into the details of Ancient and Middle Teutonic Grammar,

I have abstained on the other from giving a detailed account of

the Grammar of Modem English, German, or Danish. These

languages were treated only so far as is required to show the

peculiarities of their grammatical structure and the way by

which they arrived at the same. Those who wish to acquire

any of these languages for practical purposes must apply to the

respective Grammars.

Another object (last not least) I had in view, was to supply
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a preparatory manual for those students who intend to make

Teutonic language and literature a special study, and who must

have recourse to the works of Grimm, Bopp^ Pott, Schleicher,

and others, celebrated on the field of Teutonic and Comparative

Grammar. He who has been obliged to pass directly to the

study of Grimm^s works will be able to acknowledge the desir-

ableness of an introductory text-book.

I have tried to consult the best authorities and to convey to

the reader^s mind the established results of modern research.

In the chapters which treat on the Science of Language and

Comparative Grammar in general I have made use of the works

of Bopp, Schleicher, and Max Miiller. Those on the ancient

Teutonic languages owe the greater part of their materials to

Grimm ; while Heyne's volume on the same subject has supplied

much valuable information. As to the English language in

particular I have chiefly consulted Koch's Grammar and Marshes

Lectures. All these authors and their respective works are

enumerated on a separate list,

I have every reason to feel anxious about the fate of my book.

Comparing the magnitude of the subject with the smallness of

my abilities and the limitedness of my knowledge, I might quail

before the censure of the public, if there were not some points

redeeming the rashness of my enterprise. The first lies in the

fact that there are many educated men in England and America

who apply themselves to the study of Early English, Anglo-

Saxon, and the Teutonic languages in general, while no work

exists as yet in English treating on the Teutonic languages

collectively. Further I may plead the earnestness and diligence

with which I pursued my work, endeavouring by this means

b2
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to supply the deficiency in knowledge and abilities. But even

these considerations would fail to set my mind at rest, if I

were not penetrated with the conviction that the English

public are always ready to promote every work which aims at

the advancement of science and art, if conducted with persever-

ance and earnestness of purpose and which promises to be

useful, on however limited a scale, to some one or other.

Thus, then, I take leave of my work, which for six years has

been my constant companion in trials and sorrows ; and I dare

to hope that it may not be altogether rejected by those for

whom it is intended.

THE AUTHOR.

Whitsuntide, 1870.
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TECHNICAL TEEMS.

Ablaut. The modification of the radical vowel of the verb in the

preterite tense and preterite participle ; e. g. English write,

wrote, written, sing, sang, sung ; German gelten, gait,

gegolten, smgen, sang, geswngen.

Umlaut. The modification of a vowel caused by another vowel in

the succeeding syllable ; e. g. Old Norse giafa, dative giofu,

where o, the Umlaut of a, is caused by the u in the succeed-

ing syllable; Old High German pale, plural pelki, where
the a of the root is changed into e under the influence of a

succeeding i. The same changes take place in German
inflexions ; e. g. vater, plur. vater ; hoch, comparative hoher ;

klz^g, kl«i!glich.

Triibung, Schwachung. Darkening, Weakening {Degradation), of

vowels ; e, g. Gothic hilpa, Anglo-Saxon helpe, i weakened
into e; Gothic st^^lans, Anglo-Saxon stolen, m weakened into

; Gothic stal, Anglo-Saxon stal, a weakened into a. Com-
pare Latin corp^^s, corpor-is

;
pulvis, pulv^r-is ; facio, conf2cio.

Brechung. Breaking of vowels takes place in Gothic, where an
i or n, under the influence of a succeeding A or r, is changed
into ai, au, respectively

—

broken, as it were, in two vowels

;

e. g. Latin xir, Gothic vair ; Latin de^ximus, Gothic tauhum.

Metathesis. The transposition of certain letters in the same word ;

e. g. Anglo-Saxon gcirs and gras ; English horse, German
(h)ross. Compare Latin sperno, sprevi.

Bhotacism. The change of s into r, e. g. Old High German ror,

Gothic rau^, English wa*, German war. Compare Latin
honor and hono-y, rus, rur-is.

Gradation. The combination of a primitive vowel (a, i, u) with
the vowel a, whence result a-\-a, a-\i, a-\-n; which com-
binations occur in the difl^erent languages under various

modifications, as the Grammar will show. (See Introduc-

tion.)

All other terms are used in the same sense as in Latin Gram-
mar, or they will find their special explanation in their proper

places.
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TEUTONIC GRAMMAR.

INTKODUCTION.

IjRAMMAE describes the organisms of languages as natural
history describes the organisms of natural objects. What plants

and animals are to the natural philosopher, words are to the
grammarian. The naturalist may satisfy himself with taking
notice merely of the outward characteristics represented by any
particular object; or he may enter upon a dissection of its

organism, lay open the peculiar structure of each organ, show
its connection with the whole and the functions it has to per-

form in this connection. Thus then one and the same object

may receive a different treatment, viewed either from the stand-

point of natural history or from that of anatomy and physiology.

Thus again the grammarian may view the particular word laid

before him in its merely outward garb, classify it to its proper

sphere, record the changes it may incur under certain condi-

tions—in short, give the natural history of the word; this is

' Descriptive Grammar.^ Or he may dissect the word into its

component parts, or let us boldly say its organs, show the

structure of these organs and their functions in the whole, trace

the word back to its first origin, show how it grew and gave

birth to a progeny, which, though displaying all the diversity

of varieties, nevertheless preserve ' the type of the species.'

This anatomical and physiological handling of the word belongs

to the sphere of the ^ science of language.'

We give a few examples, taken at random ; say the word/bo^.

Descriptive Grammar teaches us that it belongs to the class

'noun,' the order 'concrete,' the genus 'common;' that this

word as it stands has the form of the singular, but that as soon

as it has to perform another function, that is, to denote the

B
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plurality of the thing called ' foot/ it adopts the form feet.

Having told us this, Descriptive Grammar has performed its

task. Now it is just here that the science of grammar takes

it up and explains to us the phsenomenon which Descriptive

Grammar simply mentions as a fact. The English foot, plural

feet, we can trace to the Anglo-Saxon./o^J, y*/^!; here then the

change of 6 into / had already taken place. We must therefore

make our way still further back, to a still more ancient form,

and thus we arrive at the Gothic fotus. This has in the

^XursA-fotjus, a form in which the modification of the vowel has

not yet taken place. How then did it take place ? To learn this

we may best turn to the nearest relative of Anglo-Saxon, i.e. Old
Saxon. There we learn the following facts. The word ' foot,^

which in Gothic belonged to the declension in u [fotus, plural

fofjus) took in Old Saxon the plural in i, hence fot, plural foti.

Now this terminational i had in the old Teutonic dialects, Gothic

excepted, a peculiar influence under which the vowel a, or some-

times 0, of the root was changed into e. This modification

occurs so regularly under certain given conditions that we may
look upon it as a law, and this law is known under the German
name of ^Umlaut^ (mutation of sound). According to this law
then the Old Saxon foti appears in Anglo-Saxon as feti, and
then asfet, the phenomenon ofthe ' Umlaut' remaining, though
the final i, the cause that gave it birth, had disappeared. This
' Umlaut,' which originally had nothing whatever to do with

the plural, but was merely the result of the modifying influence

of the i, came later on to be looked upon as the sign of the

plural.

Let us take another example. Descriptive Grammar tells us

that the imperfect of / love is I loved ; but how it is that by
the addition of ed the present is changed into a past act, it

does not teach. If we apply to the science of language, we are

first referred to the Anglo- Saxon lufode, which still leaves

us in the dark as to the force and meaning of that pre-

terite sufiix. We consequently apply to Gothic. Here we
find the preterite of the weak verb, say nasjan (salvare) for

instance, is nas-i-da in the singular, a form from which we
derive no information as yet ; but the plural nas-i-dedum shows
us in its suffix most distinctly the plural dedum of dad (did),

which is the preterite of didan (to do). The English I lov-ed

consequently means / love-did, I did love.

If we wish to trace a word to its first origin, to observe how
it grew and had offspring, and how these offspring developed

themselves, the science of language again, laying open the laws
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by which all development was regulated, guides us in our re-

searches. Take the woy^sfather, mother, for examples. Looking
around us in the modern sister languages we meet the German
vater, mutter, the Dutch vader, moeder, the Danish and Swedish
fader, moder, the same words everywhere, but all equally obscure
as to origin and meaning. Their Old Teutonic ancestors, as the
Anglo-Saxon ,/«fi?er, vi6der,0\^ High Germsm fater, tnoter, reveal

no more, and consequently we turn to the cognate languages
where we find the Greek Trar^p, fJirjrrip, the Latin pater, mater,

the Sanskritjoa^r^, matri—forms which refer us back to a primitive

patar, mdtar. In these words we have to deal with two distinct

elements—^the roots pa and ma, and the suffix tar. The root

pa means ' to protect,^ the root mu ' to bear,' ' to bring forth,'

the suffix tar, tara indicates personal agency, whence the Latin
tor in actor, genitor, &c. Thus then 'father' means 'he who
protects,' 'protector;' 'mother,' 'she who brings forth,' 'geni-

trix.' Casting a glance at the development of this word in the

different languages we have mentioned, we find that not only

the root, but even the very suffix, is preserved intact, as Latin
pa-ter, Greek ira-Trjp, German va-ter, English/a-Mer. But then
we observe that the Teiitonic dialects substitute f for the initial

p of the root. Now this is quite in accordance with a certain

law which directs that wherever a word in Sanskrit (or Greek or

Latin) uses p, that is the tenuis, the Low German languages, as

English for instance, must use^, the aspirate, and High German
ought\^\\.^Q. the media. Where Sanskrit has the media, the Low
German dialects have the tenuis, the High German the aspirate,

and so forth. This law, which is known as Grimm's law, shall

find a detailed exposition hereafter.

As another and more faithful instance of the application of

this law we mention the word we have examined already : now
let us trace it to its origin. The English /bo^, the German/wp,
have their relatives in the Latin pes, ped-is, Greek ttovs, ttoS-os,

Sanskrit pad-a, and these we refer to the root pad^ ' to go.'

Here again the initial tenuis p is in Low German represented

by the aspirate, and ought in High German to be the media;

but the German is often obstinate in resisting the law. Now let

us look at the final consonant : here all is in strict accordance

to the law ; hence the media in the Sanskrit pad, the Greek

pod, the Latin ped, the tenuis in the English foot, and the

aspirate in the German/«^ (Old High German /wog). Thus we
see the offspring of the same parent all preserving the family

likeness, or, to use a more scientific expression, the type of

the 'species;' but taking by a kind of 'natural selection,' or

B a
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whatever Mr. Darwin might call it, a particular consonant in

particular languages, they form so many ' varieties

;

' in plain

words, that which originally was one language, splits into

different dialects.

Now I hope the difference is clear between the task proposed

to Descriptive Grammar and that which is left to Scientific

Grammar, or, as it is commonly termed, Comparative Grammar

;

the former stating the facts or the phsenomena of a language or

languages, the latter explaining these facts, guided always by
certain laws. These laws are the result of repeated observation

and rigid examination ; they have been discovered by exactly

the same mental process as all laws of nature. When we treat

on Comparative Grammar we have therefore not only to put the

grammatical forms of cognate dialects or languages together,

but we have also to trace them to their origin and follow them
through the different stages of their growth. Comparative
Grammar must consequently be historical too. But languages

have no history as mankind has its history, taking the word
in its limited sense : languages do not act like men, but they
grow and live like natural organisms. When therefore we speak
of Comparative and Historical Grammar, or Scientific Grammar,
we mean the science of the anatomy and physiology of language
or of languages. If we treat on language in general, we are

dealing with General Grammar ; if on a particular language or

languages, we are dealing with Specific Grammar. The tribe

of Teutonic languages being our special object in this volume,
our grammar belongs to the class of the specific.

Now one word as to the terms ^language' and 'dialect.' We
speak of Teutonic languages and of Teutonic dialects, of the
English language and of English dialects. Dutch, German,
English, Gothic, Anglo-Saxon, Old Norse, are, when viewed by
themselves, independently of the rest, to be designated each by
the term of ' language

;

' but when considered in their connection
and relation to each other and to their common Teutonic mother,
then we call them 'dialects.' English, considered as an inde-

pendent form of speech as distinct from French or German, is

a ' language

;

' but English as seen in the different provincial

idioms into which it is split up consists of an aggregate of
' dialects.' The ' literary' language is only one of these dialects,

chosen as the medium of thought for the educated classes ; such
is the Castihan of Spain, the West-Saxon of English, the High-
land dialect in German. From all this the reader will easily

understand that we often apply the terms 'dialect' and 'lan-

guage' indiscriminately.
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Having to deal chiefly with the Teutonic form of speech,

we must devote a short reviewing* glance to the different

languages which fall within that sphere, consider their relation

to each other and to the cognate languages, Greek, Latin, and

Sanskrit—all being derived from the same primitive tongue, or

' Ursprache.'

We find the modern Teutonic languages settled in almost

exactly the same localities which had been the seat of their

mother dialects. Swedish and Danish are the offspring of

one of the dialects spoken by the Norsemen, the inhabitants

of the Scandinavian peninsula and adjacent islands. Though
High German has become the sole literary dialect of Germany,
the Low German, or ' Platt-Deutsch,' still holds the ground

of its ancestor the Old Saxon, whilst the High German in speech

is now, as it was a thousand years ago, confined to the south-

east of Germany, Bavaria, Austria, and some adjacent districts.

The Modern Frisian dialects still nestle in those dear old

'Halligs' along the coast of the North Sea, between the Weser

and the Elbe, and into Holstein and Schleswig. In spite of

centuries of humiliation and neglect under the Norman invaders,

the Anglo-Saxon language yet holds its ground all over Eng-

land, and the English of the present day is in its grammatical

form quite as Teutonic as the Anglo-Saxon of the tenth century.

The West Saxon dialect was destined to become the literary

language of England ; but the speech of the East Saxons and

South Saxons, of the North and the South Angles, continued

to flourish, and often had a more luxuriant existence than the

literary language which was more than once deposed by foreign

intruders. Our numerous dialects are the offspring of those

children of nature which in their independent state escaped

the mandates of conquerors who attempted to uproot them.

As to the modem languages we need not enter into ethno-

graphical discussion when we state that we have to deal with

the literary dialects of England, Germany, Holland, Sweden,

and Denmark. Their ancient mother dialects will require a

more detailed exposition.

The oldest dialect and the most perfect in its inflexional

forms is the Gothic. This statement, however, must not be

taken without some qualification. When we say Gothic is the

oldest dialect we wish this to be understood with reference to

literary documents only, which in Gothic reach back to the

fourth century^, while no other dialect possesses any literary

* Gospels, about a. d. 360.
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documents which date back further than the sixth century ^ As
we shall point out hereafter more fully, Gothic is not superior

to the other dialects throughout; on the contrary. Old High
German and Anglo-Saxon possess in several inflexional forms

the advantage over Gothic. Hence it will become apparent

also that Gothic is not the primitive dialect from which the

others were derived, but that all the ancient Teutonic dialects,

though closely related, are independent of each other, and, for

all we know, equally primitive in their type—venerable old

sisters among which Gothic is the most venerable, the eldest

sister.

The only literary document which has come down to us in

the Gothic dialect is the translation of the Bible by Ulfilas, a

Gothic bishop. At the birth of Ulfilas the Gothic occupied

the ancient province of Dacia north of the Danube. Though
politically they were divided into Ostro-Goths, or East-Goths,

and Visi-Goths, or West-Goths, their language was the same.

Kindred tribes also, occupying the extreme frontiers of Eastern

Germany, such as Vandals, Gepidse, and others, are supposed

to have spoken the Gothic language, though probably in dialects

slightly differing from that of Ulfilas. The Gothic language
must have become extinct before the final disappearance of East
and West Goths from the scene of history; it left no daughter or

derivative language behind. Ulfilas was bom in a.d. 311. His
parents were of Cappadocian origin, and had been carried away
from their home as captives about a.d. 267, when the Goths made
a raid from Europe to Asia, Galatia, and Cappadocia. From
these Christian captives the Goths first received their knowledge
of the Gospel. Ulfilas was born among the Goths ; Gothic
was his native language, though in after life he was able to

write and speak both in Greek and Latin. When the Goths
were persecuted on account of their Christianity, Ulfilas led

them across the Danube into the Roman Empire. As a young
man of education, he was sent on an embassy to the Emperor
Constantine, who received him with great respect and called

him the Moses of his time. Another interview is mentioned
between Ulfilas and the Emperor Constantine which occurred
in A.D. 348, when Ulfilas had been for seven years bishop among
the Goths. Though the exact date of the Gothic exodus is

still a disputed point, it is likely that Ulfilas acted as their

leader on more than one occasion. Ulfilas never changed his

religion, but belonged to the Arian denomination all his life.

^ Laws of Mhdbert, a.d. 597.
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He died at Constantinople in a.d. 381 '. Of his translation, which
comprised the whole Bible except the Books of Kings, we still

possess the greater part of the Gospels, the Epistles of St. Paul,

and small fragments of Esdras and Nehemiah. Besides these

portions of the Scriptures there are extant fragments of an
exposition in Gothic of the Gospel of St. John, and a fragment
of a Gothic calender.

Old High German comprises a number of dialects which were
spoken in Upper or South Germany, e. g. the Thiiringian, Fran-
conian, Swabian, Alsacian, Swiss and Bavarian (Austrian), and
which are embodied in the literary documents of three centuries,

dating from the beginning of the eighth to the middle of the

eleventh century. We have already observed that none of the

Teutonic dialects can be said to have been derived from Gothic.

Old High German, therefore, is a sister dialect of the Gothic, of

the Anglo-Saxon, and the Old Norse ; though, on the other hand,
it must be acknowledged that the family likeness between the

two former dialects is more intimate and obvious. From the

eleventh century a gradual change takes place in the structure

of Old High German, the inflexional vowels are gradually worn
down or weakened; the full-sounding a is flattened into the

thinner vocal sound of e ; the vowel of the root itself is more
and more aifected by the terminational e, so that not only a

appears modified into e, but u also into il, into o.

Thus we see from the Old High German a new dialect gradually

developing itself, which stands to the former in the relation of

a daughter to a mother. This derivative dialect is called Middle
High German. It belonged to Upper Germany in the same
manner and to the same extent as its parent tongue. Its literary

productions reach over a period of four hundred years, from the

beginning of the twelfth to the end of the fifteenth century.

Whilst the literary documents in Old High German are far from

being abundant. Middle High German has bequeathed to us a

literature so various in its details, so clear in its ideas, so grand

in its conceptions, so refined and melodious in its diction, that it

has rightly been called ' the first classical period of German
literature.' Exposed, however, to the continued wear and tear

of time, the language of the Nibelungen and of the Gudrun, of

a Wolfram von Eschenbach and Gottfried von Strassburg, pro-

ceeds on its course down the phonetic scale until, in Modern
High German, it has almost arrived at zero, the inflexional

* Max MuUer, Lectwres on the Science of Language, First Series (5th ed.) pp.

199-208.
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forms having dwindled down into a few meagre e vowels. This
modified High German dialect, this daughter of the Middle, and
grand-daughter of the Old High German, presents us with its

first literary production of note in Luther's translation of the

Bible, and reaches its culminating point in the language of

Goethe's Iphigenia and Torquato Tasso, the most classical of all

works of ' the second classical period of German literature/

The same course which we have attempted to trace in this

short sketch will be observed when we turn to the other Teu-
tonic dialects and their modern derivatives. Anglo-Saxon, the

literary language, is one of the dialects transplanted into Celtic soil

by the invaders who came from the western and north-western

districts of Low Germany^.
The Celtic language was spoken not only by the primitive

inhabitants of Britain, but also by the inhabitants of Gaul,

Belgium, and part of Spain. No literary documents from that

primitive or pre-Roman time have come down to us, probably

because the Druids, according to Caesar's account, shrunk from
committing their sacred rites and doctrines to writing. The
most ancient Irish documents do not reach back further than

to the eighth or ninth century.

The Roman legions brought their language and customs to

Britain. The long duration of the Roman occupation, their

perennial encampments, the colonies founded by their veteran

soldiers, the rise of flourishing cities, the construction of high-

roads, and other monuments of art and science which are partly

extant, show how deeply Roman civilization had struck root in

this country. And yet there are no Latin words dating from
that time preserved in the language, with the exception of a

few compounds, as colonia, coin, in Lincoln, and castra, cestra,

cester, in Chester, Winchester, Gloucester, &c. It was only with
the introduction of Christianity that a copious Latin vocabulary,

chiefly referring to ecclesiastical affairs, found admission into the

language of the country. With the scholastic, and subsequently

the classical studies, new supplies of Latin terms were intro-

duced into the vernacular ; and the mania of latinizing the

language in the time of Queen Elizabeth became so general,

that Thomas Wilson (died 1581) bitterly complains of the

'strange ink-horn terms' introduced into English. ' Some seek

so far for outlandish English, that they forget altogether their

* There are some who consider the Anglo-Saxon of our ancient documents to be
a compound of several dialects which took its rise after the Saxon invasion of

England, ' a new speech, resulting from the fusion of many separate elements.'

Marsh, Lectures, p. 43.
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mother's language. And I dare swear this, if some of their

mothers were alive, they were not able to tell what they say

;

and yet these fine English will say they speak in their mother

tongue, if a man should charge them with counterfeiting the

King's English/ And of Sir Thomas Browne it is asserted, not

without reason, that to persons acquainted only wath their

native tongue, many of his sentences must be nearly unintelli-

gible; and the author is himself of opinion that if the desire

after elegancy continued to work in the same direction, it

would soon be necessary to learn Latin in order to understand

English.

We return to Anglo-Saxon. The four Teutonic tribes that

invaded Britain have left no record in the dialect peculiar to

each ; we therefore have no facts from which to obtain any idea

as to the nature of their language. The Jutes who settled in

Kent, Hampshire, and the Isle of Wight, may probably have

spoken a Low German, that is, a dialect most closely akin to

Anglo-Saxon, for we find in those districts no traces whatever

which point to the Old Norse dialect. But on the other hand
it must be admitted that if their dialect had been Old Norse, it

might, from its constant and immediate contact with the over-

whelming Saxon element, have gradually become extinct in

proportion to the amalgamation of the Jutes with the Saxons.

The Angles who came from Western Schleswig settled north of

the Saxons, between the Thames and the Wash. Their language
must have closely resembled the Saxon dialect. But as to the

latter, we have no better evidence. The Saxons who settled in

England called themselves simply Saxons in contradistinction

to the ' Old Saxons,' that is, those tribes of their nation which
had remained behind in the old country. Though the Saxon
emigrants and the German Old Saxons must have been most
intimately related, it is still doubtful whether they belonged
exactly to one and the same tribe. On the contrary-, judging
from the intimate relation existing between Saxons and Angles,

their joint enterprises and settlement in a new country, one
might feel inclined to take the English Saxons as belonging to

a tribe which occupied the district north of the Elbe, and which
^s to be distinguished from the Southern Saxons. Still the

question remains to be settled, whether their language was
identically the same or not.

If we take the degree in which the language of the Anglo-
Saxon Beowulf differs from that of the Old Saxon Heliand as

the only criterion, we must admit that Anglo-Saxon and Old
Saxon were two distinct dialects. This difference however
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may be accounted for in another way. The Old Saxons who
stayed behind in their country were generally stationary, and
not exposed to external influences which make themselves
keenly felt among emigrants by causing rapid changes in

manners, customs, and language. The English Saxons, on the

other hand, were eminently exposed to those influences. They
found themselves in a new country, in novel scenery and con-

ditions of life; they soon forgot their old country with its

songs and sagas; they gradually mingled with the Celtic

natives, separated into different parties, and founded seven
petty states, which were to a certain extent independent of each

other. What wonder that such conditions, differing so materi-

ally from those of the German Saxons, should bring about a
different course of development in their language, and account

for the divergence which we perceive on comparing the Anglo-
Saxon and Old Saxon dialects^.

Under the term of Anglo-Saxon we include all the Teutonic

dialects which were spoken in England from the fifth century.

The term itself was of a later date, and supplanted the earlier terms
of ^Saxon^ and ^Anglisc' Grammarians divide this Anglo-Saxon
into two periods. Old and New Anglo-Saxon, or Semi-Saxon,
The literary documents in Old Anglo-Saxon extend over a period

of almost five hundred years, beginning with Beowulf, a poem
which the Anglo-Saxons had imported from their own country,

and which is supposed to have been written in the seventh cen-

tury, although there are no manuscripts that can be referred

beyond the tenth century. Old Anglo-Saxon again may be
distinguished into two principal dialects, the Saxon and the

Anglian, or Southern and Northern dialect. These again were
probably subdivided into local dialects, among which that of the

West Saxons gained the ascendancy and became the literary

language, used in Beowulf, in Caedmon^s Metrical Paraphrase,

and in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. The Northern or Anglian
dialect is divided again into the North and South Anglian
(Mercia, Anglia—Northumberland), the former being largely

tinged with the Danish or Old Norse element. The dialect of

Mercia is supposed to have been partly made use of in the com-
position of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, and the Durham Book
is written in the dialect of Northumbria.

The first period of Old Anglo-Saxon is characterized by its

purely Teutonic elements, its consonants which closely corre-

1 It is true that generally colonization fixes a language, as we learn from the

Icelandic for instance ; but then the fact is chiefly owing to the isolated position of

a people, and want of intercourse with other nations.
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spond with the Gothic, its rich and varied vocahsm and its

inflexional forms, which, though greatly worn and weakened,

are still full-sounding vowels. Besides the natural decline and

phonetic changes which we have observed in the transition from

Old High German to Middle and Modern High German, we
find in the English language other agencies at work which

combined to give the English language of the present day its

diversified aspect, and which therefore deserve some further

notice.

The Old Norse dialect, which we shall have especially to

mention hereafter, exercised a great influence chiefly upon the

language of the north of England, where from a.d. 787 the

Norsemen, that is Danes and Norwegians, made repeated in-

roads and gradually settled in the country. The reign of the

Danish Kings too, from a.d. 1002 to 1041, cannot have passed

without admitting the Danish element more freely into the

language as well as the customs of the Saxons. The Anglo-
Saxon vocabulary has consequently adopted a certain stock of

Old Norse words, part of which are still preserved in the English
of the present day. The northern dialects above all may owe
their broad full vowels to Old Norse influences.

Even before the Conquest, Norman-French found entrance

into England, chiefly at court. Edward the Confessor, having
been educated at the Norman court, had naturally a pre-

dilection for the Norman system, which he also imitated by
introducing Norman-French as the language of his court. With
the Conquest Norman-French found ready entrance among the

higher classes. The succession of Norman barons to the con-

fiscated estates of the Saxon nobility, the appointment of the

Norman clergy to the higher dignities of the Saxon Church;
the erection of convents inhabited by Norman monks and nuns

;

the intimate connection between the clergy and nobility,—all this

tended, in a comparatively short time, to make the Norman
tongue the language of rank and education, while Anglo-Saxon
continued to be that of the nation at large, that is, the language
of the needy and the oppressed. But there is always some
intercourse between the upper and lower classes, and where their

languages are different, they will of necessity create a mixed
tongue, as the occasion requires.

But with the beginning of the thirteenth century, a reaction

began. The loss of Normandy by King John suspended further

immigrations from that country, and the agreement made be-

tween the Kings, Henry III and Louis IX, according to which
subjects of one crown could not acquire landed property under
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the other, put a stop to Norman transmigrations. The despotic

aggressions of the English Kings soon joined Normans and
Saxons in a common league against their royal oppressors, and
in these movements the freedom-loving, honest, Saxon element

made itself conspicuous and regained its ascendancy over the

Norman-French type. The proud Norman, who heretofore, in

order to pronounce dissent or unbelief was wont to exclaim with

an oath, ' Then I shall become an Englishman !

' or, in order

to spurn at an unbecoming proposal, ' Do you take me for an

Englishman^ ?'—that same Norman, a hundred years after, was
]^roud of the appellation of Englishman. He in fact gradually

lost the consciousness of his Norman-French nationality, so that

in 1308 he joined the Saxon in opposing the French favourites

whom King Edward had called over, and in compelling the

King to dismiss them. These anti-French feelings were still more
fostered by the wars with France which commenced in 1339
under Edward III, and which more than anything else tended

to amalgamate the Norman and Saxon into one compact nation-

ality— a nationality of which both parties had good reason to be

proud. The result of these political changes becomes plainly

manifest in the history of the English language. Already in

1 258 Henry III ordered the enactments of the Mad Parliament

to be published, not only in Latin and French but also in the

vernacular ; and the victory of the Saxon element was, about a

hundred years after, so decided that Edward III in 1363 decreed

that henceforth causes pending in courts of law should be con-

ducted in English and registered in Latin, because the French

language was too little known. This remarkable document was

composed in pure Saxon, unmixed with French". The literary

documents of this period in general are characterized by a con-

siderable loss in the inflexional forms, and an important admix-

ture of Norman-French with the Old Anglo-Saxon.

English again is divided into three periods: Old English, Middle

English, and Modern English. The period of Old English com-

prises a hundred years. During this period the old inflexional

forms continued their decline, so that the declension of sub-

stantives hardly show more than the debris of the old inflexional

forms. To the Old English period belong Robert of Gloucester's

Chronicle, Peter Langtoft's Chronicle, and the Early English

Psalter. To the Middle English period belong the writings of

Wychfle, Chaucer and Sir John Mandeville. The period of Middle

English is commonly, and I consider rightly, introduced with

Chaucer, ' the father of Englisb poetry,' who undoubtedly had

1 Koch, Mnleitung, p. 14. ^ Ibid. p. 15.
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a vastly greater influence on the thoug-hts and on the speech

of his countrymen than Wycliffe, whose translation of the Bible

was, up to the time of the Reformation, most probably known
to none except the learned few. Middle English is characterized

by the rapid dilapidation of all inflexional forms, the diminution

of strong verbs, and the almost total absence of declensions

of substantives as well as adjectives.

, Modern English continued the same decline, and has by
this time succeeded in stripping itself of all inflexional forms

with the exception of the s and st of the present, the ed of

the preterite of the verb, the s of the genitive, the degrees of

comparison of adjectives, and a few pronominal cases. As the

first important work in Modern English, we may consider the

translation of the Bible under the auspices of King James the

First, forming the authorized version up to the present time.

It was based upon the Bishop's Bible, and the translations of

Coverdale, Tyndale, &c., were to be consulted whenever they

were in closer harmony with the original text than the Bishop's

Bible. In spite of the drawbacks we have mentioned, the

Modern English language has, according to Jacob Grimm,
gained in spiritual maturity what it has lost in the more material

advantages of inflexional forms ; and, according to another au-

thority, it has during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

been worked out so elaborately that it combines the vigour of

the Teutonic with the elegance of the Latin languages, and
must be considered completely sufficient for the expression of,

every thought in poetry or prose.

As to the constituent elements composing modern English the

following observations may find their place here. The French
element having been engrafted on the German, all inflexions in

the English language, such as they are, are German. This is

therefore the case with auxiliary verbs and all verbal inflexions,

the pronouns, the numerals, conjunctions, and prepositions (with

few exceptions). German appellations are preferred for natural

objects and phaenomena of nature, such as animals, plants and
minerals, the parts of the human body, the sky, the weather,

and everything connected with them. German are the names
which designate articles of dress and weapons ; and the farmer

characteristically enough uses only German words in the course

of his daily occupation ; and so, on the whole, does the sailor.

The names for articles of food are mixed, some German, others

French. Here again it is interesting to observe the characteristic

application of French terms for certain kinds of meat, and Ger-
man for the animals from which the food is derived : the Saxon
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farmer speaks of ox and cow, calf and sheep, out of which the

French or Gallicized cook produces beef, veal, and mutton. The
French element has decidedly the ascendancy in such appella-

tions as refer to the political organization, the titles, and dignities

of the state, to arts and sciences.

Old Norse we call that dialect which in the olden times, and
as late as the eleventh centuiy, was spoken and generally under-

stood in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and the adjacent islands.

This language was preserved almost intact in Iceland, while in

Denmark and Sweden it grew into two different dialects, the

Modern Danish and Swedish. The Icelandic of the present day
has a closer affinity to the Old Norse dialects in the literary

documents of the ninth century than the Old High German of

the eighth shows to the High German of the eleventh century.

This stationary existence of the Norse language in Icelandic

can be explained partly by its secluded position in an island far

out of reach of continental influence, partly by the stereotyped

form which it assumed in the old songs and sagas most zealously

cultivated by the Icelander of later times. Their island had
been known in the ninth century when voyages of discovery

were made thither. Even afterwards, when the despotic reign

of Harold Haarfagr threatened to reduce the northern free-

men to a state of vassalage, many inhabitants of the Scan-

dinavian islands, a number of noblemen amongst them, emi-

grated to the distant shores of Iceland, while others directed

their voyage towards France and England. In Iceland the

Northmen established an aristocratic republic, their settlement

began to thrive, and they adopted Christianit}'- in the year looo.

The old poetry which flourished in Norway in the eighth

centur}^, and which was cultivated by the Skalds in the ninth,

would have been lost in Norway itself had it not been for the

jealous care with which it was preserved by the emigrants of

Iceland. The most important branch of their traditional poetry

was short songs (hliod or Quida) relating the deeds of their gods

and heroes. It is impossible to determine their age, but they

existed at least previously to the emigration of the Northmen
to Iceland, and probably as early as the seventh century. Those

ancient songs of the Northmen were collected about the middle

of the twelfth century, and are still preserved in the two Eddas,

of which the elder or poetical Edda contains old mythic poems,

the younger or Snorri's Edda gives the ancient myths in prose.

Both Eddas were composed in Iceland and form the most
valuable part of Old Norse literature ^

' Max MttUer, Lectures, First Series, p. 211.
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From the Old Norse are derived the modern Swedish and Danish
languages, although it may reasonably be doubted, whether they

have sprung from exactly that form of speech which is preserved

in the Old Norse literary documents. It is indeed now taken

for granted that Old Norse at a very early date was split into

two sister dialects, one, spoken in Norway, being the mother of

Old Norwegian or Icelandic, the other the parent of Swedish
and Danish. The first germs of Swedish and Danish are con-

sidered to have existed long before the eleventh century in the

dialects of the numerous clans and tribes of the Scandinavian

race. That race is clearly divided into two branches, called by
Swedish scholars the East and West Scandinavian. The former

would be represented by the old language of Norway and
Iceland, the latter by Swedish and Danish. This division of

the Scandinavian race had taken place before the Northmen
settled in Norway and Sweden^.

All the dialects spoken in the Lowlands of Germany between
the Rhine and the shores of the Baltic are comprised under the

term of Low German. Anglo-Saxon is a Low German dialect,

and there are belonging to the same category several others

which require a passing allusion. On the north coast of Ger-
many between the Rhine and the Elbe, and to the north of the

Elbe, extended the Old Frisian dialect. Though it is preserved

in literary documents which do not reach back beyond the four-

teenth century, and therefore are contemporary with the Middle,

not the Old, High German literature, the Old Frisian dialect

nevertheless displays a more antique cast and resembles more
closely Old, than Middle, High German, ^The political isola-

tion and the noble adhesion of the Frisians to their ancient laws

and traditions imparted to their language also a more conserva-

tive tendency. For the same reason we see about that time,

nay up to the present day, the Icelandic language but slightly

deviating from the grammatical forms which are characteristic

of the Old Norse dialect. After the fourteenth century the old

Frisian forms become rapidly extipct, whilst in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries they were almost on a parallel with the

Anglo-Saxon of the ninth and tenth centuries.*
*

Old Saxon is the dialect which was spoken in the German
Lowlands between the Rhine and the Elbe in the districts which
lie at the foot of the central plateau of Germany. This language
we know from literary productions which date from between the

ninth and eleventh centuries, and had their origin in the dis-

tricts of Munster, Essen and Cleve. The most ancient and most

* Max Miiller, Lectures, i. p. 210. * Ibid. p. 196.
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important document in Old Saxon is the Heliand (the Healer,

or Saviour, German heilatid), a free version of the Gospels,

written for the newly converted Saxons about the ninth century.

The Old Saxon is the mother of the Middle Low German which
is to be distinguished from the Middle German and Middle
Netherlandish or Middle Dutch, and the modem derivative of

which we find in Modern Low German or ^Platt-Deutsch/ Old
Saxon most closely approaches Old High German, whilst the

dialect spoken in the disti-icts of Thuringia, Hesse, &c., situated

between Upper and Lower Germany, formed a kind of transition

between High and Low German. The Dutch language boasts

of no such antique documents as we find in English and German,
for its literature cannot be traced further back than the six-

teenth century. Still it is to the present day a literary and
national language, although confined to a small area. Flemish

too was in those times the language used in the courts of Flan-

ders and Brabant, but at a later period it had to give way before

the official languages of Holland and Belgium, and its use is

almost completely confined to the Flemish peasantry.

Having so far sketched the relative position of the different

Teutonic languages spread over their respective areas in Europe,

we must direct our attention to the degree of relationship in

which they stand to each other, and in which they again, taken

collectively, stand to other cognate languages. We take for

this purpose the Old Teutonic dialects, in which the modern
derivative languages will find their illustration at the same time.

The six old Teutonic dialects, Gothic, Old High German, Old
Norse, Old Frisian, Old Saxon, and Anglo-Saxon, may accord-

ing to their greater or lesser affinity be classified in three groups :

Gothic with its nearest relatives, namely, Anglo-Saxon, Old
Saxon, Old Frisian, forming the Low German group ; by the

side of which we place as a second group Old High German, as

a third. Old Norse. All the Teutonic languages however are

descended from one common mother which we call the primi-

tive Teutonic (Grundsprache), and the relation of the different

groups, ancient and modern, to this primitive tongue will appear

from the following diagram.

The Teutonic dialects again, of which the Gothic is our repre-

sentative, belong to a group which formerly went under the name
of ' Indo-European,'' now by that of ' Aiyan languages '.' To the

same group belong the following classes.

I . The Indian class of languages. Sanskrit, the most important

* Some German linguists use the term of ' Indo-Germanic'
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language for the student of Comparative Grammar, is the sacred

language of the Hindoos. It had ceased to be a spoken language
at least three hundred years before Christ. At that time the

people of India spoke dialects standing to the ancient Vedic
Sanskrit in the relation of Italian to Latin. The dialects, called

Prakrit, are known partly from inscriptions which are still pre-

sei-ved, partly from the Pali, the sacred language of Buddhism
in Ceylon, and partly from the Prakrit idioms used in later plays

and poetical compositions; and we see at last how through a
mixture with the languages of the various conquerors of India,

and through a concomitant corruption of their grammatical
system, they were changed into the modern Hindi, Hindustani,

Mahratti, and Bengali. During all this time, however, Sanskrit

continued as the literary language of the Brahmins. Like
Latin, it did not die in giving birth to its numerous oifspring,

and even at the present day an educated Brahmin would write

with greater fluency in Sanskrit than in Bengali '

.

2. The Iranic class of languages, among which most closely

allied to the Sanskrit is the Zend, or sacred language of the

Zoroastrians or worshippers of Ormuzd. To the same class belong
Old and Modern Persian, the Kurdic, Armenian, &c.

3. The Greek language, with its derivative. Modem Greek.

4. The Italic class, represented in several dialects—the Umbric,
Osk, Sabine, and Latin ; and, derived from the latter, the Modem
Latin or Romance languages—Italian, Spanish, Portuguese,

Proven9al, French, and Rumanic.

5. The Slavonic class—Russian, Bulgarian, Polish, Bohemian,
and Illyrian.

6. The Lithuanian class, represented by Lettie and Old Prus-

sian (now extinct).

7. The Celtic languages, comprising Welsh, Erse or Gaelic,

the Manse, the Breton, and the Cornish (now extinct).

To these different groups or classes of languages we must
then refer our Teutonic dialects for the sake of comparison and
explanation. But it would be erroneous to suppose that every

word or every granmiatical form which we meet in Gothic must
be preserved in Sanskrit too, or that for every Latin word we
can give the parallel in Celtic or Slavonic. Where, however, one

class leaves us without a clue, another may step in to supply

the defect. If Gothic does not show an analogy to a certain

word in Sanskrit, Latin wdll do so, or Greek. This holds good

especially for the etymology of words, while for our grammatical

' Max Miiller, Lectures, i. p. 154.

C
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forms, inflexions, and terminations, a reference from the Teutonic

to the Latin, Greek, or Sanskrit langxiages will generally suffice

to trace them to their primitive types.

The Aryan languages which we have just enumerated, being
again looked upon as the daughters of an older parent stock,

are very often reduced to a primitive idiom, called by German
grammarians the 'Ursprache/ From the results Comparative
Grammar has gained on the field of the cognate languages,

science has succeeded in building up the grammar of the pri-

mitive language, the mother of the whole Aryan tribe, the
* Ursprache' of German linguists, the language which was
spoken by our Aryan ancestors before Sanskrit was Sanskrit,

Greek was Greek, or Latin was Latin. It is not without a
feeling of wonder and awe that one follows the bold philo-

sopher into those regions of antiquity, in comparison with
which the most ancient documents of Greek or even Sanskrit

literature are but of yesterday. We shall introduce all the

grammatical forms of the 'primitive language' as far as they

have been traced, and as far as they may tend to throw light

upon the grammatical forms of the Teutonic languages. When
we speak of the ' primitive language' we understand of course

that language which was the mother of Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,

and Gothic ; as Latin was the mother of French, Italian, and
Spanish. But we do not speak of the one primitive language
of mankind, because everything tends to prove that there ex-

isted wM7i^ primitive languages, some of which became extinct,

others gave birth to filial tongues. Looking apart, however,

from these questions, which belong to Comparative Grammar in

general, we confine ourselves to giving as far as possible the

primitive types of all the grammatical forms which the English-

man, Dane, or German, uses in his daily speech. To effect

this we have of course to trace our way first to the Old Teutonic

dialects, to the cognate languages, and thence to the most
ancient form of Aryan speech ; or, vice versa, placing the primi-

tive form at the head, we follow its course of development in

the cognate and Old Teutonic languages, thence through the

Middle to the New Teutonic dialects.

The diflPerent Aryan languages, though all of them descend-

ants of the same mother, do not stand in exactly the same degree

of affinity to their parent, but show more or less family likeness.

Thus Sanskrit, for instance, approaches in most cases most nearly

the primitive language, while Gothic most widely diverges from
it. We may therefore look upon Sanskrit as the eldest, Gothic

as the youngest sister of the Aryan family, though it must be well
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understood that this comparison holds good only to the extent

we have pointed out : Sanskrit looks older, Gothic younger, in

the garment in wliich we find them dressed up in the most ancient

documents. From what we have stated it will also become
apparent that there must exist a greater or less affinity of the

Aryan languages to each other, in proportion as they have more
or less preserved the family likeness to their common mother.

This family likeness is greater in the languages of those nations

which settled down in the East, it is less in the languages of

Western nations ; the former contain more of the ancient forms,

the latter have more often replaced them by modern formations.

From this again it follows that the allied Slavonic and Teutonic

tribes first separated from their ancient home and nation and
began their migration to the far West ; after them the united

Greek, Italic, and Celtic tribes emigrated in the same direction,

while the tribes that remained behind in their ancient home
split again in two, the Iranians (Persians) settling in the south-

west, the Indians in the south-east of the plateau of Central

Asia, the original home of the Aiyan tribes. The divisions

of the primitive language into the different Aryan tongues

Schleicher has very ingeniously represented in a diagram, given
on the following page, where the length of the lines indicates

the duration, the divergence of the lines the degree of rela-

tionship of these languages.

c 2
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UTHUAMAIM

DiAGBAM SHOWING THE BELATION OF THE TEUTONIC LANGUAGES *.

* The arrangement I have made in this diagram differs materially from that made
by Schleicher in his diagram of the Aryan languages in the pamphlet ' Die Darwin-

sche Theorie und die Spracbwissenschaft,' Weimar, 1863.



VOWEL SOUNDS.

Vowels are formed by the config-uration of the mouth, or the
buccal tube; but the pitch or tone inherent to each vowel is

determined by the chordae vocales. On emitting the breath
from the lungs through the buccal tube in order to pronounce
a vowel, we may give the interior of the mouth two extreme
positions. In one the lips are rounded and the tongue is drawn
down, ^so that the cavity of the mouth assumes the shape of

a bottle without a neck/ and we pronounce u. In the other

we narrow the lips and draw up the tongue to its utmost, so

that the buccal tube represents 'a bottle with a very narrow
neck,' and we pronounce i. Intermediate between the u and
i, with lips less rounded than in the case of the former, and
less narrowed than in the case of the latter, the tongue neither

drawn up nor down, and therefore in its natural position, we
pronounce a}. Between these there is an indefinite variety of

vocal sounds, but every language has fixed upon a limited

number, just as music, though the number of notes in the

octave is unlimited, contents itself with twelve which suffice

to give expression to the most wonderful creations of genius.

a, i, and u may be considered as the types of all vowels which
differ not only in the quality but also in the pitch of the

sound. Their relative position will be seen from the follow-

ing table :

—

i—^pitch, or inlierent tone : D""
a—pitch, or inherent tone : B" flat

«—pitch, or inherent tone : F.

From this table it becomes clear that 21, as it is the extreme

of i in the quality of sound, so it is in its pitch or inherent

tone; and that a in both respects occupies an intermediate

position. The last-mentioned vowel being equally distant from

* Max Miiller, Lecturet, ii. p. 1 19 sqq.
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either extreme^ and pronounced while the organs occupy their

natural position, it is easily understood that a had every chance
of becoming a favourite vowel.

Now if the physiologist may regard the a, i, and u, as the

types of all vowels, the linguist will as readily acknowledge
that they are the 'primitive' vocal sounds, and that all others

owe their origin to a modification of these. From the sounds

of the ' primitive language,' the ' Ursprache,'' all the sounds in

the difierent Aryan languages have been developed according

to certain phonetic laws which we see at work in the vital

processes of language; and to these primitive vowels conse-

quently all vowels in the different Aryan languages can be
traced as to their common source. The 'primitive language'

in its most primitive form was limited to the three typical

vowels, which later on, certainly before the first breaking up
of the Aryan family, were multiplied by the a entering into

combination, first with its own like, and then with the two
other vowels. Thus we get the following table of gradations

of sounds :

—

Primitive. I. Gradation. IT. Gradation.

i.o . . . a + a= aa . . , a + aa=aa
2. i 4 . . a + i=ai . . . a + ai = ai

3. « . . . a + u = au . . . a + au= au.

The combinations aa and da were probably contracted into a
at an early period. The vowel a is so characteristically dis-

tinct from its two fellows that it may be considered as forming

a class of its own in contradistinction to that which comprises

the vowels i and u. The latter have in their suit, and are often

replaced by^ the consonants, or semivowels, J and v, while a

never passes into a consonant, and thus displays more ener-

getically its vocalic nature. Each vowel is limited to the

combinations mentioned in the table, and these combinations

are used as a means of expressing in the root itself its rela-

tions in connected speech. The vowels of suffixes also are

capable of forming those combinations, because they originally

proceeded from independent roots ; but the primitive form of a

root is always rendered with a primitive, that is, a simple

vowel. In a root with two consonants the combinations do
not occur, and such a root has always the radical a, never i

or u. Thus then the essence of all inflections we find in the

system of vowels.

Long vowels being of a secondaiy formation they did not

exist in the primitive language ; where nevertheless they occur
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equally In different Aryan dialects, as Sansk. pita (rs), Greek
TiaT-qp, Goth, fadar =.fathdr, &c. Schleicher supposes them to

be of later introduction, perhaps of a period when the different

languag-es had already separated ; and he therefore claims for

the last-mentioned words in the primitive language the genuine

form patars.

The Sanskrit has, besides the short vowels i and «, the length-

ened forms t and u. The combinations ai and au are fused

into the single vowels e and o; e being the intermediate sound

between a and i, the former ascended, the latter descended to

the pitch of e, hence twice e, or e-\-e= e. In the same manner
in the combination aii, the a descended, the u ascended, to their

intermediate pitch o, hence for a-\-u we have o-\- = 0. A
peculiar feature in the vital process of vowels is the weakening
of a full into a thin vowel, the ' Sckwachung' of German gram-
marians, a phenomenon which chiefly occurs with the vowel a,

which may be ' degraded,^ as it were, in this scale into i, u, and

*, u. Thus then we arrive at the following table :

—

Degradation or

weakening. Primitive. I. Gradation. IT. Gradation.

1. a sounds . . i, u; i^H . . a . . . , d . . , . d,

2. i sounds i . ... S .... ai

3. u sounds u .... 6 .... du

The Teutonic languages, of which Gothic is the most ancient

representative, have, with characteristic perseverance, kept each

radical vowel in its proper order, and thus guarded the main
principle of inflections. The vowel a is weakened both into i

and ?/, and these weakened forms occur quite as regularly as the

gradations. The first and second gradations are kept strictly

distinct, the former in Gothic being e, the latter 0. The pri-

mitive au has, in Gothic, weakened the a into i, and thus the

primitive combination is replaced by iu ; in ai the a by assimi-

lation to the i becomes e, and consequently Gothic ei stands for

the primitive ai. iu (= primitive au) is sometimes represented

by u. Thus we get the table :

—

II. Degradation. I. Degradation. Primitive.

1. Order a . i . . . . u . . . a . .

2. Order i i . .

3. Order u w . .

In order to give a comprehensive glance over the course of

development of vowels in the Old Teutonic languages in general,

and the relation of these vowels to those in Gothic, Sanskrit,

Gradation. II. Gradation.

. e . .

. ei . .

. iuiH).

. . 6

. . ai

. . au
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and the primitive language, I subjoin a table arranged according

to the different orders.

I. Order a.

Degradation, or

weakening. Primitive. I. Gradation

a . . . aa ,

u; t, 4
Primitive . .

Sanskrit . . .

Gothic ...
Old High German e

Old Saxon . . . e .

Anglo-Saxon . . d,o
Old Frisian . . e .

Old Norse . . e

2. Order i.

Primitive i

Sanskrit i

Gothic i

Old High German
Old Saxon . . . e i

Anglo-Saxon . . e

Old Frisian . . . e

Old Norse . . . c f

a (e)

S (d)

Order u.

Primitive ......... u ... au
Sanskrit u . . . 6

II. Gradation.

Gothic u . . . iu (u) .

Old High German o . . . . . u . . . iu (u) .

Old Saxon . . . o u . . , iu (4) .

Anglo-Saxon .. o ..... m ... cd (^) .

Old Frisian . . . o u . . . iu (4) .

Old Norse . . . o u . . . iu (u) .

at

ei{e}

e(d)

au
au
au
ou (d)

6

ed («)

d(e)

au

These different vowels of the different languages just enume-
rated are liable to certain modifications brought about under
the influence of other vowels or of consonants. Such modifica-

tions taking place according to phonetic laws did not exist in

the primitive language. Where two vowels happened to suc-

ceed, hiatus probably took place, though it could but rarely

occur, because the elision of consonants was not yet known. At
a very early period, however, a, with a succeeding vowel, may
have formed a compound vowel or diphthong, as a and i:s::ai.

But in the cognate languages we find various phonetic laws
which regulate the changes and modifications of vowels. Of
these we have already mentioned the '•gradation' or ' Steigerung,'

according to which the vowel a enters into combination with its

own kind {a-\-a=.aa; aa + a=ida), or with i and u [ai, au, &c.),

combinations which in the cognate languages are often con-
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tracted into one, and then of course a long vowel. The degrada-

tion, or weakening, or ' Schwachung ' attacked first of all the

most powerful of vowels, the a, which in Sanskrit we find weak-
ened into i and u, in most of the Teutonic dialects weakened
into e ; the latter again often weaken the u into o, the i into e.

Vowels in the different Teutonic Dialects^.

I. OLD TEUTONIC.

Short Vowels.

Gothic, (i) At the beginning- of a word:

—

alev, oil; arja,

I plough (Lat. aro); arbaidja, I work (Germ, arbeite); asneis,

slave ; andeis, end. (2) In the middle of a word :— skalks,

servus ; favdi, few ; dal, valley, dale (Germ, thai) ; farja, I sail

(Germ, fahren) ; hvar, where ; ^ar, there ; fadar, father. (3) At
the end of a word :

—

ba, both ; fra, from ; hva, what ; sa, he

;

sva, so j tva, two ;
ja, indeed, yes (Germ. ja). In Gothic this

short a is nowhere encroached upon by other vowels. Where in

foreign words two a's meet, they are rendered in Gothic either

with an intermediate h or by one a being dropped, e. g. Abraam,

Goth. Abraham J Isaah, Goth. Tsah. In Gothic words however,

two fl's can only meet where a particle is prefixed to a noun or

verb, and in this case they remain intact, e. g. ga-arbja, co-heir

;

ga-arman to have pity (Germ, sich erbarmen).

Old High German has adopted the a under pretty nearly

the same conditions as Gothic; it goes even farther and admits

an a between liquids, and between liquids and mutes, which in

Gothic stoutly refuse the admission of an a; as for instance,

Gothic arms, poor; akrs, field); tagr, tear;—Old High Germ.
aram (Germ, arm) ; achar (Germ, acker); zahar (Germ, zahre).

But the Old High German a is considerably modified by the

Umlaut, by the inorganic production a (Goth.^a, O. H. Germ.
jd) ; by contraction in the middle of a word, and in a few cases

by deviation into 0, such as Aoldn for halon, to fetch (Germ,

holen); scol instead of seal, shall (Germ, soil); Jok for Goth. j'aA,

also ; and finally in the weak inflexions where Old High German

* All vowels to be pronounced as in Italian or German, unless directed otherwise.
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has hano, cock (Germ, hahii); pliuton, blind, for Goth, hana,

ll'mdan.

The origin of the Umlaut we have already discussed. In
Gothic there is no trace of it to be discovered, while in Old
High German it appears to have arisen in the sixth or seventh

century, and to have gradually developed itself, exposing the a

to modification into e, chiefly before a single consonant followed

by i. But even in Old High German the Umlaut is not syste-

matically carried out ; even the latest writers, as Notker for in-

stance, preferring sometimes the original pure a to the Umlaut.
Thus we find alliu, all, by the side of hella ; angil, and engil,

angel (Germ. engeV) ; enti together with anti. As an invariable

rule, it must be laid down that the i of the termination cannot

aflfect the a of the root unless it stands at the beginning of the

terminational syllable, as in enst-i, eng-il, &c. The position

of a is exceptional in the gen. and dat. sing. masc. and neut. of

the weak declension, where the inflexional i has no power over it

to create Umlaut. Therefore hanin not henin, of a cock ; lamin,

of a lame man ; scedin for scadin (Germ, schaden), and nemin for

namin, of a name, are exceptions.

Among the Saxon dialects. Old Saxon most closely approaches

Old High German, and takes a kind of intermediate position

between it and Anglo-Saxon. Its vowel a is throughout iden-

tical with that of Gothic and Old High German, and with the

latter it adopts it even between liquids and mutes ; e. g. sorga

and soraga, care (Germ, sorge) ; hifelhan and hifelahan, to order

(Germ, befehlen). It wavers less between a and o than Old
High German, with the exception of a few cases such z%far and

for, particle for- (Germ, ver-); wala and wola, well; werald

and werold, weruld, werld, world. The particles an and of are

turned into on and of.

The Umlaut is adopted but not generally applied, and the

original vowel holds its place before M andyj^y as in mahti,

mahtig, mighty (Germ, machtig) ; crafti, craftig, strong (cf. crafty.

Germ, kraftig); occasionally also in the 3rd sing. pres. of

strong verbs, e. g. haldid for heldid,\ieho\^s (Germ, halt) ;fallid,

he falls (Germ, fallt) ; while verbs generally waver between a

and €', e. g. standid, stendid, he stands ; slahit, slehit, he sleeps

;

hebbjan and habbean, to have.

Anglo-Saxon has in but very few cases preserved the pure

vowel a, which is generally weakened into a or flattened into 0.

The original a keeps its position before a single consonant which
is followed by a, 0, or u; e. g. hwalas, plur. of hwdl, whale

;

dagas, dagum, nom. and dat. plur. of dag, day ; even before e, if
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the latter had its origin in a, o,otu; chiefly in inflexional forms,

as care, ace. sing, of cant, care. Foreign words always preserve

their pure a sound, e.g. Aprelis [Aprilis), aspide (aspis), carcern

{career), &c. Before m and », pure a may stand or be replaced

^7 ^i 6. g. warn and worn, stain ; can and con, to know (Germ,
kennen) ; lamh and lomb, lamb. But a is invariably weakened
to a in monosyllabic words which end in a single consonant, or

in polysyllabic which terminate in e preceded by a single con-

sonant. Examples :— (i) Tiwdl, whale
;
glds, glass ; ddg, day ; hdr,

bare, naked ; deer, dcre, field ; Mere, baker
; fdger, fair, pretty.

(2) Beforey and s followed by another consonant : crdft, crd^ftig,

craft, strength (Germ, kraft, kraftig); dfter, after; g'dst, guest

(Germ, gast) ; also before a doubled mute or sibilant, e. g. hdhhan

and Jiabhan, to have (Germ, haben); dppeliCiiA. appel, apple. (3) In
other combinations of consonants which are brought about by
the elision of e, e.g.fdgres, gen. o^ fdger., dpi for dppel. Two
consonants beginning with r tolerate only the broken vowel ea

in the preceding syllable, except in cases where r succeeds the a
in transpositions, such as gdrs for grds., grass ; bdrst for brdst,

burst. These rules however do not hold good for all cases;

because in Anglo-Saxon the vowel a, unless it is sheltered or

supported by a succeeding low-pitched vowel (a, 0, or u), wavers

in all directions, so that we cannot look upon its modification in

a as a strictly fixed law, such as ' Umlaut,^ or a systematical

weakening of the a, but rather as an aberration of the a from
its original pure sound which it has in Gothic and Old High
German. In a few cases the primitive a kept its place where
one might expect its transition into d, e. g. blac for bide, black

;

appel for dppel, ange and onge for dnge, narrow (Germ. enge).

As to the orthography of this modified a-sound, giammarians
are at variance. Grimm writes d, in order to distinguish this

short vowel from the long a, a distinction marked out by others

spelling ce and a. I adopt Grimm's mode of spelling, because

it keeps the short and long vowels distinct, and, at the same
time, runs parallel with the d and a in other Teutonic dialects.

The Anglo-Saxon e as Umlaut of a must be kept distinct from

the modification of the a just mentioned. Very often the i

which brought about the Umlaut is dropped or changed into

another vowel, and thus arises the hidden Umlaut, e. g.fen, fen;

hel, hell; net, net; forms which are used in the place of the

geminatedye«?^, hell, nett : these again were introduced instead of

J'ene, hele, nete, and the latter stand for Gothic /a???', hali {halja),

nati. Thus we trace the hidden Umlaut to its original con-

ditions, under which alone it could occur.
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Old Frisian preserved the vowel a before m and n, whether
single, geminated, or combined with a mute, unless it gives

way like other dialects to an inclination towards o ; hence nama
and noma, name; kampa and ko7np, fight (Germ, kampf); man
and mon, man. But the vowel a can never pass into o where
Umlaut takes place. Therefore the pure a in framd, foreign

(Germ, fremd) ; mantel, mantle; manniska, man (Germ, mensch)

;

hangst, horse (Germ, hengst); because by the side of these appear

the modified forms, fremd, mentel, menska, hengst. The vowels

a and u in the termination preserve the a of the penult : knapa,

boy (Germ, knabe)
; fara, to go (Germ, fahren); balu, evil

(comp. baleful) . Before the double consonants, a ox e may occur,

but so that the former appears preferable in the following cases :

before I, x ( = ks), and geminated mutes, e.g.falla, to fall;

balde, soon (Germ, bald) ; salt, salt; even kalde, the cold (Germ,

kalte), instead of the Umlaut kelde ; sax, knife, sword; atta^

father ; katte^ cat.

Old Norse has very largely patronized the pure a, after Gothic

perhaps more so than any other dialect. This vowel occurs in

gala, to sing ; snar, quick ; napr, cold ; hrafn, raven ; slag, blow
(Germ, schlag) ; vagn, currus (Germ, wagen).

Where a occurs at the end of a word it is always lengthened

into d; this lengthened form is also adopted by some gram-
marians and rejected by others, before consonantal combinations

with I and n ; If, Im, Ip, Ig, Ik, Is, ng, nk.

The Umlaut of a into e is caused by the occurrence of an i in

the succeeding syllable, and that of a into b by u in the same
position. Hence the vowels a, e, and o may occur in one and
the same word in different cases of the declension according to

ihe terminational vowel ; a circumstance which imparts to the

Old Norse dialect a peculiar flexibility and softness which we can

readily perceive on looking at the difierent forms of the word
magu, which declines thus— mog-r, magar, megi, mog ; plur.

megir, maga, mogum, mogu. Whenever i does not cause the

Umlaut of a in the preceding syllable, it must be considered

inorganic, as for instance in skari (Germ, schaar), Danir (Danes).

The Umlaut o is marked differently in different manuscripts and
editions of manuscripts, either simply by o (hence kon and

honum for hon, honum) ; or by the sign q (whence the Danish ^)

;

or by au and av. The sign b, which is now in general use, is of

a far more recent date.
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This vowel in Gothic is, after a, the most prominent. Though
it is sometimes encroached upon by the ' Brechung' before k
and r, it receives on the other hand a numerical increase by the

vocalization of the semi-vowel J wherever the latter happens to

appear at the end of a word or before a consonant, e. g. harja,

ace. hari ; nasjan, preterite nasida. A radical i followed by
another vowel likes to admit the semi-vowel y, e. g.fjan iox fian^

to hate (cf. fiend).

Old High German preserves the pure Gothic i before m and
n, whether geminated or combined with a mute, e. g. swimman,
pintan ; in words which have dropped a final i ov u ; in nouns
which belong to the themes in i and u; in the imperative of

strong verbs; in the past participles of the fifth conjugational

class ; in monosyllabic particles. Some prefixes waver between
a and i, e. g-far-, fir-, ewenfor-, and later onfer- (Germ, ver-)

;

ga-, gi- ; za-, zi- ; ar-, ir- ; durah-, durih-.

In many cases however the pure Gothic i is weakened or

darkened into e by the power of assimilation exercised by an a
in the succeeding syllable. Hence the rule— ' Whenever i is

followed by a in the succeeding syllable it is changed into e

;

before i and u and in the above-mentioned cases it remains
unchanged.' On this rule are based the modifications of the

vowels in the two first classes of the strong conjugation ; and
thus it will be perceived why we read in the sing. pres. kilfit,

hilfis, h'llfit; nimu, nimis, nimit; and in the plural, helfames,

helfat, helfant J inf. helfan, to help; nemames, nemat, nemant;

inf. neman, to take. Monosyllabic words which have dropped

the terminational a, nevertheless retain the modified vowel e,

e.g. wec=.wega,vfSiy ; *^<?>=*^em, spear; (?"|, it {(jot\\. ita) ; and
others on the contrary which have dropped an i or « retain, in

accordance with our rule, the pure i unchanged, e. g. mist (Goth.

maihstu), lid (Goth, li^u), list (Goth, listi). How sensitive the

Old High German dialect is with respect to the law of assimila-

tion will be perceived from the fact that the modification e is

always re-exchanged for the original pure * whenever it is fol-

lowed by the adjective termination in, e. g. fell, skin (Lat.

pellis), adjective ^7/m, of skin (Lat. pelliceus) ;
g'ersta, barley,

adjective girstin, of barley. In several words the i has kept its

position in spite of the following a, such as fisk=fiska, fish;

pittar, bitter, &c. ; in others, either i or (? may be used, e. g.

ikep and skip, ship; wiht and weht, thing; irdin and erdin,
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earthen (Germ, irden, terrenus). Concerning the 'Brechung' of

i into e we shall have to say a few words hereafter.

The rules which we have just mentioned as to the weakening
of i into e in Old High German, will hold good for the Low
German dialects as well. Here, however, it is interesting to

notice how they more or less apply this rule in proportion to

their greater or less affinity to Old High German. Old Saxon,
the nearest relative to Old High German, from its geographical

position as well as its general characteristics, follows the Old
High German rule which we have laid down above; but it so

far deviates that it retains the unmodified % before m and n
where they are geminated or combined with a mute; hence
wind, wind ; singan, to sing, &c.

The conjugational forms are affected as in Old High German,
but niman retains its i throughout the present tense. Forma-
tions such as berg, mountain (Germ, berg), and gibirgi (Germ,
gebirge)

;
gersta, girstin ; the fluctuating forms geba and giba,

Jihu 2in^A.fehu, and the forms remaining unmodified in opposition

to the rule, wi^ar, against ; bittar, bitter,—all these cases have
already received their explanation in Old High German.

The Anglo-Saxon dialect has preserved the rule in a very

imperfect condition, or it has perhaps never fully adopted it.

It is true that m and n protect the pure i, but so do other con-

sonants as well : thus we find swimman, to swim ; spinnan, to spin

;

and also gifan, to give (O. H. Germ, gepan. Germ, geben)

;

lifer, liver (O. H. Germ, lepar. Germ, leber); ctiiht, knight,

boy, puer (O. H. Germ, cneht. Germ, knecht, servus). In the

conjugation of strong verbs the rule is partly preserved. The
1st sing, yields to e, but the 2nd and 3rd retain the i; hence

1st helpe (O. H. Germ, hilfu. Germ, ich helfe), 1 help; and hilpst

(O. H. Germ, hilfis. Germ, hilfst), thou helpst
; 3rd hilp^

(O. H. Germ, hilfit, Germ, hilft), he helps.

The Old Frisian dialect agrees with Old High German by
applying our rule in the following examples : helm, helm; self,

self; herte, heart; helpa, to help; werpa, to throw (Germ,

werfen) ; bercTi, mountain (Germ, berg) ; swester, sister, &c.

;

but a succeeding u, or its representative 0, has no longer the

power of preserving the pure i, hence felo, many (Germ, viele)

;

fretho, peace (Germ, friede) ; selover, silver; and the change

between i and e which we traced in the strong conjugation of

Old High German, Old Saxon, and Anglo-Saxon, has altogether

disappeared, and the verb is reduced to the monotonous forms,

werpe, werpst, werptTi.

The Old Norse dialect in this respect follows the Old High
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German more closely than some of the Low German dialects do.

It preserves the rule so far as it always admits the modification

in e whenever succeeded by a, and rejects the same before simple

n and a g-eminated mute.

Concerning the strong- conjug-ations, we find in the inf. and
pres. of the eig-hth, ninth, and tenth classes the original i re-

tained in some roots and before nn, nd, rn, and a geminated
media

—

-finna, to find ; spinna, to spin ; hincla, to bind j vinda, to

wind ; vinna, to work ; liggia, to lie, &c._, and in the part. pret.

of the fifth class ; the rest have adopted e, which, where it once

has entered, keeps its ground throughout as it does in Frisian.

In Old Norse, as well as in other dialects, the application of e or

i cannot always be determined by a rule, but must be simply

referred to the urns loquendi.

U
In Gothic we find this letter, as well as i, in its pure sound at

the beginning, the middle, and the end of words, in which cases

other dialects frequently allow the vowel to be lengthened or

weakened. But, like i, the letter u also is subject to Brechung
before tlie consonants h and r, in which position it is changed
into au. More of this phenomenon in its proper place.

Boots ending in v vocalize this consonant into u, just as roots

ending in j vocalize this consonant into i. Hence the theme
yiva forms the nom. \ius instead of \ivs, servant, voc. yiu : the

pret. of snivan^ to hasten, and '^ivan, to serve, is snau, \au. The
opposite case occurs when the vowel u is dissolved in the
consonant or semi-vowel v, especially in the inflexional forms
where the hiatus must be avoided, e. g. hand-ive, gen. pi. of
handifs, hand; sun-ive, gen. pi. oi sunus, son.

The Old High Grerman dialect preserves the pure vowel u in

many instances ; but it modifies it to o under the same circum-
stances under which it changes the i into e. Hence the rule

—

'Whenever u is followed by a in the succeeding syllable, it is

darkened or weakened into o ; but when the succeeding syllable

brings u or i instead of a, the original sound w regains its

position in the root.^ Thus will easily be understood forms such
as the following : chluputms, we clove, fidimus ; chlupi, thou
clovest, fidisti, and chlopan, cloven, fissum; and on the other

hand sicumtnumes, we swam, part, swumman, swum; sungumeSj

part, sungan, we sung, sung; in which forms the doubled m,
and n combined with the mute g, preserve the u from the

encroachment of the succeeding a.
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In Old Saxon the vowel u is kept intact in many places, as in

the words sculd, debt (Germ, schuld) ; sumar, summer; siino,

son ; iibil, evil. But it allows the Triibung-, or darkening, into o

under the same conditions as Old High German. Fluctuating

forms are, droJitin, druhtin, lord j drohting, druhting, friend,

familiaris ; fohs, vusso, fox ; for, fur, before, fore ; gomo, gumo,

man ; corni, curni, corn. The u is restored to its position in the

root by the influence of the terminational i, e. g. horn, horn,

comu; adj. humid, of horn, cornutus; gold, gold, aurum; adj.

guldin, golden, aureus ; fora, fore, pro, andykri.

Anglo-Saxon goes even beyond Old High German in its ten-

dency to preserve the organic % in the root, so that it allows u

before single m and n, and even before other consonants, whilst

Old High German preserves it only before geminated m and
n, or a mute combined with one of these liquids. Examples :

—

guma, man
; \unor, thunder

;
\unian, to thunder

; ful, full

;

fugol, bird (Germ, vogel) ; words which have invariably the

weakened o in Old High German. In the conjugation of the

strong verb, especially in the preterite, the vowel u is sheltered

by a succeeding m and n, e. g. swummon, we swum, natavimus

;

swummen^ swum, natum ; clumhon, we climbed, scandimus

;

clumben, climbed, seansum ; sungon, we sung, cantavimus

;

sungen, sung, cantatum; but in the past participle, if it is fol-

lowed by any other consonant than m or n, it is weakened into

0, e. g. multon, pret. pi. of meltan, ' to melt/ part, molten; wurjpon,

worpen ; budon, hoden ; curon, coren, &c.

Peculiar to Anglo-Saxon is the transition of w into u where it

appears in combination with i, in which case the latter vowel
is often dropped. Thus : wudu, wood, for widu ; cunian, to come,
for civiman ; suster, swuster, sister, for swister. This i preceded

by w is however safe from encroachment when it is followed by
the liquid m or n combined with another consonant.

In Old Frisian the vowel u is but rarely preserved, since it

has greatly given way to the ' Triibung' in o.

Old Norse approaches far more nearly to Old High German
in the preservation of the pure Gothic vowels a, i, and u, but in

this dialect also the ^Triibung"* o may take the place of the

organic u before all consonants, except such as are combined
with m or n. An analogy to the Old High German conjuga-

tions we find in the exchange of u and o in the pret. pi. and
part. pret. of the sixth and tenth classes ; as, Sjpurniim, sporninn ;

sprutium, sprottmn ; bu^um, bo^imi, &c.

The Umlaut of u is y. Old High German, Old Saxon, and
Old Frisian reject this Umlaut altogether, whilst in two other
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Teutonic dialects we find it more or less developed. Anglo*
Saxon shows many examples of this Umlaut : cyning^ king'*

from cnnian, to know; dyrstig^ daring", from duran, to dare;

gyden, goddess, from gud, god. In a few instances the word
wavers between the Umlaut y and the original u, e. g. wurty

wyrt, wort, herb ; wurm, wyrm, worm, worm ; and in others the

Umlaut y takes place in derivations where the root has the

weakened vowel o instead of the original u, e. g. gyden from god^

pyrnen from porna, thorn; gylden from gold. In Old Norse,

which has most widely and persistently developed the system
of Umlaut, the y occurs regularly for the radical u, or its weak-
ened form 0, under the conditions which we have enumerated
above ; e. g. syni, dat. sing, of sonr, son ; kyn^ kin, genus

;

fylla, to fill ; hryggja, bridge, &c.

>-/ v-* <»y

e, o, y.

These short vowels are altogether unknown in Gothic. Their
development and relative position in the other Teutonic dialects

we have already had occasion to dwell upon, so that we need
hardly do more than sum up our remarks made in the preceding

paragraphs. The vowel e is of twofold origin, either Umlaut
of «, or the 'broken^ or 'weakened' form oi i. Old High Ger-
man, Old Saxon, and Old Norse hardly go beyond this rule in

the adoption of the letter e, but Anglo-Saxon sometimes, and
Old Frisian often, admit e instead of the pure a in cases which
more often show the modification a in Anglo-Saxon.
The letter o we met either as the 'broken' or 'weakened'

form of u in all the dialects except Gothic, or as the represen-

tative of a in cases of assimilation, so much favoured in Old
High German.

'1 he vowel y has a proper place but in few dialects ; the Gothic

language uses the sign v in Gothic words as a consonant only;

but in foreign words this letter represents the Latin vowel y as

well. In Old High German, Old Saxon, and Old Frisian the

Latin form y is used in foreign words only, whilst Anglo-Saxon
and Old Norse adopt this vowel chiefly for the purpose of ex-

pressing the Umlaut of u. At the same time, y in Anglo-Saxon
is often the representative of other vowels ; namely of i, of e

where it is the Umlaut of a, and of the ' Brechung' ea and eo.

Brechung.

Gothic; When the consonants r and h directly succeed the

vowel i or u they affect the purity of the pronunciation in such
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si manner as to make an a to precede the sound of i or n. The
inorganic diphthong's which are thus produced in the Gothic

dialect have nevertheless the value of a short vowel, and ai and
au must consequently have sounded in pronunciation similarly

to e and o. In order to distinguish this ' Brechung ' from the

true diphthongs di and du, modern grammarians have adopted

for the former the accentuation at and au. Gothic documents
write both Brechung and diphthong perfectly alike ; and it

was left to the researches of modern philology to point out and
prove the difference from coiTesponding words in the kindred

languages which always render the Gothic Brechung by a

short vowel, and the Gothic diphthong by a long vowel. Thus
Goth, vmr is Lat. vtr ; Goth, tauhiim, Lat. duximus ; Goth.

fair, Lat. per ; Goth, baira, JjSit./ero, Gr. p/iero; Goth, taihwn,

Gr. deka ; Goth, saihs, Gr. hex ; Goth, dauhtar, Gr. thygater,

O. H, Germ, tohtar ; Goth, dins, Lat. 4nus, O. H. Germ, eirif

A. S. an, O. S. and O. Fris. en. Further light is thrown on the

pronunciation of the Brechung ai and «w by the fact of the

Goths having rendered the short e or o in foreign words, without

any regard to the succeeding consonants, by the very same letters

of the Bi'echung, certainly because ai and an in pronunciation

came nearest, or were perfectly alike, to e and o. Hence they
write not only 2(?i(5amM*= Tiberius, Fa'urtunatus-==.Y(y^\maA>\x%,

which are in accordance with the Gothic Brechung before the

consonant r ; but also aipistaule, epistole ; Nanbaimhair, No-
vember. By different accentuation of Brechung and diphthong
we keep up distinctions which must have been heard in Gothic
pronunciation, sueb as the diphthong di in the singular and the

Brechung ai in the plural of the verb. Thus Goth. Idihv, com-
modavi ; O. H. Germ leh ; A. S. Idh, pi. laihvum, commodavimus

;

O. H. Germ, Uhumes; A. S. Ugon ; Goth, tduh, traxi; O. H. Germ.
zoh; A. S. tedh, pi. taukutn, traximus; O. H. Germ, zugmnes; A. S.

tugon. In very few cases, and then only before the consonants
r and h, it can be doubtful at all whether we have to deal with
the Brechung ai or the diphthong di, and then comparison with
kindred dialects will soon remove the difficulty. Thus gdiru
requires the diphthong on account of the Old High German
Jeer ; hairus the Brechung on account of the Old Norse hidrr.

Before any other consonant but r and h the vowels ai and au
are~ always true diphthongs. A few exceptional cases have pre-

served the original vowel intact even before r and h, e. g. skura^

shower ; huhrus, hunger ; hiri, hear you, audi ; Airjiy, hear ye,

audite, &c. &c.

Old High German has least of all Teutonic dialects adopted
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the system of Brechung, since it renders the Gothic Brechung
ai and au by the vowels e and o, which are quite identical with
e and o the weakened forms of i and u. We may indeed say

that the e in p'ergan and in sehs is the Brechung because it

stands for ai in Goth, hairgan and saihs ; but this distinction

does not avail us much, since the same vowel e may occur, not
only before h and r, but before any other consonant as well.

More perfectly perhaps than any other dialect except Gothio
has Anglo-Saxon developed the system of Brechung. In this

-dialect the Brechung ea for a occurs regularly before a com-
bination of consonants beginning with an I, r, or h, e.g. bealcl,

bold j ceald, cold (Germ, kalt) ; eald, old (Germ, alt) ; eall, all

;

feallan, to fall ; wearm, warm ; stearc, strong (Germ, stark)

;

eahta, eight (Germ, acht) ; eax [x=:h=/is), axe; weax, wax. In
such consonantal combinations it may often happen that one
or other consonant, perhaps even the k itself which caused the
' Brechung^ has been dropped, and yet the Brechung continues

to exist, e.g. eal=eall, all; viear-^mearh, mare; ear-=ear7i,

the sea. Sometimes Brechung appears before the single con-

sonant h, as in beneah,he needs; gefeah, he rejoiced : in the verb

slean, to slay, and ^wean, to wash, the Brechung continues

though h has been dropped by the contraction of sleahan,

\weahan'^. Even before an y and before liquids we sometimes
meet with ea instead of the usual a, e.g. creaftig = crdftig, strong

(Germ, kraftig) ; headii, hea^u, battle. On the other hand it

may occur that the Brechung we should expect before certain

consonants has been replaced by the Umlaut e.

As ea is the Brechung of a, so is eo the Brechung of i, which
occurs most frequently before consonantal combinations be-

ginning with an r, e. g. eorl, earl ; moeord, sword ; heorte, heart

;

eor^e, earth ; steorra, star ; meorc, dark, murky ; steorfan, to die

(Germ, sterben) ; weorpan, to throw (Germ, werfen). With
these examples corresponds the Brechung in Old Norse and
Gothic : O. N. larl, earl ; Goth, hairto, heart ; a{r\a, earth

;

O.N. stiartia, Goth, stairno, star; vairpan, to throw. Less

frequently it is found before I, as in feola, much (Germ, viel)

;

meolc, milk ; seolfor, silver : and before h, leoht, light ; eok,

horse : or before mutes, freo^e, peace (Germ, friede) ; heofon,

heaven, h seems to patronize an i preceding it, whilst r, I, and
the mutes prefer the weakened form e to the Brechung eo, the

vowel e occurring alternately with the Brechung eo in kindred

words, e, g. wer, man, vir ; weorod, crowd, turma ; meolc, milk

;

melcariy to milk ; seolfor, silver, argentum ; siffren, of silver,

* Some write iledn, \>wedn, as a diphthong, on account of the contraction.

D 2
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argenteiis. In these instances eo seems to be sheltered by the

in the succeeding syllable, and may consequently be considered

an assimilation ; as in general, bisjdlables with a dark vowel
in the last syllable prefer eo in the penult. Verbs which
admit the Brechung eo restore the original i in the 2nd and
3rd persons singular, e. g. weorpan, to throw, wirpst, wirp^
(Germ, werfen, wirfst, wirft) ; steorfan, to die, stirfst, stirfS

(Germ, sterben, stirbst, stirbt) The close resemblance in the

pronunciation of the double vowels ea and eo may be the cause

of an occasional confusion in their application, and of the ortho-

graphy eo instead of ea, e. g. eqfor and eafor, boar (Lat. aper.

Germ, eber) ; heorht and hearht, shining. Another form of the

Brechung, though of rare occurrence, is that in ie, which how-
ever belongs to Old Saxon rather than Anglo-Saxon. It is

sometimes used for the Brechung eo, hiere=zheore, of her, ejus;

for the weakened e, gield—geld, money (Germ, geld) ; for i,

siex= six, six : even for a, giest=gast, guest.

Old Norse has not the great variety of Brechung we find in

Anglo-Saxon, but it is not so capricious either. Wherever I ox r

succeed an i, this vowel is modified into ia. Sometimes a single

consonant, or a combination with mutes, may produce the same
effect. Examples :

—giald, money ; stiarna, star ; biartr, shining

;

iafn, even, level. The Umlaut of ia to id is caused by the letter

u in the succeeding syllable ; but when the inflexional syllable

contains an i the Brechung is removed altogether, and the radical

i is, according to the law of assimilation, restored to its place.

The influence of these different euphonic laws gives the declen-

sion the aspect of a variegated colouring, and imparts to the

language a peculiar and melodious softness. Thus compare sing,

nom. hidrtr {r=ur) stag, gen. hiartar, dat. hirti, ace. hibrt ; pi.

nom. hirtir, gen. hiarta, dat. hidrtum, ace. hibrtu. Whenever
the weakened e has taken the place of i the Brechung cannot

occur. Hence the verbs of the tenth conjugational class have
either preserved the original i, or they have e throughout, with

the exception of four verbs, biarga, to conceal ; gialla, to sing

;

gialda, to spend ; ekialfa, to tremble, which have in the infinitive,

imperative and subjunctive present ia, in the indicative present e.

The other Teutonic dialects have less persistently than Anglo-
Saxon and Old Norse carried out the law of Brechung. But
with the exception of perhaps Old High German none is

altogether without some traces of Brechung. Old Saxon
offers the following forms of Brechung : weard, ward ; georno

(Germ, gern) ; steorro, star, instead of ward, gerno, sterro—forms

which however may be explained by Anglo-Saxon influences
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which can here and there be traced in Old Saxon. The Brechung
ie is used instead of the vowels e, e, and even e, in the following

forms : kieri, army (Germ, heer) ; tMeses, hujus ; thieson, huic

;

thiem, iis; kiesur, emperor (Germ, kaiser). Another ie of an
altogether diflPerent nature seems not so much dependent on
succeeding consonants (which is the characteristic feature of

every Brechung) as the unsettled nature of the vowel, and which
in many instances gradually passed through ie into i. Thus
we find giuJtu, I confess, for giku ; so also iu/m for iiu/iu = jiuhu.

Here iu must be considered a Brechung. This Brechung in iu

occurs more regularly in Old Frisian whenever i precedes the

consonants cht, e.g. riucht=.ricM, right; riuchta=irichta, to

judge, richten; hniucht, servant (cf. Germ, knecht and Eng.
knight) ; sliucht, plain (Germ, schlicht) ; siucht, he sees (Germ,
sieht and sicht). A few other cases where it seems to occur are

tziurke, church ; wriust, wrist ; and tziust, pellicium.

The only traces of Brechung which we detect in Old High
German are in Notker, who has ie for i before h in jieho, sieho.

The Essen Rotule has twice thiores holies instead of thurres

holies ; for Old High German prusi everywhere hr'iosi, breosi—
phaenomena which we perceive in Old Saxon and Old Frisian

as well.

Assimilaiion.

Words of three and more syllables often show an inclination to

assimilate to each other the non-radical vowels in such a manner
as to convert the vowel of the preceding into the vowel of the

succeeding syllable. Gothic does not yield to this assimilating

tendency, but Old High German has developed it most syste-

matically. In words of three syllables the last syllable assimi-

lates the penult, e. g. sconara for sconora ; garenem for garanem ;

hiiiuru for biiiaru ; spthiri for spihari. Words of four syllables

assimilate either the third to the fourth, as giholono for giholano ;

irholgono for irholgano : or the second to the third, as hungiriia

for hungarita ; wachoroia for wacharoia : or the second and third

to the fourth, as hungorogon for hungaragon. The assimilated

vowels remain short though the assimilating be long, e. g.

pitiiri ior piiiari, not piiiiri. Assimilated vowels have the same

influence as organic vowels upon the root in causing Umlaut,

weakening &c., so that for instance the assimilated adali be-

comes edili when the vowel of the penult is assimilated to the

final i, thus causing the Umlaut of the a into e ; and in fe'rahi,

where we perceive the weakening of the radical i into e on
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account of the succeeding a, the oTiginal i is restored to its

place when the a of the penult is assimilated to the final i, and
thus we get the form firihi, vulgus. Thus then we see that the

assimilation of vowels took place according to strictly fixed

laws, though it was applied in certain authors only and never

generally adopted. Since towards the end of the Old High
German period the final vowels are more and more flattened

and weakened, cases of assimilation become scarcer, and finally

disappear altogether.

Old Saxon manifests some traces of assimilation in trisyllables,

such as helogo for helago^ holy; mikulun for miJcilun, great;

mrogon for soragon, curis; and between liquids and mutes, where,

instead of the letter a, the vowel of the root finds entrance, e. g.

bereht for herald, brilliant ; hnrug for hurg, borough, urbs

;

wuruhtjo for wurohtjo, workman. Whilst Old Saxon displays

scanty traces of assimilation, Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian dis-

card it altogether. Old Norse again, like Old High German,
adopts this law and applies it regularly under certain conditions.

Thus the trisyllabic plural of the preterite of weak verbs

invariably assimilates the letter a of the penult to the termina-

tional u, e.g. ritu^u for rita^u, scripserunt ; hlotu^u for blota^u,

immolaverunt. This u produced by assimilation may cause

Umlaut in the root, e. g. skopu^u, creaverunt, of scapa ; kollu^u,

vocaverunt, of kalla. In the same manner are to be explained

the feminine ioxxos, gdmul=.gbmnlu,f6gur-=.f6gnru^ Y6gul-=.y6gulwy

of the adjectives, gamall, old; /agar, fair; \agal, silent. The
Brechung ia may return to the original i by assimilating itself to

a succeeding i, e. g. hidrtr, hiartar, hirti, mentioned above.

Long Vowels.

A
a

This vowel is wanting in Gothic. Where therefore it occurs

in the cognate dialects its place is taken in Gothic by e. Thus
we find a for Goth, e in O. H. Germ, jar, Goth, jer, year

;

mdl, mel, time (cf. Germ, ein-mal, zwei-mal, &c.) ; wan, Goth.
vens, hope (cf. Germ, wahn) ; sldfan, O. S. sldpan, Goth.
slepan, to sleep ; dad, Goth, deds, deed ; mdno, Goth, mena,

moon ; O. N. mdl, Goth, mel, time ; mdni, Goth, mena, moon

;

hldsa, Goth, hlesan, to blow (cf. Germ, blasen). In several

dialects the Gothic e of the plural preterite of the eighth and
ninth conjugational classes is commonly rendered by 4, thus

—
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Goth, nemnm, sumpsimus ; O. H. Germ, ndmumes, O. S. ndmufiy

A. S. ndmon, O. N. namum.
Frequently the long a has its origin in an inorganic lengthen-

ing of the short a. Thus then we find for a of the Gothic
fahan, to catch ; brahfa, attuli, I brought

; jdh, yes (Germ, ja),

the O. H. G&xxti.fdhan, prdhta,jd; O. S. fdhan, to catch ; hrdhta,

jd: Goth. \d, then ; svd, so, sic, A. S. )>« and siod: Goth, sd

he, is ; »vd, so, sic, O. N. sd and svd. This production of the
Gothic d into d in the other dialects must invariably take place

where two d's or an a and another vowel are contracted into one,

or where an elision of consonants occurs. Thus O. H. Germ.
dtum for dhdtum, breath, spiritus j Wisard for Wisardhd, Weser

;

hdn for Juipm, to have ; hdt for Mpet, he has ; O. N. hd, hay

;

tdr, tear ; ndtt, night ; dtta, eight ; dst, favour, for Goth.
hdvi, tdgr, ndhts, dhtau, dnsts. In some dialects we find the

Gothic terminational 6 of the nominative and accusative plural

of the declension in -a replaced by d, as in O. H. Germ, vised,

kepd (also kepo), for Goth, fiscos, gibos ; and O. S. has besides

Jiscos, dagos, also fscds, dagds. On the other hand the long a

passes occasionally into the boundaries of the long o, as O. S.

froho for frdho, Goth, frauja, lord
; fro, for frdh, joyful (Germ,

froh) ; A. S. mona for O. H. Germ, mdno, Goth, mena, moon

;

sona for M. H. Germ, sdn, soon : and in Old Norse we find a

few cases in which the long a is even converted into the short o,

e.g. quon for qudn, Goth, qens, wife; vod for vdd, O. H. Germ.
wdt, dress ; twti for vdn, Goth, vens, hope.

In Anglo-Saxon the long a occurs most frequently as the

representative of the Gothic diphthong di (O. H. Germ, ei),

thus being most probably the condensation, as it were, of a more
ancient Anglo-Saxon diphthong ai. Examples :—A. S. dgan,

to have ', tdcen, token ; hldf, bread ; hire, doctrine ; scedden,

to separate; hdm, home, for Goth, digan, tdlhis, hldij's, Idiselns,

skdidan, hdims. The same relation to the Gothic ai we find

in the Old Frisian, e. g. d, A. S. d, Goth, di, law ; hdm, home

;

dga, to have, &c. In this dialect however the long d is most
frequently found in the place of the Gothic diphthong du, which
in Anglo-Saxon is replaced by ed, as we shall have to show
hereafter. Hence O.Fris. dre, ear; dge, eye; hldpa, to run; gd,

region or district (Germ, gau), for Goth, duso, dugo^ hldupan,

gdujans. In very few cases the Old Norse dialect has, like the

Anglo-Saxon condensed di into d, as td, toe ; sdr, sore, vulnus

;

d, I have ; by the side of which we find, as in Old High German,
the diphthong ei in eiga, to have.

The vowel (e, analogous to e the Umlaut of d, appears as the
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Umlaut of a. In this capacity however we meet it only in

Old Norse, and exceptionally in Anglo-Saxon. O. N. S=0. H.
Germ, a ; e.g. scell, happy ; fsrr, year ; vana, to hope ; sa^i,

seed= 0. H. Germ, sdliff, jar, wdnen, sat: O.N. <g= Goth. di\

<B, always ; sa, lake, sea (Germ, see) ; sn(e, snow (Germ, schnee)

;

IcRva, to teach (Germ. lehren),= Goth. div, sdivs, sndivs, Idisjan.

This same Umlaut appears occasionally in Anglo-Saxon,
chiefly in the conjugations, e.g. hate, yocov (Germ, ich hei|le);

hcetst, hat, Goth, hdita hditis, hditi\. As a rule however the

vowel CG in Anglo-Saxon has less of the nature of the Umlaut
than of that wavering, transitional sound of a, which on a former
occasion we found encroaching upon the position of the vowel a.

Thus again a replaces the d which undoubtedly in Anglo-Saxon,
as in Old High German, was the original vowel, and often indeed
preserved its position intact before the consonants m, v, p, I, t, g,
in the preterite of verbs : in most cases however, yielding to a

weakening influence, it was gradually thinned into cb. This
sound, more nearly than the Old High German d, approaches
the Gothic sounds of e and ai, which it has to represent. For
O. H, Germ, d, Goth, e, we meet it in the following words : sesl,

happiness ; deed, deed ; strait, street ; wceg, wave (Germ, woge)

;

and in the preterite plural of the verbs of the eighth and ninth
conjugational classes, e. g. lagon, scewon, scatoon, tcBvon, &c.

In this instance, however, the original d preserves its place

before the consonants which we have just mentioned. Hence we
find Idgon for lagan, sdwon for scewon. For Goth, ai we meet
A. S. a in s(B, sea; d(Bl, deal, pars; clane, clean; hce^en,

heathen; Jlcesc, flesh.

This vowel has in Gothic to fill the place of the long n.

Examples:

—

-jer,yeax, O.H.Gerva.jdr; slepan, to sleep, O. H.
Germ, sldfan; mena, moon, O. H. Germ, mdne ; met, time,

O. H. Germ, mdl ; vens, hope, O. H. Germ, wdn: verbs in the
preterite plural of the eighth and ninth conjugational classes,

milium, O. H. Germ, ndmumes : terminational in declensions,

dag-e, of days, dierum.

Very rarely we find the vowel e in the other Teutonic dialects

correspond in meaning with the Gothic vowel of the same
kind, since, as we have already mentioned, the Gothic e is

commonly replaced by d in the other dialects. As rare instances

of the Gothic e being preserved in its position we may enu-
merate in Old High German a few derivative forms, such
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as, ffS-m, ge-s, ge-t, stem, stes, siet, from the roots gd, std of the

verbs gdn, to go, stdn, to stand : in Old Saxon the occasional

occurrence of the Gothic e instead of the typical Old Saxon
a, as in jer instead of jdr, year ; weg instead of wag, wave
(Germ, wog-e). In Anglo-Saxon also this /occurs now and then,

especially before the consonants m and n instead of the organic

(B=id; e.g. cwenian, to please; cwe7i, queen; wen, hope (Goth.

qens, vens, &c.). Old Frisian has its exceptional examples of the

same kind : mel = mdl, time ; wepen = wdpen, weapon ; weron,

they were
; jevon, they gave. That this e has replaced a more

ancient d becomes evident from some later forms, where we find

the original d still preserved in the 6 of ndmon, they took, cepe-

runt, and komon, they came, venerunt.

But the proper sphere of the vowel e is the representation

of the diphthong ei (= Gothic di), which it renders in a condensed
form when it occurs before the consonants w, h, and r, and in

terminations and inflexions. Thus O. H. Germ, sewes, Goth.
sdivis, snewes, Goth, sndiris, gen. sing, of^eo, sea; sneo, swow

;

zeh, Goth, tdih (Germ, zieh, accusavi) ; leran, Goth. Idisjan,

to teach ; ger, Goth, gdiru, spear. The consonant w in the roots

sew, snew, in the mentioned examples, is vocalized when termina-
tional, and thus in the nominative singular it becomes u, o, or a,

and later on it is dropped altogether : e. g. seu, seo, se (Germ.
see, sea, lake); sneo, sue (Germ, schnee, snow). Before n the

condensed e interchanges with ei, therefore en and ein, one ; hen,

bein, bone ; rarely pedo for pe'ide, both, and escon for eiscon, to

ask. In the inflexions e is the characteristic vowel of the third

weak conjugation: hopes = GiOth. habdis; /lape'i = Goth. habdi\;

Aapeta= Goth, hahdida, habes, habet, habui; as in general the

Gothic inflexional di is represented by e in Old High German.
The other dialects also yield abundant examples of the con-

densation of the Gothic di into e, such as O. S. se, sea ; hem,

home ; era, honour ; Ml, heal, salvus ; ewig (Germ, ewig),

eternal ; hetan (Germ, hei^en, vocari)
; Jfesc, flesh ; O. Fris. se,

sea ; sela, sovd ; ger, spear ; wepen, weapon ; teken, token ; O. N.
kne-=kneg and kneig (Germ, neig-te, inclinatus sum); ste=isteig

(Germ, stieg, scandi) ; ega= eiga, to have; rneri, major; mestr,

maximus.
A very characteristic feature chiefly of the Low German

dialects is the reduplicational e. In Old High German too

we find occasionally the Gothic reduplication preserved in this

contracted form : e. g. fenc for fienc, Goth, faifah, pret. of

fahan, to catch ; slefun, Goth, saislep, pret. of slepau, to sleep

;

le^ for lie^, Goth, lailot, pret. of laian, to scold ; gcug, Goth.
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gaigagg; but the pret. form used in Gothic is iddja and gaggiduy

pret. of gaggan, to go ; O. S. Mid, pret. of Jialdan, to hold

;

het, pret. of Tietan (Germ, hei^en, vocari); let, pret. of Idtan,

to let ', A. S. geng, pret. of gangan, to go ; let, pret. of latan,

to let ; slSjo, pret. of slcepan, to sleep ; y/»^, pret. (A f6n-=fangan,
to catch ; ^(jW^, pret. of hangan, to hang ; het, pret. of Jidtan,

to order; and a few other verbs of a similar form. This pre-

terite e is the condensation of the diphthong eo, as in Old High
German of ie, which latter vowel preserved its place in several

verbs; in others it is found alternately with e: Old Frisian hie,

preterite of hid, to blow, and the preterites het, held, feng, geng,

let, which correspond in form and meaning with the same verbs

in the other dialects already mentioned; and the list may be
completed by adding several forms in Old Norse, such as het,

helt, fekh, gekh, let. In all the mentioned dialects the long
e is the condensation of diphthongs, as in Old High German of

ia, io, ie, in Anglo-Saxon of eo, or the lengthened forms of short

vowels caused by the elision of the reduplicational consonants.

Similar productions of the radical vowel by elision of the redu-

plicational consonants and contraction of the vowels are found
in the cognate languages, such as the Latin jacio, feci=.fejici.

In a few dialects the long e has a wider range than we have
hitherto mentioned. Thus in Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian it

is used to indicate the Umlaut of 6, and in the latter dialect

even the Umlaut of u, which in Anglo-Saxon is rendered by y.

Examples in A.S.:

—

-feran (Germ, fahren), to go ; wepan, to weep

;

fet, pi. o^fot, foot ; me^er, pi. of mo^er, mother ; te^, pi. of to^,

tooth. O. Fris. Umlaut of 6—fera, wepan, swet, sweet, fet, feet

;

Umlaut of 4—sele (Germ, sdule, pillar) ; hede, hide, skin.

The long e as the condensation of the Anglo-Saxon ed and
the Gothic du is also met with in Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian,

e. g. A. S. ned, Goth. nd^t)^s, need ; heran, to hear (Goth, duso,

ear) ; stepan, to erect, from stedp, high, steep ; heg for hedh,

ring ; depan, to dip, and dedpung, a dipping ; and so likewise in

O. Fris., ned, need; depa, to dip, and skene (Germ, schon, pretty),

Goth, skduns.

Not uncommon in Old Frisian and Old Norse is the condensed

form of e for the Gothic diphthong iu= A. S. eo, e. g. O. Fris.

hie, Goth, kniu, knee ; pre=A. S. preon, muscle, and O. N. kne,

knee; tre=A. S. tred, tree.

For Gothic ei we find in a few cases /again in O. N., e.g. se,

A. S. and O. H. Germ. $t, sim ; ve, Goth, veihs, temple ; vel,

A. S. wtl, fraud.

Not uncommon is the production of e, or of any short vowel
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in fact, by the elision of consonants. Thus we have in O. N.
fe (Germ, vieh, pecus, cf. Eng, fee, pecunia), Goth, faihu; se,

video, Goth, saikva ; nd, nee, Goth. niJt ; retire, right, Goth.
raihts ; jletta {Gteiva.. Jlechten, nectere), Goth. Jlaihtati.

1

The i has in Old High German and most other dialects re-

placed the Gothic diphthong ei. Thus O. H. Germ, dri, three;

fri, free ; huila, time ; win, wine ; Up, life ; zU, time : O. S.

thri, fri, huila, win, Uf, Ud : A. S. hwil, win, lif, tid, wif, wife;

tim, time : O. Fris. hwile, time, delay ; lif, life ; wif, wife

;

hwit, white ; swin, swine : O. N. vin, svin, timi, vif, hvitr,

white;—all being nearly identical even to the very words in

which they replace by * the Goth, e'l in \reis, three ; freis, free

;

veila, time; vein, wine, &c. &c.

Sometimes the long i is the result of production which takes

place in cases of elision where % and 1 meet. Thus we have Old
High German ^*>^^ (Germ, heicht, confession), from pigVit ; chit,

dicit, from chidit. More frequent is the inorganic production

of short i at the end of words, and even of syllables, before an
inflexional vowel or consonant ; e. g. in the Goth, preposition

bi, apud, O, H. Germ, joi; O. S. bi, O. H. Germ, si, sis, si-mes,

si-t, si-n, for the Gothic si-au, si-ais, or sij-du, sij-dis, &c. : and
in the same manner ftant, enemy, fiend ; friunt, friend ; Goth.

jij-ands, frij-ands ; where we see in Gothic the semi-vowel/
introduced in order to preserve the short vowel i which precedes

it. A few examples of the same kind we have in the O. N. bt,

a bee; sia, to see, QfO^. saihvan ; i, in; diar = divar, gods.

Correption takes place—i. e. the organic « (= Goth. ei) is replaced

by the short i—in some forms of the possessive pronouns, as

O. H. Germ mines, dines, mina, dina, sina, by the side of min,

din, dn ; and O.N. minn, mitt; \inn, \itt ; sinn, sitt, by the

side of min, sin, \fin. This correption of the long i also occurs

in Old Norse where the termination i^ of the adj. is assimilated

to the neutral termination t: e. g. bli^r, polite ; neut. blUt.

6

This is a long vowel which in Gothic has, together with /,

to fill the place of the long a. Examples :—<^a«, to dreatl;

ddms, doom ; mods, mood, mind, courage ; bloma. Germ, blume,

bloom, flower ; stols, seat, stool ; bro^ar, brother ; boka, book.
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The Old High German o is the condensation of the diphthong
ou, just as e is the condensation of ei ; and it has therefore the

same relation to the Gothic dw as / has to the Gothic di It

appears regularly before I, n, r, h, and the linguals s, d, t, z.

Examples:

—

hololit, a ruptured person, herniosus; Ion (Germ,
lohn), reward; r<?r (Germ, rohr), reed; hoh, high; trost {^axvci.

trost), consolation; ostard (Germ. 6stern), Easter; to^ (Germ,
tod), death; not (Germ, noth); need; prot (Germ, brod), bread;

groz (Germ, grof), great; ploz (Germ blo^), bare, nude; fro,
lord. For this o one of the Old High German dialects uses the

diphthong ao; hence laon, raor, praot, &c., instead of Ion, ror,

2)r6t, &c. The same dialect which replaces 6 by ao makes use

of the former vowel in the place of the common O. H. Germ, uo
= Goth. 6, which the Low German dialects also render by o.

Hence the dialectic for = common O. H. Germ, fuor (Germ,
fuhr), ivi; plomo ^= pCuomo (Germ, blume), flower, bloom; hrom
z=hruom (Germ, ruhm), glory, fame,—forms which are identical

with the O. S. for, blomo, hrom. The Low German dialects

further agree with Old High German in admitting the 6 for

Gothic du, which in Old High German was commonly rendered

by ou, but then condensed from a diphthong into a single long

vowel. The forms fro, Ion, hoh, hrod, no'l, grot, dod, are again

therefore identical with the Old High German words which we
mentioned above.

The Anglo-Saxon 6 is identical with the Gothic 6 throughout.

Examples:

—

bioma, flower, bloom; dom, doom; for, ivit; don, to

do ; 7nor, moor ; hrof roof; genoh (Germ, genug), enough ; boc,

book ; blod, blood
; flod, flood

; fot, foot ; broker, brother.

Old Frisian and Old Norse follow the same rule in preserving

the original Gothic 6. Thus O. Fris. dom, doom ; bloja, to

bloom ; brother, brother ; bok, book ; and O. N. domr, doom

;

bok, book ; skogr^ forest ; fo^, course. Peculiar to all the Low
German dialects is the occasional interchange between o and a
which we have already pointed out. Hence O. S. and A. S.

mona, moon, sona, soon, for mdna and sdn ; O. Fris. son and
sdn, soon ; mona, moon ; nomon, ceperunt (Germ, nahmen)

;

komon (Germ, kamen), venerunt : and in Old Norse it is preferred

to a where an assimilation or elision of consonants has taken

place ; e. g. sofum= svdfim, dormivimus ; s6=sva, sic ; on — Goth.

auhns, o\en; drottin= 0.11. Germ, trohtin, lord; dottir=0. H.
Germ, tohtar, daughter.
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A
This vowel replaces in Old Higli German and in the Low

German dialects three different Gothic vowels ; namely, u, iu, du.

For Gothic u :—O. H. Germ, dusimt, thousand; runa, mystery;

prui (Germ, braut), bride ;
pruchan (Germ, brauehen), to use

:

O. S. rvna, colloquy; hmd, bride; brucan, to make use of,

frui : A. S, rnn, mystery ; bruce, utor ; mm, room, space ;

mur (Germ, mauer), wall ; kus, house : O. Fris. bruka, uti ; Ms,
house ; ful, foul ; and O N. full^ run, hus ;—forms which cor-

respond with the 4 in Gothic fuls, foul ; rums, room ; runa,

mystery ; hus, house ; bru^s, bride ; brukjan, uti.

For Gothic iu :—O H. Germ, iif, upwards, sursum ; luhhan, to

lock ; sufan, to drink (cf. Germ, saufen) ; sukan (Germ, sauchen),

to suck : O. S. up, sursum ; cusco (M. H. Germ, kiusche), reve-

renter : K.^. supe,h\ho', O.Yvh.frudelf=friudelf, lover ; kriose,

krus, cross
; Jliucht, fucht, fugit : O. N. luka, to look ; suga, to

suck.

For Gothic a« :—O. H. Germ puan, to dwell ; ka-tru-en (Germ,

ver-trau-en), to trust; sul (Germ, saule), column: O. S. buan,

sill i clustar for Latin clanstrum: O. N. bua, trua, sul.

The long vowel u, where it occurs at the end of a word, is a

later production of the Gothic short u. Hence this vowel is,

even in Old High German and several Low German dialects,

often short or at least doubtful. O. H. Genn. nu, now, and dit,

thou, for the earlier nu and du, Goth, nu and ^pu. The quantity

of nu and thu in Old Saxon is doubtful, whilst in Anglo-Saxon
the length of nil and '^u is undoubted. In Old Frisian this vowel

is, as iu Old Saxon, wavering between short and long, whilst

Old Norse gives it undoubted length, since as a rule, in Old
Norse all radical vowels suffer production when occurring at the

end of a word. Umlaut of u occurs in several Low German
dialects. The Old High German in its latest documents has

occasionally iu as Umlaut of it, thus hiis, house, pi. hiuser ; chrut,

herb, pi. chriuter. In Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse the Umlaut
of u is ^.

f
This vowel belongs only to Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse. In

Anglo-Saxon it is Umlaut of three vowels :—(i) of il, e. g. cu,

cow, pi c^, kine; lils, louse, pi Ij/s, lice; mils, mouse, pi. mi^s,

mice; brild, bride, pi. br^d:
( ) of ed (Goth, iu), e.g. l^ge (Germ,

liige), a lie ; c^re, election : (3) of ed, e. g. h§ran, to hear ; gel^'an.
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to believe. In Old Norse ;§ is Umlaut (i) oi 4, e.g. k§r, pi. of

M, cow ; mysla, mus femina ; l§h, I lock : (2) of iu, or the weak-
ened form 10, e. g.fyr, fire; ^Ijr, servant; d^r, animal.

In conclusion of our survey of the long vowels we have to

state one more fact which forms a peculiar feature of several

Low German dialects, especially Anglo-Saxon and Old Norso,

and which consists in the dropping of the consonant n before

sibilants, and the lengthening of the short vowel, especially 0,

which precedes it. Examples :—A. S. to^, O. H. Germ, zand,

tooth ; gos, O. H. Germ, kans, goose ; soft, O. H, Germ, senfti,

soft. Umlaut of 6 is e, te^, ges, sefte (see above). Analogous
forms are, so^, sooth, true; o^er, Goth. an\iar, other. Examples
of other vowels :

—

swf&, strong, Goth. svin])S ; fif, five, Goth.

fimf; user, our, Goth, unsar ; cw^e, novit; mu^, mouth, Goth.

mun\s. Some grammarians deny however the length of the

vowels in the words _^y^, five ; o^er, other ; td^, tooth ; cu^, notus

;

ra«^, mouth. In Old Norse the lengthening of the vowel takes

place regularly when the consonant n suffers elision before the

sibilant *, not before S. Hence we read gas, goose ; dst, favour,

Goth, ansts; while ma^r, man; mu^, mouth; o^rum (dat. of

annar, other), preserve the short vowel.

Scandinavian grammarians have moreover proposed to assume
the lengthening of the vowels a, 0, u, before the following com-
binations of consonants, Im, Ip, If, Ig, Ik, Is, ng, nk, and of the

vowel i before ng and nk. It is however considered doubtful

whether the Old Norse dialect really had adopted such distinc-

tions, which after all might be the creation of a later period. As
to the letter i the case appears less doubtful ; but the production

of a and is considered very rare before consonantal combina-
tions with an I, especially in the 'Ablaut,^ whence forms like

skalf skolfinn, svalg, svolginn, preserve the short a and 0. The
Umlaut of a before ng and 7ik is e or 0, both of which are short

vowels and must correspond with a, not with a.

As a rule German grammarians mark the length of a vowel

in all the different dialects by the sign a ; but some have, in

publishing Old Norse and Anglo-Saxon documents, occasionally

adopted the mode of Scandinavian and English grammarians,
according to which the length is marked by the acute ('). The
student will therefore read io^= io^ ; mw^= mu^ ; m^s= m^s.
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Diphthongs.

In Gothic this diphthong occurs rather frequently. Examples :—sdivs, sea, lake ; sndivs, snow ; sdivala, soul ; ddils, deal, part ;

hdima, home, village ; dins, one ; stdins, stone ; hdi, both ; hdihs,

blind, caecus ; hdils, heal, whole ; bditrs, bitter. Always in the

reduplication of the verb. Thus sdi-salt, skdi-skdid, stdi-staut,

sdi-dep, Idi-lo, tdi-tok, are the reduplicated preterita of the verbs

saltan., to salt ; skdidan, to separate (Germ, scheiden) ; stautan,

to push, beat (Germ, stofen) ; sUpan, to sleep ; Idian, to scold
;

tekan, to touch. This Gothic di is in the other dialects g-enerally

rendered by ei or its condensation e and % (vide sub litt. ei, %i !)•

ei

This diphthong in its organic nature is met with only in Gothic,

Old High German, and Old Norse. In these dialects however
it has different tasks to perform. The Gothic ei is commonly
replaced in Old High German and Old Norse by the long vowel

«, while the diphthong ei in the latter dialects stands for Gothic
ai. Examples of Gothic a ;—mar??, iron; rm^tw, to rise ; tveifs,

doubt (Germ, zweifel); svein, swine, pig; vein, wine; meius,

\>eins, seins (Germ, mein, dein, sein) ; compare O. H. Germ.
isaru, rtsan, zutval, suuin, win, mtn, din, sin. It further occurs

in Gothic as the termination of substantives of the weak declen-

sion, e. g. d%\ei, mother ; svin\ei, strength.

The Old High German ei in heim, home; stein, stone; ein,

one ; heil, heal, whole ; eigan, to own ; fieisc, flesh ; and the Old
Norse ei in eitre, poison, venom (Germ, eiter) ; eir, iron ; hrei^r,

broad ; heill, heal ; eiga, to own,—correspond with the Gothic di

as we have already mentioned. In Old High German and Old
Norse we find the diphthong also in the preterites of the verbs

of the fifth class, e. g. dreif, pepuli ; hrein, clamavi ; belt,

momordi; reis, surrexi.

Concerning the condensation of ei into e we refer to what we
have stated sub lit. q. The other dialects offer hardly any
traces of the diphthong ei in its organic nature, that is, coincid-

ing with the Gothic di ; but Old Frisian has abundant examples

of an inorganic ei. Thus we find ei originating in contraction

of the terminations eg and ag, e. g. wei, way ; dei, day ; slei,

blow; but pi. wegar, degar, where the consonant reappears. As
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the contraction of eg we meet it in ein-=.egin, own, proprius;

heia= liega, tollere. el= (? in deil^ for del, dale ; weisa= wesa, to

be; ei=^4, iu, ou ; ^^i= 0. H. Germ, hon, a blow; beile= 0.1l.

Germ, biule, a tumor (Germ, beule); dre/d=0.}i.GerTa.. prut,

bride, spouse. In a few words introduced from Old High Ger-
man the Old Frisian ei is identical with the same diphthong in

Old High German, such as keisar, emperor ; leia, layman.

iu

This is the only Gothic diphthong which is rendered in its

pure and original sound in other dialects as well, though most
of them also allow of a weakened form, and Anglo-Saxon re-

places it by an altogether different diphthong, namely eo.

Examples:—Gothic trm, tree; kniu, knee; niujis, new; jiuleis,

July ; biugan, to bend (Germ, biegen) ; iup, sursum.

Old High German m coincides with the same diphthong in

Gothic, but it is occasionally replaced by u or the weakened io.

The latter stands to iu in the same relation as does the vowel o

to u, and consequently it occurs under the same conditions,

namely, when the following syllable contains the vowel a, while

i or ti in the succeeding syllable preserve the pure diphthong iu.

The same rule holds good for monosyllables which form the

theme in a, i, or u, as well as for the conjugation of the verb.

Hence we have the forms kiu^u, fundo ; kiu^-is, kiu^it, kiozames,

kio^ant ; imp. kiu^; inf. kioTcrn. So also in the declensions and
derivatives of words, as diota, people; diutisk, popular, verna-

cular, hence Beutsch, German ; lioht, light ; liuhtjan, to lighten

(Germ. leucJiten, splendere). The plurals diopd, stiord, or niunt,

liutt, explain forms such as diop, thief; slior, bull (Germ, stier),

or niun, Hut, people. Fior, four, Goth. Jidvor, has formed the

diphthong by the elision of consonants, in the same manner as

diorna, ancilla, puella (Germ. dime).

As to the use of the weakened form of iu, the Old High Ger-

man documents differ vastly, so that from the original pure

diphthong iu we see them pass through the whole scale of vowels,

iu and eu, io and eo, ia and ea, and finally ie. This variation of

sounds is partly owing to dialectic differences, partly to the

rapid wearing down of full-sounding vowels, which we observe

towards the close of the Old High German period.

Otfrid, where he makes use of ' Schwachung,^ chooses io for

monosyllabic words : iu polysyllables he yields to the influence

of assimilation ; so that he prefers io where the following syllable

contains an o, ia or, rarely, ie, where a high-pitched vowel such
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as a or (? succeeds. Tlierefore zioro, tkmionti, and ziart, liabe,

liebes. But monosyllabic nouns, though they assume a high
vowel in the inflexion, nevertheless retain their io, hence thiote,

liohtes ; except ie in liedes, carminis. Later authors, from the

time of Tatian, and especially Notker, flatten the io still further

into ie. The ia however is peculiar to Otfrid. The more
ancient authors down as far as Isidor have a diphthong- eu for

iu in ancient proper names, nouns, and pronouns, e.g. eu, vobis;

euwih, vos ; hretmun, poenitentiam, for iu, iuwih, hriunun. Kero
and Isidor have eo and ea for io in the inflexions, as waldend-eo,

minn-ea ; ni sometimes instead of iu. There occurs another ia

or ea in Kero and Otfrid which corresponds with Goth, e, not iu;

e. g. mias, weas, table, Goth, mes; hiar, here, Goth. her.

With this one exception all the vowels mentioned are weakened
forms of iu. There is however another diphthong ia (Otfrid),

ea (Kero, Isidor), or ie (Tatian, Notker), which has its origin

in the condensation or contraction of a more ancient reduplica-

tion. Thus Malt, limit, pret. of haltan ; blias, hl'eas, hlies, pret.

of blasan. The original reduplication still shows itself unmis-
takeably in a form heialt, used by Kero instead of hialt, and which
closely approaches the Gothic haihald, pret. of haldan. The
diphthong io we find in the preterite of those verbs which have
in the present the radical vowel ou, 6, or uo ; e. g. loufu, pret.

liof {Gtoth. hlaupan), pret. hlaihlaup j sto^u, stio^; tvugfu, wiof.

In Old Saxon the relation between m and to is the same as

in Old High German, and the same rules are applicable as to

the use of io where a, and of iu where i or ii follow in the

next syllable. Thus in the conjugation biudu, ofler ; biudis,

bindit ; pi. biodat ; inf. biodan. So also in other words : hiudu,

hodie (Germ, heute) ; tJmistri, darkness; t/iiodan, king ; tkiania,

ancilla (Germ. dime). Sometimes the distinction of iu and io

denotes words of a different meaning, e. g. t/iiu, ancilla ; i/iio,

instrum. of t/ie; fiur, fire; fior, four; and occasionally one and

the same word wavers between iu and io, e, g. fiund, Jiond,

enemy, fiend; diutnl, diotol, diabolus. The weakened eo ap-

pears not unfrequently for io; theof,i\\\eP, 5r^b*^, breast; theodan,

king, ie, ia, ea are rare : kiesan, to choose (Germ, kiesen)

;

tkierna, ancilla; liahf, light.

These vowels are in Old Saxon as in Old High German used

also to indicate ancient reduplication. Thus ie by the side of

<9 in the preterite of those verbs which have an a in the present

—

liet for let, pret. of Idtan, to let ; andried for andred, pret. of

andrddan, to dread, io, eo, or ie in the pret. of those verbs

which have 6 in the present

—

hliop, hliej), pret. of hlojmn, to

E
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run (Germ, laufen) ; wiop, weopy wiep, pret. of wopan, to weep.

Concerning the reduplication in e, vide sub lit. e.

Old Frisian is, like Old Saxon, restricted to the sole diph-

thong iu, of which it also admits the weakened form in io, ia

;

so that iu and io are met where the following syllable contains,

or originally contained, i or u, and ia where it contains a.

Examples :

—

Jiiudega, hodie
; friund, friend ; niugun, nine ; siuguny

seven ; and diorCy dear ; fiower, four; liode, people ; stiora, to steer.

Some words waver between iu and io, as fur and Jior, fire

;

diure and diore, dear ; liude and liode, people (Germ, leute)

:

iu at the end of words, e. g. thriu, three ; hiu, ea ; thiti, ilia

;

but diar, deer, fera ; siak, sick ; thiade, people ; kriapa, to creep

;

liaht, light.

Old Norse also uses the diphthong iu as identical with Gothic

iu. At the end of words :

—

7iiu, nine ; tiu, ten ; \riu, three.

Before labials or gutturals :

—

diupr, deep ; biugr, curved ; hriufr,

sad ; riuka, to smoke, reek ; except \iofr, thief. The weakened
form io is used before liquids and dentals :

—

hior, beer ; Jliot, river

(Germ, flu^) ; hiol, wheel ; kiosa, to choose (Germ, kiesen). Some
words however even here preserve iu : examples

—

tiurr, taurus

(Germ, stier) ; niundi, nonus ; tiundi, decimus. As a rule, then,

in Old Norse, the use of the pure diphthong iu, or its weakened
form io, does not, as in Old High German, depend on the vowel
of the following syllable, but on the nature of the succeeding

consonant. The conjugation of the verb does not, as in other

dialects, present an alternation between iu and io, simply because

both these diphthongs are in the singular present of the verb

replaced by their common Umlaut y. io also makes occasionally

its appearance in the remains of an ancient reduplication : ex-

amples

—

an^a, gignere, pret. io^ ; ansa, to draw, haurire, pret.

ios ; hua, to dwell, pret. bio; hlaupa, to run (Germ, laufen), pret.

liliop (Germ. lief). On the reduplication in e vide sub lit. e.

e6
This diphthong may be considered as exclusively Anglo-Saxon,

and stands to the Gothic iu in the same relation as the Old
High German ei, for instance, does to the Gothic di. It there-

fore must by no means be regarded as identical with eo, or

any other Schwachung of iu which may occur in the other

dialects, but as an independent vowel which in Anglo-Saxon
replaces the Gothic iu without being a mere Schwachung of this

diphthong. In this character it chiefly occurs in the middle of

a word : examples

—

heor, beer ; he6n, to be; de6r, deer, fera; ce6l,
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keel, ship ; ce6san, to choose ; deoj), deep ; leod, people ; leoht,

light. This ed was in later times often replaced by u, especially

in verbs of the sixth class : supan for seopan, to drink ; sucan

for seScan, to suck ; Mean for leocan, to lock. More about this

u vide sub. lit. u.
This diphthong we find in various other places where it has

no relation to the Gothic iu. It very often appears as the

Brechung of i, which has its origin in a mistaken analogy to

the Brechung of i into eo before the consonants h and v. Hence
the verbs wrihan, to cover ; tthan, to amuse

; ^than, to thrive,

have been removed into the sixth conjugational class, and
thus throwing off the hy they appear as wredn, teon, ]>edn, pret.

wredh, tedh, ]>eM. Of similar formation isJeol, file, O. H. Germ.
fihila, fUa.

At the end of a word where j has been dropped, i is replaced

by eo : examples

—

heo, bee, O. H. Germ, hi ; freo, free, Goth.

freis^ O. H. Germ. fri. It appears that a final i is repugnant to

the nature of the Anglo-Saxon idiom ; wherever, therefore, the

i is preserved in preference of eo, it is under the shelter of a
following consonant, e.g. frih, frig,^=-fre6; sig, sim, for seo ; hig

for heS.

So also we see ed occur where i is followed by iv, e. g. sneSwan,

to go, Goth, snivan ; cneow, cneowes, Goth, kniu, knivisy knee

;

treow, tree, &c. The ancient forms are cneo and tre6, where
eo appears in its organic character as the representative of the

Gothic iu in kniu, triu.

Similar to io and ie in other dialects, ed is in Anglo-Saxon
the contraction of the ancient reduplication which is more
commonly represented by the condensed vowel e (vide sub lit. e)

:

examples

—

geong, ivi (Germ, gieng); bedn, jussi; speon, junxi;

dreod, timui ; reord, rexi ; leolc, lusi ; leort, sivi : gangan, bannan,

spannan, drcedan, radan, IcBcan, laetan, occasionally form their

preterites by e6 instead of the more common e.

Gothic. Examples :

—

bduan, to dwell ; sduil, sun ; frduja,

lord ; Idubs, leaf (Germ, laub) ; galdubjan, to believe (Germ,
glauben) ; hldnpan, to run (Germ, laufen) ; dugo, eye (Germ,

auge) ; duso, ear ; hlauts, lot, fate.

We have seen before how j is transformed into i, v into u,

vide sub. lit. u. In the same manner ij, iv, av are transformed

into ei, iu, au when they occur at the end of a word or precede

£ 2
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a consonant. Examples :

—

eis, ija, ije; freis, frijis, frija ; \>iU8,

\ivis, Tpiva ; naus, navis, in which the roots ij, frij, ]>iv, nav,

before the consonantal termination s of the nominative, adopt

the corresponding diphthongs ei, in, au. Between aj and di

such relation does not exist except in the words bdi, both,

bajoys ; vdi, va, vajamereins, contumely ; but we find sdian, to

sow; Idian, to smile; not sajan, lajan. The forms av and iv

are also vocalized into iv, and au before the inflexional consonant

j; where however this consonant itself is vocalized into i, the

mentioned diphthongs are again dissolved into iv and av.

Hence the nominative mavi of the theme mduja, "piva of ]>duja,

and the preterite tavida of tdujan, to do (root tav).

Among other dialects Old Norse alone has preserved the

integrity of the Gothic diphthong du. Examples :

—

dra7imr,

dream; baun, hean; daufr, deaf; lauf, leaf; Mauf, a run (Germ,
lauf) ; auga, eye (Germ, auge) ; glaumr, clamour, noise, o for

au, vide sub lit. o- Very rare is a for au, as hdr, high, for

hauhs. In far, few, and strd, straw, we have the regular pro-

ductions of the terminational (X. Gcoih. fdus ', theme, yava; also

stravi, O. H. Germ. stro.

Old High German in its most ancient documents has also

the Gothic au instead of the later ou; but as a rule we shall

have to look upon ou as the Old High German representative

of the Gothic du.

Anglo-Saxon has a vowel of its own, the diphthong ed taking

the place of the Gothic dti.

Old Frisian has a diphthong au, which however is not the

organic vowel representing the Gothic du, but an inorganic

diphthong originating in the contraction of dw, as naut-=i

ndwet, naught ; auder, uter {=ahwedder); nauder, neque {=nah'
wedder).

OU
This is the Old High German representative of the Gothic

du. Examples :

—

-poum, tree (Germ, baum) ; trouni, dream (Germ,
traimi) ; houbit, head (Germ, haupt) ; gilouba, faith (Germ,
glaube) ; louf, a run (Germ, lauf) ; ouga, eye (Germ. auge).

This diphthong is however often encroached upon by the

vowel 6, into which it is contracted (o for ou, vide sub lit. 6) J

but the diphthong is invariably preserved before the liquid m,
before labials and gutturals. Sometimes it is rendered by a
Schwachung in ao, oi, eu ; these forms however are mere dia-

lectic variations, and of very rare occurrence.
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Isidor, one of the Old High German authors, has an Umlaut
of au in eu. Examples -.—freuwidha, joy ; freuwidih, laetare j

while other documents hdiyefrauwit, he rejoices ; framd, laetare.

ea
This is the characteristic diphthong of Anglo-Saxon, which

has to represent the Gothic du. Examples :—^at the end ofwords
= 0. H. Germ. 6 or ow. fred, lord ; fed, few. By the elision of

the terminational h, e. g. hed-=.Tieah, high; ed, water; Goth, ahva,

O. H. Germ, aha; ned, near. This diphthong is very common
before the liquids m and n. Examples :

—

hedm, beam ; gledm,

gleam ; sedm, seam ; stedm, steam ; stream, stream ; tedm, team

;

bedrij bean. Before the liquid r only in edre, ear, Goth, duso ;

tedr, a tear; dredrung, a distilling. Before the liquid I, no
examples. Preceding other letters : deaf, deaf; hedfod, head

;

leaf, leaf; hedp, heap ; sledp, sleep ; edge, eye ; hredd, bread

;

dedd, dead ; ledd, lead ; nedd, need.

Whilst in Gothic and Old High German the terminal v join-

ing a is vocalized, and forms the diphthong au, it has in Anglo-

Saxon a tendency to regain its position after the vocalization

has taken place. Thus then a root dav would be Goth, ddu,

and Goth, ddu again A. S. ded : the consonant v however turns

up again in its old position and urges upon us the form deaw,

dew; so also bredw, eye-brow; fedwa, few, (jcoth..favdi; Tieawan,

to hew, O. H. Germ, hawan, hauwan. Sometimes ed is con-

tracted in e: vide sub lit. e-

UO
This diphthong is peculiar to Old High German, in which

it represents a dissolution of a more ancient d into the double

vowel or diphthong uo. 'Exam^\es :—fuoran=/oran ; (1107/1=
torn; pluomo-=.pl6m; tuon-=.t6n, &c.

In the inflexions 6 is preserved throughout. One Old High
German dialect, which inclines to the Low German, prefers the

d, even in roots, to the common Old High German uo : oa for

uo is scarce ; ua for uo, where we meet also ia, ea, for iu.

Belongs to Old Norse exclusively as Umlaut of au : freyr,

Goth, frduja, lord; heij, Goth, havi, hay; dreyma, to dream.
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from drauma. Sometimes ey for oe : heyki, beech {=6oeM), Goth.

doka; deya, to die ; g^ydj to rejoice ; Umlaut of au, pret. do

and go.

II. MIDDLE TEUTONIC.

Shout Vowels.

a
Middle High Gtermau. Examples:—a/, all; ^a^, sound; nah-

tegal, nightingale ; mal, I grind, molo ; swal, swallow ; tal,

valley, dale ; bar, naked, bare ; spar, I spare ; hamer., hammer

;

scham, shame ; han, cock ; man, man ; maget, maid ; zagel, tail

;

tac, day; ahe, water; trahen, tear; blat, leaf; vater, father;

gras, grass.

Examples of the pure a sound are very numerous, deviations

of this sound into that of any other vowel very rare; they

occur in almost the identical words which show a fluctuation

of sound in Old High German already. Thus har= her, hither;

walzzzwol, well; sal= sol, ^2^; van= von, prefix de, ab ; mahte

z=.mohte, might; kam= kom, came, a is used in the place of ^,

especially where the latter is Umlaut of a : thus schamlick, adj.

oi scham, shame; zdglich, adj. oi zage, coward; schddelich, adj.

scJiade, damage. More about this Umlaut sub lit. e.

Old and Middle English. The Anglo-Saxon a in late Saxon
retained its position before syllables with a full vowel, and before

m and «, in which latter case it fluctuates into 0. Hence we
have yra/» and y>o»i/ lang, long; man, mon ; occasionally with
a preluding e, heond, leond, &c. The Ablaut of the first strong

conjugation is conunonly : bond, bound ; wond., wound ; drone,

drank ; sprong, sprang ; stong, stung ; more rarely a, swung,

sprang ; others have always a to the exclusion of 0, hannd,
lannd, mann, cann. Old English and Middle English keep up
the fluctuation of sound before m and w, e. g. man, mon ; hand,

hond ; sprang, sprong.

Another source of the Middle English a is the Anglo-Saxon
d. In late Saxon some writers choose a representative in d (a),

a, e, even ea, whilst others strictly adhere to the vowel a. Thus
we find brec, brdc, breac, broke ; spac, spec, spdc, spoke

; que(S,

qua^, said, quoth; what, whdt, whet; craft, craft; gras, grds.

Old English renders the (S commonly by a, rarely by e, as

stal, bare, brak, spak, or stel, ber, brec, spec ; smal, fader, ]>at,
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waler ; and in the same manner Middle English has wAaij crafty

gras, raven.

The third a derives its origin from the A. S. ea, the Brechung
of Gothic a, before the consonants I, r, and h. Even the late

Saxon authors reduce the ea to a, as al, A. S. eall; wal, A. S.

weal; ale, A. S. eale; salt, warm. Sometimes the sound is

wavering between a, a, and e: heard, hard, hard, herd; teares,

teres, tears. The Ablauts in the eighth and tenth conjugations
fluctuate between a, a, and e. Some words even incline to o

:

halde., hdlden, holde ; did, old; salde, sdlde, solde. These fluc-

tuations become gradually less frequent in Old English until

all the different sounds settled down in a : al, alle, halle ; walle,

falle ; the Ablaut in the tenth conjugation : halp, Jielp ; dalf,

faght ; sagh, saw, sau. Exceptions :

—

old, holden, bold. So also

in Middle English a has the preference, e. g. alle, fallen, halle,

sharp, harde, harm, arm; and the Ablaut in the tenth conjugation
faught,faght, half, dalf. The Umlaut of a is as in Anglo-Saxon,
though it is in the later Saxon occasionally written a, e. g. hate,

hate, hate ; mate, mat, meat ; tallen, tdllen, to tell. In Old and
Middle English again, the vowel e is firmly established, e. g. hen,

fen, men, helle, net, bet, eft, bench, mete, sellen, letten, wenden.

Middle High Grerman. The vowel e is by Grimm distinguished

into two sounds, one thinner and softer as Umlaut of a, and
the other marked e of a fuller and broader sound as Brechung
of i. The fact of a difierence really existing in the nature of
these sounds the same authority proves from the rhymes in

Middle High German poetry, where in good classical produc-

tions we hardly ever find e the Umlaut of a rhyming upon e

the Brechung of i. Examples of e as Umlaut of a :

—

her, army

;

bette, bed; helle, hell; herte, hard—here the Umlaut is owing
to the inflexional i which has been dropped

—

rede, speech ; esel,

ass ; glestn, vitreus ; elle, ellin, omnia ; swellen, to inflate

;

brennen, to burn; henne, hen; steppe, step. The vowel a and
its Umlaut e, by their frequent exchange, give the inflexional

forms a diversified and pleasing modulation. Thus we find ofben

a in the singular of the substantive declension replaced by e

in the plural, e.g. .gast, guest, pi. geste; blat, leaf, pi. bleter.

Feminine nouns of the second declension preserve a in the nom.
and ace. sing., but in the gen. and dat. they already replace

it by its Umlaut e, e. g. krafte, krefte, strength ; hand, hende,

hand. The present of the first weak conjugation yields to the
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Umlaut e, whilst the preterite often preserves the original a,

e. g. vellen, to fell ; wenden, to turn ;
pret. valte, wande. An

interesting contrast is produced by the Umlaut occurring in the

adjective, and the original a in the adverbial form, as herte,

hard ; harte, hardly ; feste, firm
; faste, firmly. The Umlaut

of a has been generally adopted in monosyllabic and bisyllabic

words from the thirteenth century, so that we never find har for

her, army ; nam for nern, to preserve ; angel for engel, angel.

Thus then we have the Umlaut of a represented by two dif-

ferent letters, a and e; and what, might be the question, is

the meaning of these different signs ? It appears that, as far

as the intrinsic value of each of these letters or sounds is con-

cerned, they are identical. We therefore find the words which
we have enumerated above under the Umlaut a quite as often

rendered by the Umlaut e, so that schamlich and schemUch,

zdgVbch and zeglicli, schddelich and schedelich were used without

discrimination. If there be any difference at all, it would seem
to lie in this, that a is used in derivations which were still

traceable to their roots, as schdmUch to sckam, zagUch to zage,

schddeUch to schade ; while the vowel e renders that Umlaut
which owes its origin to a more ancient modification, such
as her, from O. H. Germ, hari, where the modifying vowel i

was dropped in the course of time, but the Umlaut kept its

place, though the Middle High German author may not have
been so conscious of the relation between her and O. H. Germ.
hari as he was of that between schade and schddeUch: d then
is the more modern, e the more ancient Umlaut. More about
this distinction under the chapter of modern German vowels.

e, the result of Brechung. In the inflexions we meet this e

chiefly in the plur. pres. ind., and sing, and plur. pres. subj.,

of several strong verbs ; in the substantives of the first strong
declension; and, in general, in all those words which have an
inflexional a after the radical vowel i. Thus then in inflexions

and derivations e exchanges with i in the same manner as <?

with a', hence here, gehirge ; velt, gevilde; g'erste, girstin; wim,
wemen; wirbe, werben. Compare Old High German e and i.

The distinction of e and e is of great importance, since solely

by its means we are enabled to keep distinct many words which
have the same spelling but a different meaning ; e. g. ber, berry,

her, a bear; her, army; her, hither; helle {Gevm.. holle), helle

(Germ, helle); velt, cadit, veil, ager; sterhen, caedere, to kill;

sierben, cadere, to die ; nebelin, diminutive of nabele, umbilicus

;

nebelm, diminutive of tiebel, nebula. But in spite of all these
facts which speak in favour of a distinction between e and e, it
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cannot be denied that their sounds even in refined utterance

cannot have- differed much, since even the most refined poets of

the classical period make e and e rhyme occasionally.

Old and Middle English. The Anglo-Saxon e, Schwachung of

i, is retained in late Saxon, though subject to many fluctuations.

Examples :

—

ke, me, pe, beren, breken; stelen and steolen ; se(faxid

seolf. Nay, this unsettled fluctuating state of things goes so

far as to extinguish all difference between e the Schwachung of

i, and e the Umlaut of a, and consequently the letter a {=a)
is often used for both indiscriminately. Hence dekien, ddlfen ;

eten, dten ; helm, halm ; or both a and eo are substituted for e :

helpen, hdlpen, heolpen. Old English again displays a more
settled state of things, and the sound is, as of yore, represented

by its legitimate e (rarely %). Middle English already shows a
tendency of lengthening the short vowel e into e ( =-ee)^ wee,

thee, yee, tere and teer, breke and breek.

Middle High German. This vowel is used to the same extent

as in Old High German, and consequently appears in the nomi-
native of the second and third declensions in the sing. pres. of

strong verbs which exchange e and i, and finally in derivations

which originally had the vowel i or u. Examples :

—

sil, rope

(Germ, seil) ; S2nl, play (Germ, spiel) ; vil, much ; himel, heaven ;

bin, sumj bin, a bee; hiti, illuc; zin, tin; siben, seven; sige,

victory (Germ, sieg) ; michel, great ; sirich, a line ; smit, smith

;

dizy this ; siz, seat ; wil, I will ; wim, I take ; bir, I bear ;
gibe, I

give ; briche, I break ; sihe, I see ; sing. pres. of wellen, nemen,

beren, gtben, brechen, sehen. The vowel i is, however, very limited

in the conjugation. Since e rules throughout the pres. subj. as

well as in the pi. of the pres. indie, the relation between i and e

in the Middle High German is most readily explained by a refer-

ence to Old High German, where an a in the following syllable

modifies, i or u preserves, the preceding i. Thus nebel, eben,

degen, regen, zehen, swester=0. H. Germ, nebal, epan, dekan, rekan,

zehan, suestar ; and himel, michel, birke, kirche = O.H.Gexva.
himil, michil, piricha, chirichd ; and siben, sicher, videle, witewez=.

O. H. Germ, sibun, seven ; sichur, safe ; Jiduld, fiddle ; wituwd,

widow. The i in all adjectives in in or ic is easily explained ; as,

girstin, adj. of gerste, barley; villin, adj. of vel, skin : and the

rule which has been laid down will quite as easily explain the

exchange of i and e in the conjugational forms; e. g. pres. sing.

bir, birst, birt ; plur. bern., bert, bernt,=-0, H. Germ, jojtm, piris,
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pint, peram, perat, perant. Singular it is to find i commonly pre-

ceding the consonants z and tz, and many doubled consonants,

apparently for no other reason but the terminational i which has

been dropped in the course of time; e. g. spiz, vurwiz, = O. H.
Germ. spizi,furiwizi. Several monosyllables of frequent occur-

rence in daily speech have escaped all modifying influences and
preserved the i intact, e. g. ich, mich, dich, vich, mir, dir, bin,

bist, ist, in (eum, eis and prep.), min, .minus, &c. ; er and ez

(Goth, is and ita) yielded to the general decline, but ir (Goth.

izos, izdi, ize, izo) pron. possess, has retained its distinctive i.

Though Grimm is fond of calling the modification of i into e

' & Brechung/ he at the same time acknowledges that Gothic

differs from Middle as well as Old High German Brechung in

its essential characteristics, the former changing i into ai under
the influence of succeeding consonants {r and h), the latter under
the influence of succeeding vowels. Being unable to discern any
benefit resulting from an adhesion to scientific distinctions which
are no longer outborne by facts, we may perhaps discard the

term of Brechung for the Middle as well as Old High German e'y

which we consider in all cases as a mere Triibung or Schwachung
of the original vowel i.

Old and Middle English. The Anglo-Saxon eo is rarely re-

tained in the succeeding periods, but late Saxon often replaces it

by e. Examples :

—

keort, hart ; heorte, heart ; feole, fele, many
(Germ, vide) ; seoluer, seluer, silver ; sweord., swerd, sword ; eoi'^e,

erde, ear&e, earth ; heouene, keueue, heaven. Or by o : weoruld,

woreld, world ; steorre, sterre, storre, star. In Old and Middle
English the Anglo-Saxon eo is commonly represented by e : hertf

hart ; herte, heart ; swerd, erl, heven, erthe,fele, selfe ;—rarely by
: work, world, even lior, earn ; hour, iis. A few words return

to the original vowel i, which even in Anglo-Saxon speech had
already been split into e and eo-, and we therefore meet with
silver and milk for the Anglo-Saxon seolver and meolc. In this

instance it may indeed be argued with great plausibility that

Anglo-Saxon too allowed the more ancient forms silver, tnilc, by
the side of the later breaking in seolver and meolc.

Middle High German. Analagous to the Old High German
0. Examples :

—

hoi, a hole ; ale, oil ; vol, full ; wol, well ; honec,

honey; kone, wife; bischof, bishop; oven, oven, furnace; vogel,

bird ; herzoge, duke ; stock, stick (Germ, stock) ; joch, yoke ; koch,

cook; worm and wurm, worm; horn, horn; corn, corn; dorf.
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village ; sor^e, care
;
gehrochen, broken ; gekrochen, crept, reptus.

This derives its origin sometimes from a, sometimes from m,

of which vowels it is merely a Schwachung or Triibung. Hence
sol = seal, shall ; holn = haln, to fetch ; kom = kam, von = van,

mohte = mahte, might (Germ, mochte, potui). More common is o

as the Schwachung of u, to which class most of the examples
which we have given belong : o for e in wol, for wela, well ; woche

for wecha, week ; kone for quena, wife ; komen for qu'eman, to

come ; koden for quedan, to say (cf. quoth).

The Umlaut of o is o. This Umlaut however is of rare occur-

rence ; a fact which may be demonstrated a priori when we con-

sider that the vowel o, of which it is the modification, replaces

the original u, then only when it is not followed by i, the vowel
which chiefly causes the Umlaut in the root. It is still more
interesting to observe that, wherever Umlaut of o does occur, it

is not this o which is modified, but the original ^i for which it

stands. Thus then we find by the side of tor, door ; vor, prae,

fore ; tur and viir, not tor and vbr—because in Old High German
already the organic u is sheltered by the i in tiiri a.nd/uri. In the

same manner we shall easily explain tbe Umlaut it in the words
hilckin, diirnin, giildin, hiilzin, adjectives of hoc, he-goat; dorn,

thorn ; wolle, wool ; golt, gold ; holz, mood ; and by the side of the

participles geworfeti, gehorgen, the subjunctives wUrfe, biirge, which
are modified forms of the pi. indie, wurfen, burgen, infin. werfen, to

throw ; bergen, to hide. Exceptional cases are the following :

—

Old High German nouns passing from the first to the second

declension sometimes assumed the plurals in i instead of a, hence
procchi, frosci for poccha,frosea, he-goats, frogs; whence Middle
High German plurals, such as hocke^ frosche^ stoeke, rbeke, by the

side of the formation of the first declension, hocke, frosche, &c.

In Old High German already we find words fluctuating in the

plural between o and u, e. g. luchir and loehir^ hulir and holir,

which explain the Middle High German plurals I'deher, holer,

orter. &c. Old High German diminutives fluctuating in the same
manner, are luchili and lochili, puchili and pochili, whence the

M. H. Germ. Ibcheltn, hoekelin, rbckeUn, not lilchelin, &c.

As to the further development of this Umlaut we have only

to observe that it took place in the same way as that of a into e,

namely, under the influence of a succeeding i : thus then we find

parallel to semelieh, similar
;
gremelieh, irascible—O. H. Germ.

samalih, gramalih—the forms gbtelich, divine ; Ibbelich, laudable

—

O. H. Germ, gotalih, lopalih. The weak preterites dorfte, mohte,

tohte, have in the subjunctive dbrfte, mohte, tohte ; solde and
wolde remain unchanged in the subjunctive.
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Old and Middle English. The o very often takes the place

of an original a, as it sometimes did in Anglo-Saxon already.

Thus Mid. Eng. mon, lomh, hond, tond, strond, for man, lamb, &c.

;

exceptionally for A. S. eo, as in worlds work; for A. S. u—fol,

dore, worm, wonder, &c.

U
Middle High Gterman. Examples :

—

gume, man ; hruUgum,
bridegroom (Germ, brautigam) ; stumb, dumb ; sumer, summer

;

vrum, pious (Germ, fromm) ; duner, thunder ; hulde, favour

;

schulde, guilt, debt; wurm, worm; turn, tower; wurz, wort,

herb ; wurzel, root ; Jcunst, art ; luft, air ; vuhs, fox ; kum, venio.

Pi. pret. of strong verbs : schuben, trusimus ; kluben, fidimus

;

lugen, mentiti sumus ; trugen, fefellimus ; vlugen, volavimus.

u bears the same relation to o as does i to e. As a rule the

original vowels u and i exclude their respective intruders o and e

from any hold upon their position before consonantal combina-
tions, such as mm, nn, mb, mpf, ng^ nk, nd, nz, ns ; the liquids m
and w, fortified by another succeeding consonant affording, it

would appear, sufficient shelter to the original vowels i and u.

"Where the position is open to both competitors, the original

vowel u always depends on a succeeding u or i for its safety,

while a succeeding a is sure to bring in the intruder o. Thus
the pi. pret. kluben, bugen, iugen, we explain by the O. H. Germ.
chlupun, pugun, tugun ; and the o in honec, oven, tohter, by the

O. H. Germ, honac, ovan, tohtar.

u is the Umlaut of u brought about by a terminational i.

Examples:

—

hill, hole, O. H. Germ, hull; w7, puledrus, O. H.
Germ, full; kiir, election, O. H. Germ, churi ; tiir, door, O. H.
Germ, turij vUr, fore, prae, O. H. Germ, y^ny miinech, monk,
O.H.Germ. munih ; hiibesch, courteous, pretty ; ilbel, evil, O. H.
Germ. ubil. (To these examples may be added those quoted sub

lit. 6.)

Considering that the radical vowel u is exposed to the modify-

ing influences of both a and i, and that a terminational u (which

again is scarcer than terminational i) alone can save the position

of its twin brother in the root, we shall have no difficulty in

explaining the preponderance of the Umlant ii over the original

vowel u—a preponderance which would be still greater if it were

not for certain consonantal combinations which reject the Umlaut

;

as for instance. Id, It, ng, nh, so that the forms schulde, hulde,

schuldic, guldin, are preferred to schulde, hillde, schuld^c, giildin.

From these exceptional cases it becomes sufficiently evident

that the Umlaut of u had pervaded far less generally the vocal
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system of the Middle High German language than the Umlaut
of a had done ; that ji is a vowel unknown in Old High German

;

and that by degrees it developed itself in Middle High German
in the same manner as e, the Umlaut of a, had done in Old High
German. Where in Old High German there still remained a
fluctuation between the Umlaut e and its original a, Middle
High German decides in favour of the former; and so again
Modem High German adopts the Umlaut ii, where Middle
High German was still wavering between the vowel u and its

Umlaut ii. Grimm places the first transitions from u into u in

the eleventh or twelfth century.

Old and Middle English. The Old English «« is to a great

extent identical with the same letter in Anglo-Saxon. Examples :—sum, sunne, tun^e, wulf, sunde, sound, healthy (Germ, gesund)

;

but it is not unfrequently replaced by o, rarely ou ; somer =
sumer, dombe = dumbe, sone •=. sune, son; nonne = nunne,foUe =
fulle, worm=.wurm, doust-=-dust. The pi. Ablaut in the tenth con-

jugation is often o, sometimes u. Old English reduces the number
of u vowels and commonly supersedes them by o or oit ; whence
fol=ful, dore=^dure, som= sum, horgh and hourgh-=.hurgh ; and
Middle English makes a kind of compromise between the con-

flicting elements of sound by engaging in some words the
vowel u, in others o, to the exclusion of the rival vowel. We
therefore read ful, hungre, under, schuldre, lust, dust, and worm,
wonder, dore, note, nonne. Still open to the competition of the
rivals are sune, sone, son ; sunne^ sonne, sun ; sume, some.

The Anglo-Saxon u which, under the influence of a preceding

w, was developed from the vowel i, either retains it place, inter-

changing sometimes with o, as cumen, comen ; wude, wode

;

suster, soster ; ]>ns, ]fos ; or it is reduced to the original vowel i ;

as, quilce^ widewe, widow ; wike, week. The fluctuation continues

in Old and Middle English ; we therefore read, woke, wuke, wyke ;

to cume, to come ; wude, wode, wood ; whilk^ wuch^ wick ; swilk,

sulk, such.

y
Middle High German. This vowel is not German, and has

therefore in Middle High German no better position than in

Old High German. It is looked upon as a foreigner, and solely

admitted in words of the Latin and Romance languages. Ex-
amples :

—

Tyturel, Gynovir. German words too which had been
Romanized and re-admitted into German literature allowed of
the vowel y. Examples :

—

Tybalt= Dietbalt, Ysengrim— Isengrim.

Its sound was no doubt like that of i, though occasionally it
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may, in French words, have had something- of the sound of il.

In the fourteenth century, and later on still more, the Romance y
intruded itself into purely German words, and in many eases

supplanted the short i. Thus then it became customary to write

yot, nymt, yr, yn ; often we find it also in the place of i, and in

the diphthongs ay, ey, oy, for ai, ei, oi.

Old and Middle English, y is in Anglo-Saxon the Umlaut
of u. The vowel u is often weakened into o ; hence we find y
often as the Umlaut of o, as in gold, gylden, aurum, aureus. In
late Saxon this Umlaut y is reduced to the original vowel ii ; as,

sunne for synne, munster for mynster, umbe for ymbe, Intel for

lytel ; or its Triibung o : cume, come, for cyme, arrival
; fulien,

follien, to follow; or, though the sound of the Umlaut is pre-

served, its characteristic letter is discarded and replaced by the
letter i, e. g. king, sinne, kirke, chircke, kirk, church ; higgen,

to buy ; or we find u and i side by side ; e. g. husi^ bisi, busy

;

cuchene, kichene, kitchen ; wunne, winne, joy (Germ, wonne)

;

gulden, gilden, golden. Though in this manner the sign of the

Umlaut has been altered from y into i, we have every reason

to suppose that y and i were governed exactly alike, and that

thus the sound of the Umlaut was kept intact. The letter y
having thus become super-numerous as it were in native words,

it was henceforth assigned to new functions in foreign words,

analogous to the y in Middle High German, e. g. Ananyas,

Herodyas, Moysces. Perhaps the adoption of y in Latin words
has caused its expulsion from the vernacular. In Old English
the application of this vowel is in a state of great confusion,

some writers preferring u, others y, others i. Hence we meet
churche, chyrche, kirke ; munster, mynster; Intel, lytel: hrugge,

brigge. From this confusion of sounds and signs arises also

the erroneous form dude for dide, as well as ^nlke, snlne. This

chaotic state continues in Middle English ; but in this period

the i gradually begins to gain the preponderance among the

conflicting elements. Hence we read, king, kin, din, biggen, bie,

to buy ; littel, kisse, birie ; but also, lyttel, kysse, and bury.

Brechung.

In the Middle Teutonic dialects the system of Brechung is

gradually reduced to a few isolated instances which finally dis-

appear altogether. Old High German never had a fully de-

veloped system of Brechung like Gothic, Old Norse, and
Anglo-Saxon, and it is therefore but natural that Middle High
German, its offspring, should be very deficient in the same
respect. Still the latter has more frequently adopted the
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Brechung' ie, which, however, must be owing to Low German
influences, and may therefore hardly be considered as pure High
German. Thus, viele, much, A. S./eolo; Memel,hea\eu; hiene-

varty departure,—comp. A. S. heona^ heonon, hinc ; M. H. Germ.
sieben, seven, A. S. seqfon; M. H. Germ, sien, to see, A. S. seo7i.

Middle High German as well as Old and Middle English have, in

fact, gradually disposed of the Brechung by absorbing the broken

vowels in one or other of the nearest related simple vowels, thus

causing them to return to the sources whence they had started.

An attentive examination of the facts we have advanced concern-

ing the course of the different Middle Teutonic vowels, especially

in Old and Middle English will sufficiently bear out these views.

Long Vowels.

a
Middle High Gterman. In this dialect the vowel d corresponds

closely to the O. H. Germ, d, Goth. e. Examples :—a, water,

in compound names of rivers; dd, there; ^rd, crow, gen.

krdwa ; kid, claw, gen. klawe ; zwd, duo, two; wa, where; dl,

eel ; mdl, sign ; strdle, arrow ; hdr, hair ; jdr, year ; star, star-

ling ; wdr, true ; krdm, tavern ; mane, moon ; wdii, hope ; gdbe,

gift; sldf, sleep; strafe, punishment; wdfen^ weapons; grdve,

earl ; rat, counsel. Very often produced by contraction :

—

Mn
from hdben, to have ; getrdn from getragen, borne ; sldn from
sldhen, to stay; trdn from trdhen, tear; thus also, gdn, to go;
Stan, to stand; Idn, to let; getdn, done. This vowel is fre-

quently met with in foreign words, as babest, pope ; tdvel, table

;

especially in the terminations, Asid, Portegdl, Addm, Afrikdn,
castellan, capelldn, majestdt, trinitdt.

Old and Middle English. The Anglo-Saxon d is sometimes
retained in late Saxon, sometimes inclines to 6 :

—bd, both ; wdc,

weak ; snato, snowe, snow ; kdl. hoi (Germ, heil), salus ; hdlic^ holic,

holy; sdr, sor, pain, sore; hdm, hom^ home; bdn, bm, bone;
stdn, ston, stone ; brdd, brod^ broad ; cldd, clod, cloth ; gdst, gost,

ghost (sometimes a as gcest, &c.) ;
gd, go, to go ; ienawe, ienowe^

sdme, some, &c. Ablaut d, or fluctuating between d, ee, 6.

Old English preserves the d:—dn, stdne, hdli ; Ablaut, drdf,

smdt, rdd ; occasionally also drqf, smot, rod. Middle English
adopts 6 for d, the length of the a sound being marked by a
terminational e mute, following a single consonant, or by oo—
stoon = stone, boon = bone, goost = gost ; Ablaut, droof-=. drove

^

stoove-=. stone, smoot= smote, &c.
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SB

Middle High German, a is the Umlaut of a. Examples :

—

ale, ang-uillse, from dl ; /lartn, crinalis, from Mr; gravinne,

comitissa, from grave ; rate, consilia, from rat ; krame^ tabernse,

from h'dm.

Old and Middle English. The Anglo-Saxon Umlaut a of

d continues to exist in late Saxon

—

stdn, stanig ; or it wavers

between a and e

—

laren, leren ; clane, clene. In Old and Middle
English it is fixed down as e or ee—clene, tecke, wkete ; except

ani/ and lad^.

The Anglo-Saxon <«=Goth. di. Old High German ei takes

pretty nearly the same course as the Umlaut 6e just mentioned.

Anglo-Saxon often represents the a by a, which in sound
seems nearly to approach the Umlaut, but in its derivation it

must be kept strictly distinct. (Comj). Anglo-Saxon.) This

Anglo-Saxon a, answering to the Gothic e, Old and Middle
High German d, continues to hold its position in Late Saxon

:

strate, street ; mal, meal ; har, hair ; spache, speech ; deed,

deed; wapon, weapon; graf(M.. H. Germ, grdve, earl); some-
times it is supplanted by e : sel, nedle, sed—or wavering between

{B, S and a (especially in the Ablaut of the pi. of the eighth and
ninth conjugational class) : aten, seten, qu^en, Mren, stdlen,

brdken, spaken. In Old and Middle English this doubtful

t2 sound finally settles down in e : ele, slepe, dede, strete, nedle,

mele (eel, sleep, deed, street, needle, meal).

Middle High German. In this dialect it holds the same
position as in Old High German. Examples :

—

^, law ; ^, prius

(cf. Germ, eher^ Eng. ere); kle, clover; me, more; ri, roe; sne, snow,
nix, snewes, nivis; se, sea; we, wewe (Germ, wek, malum), sele,

soul ; sir, dolor (cf. sore). This vowel rarely arises from contrac-

tions : gescM from geschehe, eveniat ; swere from swehere, socero.

In manuscripts the different e sounds are sometimes a little con-

fused, and can only be kept distinct by strictly referring them
to their respective class of e, e, ov i; e. g. mer, sea ; mer^ misceo,

mix ; mer, more ; her, army ; her, hither : her, clarus ; ber,

berry ; b'er, a bear ; ber, verres. In foreign words not uncom-
mon : Penelope, Ninive, Michael, ade, adieu ; cedar, cedar.

Old and Middle English. The vowel e in Old and Middle
English derives its origin from divers other vowels, as we had
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already occasion to point out. (i) From A. S, « (Goth, e, O. H,
Germ, a), slepe, speche, dede, strete, &c. (2) From Umlaut of d :

fot, fet, top, tep, and to kepe, to fele^ to deme^ &c. (see sub lit. 6.)

(3) From A. S. <^=Goth. di, O. H. Germ, ei : see, sea ; delen, to

deal ; metien, to mean ; brede, bread ;fiehs, flesh. (4) From A. S. a.

Umlaut of a : wete, dene, teche. (5) From A. S. eo : tre,kne,fie,

crepe, dere, thefe,frend,fend.

Middle High German. Examples :

—

M, by ; bli, lead (Germ,
blei) j dri, three (Germ, drei) ; si, sim, sit ; vri, free ; bie, bee

;

ment fiend ; wl/e, time (cf. while and Germ, weile) ; sivtn, swine

;

win, wine; wip, woman; zit, time (cf. tide); is, ice; isen, iron.

Formed by contraction: git=gibet, dat. gelin=geligen, &c, ie

occurs where an original/, g, w, has been dropped: snie=^snige,

zwie=.zwige. Often in foreign words: lire, lyra; fin, fine;

paraMs, amie, and amige, arzenie, medicine; benedien, maledien,

benedicere, maledicere. i and i distinguish wine, friend, and
mne, wine ; sige^ victory, and sige, trouble, disease ; also pret.

and pres. of verbs kliben, haesimus, and kliben, haeremus.

Old and Middle English. The A. S. *,= Goth. ei, continues

in late Saxon and in Old and Middle English, the latter dialects

using occasionally 7/ for i, and denoting the length of the vowel
by doubling the i : lijf for lif, abijde for abide, whijle for while,

loijffoT wif.

Middle High German. Examples :

—

do, then ; hoch, high

;

ho, highly ; vlo, flea ; vro, joyful (Germ, froh) ; zwo, duae ; mor,

moor; ore, ear; tor, fool; krone, crown; Ion, reward (Germ,
lohn) ; schone, pulchre ; brot, bread ; not, need ; tot, death ; Mk,

lot. The vowel 6 stands in the same relation to ou as e to ei ;

and ou can be traced to Gothic du, e and ei to Goth di. Foreign
are mor, krone, kloster. Dido, Plato. Observe the difference

between tor, door, and tor, fool ; ros, horse, and ros, rose ; koste,

I taste, gusto, and koste, caressed, blanditus sum.
oe is the Umlaut of : hoere, I hear ; ore, ear ; moerinne, fern,

of mor, moor; roemisc, adj. oi Rom; hoehe, height, from hoch,

high ; toete, I kill, occido ; and toetlich,- mortalis, from tot, death,

mors. The absence^of Umlaut in words such as notec, ndtic,

must be explained by the Old High German form notac.

Old and Middle English. The d retains its place as in Anglo-
Saxon and late Saxon. Thus the late Saxon do???, boc, blod.
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don, god, fot, we meet again in Old and Middle English, biit

commonly in a spelling which endeavours to indicate the length

of the vowel o by an e mute after a single consonant, or by
doubling the letter o : shoo, dome and doom, boke and book, blode

and blood, done and doon, gode and good, fote and foot. The
Ablaut also in the seventh conjugation retains the 6.

Middle High German. Examples :

—

du, thou j nu, now ; su,

sow ; mill, mule ; sul, pillar (Germ, saule) ; mwr, wall (Germ,
mauer) ; sc/mr, shower; sur, sour; rum, room (Germ, raum);
schum, froth (Germ, schaum) ; brut, bride ; hits, house ; m,us,

mouse ; tusent, thousand. Foreign are mul, mur, and Namur,
Neptune, fortune.

Old and Middle English. The long u of Anglo-Saxon is in

late Saxon already frequently found alternately with ou, as in

ful axidfoul, nu and now, \u and \ou, tun and toun, sur and sou/r;

and the intruding ou or ow becomes predominant in Old and
Middle English.

The Umlaut ^ of the Anglo-Saxon u disappears already in

late Saxon, which lets the sound return to its original u or re-

places it by * : hude, brude, rumen, u^e, and brid, fr, hiddenn,

&c. In Old and Middle English the fluctuation between y, u
and i is continued, so that we read side by side,^/* and fure^

ryme and rume,fyl 2ivAful, brid and brud.

Diphthongs.

ei

Middle High German e^=01d High German ei, Gothic ai.

Examples:

—

ei, Q^^', zwei, duo; heil, salus ; seil, rope; teil,

part; heim, home; bein, bone; stein, stone; leip, bread, loaf;

zeichen, sign ; krei^, circle ; gei^, goat, capra ; swei^, sweat

;

greif, eripui (Germ, griflp)
; jfei/', fistulavi (Germ, pfitf) ; steic,

scandi (Germ, stieg) ; sweic, tacui (Germ, schwieg) ; streit,

pugnavi (Germ, stritt). The diphthong ei often originates in the

elision of the medial g between a and a succeeding i, e. g. meist

(Goth, maist) meil (Goth, mail)—contractions which are of a

very ancient date

—

gein = gagin, against (Germ, gegen) ; meit=.

magit, maid ; rein = ragin, counsel ; getreide = getregede. Of
foreign origin are meige, meiger, Reiser, turnei, conterfei, Fran-

zeis, IFdleis, Brituneis.
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Worthy of observation is the difference between ei and t

:

—
leim, argilla ; Mm, gluten ; mein, scelus (of. Germ, mein in

mein-eid) ; mm, mens ; sckein, splendui ; scAm, splendor ; swein,

puer ; swin, sus ; leip, panis ; Up, vita. Inaccurate manuscripts

show occasionally ei for ce, even for the short vowels e and e.

ie

Middle High German ie = Old High German ie, as well as

ia, io for iu. Examples :

—

die^ hie ; knie, knee ; nie, never ; ie,

ever; vie=vike, cattle (Germ, vieh); Mel, keel; bier, beer; diet,

people, gens ; liet, song ; lief, cucurri : rief, vocavi ; slief, dor-

mivi ; Aie^, vocavi ; lie^, sivi. Many of the verbs which formerly

had reduplicated preterites, show now the diphthong ie. Foreign

words :

—

tievel, diabolus
;
priester, presbyter ; spiegel, speculum

;

fieher,fier, hanier, revier, soldier, parlieren,formieren, turnieren.

iu

Middle High German = Old High German. Examples :

—

diu, ancilla ; hiiu, knee ; niu, new ; getriu, faithful (Germ,
getreu) ; iuwer, vester ; triuwe, fides ; siule, column (Germ, saule)

;

viule, putresco (Germ, faule) ; Mure, hoc anno (Geim. heuer)

;

Mute, hodie (Germ, heute) ; tiure, dear (Germ, teuer) ; viur, fire

;

tiufe, depth (Germ, tiefe) ; Huge, lie (Germ, liige). The alter-

nate use of iu and ie we observe chiefly in the verbal forms :

—

biute and biete, biuge and biege, &c. ; but briuwe, kiuwe, bliuwe,

have always iu, never ie. The transition from ie to iu may
further be traced in the relation between substantives and their

respective adjective or verbal forms, e.g. adj. siech, subst. siuch

;

adj. tief, subst. tiufe ; lieM, lux; liuMe, luceo; diep, fur; diubic,

furtivus. The terminational iu sometimes adopts the fuller

form in iuwe, e. g. niu, getriu ; niuwe, getriuwe.

OU
Middle High (Jemian=01d High German. Examples :

—

ou,

sheep, ovis ; ton, dew (Germ, tau) ; vrow, woman (German, frau)

;

ouwe, water ; bourn, tree (Germ, baum) ; stroum, stream ; troum,

dream (Germ, traum) ; loup, leaf (Germ, laubj ; stonp, dust

(Germ, staub) ; touf, baptism (Germ, taufe) ; ouge, eye (Germ,
auge); rouch (Germ, rauch, fumus). This diphthong has to

yield its place to o (which may be considered its representative

in a more condensed form) whenever the terminational m which
follows is weakened into n as bon = bonm. ou is Umlaut of

F 2
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ou '. g'ou, pagus (Germ, gau) j hou, hay (Germ, heu) ; also gouwe,

houwe ; ouwe^ gen. of ou, sheep, ovis ', vrouwin, femininus, from
vrou ; loubtn, foliaceus, louber, folia, from loub, folium ; vrdude,

joy (Germ, freude). This Umlaut is comparatively scarce, and
seems to have a predilection for a position preceding the v sound,

as in OMW= Gothic avi, O. H. Germ, awi, ewi, ouwi. Its ortho-

graphy is unsettled : besides ou we find oi, oy, and still more
frequently eu.

UO
Middle High German. Examples :— druo, weight, fruit

;

huo, cow; ruo, rest (Germ, ruhe); schuo, shoe; vruo, early

(Germ, friihe) ; schuole, school ; stuol, chair, stool ; muor, moor,
palus ; bluome, flower (Germ, blume) ; ruom, glory (Germ, ruhm)

;

SU071, son (Germ, sohn); huqf, hoof; stuofe, step (Germ, stufe);

pfluoc, plough ; bruoder, brother ; bluot, blood ; guot, good ; muoteTj

mother ; vuoz, foot ; slnoc, cecidi ; truoc, tuli.

ue is the Umlaut of uo :

—

bliien, florere ;
glUen, fervere ; grUeUy

virere ; milen, vescare ; also bliiejen, gliiejen, &c. ; hueve, hoofs

;

hiiechel, libellus ; buecMn, fagineus ; bliiete, flores ; gemiiete, ani-

mus
; fUe^e, feet. The Umlaut in bliien, glilen, &c., was brought

about by a succeeding i which has been dropped, but which
however is sometimes found as the semivowel j, as in bliie-j-en,

gliie-j-en—forms in which the e of the infinitive also re-appears,

and which in bliien, glilen^ is absorbed by the diphthong of the

root.

ai, au, ey, oi, oy
In Middle High German these diphthongs appear in foreign

words, chiefly such as are imported from the Romance dialects,

e. g.faile^zvelum, voile ; failierenz=zfallere,faillir ; Launn, Kau-
kasas ; templeys, wdleys ; bote, gloie, troie ; roys, poys, troys.

ai, au, eu, oi

Middle High German. These vowels are occasionally used
to replace one or other of the organic diphthongs which we have
examined in detail. It is therefore hardly necessary to say that
they cannot be considered as organic diphthongs, and that they
hold a position in dialectic variations, and not in such produc-
tions as come up to the standard of good Middle High German.
Examples:

—

au=^ou,il: haubet, gelauhe, haus, auge ; =a : slauf,

rant, taut-=-sldf, rat, tat. This au is very harsh and repulsive.
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eu=du: freude, geuden^=.frdude, gouden. This eu may be traced

to Gothic terminations in avi, and thus be considered the direct

Umlaut of Goth au : freude from frawida, O. H. Germ. ; streute

from O. H. Germ, strawita, Goth, stravida. eii=iu : hiute, briute.

oi occasionally replaces ou the Umlaut of ou : gdi=igdu, pagus,
s\a.re; frdide=frdude, ^oj I ldiber=lduher, folia.

OU
Old and Middle English, (i) For Anglo-Saxon o, indicating

the production of the original vowel, as mfoMgten,fought=foogte,

fogte—very rare, because o commonly holds its own. (a) For
Anglo-Saxon u. In late Saxon the long u preserves its position,

its quantity being denoted by a simple consonant following it,

e. g. ful, \u, dun, rum, sur, ure (see sub lit. u) ; but even here

it must sometimes give way to ou : foule, soure, ^ou, &c.

In Old and Middle English, ou (ow) has gained supremacy
over u, the latter vowel being apparently applied only to indi-

cate the short u sound.

(3) For Anglo-Saxon eo we find the diphthong ou in Middle
English (see sub lit. eo)-

e6
The Anglo-Saxon ed begins in late Saxon already to be sup-

planted often by simple vowels, especially the long e. Thus we
find feond, fiend ; seoc, seek

; fieo, flea ; deor, door ; deore, dear

;

leof, leaf; leom, gleam; deop, deep; breost, breast,—by the side

oi fie, der, dere, lef, lem, dep, brest.

Old English rarely retains the diphthong eo, as in heo, deol,

eode ; but fills its place indiscriminately, as it were with any
other vowel, e, i, ov u: e. g. e—kne, tre, fie ; —lese, lose,

forlese,forlose, loke,\x)\o(^', lout; u—aluye ; i— lie.

In Middle English eo disappears altogether, being superseded

in certain words by a long e, in others by the diphthong ou

;

e.g.e—tree, kne, dere, \e, thefe, frend, fend ; ou^foure, youth,

to brouke, to loute.

ea
This Anglo-Saxon diphthong was already abandoned in late

Saxon, and its place filled by ce, seldom hy a or e; e. g. ^ (A. S.

ed, water, river), are (A. S. edre, ear), stram (stream), stream

;

daf, lof, brad. Old English has occasionally ea, as in gleam,

earn, but commonly e, e. g. streme, depe, ckepe, defe ; and Middle
English adopts the long e, which is sometimes rendered by ee.
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as need, breed, reed (Wycliffe). The Anglo-Saxon Ablaut ed of

the sixth conjugation is also supplanted by ce and its cognate

vowels e and a : scaf, scef, scaf, sac, soc, ices. Us. Old English,

clef,fiet, ches,frese; Middle English, ckef, fleet, chees,frees.

III. NEW TEUTONIC 1.

a
Qerman. In Modern High German this vowel has preserved

its original pure sound, and may therefore be considered as per-

fectly identical with the a sound in Old High German, deviating

neither towards the higher pitched e nor the darker sound of o

;

and this rule holds good not only for cases in which it remains

short, but for those also which show it converted into a long

vowel. Hence ab, de, praep ; man (French on) ; wdld, forest,

contain a sound which is identical with that in Idhen, to refresh \

vdter, father ; hdse, hare ; sdge, tale, saga ; and with the organi-

cally long a in gndde, grace \ strd^e, street ; frdge, Togo.

Whilst in Middle and Old High German the sound was often

fluctuating between a and o. Modern German has decided in

favour of one or the other, and thus oAne, sine ; mond, moon

;

monat, month, woge, wave, for the M. H. Germ, dne, mane,
mdnet, wdc ; and monat, brdutigam, bridegroom ; eidam, gener

;

heimat, home, for O. H. Germ, mdno, prutigomo, eidum.

English. The Anglo-Saxon a (for High German a) which
already in Old and Middle English had been commonly replaced

by a, finds in Modern English also its expression in the vowel a,

but it seems still to preserve its original sound wherever the

vowel is short. Examples :

—

sat, glad, at, that, cat, apple,

ash, &c.

When the vowel is lengthened, the a sound is modified in two
directions so as to become identical with e or o, e. g. whale,

grave, ate, late, raven, and spoke, broke, stole, bore. The consonants

II at the end, and w at the beginning of a word, darken the a
sound into a (d), the medium between a and o, e. g. small, water,

what, was, &c. The Anglo-Saxon a, which often inclines towards

0, is, in Modern EngUsh, either rendered by o or has finally

adopted the original a, which, in pronunciation however, is

treated in the same manner as the a (= Anglo-Saxon a) which

• The distinction of organically short and long vowels having all but disappeared,

both classes of vowels are treated under the same head.
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we have just examined. Thus we read o in long, strong, throng,

tang, song, thong ; short a in man, can, camp, thank, and, sand,

land, hammer ; long* a in name, lame, tame, lane, same ; a sound
darkened by preceding w in wan, swan.

The Anglo-Saxon ea is in Modern, just as in Old and Middle,

English rendered by a, which however under different conso-

nantal influences assumes a different sound. Pure a sound before

r—harm, farm, yarn, mark, sharp, hard ; darkened into a {a)

before II, It, Ik—all, hall, fall, malt, halt, talk, walk ; raised

towards the higher pitch of e—shall, shadow, ax, wax ; identical

with e when lengthened

—

shame, ale, scale ; supplanted by e—

.

stern, helch.

Dutch. The distinction between long and short vowels being
preserved in this more than in any other Teutonic dialect, we
give the examples classified under the heads of short and long.

Short before a single consonant : dal, dale, valley ; smal, small

;

tarn, tame ; nam, cepi (Germ, nahm) ; gaf, dedi, gave ; grqf,

grave; staf, staff; dag, day; zwak, weak ; hlad, leaf; al, all ; stal,

stall; ^a^, shall; kam,Q,Qvsi)a', ^«w, lamb ; ^»i, flame ; »^a/^, man.
Short before double consonants : galm, sound ; half, half;

half, calf; hals, neck; ar»i, arm ;• ^aw^, long, ^awy, song ; land,

tooth; gans, goose; arm, warm, damp, hard, hand, hand, land,

&c. Geminated consonants : alle, stallen, mannen, &c.

The fluctuations of the a sound which we have so frequently

observed, chiefly in the ancient Low German dialects, is kept
alive in Dutch too, the vowel a rising into e in the words scherp,

sharp ; erg, wicked (Germ, arg) ; sterk, strong (Germ, stark)

;

and descending to the lower pitch of o in the preterite of strong
verbs : ron, cucurri, ran, run ; zong, cecini, sang, sung ; dronk,

bibi, drank, drunk. Dutch a for e in hart, heart (Germ, herz)

;

smart (Germ, schmerz)
; pard, horse (Germ, pferd) ; zwdrd, sword

(Germ, schwert).

Long a, spelt in Dutch aa, in Flemish ae, is organic in al,

eel; hdr, hair; jar, year; war, true; gran, grain, frumentum;
man, moon ; wan, hope ; schdp, sheep ; sprdk, speech ; dad,

deed ; long by production in tdl, language ; ddr, there ; war,

where ; schdm, shame ; hdn, cock ; dp, ape ; wdk, wake ; has,

hare ; long by contraction in Man foliis {=.hladen) ; vdr, father

{=.vader^\ sldn, slay {=slahen^\ trdn, drag, trahere {;=.trahen)
\

magd, maid {=.maged) ; tragi, fertis {=tragei). In the penult

before single consonants the Dutch dialect writes simply a,

whether the vowel is originally long or short, and in this case

Grimm recognizes his Middle Dutch ' Schwebelaut,' ' fluctuating

sound,' which is neither decidedl}' long nor short; as alen, an-
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quillae {=dlen); jaren, anni {=:jdren)\ spraken, Imgvae {=sprdken);
and Jianen, g-alli ; kasen, lepores ; open, Bimise,—in which the a
was originally short.

Swedish. The vowel a has its prototype in the Old Norse
vowel of the same quantity, but it remains short only before

double consonants : all, all
; falla, to fall ; kalla, to call ; shall,

shall
;
gammal, old ; hammare, hammer ; tacka, to thank ; vatten,

water; elm, elm; half, half; barn, infant; skarp, sharp; salt,

salt ; namn, name ; hampa, hamper ; krank, sick ; hand, land, &c.
The vowel a preceding the combinations Id, rg, ng, is con-

verted into a, of which below.

Before single consonants the pure a sound is retained, but
lengthened in pronunciation : dal, dale ; har, bare, nude ; har,

bore, tulit ; skam, shame ; hane, cock
; graf, grave ; dag, day

;

lag, law ; mat, meat ; vara, to be, for vara ; qvar, quiet, for qvdr
(cf. the use of the Dutch a for e).

The Swedish a which stands for the Old Norse d, has un-
doubtedly had its origin in the lengthened a or aa. Analogous
is the frequent decline of the English a into the middle sound
between a and o under the influence of certain consonants, as II,

w, &e. ; and still more so the fluctuation between a and o in

some Old Teutonic tongues, as hond for hand, holon for halon,

inon for man. Though this vowel is now identical with o it

must originally have had a middle sound between a and o, as

the English a in wall, war, &c. Examples :

—

dl, eel ; mdl, lan-

guage ; dr, year
; far, sheep ; har, hair ; mane, moon ; van, hope

;

sprdk, speech
;
gas, goose ; a, river

;
gd, to go ; sld, slay ; ta, toe

;

sta, to stand ; strd, straw ; alder, age
;
gdrd, villa (cf. yard and

garden) ; hard, hard ; Idng, long ; dtta, eight ; matte, might

;

but natt, night (Germ, nacht).

Danish. Before single consonants organically short and long
vowels are identical ; before double and geminated consonants
they are always short. Examples :

—

dal, dale
;

gale, to sing
;

bar, bare, nude ; bar, bore, tulit ; hare, hare ; skam, shame ; hane,

cock
;

grav, grave ; have, to have ; dag, day ; blad, leaf ; had,

hate, odium; mad, meat; alle, all; takke, to thank; halv, half;

kalde, to call ; salt, salt; barn, infant ; skarp, sharp ; «r^, wicked
(Germ, arg) ; hamp, hamper ; vand, water ; mand, man ; land,

sand, &c.

Transitions into aa and o are not easily fixed by rules, and
sometimes deviate from the Swedish: e.g. alder-^^vj. alder

;

folde, to fold ; holde, to hold ; volde, to command ; bold, kold=.

S\v. fdlla, hdlla, vdlla, kdll; hntfalde, galde, kalde^Sw.falla,
galla, kalla;—gaard, yard, haard, hard (= Sw. gdrd, hard). Bij
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the side of land we have haand and haand=i Sw. land, hand, hand;
lov, law (=Sw. laff).

Danish possesses, like Swedish, the sound d, a medium be-

tween a and o, which however most Danish authors, with the

exception of Rask and other grammarians, write aa, though
in its pronunciation it touches very closely on the Swedish a.

It has chiefly to fill the place of the Old Norse a : aal, eel ; maal,

language ; aar, year ;
/aar, sheep ; kaar, hair ; saar, sore ; maane,

moon ; vaaben, weapon ; daad, deed ; aa, river ; daa, doe
; Jaa,

few
; ffaae, to go

; ffraa, grey ; raa, raw ; saa, so ; taa, toe ; straa,

straw. This vowel, like the Swedish a, is chiefly met with before

the consonants Id, nd, rd, which cannot be preceded by the pure

a sound. Whilst however the Swedish represents only the Old
Norse a, the Danish aa stands also for Old Norse o : kaare, to

choose, Sw. kora ; aaben, open, O. N. opinn ; draabe, drop, O.N.
dropi. aa=zO\di Norse 6: raabe, to shout, Sw. ropa, O. N. hropa.

aa=Goth. au, O. H. Germ, ou, 6: shaane, to spare, Sw. skona.

Germ, schonen ; haan, scorn. Germ, kohn ; daab, Sw. dop, bap-

tism. Germ, taiife.

a (88)

German, a (<c) is Umlaut of a (a)

:

—zadl, choice, ivalen, to

choose^ ; zal, number, zcelen, to count ; zdm, tame, zcemen, to

tame ; hand (sing.), hdnde (pi.)
;
grdben, to dig, grabt (3rd pers.

sing), vdter, vater; blatt, blatter; grds, grceser; arm, drmer, poor,

poorer; hart, hdrter, hard, harder, &c. From these examples it

will be seen that the original a is still alive side by side with
the Umlaut. Where, on the contrary, the word with the original

a sound has become extinct, and the Umlaut in the derivative

form is no longer felt as such, we find the Umlaut expressed by e
;

e. g. heer, army, O.H. Germ, hari; ende, end, O. H. Germ, anti;

erbe, heir ; elle, ell
; fremd, foreign ; kemd, shirt ; engel, angel

;

henne, hen,—words in which the original a is extinct.

Swedish. The vowel a in Swedish has superseded five dif-

ferent Old Norse vowels. (i)= 0. N. a-, grass, grass (A. S. gras).

(a)= 0. N. e. Umlaut of a : sdija, to sell ; bar, berry ; hdr, army
;

tdmja, to tame ; saga, to say ; bddd, bed, glddja, to gladden

;

ndtt, net
; fdlla, to fell ; dgg, edge and ^^^ ; drdgg, dreg ; Idgga,

to lay ; sdtta, to set ; smdlta, to smelt ; angel, angel ; dple, apple

;

hast, horse. (3)= O. N. e, Brechung and Triibung of i : vdl,

well ; dr, is, est ; bdra, to bear ; vdg, way ; ndder, weather ; dta,

to eat; svdrd, sword. (4)=O.N. (B, whether Umlaut of a or

* wal, ivcelen, commonly spelt wahl, wahlm.
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contraction of ai, ei : mala, to talk ; sail (felix f. A. S. salig),

sad, seed
; frande, friend ; ara, honour (Germ, ehre) ; Idra, Germ.

lehren ; Made, vestis (Germ, kleid) ; mdstare, master (Germ,

meister). (5)= O.N. e, only at the end of words : ^a, cattle

(Germ, vieh) ; knd, knee ; trd, wood (cf. tree).

Danish. The Danish a stands to the Old Norse in about the

same relation as Swedish. Hence Danish a (i) = O. N. a

:

grds, grass ; las, burden. (3)= O. N. e: bar, berry ; hdr, army

;

rdd, net
;
glade, gladness j tdmme, to tame ; sdite, to set ; sdlge,

to sell ; mdrke, to mark ; Tidnde, pi. of hand. (3)= O. N. e : hdrre,

to bear ; vdre, to be ; vdve, to weave ; dde, to eat ; vdd,. mos
(Germ, sitte) ; vdder, ram (Germ, widder) ; svdrd, sword. (4)==

O. N. « : male, to talk ; are, honour ; Idre, to teach ; Made,
vestris ; sad, seed. (5)= 0. N. e: fa, cattle; hnd, knee i trd,

tree.

e

German. This letter can even in Modern German still be
traced to the Umlaut of a, or to the Brechung or Triibung of i.

The vowel e is Umlaut of a in the words heer, meer, erhe, stellen,

Jiemd,fremd, end, &c. (Concerning this Umlaut and the Umlaut
a, see sub lit. a.) The sound e as Triibung of i we find in regen,

rain ; degen, sword^ which Grimm considers different in pronun-
ciation from legen and bewegen, where the e is caused by Umlaut

;

but I must plead ignorance of that distinction. The different

shades in the pronunciation of the German e are owing to con-

sonantal influences (cf. meTir, meer, sehr, seele, heer, herr, wer, de-

gen, legen, regen, segen, sprechen, stechen) rather than etymological

deductions; nay the 'usus loquendi', the mode of pronunciation,

has even corrupted the legitimate spelling of certain words,

writing a {a) for e : beer, a bear
;
gebaren, to bear ; rdchen, to

revenge ; ddmmern, to dawn, on account of the close analogy

to the pronunciation of the modern Umlaut d in ware, gcebe,

lase.

English. The Anglo-Saxon e, as Umlaut of a, is retained in

the words den, hen,fen, men, hell, bed, net, better, bench, to sell, to

tell, &c. But the Umlaut has returned to the original a in to

bare, to tame, to hate, to quake, angel. This fact may be explained

by the analogy of the adjectives bare, tame, which never were
subject to the Umlaut.
The Anglo-Saxon e, Brechung and Triibung of i, on the whole

preserves its pronunciation, but not its spelling, in Modern
English. Short e remains in well, spell, knell, helm, self, help.
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to fret, weather, to tread, to burst {= to berst), to burn, {=to bern).

The sound is lengthened in to bear, to break. In play, way, vain,

the a has superseded the e, and y ox i takes the place of g : rain

z=rein=.regen; way=.wey=.weg. Lengthened e for the A. S. e

in he, ye, thee, shield, field, to speak, to eat, to weave, to steal.

Long e, spelt ee, is a very favourite vowel in Modern English,

which however in pronunciation is identical with the lengthened

i of the other Teutonic dialects. It stands (i) for A. S. S—eel,

sleep, speech, greedy, seed, weed, deed ; but it is supplanted by ea

(pronounced = e<?) in read, meal, deal, whilst tbe long e sound
remains in hair, were, there, grey, strait. Short e in weapon

:

note briar^=K. S. breer. (2) ee=zA. S. e. Umlaut of o: to feel,

heel, to deem, to seem, green, keen, to weep, to seek, to bleed ; feet,

pi. oifoot; teeth,^\.oi tooth; geese, pi. oi goose. (3) ee=A. S. ed
and e, O. H. Germ, oif, 0: e.g. cheek, A. S. cede; leek, reek, need.

But ea is more commonly used as the direct representative of

the A. S. ea, though in pronunciation it is identical with ee.

(4) ee=:A. S. eo, Goth, iu, O. H. Germ, io ; e. g. bee, A. S. bed

;

tree, A. S. tred ; glee, A. S. gled ; deep, meek, meed, reed. (5) ee=
A. S. i\ free, three, peep.

Dutch. The vowel e is rare before single consonants in mono-
syllables, more common in connection with double consonants.

Examples:

—

hel, clear (Germ, hell); hel, hell (Germ, holle)

;

snel, quick (Germ, schnell) ; vel, skin (Germ, fell) ; ster, star

;

ben (Germ, ich bin), I am ; hen, pen, bed, net, leg, lay, pono

;

weg, way ; zeg, say, dico ; helle, snelle, velle, sterren, henne, penne,

bedde, leggen, zeggen; melk, milk ; veld, field; werk, work ; denken,

to think ; enkel, ankle ; mensch, homo. The vowel e in all these

words arises, as in High German, partly from the Umlaut of a,

partly from the weakening of i, but in pronunciation it is the

same throughout.

The long e is in Dutch, as in English, spelt ee. Organic it

is in deel, deal ; heel, heal ; meer, more ; zeer, sore, pain ; steenj

stone ; week, weak ; bleef, mansit ; dreef pepulit
;
peeg, inclina-

vit ; zweeg, tacuit. Production of e : steel, steal, furor ; beer^

bear ; beek, beach
;
pleeg, soleo ; breek, frango ; steep, pungo.

By syncope of de: vree=zvrede, peace (Germ, friede) ; veer-=z

veder, feather; neer-=neder, neither. It must be specially re-

marked that the short e placed in the penult before a single

consonant is not doubled, though it becomes long by production

and rhymes with the long e of the words mentioned before ; e. g.
kernel, heaven (Germ, hunnel)

;
gene, ille (Germ, jener) ; leven,

to live
;
geven, to give ; breken, to break ; eten, to eat ; zegel,

sail.
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Swedish, e represents three ancient vowels : Old Norse e,

Umlaut of a, in which position however it is rare, because

Swedish orthography prefers a to mark the Umlaut. Examples :—elf, O. N. elfa, river (Lat. albis) ; elg, alees (O. N. elgr) ; enka,

widow (O. N. eckja) ; menniska, homo. This Umlaut is, like the

Umlaut e in German, no longer felt as such in the vowel-system
of the language. e=0. N. e, rarely rendered by a. Examples

:

—spel, play (Germ, spiel) ; lem, limb ; regn, rain ; ved, wood ; svett,

sweat
;
/red, peace ; sena^ sinew : this vowel is chiefly met with

in the pi. pret. of the strong conjugation (but not in the part,

pret.) ; e. g. drefvo, pepulerunt ; sveko, fefellerunt ; svedo, dolue-

runt; heto, momorderunt. e=0. N. ei: del, part, deal (Germ,
theil) ; hel, heal (Germ, heil) ; hem^ home (Germ, heim) ; ben^

bone (Germ, bein) ; sten, stone (Germ, stein) ; ek, oak (Germ,
eiche). In pronunciation e and a touch closely upon each other,

hence their occasional interchange, as elf and dlf river ; tvenne

and tvdnne, bini ; yet e approaches more nearly the e, and a the

a, a circumstance which may be explained from their origin in

the Old Norse i and a.

Danish. The Danish e is in its origin identical with the

Swedish, though its occurrence may be more or less frequent

according to accidental circumstances. e=0. N. e, commonly
before doubled, rarely before single consonants ; e. g. fremmed^
foreign (Germ, fremd) ; menneske, homo ; elv, river ; elske, to

love ; enke, widow ; ende, end ; sende, to send ; hest, horse. e=
O. N. ei : deel, been, steen, eg, Germ, theil, bein, stein, ei.

German. This vowel is less frequently used than in the
Middle High German, the original i being only preserved before

double consonants ; e. g. still, nimm, accipe ; sinn, sense ; sitte,

mos ; wild, sind, sunt ; wird, Lat. fit ; whilst before single con-

sonants it is lengthened into * : mir, mihi ; dir, tibi ; ^m, ei ; tn^,

eum ; or it is changed into ie. The Middle High German inter-

change between e and i in the conjugation of the verb is con-

tinued : werden, fieri ; wird, fit
;

geben, dare
;
gibt, dat ; sehen,

videre ; sieht, videt ; wichsen, to polish, erroneously for wechsen-=.

wdchsen from wachs, wax.

English. Short i before single consonants : him, dim, spin,

swim, rib, lip, ship. For the more ancient 1/ in sin, kin. Before

double consonants : kill, still, will, stiff, thick, timber, thing, gift,

/ Commonly spelt ihm, ihn.
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mist, witch. For the more ancient y ; ill, mill, Mil, Hng, hiss,

wish, bridge. Before r where it assumes the sound of German e

or : sir, fir, bird, birch, girl, mirth. On comparing fir, gird,

shirt, with the German foere, stoeren, &c., we may find an an-

alogon to the exceptional sound of i before r, though it will be

difficult fully to account for it in the manner in which Grimm
traces the verb to stir to the A. S. st^ran, O. H. Germ, storan.

Germ, stoeren

The long i is denoted in English orthography by the e mute
which follows a single consonant; it has in pronunciation at-

tained the sound of the German diphthong ei : file (Germ, feile)

;

while (Germ, weile) ; wine (Germ, wein) ; ripe (Germ, reif
) ; side

(Germ, seite) ; tide (Germ, zeit) ; drive (Germ, treiben) ; wide

(Germ. weit). For the A. S. ^ : fire, A. S.f^r, O. H. Germ.^^^r,

Germ, feuer ; bride, A. S. br^d, O. H. Germ, prut. Germ, braut

;

lice, pi. of louse, A. S. lys, pi. of lus ; mice, pi. of mouse, A. S.

mys, pi. of mus, cf. Germ, laus, Iduse ; mans, mduse. Before

Id and nd the long i has replaced the short i, as child, mild,

wild, bind, find, grind ; but the short i sound is preserved

where a second syllable is added: compare the sound in child

and children, hind and hinder. The sound of the i is fluc-

tuating in the word wind. For y: kind, A. S. gecynde ; mind,

A. S. gemynde. Before gh : bright, A. S. briht = byrht = beorht;

to fight, A. S. fihtan; high, A. S. hedh ; light, A. S. leoht; thigh,

A. S. \e6h.

Dutch. The short i is scarce before single, more frequent

before double consonants : stil, still ; wil, I will ; min, love ; zin,

sense ; ih, \, ego ; lid, limb (Germ, glied) ; smid, smith ; schip,

ship. This i which has commonly been replaced by e, is, in pro-

nunciation, an intermediate sound between the German i and e,

so that min, ik, schip, are almost identical with men, eh, schep

;

and hence the fact that formerly the orthography was indeed

fluctuating between schep and schip, led and lid, smed and smid,

and that monosyllables in i which do not geminate their con-

sonants upon adding another syllable, change the i into e, e. g.

schip, schepen ; lid, leden ; smid, smeden. Before double con-

sonants : stillen, willen, minne, zinne, schild, wild, vinger, zingen,

drinhen, blind, wind, hind (child). It represents a more ancient ie

in the reduplicational vowel ging {=^gieng), ivit; hing, pependit;

ving, cepit ; vrind for vriend.

The long i is spelt ij, Flemish y. The pronunciation of this

vowel is very much like the English i in might, and the German
diphthong ei, but so that the e element of this diphthong comes
more decidedly to the surface ; and hence ij sounds almost like
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e-{-i pronounced separately but rapidly one after the other. The
Dutch diphthong- ei may be considered identical with the German
ei in pronunciation as well as derivation, if with Grimm we may
consider ij the representative of the Gothic ei, and the Dutch ei

of the Gothic diphthong di. Examples of i :

—

mijn, dijn, zijn, to

be (Germ, sein) ; wijn, wine (Germ, wein) ; rijp, ripe (Germ, reif)

;

tijd, tide (Germ, zeit) ; hijten, to bite ; nijd, envy (Germ, neid)

;

Ivjf, life ; lijk, body (cf. Germ, leiche) ; ijs, ice (Ger. eis).

Swedish. The vowel i in this dialect corresponds with the

Old Norse z as well as t. Before single consonants it is scarce,

and, just as in Dutch, approaching the e in its sound

—

a, fact

which here again finds an explanation in the still undecided
orthography of some words, as frid and fred, peace ; further in

the pi. pret. and part. pret. of strong verbs, the former adopting,

the latter rejecting the <?, as drefvo, drifven. Words retaining the

i are til, to, ad ; vilja, to will ; gifva, to give ; mig, dig, sig, me, te,

se
; frid, kid, vid. It is the more frequent before double con-

sonants ; e. g. ilia, ill ; lille, little ; stilla, quietus (Germ, stille)

;

till, ad ; vill, vult ; himmel, heaven ; svimma, to swim
; finna, to

find ; minne, memory ; qvinna, woman ; sinne, mind ; spinna, to

spin ; slippa, to slip ; ligga, to lie ; dricka, to drink ; bitter,

mild, vild, vinter, blind, jingr, silfver. i=0. N. %-. bila, hatchet

(Germ, beil) ; kil, wedge (Germ, keil) ; skir, pure ; spira, spire
; Jin,

fine ; vin, wine ; drifoa, to drive ; lih, like ; spiJi, spike ; rida, to

ride ; vid, wide ; lisa, leisure. At the end of words : bi, bee

;

si, ecce ; skri, clamor (Germ, schrei). i for O. N. e\ fick and gick

iorfeck and geek.

Danish. Danish i stands to Old Norse in the same relation

as Swedish. (i)= 0. N. ?: spil, play (Germ, spiel); til, adj

vill, volo ; tin, give, skip, ship ; mig, dig, sig, me, te, se ; kid,

himmel, heaven ; ligge, to lie ; drikke, to drink ; bitter, mild, vild,

ring, finde, qvinde, woman ; sind, mind (Germ, sinn) ; spinde, to

spin ; vinter, fisk, fish ; vrist. {%)= O. N. i, before liquids com-
monly spelt il : bull, hatchet (Germ, beil) ; spilr, spire ; viin,

wine ; in all other cases spelt i : drive, liv, life ; viv, woman (cf.

wife) ; tid, tide (Germ, zeit) ; lig, like ; lig, body (Germ, leiche).

At the end of words : bi, bee ; ti, ten ; sti, sty ; stie, stem (Germ,

stichel).

German. Before two consonants it has remained organically

short : voll, full
; fromm, pious ; sonne, sun

;
gott, God

;
gold,

wort. Before a single consonant it is either organically long, as
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tod, dead ; roi^, red ; zogr, traxit ; Ion, reward ; ror, read ; or,

ear ; bme, bean ; or it has been lengthened by inorganic produc-

tion; son, son; ^oJ, praise ; bogen, how\ vogel, bird; bote, mes-*

senger.

English. The relation of the o sound is rather complicated,

since this vowel derives its origin from divers Anglo-Saxon
vowels, from a, o, u, d and 6. (i) <? organically derived from u :

hole, borough,for, fore, or, nor, to come, some, son, love, above, God,

gospel, folk, gold, ford, short, worth, fox, ox ; strong pret. part.

stolen, born, shorn, torn, worn, got, forgot, spoken. The sound of

the short o is everywhere preserved except before combinations

with r, such as r, rm, rn, rd, rt, where it is pronounced as an inter-

mediate sound between the German a and o. (2) from a chiefly

before Id, mq, ng\ bold, cold, fold, hold, old ; cf. Germ. kalt,falte,

halten,alt. Strong pret. : stole, broke, trod, bore, won; cf. Germ.
stahl, brack, trat, gebahr, gewann ; soft and other, long in Anglo-
Saxon, for Germ, sanft and ander, and identical with the A. S.

in gos and to^S, goose, tooth, which latter words have in modern
English expressed their length by 00, and hence adopted the pro-

nunciation of this vowel as in tool, pool, &c. In the same manner
as we find the organic lengthened into 6, we find the long
occasionally yielding to correption and becoming short, as in

brother, mother, bosom, blossom, Motiday ( = Monday, Moonday),
&c. (3) o= K. S. a, in which case it is always long. Example

:

—whole, A. S. hdl (Germ, heil) ; home, A. S. ham (Germ, heim)

;

hone, A. S. ban (Germ, bein) ; both (Germ, beide)
;
ghost (Germ,

geist) ; most (Germ, meist). But the Anglo-Saxon a is more
usually rendered in English by oa, of which hereafter. (4) =
A. S. ed in the pret. : crope, repsit. A, S. credp; chose, elegit,

A. S. ceds ; froze, alsit, A. ^.freds. (5) The final is of difierent

origin in difierent words: so, A. S. svd ; two, A. S. twd; to do,

A. S. don; to go, A. S. gangan, gongan. Contractions are, lord

from hlaford, woman from wtf-man.

The English long is spelt 00, and corresponds to the Anglo-
Saxon 6, Old High German uo, German u ; with the last it is

identical also in pronunciation. Examples :

—

cool (Germ, kuel)

;

pool (Germ, pful) ; stool (Germ, stul)^; hoof (Germ, huf) ; book

(Germ, buch)
;
good (Germ, gut) ; mood (Germ, mut) ; rood

(Germ, rute)
; foot (Germ, fu^) ; bloom (Germ, blume) : cf. the

Dutch bloem, koel, &c. To be noted are a few exceptions in the

pronunciation of the 00, such as the shortening of the vowel in

* Commonly spelt roth, lohn, &c., where the h is introduced to denote the length

of the vowel. See the letter h, consonants.
* Commonly spelt 1cuhl, pfuhl, stu/d, &c.
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goody foot^ look, and the deviation from the oo sound in hlood

(Germ. blut). 6 {oo) for the ancient a, which however in Anglo-
Saxon is already rendered by 6, while in German it is in some
words kept alive to the present day : moon, A. S. mona, M. H.
Germ, mane, Germ, mond ; soon, A. S. sona, M. H. Germ, sdn;
tooth, A. S. to^, M. H. Germ, zant, Germ. zdn. Other and soft

have preserved the o sound. Choose, lose {= loose) answer to A. S.

cedsan and leosan ; loose = loosen, to A. S. l^san. The termi-

nation ^00^= Germ, heit is the A. S. had ; room is A. S. rum

;

door, A. S. dor; wood, A. S. vudu.

Dutch. Short o occurs before single consonants in mono-
syllables and before double consonants in trisyllabic words. Ex-
amples :

—

hoi, hole ; wol, wool ; dom, silly (Germ, dumm) ; hof,

court (Germ, hof) ; lof, praise (Germ, loh) ; zon, sun ; kop, head
(Germ, kopf) ; hlos (blossom) ; vos, fox ; morren, knorren, to murmur
(Germ, murren, knurren) ; kommer, anguish (Germ, kummer)

;

nonne, nun ; wolken, clouds
; golf, wolf, storm, worm, long, tongue

;

hond, dog (Germ, hund) ; mond, mouth (Germ, mund) ; wond,

wound. o= e in worden-=.werden, fieri.. In the preterite of the

strong verbs o for a\ horg, sprong, zong, hond, vond ; cf. Germ.
barg, sprang, sang, band, fand. o for oe : zochte. Germ, suchte,

(quaesivit) and the termination dom, Eng. dom, Germ, thum ; but
doemen, to doom. Sometimes o before r with another consonant

is converted into o, and thus becomes an inorganic production

:

doom, thorn ; hoorn, horn ; toorn, wrath (Germ, zorn) ; oord,

place (Germ, ort) ; woord, word.

The long o is, as in English, spelt oo, but is pronounced like

the German 6 in thor, lohn, and the English in bore, hone. It

occurs organically long in the words hoor, audio, hear ; verloor,

perdidi ; moor, moor ; oor, ear ; roor, reed ; boom, tree (Germ,

baum) ; stom, steam ; stroom, stream ; boon, bean ; loof, leaf;

oog, eye ; dood, death ; brood, bread ; nood, need ; hooren, audire

;

ooren, aures ; oogen, oculi, &c. It occurs as production of o in

kool, coal ; zoon, son ; boog, bow ; noot, net ; syncope of de in

goon=igoden, diis ; hoon=.hoden, nuntiis—words which rhyme on
loon, kroon, zoon. In the following words we have o organically

short, and yet it is pronounced long so as to rhyme upon the

examples with oo just mentioned : geboren, bom ; komen, to

come ; zomer, summer ; gehroken, broken, &c.

Swedish. o= 0. N. 6 or u. The sound of a which we ex-

amined above, being almost identical with o, modem orthography

has largely adopted the former letter to supply the latter, e. g.

hdl, spar, hdge, fdgel, for hoi, spor, boge, fogel ; but historically

the is preferable. Examples :— hoi, hole ; kol, coal ; spor.
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track (Germ, spuhr) ; honungy honey ; kona, woman ; son, son

;

hqf, court ; lof, praise ; hoge, bow ; fogel, bird ; ok, yoke ; ochy

and j hod, messenger. Production is prevented by the gemina-
tion of the consonant : sporre, spur ; homma, to come ; sommar,

summer ; clroppe, a drop ; hopp, hope ; flotta, fleet
; fox, oxe, ox.

Before double consonants : holm, island ; orm, snake ; horn

;

morgon, early ; ord, word ; frosL o= O. N. o: sol, sun ; sfol,

stool ; slor, great ; tondon, thunder ; dom, doom ; hog, bow

;

skog, wood ; hok, book ; hlod, blood ; hroder, brother
; fot, foot j

^o/^ sustulit
; for, ivit ; drog, traxit ;—cf. the German preterites

huh, fuhr, tmg. o= Goth. au, O. H. Germ, ou : dop, baptism
(Germ, taufe). At the end of words : ho, to dwell ; hro, bridge

;

gro, to grow ; ko, cow ; ro, rest ; so, a sow. Though, as we have
stated, a is sometimes placed for o, it is only for the o of the first

class, i. e. that which represents the Old Norse o or u, never for

0=0. N. 0; because it would appear that the difierence in pro-

nunciation is still great enough to deter a fine ear from rhyming
dam and dom, tag and tog, stdl and stol.

Dajoish The rules laid down for Swedish will hold good for

this dialect too; wherefore few examples may sufiice. o= 0. N,
8 OT ii : spor, track ; spore, spur ; kone, woman ; og, and

; fos,

fox ; holm, island ; orm, worm ; torn, thorn, o= a: solde, folds,

holde ; lov, law (= O. N. lag). = O. N. 6\ sol, sun ; stol, stool

;

dom, doom ; hog, book ; hlod, blood
; fod, foot—preterites of the

verb
; for, drog, slog, tog, &cg. o= 0. N. a (compare the Swedish

d for 0) : sprog, language. Germ, sprache, Sw. sprdk ; vove, audere,

Germ, wagen, Sw. vdga : cf. Germ, mond, one^, for M. H. Germ.
mane, dne. At the end of words : ho, dwelling ; hro, bridge, &c.,

see Swedish.

Grerman. is Umlaut of : worter, pi. of wort, word ; sohne,

pi. of sohn, son ; lohlich, adj. of loh, praise ; vogel, pi. of vogel,

bird ;—sometimes Umlaut ofan original a : h'olle, schopfer, schoffe,

loffel, zw'dlf, lowe ; cf. Goth, halja, tvalif, &c. In the sixteenth

century we even meet monsch for mensch, word for werd, island :

monch, monk, is an inorganic for miinch; thus also konig for

kiinig.

English and Dutch do not possess this vowel.

Swedish. stauds for six difierent sounds of the Old Norse.

o=y. Umlaut of 0, or rather u ; hence Swedish stands to Old
Norse y in the same relation, as does the German to ii. Whei;

* Common spelling ohne.

Q
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the Umlaut y was no longer distinctly felt, a new Umlaut was
created direijtly from the o, just as in German the spirit of the

language produced the modern Umlaut o, when the more ancient

it began to die out. Examples :

—

holja, billow, O. N. hylgja ;

folja, to follow, O.'^. fylgja ; dorr, door (Germ, thiire) ; kon^

kin, A. S. kyn ; soner, filii, Germ, soline ; logn, lie. Germ, lilge

;

not, nut, O. N. knyt. Where however u keeps its position in

the stem of the word, y also remains as its Umlaut. d=au,
which diphthong at a very early date began to be contracted,

first into o, then into ce : bola, mugire, O. N. baula ; lordag,

Saturday, O.N. laugardagr ; drom, dream ; strom, stream; bona,

bean ; dof, deaf ; oga, eye ; lop, cursus ; brod, bread ;—cf. Germ.
traum, taiih, mige, lauf. d-=ey \ do, to die ; ho, hay ; mo, may

;

0, island ; hora, hear ; ora, ear ; toga, to tug ; rbk, reek ; ode, de-

sertus (Germ. ode). d=ioe : fora, dueere (Germ, fiihren) ; domma,
to deem, judicare ; bon, preces

;
groji, green ; ko^ia, hen ; modrar,

mothers, pi. of moder ; fotter, feet, pi. o^fot, foot. d=io : fro,

seed ; sno, snow ; brost, breast. d=-e, only in the reduplication

of the verb '.foil, holl, -=0.1^. fell, held.

Danish. Though Danish grammarians distinguish two sounds

of the vowel = namely one like the French ' eu ferme' in peu,

and the other like the French ' eu ouvert ' in veuve, cmir—^the

former marked 4', the latter —we need not keep up this distinc-

tion, because it is not warranted by etymology ; and we therefore

write always 0. = O. N. y : son, bon, where we find the Umlaut
in the singular already, while Swedish, with greater nicety and
better tact, uses the Umlaut to denote the plural of son, and bon,

bean ; dor, door, nod, nut ; biJlge, billow
; folge, follow. = O. N,

i : tommer, O. N. timbr ; solv, O. N. silfr. '6=.0. N. 0, Umlaut
of a. : horn, pi. of barn, child. d=0. N. an : drom, dream ; strd)n,

stream ; loverdag, Saturday ; brod, bread ; dod, death ; nod, need,

&c., see Swedish. o= 0. N. ey : doe, to die ; ho, hay ; mo, maid
;

o, island ; hore, hear, audire ; ore, ear ; ror, reed, &c., cf. Swedish.
= 0. N. oe: fore, to lead, Germ., fuhreji j bon, preces; gron,

green ; hone, hen ; boger, libri ; domme, to deem. d=icB : so, sea,

O. N. S(er, Sw. sjo ; fro, seed, O. '^.fr(B,frio.

U
German. Before double consonants u represents the Old

German short vowel : und, and ; mund, mouth ; krumm, crooked
;

kunst, art ; brust, breast ; burg, castle ; huld, grace. Before a
single consonant it is the ancient long vowel : z4g, trug, fug.
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tugend, or Schwachung of the ancient diphthong" uo: rum^,

glory,= mom ; king, prudent,= kluog ;fu^^ foot, =.fuot ; Mn, hen
;

6lut, blood
; /ur, pret. oi fdren ; scMf, pret. oi schaffen. Excep-

tions :

—

S2mr = M. H. Germ. spoi\ track ; zuber = O. H. Germ.
zuipar, pail.

English. This vowel is not found so frequently as the rest in

words of Teutonic origin. Before a single vowel its sound is a

medium between the German o and o, whilst the modern Dutch u
in pronunciation resembles the French u. Examples :

—

dmi, run,

sun, shrub, tub, up, tug, hut, shut. In the verb to bury it has the

sound of the German short e ; and in the termination bury, as

Canterbury, Salisbury, Tilbury, it is almost entirely dropped in pro-

nunciation. The tendency in this case of the ^i inclining towards
the e is already testified by the mediaeval mode of spelling Can-
terberiensis, Saresberiensis, Tilberiensis. (Concerning the sound
of 2^ in busy, vide sub lit. i.) Before double consonants u shows
the same tendencies in its sound : summer, gulf, burden, turf,

hunger, thunder. It assumes a long sound before a consonant

followed by the e mute ; in which case it might be rendered in

German by ju, e. g. mule, mute, duhe, to mure, plume (mulus,

mutus, dux, murus, pluma), and other words of exclusively Latin
and French derivation. The same words we find in Middle
High German with the vowel u—mill, mUr ; in Modern German
with the vowel au—maul, mauer ; but even the Middle High
German dialect admits of a vowel iu as the Umlaut of 4, e. g.

gemiure. Germ, gemduer. This phsenomenon, according to which
i and u when succeeded by an e assume the sounds of ei and m,
we shall have to consider more closely elsewhere. Words which
had the long ti in Anglo-Saxon already did not preserve that

vowel in English, but converted it into ou, since the sound of u
had then yielded to the long o=.oo', hence A. S. Jjk, mus, Ms, hus,

sur, ure, cu, brun, Eng. thou, mouse, louse, house, sour, our, cow,

brown.

Dutch. The Dutch u in short syllables resembles the English
in gun, but, though it has at the same time a shade of the

French u in it. It may occur before single and double con-

sonants. Examples :

—

dun, thin ; drulc, pressure (Germ, druck)

;

hrug, bridge
;

put, pit ; zullen, debere, shall ; hunnen, posse

(Germ, konnen) ; hussen, to kiss ; schuld, debt ; zuster, sister

;

drukken, premere (Germ, driicken) ; rukken, dimovere (Germ,

rucken). It does not occur before the liquids /;/, n, r. It fluc-

tuates between o and u in vollen, vullen.

* Common spelling rwAm, huhn, fuhr, &c.

G 2
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The long n occurs very rarely, but before r exclusively. In
Flemish it is spelt ue, in Dutch uu. Most of the ancient words
which contained an 4 have, in modern Dutch, replaced this vowel
by the diphthong ui (pronounced like German eu, English oi), a
circumstance which shows here, in the same manner as in the

ancient dialects, the fluctuation of sound between iu, u, and u.

The pronunciation of 4 resembles most nearly that of the French u.

Examples :

—

duur, dear ; duur, duro (Germ, dauem) ; muur, murus
(Germ, mauer) ; uur, hour (Germ, uhr) ; vuur, fire ; zuur, sour

;

huren, to hire
;
geburen, rustici (Germ, bauern).

Swedish, u stands for the Old Norse short and long vowels of

the same sound, (i) O. N. u (o) : furo, fir
;
gud, God

; full, full

;

hull, nest; hurra, to murmur, (Germ, knurren, Dutch knorren);

Tuhba, to rob (Germ, rauben) ; shdd, guilt (Germ, schuld)
;
guld,

gold; rumpa, tail; ulf, wo\f; pret. of verbs: >?;;-wj30,crept, repserunt;

Tclvfvo, cleft, fiderunt ; bruto, broke, fregeruut ; spunno, span,

neverunt. (2) :=; O. N. 4: Jul, turpis (cf. foul) ; mur, wall (Germ,
mauer) ; sur, sour ; rum, room ; skum, scum

; fluga, fly (Germ,
fliege) ; brud, bride ; mus, mouse ; hus, house.

Danish. This vowel often keeps its place in Danish where
the other dialects weaken it into 0. It stands for O. N. u (0)

:

hul, hollow ; hcl, coal ; dum, dumb ; uge, week (Germ, woche)

;

gud, God (Germ, gott)
;
guld, gold ; muld, mould

; fugl, bird

(Germ, vogel) ; mund, mouth. = O. N. a: dug, dugge, dew

;

hugge, to hew (Germ, hauen) . = O. N. 4, and spelt uu before

liquids and s : fuul, foul ; brtiun, brown ; skmim, scum ; muur,
wall (Germ, mauer) ; brud, bride (Germ, braut) ; hud, hide (Germ,
haut). At the end of words : drne, grape (Germ, traube) ; bue,

bow
; flue, fly

; frue. Germ, frau ; due, dove (Germ, taube) ; lue,

flame (Germ. lohe).

ii (ue), y
German. 4, Umlaut of u : krummen from krumm, crooked

;

burger from burg, castle; k4nstlich, adj. of kunst, art; huener^,
pi. of hun, hen, &e. The Middle High German 4 as Umlaut of

is dropped and supplanted by o, so that the derivative forms
of holz, gold, vogel, are holzern, golden, gevogel : g4lden, though
occasionally used in poetry, may be considered obsolete. The
words vor and fur (vor-sehung, fiir-sehung), tor, gate, and tuer^,

door, are still fluctuating, hoeflsch, hoeflich\ courteous, and

' Common spelling hiihner, huhn. ' Common spelling thor, thitr.
* hofisch, hoJUch.
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hUbsch, pretty, originally expressed the same meaning, both
being derived from hof, court.

The spelling is fluctuating between ii and i in the words hilfe,

hiilfe, help
;
giltlg, giiUig, valid

;
gebirge, gebilrge, mountain-range

;

wirken, wiirken, to work ; sprichwort, spriichwort, proverb. Grimm
decides in favour of gebirge, hilfe, sprichwort, and giUig, because

they are analogous to the Old German forms : wUrken he con-

siders the more preferable orthography^ on account of the Gothic
vaurkjan, though in Old High German already wurchan and wir-

kan are used indiscriminately. The vowel 1/ is in German super-

fluous ; and though it may be used for foreign words, its sound
can easily be rendered by i. The Romans already wrote and
spoke silva for s^lva, and it may therefore be considered as

something hyper-classical when German scholars affectedly

pronounce silntax, sUstem, for syntax, system. Still more
pedantic is the manner in which German authors strive to

keep distinct the little monosyllables sern, (suus) and seyn

(esse), which are now both rendered by sein, since they have the

same sound and can be traced to the same form sin in Middle
High German.

English. This dialect does not know the Umlaut of tt, and
therefore does not require the vowel it. The Umlaut of the Anglo-
Saxon tt was y, and this is still preserved in sound at least if not

in spelling. Hence A. S. mus, lus, pi. mys, lys ; Eng. mouse,

louse, pi. mice, lice. The letter y therefore replaces in the Eng-
lish of the present day Anglo-Saxon vowels of a different kind.

y:=.i, originating in the Anglo-Saxon termination ig : any, A. S.

anig ; holy, A. S. hdlig ; ivy, A. S. ifig ; worthy, K.^. wyrSig.

y-=i, German ei : by, apud (Germ, bei) ; my, mens (Germ, mein)

;

thy, tuus (Germ. dein). y=y '• ivhy, cur, A S. hwy, Goth, hoe,

O. H. Germ. huiu. y=u : sky, A.S. scua, O.^. sky. y=A. S.

eo : Jly, volare, A. S. Jieogan, Germ, jliegen ; Jly, musca, A. S.

fledge, (jgtxxx. fliege ; shy, Germ, scheu; sly, Germ, schla^i. y ori-

ginating in g : eye, A. S. edge. Germ. auge.

Dutch does not recognise either the vowels U or y.

Swedish. The vowel y takes in sound and meaning the place

of the German ii. It therefore is chiefly used for the Old Norse

y Umlaut of u : fylla, to fill
;
gyllen, golden (cf. Germ, g-iilden)

;

mynning, ostium (Germ, miindung) ; bygga, to build ; rygg, back
(Germ, riicken) ; lycka, luck ; nyckel, key ; stycke, piece (Germ,

stiick) ; skyldig, guilty (Germ, schuldig). y=0. N. y: rymma,

abire (Germ, ranmen) ; snyte, snout (Germ, schnauze) ; hysa, domo
recipere (Germ, behausen). y=0. N. ^, contracted from iu, io:

dyr, dear
; fyr, four ; krypa, to creep

; flyga, to fly
; flyta, fluere,
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to float. At the end of words : bly, lead (Germ, blei)
; fly, to

flee ; hy, hue ; ny, new ; sht/, nubes, sky.

Danish y appears under the same conditions as the Swedish.

^= 0. N.
J'

: fi/r, fir
;
gylden, golden ; hyld, alder (Germ, holder)

;

yngre, junior (Germ, jiinger) ; synd, sin (Germ, siinde) ; lyhhe,

luck ; Tcysse, kiss ; hryst, breast ; dyd = dygd, virtue (Germ,

tugend). ^=^) O.N. Umlaut of «^ : myre, mere, lake; syd,

south (Germ, siiden). y=0. N. _^, condensed iu, io : syn, sight

;

dyr, dear ; dyr, deer (Germ, thier)
; fyr, fire

; flyve, to fly ; klyve,

to cleave. At the end of words : bly, lead (Germ, blei) ; by,

town ; ny, new ; sky, sky.

Diphthongs.

The difierent double vowels in English, Dutch and Danish,

have already been examined, since we arranged them under the

simple vowels aa, ee, ii, oo, uu, as identical with a, e, i, 6, 4.

The diphthongs properly so called are so different in the different

modern dialects, and represent ancient vowels so divergent in

form and meaning, that we consider it advisable here to abandon
our plan of grouping the dialects together under each vowel,

and to arrange all the different diphthongs under each dialect

respectively.

German.

ai. It is merely an orthographical whim which retains the

ai in several words, the sound of which might quite as well be
rendered by el : mai. May ; Main, the river Mein ; hain, grove

;

saite, chord ; waise, orphan ; Kaiser, Emperor ; but getraide and
getreide, com ; waize and weize, wheat ; whence it becomes
evident that there is no difference of sound. In waise, orphan,

and weise, a sage ; saite, chord, and seite, side, the different

spelling is some help for the eye, and nothing more, hain might
be justified as originating in the ancient hagan, hagiti, just as

Rein-hart from Regin-hart, Mein-fried from Megin-fried.

ail. This diphthong represents three different vowels—M. H.
Germ, u, ou, dw.

«?^ = M. H. Germ. 4 : hau, building ; sau, a sow
; faul, foul

;

raum, room ; hraun, brown ; sauer, sour ; scJiauer, shower ; haufe,

heap ; sauge, suck ; hraut, bride ; haut, skin, hide ; laut, loud

;

aus, out ; haus, house ; laus, louse ; maus, mouse. But the

M. H. Germ, du and nu, thou, now, remain d4 and nun.
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au= M..}i. Germ, ou: daum, tree, beam; saum, seam; traum,

dream; laud, leaf; iau6, deaf; auffe, eye, A. S. edffe, M. H.
Germ. ou^e.

au=M^. H. Germ., a, dto: hlau, blue; grau, grey; ^az<j, flaw;

M. H. Germ, grd, grdwe ; hid, hldwe, &c.

A reference to the Dutch language will more fully explain

the nature of the au from ii, and au from ou. For the former
the Dutch has 4, for the latter 6 ; hence, Dutch rum, M. H.
Germ, rum. Germ, ramti ; Dutch drom, M. H. Germ, troum. Germ.
traum ; cf. suge, sauge, and oge, auge. Thus, then, German
mixes up two different vowels which Dutch still keeps distinct.

Even German prefers before certain consonants the vowel o to

au in place of the M. H. Germ. ou\ e.g. lon^, reward; bone,

bean
; flog, flew ; stro, straw ; hoch, high ; not, need, &c.

au is Umlaut of au. Examples :

—

sau, a sow, pi. sdtie; raum,
space, room, pi. rdume ; baum, tree, pi. bdume ; kaus, house, pi.

hauser ; auge, eye, diminutive duglein. du, the modern, stands

in the same relation to eu, the more ancient Umlaut, as does

d to e (see sub litt. SL, C).

ei stands for M. H. Germ, z and ei, Dutch y = *, and ee=ie

;

as au for M. H. Germ, u and ou.

To test the nature of the German ei a reference to the parallel

words in Dutch is sometimes sufiicient, e. g. re^^, hoop, Dutch
reep ; reif, ripe, Dutch rijp.

Examples of e?=M. H. Germ. *: sei, sit; J^rei, free; meile,

mile ; weile, while ; mein, dein, sein, mens, tuus, suus ; wein,

wine ; reif, ripe ; seide, silk ; seite, side ; eis, ice ; eisen, iron
;

weise, wise
; feind, fiend ; reich^ rich.

ei=M. H. Germ. ei\ reif, hoop; ei, Q^^', heil, heal; heim,

home ; bein, bone ; stein., stone ; hlein, little ; eiche, oak ; heide,

both
;
gei^e, goat ; wei^, white ; wei^, novi ; ^^«^, hot.

In some cases the spelling is wavering between ei and eu

(M. H. Germ, i and iv) : heirat and heurat, heint and Tieunt.

There is indeed a difference in the meaning of zeigen, to show,

and zeugen, to bring forth, gignere ; but it is sometimes difiicult

to keep them distinct, as in the expression ' Freundschaft bezei-

gen' and ' bezeugen', which are all but identical. It is however
altogether erroneous to write, as is commonly done, ereignen,

to happen, ereignis, event, instead of erdugnen, erdugnis, O. H.
Germ, aroucnissi. The fluctuating orthography in heirat, heurat,

marriage, and heint, heunt, hac nocte, we find already in the

M. H. Germ, hirdt and hiurdt, hint and hiunt.

* lohn, bohne, &c.
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eu is also adopted in place of two Middle High German
vowels, iu and ou. eu=m : new, new (M. H. Germ, nin) ; heuer,

hoc anno (M. H. Germ. Mure) ; teufel, devil ; heute, hodie (M. H.
Germ, hiute) ; letde, people \fleugt, kreucht,Jleu^t, ioxfliegt, krieckt,

Me^l, M. H. Germ. Jfiugt, knucht,fiiv,^.

eu='M.. H. Germ, ou : Aeu, hay ; streu, straw ; Jreuen, rejoice
;

freude, joy.

ie. We consider this a diphthong, though it is not pro-

nounced like i—e but % the English ee. Examples :

—

dienen, to

serve ; bier, beer ; died, thief; frieren, freeze ; lieh, dear (cf. lief).

Formed by contraction : priester, from presbyter, spiegel from
speculum, feber from febris (French spiegle, fievre). For short i

in viel, much j spiel, play, &c. For Middle High German ei in

the preterites schien, mied, trieb ; Paradies for Paradeis. Occa-
sionally for uo, lie : mieder, M. H. Germ, muoder, liederlich for lile-

derlich—sometimes lilderlich, derived from luder. As we see the

ancient ^ occasionally lengthened into ie, so we find, vice versa,

ie shortened into I: dime for dierne, O. H. Germ, diorna ; Held,

nicht for lieht, nieht; ging, king, fing, for the reduplicated

preterites gieng, hieng, fieng : the latter mode of spelling is

preferable.

iu is no organic diphthong in German, and occurs only in

'hui, pfui, exclamations for M. H. Germ, hoi, hei—pfhpfei.

Bnglish.

ai. This diphthong has its origin in the A. S. dg : hail, A. S.

hdgel. Germ, hagel ; tail, A. S. tdgel, Germ, zagel ; maid, A. S.

mdg^. Germ, magd ; said, dixit, A. S. sdgde. Germ, sagte ; main,

A. S. mcigen, M. H. Germ, megin (cf. M. H. Germ, mein, meit,

geseit, for inegin, megit, gesegif) ; daisy, from A. S. ddges edge,

day's eye, oculus diei. ai represents the A. S. eg (both eg and
eg) in sail, A. S. and Germ segel ; lain, A. S. and Germ, legen

;

rain, A. S. and Germ, regen; laid, A. S, legde, Germ, legte; again,

against, A. S. and Germ, gegen. In this case the original e has

Tbeen replaced by a, so that we read rain, sail, laid, instead of

rein, seil, leid, an occurrence which may be explained by the fact

of ai answering more closely to the sound of the contracted

vowels. ai=A.S. ag in stair, from stager. a^=A. S. d in

%ail, by the side of whole (sanus, salvus), swaiti. ai=A. S. a
in hair, A. S. har ; raise, A.S. rcesan. This diphthong is also

•often met with in words of Romance origin, where it is derived
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from the Latin affi, as the English ai is from the A. S. ap :

frail, fragilis.

ay is but a different mode of spelling the same diphthong at

the end of words ; as clay from ddgy way from weg, lay from legan,

say from segan.

au. This diphthong is rare and answers to the Anglo-Saxon
in a few eases before the consonants gh. Examples :

—

daughter,

A, S. dohtor ; draught, A. S. droht ; aught, A. S. dwht, dwiht,

O. H. Germ, iowiht.

aw. For A. S. ag, eg, eah, af: awe, A. S. ege (of, Goth, aggan)

;

dawn, A. S. dagian ; draw, A. S. dragan ; hawk, A. S. hqfoc,

O.N. hauhr ; latv, A. S. lag ; saw (serra), A. S. sega ; saw (vidit),

A. S. seah ; raw, A. S. hreaio, O. H. Germ, hrd. Germ, ro'^, rough
(from A. S., O. H. Germ, ruh. Germ, rauh and ranch) ; strow, A.S.
straw. Germ. stro^.

ea. A diphthong of frequent occurrence, and faithful to its

traditions, commonly representing the A. S. ed. (i) Examples
of this kind are,

—

beam, dream, gleam, steam, stream, seam, team ;

ear, hear ; bean, lean ; cheap, heap, leap ; leaf, deaf; bread, head

(heafod), dead; great, death, east. (2) m= A. S. «: weak, A.S.
indc; sweat, A. S. swat ; sheath, A. S. sced^. (3)=A. S. a : deal,

heal, tear, year, clean, mean, weapon, ready, thread, wheat. (4)
= A. S. eo: dear, cleave, breast. In most eases this diphthong
has assumed the pronunciation of ee ; but in certain positions,

especially before dentals, it takes the sound of the originally

short ea in stead, tread, as bread, dread, lead: exceptions are

great and tvheat.

ei. Rare in words of Teutonic origin, and corresponding to

the most heterogeneous vowels in A. S. : thus

—

their, A. S. ^ara ;

heifer, A.S. heahfore, heafre ; eight, A.S. eahta ; neigh, A.S.
knagan ; either, A.S. dhwd^er, dwder, au^er ; neither, A.S.
ndhiod^er, ndw^er, nau^er.

ew is rather frequent, and has the diphthongal pronunciation

of u, but of 00 after I and r. As a rule it answers to the A. S.

edw, but occasionally to other vowels, such as o, ea, &c. Ex-
amples :

—

to brew, A.S. breowan ; to chew, A.S. ceowan ; ewe,

A. S. eow ; dew, A. S. deow ; especially in the preterite of strong

verbs, e. g. crew, A. S. creSw, cantavit
;
grew, A. S. greow, viruit

;

knew, A. S. cneSw, novit ; blew, A. S. ble6w, flavit.

ey. Of rare occurrence, replacing the A. S. ed and a, e. g.

• roh. * siroh.
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ei/e, A. S. edge ; grey, A. S. grceg : prey is the French prole

^

prseda.

ie answers to the A. S. eo volfiend^friend, lief, and thief.

Oa stands for A. S. a and a : hoar, oar, hoar,foam, loam, groan
moan, hroad, goad, toad, goat, oat, oath ; occasionally replaced by
0, with which it is identical in pronunciation, as lome for loam

:

the preterites of the verbs however have regularly o, never oa, as

shone, smote, drove, &c. Even the French o has been dressed up
in the English garb of oa : coach for coche, coat for cote, broach
for hroche, road for rote, toast for toste, coast for cote =. caste,

oe is no true diphthong, but simply a long vowel, hence pro-

nounced as : doe, A. S. da ; foe, A.S.fd; roe, A. S. rd ; toe,

A, S. tdhe, td ; woe, A. S. wd.

In Old High German and Middle High German these words
pass from the diphthong ei into the simple vowel e on account of

a following h, v, or s. (Cf German reh, zehe, weh.)

OU answers in sound and position to the German au, and as the

latter stands occasionally for Old High German u, so also English

OU stands for Anglo-Saxon 4 or the production of u. ok= A. S.

4 : foul, our, sour, loud, out, mouth, south, mouse, louse. Cf. A. S.

ful, sur, 4t, m4^, mus, Ms; and (jexxa. faul, sauer, au^ {aus),

laus, maus. ou=the production of u before Id and nd-. could,

should, would, hound,found, hound, ground, wound—cases in which
German commonly has preserved the short u, as gebunden, gefun-

den, hund, grund, wunde. ou before gh represents divers Anglo-
Saxon vowels : hought, emi, A. S. hohte ; doiigh, A. S. ddh. Germ.
teig ; though, A. S. "^eah ; through, A. S. \urh ; soul from A. S.

sdwel, sdwl, sdul ; four, A. ^.feower.

OW. (i)=Anglo-Saxon dw, which is in accordance with the

general rule, that A. S. a becomes in English 6. To this class

belong chiefly the strong verbs which have the preterite in ew,

as to blow, to grow, to Jcnow, to crow, to blow, A. S. bldwan, grdwan,

cndwan, crdwan, bldwan. Exceptions :

—

grow, A. S. growan ; own,

dgen (transition of g into w'). (2)= A. S. 4\ bow, A. S. b4gan;

bower, A. S. bur; brown, A. S. br4n; cow, A. S. c4 ; down, O. N.
d4n ; how, A. S. h4 ; town, A. S. t4n ; fowl, K. ^.fugel,f4l.

Tie. Replacing Anglo-Saxon eo or ea and i, but very rare :

hue, A. S. hiw; rue, A. S. hreow ; true, A. S. treowe ; Tuesday,

A. S. Tiwesddg.

eo, eu, Oi, oy occur in Romance words only.
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Dutch.

ai. No independent diphthong-, but merely a diflPerent mode
of spelling the vowel a, Belgian ae, Dutch aa, as kair for Aaer,

haar,

an. This diphthong is softer than its German relative, so

that its soimd might almost be rendered in German by a-uw
;

but it occurs in few words only, and these mostly of a foreign

origin. Examples :

—

-paus, pope ; dauw, dew ; lauwer, laurel.

ei. The Dutch language has two diphthongs, ei and ij, resem-

bling the German ei, English i, in sound, yet neither of the for-

mer agreeing quite with the latter, so that their pronunciation

offers no slight difficulty to a foreigner, ei comes nearest to the

German ei, and, like the latter, chiefly represents the Gothic
diphthong di, whilst ij, the doubled i, allows the element of the e

to prevail, and its sound might therefore be rendered by German
e-i pronounced in rapid succession. In its pronunciation, as well

as derivation, it is the representative of the Gothic diphthong ei.

Examples :

—

heil, hail, whole (Germ, heil) ; rein, pure (Germ,
rein) ; weinig, little (Germ, wenig) ; eik, oak (Germ, eiche)

;

beide, both (Germ, beide) ; leiden, to lead (Germ, leiten)
;
geit,

goat (Germ. geif). While in some words however, the ei has

been preserved, it has in others given way to (9 ; as for instance

in the Ablaut of some strong verbs, as ned, led. From the

fact that words ending in heid form their plural in heden, as

dapperheid (valour), dapperheden, it would appear that monosyl-
labic forms favour the diphthong, while the penult prefers the

vowel e. In some words this diphthong has, like the English
ai, and the Middle High German ei, its origin in the softened eg,

as zeil for zegel, sail ; meid, maid ; zeide, said, dixit. For e, the

Umlaut of a, we find it in heir, army (Germ, heer) ; meir, sea

(Germ, meer) ; einde, end
;
peinzen, to think (Fr. penser).

eu. In pronunciation it approaches the French eu, German o
;

as to derivation, it is a doubtful diphthong, replacing 6 and e,

even oe and 4.

eu-=o\ deur, door; geur, smell; keur, election, choice; euvel,

evil ; kreupel, cripple
;
jeugd, youth ; deugen (Germ, taugen),

deugd (Germ, tugend).

eu-=e: neus, nose (Germ. nase). For long vowels: stewnen,

to groan (Germ, stoenen) ; treziren, to mourn (Germ, trauren)

;

vreugd (Germ, freude), heuke, hocke, beech (Germ, buche). For-
merly this diphthong was more generally in use, and in Belgium
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especially, in the place of the Dutch 6, as zeun for zoon (son),

deurpel for clorpel, &c.

ie. A diphthong of frequent occurrence, equivalent to the

Middle High German iu and ie, and the Modern German ie.

Examples :

—

wiel, wheel ; bier, beer ; dier, deer, animal ; Uen, to

draw (Germ, ziehen) ; vier, four; dienen, to serve; dief, thief;

lief, dear (Germ, lieb) ; diep, deep ; riet, reed ; siek, sick ; dier^

dear (M. H. Germ, diur) ; vier, fire (M. H. Germ, viure) ; stieren,

to steer (M. H. Germ, stiuren) ; vrient, friend (M. H. Germ,
vriunt). In strong verbs, pres. sing. : hiet, offert (M. H. Germ.
biut) ; vliet, fluit (M. H. Germ, vliut); tiet, ducit (M. H. Germ.
ziut).

oe. In pronunciation and derivation like English oo. Germ.
u, answering to the Gothic 6, Middle High German uo. Ex-
amples :

—

stoel, stool (Germ, stul) ; vloer, floor (Germ, flur) ; doen,

to do (Germ, tun) ; hroeh, brook (Germ, bruch) ; hroeder, brother,

bruder ; moet, mood (Germ, mut) ; hloet, blood (Germ, blut)

;

moeder, mother (Germ, mutter) ; soeken, to seek (Germ, suchen)

;

roede, rod (Germ, rute)
;
groeten, to greet (Germ, gruepen)

;
goet,

good (Germ. gut).

OU. This ou, like au, stands for the German au, slightly

modified in sound : while the latter is pronounced more delibe-

rately than the German, the former is enounced with greater

rapidity, so as to resemble more closely perhaps the English ou in

house. Examples :

—

howen, to hew (Germ, hauen) ; vrouw, lady

(Germ, frau) ; houde^i, to hold ; koud, cold ; oud, old ; woud,

wood (Germ, wald) ; ho%t (Germ, holz) ; zout, salt '

.

ue. Used in Belgium as a different mode of spelling u, e. g.

muer for muur, wall.

ui has the sound of the German eu, with which it also gene-

rally corresponds in derivation, though it often represents the

German au. Middle High German 4. Examples :

—

huil, tumor,

bile (Germ, beule) ; huilen, to howl (Germ, heulen) ; vuil (foul

(Germ, faul) ; zuil (Germ, sdule, column) ; ruim, room (Germ,

raum) ; schuim, scum (Germ, schaum) ; dtiif, dove (Germ, taube)

;

stuiven (Germ, stauben) ; duivel (Germ, teufel) ; struik, shrub
;

bruid, bride ; huid, hide ; kruid, herb ; luid, loud ; Jmis, house

;

muis, mouse ; luis, louse. Cf. German strauch, braut, haut^

kraut, laut, haus, maus, laus.

* In these examples the diphthong has its origin in the contraction of the words

halden, hald, aid, wald, zalt. Sec.
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Swedish.

This dialect is, strictly speaking, deprived of diphthongs alto-

gether ; for the Old Norse ei and an, are condensed into e and o

and j'u. The only combination looking like a diphthong concen-

trates the accent on the u, leaving the i merely as a preluding

sound, resembling herein the English u in tune, June, July, or

the Gothic jii in jus, juk, the German juli, juni ; but altogether

distinct from the Gothic diphthong iu in iup, or the Old Norse in

liufr. The i or j in this peculiar position participates in the

nature of a consonant, half-way at least ; whence it is rightly

ranked with the semi-vowels. From this fact again may be

explained the total suppression in pronunciation of consonants

preceding j or their combinations in a mixed sound ; hence hjul,

Ijuf, Ijud—soxxud., Jul, juf, jud ; whilst in Old Norse we have the

diphthong hiol, liufr, hlio^. Examples : — hjul, wheel
;

jul,

Christmas ; djur, animal (Germ, thier, deer ; Ijuf, lief (Germ,
lieb) ; tjif, thief (Germ, dieb) ; djtqj, deep (Germ, tief) ; Ijuga, to

lie (Germ, liigen) ; sJcjuda, to shoot (Germ, schie^en). Swedish
ju is never weakened into jo : where this latter form appears it

does so by Brechung. je is more easily proved by forms such

as ijena, to serve (Germ, dienen) ; tjenst, service (Germ, dienst),

for the Old Norse Schwachung lo in \iona, ]>ionust. Other
diphthongs do not exist in Swedish ; for ja, jo, jo, must be con-

sidered as belonging to Brechung.

Danish.

The Old Norse diphthongs ei and au have in Danish ex-

perienced the same fate as in Swedish, dwindling down into the

meagre e and o sounds ; and iu, ou, are condensed into y, rarely

replaced by ju, je, which can hardly be considered true diph-

thongs, since the accent is concentrated on the final u and e.

But while ancient diphthongs disappear, new ones spring out of

the fertile soil of language, owing their origin, as in English,

chiefly to the vocalization of
ff

and v into i and u. Thus the

Danish language has established three new diphthongs, au, ei,

oi, which are wanting in Swedish, and impart to the otherwise

monotonous vocalism of the Danish language something of a

euphonic change. To write and pronounce av, ej and oj, instead

of the true diphthongs, Grimm rightly considers a retrograde

movement, depriving the Danish language of one of the few
media of variation of soimd that are at its disposal.
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an. As we have just mentioned, this diphthong is developed

out of av, especially when occurring- before g and *. Thus Grimm
takes the preterite taug of the verb tie, tacere, as the condensed
form of a weak preterite tagde (cf. O. N. \ag^i^ )^epja), and the

adj. taus, taciturnus, the contraction of a more ancient tavse,

tagse (cf. Swedish varse, vilse. &c.) ; haug, pascuum, from have

(O. N. hagi, Sw. hage), laug, law, for lav, lag (O. N. lag)
; faur

from faver, fager (cf. Eng. fair from fdger). In many other

words the v touches very closely on the u without however being
quite transformed. Examples :

—

ave, discipline ; mave, stomach
(Germ, magen) ; ravn, raven. But, after all, this diphthong
must be considered of rare occurrence.

ei. It is more frequent than the preceding diphthong. Ex-
amples :

—

dei, dough (Sw. deg, Germ, teig) ; sei, show (Sw. seg)

;

vei, way (Sw. vag, Germ, weg) ; eie, to own (Sw. ega, cf. Germ.
eigen)

; feie, to polish, Sw. fsegja. Germ, fegen) ; veie, to weigh,

(Sw. vega. Germ, wiegen) ; seil, sail (O. N. segl. Germ, segel)

;

lei?', lair (Sw. lager, M. H. Germ, leger). It will be interesting

from the preceding examples to observe, that while Danish and
English prefer the contraction of eg into the diphthong ei {ai),

Swedish and German preserve the old form eg in its integrity.

On the other hand, Danish retains eg in words where English

contracts it, as negl, nail ; regn, rain ; cf. Germ, nagel and regen.

oi. This diphthong is historically the same as ei, owing its

origin to the condensation of ^ and its preceding vowel. The
same remarks therefore we have under ei will hold good for the

diphthong oi. Examples :

—

^oi, flew (Sw. flog. Germ, flog) ; /loi,

high (Sw. hog, Germ, hoch) ; die, eye (Sw. oga, Germ, auge)

;

ploie, to plough (Sw. ploga, Germ, pfliigen).

ju stands for Old Norse in in but few words : hjul (wheel),

Jul (feast), and skjul (latebra)—in all other words/m is condensed
into y, so that for the Swedish djur, tjuf, djup, deer, thief, deep
(Germ, thier, dieb, tief), we have in Danish di/r, tyv, dyh. Here
again Swedish and German show some analogy on the one,

Danish and English on the other hand. Swedish preserves the

old diphthong ^^^, almost intact, German renders it, at least in

spelling, by the Schwachung ie, while Danish and English con-

dense it into the i sound (= /).

OH occurs in but very few words : broute, hraute, to boast

;

ploug, an obsolete mode of spelling for plov, plough ; toug, tow
(Sw. tog).

The preceding list of examples will sufficiently tell how in

Danish too, since the organic diphthongs of the Old Norse dialect
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have disappeared, these full sonorous vowel sounds are but ex-

ceptionally found ; whence Danish vocalism suffers of a certain

thinness or spareness which Swedish, though entirely devoid of

diphthongs, displays less sensibly, because it has more success-

fully sheltered the fiill vowels a and u, which in Danish again

had greatly to yield to the deterioration into e and o.

Tbiphthongs.

These vocalic combinations belong, among Modern Teutonic

dialects, to Dutch exclusively. They may be considered as diph-

thongs having one of the vowels lengthened or doubled. Ex-
amples :

—

aauio, pronounced like au with a short rest on the

vowel a, as in paauw, pea-cock ; laamo, luke-warm (Germ, law)

;

aai, the diphthong ai with a lengthened and i hardly audible

;

kraai, crow
; fraai, fair ; eeuw, in which e is lengthened and w

becomes more audible than in the diphthong eu ; leeuw, lion
;

sneeuw, snow ; ieuw might in German be rendered by iiiw, the i

hardly perceptible : nieuw, new ; Meuw, gill.

T/ie insertion ofJ in Banish.—The insertion of^ before a vowel
which regularly occurs after the consonants ^, k, sk, and occa-

sionally after other consonants, must be kept distinct from the

Brechung and the organic diphthongs on which we have already

treated. Before a, aa, o, u, and e in Danish, the consonants k

and g are always hard, as in the English words cow, gown ; and
in order to produce a double sound, as in the English cure, a j
must be inserted, e. g. skjalcl, bard ; kjolo, coat ; skjule, to con-

ceal
;
gjaldt, valuit, cost

;
gjed, goat

;
gjorcle, made.

Thus then the Old Norse g, k, and sk, in gaukr, kauj), skauty

must have been audible until the gradual modification of the

vowel into '6 influenced the pronunciation of the preceding con-

sonant too. In Swedish this affection of the consonant is marked
in its pronunciation, whence the sound of gok, kop, skot, might
be rendered in German by tschok, tsckop, and sclwt ; while the

Danish language adopted a particular mode of spelling and
renders a sound almost similar to the Swedish in the forms gjog,

kjob, skjod. That the whole difference consists in nothing but
a different representation of the same sound, may be further

concluded from the fact that even in Danish the simple k and g
are preferred before a, o, y, and i, as gog, koh, skod, and kdr, kon,

Kobenhaven, instead of kjdr, kjon, Kjobenhaven ; and that it is

acknowledged to be erroneous to insert the J when the primitive

word has ka, ko, ga, go, &c. without J : e. g. kjdmbe for kdmhe, to
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fight, would be a fault, because the original word is kamp; so

also kjdmme for kamme, to comb, from kam comb.
Now whether we consider the modification of the vowel owing

to the preceding consonant, or the softening of the consonant

arising from the modified vowel, thus much is certain, and can

be proved by examples from the Old Teutonic dialects,—that cer-

tain consonants, and especially the consonants we have mentioned
above, exercise a modifying influence on the succeeding vowel.

Thus Rask teaches us to pronounce the Icelandic e after g, k,

and sk=ie, and it is a fact that in the sixteenth century already

the spelling ie for / was introduced, e. g. ffiefa for ff^'a, gift

;

kiem for kem, come, venio ; skiera for skera, shear. Still more
interesting is it to trace this tendency of vocalic modification

as far back as Anglo-Saxon, where after sc {= sk) regularly, and
after g occasionally, it is optional to write sceal, shall, debet,

or seal; sceacan, to shake, or scacan ; sceare, to shear or scare;

sced^ (= sheath) or scd^ ; sceo (shoe) and sco. (Mark the differ-

ence of the double vowels ed, eo and the diphthongs ed, eo, and
that it would be a mistake to write scedd, seed, for scedd, seed.)

Here the vowel e=i was inserted under the influence of the

preceding sc, as J in Danish after g, k, sk; and vice versa, the

pronunciation of the softened guttural in the English s/iall, shake,

share, shoe, may have arisen under the softening influence of the

modified vowel ea for a, which must be kept altogether distinct

from the Anglo-Saxon Brechung ea and the diphthong m.



CONSONANTS.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ALPHABET".

Places.
Breaths. Checks.

Hard. Soft. Trilled. Hard. Soft. Nasal.

1. Glottis

2. Root of tongue and 1

soft palate . . . J

3. Root of tongue and \
hard palate ... J

4. Tip of tongue and 1

teeth J

5. Tongue reversed and \
palate .... J

6. Tongue and edge of 1

teeth /
7. Lower lip and upper 1

teeth J
8. Upper and lower lips

9. Upper and lower lips 1

rounded .... J
v

' hand

'h loch

y ich, G.

a rice

f sharp

th breath

/ life

w which

and

'h tage, G.

y yea

z to rise

z pleasure

dh breathe

V live

w quell, G.

w with

f

I

r

1 I

k {Jch)

ch (chh)

t (th)

t m

p {pfi-)

9W
j O'A)

d{dh)

d{dh)

b(J>h)

n{ng)

ri{ny)

n

»

m

Continuae. ProhibitivSB sive Explosivse.

As will appear from the preceding" table, consonants may be
classified according to the organs which produce them, and ac-

cording to the duration of the sound. If they are produced by
the opening or closing of the organs, their sound will last only

while this transaction is taking place and it is incapable of

being prolonged : such consonants are called Checks or Mutes
(Prohibitivse sive Explosivse) . Or they are produced so that the

organs do not momentarily open or close, but merely modify their

relative position and allow the sound to be prolonged at pleasure :

such consonants are called Breaths or Spirants (Continuse)

.

' Max Miiller, Lecturea, ii. p. 152.
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According to the organs which are chiefly active in prodneing

the different consonants, we classify these as gutturals, palatals,

Unguals, dentals, and labials. If produced by a greater effort of

the organs, they will be hard (tenues) ; by a less effort, soft

(media?) ; when accompanied with a breath, tenues and mediae

will make aspirates^.

Spirants again may be guttural, dental, nasal, palatal, labial

and lingual (liquids).

Thus a great variety of sounds is produced which but few
languages possess in its unlimited richness. Among the Aryan
languages Sanskrit has the most complete system of consonants,

which we are able to appreciate by comparing the following

paradigm of Sanskrit consonants with those of the Primitive

and Gothic languages.

Sannkrit.

Prohibitive. Continue.

Not Aspirated. Aspirated.

Tenues. Mediae. Tenues. Mediae. Sibilants. Nasals. Liquids.

Gutt. k
Pal. ch

Ling, t

Dent, t

Lab. p

9
3
d
d
h

M
chh
th

ih

pk

gh
Jh
dh
dh
hh

:A(X)

sh

n
n
V
n
m

h

y
r

I

V

Primitive 2

Prohibitive. Continue.

Not Aspirated. Aspirated.

Tenues. Mediae. Tenues. Mediae. Sibilants. Nasals. Liquids.

Gutt. k
Pal. .

.

Ling. ..

Dent, t

Lab. p

9

"d

h

gh

dh
bh

8 n
m

y
r

V

* Comp. Max MUller, Lectures, ii. p, 130 sqq.
* We have arranged in these tables the Primitive and Gothic consonants in accord-

ance with the cnmmonly adopted arrangement of Sanskrit consonants, and this for

the sake of uniformity and comparison ; but when treating on the Teutonic con-
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Gothic.

Prohibitive. Continue.

Not Aspirated. Aspirated.

Tenues. ilediae. Tenues. Mediae. Sibilants. Nasals. Liquids.

Gutt. Jc

Pal. ..

Ling. ..

Dent. *

Lab. p

9

d
b

th til s z

f

9(^9)

n
m

h

J
r

I

V

KH TH PH
G D B
K T P

Grimm's Law *.

' If the same roots or the same words exist in Sanskrit, Greek,

Latin, Celtic, Slavonic, Lithuanian, Gothic, and High German,
then, wherever the Hindus and the Greeks pronounce an aspirate,

the Goths and Low Germans generally, the Saxons, Anglo-
Saxons, Frisians, &c., pronounce the corresponding soft check,

the Old High Germans the corresponding hard check. We thus

arrive at the first formula :

—

I. (i) Greek and Sanskrit . .

(2) Gothic, &c. (Low German)

(3) Old High German . .

' Secondly, if in Greek, Latin, Sanskrit, &c., we find a soft

check, then we find a corresponding hard check in Gothic, a
corresponding breath in Old High Geiman. This gives us the

second fonnula :

—

II. (4) Greek, &c G
(5) Gothic K
(6) Old High German . . . CH

' Thirdly, when the six first-named languages show a hard

consonant, the Gothic shows the corresponding breath, Old
High German the corresponding soft check. In Old High Ger-

sonants specially, we shall keep up the following divisions and discuss them in this

order:—LiaciDS. I, m, n, r. Spirants, v, w, s, z (= soft g), j (=y in year), h.

Motes : (i) Lahials, b, p, f, v, ph, hh, &c. ; (2) Dentals, d, t, th {]>), dh{^), z

(High German aspirated dental, j, soft 2) ; and (3) Gvjtturah, g, k, c ( = i)i ch, &c.
* Max MiiUer, Lectures, ii. p. 199 sqq.

H 2

D B
T P
Z F(Ph)
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man, however, the law holds good with regard to the dental

series only, while in the guttural and labial series the Old High
German documents generally exhibit h and/*, instead of the cor-

responding mediae g and b. This gives us the third formula :

—

III. (7) Greek, &c K T P
(8) Gothic H(G,F) Th(D) F(B)

(9) Old High German .H(G,K) D F(B,V)/

Proceeding to the illustration of the diflPerent formulae, we
begin with the first class, which in Sanskrit shows the aspirate

gh, dh, hh\ Greek \,Q,^\ Latin fluctuating between soft checks

and guttural and labial spiritus. This class must in English,

Anglo-Saxon, Gothic, and all Low German dialects be repre-

sented by the corresponding mediae y, d, h, whilst High German
chooses for the same purpose the tenues h, t,p.

I. (i) KH. Greek x ; Sanskrit gh, h ; Latin h,f.

G. Gothic g ; Latin gv, g, v.

K. Old High German k.

Examples'^

:

—'Engl. goose, Goth, gatis, Germ, gans, O. H. Germ.
Jcuns, Sansk. hansa, Gr. yjiv, Lat. anser (= hanser). Engl, yester-
day. Germ gestern, Goth.gistra, O. H. Germ, kestar, Sansk. hyaSy

Gr. x6i^, Lat. heri. Engl, garden, Germ, garten, Goth, gards,

O. H. Germ, karto^ Gr. xopros, Lat. hortus. Sansk. lih, Gr. Aeixw,

Lat. lingo, Goth. Idigo, O. H. Germ, lekom. Corresponding to

gall (bile), we find Gr. xokt]^ Lat. fel, instead of hel. Engl, to

drag, Goth, drag-an, O. H. Germ, trak-an, Lat. trah-ere. Gr.

^X-iiv, Goth, dig-an, O. H. Germ, eik-an,

(2) TH. Greek Q, cf) ; Sanskrit dA ; Latin/1
D. Gothic d', Latin d, h.

T. Old High German t.

Examples

:

—Engl, daughter, Goth, dauhtar, Germ, tochter,

O. H. Germ, tohtar, Gr. 6vyaTr]p, Engl, door, Goth, daur. Germ,
and O. H. Germ, tor, Gr. Ovpa. Engl, deer, A. S. deor, Goth.
dius. Germ, tier, O. H. Germ, tior, Gr. Orip {<^r\p), hat. /era (wild

beast). Engl, to dare, Goth, ga-daursan, O. H. Germ, tarran, Gr.

dapaelv, Sansk. dhrish. To Engl, doom (judgment), Goth, dom-s,

corresponds Gr. drip.i^ (law). Engl, mid-die. Germ, mit-te, Goth.
mid-ii, O. H. Germ, mit-i, Lat. med-ius, Sansk. madJi-ya. Engl.
rood, Germ, rnt-e (virga), A. S. rod (crux), O. H. Germ, ruot-a

(virga), Sansk nih= rudh (crescere).

'The examples are partly taken from Max Mailer, 1. c, partly from other soaroes.
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(3) PH. Greek <^j Sansk. ^^j Latin/.
B. Gothic h ; Latin b.

P. Old High German jo.

Examples:—Engl, to bear, Goth, baira, O, H. Germ, joirw, Gr.

^ipoi, Jjdit.fero, Sansk. bhri. Engl, brother, Goth, brotkar, O. H.
Germ. pruoder, hat. /rater, Sansk. bhratri. Engl, to break, Goth.
brikan, O. H. Germ, preckan, Ija,t. fran^ere, Sansk. bTianj. Germ.
bin, A. S. beom, O. H. Germ, pirn, Gr. ^vun, Lat. fu (in fui),

Sansk. bhavdmi. Engl, beech, Goth, boka, \aX. fagus (cf. Gr.

K^rjyos), O. H. Gevm.. puocha.

The second class comprises examples which, for the mediae^, d,

b, in Sanskrit and Greek words, show the corresponding tenues

k, t,p, in English, Gothic, &c., and the aspirates kh (ch), th and
ph in Old High German.

II. (4) G. Sanskrit, Greek, Latin g.

K. Gothic k.

KH. Old High Gei-man ch.

Examples

:

—Engl, to know. Germ, kennen and konnen, A. S.

cneow, Goth, kan, O. H. Germ, chan, Lat. gnosco, Gr. yvSuxL,

Sansk. jnd. Eng kin (relationship), Goth, kuni, O. H. Germ.
chiini, Lat. genus, Gr. yeVos, Sansk. jdti (from jan, to be born).

Engl, knee, A. S. cneo, Goth, kniu, O. H. Germ, chniu, Lat. genu,

Gr. yow, Sansk. jdnu. A. S. mic-el (cf. Scotch mickle), Goth.
mih-ils, O. H Germ, mih-il, Lat. mag-nus, Gr. ix^y-ako^, Sansk-

mah-at, ^w^\. child, O.S. kind, Gr. yovos (offspring). Engl.

queen, Goth, gino or gens, A. S. even, O. N. kona, O. H- Germ.
chena, Gr.yvvri, Sansk.yara^ (originally meaning ' mother'). Engl.

king. Germ, konig, A. S. cyning, O. H. Germ, chuninc, Sansk,

janaka (originally meaning ' father'). Gr. eyw, Lat. eg-o, Goth.

ik, A. S. ic, O. N. ek, O. H. Germ, ih, Germ. ich.

(5) D. Sanskrit, Greek, Latin d.

T, Gothic t.

TH. Old High German z.

Examples:—'Eng\. foot, GQxva.fu^, Jj&t.ped-is (pes), Gr.irob-os

(ttows), Goth, fot-us, O. H. Germ, vuoz, Sansk. pdd-as. Engl.

wat-er, Goth, vat-6. Germ, wa^-er, O. H. Germ, waz-ar, Lat. und-a,

Gr. vh-tap, Sansk. ud-a. Engl, heart, Goth, hairt-6. Germ, herz,

O. H. Germ, h'erz-a, Lat. cord-is (cor), Gr. Kapb-Ca, Sansk. hrid-

aya. Engl, tear, A. S. tear, Goth, ^ayr. Germ, zdhre, O. H.
Germ, zahar, Lat. lacruma {z=.dacrumd), Gr. SaKpu, Sansk. ««ra

{=zdasru). Engl. ^e<70, Goth. ^t;ai. Germ. ^Jwei, O. H. Germ, zuei,
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Lat. duo^ Gr. hvcd. Eng-l. ten, Goth, taihun, Germ, zehn^ O. H.
Germ, zehan, Lat. decern, Gr, SeVa, Sansk. damn.

(6) B. Sanskrit ^ or ?? ; Greek and Latin b.

P. Gothic^ (scarce).

PH. Old High German ^^ cry.

'There are few really Saxon words beginning with p, and
there are no words in Gothic beginning with that letter, except

foreign words ^^ No suitable examples can therefore be given,

except a few where the mentioned consonants occur at the end
of the root, e. g. Gk. Kavva^-Ls, O. N. hanp-r, O. H. Germ, hanqf;
Engl, help, Goth, hilpa, Germ, helfe, O. H. Germ, kilfu.

The third class embraces words which in Sanskrit, Greek and
Latin have the tenuis k, t, ov p, which in Gothic and the other

Low German dialects is replaced by the aspirates h (for ch, kk),

th and ph [/) respectively, while Old High German should make
use of the media g, d, b. But in the last-mentioned dialect the

law breaks down. Instead of the mediae b and g, the aspirates

f and h are preferred, and only d, the media of the dentals, has

been preserved to represent the Gothic th and Sanskrit t.

III. (7) K. Sanskrit and Greek k; Latin c, qu.

KH. Gothic h, g (/) ; Sanskrit h.

G. Old High German h [g, k).

Examples:— Engl, head, A. S. heafod, Goth, haubith. Germ.
haupt, O. H. Germ, houpit, Lat. caput, Gr. Ke^aA?), Sansk.

kapdla. Engl, heart, Goth, ha'irto, Germ, herz, O. H. Germ.
h'erza, Lat. cor, Gr. KapbCa, Sansk. hridaya {hrid, irregular instead

o^ krid). Engl, who, what, A. S. hva, hwdt, Goth, hvas, hvo, hva.

Germ, wer, wa^, O. H. Germ. wer. Transliterating this into

Sanskrit, we get kas. kd, kad ; Lat. quis, qua, quid; Gr. kos and
iros. ^ng\,/ee. Germ, vieh, K.^.feo, Goth. Jaihu, Ija,t. pec-us,

,
A. S. edg-e (eye). Germ, aug-e, O. H. Germ, oug-a, Lat. oc-ulus,

Gr. dK-os=o77-ds, gen. from 6-^.

(8) T. Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin t.

TH. Gothic th and d.

D. Old High German d.

Examples

:

—Engl, thou, Goth, thu. Germ, and O. H. Germ, du,

Lat. tu, Gr. tv, Sansk. twam (nom.). Engl, the (cf. this, that),

Goth, thana. Germ, den, O. H. Germ, den, Lat. is-tum, Gr. roV,

Sansk. tam (ace). Engl, three, Goth, threis, Germ, drei, O. H.
Germ, dri, Lat. tres, Gr. rpeis, Sansk. trayas (n. pi.). Engl.

* Max Miiller, Lectures, ii. p 219.
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oth-er^ A. S. a^-er, Goth, anth-ar, Germ, and-er^ O. H. Germ.
and-ar, Lat. alt-er, Gr. ir-epos, Sansk. antara. Engl. tootA,

A. S. tdtA, Goth, tuntk, O. H. Germ, zand, Lat. dens, dent-is,

Gr. obovs, 6b6vT-os, Sansk. danf-as.

(9) P. Sanskrit, Greek, Latin J9.

PH. Gothic/ and ^.

B. Old High German/ and v.

Examples

:

—Engl. Jive, Goth, fimf. Germ, /tin/, Gr. TTcfXTre,

Sansk. pancAan. ^ngl./ull, Goth. /ulls. Germ, vollj Lat. plenus,

Gr. TrAeos, ^2iX\^. puma. 'En.g[. father, Goth.fadar, Germ, vater,

O. H. Germ, vatar, Lat. pater, Gr. nar-qp, Sansk. pitri. Engl.

over, Goth, ufar. Germ, ilber, O. H. Germ, ubar, Lat. super, Gr.

WTrep, Sansk. upari. The last example is one of the very few
within the range of the mute labials in which the law of dis-

placement is strictly carried out in the different dialects.

General Table of Grimm's Law '

.

I. II. III.

I.
1

2. 3- 4- 5-

1

6. 7. 1
8.

1

9-

r Sanskrit . .

I.^ Greek . .

l_
Latin . . .

II. Gothic , .

III. O.H.Germ.

g}i{h)

9
k

dh(h)
e

f{d b)

d
t

•P

f{b)
b

P

9
7
9
k
ch

d
S

d
t

z

b

&

(P)

k
K

c, qw

h,9^f)
h,g, k

t

T

t

th, d
d

P
v

P
f.b

Exceptions to Grimm's Law.

* As in other sciences, so in the science of language, a law is

not violated—on the contrary, it is confirmed—by exceptions of

which a rational explanation can be given '^.^ These exceptions

are owing to disturbing influences to which chiefly consonants

in the middle and at the end of words are liable and of which
we examine a few cases.

A consonant often preserves its position in the different dia-

lects under the shelter of a preceding consonant. Thus, for

instance, mutes protect a succeeding t, and, whenever the tenuis

is preceded at the beginning of words by an s, h, or f, these

letters protect the Jc, t, p, and guard it against the execution of

the law. Thus the Sansk. ashtdu, Gr. oktoj, Lat. acta, is in Goth.

ahtau, O.H.Germ. ahto, where h (=Germ. ch) preserves the

tenuis t. A similar case we have in the Sansk. naktam. (adverbial

* Compare Ma.x Muller, Lecttires, ii. p. 222. * Ibid. p. 213.
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accusative) ; Gr. vv^, i>vkt6s, Lat. nox, noctis, is the Goth, nahts,

O. H. Germ, nakt, A. S. niht (night). Though Grimm's law is

most strictly enforced at the beginning of words, it becomes,

even there, powerless under the mentioned conditions. Thus the

Sanskrit stri, plural staras (in the Veda), Latin stella (= sterula),

is in Gothic stairno (star), the tenuis owing its preservation to

the preceding *.

Since in Gothic and several other Teutonic dialects the gut-

tural aspirate is wanting, it is replaced by the hard breath h,

sometimes the media g, which consonants are both adopted in

Old High German ; or ^ is displaced by k ; or the Gothic g returns

to h again. The Gothic aspirate/ which takes the place of the

Sanskrit j!3, should, in Old High German, be represented by the

media h ; but the Old High German dialect makes in this case

again rather free with the law, replacing the media by the labial

soft breath ^7, and discarding this again in favour of the hard
breath f, the Gothic representative. Instead of the dental

aspirate th (j?) the Old High German has its own characteristic

consonant z, which, according to its position, may be hard {z) or

soft (|).

TEUTONIC CONSONANTS.

Liquids :—
^1, m, n, r

The Gothic dialect keeps strictly distinct the simple initial

liquids I, n, r, and their aspirated compounds 111, hi, hr ; e. g.
luftus, air (Germ, luffc), and kliftus, fur, a thief; reisan, to rise, and
hrisjan, to shake ; Idif, mansi, and Mdif, bread, loaf. This dis-

tinction is kept alive in the other Low German dialects, Anglo-
Saxon, Old Saxon and Old Frisian, and in Old Norse ; while the
Old High German, since the beginning of the ninth century
renders the initial compounds M, Jin, hr, by the single I, n, r.

The Old Norse I and r is certainly found for the wl and wr of
the other dialects, but never for hi and hr.

Gemination, or the doubling, of liquids occurs in Gothic after

a short vowel, but it is not there yet developed to a necessary
law, whence the single liquid is often retained in the place of
the gemination. The liquid / especially prefers to lead a single

existence. Old High German at a very early stage produces
gemination by assimilating more ancient combinations, such as

^J> ^j) ^j) 'Tz, rn, Sec., to the liquid, and thus forming the com-
binations II, nn, rr, &c. ; e. g. zellan from zaljan, zeljan ; werran
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from warjan ; hmnna from brunja ; stimma, voice (Germ, stira-

me), from an older form stimna, Goth, stibna ; nennan, to name
(Germ, nennen), from nemnjan ; merran, to impede (Goth, marz-

jan) ; sterro, star (Germ, stern), Goth, stairno. If a geminated

liquid should happen to find its place at the end of a word, it is

reduced to a simple consonant; e.g. fal,faUes ; man, marines.

The Low German dialects, Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian,

agree with Old High German in rejecting gemination at the

end of a word, while Old Saxon even in this position sometimes

retains the doubled liquid. Hence Anglo-Saxon writes like Old
High German, bil, billes ; man, mannes ; grim, grimmes.

Peculiar to several Low German dialects is the gemination of

the liquid n arising from the contraction of two ^'s, which in

consequence of the elision of one or several vowels came into

closer contact. Thus Anglo-Saxon has dnne for dnene, one;

minne for mtnene, mine; Old Frisian enne for enene, minne for

minene, thtnne, &c.

Gemination in the middle of a word is sometimes destroyed

by an inflexional syllable being added to the word, e. g. grimra

instead of grimmera ; or, under the influence of metathesis (vid.

infra), as horses for hrosses (equi).

Old Norse has in its geminations certain peculiarities of its

own which deserve separate enumeration. The gemination U
has often its origin in assimilation : (i) l^—gullixoxaguVS, gold;

villr from viVdr, wild ; hallr from hal^r, bold
; (2) ^l (of later

occurrence), e.g. milli, inter, for mi^li; frilla, pellex, ^ov fri^la,

hralla, quickly, for hra^la ; (3) I of the root with r of the termi-

nation, when in monosyllables preceded by a long vowel or diph-

thong, in bisyllables after a short vowel as well ; e. g. heill^ heal

(Germ, heil), for Jieilr ; dall, sweet, for dalr (but voir, staff,

stick); gamall=igamalr, old; lU'ill^=^lUilr, small, little. But llr

remains unchanged, as hallr, villr. As Ir, so at a later phase of

the language rl, also may be converted into II, as iall for iarl,

earl ; helling for herling (vetula).

It is a characteristic feature of Old Norse, which distinguishes

it from the High as well as the Low German dialects, that II,

like every other gemination, is preserved intact at the end of

words too, where, besides Old Norse, Old Saxon only allows

exceptionally of the gemination.

This liquid in Q-othic is safe from the interchange with the

sibilant s, while all the other Teutonic dialects have, like the
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Greek and Latin, more or less yielded to the inclination of

the s towards the liquid r. This change of s into r is often

called ' Rhotacism.'

Old High German allows both the sharp and soft Gothic
sibilants {s and z) to be supplanted hj r: (i) in the inflexion and
comparison of the adjectives, e. g. plinter (blind), plintoro, Goth.
blinds, blind6za J (2) in roots, e.g. ror, Goth, rdus, dew (comp.

Lat. ros, roris) ; ora, Goth, duso, ear. Especially the Gothic z

has almost in every instance made room to the liquid r, e. g.
rarta, tongue, language (Goth, razda).; merran, to impede (Goth,

marzjan) ; hort, treasure (comp. Engl, hoard), Goth. huzd. The
Gothic z is however preserved \nfersna, heel (Germ, ferse), Goth.

fairzna ; asca, ashes (Germ, asche), Goth. azgo. (3) Some strong

verbs which in the ist pers. sing. pret. show a final 5, convert this

s into r where another inflexional syllable is added, e. g. kiosan,

eligere; kos, elegi ; kuri, elegisti; hirumes, elegimus; koraner,

electusj thus also, nas, ndri, ndrumes, neraner, of nesan., servari,

and 16s, luri, lurum.es, loraner of liosan., perdere. The inflexional *

of the strong declension of the substantive remains intact. So
also does the s at the beginning of a word, while in the middle

or at the end it may or may not pass into the domain of the

liquids—a fact for which no rule can be laid down.
Old Saxon has, like Old High German, both the organic r

and the inorganic r, replacing the sibilant s. Elision of r has

taken place in Unon for Urnon, to learn ;—apocope in he, is; hue,

quis ; these, hie ; unca, vcuLTepos ; inca, acfjca'trepos ; usa, noster

;

iwa, vester. Prefix a=iar. We have metathesis of the r in

frothan iox forhtan, to fear.

Anglo-Saxon follows the general rule in replacing s by r, but
still it has often the sibilant preserved where Old High German
yields to the r; e.g. baso, Goth, basi, O. H. Germ, ^m, berry ;

irsgan, irasci, Goth, airzjan, O. H. Germ, irran ; in other words,

again. Old High German preserves the s where Anglo-Saxon
prefers r ; e. g. O. H. Germ, haso, A. S. hara (Germ, base, Engl,

hare). Apocope of the r sometimes takes place at the end of

words, as we, we
; ge, ye ; me, mihi

; Jje, tibi : a, prefix for ar :

md, more, for mdi'. The metathesis of the organic r is more
fully developed than in Old Saxon, this letter being especially

fond of taking up its position, whenever possible, immediately be-

fore s, or the sibilant combinations st, so, e. g. /wrs, horse, instead

of hros (comp. Germ, ross) ; herstan, to burst, O. S. brestan ; forst

for frost, yerscan for ^irescan, to thrash. Other instances of

metathesis axe—forma, primiis, Qioth.fruma ; bird and brid(h\v^),

gars and grds (grass); birnan, to burn, O. H. Germ. prinnan (Germ.
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brennen) j irnan, O. H. Germ, rinnan, to run ; cerse, O. H. Germ.
chressa, cresses.

Old Frisian yields more than any of the preceding dialects to

the tendency of replacing* * by r, so that this liquid takes the

place of the sibilant even in the plural of the substantive in-

flexion, e. g. jisJcar, degar, instead of Goth, fskos, fishes, dagos,

days. This inflexional r is, however, frequently dropped. Meta-
thesis takes place under the same conditions as in Anglo-Saxon,
hence the forms bersta, to burst

; fersk, fresh ; hars, horse
; gers,

grass; barna, to burn; forma, primus; warld=.wrald from icev'

aid. The case is inverted in forms such as bren for bern, child.

Old Norse, of all Teutonic dialects, has most generally intro-

duced the liquid r for the sibilant s. As to the verb, the Old
Norse so far agrees with the Low German dialects, that it allows

rhotacism, or the displacement of * by r only in the plur. pret.

and the part, pret., as hirum, ko)inn, of kiosa, to choose ; frorum,
frorinn, oi friosa, to freeze, except vera, to be, which has in the

sing. pret. already var, I was (comp. Germ. war), r is assimilated

to its compeer in the combinations Ir, rl, nr, rk, and sometimes
rs (vid. sub litt. 1, n, k). t has gained the supremacy in jiarri

=.fiarni, far (comp. Germ, fern), and verri=V€rsi, worse.

m, n
Old High German. Since the ninth century the liquid m is

often weakened into n, chiefly in inflexional forms, a case in

which the inflexional vowel also is frequently weakened accord-

ing to the iniles indicated above. Thus w'erfames becomes w'erfany

werfen ; wurfumes, wurfon, wurfen ; sagem, sagen ; tagum, tagon

;

g'ebom, gebon ; kreftim, kreften. The consonantal combination

mf '\^ regularly converted into nf, e. g. funf, Groth. Jif/ff, five;

sanffo for samflo, meek ; kunfi for himft, arrival.

Old Saxon. The termination m of the dat. plur. is replaced

by », e. g. wordun for wordum, verbis ; rikiun for rik'mm, poten-

tibus : the adjectives of the strong declension also change the

termination umu occasionally into on.

It is a characteristic feature of Old Saxon, and the Low Ger-
man dialects generally, that before certain consonants they drop

the liquid n. This consonant is omitted (i) before s; e.g. «*,

nobis (Germ, uns) ; cnst, virtus (Germ, kunst) ; but retained in

anst, favour: (2) before iS; e.g. o^ar, alius, =.andar (Germ, ander)

;

cu^, known
;
jv6an and jindan, to find ; mu^, mouth (Germ,

mund, &c.) : (3) before/*; e. g.^?/*, five (Goth, fimf, Germ, fiinf)

;

iafto, O. H. Germ, sanfto, =.samfto : (4) before d in the tormina-
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tions of the pres. indie, plur. of all verbs; e.g. salbdd^salbond,

hverfad= hveifand, hebbiad=.hebhiand.

Anglo-Saxon. The liquid m, which, at the end of words,

other dialects weaken into n, is retained in Anglo-Saxon.
n occurring in the middle of a word is dropped, (i) before *

—

est, grace, = Goth, anst, O. S. anst; husl, sacrifice, Goth, hunsl:

canst, novisti, retains the u : (2) before 'S

—

cu^, known (cf. Germ,
kunde) ; wm^, mouth (cf. Germ, mund) ; to^, tooth (cf. Germ,
zahn, O. H. Germ, tand) ; a^ = and, termination of the pres.

plur. of the verb : (3) he^oref—fif, five (Germ, fiinf, Goth, fimf);

softe, sefte, meek, soft (cf. Germ, sanft, O. H. Germ, senfti).

Old Frisian. The m, when occurring in terminations, has

throughout been changed into n.

n is dropped under the same conditions as in Anglo-Saxon.
Compare the following examples with those of Anglo-Saxon
given above :

—

us, nobis ; ev-est, invidia
; fif) five ; muth, mouth

;

toth, tooth; other, alius, n suffers apocope at the end of the

infinitive of the verb : wertha, to become (Germ, werden). In
the same manner the terminations of the subjunctive of the verb,

and of the weak inflexions of the noun, have dropped their

final u.

Old Norse. The terminational m is never weakened into n;

mm infmm is the w?/" of the (joi\\. fmf, five.

The liquid 71 is aflected in various ways. It is dropped in

roots (i) before s: oss, nobis; dst, favour; (2) before a ^ which
is followed by r : iulSr, known ; mu^r, mouth ; ma^r, man

;

o^rum from annar, other (By the side of ku^r and mu^r we
meet the forms kunnr and munnr)

; (3) bef 're k which is preceded

by a long vowel, e. g. mukr, monk ; kanukr, canonicus ; but if a

short vowel precedes the nk, the gemination kk may take place,

e. g. Frakkland, Frankland, terra Francorum ; akkeri, anchor

;

drekka, to drink ; okkar, ykkar, Goth, uggara, iggara, v!^v, (t^^v,

(4) The terminational ng of strong verbs is, in the sing, pret and
imperative, converted into kk, e. g. springa, to spring, imp. sprikk,

pret. sprakk, sprung (Germ, sprang); hdnga, to hang, imp.

hakk, pret. Jiekk. In the plur. pret., if followed by a terminational

syllable, ng preserves its position ; hence sprungum, hengum, plur.

oi sprakk, hekk. (5) tt replaces nd in exactly the same manner;

hence, binda, to bind, imp. bitt, pret. batt; hrinda, trudere, pret.

hratt ; but the plurals are again bundum, hrundnm.

The final n of tlie root has been dropped in the particles i, a. <?,

Goth, -in, -ana, -un, a circumstance which caused the vowel to

become long.

The n of the terminations is dropped (i) in the infinitive of
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verbs ; (2) in the weak declension ; (3) in the part. pret. ; (4) before

the neuter termination t of the adjectives in in ; hence orSii not
or^int, neut. of or^in, factus (Germ, ge-worden)

; ff^llit not
gyllint, neut. oi gyllin, g-olden.

Gemination of n is caused (i) in rv^ (if the n is not dropped
altogether), e. g. marms, gen. of ma^r, man ; finna, to find ; Ji^r,

he finds ; nenna, niti (Goth, nanjrjan) : (2) in n-r, the latter

liquid belonging to the inflexion, e. g. mifin, mine, mens ; sveinn,

hoy; eiffinna^eiffifir-ra, propriorum.

Spirants :—v, W, S, z, j, h

V, W
Gothic. Much -favoured combinations at the beginning of

words are vr and vl, which in the other dialects are often re-

placed by the simple r and /. Examples :

—

vlditon, circumspicere

;

vrits, apex literse; vrohjan, to accuse; vleits, vultus. In the

middle of a word v preserves its position after consonants, e. g.
sparva, sparrow ; vihan, rapere ; bidagva, beggar ; ufar-sJcadvjan,

over-shadow;—before a long, and between two short, vowels,

e. g. favdi, few ; havi, hay ; \ivi, ancilla ; slavan, silere : but
whenever it takes its place at the end of a word, after a short

vowel, or before a consonant, it is vocalized (vid. sub lit. u).
The form us-skavji)^ izvis (iKv-q^aTf) is an exception ; and so are

foreign words and proper names in which the Gothic spelling av

renders the Byzantine pronunciation of the Greek diphthong av,

as havUgo, Pavlus. At the end of words v never occurs except

when preceded either by a diphthong or a consonant, e. g. div,

hrdiv, valv, sahv.

Old High Grerman. The Gothic v in the initial combina-

tions vr, vl, were, in the oldest forms of Old High German, ex-

pressed by hr, hi, but in later documents represented by the

simple r and l-, in the same manner as the more ancient Old
High German hw is later on replaced by the simple w, e. g.
wer for hwer, who ; wedar for hwedar, whether.

The Old High German w, which in pronunciation coincides

with the English w, is rendered in manuscripts by uu, uv, vu,

but after a consonant, or before the vowel u, simply by u.

When it occurs at the end of a word in the combinations aw
(ow), iw, it is vocalized into au (ou), iu, but it re-assumes its posi-

tion when an inflexional syllable is added, hence tau (toti), genitive
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tawes [towes) ; chniu, genitive ckniwes. In these forms, however,

a peculiar tendency becomes manifest to retain the diphthong*

even before the restored w, and thus to destroy the short vowel
altogether, hence taio {tou), genitive tauwes {touwes) ; chniu, geni-

tive chniuwes. From the combination aw we get ew [eu) by
Umlaut, and ow {ou) by Schwachung, in thi* same manner as eu

and ou from au ; and these again yield the genitive forms euwes,

ouwes, instead of the simple ewes, owes ; and in ouwes again the

ou may be replaced by o which is a greater favourite to w, hence
owes. Now all these different combinations may be used indis-

criminately, just as the different manuscripts prefer the one or

the other. Thus then we findifrawjan,frewjan,frowjan,frauw-

jan, freuwjan, frowjon, frouwjan, as different modes of spelling

one and the same word—the Gcexxmrn freuen, delectari. Where
ew is found instead of iw, it stands on the same principle of

Triibung as does e for i ; and as iw becomes iuw, so also ew, is

lengthened into euw, e. g. iwik, iuwih ; ewih, euwih, vobis. Ex-
ceptional forms :

—

puu^en {puen), Jcatrmcen [katruen), for the Gothic

bduan, to dwell
;
gatrduan, to trust ; where we should expect to

find pawun, ketrawan, in Old High German. (The former form
occurs once, the latter not at all.) In three verbs the original w
is supposed, by some grammarians to have been converted into r :

grirumes for griwumes, scrirumes for scriwumes, and ^jmt^w?/* for

piwumes, from the verbs grian, gannire ; scrtan, clamare. scri

wumes has actually maintained, its position against scrirumes.

More plausible is the view of others, according to which the r

has rej)laced a more ancient s, as scrirumes for scrisumes, &c.

See the conjugation of the strong verb.

In the middle of a word the w which terminates a root is

usually dropped, when between it and the vowel of the root

another consonant intervenes, e.g. Goth, aggvus, O. H. Germ.
ejigi; Goth, saihvan, O. H. Germ, s'elian ; Goth, gatvo, O. H.
Germ, ga^^a : in all other cases it retains its position, though
at the end of the word, it may have been dropped or vocalized

;

\i.Q,VLi:,Qfarawa, colour ; melewes, farinae
;
garawer, paratus ; grawer,

grey (Germ. grau). At the end of a word w cannot sustain

itself, and is therefore vocalized in u or <?, as garo, spear ; melo,

flour, meal ;
palo, csedes : where no consonant, but merely a

vowel, precedes it, this vocalized w may be dropped altogether,

as grd for grao, grey (Germ. grau).

Old Saxon. In this dialect the spirant w was probably iden-

tical with that of Old High German, and is rendered by mi, u,

rarely by v. Examples :

—

dualon, prsestigia ; suart, swart, black

;

huerhan, to go ; thuahan, to wash ; tueho, doubt. This w has been
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vocalized and has superseded the radical vowel in cuman for

cuiman, to come ; sulic, such (Goth, svaleiks). The combinations

wl and wr (written uul and uur), which were extinct in Old High
German, retained their position in Old Saxon.

aw and iw show, like the same combinations in Old High
German, a tendency to lengthen themselves into auw, iuw, e. g.

hawan and hamcan (spelt hauuan and Jiamiuan), glawes and glau-

wes, iwar and iuwar, jiwar and fiuwar, used alternately. Like

Old High German the Old Saxon dialect drops the w when, at

the end of a root, it is preceded by another consonant, e. g. sehan,

to see (Goth, saihvan) ; engi, narrow (Germ, enge) ; also between
two vowels, seola, soul (Goth, saivala). At the end of a word
it is always vocalized in u or o, e. g. glau, prudent ; seo, sea ; eo,

law; but when an inflexional syllable is added it re-appears

again, and hence the genitives glawes, sewes, ewes.

Anglo-Saocon. w^ is in Anglo-Saxon as in Gothic the pure
spirant which in the manuscripts is rendered by uu, u, or by the

Runic sign wen (p). Where w is preceded by another consonant

and followed by the vowel i, this vowel is dropped and the w
vocalized in u, e. g. cuman from cwiman, to come ; suster from
swister, sister; hulic from hoilic, which; uht from wild, thing.

Here again we have something similar to the reappearance of

the Old High German w, which, though vocalized into u, retains

its position. So also the Anglo-Saxon w, though vocalized in u,

may yet appear in its original position, e. g. swuster for suster,

from swister; wuht for uht, from wiht ; swura for sura, from
swira, neck. In a few cases the vocalized w:=:u\s weakened into

0, hence the preterite com, comon, instead of cum, cumon, from
cwam, veni, cwdmon, venimus.

The initial w is regularly dropped when the negative particle

ne enters into a compound with a verb, e. g. nas=.ne was, non
fuit; n(Bron=.ne wceron, non fuerunt; nitan=.ne witan, nescire;

nillan=ne willan, nolle.

The Gothic combinations av and iv are in a few cases preserved

in their integrity, as slaio, slow, lazy ; triioen, wooden, of a tree

;

but as a rule Anglo-Saxon follows^ like Old High German and
Old Saxon, the law of vocalization, wherever those combina-
tions occur as final consonants, which consequently are converted
into the diphthongs ed, eo. But here again, as in Old High
German, the w, though vocalized, resumes its position before

the diphthong to which it gave birth, and in this respect Anglo-
Saxon goes further still than Old High German, preserving the

^ German grammarians commonly write v.
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w even as final consonant. Examples :—The Gioihicfavi, few, we
should expect to see rendered in A. S. by ed, hencefed ; w how-
ever retains its place, and hence we g-et the declensional form

fedwa ; the same is the case with hedwan, to hew ; scedwan, to

contemplate (Germ, schauen); but even without a final vowel
the forms edw, e6io preserve their position (contrary to the usages

of O. H. Germ.), e. g-. cneow, knee, O. H. Germ, chniu ; eow,

vobis, O. H. Germ, iu ;
gledw^ prudent, O. H. Germ, glaii

;

dedw, dew, O. H. Germ. tou. Very rarely this final to has been
dropped. Where a final w is preceded by a consonant, it is

vocalized into u (o), but it reappears when an inflexional syllable

is added, e. g*. bealu, evil, gen. bealwes ; melo, meal, flour, gen.

melwes ; or, w and its vocalization u may occur together, as

bealuwes—bealwes ; the u weakened into e, meleves — meluves=
melves.

Old Frisian. The spirant w must be kept distinct from the

labial aspirate v, with which it is occasionally mixed up. hw,

Jew, and similar combinations, are, as a rule, strictly preserved

from any iit^ermixture with the succeeding vowel ; the few cases

in which the Anglo-Saxon vocalization is admitted are suster,

sister, kuma, to come ; kom, came, for svisier, kvima, kvam. wu
is often rendered by a simple w, e. g. wllen for wullen, wnnen for

wunnen, wrdon for wurdon ; iuw and auw instead of iw, aw, are

to be explained in the same manner as the identical forms in

Old High German. Examples :—^M?^7^r=^wer, four; triuwe-=.

triwe, faith (Germ, treue); hauwan^=ihawan, verberatum (Germ.
ge-hauen\ Instead of a diphthong the w has produced a long

vowel in ddwe, dew, rori ; frowa. lady (Germ, frau) ; strewa, to

strew. At the end of a word the w is sometimes preserved,

sometimes dropped, e. g. daw, dew ; bldw, livid ; gd, country

(Germ, gau) ; a, law. When it is final, w is not vocalized, ex-

cept perhaps in kniu (ace. of km, knee) and bahi-mund, malus-

tutor. Sometimes w is dropped in the middle of a word, as sela,

soul; it is vocalized in naut=.nawet, naught, nothing, O. S.

niotoild.

Old Norse, v at the beginning of a word is dropped before

u, before y its Umlaut, and o its Schwachung, as well as before

6 and oe : it is also rejected from the initial combinations sv, hv,

yv ; hence ur6um, yr^i, or^inn, from vef^a, fieri (Germ, werden)

;

ox, oexi, pret. of vaxa, to wax, grow; O^inn, O. H. Germ.
JFuotau ; sulgum, sylgi, solginn, from svelgia, glutire (Germ,

schwelgen) ; sor, soeri, from sverga, jurare (Germ, schworen)

;

hullum, hylli, kollinn, from hvella, tinnire
;
\urrum, \yrri, ]>or-

rinn, from ]>verra, decrescere. Sometimes v, in combination with
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the vowel a, makes o, e. g*. onz=vdn, hope (of. Germ, wan) ; ogum
=vdgu7)i, interfecimus, from vega. Also in the combinations kv,

sv, tv, followed by a vowel which is affected by Umlaut or

Schwachung, v is vocalized; e. g. koma, ko7n, for kvema, kvam

;

kona for kvana and kven, woman ; sofa for svefa, to sleep ; tuttugu

for tvinttigti, twenty. At the end of a word, and before the

termination r of the nominative, v is dropped, but in the inflex-

ional or derivative forms it may re-appear; e. g. sa-r, lake (Germ,
see, Goth, sdiv-s), gen. sav-ar ; hd-r, high, weak form Iidv-i

;

dokk-r, black, ace. dokkv-an ; mioU flour, meal, dat. miolv-i.

Words with a long vowel in the root have dropped the v alto-

gether, as klo, claw, gen. kl6-ar; fru, lady (Germ, frau, O. H.
Germ, frawe) ; sk^, sky ; bldr, blew, &c. At the end of words v

is never vocalized.

S, Z

Gothic. These letters represent in Gothic, as in modern
English, two distinct stages of the sibilant sound, s the hard, z

the soft : the latter, therefore, has nothing in commdb with the

Old and Modern German z. Hence they may exchange places,

the softer z especially taking the place of the hard s, when the

latter recedes from the end to the middle of a word, e. g. \is,

ejus, fem. ^izos ; slejmn, pret. saizlep ; ans, trabs, dat. anza : so

alsoJairztia, heel (Germ, ferse), azgo, ashes; i£?/^r^, hoard, treasure.

At the beginning of a word z never occurs, but at the end if the

following word begins with a vowel. This z, or soft *, is in the

other dialects represented by r. In conjugational and derivative

forms s very often is the result of the dissimilation of dentals

;

thus naust for naut-t ; varst for var)p-t ; mosta for mot-da ^ ; hlos-

treis, worshipper, from hlotan ; heist, yeast, from heitan. In
ansts, favour (Germ, gunst), alahrnnsts, holocaustum, the s is

inserted between n and t for euphonic reasons, a case which
occurs far more frequently in the other dialects.

Old High German. The Old High German s corresponds

to the Gothic, but in many cases it has been encroached upon by
the letter r (rhotacism), of which we have already treated. The
combination sk which occurs frequently is, towards the end of

the Old High German period, worn down to sch, chiefly before

the vowels e and i. Gemination is avoided at the end of words,

e. g, ros—rosses.

Old Saxon. Rhotacism of s into r takes place as in Old High

See the conjugation of the strong verb.

I
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German, s is inserted for euphonic purposes in anst, favour;

cunst^ virtus (Germ, kunst), and in the preterite of verbs, as

con-s-ta, on-s-ta, &c. z seems in Old Saxon to occupy the same
relation to s as in Gothic, and may often interchange with #,

e. g. hlidzean, delectare (A. S. bledsjan, to bless); hezt-=.hest from

betist, lazto and lezto=-lasto, letisto.

Anglo-Saxon. A characteristic feature of this dialect is, that

the often occurring combination sc (cf. O, H. Germ, sk) when
preceding the vowels a, a, o, 6, assumes an e immediately after

itself, which vowel has the effect of changing the pronunciation

into the sound of the English sh, e. g. sceal, shall ; sceapian, to

create (Germ, schaffen). pret. sceop; scedn, splendui, shone; sceo,

shoe; sceoc, shook. This combination must be kept altogether

distinct from the Brechung ea, eo, and the diphthongs ed, ed.

The insertion of the letter e is more common in later documents,

and even in these it is occasionally omitted. Peculiar to the

Anglo-Saxon dialect is the metathesis or inversion of s and k,

and s and p, e. g. froscas, frogs, and froxas ; Jlascas and flaxas,

flasks ; fiscas and Jixas, fishes ; cosp and cops, compes ; dspe and
apse, tremulus. z does not occur in Anglo-Saxon.

Old Frisian. In this dialect the s sound is treated as in Old
High German nnd Old Saxon, especially Avith regard to rhota-

cism ; therefore the s is preserved in the pres. and pret. sing, of

strong verbs, while the pret. plur. and the pai-t. adopt r, e. g.

kiase, Ms, keron, keren ; wesa, was, weron ; urliase, urlds, urleron,

urleren. Metathesis of sc and sp does not take place. The
softening of sk into sch, which is characteristic of the later Old
High German, occurs in Old Frisian as a dialectic variation

only, where we find schet for sket, treasure (Germ, schatz) ; seJieU

deck, guilty (Germ, schuldig) ; sckel for skel, shall; schilling,

shilling ; and in two cases before a and u—schangt (Germ, schenkt
ein) and schule, shelter, hut.

Old Norse. This dialect has more thoroughly than any other

developed the system of rhotacism
;
yet the spirant * is always

preserved at the beginning, and very often in the middle and at

the end of words. Geminated s {ss) occurs often in the middle
and at the end of words : it may result from rs. The Old Norse
z has nothing in common with the same letter in Old High
German, but it is merely used to supplant certain other con-
sonants and consonantal combinations. Thus, (t) for the s of
the gen. sing., masc, and neut., e. g. hestz = kests, ordz = ords ;

also for the * which occurs in the formation of the superlative,

e.g. sterkaztr-=.sterkastr,fr6^aztT-=fr6^astr; and on other occa-

sions, as menzkir=menskir, humani : (2) for ds and ts, e.g. lanz-=.
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lands, kelzt=Jieldst, maxime; veizla= veilzla, conyivium.: (3) for

the inflexional sk, the later st, of the middle voice, e. g. re^uz=.

re^usk, rd^az=rd'6asJc, beraz=berask : (4) for the rs of a later

date, e.g. veztr—verstr, stoeztr=.stoerstr.

Gothic. This letter occurs in Gothic only as an initial, never

at the end of a syllable, e. g. jah, and ; sun-jus, filii, sons. Con-
cerning the vocalization of this letter when it is terminational,

or when it occurs before consonants, vide supra, sub lit. i.

Old High German. This dialect renders j by i. When
however it occurs at the beginning of a word it is rendered by
g before ^'and i, hyj before another vowel such as a or d, e. g.
gehan, affirmare

;
giliit^ affirmat ;

jah, affirmavi ;
jdlmmes, affirm-

avimus. j however occurs before e and i also in Notker. In the

middle of a word j is rarely supplanted by g even before e and i,

yet we read e'lgir, eggs; ft'iger, ingenuus. In the middle of

words j often is assimilated to the succeeding consonant, and
forms gemination, e. g. Iiorran for horgan, mitter for mitjer. It

is vocalized as in Gothic when it stands between two consonants
or at the end of a word, e. g. nerjan, salvare, nerita ; Jieri, army,
gen. herjes. Initial j is occasionally dropped, as ener for jener
or gener, ille; dnier ior jdmer, planctus (Germ, jammer).

Old Saxon, j and i designate the same sound. At the end
of words/ is always supplanted by i, in the same manner as vj

by u. This dialect, like Old High German, renders j before e,

and i by g^ whether at the beginning or in the middle of a word,

e.g. ger iox jar, year; gehan, affirmare, fateri; gi, ye; nigi, new,
Goth, ninjis ; and before other vowels it is often supplanted by
gi, e. g. giungaro=zjungaro, disciple (Germ, jlinger) ; gindeo^udeo,
Jew. This gi for j has nothing to do with the prefix gi. The
reverse rarely occurs, that is, j instead of g before a thin vowel
{e or i), a case which is more common in Old Frisian. Before

an inflexional a it has a tendency to yield its place to .the vowel e,

as wendean for wendjan, bli^ean for bVfSjan, and before ^ consonant
it is vocalized, e. g. sdida from sdjan, to sow.

Anglo-Saxon. In the more ancient manuscripts y is rendered
by g or i, so that before e and i we find g, before other vowels ge.

(Compare Old Saxon). Examples :

—

ge, ye ; git, you two ; gear.,

year ; geoc, yoke
;
geong, young. Rarely i-=j : id,jd, yes ; ioc,joc,

yoke. The latter consonant is however preferred in the middle of

a word : eardjan, to dwell, for which we find eardigean too. After

the liquid r the consonant g is more commonly used, as nergan-=

I %
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nerja)i,wergati= werjan. lij at the end of a word is not dropped,

it is also replaced by g : sig, sit, may be {=.si, Germ, sei) j hig.

they [=zhi)\ frig-=frt and /reo, free. This g which is used for J
may yield to the spirant w, as buwan for buian or bugian, to

dwell.

Old Frisian. While the other dialects which we have just

examined often supplant y by g, Old Frisian on the contrary has,

besides the org-anic j, used this consonant in the place of g.

The sibilant j is org-anic in jer, year ; jung, young ; federja,

patruus; maJcja, to make; sparja, to spare; erja, to honour
(Germ. eren). Still, this consonant is rather scarce, because it is

commonly vocalized where it forms part of the root, as nia, new
(Goth, niujis); fri, free (Goth, freis, frijis). g for j is rarely

used, j once vocalized into i is lost altogether from the word

;

hence h'lri, army (Germ, heer), has in the dative, not hirji, but
h'lri, contrary to the rule followed by the other dialects.

Old Norse. At the beginning- of words ^ is dropped through-

out, except in jd, ita, and jol, feast ; hence Old Norse writes ar,

oh, ungr, instead oijdr, jok, jungr. In the middle of a derivative

word j before i is dropped, hence mi^i for mi^jl, siti for sitji.

As in Anglo-Saxon, so also in Old Norse, j may produce the

gemination gg. Scandinavian grammarians spell the Breehung
ia, id, and the diphthongs io, iu, ^^J ja',jo,jo,pi. Grimm, how-
ever, prefers the former mode of spelling.

Gothic. At the beginning of a word it has a soft, in the

middle or at the end, a hard sound. It is often produced out of

g ov k where these consonants are followed by t (vide infra. Den-
tals). Gothic, as well as other Teutonic dialects, is fond of

supplying the h with the additional spirant v, which however
must be regarded as merely euphonic and without any etymo-
logical value. The cognate languages, with the exception of

Latin, render, in accordance with Grimm's law, the Gothic h
by k, as Goth, hvas, O. H. Germ, huer, Sansk. kas ; Goth, hve-

leiks, Gr. KrjAt'/cws : while Latin shares the Gothic tendency and
says quis and quails. The double spirant is avoided at later

times, in such a manner that the usurper v preserves its place and
the original h is dropped. Some editors use w for the combi-
nation hv.

When the derivative suffix ta follows upon a guttural of the

root, the guttural ^ or ^ is changed into h, e. g. mah-ta, pret. of

mag-an (posse).

f
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Old High German. This dialect lias two distinct sounds
which are both represented by the letter -^ ; in one case it is the

spirant wliich corresponds to the Gothic h, in the other it is the

aspirated guttural, answering* to the Gothic k, and in pronuncia-

tion approaching the German ch. At the beginning of a word
the Old High German h is always identical with the Gothic
spirant of the same character, e.g. hano, cock, Goth, liana;

halz, halt, claudus, Goth, halts ; but in the middle and at the

end of a word it may be either the spirant or the aspirate. The
latter, when occurring in the middle of the word, is rendered by
h, hh, or ch ; at the end of the word almost always by h. In
order therefore to determine whether in a given case we have
to deal with the spirant or the aspirate, we must collate the Old
High German with the Gothic form, the latter always render-

ing the Old High German spirant by h, the Old High German
aspirate by k. Thus we have in the words tnihil, zeihan, brdhun,

the aspirate, because they are rendered in Gothic by miklls,

tdikns, hrekun ; in slahan/fihc, ziohau, the spirant, Goth, slahan,

faihu, tiuhan; at the end of words, ih, mih, juh, the aspirate

again, because we find them in Gothic rendered by ik, mik,juk,

while mh, zeh, Jloh, display the spirant just as the Goth, sahv,

tdih, \lduh.

When occurring in the middle of a word the spirant h is often

dropped, and then causes the preceding vowel to be lengthened,

e.g. d=aha, water; hil=hlhll, bipennis. h has been dropped
before s in mist, fimus, Goth, maihstus ; zesawer, dexter, Goth.
taihsva.

Under the influence of an inflexional t the guttural g ox k\&
changed into h, e. g. mah-ta, pret. of magan, mugan, posse.

In the middle of words spirants can interchange, e. g. sdjan,

sdhan, sdwan, to sow ; f6her,f6wer, few ; crdju, grdwu, cana.

Old Saxon. The Old Saxon h corresponds exactly to the

Gothic. The combinations hi, hr, hn, &c., are preserved in some
documents, in others the h is dropped. As in Old High German,
an inorganic h is produced out of g and k under the influence of

an inflexional t, e. g. s6h-ta, pret. of sok-jan, to seek ; mah-ta,

pret. of mugan, posse, h is no favourite consonant in the middle

of a word, and is, therefore, either dropped or hardened into a

guttural; hence sean-=.sehan, to see; gean=.gehan, to affirm;

gewtgan instead of gewihan, to bless (Germ, weilien) ; and the

plur. pret. logon, slogan, of lahan, to blame, slahan, io slay, h is

occasionally dropped after vowels, e. g. fern, anima, for fe'rah ;

frd, Isetus (Germ, froh), for frdh j or it is hardened into the

media, ginog for ginoh, enough.
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In sess, six, dioAfuss, fox, the double s takes the place of the

spirant combination hs.

In the middle of words spirants can, as in Old High German,
interchange, e. g. sdkun, sdwun (even sdwi and sdgon, viderunt),

kneohoti and kneowon, dat. plur. of kneo, knee ; sdjan and sehan,

to sow.

Anglo-Saxon. As in other dialects an inorganic h is pro-

duced out of g and c (Jc). Where the media g occurs at the end

of a word it is replaced by h, as burh (borough), burge, beak (ring),

bedges ; but it retains its position after short vowels, hence dag,

day ; mag, may, podest j lag, law ; mag, boy ; weg, way. In the

pret. of verbs, g yields its place to h, e. g. bealh, pret. of belgan ;

fiedh, pret. of fieoge ; birJist, birh^^ of beorgan ; fleohst, fie6h^ of

jieogan. Before the inflexional t of the preterite, the guttural c {&)

must, as in other dialects, be changed into A, e. g. secan, to seek

;

soMe, sought ; recan, curare, pret. rohte. We have interchange of

spirants in geseo=igeseohe, I see, pret. geseah, plur. gesawon, part.

gesewefi 2i\\di gesegen. hh-=^h.

Old Frisian. The initial h is identical with that of the other

dialects. The combinations hi, hr, and hw, are also spelt Ih, rh,

wh. Initial h is inorganic in hdga, to have, Goth, digan. In the

middle of a word h is either dropped or hardened into g, e. g.

sia, to see; tian, ten; slogan, plur. pret. of sld, to slay; hlige,

conj. pres. of Jilia, fateri, O. H. Germ, jehan; hdgost, superl. of

hack, high (Germ. hoch). The hardened spirant h appears as ch

at the end of a word (unless it is dropped, as in Jla, pecus, Germ.
vieh), e. g. hack, high; nock, jet, adhuc; in the middle of a word
always before t, e.g. dochter, daughter; achta, eight; riucht, right;

and thus every ^ or i^ is changed into ch before the inflexional t,

as mach-te, pret. of meg-a, may, posse ; s6ch-te, pret. of sek-a, to

seek. The media g, except in the combination ng and eg, changed
into ei, always becomes ch when it occurs at the end of a word,
or before the tenuis t, e. g. herch, mountain (Germ, berg), gen.

berges ; orloch, war, gen. orloges ; fliucht, volat, ofjliaga.

Old Norse. The more ancient forms hi, hn, hr, drop the h
in later documents. In the middle and at the end of words h
has been dropped everywhere : sta, to see, O. H. Germ, sehan

;

ior, horse (O. S. ehu) ; Ukamr, body (Germ, leichnam), for likhamr.

ht is changed into tt, and l)y this change the preceding vowel is

lengthened, e.g. rettr^ right, Goth, raihts ; dr6Uin,.\ox^, O. H.
Germ, truhtin. The combination kt, which in the other dialects

is converted into ht, either remains intact, or is changed into tt,

e. g. \>oktr and ^^dttr, part, of \ykja, videri ; sotti and sokti, pret.

of soekja, to seek.
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Mutes.

I. Zabials.-'-h, p, f (ph, V, ti)

Gothic. The media 6 occurs frequently at the beginning of
words, but in the middle and at the end it is often replaced by
the labial aspirate /". Before the tenuis t the media b must in-

variably be changed into/*: hence ffrq/'t from graban, drdift from
dreiban. Where the b is terminational it can retain its place
only after a liquid, as dumb, dumb ; ^parb, poor, needy : after any
other sound it must yield to^ e. g. gqf, pret. of giban, to give

;

grof, pret. of graban, to dig (Germ, graben) ; Jildif, accus. of
hldibs, bread, loaf. Occasional deviations from this rule occur,

so that we find hldifs for hldibs, and tvalib by the side of tvalif,

twelve. The prepositions af, uf, afar (after), and vfar (over),

prefer the,/ in every position ; but where the interrogative par-
ticle u follows, the media regains its place, e. g. abu, whence,
unde.

' The tenuis p never occurs at the beginning of a native Gothic
word, but it is frequent enough at the end and in the middle of
words. In the latter case it is before a t subject to the same
law as the media and must be changed into f, e.g. sJcapjan,

to create (Germ. schaflPen) ; scoft, creavisti; gaskafts, creature

(Germ, geschopf).

The aspirate f has received its explanation in the foregoing
remarks.

Old High German. The Gothic media b should, in Old High
German, according to Grimm's law, always be rendered by the
tenuis j). This rule is, indeed, followed in the more ancient

glossaries, where we read ipu, stap, prinkan, puah, for the Gothic
iba, ne, nonne; stabs, element, rudiment; bringan, to bring;
boka, letter (Germ, buchstabe). In other documents we find a
less strict adherence to the rule, and though the tenuis is pre-

served at the beginning and at the end, it is often replaced by
the media in the middle of words ; hence, stap, puah, but ibu by
the side of lepen. In other documents again the tenuis keeps
its position only where it is terminational, being in every other

place superseded by the media, and the final step in this devia-

tion from the true Old High German system is made by replacing

the tenuis by the media throughout ; so that the Gothic b is

everywhere rendered in Old High German by b as well. The
tenuis occurs only in foreign words and after the sibilant s, which
renders the position of a succeeding tenuis impregnable.
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The Old High German aspirate may be expressed ^Y ph, pf,f,
and V : ph is found for the Latin p, as in phmt, Lat. pondus^

pound, the later pfunt, or simply funt ; or the Latin tenuis

remains unaltered, pun-t. In the middle of words and at the

endJ9/^ is often used instead of^^ as werphan, warph (Germ, wer-

fen, vvarf). The initial aspirate is either rendered by/" or v, the

former indicating a surd, the latter a soft sound, and either

being used according to the propensities of the different dialects

in which the different authors have written. As a rule it may
be laid down that anf which occurs at the end of a word may
be changed into v when succeeded by another syllable, e. g. wolf,

wolves (the same in English); biscof (bishop), biscoves. The
media b for v in the middle of a word is exceptional.

ps does not occur in Old High German, the Latin psalmus

therefore becomes salm. (Compare the pronunciation o^psalm in

English.) O. H. Germ.j^= A. S. sp : wefsa, wasp, wasp.

Since the dialectic variations in the use of the mutes are very

complicated in Old High German, we subjoin a table, in which
their application by different authors is indicated^ :

—

ISIDOR. Otfried. Tatian.

Initial «. . .

Interior . .

Terminational

P>f
h,f,v

P, ph, f

h,ph,f
h,f,f

b, ph, f
h, ph, V

b, ph, V

Gothic, h, p, f; strict

O. H. Germ, p, ph, f

Old Saxon. Old Saxon labials are rendered by the letters p,
i,^,v,/,pL
The tenuis p, which is rare at the beginning, occurs frequently

in the middle and at the end of words, and is in every respect

identical with the Gothic^.
The media b keeps its position only at the beginning of words,

while in the middle and at the end of a word it yields to the

aspirate, except in the combinations mb and bb, as camb, comb;
lamb, lamb ; webbi, web ; hebhjan, to have.

There are two aspirates, the softer marked by t (=M, v), the
surd by f; the former is used when a vowel or the media d
succeeds, the latter before t, I, n, and commonly before r. Ex-
amples :

—

cliotan, to cleave ; atand, even, evening (Germ, abend)

;

hotid, head (Germ, haupt, caput); katda, had, habuit; litda,

lived, vixit; craft, \\s,-, aftar, after; ^/^o, even, pariter : compare
further sueban, somnium, dat. sing, suefne, ace. plur. suetanos.

At the end of words we always findj^ and in one and the same
word, therefore, we may find t and /' alternately, as in clio'ban,

* From Heine, Grammatik der Alt-Gennaniscken Sjyrachen, p. 104.
' Initial, at the beginning of a word ; Interior, in the middle ; Terminational, at

the end.
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to cleave, pret. clof; wolf, gen, wotbes ; hof, court, yard (Germ,
hof), gen. hotes.

As to the mode of rendering the soft and surd aspirates some
confusion exists in documents. The former is marked in the

Cottonian text by t (rarely/), in the Munich Codex by t and b
;

the Psalms use always v, other documents v and/. For the ter-

mination f the Heliand has sometimes t (in the Munich Codex
b), as lit for Uf, wit for wtf, &c.

At the beginning of a word the Old Saxon is always identical

with the Gothic f, which minor documents like to render by v

:

van-=fan, de; vohs=.fohs, fox. Noteworthy is the digression of

ft into ht, that is, from the labial aspirate into the guttural

spirant, a case more frequent in Dutch, e.g. eraht=. craft, vis;

ahter = after, post ; compare Dutch cracht and a^hter, for the

Engl, craft and after, ph and^ only in foreign words.

Anglo-Saxon. The media b, if initial, is always organic ; in

the middle and at the end of words it occurs only in the combi-
nations mb and bb (the latter originating in ^'). Examples:

—

lamb, dumb, comb ; libban, to live ; hdbban, to have.

The tenuis j!? is always organic, and never encroached upon by
other consonants.

The aspiratef also is always organic, and therefore identical

with the Gothic, if it occurs at the beginning of a word, while in

the middle and at the end its occurrence is far more frequent

than in Old High German, even more so than in Gothic, for it

often supplants the Gothic^, Old High German jo. The organic

f we have in the words loulf, gen. wulfes, Goth, vulfs, O. H.
Germ, wolf, wolves, O. S. wulf, wultes ; heofian, to mourn, Goth.

hiufan, O. S. kiotan.

The inorganicf in the place of the media b we find in seofon,

seven (Goth, sibun, O. H. Germ, sipun, O. S. situn) ; peqf, thief,

gen. \>eqfes (Goth. ]>iubs, \iubis, O. H. Germ, diop, diobes, O. S.

theof theotes). From these examples it will become evident that

the range of the Anglo-Saxon f is still further enlarged by the

absence in this dialect of a soft labial aspirate like Old High
German v. Old Saxon t. It is characteristic of Anglo-Saxon
that whilst on the one hand it shares the Low German inclina-

tion of its sister dialects to convert the labial media, where it is

not protected by certain consonants, into the aspirate—first at

the end, later on in the middle of words as well, it objects, like

the Old Norse, to a modification of the aspirate, and always uses

the surd /, where Old Saxon and Old Frisian smoothe it down
into V, and by this means produce a greater variety and elegance

of sound.
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The gemination pp is rare ; ff occurs in the verb offrjan, to

offer^ and in a few proper names.

Old Frisian. The media b is, as in the other dialects, always

organic at the beginning of words, and occurs in the middle and
at the end only in the combinations mb and bb, e. g. dumbe,

stupid (Germ, dumm) ; crumb, crooked (Germ, krumm) ; hebba,

to have. In all other cases it yields to the aspirate.

The tenuis p is, in its relations, identical with the same letter

in the other Low German dialects.

The aspirate/" is so far identical with the Anglo-Saxon aspirate

as it occurs, organic and inorganic, in the place of the media

;

but it differs from the Anglo-Saxon by admitting a modification

of the/" sound in the soft aspirate v, the former being preferred

where the aspirate is initial or final, the latter where it stands

in the middle of a word. Examples :

—

Uf, life, gen. Uves ; gref,

grave, gen. greves. But a succeeding t sound gives shelter to

the/) hence efter, after ; hdfd, head
; jeftha, aut.

The gemination pp is rare
; ff only in foreign words, as offaria,

to offer.

Old Norse. The media is in the same relation as in the Low
German dialects ; hence it is organic at the beginning of words,

and is superseded by the aspirate in the middle and at the end
of words, except in the combinations mb and bb, e. g. kambr,

comb ; timbr, building (cf. Engl, timber and Germ, zimmer)

;

vomb, womb; gabba, to cheat.

As to the tenuis p, it is characteristic of the Old Norse dialect

that it preserves that consonant in the combinaton pt in which
the Low German dialects invariably reject it and form the com-
bination ft, e. g. lopt, air (Germ, luft), Goth, luftus ; opt, often

(Germ, oft), Goth, ufta ; Jcrapt, strength, craft (Germ, kraft), A.S.

craft. In this respect Old Norse occupies one and the same
position with the cognate languages, as O. N. skript, a picture, and
Lat. scriptum, A. S. serift (Germ, schrift). Even where the root

ends in/' it is changed into jo if a ^ follows it ; e.g. gef-a, to give

;

gip-ta, in matrimonium dare ; rif-a, to tear ; rip-ta, to cleave.

The radical / keeps its position before a t only in the 2nd pers.

sing, of the preterite of the verb, e. g. rauf-t, destruxisti, from

riuf-a. In later documents, however, pt is occasionally con-

verted into ft in the middle, and into tt at the end of words

;

e. g. eftlr for epitir, after ; ott for opt, oft.

The gemination pp has its origin in mp, as happ, fight (Germ,
kampf), O. Fris. homp, hemp, O. H. Germ. hempTio.

The aspirate/ is organic at the beginning of the word ; in the

middle and at the end it often represents the media b, and, as in
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Anglo-Saxon, refuses the modification into v, unless we except a
few cases where an initial/" is replaced by v.

This dialect in certain words vacillates between the combina-
tions fn and mn, so that stafn, for instance, forms the dative

stamni, and iamn stands for iafn; and, vice versa, safna for O. H.
Germ, mmanon. The gemination_^ only in foreign words.

3. Dentals:—^, t, d (dh) f (th), Z, ^

Gothic d, t, y. In the dental, as in the labial order, the media
and aspirate stand in close relationship, so that the latter in

certain positions takes the place of the former. Only the com-
binations Id, ltd, rd, where the liquid shelters the media, are

organically distinct from l^, n\>, r]>, as halds, cold; hal\s, bold,

which can never become Tcal\s and halds ; vinds, wind ; svinps,

strong; vaurd, word; vairps, worth. If it occurs in any other

combination, the media yields its place to the aspirate as soon

as it becomes terminational, e. g. biudan, pret. bau^ (exceptionally

baud) ; the nominatives haubiy, liuha\^, vitop, and their genitives,

Aaubid-is, liuhad-is, vitod-is. The aspirate may transplant the

media even where the terminational s of the nominative follows

it, as fahe\s for falieds, joy ; mita\s for mitads. The tendency
which manifests itself in the Gothic version of St. Luke's
Gospel to restore, or perhaps rather to preserve, the ancient

media in preference to the aspirate, is peculiar; hence nimid,

capit, not nimi\> ; sad, not sa]f, &c.

The tenuis is in many cases organic, in others it has usurped
the place of the media. In the latter capacity we find it chiefly

after the spirant /i in the pret. of anomalous verbs which have
dropped the derivative vowel, e. g. braTita, brought, for braJida;

mahta, might (Germ, mochte), for mahda ; \aurfta for "^aurfda

(Germ, durfte); haupasta=.]caupaUa-=.haupat-da \s from the dis-

similation of the t, vide sub lit. s), from the verb Jcdupatjan,

colaphizare; further, the anomalous preterite «7ma=vw^= vi^^a

=ivit-da from vit-an, scire (Germ, wissen').

The aspirate \ is in sound identical with the English th, and
is sometimes represented by the former, the Hunic, sometimes
by our modem sign. Where the aspirate belongs to the root it

remains unaltered though it recede to the middle of the word,

hence qi^an, to say, qd)^, qe^um ; yet we must notice fra^jan,

fro]>, sapere, and/rods, sapiens.

Old High German d, ty z, |. According to Grimm's law the

* See the strong conjugation of the verb.
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Gothic media is in Old Hig-h German represented by the tenuis,

and this is done in strictly Old High German authors such as

Kero and Tatian^ whilst in Isidor and Otfried the Gothic media
is preserved, so that the former uses the media at the beginning

and in the middle, the tenuis always at the end of a word, and
therefore writes dohter, daughter (Goth, dauktar) ; worde, words
(Goth, vaurda), but nom. sing. wort. The latter leaves the media
at the beginning, but he replaces it not only at the end, but

often in the middle of a word as well, and therefore writes dohter,

like Isidor, but stantan, to stand, Goth, standan; hant, hand,
Goth, handus. In Old High German we should for the Gothic
combinations Id, nd, rd, expect It, nt, rt, and for the Goth. Ih,

n\, r\, O. H. Germ. Id, nd, rd; but great confusion prevails m
the practice of different authors, so that we find hlinden instead

of blinten, hand instead of hant (Goth, hlindan, handus), and munt
instead of mund (Goth. WMn\s, mouth).

For the Gothic tenuis Old High German has the aspirate z,

occasionally rendered by c, a sound which occurs in two modifica-

tions, as a surd or hard, and as a soft, of which Grimm renders

the former by z, the latter by |, whilst in the Old High German
documents z is put indiscriminately for both sounds, z always

occurs as the initial aspirate : in the middle and at the end of a

word it is found only when preceded by a liquid, as welzan, to

revolve (Germ, walzen); kranz, garland (Germ, kranz); wurz,

wort (Germ, wurz), and where it corresponds to a Gothic tt,

e. g. scaz, treasure, Goth, scatts ; sizan, to sit, Goth, sittan.

The soft aspirate | is used only in the middle and at the end of

words, and always corresponds to the Gothic t, wa^ar, Goth.
vato, water (Germ, waper'); fuo^, Goth, fotiis, foot (Germ. fu|i);

sa^, Goth, sat, sat (Germ. sa^).

The Gothic aspirate is in the strict Old High German replaced

by the media ; but in many documents this law is much relaxed.

Isidor uses for the Gothic ]>, in whatever position it may occur,

dh, which in sound may have resembled the Anglo-Saxon iS (the

English soft th), e. g. dhu, tu ; dher, is ; werdhan, fieri ; chindh,

infans (Goth. ]?«, vairl^an, &c.).

Otfried and Tatian use th for Gothic ]? only at the beginning,

and replace it by d in the middle and at the end of words.

The gemination tt results by assimilation from tj, Goth. (^, as

bittan, Goth, bidjan, to beg (Germ, bitten), dd occurs rarely,

and is identical with tt : laddun (asseres) = lattun ; but eddo is

the Goth, aiy^au.

1 Commonly spelt wasser.
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The dentals as applied by different authors yield the following

paradigm^ :

—

IsiDOR. Otfried. Tatian.

<^ ii.' J ^ L i •
4. ( Initial . . . d, z, dh d, z, th t, z, tk

Gothic, d, t, p; strict Jr.- J ,t *''j *„-^
,v IT r 1 a ri \ Intenor . . a, zs, ah t, 2, j, d t, z,-^, a
U. tl. uerm. t, z.2,a

^ Terminational t, zs, dh t, z,-^ d t, z, 5, d

Old Saxon d, t, iS, th. At the beginning- of a word the media

is used just as in Gothic ', so also in the middle and at the end

of words, but with the following exceptions :—The O. S. Icl^ nd,

rd, represent the identical Gothic combinations as well as the

Goth, l"^, n\, and r)?, hence Goth, halds, hindan and hal\s, aii^ar,

show in O. S. the media, cald, hindan, bald, andar. When how-
ever the n is dropped the aspirate finds its place again, hence

Ji^an for findan, to find ; mu'6, Goth. mun\s, O. H. Germ, munt,

mouth (Germ. mund). Old Saxon does not object to the use of

the media at the end of words where Gothic replaces it by the

aspirate, therefore O. S. god, deus, for Go^h. gii^s ; Irud, bride

(Germ, braut), Goth, brn^ps ; so also the termination of the 3rd

sing, pres.- of verbs : bir-id, ner-id, salb-od. But the Old Saxon
terminational media is sometimes affected in another way, so

that it yields to the tenuis t (perhaps under Old High German
influence) when it occurs at the end of a word, e.g. got for

god, but gen. godis again ; in the same manner dot, death, gen.

dodis ; werolt, world, gen. weroldis ; hehielt, pret. of behaldan,

conservare.

The tenuis t, with the exception of the few mentioned cases,

preserves its organic character and keeps aloof from any inter-

change with media and aspirate alike.

The aspirate appears hard in th, soft in 'S ; but these signs are

not always adhered to in the different manuscripts. The Munich
Codex has d and "S, rarely th ; the Cottonian th and "S indiscri-

minately ; smaller documents commonly th, rarely 'S.

Anglo-Saxon d, t, 'S, ]?. Besides its organic functions the

media has frequently to form the substitute of the aspirate, the

latter keeping its place after the liquids n and r, but yielding it

to the media after I, so that the original distinction between Id

and V^ is no longer preserved. Hence we find cald, ceald, cold,

Goth, kalds; and bald, bold, Goth. baD^s. Compare Old Saxon.
In the preterite of strong verbs the terminational ^ of the

root, as soon as it recedes from the end of the word, is replaced

by the media, e. g. weor&e, fio
;

pret. wear^, wurde, wurdon, part.

worde ; cwe^e, dico, cwd^, cicade, cwadon.

* Heine, p. 105.
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The tenuis is organic with one exception, which is character-

istic of this dialect. Whenever the termination "S in the 3rd
sing, of strong verbs follows upon a dental or spirant of the root,

d-\-^, or «+ 'S, make t, and thus bind-^, he binds, becomes dini;

cys-d becomes c^st, he chooses.

The aspirate is, as in most Low German dialects, modified
into hard (]?) and soft (^), which undoubtedly represent the two-
fold aspirates still extant in modern English, the soft in tldne

and soothe, the hard in thin and sooth. As to the use of the soft

or hard aspirate the manuscripts are so irregular as to render it

impossible to form a rule from them, and many editors of manu-
scripts follow this lawless course. E,ask, however, and Grimm
after his example, make it a rule to use the hard aspirate

J?
at

the beginning, the soft <5 in the middle and at the end of words.

Dr. Bosworth places \ where the corresponding word in English
has the hard th, and "S where we find the soft th ; hence he always
puts ]f at the beginning of words not pronominal, as yincan, \in,

and at the end of radical and infl.ectional tenminations, as stnilff,

writd\>. The soft "S he always uses in the beginning of pronouns
and in words derived from pronouns, as ^dt, and ^dtUc, and
also between two vowels, as banian. Anglo-Saxon words are

thus assimilated to modern English.

The connection between l^ and Id has already been mentioned.
Gemination of the aspirate is the result of assimilation, as in

o'S'Se, or ; si^^an, since (O. Engl, sith) ; or of contraction, as in

cy^^u, home, O. H, Germ, chundida ; or it is superfluously applied,

as in scd'&^e for sca^e, damage (Germ, schaden, ef.Engl. scathe).

Old Frisian d., t, th. The Old Frisian dentals occupy very

much the same position as the Anglo-Saxon. The media, when
initial, is organic. In the middle of a word the combination nd
remains intact, as in bindan, the combination nth drops the n
(compare A. S., &c.), as in Mth ; Id is either organic or it takes

the place of Ith, hence halda, to hold, Goth, haldan, and bilde-=i

bilthe, O. S. hili^i ; rd and rth are kept distinct, as gerdel, girdle

;

word; and irthe, earth, hirth, hearth. At the end of words the

Old Frisian, like the Old Saxon media, remains faithful to its

function in the words breid, bride ', god ; hdfd, head ; bed, asked

(Germ, bat, Goth, ba]?) ; but in the terminations of the verb, d
and ad yield, as in Gothic, to the influence of the aspirate, and
become th and ath, as werp-th, he throws (Germ, wirft) ; salv-ath,

he anoints ; Goth, vaiip-i^, salb-o]>, but O. S. wirp-id, salb-od.

The tenuis is almost throughout organic. When termina-

tional it is sometimes dropped after a ch, as riuch for riucht, fiuch

for jiucht ; in the 3rd sing. pres. of the verb it replaces excep-
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tionally the th, as nimat for nimath, and in like manner it stands

for ddt=ddth, death; klU=.Meth, cloth (Germ, kleid). Other
documents place vice versa th for t, as iceth for wet, A. S. wdt,

wet; with for wit. This last change, however, seems never to

occur where t follows upon a mute or a spirant, and t therefore

always preserves its position in words such as brust, nacht, aft.

The aspirate occurs under the sole sign of th, yet it is supposed

by grammarians to have had a softer sound in the middle and
at the end, than at the beginning of words. The aspirate and
media interchange occasionally, as sdda for sdtha, cespes, and
steth for sted, stead, place. The gemination thth in aththa,

father, judge, is better replaced by the single aspirate th.

Old Norse d, t, iS, ]?. The media, if initial, keeps always dis-

tinct from both tenuis and aspirate. In the middle and at the

end of words the combinations dd, md, nd, and Id, are preserved,

while n^ and l^ are everywhere changed into nn and II. In all

other cases the aspirate has much encroached on the media in

the middle as well as at the end of words.

The tenuis t takes the place of the media in the sing. pret. of

strong verbs, as gialda, valere, gait ; halda, to hold, helt ; falda,

to fold,y//^y compare further Jiwf/a, ({la^^; hlanda, hlett (vide supra,

sub lit. n) . The gemination tt is organic in skattr, tribute : it

arises from nt in mitt, meum; '^pitt, tuum; sitt, suum; hitt, illud;

eiM, unum ; instead of mint, 'ptnt, sint, &c. ; tuttugu= tvintugu,

twenty. We find caused by assimilation also the gemination
in the neuter of adjectives, the roots of which, having dropped a
consonant, end in a vowel, e. ^.fd-tt, paucum, from/</-ry hd-tt,

altum, from hd-r, instead oifd-t, hd-t. For other encroachments
on the media, see below.

The aspirate is either hard (]?), or soft (S), the former being
met with only at the beginning of words. The soft aspirate

comprises a far wider range than it does in the Saxon dialects.

The media which, as we have seen above, can only stand after I,

m, n, and in the gemination dd, is replaced by the aspirate ^,
after all the vowels and the consonants r,f, h, g, while upon the

consonants p, t, h, s, the tenuis t usurps its place ; hence d and ^
can no longer be distinguished affcer a vowel or the liquid r, as

proved by the following examples:—orS, word, Goth, vaurd

;

ior^, earth, Goth. a{r\ ; ver^a, to become (Germ, werden), Goth.
vair^an; go^r, good, Goth. gods. This rule concerning the

replacement of the media by the aspirate or the tenuis in certain

positions is of great importance in the formation of the preterite

of weak verbs where the termination da is to be added, either

unaltered or changed either into ^a or ta, according to the rule
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just mentioned. Hence we have tlie preterites vil-da,fram~da,
bren-da, Jcalla-^a, svaf-^a, glap-ta, from the verbs v'd-ja, frem-ja^

hremi-a, kall-a, svef-ja, glep-ja. The terrainational 'S is dropped
before the t of the neuter gender, and we therefore find hart for

har^t, from hai-^r, bold ; vert for vei-^t, from vei^r, worthy ; but

where this "S^ is preceded by a vowel it is assimilated into tt, and
shortens at the same time the preceding vowel, e. g. gott, neut.

oi godr, good; i-autt from rmi^r, red.

3. Gutturals ;—g, c, k, q (kw), ch, h, hh
Gothic g, h, q. The media g in the middle, as well as at the

end of a word, is sometimes replaced by the spirant h, a change
which cannot be accounted for by any apparent law. Hence
digands and dihands, veigan, vd'ih. The geminations gg, gk, gq,
are like the Greek yy, yK, nasal, and are therefore rendered in

the other Teutonic dialects by ng, nk, e. g. Goth, stiggan, A. S.

stingan, Goth, drigkan, O. H. Germ, trinkan, to drink; Goth.
singqan, O. S. siucan, to sink, ggk^ ggq, = gh, gq. As the

single media, so also has its gemination, a certain relation to

the spirant h, the latter appearing in derivative forms often in

the place of the former, e. g. gaggan, to go, gahts, gait (Germ,
gang); junggs, young, comp.Ju/dza.
Whenever the derivat ive suffix t follows upon a radical g or k,

the guttural must be changed into h, as mali-ta, potui, from
mng-an ; vdh-tvo from vakan, to wake : but in the 2nd sing,

pret. the guttural is preserved before the terminational t, as

mag-t, potes ; vok-t from vak-an, s6k-t from sak-an, incusare.

q is identical with our qu=ikw. As in hv, so in the combina-
tion q=:ho, the w sound seems to be a euphonic addition which
has no etymological claim to its position, wherefore q is, in the

cognate languages represented by the simple guttural, e. g. qens,

wife, Sansk. janis, Gr. yvvi]. In later times, however, the

usurper occasionally expels the legitimate guttural altogether,

as in Goth, vaurms, worms, instead of qaurms, Sansk. krimis.

This phenomenon becomes more frequent in O. H. Germ., e. g.
weinon, to weep (Germ, weinen), which in Gothic still shows the

original guttural qdinon.

The Greek ^ is rendered by ks.

Old High German g, k, ch {hh, h). The media, which in the

strict Old High German should be replaced by the tenuis, does

indeed, but rarely, occur instead of the legitimate tenuis ; but it

is frequently used to fill the place of the spirant j. But here

again, as in the case of the dentals and labials, Old High German

A
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authors differ in the mode of applying* the media. Isidor keeps

up the Gothic media both at the beginning and at the end of a
word, but he applies the tenuis only at the end, hence got

;

stigan, steic (Germ, steigen, stieg). Before a thin vowel, e or «,

he introduces an h, which appears to find a place there merely
for the sake of preserving the guttural pronunciation of the g, as

ghehan, to give, pret. gah, gheist, ghost (Germ, geist), Otfried

and Tatian use the media qiiite in the Gothic fashion.

In strict Old High German the Gothic tenuis k should be re-

placed by the aspirate ch, as is the case in Isidor, while Otfried

and Tatian preserve the Gothic tenuis where it is terminational,

but replace it by ch in the middle and at the beginning of words,

except in the combinations Ik, nk, rk, which even Isidor likes

to retain. The combination sk is in Otfried and Tatian already

softened into sg, which seems to be the transition sound to the

later *c^. Hence ^5^=/?5c, fish (Germ, fisch); himiUsg :=.hmiilisc

,

heavenly (Germ, himmlisch), by the side of eiscon, eiscota.

The aspirate ^, ch [= kh), as we have already seen, replaces the

Gothic k. In the middle of a word this ch is sometimes ren-

dered by hh, rarely by h, while at the end the latter has the

preference. This h has of course nothing to do with the spirant

h, from which it differed etyraologically as well as in pronun-
ciation.

qu, answering to the Gothic q, is in strict Old High German
authors rendered by chu; herein also, following Grimm's law,

others write quh, or qhu, or simply ch, as chuedan, quhedan, ch'e-

dan, all different modes of spelling one and the same word.

X in Old High German is commonly rendered by hs.

The gemination kk {cc) used, by Isidor and others is rendered

by gg in Otfried and Tatian, and their kk is identical with the

Gothic gemination of the same kind which in strictly Old High
German is often replaced by cch.

The list of gutturals as used in the different Old High German
authors appears thus * :

—

Isidor. Otfried. Tatian.

Gothic a, Tc ; strict j r ^ •
'

r^A. 7 I \ Interior
g {gh), ch g,k g,h
g igh), hh g, ch g, hh
c, h g, h g,hO. H. Germ. Ic, ch i rr, .' ,'

' ( Terminational

Old Saxon g, c {k) . The media, besides its organic functions,

has often to supply the spirants j and h in certain positions.

(Comp. supra, sub litt. j, h..)

The gemination has not the nasal sound of thfe Gothic, but

* Heine, p. io6.
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represents the Old High German kk, as in segg, man, vir ; wigg,

horse ; seggjan, to say.

The tenuis is rendered by c or k, both representing- the same
guttural sound. In the combination sc the c has been dropped

in the words sal, shall, debet; solun, debent. qu:=.kw.

The guttural aspirate occurs only exceptionally, and then it is

inorganic, as in ahtodoch, eighty, by the side of ahtedeg, Uchamo
is Uc-hamo.

Anglo-Saxon g, c {= k). The media before thin vowels, e and
i, was very likely pronounced like the spirant j, whence we find

the preterites of gipan, to gape ; gifan, to give ; gitan, to con-

ceive, to be geap, geqf, geat, where the e seems to be introduced

for the sake of preserving for the g, before the preterite a, the

same soft pronunciation it must have had before the vowel i of

the present. Even before the full vowels g can form alliteration

with ge, and with the spirant j itself. The organic media is in

later documents often dropped in consequence of contraction,

e. g. ren, rain, for regen (Germ, regen) ; \en, servant, for ]>egen;

\}inen, maid-servant, for ]>ignan. gn occurs inverted into ng in

the forms fringe, frang, frungon, gefrungen, instead of frigne,

fragn, &c. (Concerning the conversion of the terminational g to h,

see sub lit. h.) The gemination gg in later, eg in earlier docu-
ments is preserved even at the end of words, where other gemi-
nations prefer dissolution, e. g. ecg, edge ; vicg, horse ; seeg, man

;

mecg, man; lecgan, to lay (Germ, legen).

The tenuis is commonly rendered by e, rarely by k, whence
ece, cirm, sound eke, kirm. Before a ^ it must be changed into

h. cv= qu. X is frequent, and occurs sometimes for hs, as in

feax, coma, O.^. fahs ; sometimes as the inversion of cs, as

jixas iox fiscas ; axe, ashes, for asce, Goth. azgo.

The guttural aspirate eh occurs only in later documents instead

of the tenuis c, as chirche, ich, for ci/rce, ic. The words lichoma

(corpus), flaschoma (corpus), bldchleor (pale-faced, fair), must be
read Uc-homa, fleesc-homa, hldc-hleor.

Old Frisian g, k. The initial g preceding e ox e may be ren-

dered by the spirant /, as Jeva, to give ; Jeld, money (Germ, geld)

;

Jest, ghost. The prefixes g, Je, gi, drop the initial consonant, as

unge, eat ; ungath, eunt, for gunge, gungath ; iuth, fundit, from
giata. When in the middle of a word g occurs preceded by e

and followed by a thin vowel or consonant, it is vocalized, and
with its antecedent vowel forms the diphthong ei, which occasion-

ally is condensed into %-, e. g. rein, rain, from regen ; brein, brain,

from hregen ; neil, nail, from negel ; further condensed into hrin,

nil, &c. Before full vowels, as a and u, the media g is preserved.
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as in the plural forms degar, degum, wega, wegena ; ein, own
(Germ, eigen), for egin ; keia, key ; /leia for Aegen, retain the

vocalized forms. At the end of a word g can only occur in the

combinations ng and gg ; in all other cases it is either vocalized,

as wei, humour, for weg ; or it is replaced by cA. The gemination

gg is, in the middle of a word, either replaced by the palatal dz

(vid. infra), as in sidza for sigga, segga, to say; or it has been
vocalized, leia for O. S. leggjan, to lay ; but rarely it remains
as in eg, gen. egges, edge.

The tenuis is represented both by h and c, the latter, however,

never occurring before e or i; k preserves its position in the

middle and at the end of words, except where it yields to ch or

the palatal. The gemination of the tenuis occurs rarely, as in

smehy taste (Germ, geschmack), gen. smekkes; ekker, acre; stok,

stokkes, stick (Germ, stock) . qu = kw. x ^= hs in sax, knife,

sword; sextich, sixty.

Change of Gutturals into Palatals.—Peculiar to Old Frisian is

the conversion of a guttural into a palatal whenever at the be-

ginning or in the middle of a word it is followed by i or its

Triibung e, even when the vowel is dropped. At the beginning
of a word the media g is not affected : the tenuis k is replaced

by a palatal sound, which we find rendered by sz and sth, when-
ever it precedes an i or e which is followed by a single consonant

or by a combination which contains a liquid ; e. g sthereke,

church ; szin for kin, chin : k remains in kerva, findere, to carve

;

kersten. Christian. Owing to a mistaken analogy this change
is also effected before e where it is Umlaut of a, and e then
is fond of passing into i, e. g. szetel and sthitel by the side of

ketel, kettle, Goth, katils; tzilih, Lat. calix; tzirl, tzerl, churl,

A. S. ceorl; szelner, cellar, Lat. cellarium. The tenuis remains

in keda, chain, Lat. catena ; kempa, champion, &c.

In the middle of a word g is replaced by dz, and k by ts, tz,

tsz, under the same conditions as mentioned in the preceding

case. The combination ng is converted into nsz, nk into nz, e. g.

ledza, O. S. leggjan, to lay; lidza, O. S. liggian, to lie; sedza, to

say ; spretsa and spreka, to speak ; thenzja and thanka, to think.

As to the pronunciation of these palatals, sz, sth, tz, and tsz,

may have sounded like the English ch in ' church,^ dz like g in

* gentleman.' In West Frisian, where the palatal is far more
common than in East Frisian, they adopted a simpler mode of

rendering the palatal sounds by the letter z or s.

The negation ne as well as pronouns may, as occasionally in

Anglo-Saxon, be joined to the following word, in which case an
initial w, h, th, is dropped, e. g. nella= ne willa, nolle ; nertha=

K a
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ne wertha, non fieri; nesa— ne wesa, non esse; nehha-=.ne liehha,

non habere; mdt^^md hit ; thut-=thu hit ; mujem for muge him.

Old Norse g, h. The terminational g in the pret. sing, of strong

verbs is often dropped, and in this case a preceding diphthong
condensed into a single long vowel ; ng under the same circum-

stances becomes hk, but a terminational g can in this case never

become/^. The gemination ^^ may be (i)=A S. cg^ O. S. gg,
as seggr, man; seggja, to say; leggja, to lay, better segja, legja,

as in older manuscripts, since the gemination was the later result

of the suppression of the j. (2) In the combinations egg and igg

the media g is a converted j and was, according to Old Norse
tendencies, doubled at the end and in the middle of words, thus

egg, egg (A, S. dg, O. H. Germ, ei). (3) The combinations ogg,

^gg= Goth, aggv, iggv, which in Old Noi'se may, as in other

dialects, be also rendered by diphthongs ; e. g. gloggr, Goth.
glaggvus, O. H. Germ, klawer, Mauwer, A. S. gledv ; hbzgva, to

hew (O. H. Germ, hauwan, A. S. hedvan).

The tenuis k is also rendered by c, chiefly at the end of words

;

the gemination is ck in earlier, kk in later documents. The Old
Norse gemination, however, very rarely occurs in cases parallel

to the Anglo-Saxon gemination cc or the O. S. kk, as rekja, evol-

vere, O. S. rekkjan ; but it commonly takes the place of ng^ nk.

kt is sometimes assimilated into tt. x= hs in lax, salmon; uxiy

ox; vaxa, to wax, grow. x=ics in ox, ax, O. S. acus; sex, six

—

dropped in *<?i^^i, sixth, qu — kv.

MIDDLE TEUTONIC.

Liquids.

Middle High German. I in some very rare cases supersedes

T, and is itself superseded by n, e. g. kilche for kirche or chirche,

church; knohelouch, garlic, for O. H. Germ, chlobilouck : by the

side of ode, oder, or, we find frequently aide.

The terminational m of the inflexions is now throughout (except

dat. sing.) weakened into n, and even the m of the root yields

occasionally to n, e.g. hein for heim, home; ohein for oheim,

uncle ; Ian for lam, lame ; am for arm. But whenever this

inorganic n takes its place again in the middle of the word it

must return to m : lein, leimes ; am, armes. In modern German
the terminational m has in this latter case been replaced, m is

dropped in nen for nemen, to take ; kon for komen, to come

;

frun ioxfrumen. These, however, are quite isolated forms.
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n is, in tlie middle of words, occasionally dropped : sint, since,

becomes sU (Germ, seit, cf. O. Engl, sith) ; O. H. Germ, chuningy

king-, becomes kunic (Germ, konig).

r suffers apocope in several adverbs : da, there (Germ, da)

;

wd, where (Germ, wo) ; hie, here (Germ, hier, obs. hie) ; sd, so

(Germ, so), for O. H. Germ, dar, huar, Mar, sar ; but the r is

preserved in dar, thither ; war, whither ; her, hither (O. H. Germ.
dara, huara, hiara). Both me and mer, more (Germ, mer), are

used. The fluctuation between r and * we shall notice hereafter

(vid. sub lit. s)- Peculiar to some manuscripts is the inversion

of the prefix er when preceded by a word ending in a vowel, or r,

or n; e.g. dorebei^te^=id6 erbei^te, wirreslagen-=wir erslagen,unre-

chant=iunerchant. The r is dropped in welt for werlt, world
(Germ. welt).

The gemination of liquids is rather frequent : II is organic in

the words all, all ; vallen, to fall ; stal, gen. stalles, stall ; vel,

gen. velles, skin ; gellen, to shout ; swellen, to swell : inorganic

II arises chiefly out of li, e. g. helle, hell ; stellen, to put ; wille,

will ; hiille, cover. mm is organic in Iclimmen, to climb ; swim-
men, to swim ; brimmen, to roar ; — inorganic for mb {mp), in

wamme = wamhe, womb ; ham = kamb, comb ; zimmer = zimber,

timber, building; amt =^ambet, O. H. Germ, ambaht, ambitus ;

—

for mn, sti7nme=stimne, voice; verdammen from damnen, to damn,
condemn. nn is organic in spinnen, to spin ; gewinnen, to win;
bannen, to banish ; tanne, fir ; minne, love ; brunne, fountain

;

sunne, sun; dUnne, thin;—inorganic from ni : henne, hen; kilnne,

kin ; brunne, armour, breast-plate ;—from mn : nennen, Goth.
namnjan. rr organic: werren, to impede; kerren, to grunt;

sperren, to close ; zerren, to tear, to tease ;—inorganic from rs :

irre, erroneous ; dilrre, dry ;—from rn : verre for verne, far (Germ,
fern) ; but sterre is only dialectically used for the common sterne^

star (Germ, stern, Goth, staimo, O. N. stiarna, O. H. Germ,
stemo; but O. S. sterro, A. S. steorra).

Old and Middle English. I in words of Anglo-Saxon origin

is commonly preserved ; in such of French derivation it is often

softened into u, e. g. O. Engl, fans, false ; assaut, assault ; cav^

dron, caldron; shaffaut, scafibld^. It is dropped in eche, each,

A. S. celc; whiche for wilke, A. S. hw§lic, which ; O. Engl, swilke,

M. Engl, swiche, A. S. swylic, such.

m and n occupy the same position as in Anglo-Saxon. Where
in this dialect they are dropped, they remain so through Old
English, Middle English, and New English, w is dropped

' icode, wood, lignum, has nothing in common with the Dutch woud, forest, silva

;

the former being the A.S. wudu, lignum, the latter the A. S. weald, silva.
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already in A. ^.f^f for Goth, fmf, five (Germ, fiinf) ; sqfte, O. H.
Germ, samfte, soft (Germ, sanft). n is regularly omitted before

/,s,^: A. S. ffos, goose; to^, tooth; its, us, for O. H. Germ.
kans, Goth. tun]>us, unsis ; Germ, gans, zahn, uns, where the n is

preserved : so also konnte for Engl, could, M. Engl, coude, A. S.

cilde, pret. of cunnan. But Old English frequently drops n where
Anglo-Saxon had retained it, i. e. in inflexions and the termina-

tions of adverbs, e.g. A. S. aftan, foran, hinan, hwanan, nrSan,

utan, 'panan ; O. Engl, and M. Engl, qfer, after, before, henne,

hennes, hens, hence ; wanne, whennes, whens, whence, &c.

r occupies the same position as in Anglo-Saxon. The meta-

thesis of r, which in Anglo-Saxon already had begun, continues

in Old English, as brid, bridde, bird; A. S. brid and bird; wroJite,

wrought, worked, A. S. wohrte, wrohte ; frost, A. S. frost and

forst ; bernen, to burn, A. S. beornan, brinnan (Germ, brennen)

;

rennen and ernen, to leak, to run, A. S. rinnen, irnan (Germ, rin-

nen) ; kerse, cress, A. S. cresse and cerae.

Spirants,

Middle High German, w must be kept altogether distinct

from the soft aspirate v, so that winden, wand, wunden, are differ-

ent words from vinden, vand, vunden. In the middle of words this

spirant occurs chiefly between two vowels, e. g. frowwe, woman
(Germ, frau) ; rinwe, repentance (Germ, reue) ; senewe, sinew
(Germ, sehne), where the preceding vowel may be dropped, as

melwe for melewe, meal (Germ, mehl) ; varwe for varewe, colour

(Germ, farbe); so also in grdwen, to become grey (Germ, ergrauen)

;

cldwen, ungulis (Germ, klauen) ; pfdwe, peacock (Germ, pfau)

;

klewes, gen. of kle, clover (Germ. klee). While thus the spirant

w remains in its ancient position after long vowels, it appears
that it affects short vowels which precede it, and, in accord-

ance with the general tendency of the development of the
language to destroy ancient correptions, changes ew, iw, uw, into

euw, iuw, ouw,—iuw especially being a most favourite combina-
tion in the Middle High German dialect, so that it stands not
only for iw, but even for the organic iu, as fuwer, tiuwer, for

fiure, fire (Germ, feuer); tiure, dear (Germ, teuer). By this
confusion of iw and iuw the strong conjugations are materially
affected and two classes thrown into one, so that schrien, pret.

schrei, has in the plur. and part, schriuwen, geschriuwen, instead
of sckriwen, geschriwen; and bliuwen, pret. blou, has in the plur.

and part, bliuwen, gebliuwen, instead of bluwen, gebluwen. In
all these cases the w is not introduced for the sake of euphony,
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but has been organically developed from the vowel u, an origin

which plainly shows its nature as a true spirant and its distinct-

ness from the aspirate v ; and this fact is further illustrated by
the interchange of w and k which existed in Old High German
already, as O. H. Germ, sdken for sdwen, to sow, fohe iorfowe, few;

and M. H. Germ, schiuwen for schiuhen, vereri (Germ, scheuen).

At the end of words the spirant was preserved in Gothic after

long vowels or consonants, as div, valv ; after a short vowel it

was vocalized in u, as snau, hniu, instead of snav, kniv : in Old
High German the spirant at the end of words was always either

vocalized in u or o, or suffered apocope j in Middle High German
it always suffers apocope without being vocalized, where it

stands in unaccentuated terminations, as mel, gar, O. H. Germ.
melo, meal, garo, ready ; also in the accentuated root, when it

follows after d, e, % uo, ie, as grd, grey ; hrd, brow ; spi, spue

;

ruo, quiesce j hie, succidit ; as also in the terminational ou, in, eu,

we have apocope of the w, e. g. blou, tou, niu, getriu, for hlouw,

flagellavit (conf. Engl, blow, ictus) ; tonw^ dew ; niuw, new, &c.

Even in the middle of words w is always dropped where syncope

of the terminational e takes place, whence hrdn instead of hrdwen,

dat. plur. of hrd, brow ; frbude instead of frouwde, toun instead

of tbuwen.

j at the beginning of words is not very frequent. Examples are

jd, yes; jdr, year; jageti, to chase; jdrr).er, grief (Germ. jammer)

;

jehen, to say, speak, admit; June, young; jener, ille. In the

middle of words / has commonly been dropped, except in a few
words where it kept its position after I and r by transforming

itself into g, as ferge, ferry, nautus, for ferje ; tilgen, delere,

A. S. dilgjan; but immediately after a long vowel the spirant

has more frequently been preserved, as bluejen, to bloom (Germ,
bliihen); bruejen, Germ, briihen

;
gluejen, to glow (Germ, glii-

hen)
; fruege, early, praecox (Germ, friihe). In all these words

the ue is the Umlaut of uo, caused by the spirant y, the remainder

of the verbal suffix ja : where, therefore, the j is dropped the

cause of the Umlaut is removed, and the original vowel uo re-

sumes its place, as in the contracted infinitives hluon, hruon,

gluon. The same rule holds good for the combination cej in

krajen, to crow ; sajen, to sow ; mcejen, to mow, which are con-

tracted into hldn or blan, krdn or kran, &c. After ue as well as

a the spiranty is occasionally replaced in manuscripts by g. The
contractions we have just mentioned have led to some confusion,

because words with the combination ah are also contracted into

<B, as been, dran, for hahen, drahen, just as sckuon for schuohen,

calceis, and ruon for ruowen, quiescere; and when the contrac-
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tion again was dissolved, it easily happened that dfran became
drajen, and kreen became krahen.

s. The simple spirant is preserved in many words. Examples :

—glas, glass ; gras, grass ; hase, hare ; nase, nose ; esel, ass ; rise,

giant; sns, thus; kase, cheese; wtse,w\se (Germ, weis) ; spise,

meat (Germ, speise) ; los, loose; rose, rose; mus, mouse (Germ,

maus) ; Ms, louse (Germ, lause) ; tusent, thousand (Germ, tau-

send). ros, horse ; kus, kiss ; qewis, certain, take in the middle

of the word the gemination. The s which in Old High German
had been changed into r is not replaced again, therefore her,

berry; mer, more; ror, reed, Goth, hasi, mdis, rdus. On the

whole, the spirant s shows far more stability than either w or h,

if we except the case of rhotacism we have just mentioned.

k, as an initial, is inorganic in heischen, to urge, where the

older manuscripts have still the correct form eischen : in a similar

manner heidechse by the side of eidechse, lizard. At the end of

words h is always converted into ch. In the middle of words h

is retained between two vowels, as slaheyi, to slay (Germ, schla-

gen) ; tralien, a tear (Germ, thrane) ; zaher, a tear (Germ, zahre)

;

sehen, to see (Germ, sehen) ; vihe, cattle (Germ, vieh) ; zehen,

ten (Germ, zehn) ; ddhe, clay (Germ, thon) ; vahen, to catch

(Germ, fangen); ndhen, near (Germ. nahe). It is intei-polated

between two vowels, an occurrence which in Gothic and Old
High German already is observed, and then tends to preserve

the shortness of the preceding vowel. In modern German this

object would be obtained by doubling the consonant, while h is

used just in the opposite case, to lengthen the preceding vowel.

Middle High German consequently writes Ddnihel, Gdhrihel, in

order to avoid the forms Ddniel, Gdbrtel. h is dropped alto-

gether with its succeeding vowel where syncope takes place, as

stdl, van, hdn, for stahel, steel (Germ, stahl); vahen, to catch

(Germ, fangen) ; haheti, to hang (Germ, hangen).

The most important combinations which this spirant forms
are hs and ht. Examples of the combination hs:—wahs, wax
(Germ, wachs) ; wahsen, to wax (Germ, wachsen) ; ahsel, axle

(Germ, achsel) ; sehs, six (Germ, sechs) ; fuhs, fox (Germ, fuchs)

;

ohse, ox (Germ, ochse) ; flahs, flax (Germ, flachs)—examples all

of which are found in Old High German already, and which in

Anglo-Saxon and English render the hs by ks {x), and in Modern
German by chs pronounced like ks. ht occurs in the words aht,

eight (Germ; acht) ; maht, might (Germ, macht) ; naht, night
(Germ, nacht) ; man-slaht, man-slaughter (cf. Germ, schlacht)

;

reht, right (Germ. :^cht)
; fehten, to fight (Germ, fechten)

;

tohter, daughter (Germ, tochter); lieht, light (Germ, licht).
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With this M. H. Germ, ht corresponds A. S. ht in the identical

words, ahta, miht, niht, &c., the former represented by the Modern
Germ, cht, the latter by the Engl. ght. ht has arisen from the

foreign ct in dihten (Lat. dictare, Germ, diehten), and in rare

instances is used for the German ct and gt, as in the anomalous

preterites, mohte, might (Germ, mochte), suohte, sought (Germ,

suchte), &c., which in O. H. Germ, already had ht. ht is some-
times used for the organic cht, as in laht, mahte, schahie.

Old and Middle English. The spirant w is in Old English

sometimes replaced by the aspirate v, as was and vas, wende and
vende. The Teutonic w is rendered in French by gu, and many
Teutonic words have come back into English in their French

garb. Hence it happens that of some words we have in English

the German and the French form side by side, as wile and guile,

ward and guard, &c. (Compare the same letter under the head-

ings. New Teutonic, English.) w is preserved in the middle of

words after long vowels, e. g. hlawe, knowe, sowe, grewe, but it is

dropped in O. Engl, feor, four, A. S. feower ; saule, soul, A. S.

sdwel ; wheol, wheel, A. S. hweowol ; and in compounds, as

O.Engl, oht, aught, A. S. dht, duht, d-wiht, qusedam res; noht,

naught, A. S. n-d-wihi. n is the negation ne. The termina-

tional w is dropped in O. Engl, tre and km, where Anglo-
Saxon already writes more frequently treo and cneo than treow

and cneow ; it is vocalized when following e, as M. Engl, blew,

grew, sew, threw. The Anglo-Saxon combination wl drops the w,

but wr retains it, as O. Engl. wra\e, wrath ; wreken, to wreak.

The Anglo-Saxon cw is represented in Old English by qu : guel-

len, from which N. Engl, to quell and to kill ; O. Engl comen,

to come, A. S. cuman and cwiynan. The A. S. hw is inverted in

wh, O.Engl, whar^ wheel, white; or w simply is used, as wer,

wat, wen. Middle English adopts wh exclusively.

j, the Anglo-Saxon spirant, is replaced in Old English by g or

y, as ge and ye, get and yet. Where j occurs in the middle of a

word. Old English assimilates it to the preceding consonant, and
the gemination is preserved in Middle English and New English,

e. g. sellan for seljan. But for the lost Anglo-Saxon spirant

letter a new/ comes into the language with the French spirant y,
which in Old English is rendered by g or j, as gewes and Jews,

gywel and Jewel. In Middle English it becomes more frequent,

the greater the number of French words imported, and here also

it is sometimes replaced by g, sometimes even by ch, as subjettes,

suget, socket— all standing for the French sujet ; magestee for

majeste. From this it would almost appear as ^^ g,j, and ch, had
been very similar if not identical in pronunciation.
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s in Anglo-Saxon already yields often to rhotacism, as pret.

sing, ceds, e\egi;forleds, amisi; dreds, cecidi; plur. curon,forluron,

druron ; part, coren, forloren, droren. In Old English the r dis-

appears from the preterite, but is preserved in the participle

—

ycorn, lorn ; but even in these, Middle English drops the r and
replaces the s— chosen, lost (but the Old English form in the

M. Engl, and N. YiXi^.forlorn), s is preserved by a succeeding

t, as in dorst, durst, dare, A. S. dearr= dears, Goth, daurs. A. S.

sc becomes in Old English and Middle English sh and sch, or sc

and sk, e. g. skam and scham, ship and schip (sometimes even ss).

h before I, n, r, where in Anglo-Saxon it was often omitted,

is never used in Old English, hence A. S. hldf, bread; hladan,

to lade ; hlud, loud ; hring, ring ; hnecca, neck, are in Old English
loue, laden, lud, ring, necke. hw, as we have already observed,

becomes in Old English wh, or simply w ; in Middle English
always wh. h in the middle and at the end of words was, in

Anglo-Saxon, already often dropped, as sleahan, sledn, to slay

;

seohon, seon, to see; taher, tcer, tear; rdh, rd ; fdh, fd ; tdh, td

;

feoh, feo ; sceoh, sceo ; O.Engl, slen, sen, tere, roe, foe, toe,fe,

sho. Final h is often turned in Old English and Middle English
into g, sometimes gh, as A. S. heah, O. Engl, hig, hie, M. Engl.
hig, heig, N. Engl, high ; A. S. neah, O. Engl, nig, nie, M. Engl.

nig, neig, N. Engl, nigh; A. S. \eoh, O.Engl. \egh, M. Engl, thigh

and thie, N.Engl, thigh; A. S. \edh, O.Engl. \ogh, M.Engl.
tho, though, N. Engl, though. The A. S. h in the combination

ht is rendered in Old English and Middle English by ht, gt, or

ght, the latter remains in New English (vid. New Teutonic,

English). The h in French words, when initial, was sometimes

dropped, sometimes retained, probably never pronounced, as

honour and onour, homage and omage, heir and eyr.

Mutes.

I. Labials.

Middle High Gterman. The relation of the tenuis and media

of labials, as of mutes in general, is regulated by rules unknown
to Old High German, according to which at the end of words

only the tenues, in the middle of words only the mediae, are ad-

missible. If therefore a media happens to occur at the end of a

word, it must be changed into the tenuis, and if a tenuis finds

its place in the middle of a word, it must be changed into the

media, e. g. geben, gap, give, gave ; diep, thief, gen. diebes.

The relation of the aspirate is rather complicated, because.
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as in Old High German already, this class of letters very often

evades the application of Grimm^s law. The Gothic or Saxon
tenuis is in Middle High German in accordance with the rule

represented by the aspirate ; but the organic h of Low Ger-
man, which in High German should be rendered by jo (as c? by f),

commonly preserves its position in the latter dialect too, and
yields to the tenuis p only at the end of words. The media,

therefore, which in High German properly has to take the

place of the Low German aspirate, is already engaged else-

where, and the aspirate left to shift for itself. Thus then we
have two distinct aspirates in High German, one which stands

for the Gothic tenuis, the other which runs parallel to the

Gothic aspirate. The former occurs as an initial chiefly in words
taken from the Latin, where they show the tenuis p which Old
High German already Germanized into ph, pph, pf, as pfaffe,

papa ; pfawe, pavo
; pfianze, planta ; pfunt, pondus

; pfilaere,

pilarius. These words consistently retained in Low German the

Latin tenuis, as we see on comparing the English words plant,

pmmd, pillar, &c. It indeed appears that all the words begin-

ning with a pf are of a foreign origin, though in many cases they

are of such ancient date and thorough German type that one
feels inclined to seek for a Teutonic descent. But in this we
must chiefly inquire whether the word exists in several or in

but one Teutonic dialect, whether it has a root in a Teutonic or

in a foreign language ; if the former is the case, its Teutonic

origin is more likely, if the latter, we may put it down as a

foreign word. Thus Grimm derives jo/a;^, path, O. ^.padh, from
the Gr. t:6.to^ : for if it were German it would use the common
aspirate^ or v instead ofthe ph^ as does vuoz, L. Grerm.fot, foot, for

jToS-os. Even jo/7«oc, A. ^.plog, O. N. plogr, plough (Germ, pflug),

is set down as foreign j and the verb pflegen, solere, which has
the essentially Teutonic characteristics of the Ablaut, claims in

vain a Teutonic descent, for the existence of its Ablaut, though
beyond a doubt in Middle High German, is very uncertain in

Old High German, Old Norse and Old Saxon ; and in Gothic
the word is wanting altogether. In the middle of words this pf
(instead ofy) occurs as a favourite combination with the liquid

m, e. g. hampf, fight ; tampf, vapour (Germ, dampf) ; strumpf,

stocking ; stumpf, truncus, stump : pf with n occurs only after the

prefix en for ent, O. H. Germ, anti, as enpfdhen, to receive (Germ,
empfangen) ; enpfinden, to feel (Germ, empfinden) ; enfiliehen, to

escape (Germ, entfliehen). This pf is very common after short

vowels, as zopf, cirrus ; apfel, apple ; zapfe, tap ; kripfen, to gripe,

rapere ; copfer, copper ; tropfe, drop. (But the same words occur
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with f as well.) After long vowels, however, whether in the

middle or at the end of words we find orAjf, never pf or ff, as

slaf, sldfes, sleep
; grifen, greif, to gripe ; triefen, trouf, to drop

;

y' always after /, commonly after n and r, never after m.

The second aspirate^ which runs parallel to the aspirate in Low
German is sometimes indicated by v, sometimes \>^f, which the

manuscripts use indiscriminately. Grimm proposes to use v in

all cases; but editors of manuscripts generally adopt^ before Uy

and some of them even before iu, I, and r, where others prefer v,

so that we may in one and the same word find v and f as the

initial, e. g. vinden, vant, funden, find, found, found. In the

middle of a word v should always be used, never f\ for in this

position it really indicates the soft aspirate and exchanges withy^

as does h with p, or d with t ; hence wolf, wolves, wolf; zwivel,

doubt ; frevel, crime ; hqf, hoves, court : but on the whole ex-

amples of this kind are rare in purely Teutonic words. For the

opposite reason for which we require v in the middle, we puty
always at the end of words. Foreign words always retain their

f; but the v of foreign words always becomes f at the end, as

brief (Lat. breve), whilst at the beginning it may be rendered

.

by,/ or v.

The organic gemination of p is very frequent ; ff,
where it

occurs, is inorganic, and stands for the terminational pf, which
is commonly changed into ff in the middle of the word, bb is

found in foreign words only.

Old and Middle EngUsh. The tenuis holds the same position

as in Anglo-Saxon. It is interpolated in the words, O. Engl.

sempster, seamster, A. S. sedmestre; solempne, solemn. (Compare
New Teutonic, Englisli.) The media also, when occurring at the

beginning or in the middle of a word, remains intact; but as a

final letter it is often dropped, as lam, dum, warn, clime, by the

side of lamb, dumb, wamb (womb), climb. It is interpolated after

m in M. Engl, slomber, to slumber, A. S. slumerian ; O. Engl,
and M. Engl, limb, A. S. lim. The aspirate f is often replaced

in Old English by its softer relative v, where it is initial, as

vogel, bird, for fogel, vul iox f%l, vise for jisc, fish—in which case

New English always replaces the hard aspirate ; and frequently

in the middle of a word—in which latter case the soft aspirate

remains in New English too (see New Teutonic, English), f is

dropped in M. Engl, hefed, hed, head, A. S. Jieafod, O. Engl, and
M. Engl, wifman, wimman, woynman, A. S. wif-man. pJi andy are

in Old English and Middle Englisli often used indiscriminately,

as Farisee and Pharisee, Filippe and Philippe, and Middle Englisli

replaces ph by ./, as in fantom, fantasie. Thus we observe in
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Old English and Middle English a great inconsistency in the

application of the letters v and /,y and j5>^, until, in New English,

the national idiom decides in favour of one or another in each

particular word.

The B/omance v is always adopted with the foreigh word, e. g.

veray, true, very (French vrai), vertew, vessell, &c.

2. Dentals.

Middle High German. The general relations between media

and tenuis we have touched upon already ; as a rule the tenuis

always supplants the media at the end of a word, and vice

versa, the tenuis, when receding from the end to the middle of

a word, must be changed into the media. This rule however
must so far be modified, as the roots of strong verbs ending in

td, led = Goth, ei^, iu\, change d into t not only at the end
but in the middle of the word too, if they have a short vowel
in the Ablaut. Examples :

—

sniden, sneit, suite, gesniten, to cut

(Germ, schneiden, schnitt, geschnitten) ; sieden, sot, suten, gesoten,

to seethe, boil (Germ, sieden, sott, gesotten). This process in

Middle High German is something parallel to the change of ^
into d in Anglo-Saxon, e. g. sni^an, snidon ; seaman, sudon.

When two words, the former ending in s, the latter beginning
with d, coalesce into one, the d is changed into the tenuis t, e. g.

histu, muostu, listu, deste= des diu (= Lat. quo and eo with the

comp.), lis du (imp. lege).

As the tenuis supplants the media at the end, in a like manner
the media may supersede the tenuis when in the middle of a

word it occurs after I, wi, or n. This is chiefly the case with the

termination te of the weak verb, as kante and kande, cognovit

;

rumte and rumde, excessit; wolte and wolde, voluit. The com-
binations de and te are sometimes dropped b}'' syncope, as schat=-

sckadet, gesmit=gesmidet, ermort — ermordet, gekleit-=gekleidet,

tnt-=-tntety hit=.hitet. This syncope, as we see from the ex-

amples, takes place in the 3rd pers. sing, of the present tense,

and especially in the pret. part, of weak verbs. It is strange

that it does not afiect the radical vowel at all, while similar

syncope with gutturals lengthens the preceding vowel.

z occurs in two modifications z and | (see supra. Old High Grer-*

man), and the rule for their application is pretty much the same
as in Old High German. At the beginning of a word we find

always z, as also in the middle and at the end of words after the

liquids I, n, r, and after shoi-t vowels ; |, on the other hand, is

rarely used after consonants, but very frequently after vowels.
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With consonants it chiefly occurs where syncope has taken
place, e.g. hdn^=han e^, hir^=.hir e^. When it is used after long

vowels we put it both at the end and in the middle of a word

;

occurring after a short vowel it is single | at the end, and ^^ in

the middle of the word, e. g. «| a^en, bei^ bi^^en. j is dropped
in the verb Idn, Idt, lie, for Id^en, lae^et, lie^, and before the

superlative termination ste, where |, together with its succeeding

vowel sufiers syncope, as groeste, beste, teste, for proenste, be^pste,

le^pste, greatest, best, last; sometimes with 'riick-Umlaut/
ffrdste, baste.

The gemination tt occurs after the vowels a and especially i

;

dd never, zz is commonly rendered by tz (sometimes c or cz),

e. g. hatze, cat ; tatze, foot, claw ; setzen, to place, to set ; wetzen,

to wet; witze, wit; switzen, to sweat; hitze, heat. (Compare the

t in the identical English words and the tz in Germ, katze, tatze,

^^•) II' 9^11'^} street (Germ, gafe^); wa^^er, water (Germ,
wafer) ; ka^^en, to hate (Germ, hapen) ; ne^^el, nettle (Germ,
ne^el) ; me^^er, knife (Germ, mefer) ; e^^en, to eat (Germ, efen)

;

wiz^en, to wit, know (Germ, wipen). (Concerning the relation of

this I to the Modern German f and the English t, see New Teu-
tonic, German.)
The combinations into which dentals enter with other con-

sonants remain on the whole the same as in Old High German,
so that even tw and dw are still kept distinct, as in twerc, dwarf
(Germ, zwerg), and dwercA, athwart (Germ, zwerch) ; the latter,

however assuming in late Middle High German documents the

inorganic form tw, which, like the organic tw, is in New High
German converted into zw (see New Teutonic, Grerman), while

the Middle High German zw represents the same combination

in Old High German.
Old EngUsh and Middle English. The Anglo-Saxon tenuis

t, in its initial position, is preserved through Old English, Middle
English, and New English, and even in the middle and at the

end of words, Old English persistently keeps up the Anglo-
Saxon tenuis which in Middle English occasionally, and more
frequently in New English, had to yield to the encroachment of

other consonants. (See New Teutonic, English.)

The fluctuation between the media d and the soft aspirate iS

which had commenced in Anglo-Saxon already, continues in Old
English and Middle English, as Mder^ wider, weder^ or vntJier,

&c., until New English finally decided in favour of the aspirate

hither^ whither^ weather. The media is dropped in O. Engl.

• Commonly spelt gasse, &c.
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go%pell^ for A. S. god-spell ; O. Engl, answeren, A. S. and-swavian,

Germ, ant-worten. d is interpolated in ^^under, thunder, A. S.

}^unor.

Though the distinction of a soft and a hard aspirate, which

Anglo-Saxon indicated by the signs ^ and
I?

very probably-

continued in Old English (as in fact it exists in the English of

the present day), the distinction was no longer kept up in writ-

ing, and Old English documents commonly rendered both aspi-

rates by ]?, Middle English by th.

d for th in O. Engl, magde, maid ; redie, ready (A. S. mage^
and magden^ hra^ and hrad); M.Engl, cude, could; O.Engl.
qiiod, quoth ; A. S. cwce^.

z, which is no Anglo-Saxon letter, becomes in Old English

rather numerous, being imported with French words, and later

on assuming an unusual position by supplanting the organic

g^ e. g. dozter for dogter, daughter, zeres for geres, zimmes for

gimmes
y
gems. From this inorganic position, however, z soon

disappears again, and is restricted to its place in foreign, i. e.

non-Teutonic words.

3. Gutturals.

Middle High German. The tenuis is commonly rendered by
hy in some manuscripts by c ; Grimm puts c at the end, k at

the beginning and the middle of words. The gemination Ak is

expressed by ck. Some manuscripts use cA in words where the

correctness of the tenuis k cannot be doubted, and such erroneous

spelling must be considered a fanciful innovation of the copyists.

This is especially the case at the beginning of words, where
High German, instead of following Grimm's law by placing

the aspirate ck for the Low German tenuis, prefers to adopt the

latter and keep it up in spite of rules and laws, while the dentals

and labials are more consistent in this case and introduce the

regular aspirate, z for t, and pf for p. But on the other hand
the High German k also takes the place of the Gothic g, and
follows in this the dictates of Grimm's law. Thus then in

German words k commonly corresponds (i) to the Gothic k,

chiefly at the beginning of words, which however may be turned
into the aspirate in the middle and at the end of words, and (2)

to the Gothic media g chiefly at the end of words, where Middle
High German never tolerates any media whatever, but always
converts it into the tenuis. The interchange of the guttural

tenuis and media is regulated by the same rules laid down for

dentals and labials.
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g is a frequently occurring consonant at the beginning and
in the Vniddle of words ; at the end it is, as we have just stated,

always replaced by the tenuis, g suffers syncope in morne for

morgene, to-morrow
; pflU, tU for pfiiget ; ligt, suescit, jacet. It

is vocalized in i in the combination eg, e being the Umlaut of a
more ancient a in agi (the Umlaut produced by the inflexional i)

;

and sometimes both the forms eg and ei are used side by side,

e. g. leite = legte, laid, posuit ; treit= tregi, fert ; eise= egese,

fear; meide = megede, maid; gein ^= gegen, versus (cf. a-gain,

a-gain-st); getreide=gefregede, corn. Later authors introduce the

vocalization ei even for age, as meit-=.maget, kleit-=klaget, plan-

git ; sett = saqet, dicit
;
ge-seit= ge-saget, dictus : the Umlaut e

in these words is, of course, inorganic, because for klagt, magf, no
forms like klegt, megt exist. A case opposite to this vocalization

o^ g in i is the development oi g from/ (see sub lit. j).

The media g sometimes supplants the h in the conjugation of

the strong verb, so that (i) the verb Ziehen, for instance, in the

pret. and pret. part, adopts everywhere g for h when the latter

recedes from the end to the middle of tbe word, as ziige, traxisti

;

zugen, traxerunt
;
gezogen, traetus : at the end however it must not

be changed into the tenuis zoc, zuoc ; though we find the aspirate

in zoch, which stands for the original h in zoh. (2) Some verbs

change the final ch (which stands for h) into c (which stands for g),

e. g. slahen, to slay, pret. sluoc, sluege, sluogen, gestagen, instead

of sluoh, dueJie, &c. To the same category belongs the word
genuoc, genuoge, enough, for Goth, ganohs, ganokdi, and the in-

organic forms of the verb sehen, to see. Such changes of h

into c and g in the conjugation of the strong verb occur some-

times in Old High German already, and become still more
frequent in New German, where they even afiect the forms of

the present tense.

ch has two distinct sources from which it derives its origin :

—

(i) it stands for the spirant h : noch, ad hue; doch, tamen; joch,

atque ; in the preterites sach, saw ;
geschach, happened ; zoch,

drew; floch, flew ; 7iach, after ; hoch, high ; schuoch, shoe ; (2) for

the Gothic tenuis when preceded by a vowel in the middle or at

the end of a word. This ch is essentially distinct from the pre-

ceding one, inasmuch as it retains its position on receding from

the end into the middle of the word, where the first ch is re-

placed again by h. Examples:— ach (interj.), bach, brook;

dach, roof; swach, weak ; wachen, to wake ; brechen, to break

;

rechen, to wreak ; ich, mich, dich, sick, pronouns ; woche, week

;

bleich, bleak, pale ; eich, oak ; siech, sick ; buoch, book ; suochen,

to seek. (3) When it occurs in combination with s, the Gothic
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k always becomes ch, as schtn, splendour; schrift, writ; leschin,

to quench. These three different kinds of ch are preserved in

New High German, whilst all others with few exceptions are re-

placed again by the tenuis k. As we have mentioned before, even
in Middle High German the aspirate ch does not occur at the be-

ginning of a word. In Middle High German ch has occasionally

its origin in the conflux of two syllables, as siecheit-^siech-heit^

sickness; juncherre =.junc-herre, a young nobleman, a. junker.

Where thus c and h flow together New High German puts k
instead, as in junker. Where ch occurs before the termination t

of the verb, it does not, like the N. H. Germ, cht, supplant ht,

but is owing to contraction, as bricht = brichet; N. H. Germ.
cht is always M. H. Germ. ht. The geminations kk (ck) and ffgi

are frequent. (Concerning the combinations hs and ht, see sub
lit. h.)

Old and Middle English. The k sound of Anglo-Saxon words
is commonly preserved before dark vowels and the liquids I, n, r.

Whilst Anglo-Saxon uses c only to indicate the guttural tenuis,

Old English and Middle English apply c and k indiscriminately

for the same purpose. Before the thin vowels e and i we some-
times find in late Anglo-Saxon already k changed into ch, and
this wayward alteration has been kept up to the present moment.
Thus in O. Engl, and M. Engl, kepe, kene, king, we have the

Anglo-Saxon guttural tenuis cepan, cene, caning ; but in O. Engl,
and M. Engl, chin, child, chicken, the Anglo-Saxon tenuis cin,

cild, cicen, has been converted into the palatal ch. In Teutonic

words, late Saxon and early Old English authors sometimes used

k (c) and ch side by side, as ic and ich, I ; die and dich, thee

;

bene and bench, awaken and awachen ; where ch no doubt had the

k sound. Before the A. S. y, which is Umlaut of ii, one would
expect to see the guttural tenuis preserved ; but even in this case

it sometimes yielded to ch ; thus we find the k sound, preserved

in O. Engl, and M. Engl, kin, king, A. S. c^n, cyning; changed
into ch in O. Engl, and M. Engl, chirche, church, for kirke

(Scotch). Where in Anglo-Saxon c precedes ea, eo, ed. Old
English decides in favour of ch, whether the thin vowel or the

dark vowel ultimately gained sole possession ; e. g. O. Engl, and
M. Engl, chalk, chaff, Chester, cherl, chejpmon, merchant (Germ,

kaufman) , A. S. cealc, ceaf, ceaster., ceorl, cedpman. O. Engl, kerfen

alone preserves the guttural of A. S. ceafor, where New English

further introduces the guttural ch, chafer.

The Anglo-Saxon g, in its initial position, commonly remains

intact in the succeeding periods of Saxon speech ; but in the com-
bination ge it is in Old English and Middle English commonly
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vocalized in « or ^^ especially in the past participle of the verb,

where it represents the augment ge- which is still preserved in

the German and Dutch verb. Examples are abundant in eveiy

Old English and Middle English author, of which we mention a

few for the sake of illustration :

—

i-seen, seen (Germ, ge-sehen)

;

i-cume, come (Germ, ge-kommen) ; i-geten, eaten (Germ, ge-

gessen) ; i-last, lasted ; i-wiss, certain (Germ, ge-wiss)
;
y-wont,

wont, accustomed (Germ, ge-wohnt); i-armed, y-set (Germ,

ge-setzt)
;

y-clone (Germ, ge-than) ; i-nome, taken (Germ, ge-

nommen).

g, in the combination eg and dg^ is vocalized in », which, with

the preceding vowel, forms in Old English the diphthong ei

(N.Engl, fli), whilst in German the g is preserved; e.g.

O. Engl, and M. Engl.ye^V oxfair, fair; ndl or nail.^ nail (Germ,

nagel) ; twein.^ twain ; rein (Germ, regen) ; sell (Germ, segel)

;

seide, said (Germ, sag-te) ; wei, way (Germ, weg),

—

A.^.fdger,
nagel, twegen, regen, segel^ segede, wega.

g and w maintain in Anglo-Saxon already a kind of relation-

ship, by which the spirant w sometimes takes the place of the

guttural media. This occurs in certain verbal forms, as A. S.

scBgon, sdwon, gesegen, gesewen, gesen (see, saw, seen, &c.) ; O. Engl,

and M. Engl, drage, drawe, dragen, drawen (drag and draw)

;

O. Engl, slogen, slowen, i-slagen, i-slawen (slay, slew, slain)

;

M. Engl, slog^ slow, slew.

The Anglo-Saxon final g is rarely preserved, but commonly
vocalized in i, and thus, with the preceding vowel, again forms
the diphthong ei or cei (N. Engl, ay), e. g. O. Engl, deei, day

;

mcei, may ; heie, hay, — A. S. dag, heg, mag, Germ, tag, mag.

The g is dropped in O.Engl, bodi, mani, gredi, greedy; A S.

hodig, manig, gradig. The Anglo-Saxon combination ig is turned
in Old English into ewe, and vocalized in the New English ow,

as, A. S. sorg (Germ, sorge), O. Engl, sorewe, N. Engl, sorrow

;

A. S. gealga (Germ, galgen), M. Engl, galwe, N. Engl, gallows

;

A. S. mearg, M.Engl, mereg, merew, N. Engl, marrow.
The Romance g has the sound of the guttural media before

dark, that of the soft palatal before thin vowels.

ch does not exist in Anglo-Saxon, but has been introduced
into late Anglo-Saxon and Old English from the French, where
it undoubtedly had, as it still has, the sound of the English
sibilant sh.

The gemination of the tenuis is frequent in Old English and
Middle English, and continues to be marked ch. gg exists in

' The transition sound is marked by j which may have had the sound of the
English spirant y, as in ' year,' and thus partook of the nature of a semi-vowel.
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some words, as egge, slegge, sledge; wegge, wedge,—A.S. ecge^

slecge, wecge ; or it appears side by side with its vocalized form

i, as O. Engl, liggen and lien^ to lie (A. S. licgan, Germ, liegen)

;

seggen and seien, to say (A. S. secgan, Germ, sagen) ; leggen and
leien, to lay (A. S. lecgan, Germ, legen); M.Engl, biggen and

bie (A. S. bycgan), to buy.

NEW TEUTONIC.

Liquids.

German. The Middle High German n for m at the end of a

word is discontinued and the ancient m re-admitted to its posi-

tion, hence never hdn, but heim, home. The Middle High Ger-

man apocope of the r is disused in hier, here, hie being an
obsolete and dialectic form ; but apocope is preserved in da,

there ; wo, where ; while on the other hand the r re-appears

again in the compounds dar-in, there-in ; wor-in, where-in, &c.

The gemination of liquids is frequent.

English. In words of Latin origin, which in Old English

and Middle English had, in imitation of the French language,

softened the I into u, the liquid is restored to its position, hence

false, assault, caldron, for O.^ngl. /aus, assant, caudron; but
the I, though written, remains mute in palm, chalh, psalm, a fact

which by analogy occurs even in Saxon words, as calf, talk,

halser,folk, yolk. The I is dropped altogether in each, O. Engl.

eche, A. S. celc ; which, O. Engl, whilke, A. S. hwyUc ; such,

O. Engl, swilke, A. S. swyUc. The Scotch dialect retains the I

in whilk and ylc, but drops it in other cases, as haud for hold,

gowd for gold, haufiox half; and at the end of words, fa'=.fall,
ca'-=icall, woo'-=wool. Metathesis has taken place in apple,

M.Engl, appelle, A.S. appel ; cattle, 'M..'Eing\. catelle ; marble,

M. Engl, marbelle. "We have the inorganic I in cmdd, A. S.

cude ; principle, Lat. principium ; myrtle, Lat. myrtus ; syllable,

Lat. syllaba.

m, where once dropped in Anglo-Saxon, never regained its

position, \iencefive, soft, for Germ.yas^ sanft, where m is replaced

by n. After the Anglo-Saxon period great havoc takes place

among the inflexions and terminations, in which m had been one
of the favourite consonants. It is consequently dropped in thd

adverbial forms between, A. S. betweonum ; amid{st), A. S. mid-

dum ; while, A. S. hvnlum—but in whilom the old form is retained.

L %
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n has superseded m in the words count, Lat. comes; noitn, Lat.

nomen. The intrusion ofjo in the place of m is peculiar in words
such as Peg= Meg, Margaret; Folly=MoUy, Mary.

n is never again restored in the words where Anglo-Saxon had
dropped it, hence we have Engl, goose, tooth, other, could, mouth,

us^ for Germ, gans, zahn, ander, konnte, mund, uns. After the

Anglo-Saxon period it has been dropped, together with the ter-

minations; e.g. after., hefore, hence, out, whence, thence,—A. S.

(iftan, foran, hinan, 4tan, hwanan, \anan ; while it is preserved

in Germ, vorn, hinnen, au^n, wannen, dannen. In derivations

:

waste, A..^. westen ; game, A. S. gdmenj eve, A. S. ofen—while

even preserves the old form. In compounds : eleven, A. S. endlif

;

Thursday, A. S. \unresddg ; Oxford, O. Engl. Oxenford, A. S.

Oxnaford ; Sunday, O. Engl. Sonenday, A. S. Sunanddg. n is

inorganic in Ned for Ed-ward, Nancy, Nanny, for An-na ; messeiv-

ger, Fr. messager ; passenger, Fr. passager. n is superseded by m
in some words, especially where it precedes p orf e. g. hemp,

A. S. hanep. Germ, hanf; tempt, Fr. tenter; comfort, O. Fr. con-

fort; Cambridge, A. S. Canta-hrycge. n is mute where it follows

upon m, as hymn, solemn, atitumn.

r, with few exceptions, retains the place which it occupied in

Anglo-Saxon. It is dropped in to speah, A. S. sprecan. Germ.
sprechen ; it is inorganically introduced in groom,, bride-groom,

A. S. guma, man. Metathesis of the r as in Old English and
Middle English.

Dutch. Prosthetic n, i. e. an inorganic n placed before the

initial vowel, occurs in narst = arst, erst, first ; narm = arm.

(Compare Engl. Ned, Nanny, and the dialectic naunt = aunt.)

We have metathesis of r in borst=brost, breast j born=bron, weW,
fountain : comp. Germ, born and brunnen. Interchange of r

and * : bes and ber, berry ; mes and mer, parus. The Dutch
language shows a predilection for the combination mp which
occurs in very many words. Whenever a terminational m of the

root is followed by the diminutive particle Je, a p is interpo-

lated, and thus the favourite combination obtained, e. g. bloem,

bloom, blossom, flower, bloempje ; worm, wormpje : but if the root

ends in / or %, a ^ is preferred as an intermediate letter between the

root and the particle, as vogel, bird, vogeltje ; sten, stone, stentje.

Swedish. Initial I, n, r, represent the same consonants of

Old Norse, as well as the combinations hi, hn, hr, of the latter

dialect. Old Norse vl is represented by simple I ; hv and vr

retain their position. Initial as well as terminational n remains
excluded from words where Old Norse had dropped it. r and s

cemain in the same relation in which we found them in Old
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Norse, therefore r in her, berry ; hare, hare ; vdra, to be ; vdr,

our; * in oss, us. gn is nasal, as ragn (rain) z=rdtign; vagn
(wagi^on) =vangft. Alternation between Id and 11 is to be noticed

in guld, gold ; gyllen, golden ; II for ^^ in kail, cold (Germ, kalt) j

h&lla, to hold (Germ, halten). In the same manner occurs nn
for w<?, ;?« for rn, mm for wid : thus lam^ kam-=lamm, kammz=zlamby
kamb, lamb, comb. mn stands for O. N. y» : hamn = >^/«,
harbour (Germ, hafen).

Danish. Old Norse II, nn, become Id, nd; hence galde, gall

;

staid, stall ; kalde, call ; ilde, ill
;
yM^«5?, full ; skind, skin ; kind,

kin ; rm<?e, to rin : but we find the O. N. II preserved in al, alle,

omnis ; stille, to still ; nenne, to dare ; and II for O.N. ^^ in heller,

potius. As a rule the O. N. Id and nd remain in Danish too, as

alder, age (Germ, alter) ; kold, cold (Germ, kalt) ; holde, to hold

(Germ, halten) ; haand, hand ; vinde, to find ; while Swedish
prefers the geminations II and nn, rejecting the O. N. d even in

words like falla, to fall ; hdlla, to hold ; munn, mouth (Germ,
mund). If Danish has on one hand lost many of the Old Norse
geminations II and nn, it found, on the other, new inorganic

geminations, as molla, to mould; domme, dumb; kammen, the

comb ; lammet, the lamb. O. N. mp remains. Dronning, queen,

has arisen by assimilation of droUning (comp. O. H. Germ.
truhtin, lord).

Spirants.

Grerman. The spirant w in Old High German was vocalized

if occurring between two vowels, and thus formed diphthongs
such as au out of a%o, eu out of ew ; and then at a later stage of

the language it re-assumed its place even after the diphthong,

so that fraioe became fraue, and fraue again frauwe. This w is

preserved still in Middle High German, but modern German
has dropped it altogether in the middle as well as at the end of
words, hence fraii, trew, hlau ; met, meles, schnee, schnees. After I

and r the labial media has taken the place of the spirant w, "as

farhe, colour ; milhe ; wittib, widow, and witwe ; the w remains
in loewe, lion, and moewe, gull.

s is inorganic in many words where f ought to be used. This
is chiefly the case in the neuter pronouns das and was, and the

neuter termination of all the adjectives, wei^es, gutes, schones, &c.

(More about this s, see infra, sub lit. ^.) The Middle High Ger-

man combinations si, sm, sn, sw, turn the * into sch, as schlagen

for slagen, schmecken for smeken, schnell for snel, schwach for

swac ; in the combinations sp and st, however, the s remains.
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but only in writing, while the sound is identical with sch^ as

stehen, sprechen, pronounced schtehen, schprechen.

j stands as an initial spirant since the most ancient times in

words like ja, jar, jung, where it is replaced in English only in

spelling, not in sound, by y : yes, year, yoke, young. The spirant

j is inorganic in je jetzt, for ie, iezt, which are dialectically still

pronounced i, izt, while ie has preserved its place in the negative

nie=.ne ie : cf. Engl, never=ne ever (we= not). In the middle of

a word it is no longer used, but commonly replaced by h, as glue-

hen, to glow ; hluehen, to blossom ; drehen^ to turn ; sahen (saen),

to sow, instead of M. H. Germ, gluejen, hlwejen, drejen, sajen.

h has regained its ancient position in sdh, geschdk, instead of

the M. H. Germ, sack, gesckach. It is inorganically used for j
in gluehen, hluehen, &c., as we have just seen ; so also in rulie for

ruwe, and most frequently where it is introduced merely as the

mark of the long vowel, as seJmen, dehnen, maknen, for senen,

denen, mdnen. Instead of the more ancient M, hs, we find always
cht, chs) e.g. macM, might; nacJit, night; wachsen^ to wax,
grow—M. H. Germ. maJit, naht, wahsen,

English. Where the spirant w interchanged in Old Eng-
lish with the labial aspirate v, modern English has again estab-

lished the former; therefore always to wahe^ was, wash, wood,

never vahe, vas, &c. It has become mute in who, whose, whom;
is dropped in ooze (A. S. wos, sap) ; while in whole (A.S. hdl) and
its compounds, and in whoop it is an inorganic addition. The
German spirant w is rendered by the French g, gu, e. g. A. S.

wile, O. Fr. guile', A.S. weard, O. Fr. guard; and the words
having been re-imported from France, it so happens that in

modern English we have both the Saxon and French forms of

the same word side by side, e. g. Saxon warrant, warrantee,

French guarantee ; Saxon ward, French guard; Saxon re-ward,

French guerd-on ; Saxon wise, French guise; Saxon wile, wily,

French guile.

Terminational w is always mute after dark vowels : to sow, to

mow, saw ; it is vocalized in hew (pronounced=i^«^), O. Engl, hewe,

A. S. hedwe', dropped infour, soul, wheel, aught, naught ; at the
end in tree, hnee, and vocalized in grew, blew, knew. The combi-
nation wr remains, but the w is mute : wrath, wreak, wrestle.

The combination hw becomes wh, but in pronunciation it is still

like the ancient hw, as where, when, why^ihwere, &c.

j. This spirant is replaced in modern English by y : yes, year,

yoke, young. The present English j is imported from France,

and is therefore chiefly found in words of French derivation, as.

i^&i Jpy> j^si} j^^ti JO'^—but it has found its way into German
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words too, replacing the media ^, 2LSJump ; jabber, by the side of
gabble. In the same manner we still have j and g, side by side,

jail and gaol^ Lat. caveola^ gabiola, O. Fr. gaiole^ jaiole ; jennet
and gennet, Lat. genista, Fr. genet ; jill and gill, jingle and gingle.

s. The Old English r for * is preserved only in forlorn,
everywhere else the * is replaced : chose, chosen, lose, lost, froze,

frozen. The * is preserved by the euceeeding t in durst. It

often cedes its place to c, as mouse, mice, A. S. mils, mys ; pence,

O. Engl, ^ew*; ice, A. S. is; twice, M.Engl, twies ; so also

thrice, whence, thence, since, M. Engl, sithens, A. S. si^^an. The
Anglo-Saxon combination sc is commonly rendered by sh : shame,
sharp, sheep, shot, shut, shrub ; sc however is preserved in scale,

scrape, scurf, score, screech, st is preserved throughout. Meta-
thesis of s still occurs in dialects : claps for clasp, aps for asp, ax
for ask.

The French s became much modified in English. It has been
replaced by c in peace, O. Fr. pais ; palace, O. Yx. pialeis ; by sh

in finish, Yr.finiss-ons of fi'nir ; and in the same manner most
French verbs in ir with the characteristic ss. s has been dropped
both in Saxon and French words : cherry, O. Fr. cherice ; riddle,

A. S. radelsej alms (now used as a plural), A. S. almesse ; riches,

O. Fr. richesse ; noisome for noise-som ; exile, Lat. exsul. This
spirant has been added inorganically in smelt from melt, squash

from quash; scratch. Germ, kratzen ; sneeze. Germ, niesen; and
in island, A. S. ealand, Fr. isle ; aisle, Fr. aile.

We distinguish in English a surd and a soft s sound, the

former indicated by s, the latter by z, a distinction we met in

the Gothic already. Surd or hard s is commonly used at the

beginning of words, after short vowels, after liquids, and after

gemination or doubled consonants ; the soft s we usually pro-

nounce between two vowels, after vowels and soft consonants,

the inflexional *, and « as a termination before e mute.

h. This letter had in Anglo-Saxon already to represent both

the spirant and aspirated guttural. The initial h has, after many
fluctuations in Old English and Middle English, resumed its

position in New English ; but the Anglo-Saxon hit remains in

New English as in Old English it. Before the consonants I, n, r,

the h is never replaced, and hence we write as in Old English,

loaf, lade, loud, ring, neck—A. S. hldf &c. hw is inverted into

wh'. who, what, while—A. S. hwa, hwat, hwile ; but the ancient

sound remains in what, while, &c. h is dropped in the middle

and at the end of words: wheel, slay, see, tear ; roe, foe, doe,fee,

shoe, for A. S. hweohol, sleahan, &c., and rah, fdh, &c. This

letter is preserved and strengthened into gh, but the combination
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is mute, as in high, tiic/h, though, thigh—A. S. heah, neah, &c. ; and

hiight, sight, lights wight, night—A. S. cniht, siht, &c. So also

with the h which has its orig-in in c or g, as right, A. S. riht, from

recian ; sought, A. S. sohte, from secan ; might, A. S. meaht, from

mcig ; hought, A. S. bohte, from hycgan. Tliis gh makes every-

where the preceding vowel long, even in French words, spright,

Fr. esprit ; but in delight, and the obsolete extraught, distraught,

it more probably renders the Latin c in delicium, extractum,

distractum. In a few instances the h is strengthened into gh,

and the combination pronounced =/", e.g. draught and draft,

A. S. droht, O.Engl, draht ; enough (rarely enow), A. S. genoh,

O. Engl, inoh ; to laugh, A. S. hleahhan, O. Engl, lahhgen; tough,

A. S. toh, O. E. toge. The initial ^ in Romance words which

Old English and Middle English had often dropped, as in onour,

omage, is replaced in New English, but it remains mute, as in

honour, homage, Lat. honor, homagium. In the word inveigh, Lat.

invehere, the h follows the Saxon course, while in convey, Lat.

convehere, it is dropped after the French fashion.

Dutch. As to the spirant w we have only to observe that it

preserved its position where New High German has rejected it,

i. e. after the diphthongs which have been formed by the vocali-

zation of the ancient w. Hence, where we read in New High
German y)-flz<, bauen, Dutch continues the forms vrouw, woman

;

louwen, to build ; kouw, cold ; laauw, lukewarm (Germ, lau)

;

paauw, peacock (Germ. pfau).

j corresponds to the same spirant in German and the semi-

vowel y in English, e. g.ja,jaar,jong, Gexxn. ja, jahr, jung, Engl.

yes, year, young.

The Dutch language has, like the English, two letters for

the s sound, i. e. s indicating the hard, z the soft sibilant, of

which the latter never occurs at the end of a word or syllable,

but commonly finds its place in the middle and at the begin-

ning before vowels, while the former is commonly used at the

end of words and at the beginning before most consonants, e. g.

zon, son ; zoeJcen, to seek ; zouten, to salt ; zalf, ointment (Germ,
salbe) ; zwaard, sword ; slim, bad (Germ, schlimm) ; snel, quick
(Germ, schnell) ; sprong, leap (Germ, sprung) ; stelen, to steal

;

spreken, to speak (Germ, sprechen) ; slaen, to slay ; ons, us

(Germ, uns) ; was, was ; is, is. The combinations si, sn, &c., are

never changed as in German into schl, schn, nor do st and sp

ever adopt the broad pronunciation as in. the German stechen,

sprechen.

h, which in Middle Dutch was subject to many irregular

influences, resumes again its organic position, chiefly at the be-
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ginning' of words. Remarkable, however, is the fact of this

spirant being supplanted, in some words, by the media d, e. g.

naader, nearer (Germ, naher) ; vlieden, to flee (Germ, fliehen)

;

geschieden, to happen (Germ, geschehen)—forms which are used

in the place of the more common rlien, geschien.

Swedish. The spirant s remains on the whole as in Old Norse.

It is of frequent occurrence in derivative forms of nouns and
verbs, as gumse, ram ; rensa, to rinse

;
gramsa, rapere, by con-

traction of gumise, &c. ; but especially in adjectives, e. g. armse,

angry; ense, covlcoxb; 5ory*(?, anxious.

The spirant j is a verj"^ favourite letter in Swedish. Its rela-

tion to the gutturals will be examined later on : it is organic in

jd, yes ; jdga, to hunt (Genu, jagen) ; and in the combinations

ja, je, jo, jd, jo, ju, where it is, of course, consonantal, like the

German j and the English semi-vowel y in yes, year, &c. The
combination sj sounds like the English sh, as sjette, sju, sjael,=.

skette, &c.

h occurs only at the beginning of words, and is pronounced as

in the other Teutonic dialects ; but before j and v it is mute,

hence hvete, wheat; hjerta, \ie2ivi,=.vete,jerta.

Daoish. The spirants of this dialect are identical with those

of the Swedish. As peculiar to Danish we may mention the

frequent omission of the initial y, as aar, year, ior jaar. _/ com-
monly represents the Old Norse i, in the combinations io, ia, id,

&c., as bjorn, bear; kjoel, keel. Where a guttural precedes a

thin vowel, y is interpolated between them, probably in order to

indicate a softer pronunciation of the guttural, e. g. kjende, kjoele,

gjest for kende, &c.

h never occurs at the beginning or the end of words.

Mutes.

1. Labials.

German. Though there are two different letters to denote

the aspirated labial, yet both f and v now express one and the

same sound. The former is used at the beginning of a word
before u, ei, eu, I, r, and in foreign words ; in all other cases v

stands as the initial labial, e. g.futter, fodder
; fein, fine

; feuer,

fire
; Jlucht, flight

; freund, friend : but viel, much ; voll, full

;

vogel, bird ; vdter, father ; vor, fore ; and the prefix ver. In
many cases, however, the original v has been supplanted by f:
folgen, to follow ; fangen, to catch ; hefehlen, to command

;

always in the middle of a word, hence grdfen, earls ; zweifel,
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doubts; wolfe, wolves; which words in Middle High German
always had v : frevel, crime, alone preserves the v in the middle

of a word.

English. In a few cases the media takes the place of the

tenuis, as lobster, A. S. loppestre ; slab, A. S. slapp. The tenuis

p is interpolated occasionally between m and t, or m and s, e. g.
empti/, O. Engl, emti ; glimpse, A. S. gleam ; in other cases again

New English omits this p where Old English had interpolated

it, as O. Engl, sempster, A. S. sedmestre, N. Engl, seamster

;

O. Engl, solempne, N. Engl, solemn.

The media b is still written in English, though not pro-

nounced, at the end of words after m, where other modern Teu-
tonic dialects have dropped it altogether, e. g. lamb, dumb, womb,
climb—^words in which Old English too used to drop the b.

English also restores the b, though it leaves it mute again, in

Latin words which had lost the media in French, as debt, Fr.

dette, Lat. debita ; doubt, Fr. douter, Lat. dubitare. In the words
slumber, A. S. slumerian ; limb, A. S. lim ; thumb, A. S. "^uma

;

crumb, A. S. cruma ; humble, Lat. humilis ; member, Lat. numeruSy

the media has been intei^polated. A peculiar and isolated case

is the transition of the media h into m in the word summerset^

Fr. soubresaut.

The aspirated labial is represented by two letters,y and v, the

former of which denotes the hard, the latter the soft aspirate.

Initiaiy of Anglo-Saxon words is always restored in New English

where Old English used occasionally to replace it by v ; while at

the end and in the middle of words the soft aspirate gains the

better over its harder twin, hence Jive, A. S, Jif; silver, A. S.

seolfor ; devil, A. S. deofol; give, A. S. gifan; even, A. S. efen;

raven, A. S. hrafen. The transition already observed in Old
English, of the finalf into v when it recedes into the middle of

a word is continued in New English, as wife, wives ; calf, calves—
a transition which must have arisen first at a time when the

plurals where still pronounced as bi-syllables, calves, &c. They is

dropped in head, woman, A. S. heafod, wifman (see Old English).

jph, which properly belongs to foreign words only, is partly

preserved in New English, partly replaced byy 2i^fancy,fantom,

frenzy, and phenomenon, phrase, pheasant. In the word nephew,

the ph stands for the f of the A. S. nefa, O. Fr. and O. Engl.
neuew.

The use of the soft aspirate v in words of Saxon derivation

we have already mentioned ; far more extensively, however,

it is found in words of Latin origin, examples of which will

occur to any one. We have only to point out a few extrar
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ordinary modifications and changes of the soft aspirates, as for

example the transition of v into w in the word periwinkle, Fr.

pervenche, Lat. perivinca ; of v into m, malmsey, O. Engl. malvesiCf

Fr. malvoisie: in the word sennight-=^ seven-night, elision of the v

and contraction has taken place.

Dutch. Like English the Dutch language very often softens

the more ancient hard aspirate^ into the softer v, in which case

it corresponds to the German media h, e. g. leven, to live (Germ,
leben) ; geven, to give (Germ, geben) ; 7ievel, mist (Germ, nebel)

;

seven, seven (Germ, sieben). Peculiar to Dutch is the conver-

sion oift into cht, as kracht for Engl, craft, Germ, hraft ; achter^

Engl, after ; fluctuating between /iJ and cht is schaft and schachtj

Engl, shaft. Germ, schacht.

Gemination of the labials, as pp, hb,
ff, is veiy frequent in

Dutch. In the word effen the ff is inorganic for v : Engl, eveuy

Germ, eben ; neffens, juxta. Germ, nehen.

Swedish. The labials hold very much the same positions as in

Old Norse. The terminational f, when followed by a vowel, be-

comes^v, which indicates a softer sound of the aspirate, as hafva^

to have ; lefva, to live ; the same modification takes place be-

tween liquids and vowels, e. g. sperf, sparrow (Germ, sperber),

sperfven ; ulf wolf; ulfven, wolves. Thxsfv answers in sound to

the English v, and perhaps the O. S. t {bh) and O. H. Germ. v.

Organic geminations of the labials are frequent, ff occa-

sionally stands inorganically in words imported from German

:

trdffa, to hit (Germ, treffen) ; straffa, to punish (Germ, strafen)

;

skaffa, curare (Germ, schafien) ; but the same words occur in

their Scandinavian form and with a different meaning : drdpa^

to strike ; skapa, to create. The old aspirate v is still preserved

before r in the words vrak, wreck, ejecta maris ; vrceka, to cast

out, ejicere; vrdng, wrong.

ft stands for O. N. pt ; mn for O. N./^.
Danish. This dialect, like Swedish, preserves the labials on

the whole in their ancient position. But quite peculiar to Danish
is the introduction after vowels of the media for the tenuis, which
we have already mentioned. Thus sMb, gribe, for the Sw. skep^

grtpa, Engl, ship, gripe. Exceptional is the gemination pp in

skipper (Engl, skipper and shipper).

The aspiratey, after vowels and the liquids / and r, is changed
into v, e. g. hdv, pelagus (Germ, hafen)

;
give, gav, for O. N. gefa^

gaf, Sw. gifva, gqf; solv, silver. The f remains only in the

combination ft. The soft aspirate v is a favourite sound of the

soft Danish language, and occurs in all different positions. It

is in pronunciation neither exactly like the English v nor the
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German w^ but somewhat between the two, so that it might as

well be mentioned under the head of spirants^ by which it is

indeed rendered in the cognate dialects ; as, vaaben, weapons
(Germ, waffen) ; imnd, water (Germ, wasser). It is inorganic

for the media g in lav, low ; mdve, stomach (Germ, magen)

;

vocalized vsx plou=.plov-=.plog (Germ, pflug), haw= have :=hagej

where the g occasionally reappears, as in ploug, hdug.

The gemination of labials is frequent.

1. Dentals.

German, th, which had disappeared in Middle High German,
reappears again in New German, but it is, wherever it is used,

inorganic and objectionable, because it is both in sound and
derivation nothing else but the Old High German tenuis, cor-

responding to the media in English and Low German generally.

Examples :

—

thai, dale, valley ; thun, to do ; thau, dew ; theil^

deal ; noth, need ; muth, mood, courage ; roth, red. The h after

the tenuis has probably been introduced in order to mark out

and preserve the length of the radical vowel ; but if this is the

case, it has been put in the wrong position, and it woidd have
been more to the purpose to have written tahl, tuhn, &c. This

misapplication of the h was in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries far more frequent than it is now. Modern writers

discard it altogether in Jlut, flood ; brut, breed ; but very incon-

sistently keep it up in roth and nmthj those only who follow

the teachings of historical grammar reject it in all cases where
it is used merely for the sake of indicating a long vowel. Per-

fectly absurd is the attempt to distinguish certain homophonous
words of different meaning by the introduction of the letter h,

as hut, hat, and huth, pascuum ; ton, sound, and thon, clay

;

while we are obliged to look for some other criterion than that

of spelling, if we wish to know, whether in a given case the

word thor is used to indicate a gate or Skfool.

The relation between tenuis and media continues, as it was in

Middle High German already, rather complicated, nay, it be-

comes more so by the interchange of d and tt, as in schneideHy

to cut, pret. schnitt ; sieden, to seethe, boil, pret. sott; but
meiden, to shun, a verb of the same conjugational class, forms

the pret. mied. The preterite termination of the weak conjuga-

tion is in New German always te instead of de. In the word
des-to the tenuis instead of the media in the second syllable is

kept up by the preceding s.

z occurs, as in Old High German and Middle High German,
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as a hard and as a soft sibilant ; but while the former has pre-

served its ancient pronunciation of ts, the latter, instead of pre-

serving' the sound ds, has been flattened into s, and is written f

,

The German z then corresponds to Middle High German z, and
German p to Middle High German |. Examples -.—^u^, foot ; gro^,

great; da^, that; af, ate; ip, eat, imper. ; la^, let, imper. The
inorganic change of long and short vowels in the same word, as

e^en, to eat, a^, ate; me^en, to measure, n/d^, is as inconsistent

as the change of ^ into the gemination ss in essen, messen. It is

an arbitrary rule that f , when succeeding a long vowel, is allowed

to stand at the end or in the middle of a word, but that it must
be changed into ss in the middle of the word after a short

vowel. The old grammai-ians therefore write fu^^ plur. fU^e,

but^a^, barrel, ^\\xx. fdsser ; essen^ pret. af ; messen, pret. 7na^;

always wasser, not wa^er. As to pronunciation, this letter is

perfectly identical wath s, and might therefore be rendered by
the latter, since fits and gros would sound like fu^ and gro^.

This change has actually been effected where the Middle High
German | was the termination of the neuter adjective or pro-

noun, as Ss, it; das, that; was, what; gutes, bonum; M. H.
Germ. f|, da^, tva^, guote^. An absurd mode of spelling has

been invented for the distinction of the pronoun and conjunc-

tion, the former being spelled das, the latter da^ ; though both

were originally one and the same word and should therefore be
uniformly spelled, just as well as t/iat, their English equivalent,

both as a pronoun and as a conjunction.

Historical grammar teaches us to use ^ in all cases where Mid-
dle High German applied the organic |, and this rule is now
frequently obeyed by German authors even in works which have
no direct bearing upon grammar and which are written for the

public at large. It wall therefore be well to lay down the rule so

as to render it intelligible to those who are not versed in Middle
High German. It may be stated as a safe guide in most
cases, that in words where the German s sound is rendered in

English or Dutch by t, High German should write ^, e. g. wa^er,

not wasser, because of the Dutch and Engl, water ; la^en, not

lassen, Engl, to let, Dutch laten ; ha^en, not hassen, Engl, to

hate, Dutch haten.

zw represents three ancient combinations, i. e. dw, tw, and zw,

which are organically quite distinct ; e. g. zwerg, zwerch, zwei.

English. The tenuis t, when initial, remains as in Old Eng-
lish and Anglo-Saxon. It is changed into the media in protid,

O. Engl, prout, A. S. prut ; diamond, Fr. diamunt ; and into the

aspirate th in Thames, (but pronounced t), A. S. Temese ; author.
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Lat. autor. We have s instead of t in the words must, mos-te^

mot-te = mot-de, debui ; wist, A. S. wis-te = wit-te (comp. A. S.

sub lit. s); glisten, A. S. glisian-=.glitian. t is often mute when
it occurs between two consonants, as Christ-mas, chest-nut, castle,

mistletoe. It is dropped in the words best, A. S. betest, betst,

best; Essex, O.^ngl. Est-sex; Wessex,0.1^n^. West-sex; dande-

lion, Fr. dent-de-lion. A ^ is added after s, especially after the s

of the genitive, and in the particles amids-t, amongs-t, whils-t,

agains-t, &c. ; and in the words behest, A. S. behcBS ; thwart, A. S.

\weorh ; tyrant, Lat. tyrannus ; ancient, O. Fr. ancien ; parch-

ment, O. Fr. parchemin.

The media d on the whole occupies the same position as in

Anglo-Saxon. It is changed into t in the words abbot, A. S.

abbad ; partrige, ¥r. perdrix (a change more frequent in various

dialects). The media d and the soft aspirate "S, which in Anglo-

Saxon are often fluctuating, in New English finally settle into

th, as whether, together, father, mother, A. S. hwdder, togddere,

fader, modor. d is dropped in gospel, A. S. god-spell ; to answer,

A. S. and-swdrian ; wood-bine, A. S. vudu-bind (dialectically even

vine, mine, iox find, mind). The media is interpolated in gander,

A. S. gandra, masc. oi gos ; alder, A. S. alor ; gender, Jjat. genus ;

Jaundice, Yr.Jaunisse. In the termination ed of the weak con-

jugation the d, when following wponp,f, k, ch, &cq., has the pro-

nunciation of the tenuis, as plucked, whipped, marked ^^pluckt,
whipt, markt,—a pronunciation with which the spelling formerly

harmonized.

th. In Anglo-Saxon the soft th or "S is occasionally replaced

by the media d, or both are used indiscriminately in certain

words. This wavering between the two sounds ceases, however,

in Old English already which adopts either one or the other,

e. g. A. S. hra;^ and hr^ed, O. Engl, redie and rather, N. Engl.
ready and rather; A. S. mdge^ and mdgden, O.Engl, mayde,

N. Engl, maid; A. S. U^ and Ud, N. Engl, lithe; but A. S. hur&en

and burden, N. Engl, burthen and burden. The media has been

adopted for the aspirate in murderer, A. S. myr^ra ; could, A. S.

cu^e, O.Engl. cou\>e, M.Engl, cude ; fiddle, A.S. fi^ele; deck

and thatch, A. S. ]>eccan, to cover. For O. Engl, quod, N. Engl,

reassumes the aspirate, and writes quoth, A. S. cwd^. The aspi-

rate is replaced by the tenuis, chiefly after the consonants f, h,

s, r, as thef, A. S.. '^eof^ ; height, A. S. heah^o ; dart, A. S. dara^.

th is dropped in Norwich for North-wich, A. S. Nor6wic ; Norman
for North-man, A. S. Nor^man ; worship for worthship, A. S.

weof^scipe.

z is not an Anglo-Saxon letter, but in Old English, where it
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was chiefly imported with Frencli words, it is rather frequent. It

is very peculiar that in Old English this letter occasionally replaces

g (or 3) , as dozter for dogter, zeres for geres ; but from this posi-

tion it soon disappears again, and the letter is limited to foreign

words. In New English it continues to occupy its place in

foreign words, and frequently encroaches upon the range of the

sibilants s and c, as to freeze, A. S. freosan ; hazel, A. S. hdsel

;

hazard, Fr. hasard ; to seize, Fr. saisir ; lizard, Lat. lacerta. Very
strange is the word ginger for Lat. zinziber, the inversion of the

ease of Old English which places the z for the ^in dozter =:dogter.

# and z we have side by side in glass and glaze, gloss and gloze.

Dutch. The media is terminational again, hence the preterite

of the weak verbs ends in d instead of the Middle Dutch t. The
th in thans is caused by the contraction of te-hans, at hand
(Germ, zur hand). The use of the media d in the place of h

is peculiar, as ndder, nearer (Germ, naher) ; vlieden, to flee (Germ,
flichen), geschieden, to happen (Germ, geschehen), used instead

of the more common vlien, geschien. Dutch has a great facility

in slipping over the media d and its succeeding e, thus forming
a contraction and lengthening the vowel of the root, e. g. vdr=
vader, tather ; dr=ader, rein {Germ, ader); bo= bode, messenger,

(Germ, bote); bldn= bladen, foliis ; gon=goden, diis; woen=
woeden, to rage (Germ, wiithen) ; bien-=.bieden, to offer (Germ,
bieten) ; ner-=.neder, nether (Germ, nieder). The Dutch way of

writing these contractions is, vadr, neer, goon, &c. Just the

opposite course is followed in the case of I, n, r being succeeded

by er, where always a d slips in between them ; as minder, minor
(Germ, minder) ; merder, more (Germ, mehr) ; kleinder, smaller

(Germ, kleiner) ; helder, lighter (Germ, heller) ; schonder, prettier

(Genn. schoner). (As to the relation between z and s, see sub
lit. s.)

Swedish. The Old Norse aspirate disappears ; where it was
initial it is replaced by the tenuis, as tunga, tongue ; tung, heavy

;

hence the Swedish t stands for German d (or z), and English th,

€. g. Sw. ting. Germ, ding, Engl, thing; tistel. Germ, distel, Engl.
thistle. The tenuis and media retain the same position as in

Old Norse. The gemination tt is very frequent in Swedish ; it

stands (i)= 0. N. tt, as in skatt (treasure), halt; (2)= 0. N. ht

in natt (night); (3)= O.N. nt in mitt (meum), ditt (tuum), sitt

(suum). The combination dt is of frequent occurrence as the

neuter termination of the adjectives in d.

Danish. In this dialect also the aspirate gives way, some-

times to the tenuis, sometimes to the media (as in the pronouns

den^ de, der, &c.), whence a great confusion prevails in this class
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of mutes. When d is terminational, and follows upon a vowel, it

is almost pronounced like the soft English tk (O. N. dh), so that

in ved, witli, it sounds veth. In the middle of a word it is hardly-

heard at all, and the word manden, therefore, almost sounds man-
nen. The media is, as in Dutch, often dropped between vowels,

e. g.fder, moer, hroer, lar, vejr, ^ovfader, father ; moder, mother

;

hroder, brother ; Iceder, leather ; veder, weather. The gemina-
tions dd and tt are of frequent occurrence.

3. Gutturals.

German. The guttural tenuis is represented by h and ch, and
in foreign words by c. The media may occur at the end of a
word where in Middle High German it was always replaced by
the tenuis, ch represents different ancient letters ; it stands

(i) for the spirant h\ dock, yet; hoch, high ; noch, still; nacht^

night ; wachsen, to wax, to grow ; but the spirant is replaced in

the preterite of the strong verbs : sdh, vidi
;
geschdk, accidit ; fok,

fugi, instead of Middle High German sack, geschach, &c.
; (2)=

Gothic k, where we still use k in English, e. g. schwack, weak

;

machen, to make ; wachen, to wake ; brecken, to break ; eiche^

oak ; siech, sick.

The Gothic sk is always rendered in German by sch, Engl, sh,

e.g. Gcoih.. skadus, Germ, schatten, Engl, shade; Goth, skaban,

Germ, schaben, Engl, to shave ; Goth, skildus, Germ, schild, Engl.

shield; Goth, skilliggs. Germ, schilling, Engl, shilling ; Goth.

skohs, Germ, schuh, Engl. shoe, ch had in Old High Gennan
and Middle High German a much wider range than it has in

New High German, for, with the exception of the different cases

just mentioned, it is now commonly replaced by the tenuis k,

e. g. M. H. Germ, dechen, N. H. Germ, decken, to deck, cover

;

M. H. Germ, chindiske, N. H. Germ, kindisch, childish ; M. H.
Germ, chirche, N. H. Germ, kirche, church.

English. The tenuis k answers to the Anglo-Saxon tenuis c.

In Old and Middle English c and k are used indiscriminately;

New English decides for the initial k, where it is mute, and for

c where it is pronounced, and then the c always preserves the

Anglo-Saxon k sound before dark vowels and the liquids I, n, r,

e. g. to know, knee, knot, knife ; to creep, craft, clean, cloth.

Before the thin vowels e and i, the c is in Anglo-Saxon already

sometimes replaced by ch-. Old English adopted either one or

the other for each particular word, and the adopted letter has

been preserved to the present day; e.g. to keep, A. S. cepan

;

cheese, A. S. cese ; keen, A. S. cene ; chin, A. S. cin ; child, A. S.
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did ; chicken, A. S. cicen. (See Old English and Middle
English.)

Before the Anglo-Saxon i/, which is the Umlaut of n, one
would expect to see the k sound presei'ved, but it yields even
here sometimes to ch, e. g kin, A. S. ci/n ; king, A. S. cyning

;

kitchen, A. S. cycene ; church (Scotch kirke), A. S. cyrice. Where
in Anglo-Saxon a c precedes ea, eo, ea, Old English already
decided in favour of ch, which in New English has been kept up,

e.g. chalk, A. S. cealc ; Chester, A. S. ceaster; churl, A. S. ceorl;

chapman (still in vogue as a proper name, meaning ' merchant/
Germ, kaufmann), A. S. cedpman ; except care, A. S. cearu ; keel,

A. S. ceol. A. S. cw is N. Engl. qu.

In the middle of words c is replaced either by k or cJi, as acre^

A. S. deer ; fickle, A. S. ficol ; wreak, A. S. wrecan ; sink, A. S.

sincan ; to seek and beseech, A. S. secan; to teach, A. S. tcecan; to

reach, A. S. rcBcan. The k sound is commonly preserved at the

end of words : ark, rank, clerk, folk, A. S. arc, ranc, clerc, folc.

c is dropped in the ist sing, of the personal pronoun : A. S. ic,

N. Engl. /, Germ, ich, Dutch ik, and in the suffix lie, N. Engl.
ly, Germ. lich. It appears that in late Anglo-Saxon already the

c before thin vowels, as e and i, assumed the sound of the sibi-

lant s, and hence the interchange between c, s, and z, which
we have already dwelt upon (see sub lit. s). The Romance c

takes in English a somewhat different course from that in French,

(i) It preserves its k sound as in French before dark vowels and
before I and r, e. g. captain, cotirt, cousin, cross, clear. (2) It has

the k sound in English, though it is sibilant in French, e. g.
carpenter, Fr. charpentier ; carrion, O.Yt. charoigne, Lat. caro

;

kennel, Fr. chenil, Lat. canile. Or (3) the French sibilant is in-

troduced in English too, e. g. chapel, Lat. capella ; chair, Lat.

cathedra ; to challenge, O. Fr. chalonge, Lat. calumniari ; chamber,

Lat. camera. Or (4) we have both sounds side by side, as candle

and chandler, A. S. candel, Lat. candela ; carnal and charnel-house,

from Lat. caro ; cattle and chattel, O. Fr. catel, chatel, Lat.

capitalis.

The Romance c before e and i (y) either remains and is sibilant

as in French city, cignet, or it is replaced by s, succory, Lat.

cichorium ; search, O. Fr. cercher ; or it is thickened into ch, sh,

cherry, Fr. cerise ; shingle, O. Fr. cengle, Lat, cingulnm. It takes

the same course in the middle of a word. At the end, how-
ever, it has the k sound when it is terminational, and the s

sound when it is followed by e mute, e. g. public, lilac ; pumice,

chalice. Before a ^ it is converted into h, as delight, Lat. delec

tari ; straight, Lat. strictus.

M
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The media y commonly remains unaltered where it Is initial

;

but in the words guest and ghost (A. S. gdst, gdst) the g is un-

^neeessariiy sheltered ag-ainst sibilation by the addition of u and

h. The vocalization of g takes place on a very large scale in

Old English. We have remnants of this vocalization still pre-

served in hmid-i-ivork (A. S. hand-ge-weorc), hand-i-craft, hand-y-

strohe. Initial g is dropped in if^ A. S. gif; icicle, A. S. is-gicel.

g, if in the middle of a word it occurred in the combinations eg,

dg, has been vocalized into i, and thus forms a diphthong, N.Engl.
ai (O.Engl, and M. Eng*!. ei), as fair, kail, maiden, nail, sail, &c.,

A. S. fdger, hdgel, mdgden, ndgel, segel. In the combination

orchard, A. S. ort-geard, fruit-garden, the media g is converted

into the hard palatal c7t. Anglo-Saxon already allows of a tran-

sition of the media g into the spirant w, chiefly in verbal forms,

which in New English are still preserved, as A. S. scegon, we
see j sdwon, we saw ;

gesegen, gesewen, gesen, seen ; so also are to

be explained, to drag and to draw, dragged and drew, dragged and
drawn ; slew and slain : further, the words law, A. S. lag ; to

gnaw, A. S. gnagan ; to dawn, A. S. dagian, from dag, day
; fowl,

A. ^.fugol; morrow, A. S. morgen. Ck)mpare Germ, nagen, tagen,

vogel, morgen.

g when terminational is rarely preserved, as in twig, egg, A. S.

twig, dg ; but it is commonly vocalized into i (y), forming with
the radical vow^el the diphthong ey or ay, e. g. grey and gray,

hay, may, lay, day, A. S. grag, heg, mag, Idg, ddg. It is dropped
in the suffix ig, N. Engl, y, as holy. Germ, heilig ; body, A. S.

hodig ; many, A. S. manig ; greedy, A. S. grcedig (O.Engl, and
M. Engl. i). The A. S. ig is in Old English converted into w, ewe,

N. Engl, ow, in the words sallow, sorrow, marrow, gallows, A. S.

salig, sorp, mearg, gealg. g is mute and the preceding vowel
long VQ. foreign, 'Lat. forensis ; feign, Yx.feindre; sovereign, Yx.

souverain.

In Anglo-Saxon the media g is sometimes replaced hj j, and
•later on is altogether converted into the spirant y. In New
English it occurs both with the sound of the guttural media and
that of the spirant, or rather the soft palatal, in Saxon words, as

well as in such of Latin origin. We have the media in garden,
get, go, give, geese, of Saxon origin ; and in gain, gust, guttural,

glory, grace, of French derivation ; the soft palatal* in the Saxon
singe, cringe, angel, and in the French gem, giant, elegy, deluge,

refuge, and always before e and i. Even the Teutonic gemina-
tion gg is rendered by dg, as edge, bridge, hedge, instead of egge,

&c. It must have been at a comparatively recent period of the
language that the German element was infected with the French
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pronunciation, since terminational g is commonly doubled at the

end ; and this doubling or g-emination of the media preserves it

from being converted iuto the palatal. The French sound of

sibilant ^ is a soft sh, and thus we find in Middle English too

ohlishen instead of ohlidge. The transition is supposed to have
taken place towards the end of the fourteenth century^.

g is mute before n : gnash, gnarl, gnaw, foreign, sign, impugn,

poignant. The letter w is sometimes added to g in order to in-

dicate the sound of the guttural media, first of all in French
words, e. g. guide, guise, guile—then, though unnecessarily, in

Saxon words, e. g. guest, guild, while we use the simple g in get,

give. In the words distinguish, Lat. distinguere ; extinguish, Lat.

extinguere ; anguish, Lat. anguns, we pronounce g and u distinctly,

because the u is not euphonic but belongs to the root.

gh is in different words of different origin and sound, (i) It

is the Italian way of writing the guttural media, identical to the

French gu, e. g. Ghent, and even ghost. {%) It is derived from
h, strengthened into k : hough, shough. (3) It is derived from
the guttural, but the strengthened form has the sound of j^, a

circumstance which may originate in the fact of the w having
sometimes taken the place of the guttural h and g (see sub lit. w),
e.g. cough, trough, tough, laugh, (4) It is derived from the

Saxon guttural h, but in this case gh is always mute, e. g. jight,

right, might, night, A. S. riht, miht, niht, while Scotch, like Ger-

man, still preserves the guttural : fecht, recht, mecht. Germ, nacht,

macht.

ch. This letter was foreign to Anglo-Saxon and imported with

French words. Later on it found its way into words of Teutonic

origin. As to the development of this letter in Old English and
Middle English, vide supra. It is now used as a palatal aspirate

in many words of Genman and French origin, as child, chin, chirch,

cheese, Chester—and chamher, chapel, chief, chapter ; choose is the

A. S. ceosan ; choice, the French choix. In some French words
it preserves the French sibilant, as machine, moustache, charade,

chandelier. ch= k in Greek words : chaos, chemist, chord, chyle.

It is mute in drachm and schism.

As to gemination we have only to remark that ck as the gemi-
nation of k continues to exist ; the gemination of g is commonly
dropped, but remains in egg ; it becomes a soft palatal aspirate

in sledge, edge, bridge, for slegge, &c.

Dutch. The distinction of M. Dutch ch and gh is lost, hence

for M. Dutch dack, daghen, N. Dutch writes dag, ddg'en. In

' Koch, i. p. 139.

M 2
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many cases the old ch is superseded by the media g, as nagt,

night ; vlugt, flight ; where certainly the other mode of spelling

nacht, vlucht, is preferable, as ck generally is a favourite letter

before t. The M. Dutch ckt for Germ, and Engl.yiJ remains in

N. Dutch, as lucht, air (Grerm. luft) ; cracht, strength, craft (Germ,

kraft). The ch in zich (se) is inorganic for k : compare Goth, ik,

tnik, sik, Germ, ich, mich, sick, Dutch ik, mi, zich ; from which
we see that while all the German forms have their organic ch-=

Goth, k (see Grimm's Law), in Dutch the ist person only has its

organic k; in the and person the k suffers apocope as the k in

Engl. /, A. S. ic ; and the 3rd person adopts inorganic ch for k.

The combinations ck, qu, x, are now rendered by kk^ kw, ks.

Swedish. Peculiar to this dialect is the transition of the

guttural k into the sound of the palatal ch or J, similar to the

course A. S. c (k) takes in English before all thin vowels and
vowels preceded by J. As to the pronunciation grammarians
differ, some preferring the sound of the English y, others that of

ch (Rask), the latter undoubtedly being preferable, because it is

more general among the natives and more agreeable to etymo-
logy. Thus, then, the words kek (maxilla), Ml, wedge (Germ,
keil) ; k^ss, kiss ; kaer, dear ; koen, chin, are to be pronounced

Jek, Jzl, &c., or better, with Rask, chek, chil, &c. Before the

dark vowels a, 0, u, the guttural remains, and may therefore in

one and the same word alternate with the palatal, as kmn, comb
(Germ, kamm) ; kdmma = chdmma, to comb (Germ, kammen).
But in the middle and at the end of words k retains its pure

guttural sound. In some cases it is indeed replaced by the media,

as jag, ego ; mig, me ; dig, te ; sig, se ; instead of the organic k
in O. N. jak, mik, dik, sik.

The sound of the media g is changed into the soft palatal /
before the same vowels where the k must be changed into ch,

e. g. get (goat)=Jei ; gdlla (to sound) =ya(?/«, goek (cuckoo) =yoe^

y

but before the combinations je, jd, jo, ju, the media is not heard
at all, and the words gjdrn, gjoerna, gjuta, sound \\\ie jdrn, joerna,

juta. As ^and ch, so also g and/'—that is, guttural and palatal

—

may alternately be heard in different forms of the same word, as

gifva (to g[ve)=jiva, and gqf, gave; guld, gold, and gyllenr=.

jyllen, golden. In the middle and at the end of words g retains

the pure sound of the guttural media, except after I and r, where
again it changes its pronunciation into j

',
and the neuter of

adjectives in lig, where before t it is pronounced like k, as heligt

= helikt.

ch occurs only in the particles ach and oeh, pronounced ack
and ock.
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The geminations gg and kk {ck) are frequent. qv=zkv. x^=ks.

The use o^ gt and kt is unsettled. The M. H. Germ. U (A. S. Jit.

Engl ght) should everywhere be rendered by tt. But by the
side of natt, night (A. S. niht, M. H. Germ, naht, Germ, nacht)

;

rett. right ; lett, light, we read makt, might ; rigtig, right ; vigi^

weight.

Danish. The gutturals g and k have before thin vowels a

softer pronunciation, approaching in fact the palatal modification

of the Swedish guttural, which is indicated by a j interpolated

between the guttural and the vowel, as kjende, kjoebe, gjest.

(This j is to be kept distinct from the / answering to the O. N. i

in to, ia, &c.: see sub lit. j.) Before hard vowels the full guttural

sound is retained. In the middle and at the end of words the

tenuis k makes place to the media g. We find organic g changed
into V after vowels in liquids, e. g. voven for vogen, waggon
(Germ, wagen) ; after soft vowels into j, e. g. lejr, camp (Germ,
lager) ; regn pronounced rejn. g is dropped after u and i, as

stie, stairs (Germ, stiege) ; due^ valere (Germ, taugen, O. N.
duga).

ck occurs only in foreign words.

The geminations gg and kk at the end of words are not

written but pronounced, as tyk (i]\\c\^^=.ti/kk or ti/ck, dg, egg.

For the O. N, Ai we should, as in Swedish, expect tt) which
in fact does occur in natt, night; aatte, eight; but gt instead

of the gemination we find in magt, might
; frugt, fruit.



ROOTS AND THEMES'.

The most ancient and primitive constituents of words in the

Aiyan languages are the roots. A root is the syllable which is

the bearer of the meaning or signification of a given word ; as

for instance, the primitive as, to be, is the root of the words
as-mi, I am ; as-ti, he is. But the sufSxes also which are used

for the formation of themes and words were originally nothing

but roots joined to the principal root or root of signification, re-

linquishing thereby their independence, and becoming, as it were,

roots of relation, that is, expressing a certain meaning, not for

its own sake, but for the purpose of defining, limiting, directing,

the sense of the principal root. Then the consciousness of their

formerly independent position was gradually lost, and they be-

came mere suffixes, appendages to the principal root, without
which they did not appear capable of any signification and
existence of their own. It forms one of the most important

tasks of the science of language to restore these suflSxed roots

to their primitive independence, to show them in their original

shape and signification. Thus we have for instance in the word
as-mi the root as, meaning ' to be,' and the root tna, which is

weakened into ml and expresses the relation of the principal

root to the ist person. As an independent root ma means ^to

measure,'' 'to think,^ 'man' (homo), 'I"* (ego) ; as-^ni then means
be-I=I am. As-ti, again, contains the principal root as and the

root ta, weakened into ti, expressing the relation of the principal

root to the 3rd person. The original meaning of ta is 'this'

(hie, hsec, hoc), 'he' (is, ea, id) ; as-ti, then means be-he= he is.

Hence the Sansk. as-mi, Gr. ei/ott (=lo--/jit), Lat. snm, Goth, im,

Engl, am; and Sansk. as-ti, Gr. e(T-ri, Lat. est, Goth, ist, Engl.
is, originally mean nothing else but simply ' be-I,' ' be-he,' i. e.

' I am,' ' he is'. Again, the primitive vak-s, speech (nom. sing.),

consists of the principal root vak, speech, and the root sa, short-

ened into s, and meaning ' this,' ' the' ; so that vak-s originally

means ' speech-the,' and is a formation similar to that caused by
the suffixed article in the Scandinavian languages.

' Bopp, i. pp. 96-123. Schleicher, pp. 341-479.
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To get at tl.e root {the root, the principal root) of a word in

its original shape, we must divest it of all syllables and letters

which are used merely to express certain relations, and of all

modifications which may have been caused by suffixes and termi-

nations j so that the radical vowel especially, where it is length-

ened or otherwise modified, is always reduced to its primitive

form : e. g. of the primitive da-dd-wi,J. give, da is the root; of

vaks, speech, vak ; of daiv-a-s, shining, heavenly, god, div ; of

dt/aii-s, heaven, dpt, =^div; of su-nu-s, son, stt, to beget, to bear.

All roots in the Aryan languages are monosyllables. They
may occur in the following combinations of letters :

—

1. A single vowel, or rather a combination of 'spiritus lenis'

and a vowel ; as, a (demonst. pron.), i, to go ; n, to rejoice.

2. One consonant -|- one vowel, e.g. da, to give; 6Au, to

become.

3. One vowel+ one consonant, e. g, ad, to eat ; ns, to burn.

4. One consonant -f one vowel + one consonant, e. g. paf, to fly,

to fjall ; vid, to see ; d/mt/, to bend.

5. Two consonants + one vowel, e.g. sta, to stand; km, to

hear
;
pri, to love.

6. One vowel+ two consonants, e. g. ard/i, to grow ; ark, to

shine, to lighten.

7. Two consonants+ one vowel + one consonant, e.g. sfar, to

scatter; siiffk, to mount, to ascend (Germ, steigen).

8. One consonant -|- one vowel + two consonants, e.g. dark, to

see ; vart, to turn.

9. Two consonants -f- one vowel+ two consonants, e.g. skand,

scandere.

Out of roots our languages formed themes. A theme is that

part of the word which remains after we have removed from it

all the terminations which declensions or conjugations require.

The simple root, therefore, may be a theme as well. Thus in

as-m'i and as-ti, as- (to be) is the root as well as the theme of the

present tense; in dyau-s, heaven, dyu [=div) is the nominal
theme as well as the root.

Another mode of forming themes we observe in the addition of

suffixes to the simple or reduplicated root with its vowel length-

ened, or, as we called it, gradated ' ; e. g. daiv-a-, nom. sing.

daiva-s, divus, deus, where the root is div, out of which we form
the theme by the gradation of the radical vowel, hence daiv-,

and adding the suffix a (demonst. pron.), hence the theme daiva-,

which in the nom. sing, assumes the inflexional termination -s,

and thus becomes the word daiva-s. Themes formed directly

* Vide p. 22, sqq.
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from the root we call ' primary/ and the suffixes used 'primary

suffixes^ ; tliemes formed from other themes we call 'secondary/

and the suffixes used 'secondary suffixes/ One and the same suffix

may be used to form a theme from the root, or from another

theme ; one and the same suffix therefore may in one position be
primary, in another secondary.

SUFFIXES USED IN THE FORMATION OF THEMES.

I. Verbal Themes.—(Derivative ^)

ya (a-ya)

The radical vowel takes gradation, forming" chiefly causative

and transitive, but also derivative and intransitive verbs, a-ya

consists of a, the final vowel of the verbal or nominal theme, and
ya, a suffix frequently used in the formation of themes. (Com-
pare the pronominal root ya^ relative and demonstrative.)

Examples

:

—
Sanskrit. dMra-ya-(i, 3rd pers. sing. pres. of the causative

verb, from the root 6/iar, nominal theme d/idra, burden, or the

verbal theme hhara- {bhara-ti, he bears).

Greek, a-ya becomes ^a-y^, ^c-ye, o-ye {y dropped), e.g. rifxa,

he honours, =:Tifia€L=^TLiJiay€-Ti, from the theme rt/x?/, honour.

Latin, (i) aya is contracted into a, as seda-t, he causes to sit,

=z'^ sedd-t=.'^sedayi-t, root sed {sed-eo, I sit). (2) aya contracted

into e, as mone-mus-=:.^moneyi-mus, root mon •= man, to think;

mo7i-eo, I remind. (3) aya contracted into i, e. g. sopio, to cause

to sleep, z=zsopiyo, iyo=-aya, hence s6piy6=z^v\v{\. svdpayd=-svd-

payd-mi, root svap, sleep.

Gothic, (i) aya Contracted into 6 (=prim. d), e.g. ist sing.

ga-leiko, 3rd sing. ga-le'ik6-\, ist plur. galeiko-m, =prim. ^leika-

yd-mi, leika-ya-ti, '^leika-yd-masi ; '^eri. ga-leiko-da ; from ga-leik-s,

theme leika-, like, similar. "(2) aya becomes ai, parallel to the

Latin e, e. g. veihai- = ^veiha-ya, to consecrate (Germ, weihen),

theme veiha-, nom. sing, veik-s, holy. (3) aya becomes ya, hence
yi (Ji), hence ei, corresponding to the Latin t; e.g. from the verbal

theme sita-, siti-, prim, sada-, to sit, we have the 3rd pers. sing,

pres. si(i-]f, prim, sada-ti ; from the theme satja, safji, to set,

to cause to sit, 3rd sing. pres. satji-'^, prim, sdda-ya-ti.

* These form the verbs which in our Teutonic conjugations we call ' Weak.'
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We frequently find nominal themes without any alteration

used as verbal themes, occasionally with the addition of the

suffix ya.

Q,. Nominal Themes*.

This suffix is used very frequently ; the root preceding it has

the radical vowel sometimes lengthened, sometimes in its primi-

tive form.

Examples

:

—
Sanskrit. 6Aav-a-, masc. being, origin, root dh(, to be ; li/iar-a^,

masc. burden, root b/iar, to bear ; dod/i-a, masc. knowledge, root

6udA, to know.
Greek. F4py-o-{v), neut. work, root Fepy- {ipy-dCo-ixai, I work)

;

tf)op'6-, adj. bearing, <p6p-o-, tribute, (f)op-A, offer, root (jxp, to bear
;

<f)vy-ri, fem. flight, root (pvy {(pfvy-o), i-(pvy-ov, to flee).

Latin, vad-o-, neut. vadum, a ford, root rad, to go ; div-o-,

divine ; deo-, God, from ^dep-o-, ^deh'-o-, root prim, div, to shine.

Gothic, vig-a-, masc, nom. sing, vigs, way, root vag, vig-an^ to

move (Germ, be-wegen) ; rulf-a, masc, nom. rulfs, wolf, root

prim, vark, to tear
;

gib-a, fem., nom. sing, giba, gift (Germ,
gabe), root gab, gib-an, to give; staig-a, path, root stig, steigan,

to mount, to ascend (Germ steigen, cornp. Engl, to sty).

Primitive, ak-i, eye (A.S. cage, Germ, auge), root ak, to have
an edge, to be sharp, to see.

Sanskrit, lip-i-, writing, root lip, to smear ; bodh-i, wise, root

budk, to know.
Greek. 6k-i-, neut. eye; preserved in the dual oaarc^oKge, oxie,

root prim, ak, to have an edge, to see ; Tpo'x-t-, masc. runner,

root rpex, Tpiyjji, I run.

Latin, ovi-, ovis, sheep (comp. Greek df-i-s, Sansk. av-i-s), root

u, av, perhaps in the sense of ' to clothe.'

Gothic, mat-i-, nom. sing, mats, meat, root mat, mat-jan, to

eat; qem=.kven-i-, fem. woman, prim, gdn-i, root gan, to bear,

bring forth.

* Many of these suffixeg are also used in the formation of verbs belonging to the
• Strong ' conjugation. In this respect they are treated under the chapter of Strong
Conjugations, Formation of the Present and Perfect Themes.
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U
Sanskrit, prath-u, prt7i-u, broad, root prath, to be extended

;

piir-u, much, =.^par-u, root par, to fill; svad-u, sweety root svad,

to taste.

Greek. TiXaT-v, broad, =Sanslv. //r^/^?/, root Sausk. jora/^//, pi-im.

prat ; ttoA-v, much, =Sansk. pur-u, prim, par-u ; rib-v, sweet,

= Sansk. svadu, root svad.

Latin. Themes in n have passed into the declension in t,

Avhence the u is always followed by i. Examples : — tenu-i-,

temds, thin, from ^ten-u-, prim. tan-ii-, root tan, to extend, to

stretch; sudv-i-, sweet, for ''suddu-i, from svdd-u- (comp. Gr.

r}h-v-, Sansk. svdd-u-). The form in u is preserved in ac-u-, acus,

fem. needle^ root ak, to have an edge, to be sharp, and several

others.

Gothic, fof-u-, fotus, foot, root prim, ^ja^/, to go ; hand-u-,

handus, hand; faih-u, cattle, wealth. But adjectives have the

form in « in the nom. only, in the other cases they follow the

themes in ya, e.g. ^aurs-u-, nom. sing. masc. yaursu-s, neut.

\>aurs?i, dry, aec. sing. masc. \aurs-ja-na, &c., &c.

ya
This suffix is used very frequently in all Arj^an languages.

Sanskrit, rad-yd, fem. knowledge, root v'ld, to know ; vdk-ya,

neut. speech, root vach ; che-ya, root clii, to gather; pdk-ya, root

pack, to cook. Chiefly used to form the participium necessitatis.

Greek, ay-io-, holy, prim, yag-ya-, Sansk. yaj-ya-, venerandus,

root yaj, to revere ; 7idy-to-, fast, firm, root Tray, -n-qy-vv^ii^ I

fasten.

Latin, ad-ag-io-, adagimn, adage, saying, proverb, root ag, to

say {com^. ajo=. ag-yd); exim-io-, exitnius, excellent, root im, ex-

im-o, I take out ; conjug-io-, conjmium, marriage, rootJug, to join

[com]), jung-o, jug-um) ; Jiuv-io-, fiuvius, river, root JIu, Jiuere, to

flow. The suffix io-ni- seems an extension of io by means of ni,

e. g. leg-ioni-=^leg-io-ni-, root leg, leg-ere ; reg-ion-, reg-ioni-, root

reg, reg-ere.

Gothic, band-ja-, fem. nom. sing, bandi, band, bandage
;
ga-

bund-ja-, fem. nom. sing, ga-bundi, Germ, ge-bund^ Engl, bnnd-le,

root band, b'lnd-an, to bind; kun-ya-, neut. nom. sing, kuni,

genus, gens, root kan, prim, gan, to beget. Adjectives :

—

un-

qe^-ja-, nom. sing, un-ge^-s, inexpressible, root qa^, qi^-an, to

speak ; anda-nem-Ja-, nom. sing, anda-tiem-s, agreeable (comp.

Germ, ange-nehrri), root nam, nim-an, to take (Germ, nehmen).
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Gothic, like all Teutonic languages, frequently extends the

suffix ja by adding n, originally perhaps ni. With adjectives

this n has the function to impart to the adjective a certain

relation or direction ; hence ancla-nem-jan b}'" the side of anda-

nem-ja ; band-jan, masc. nom. sing, band-ja, a prisoner, root

land, bind-an, to bind
;
gasin^-jan, companion, root sati^, to go

(comp. sin}^-s, path, way ; sand-jan, to send).

ya also occurs as a secondary suffix in all Aryan languages.

Examples in Gothic are :

—

haird-ja-, masc. nom. sing, haird-eis,

^e^-herd^ Germ, hirt-e, from hairda, herd ; anda-va4rd-ja, neut.

answer (comp. Germ, ant-wort), from vaurda-, word (Germ. wort).

These also are extended by n, as fsk-jan-, fisher, fisher-man,

from Jiska-, nom. sing. Jisk-s, fish ; manag-ein- for manag-jan-,

nom, sing, managei, multitude, many, from managa-, adj. much.

Va; related to it, van
Sanskrit, pad-va, masc. way, root pad, to go

;
paJc-v>a-, adj.

cooked, root pack, to cook ; e-va, masc. itus, walk, root i, to go

;

so also pad-van-, way (comp. pad-va-\

Greek. It is difficult to recognise the suffix va on account

of the total disappearance of the letter v from this dialect.

Examples are:— ltt-o-, horse for ^Ik-Fo-, =Lat. equo-, prim.

ak-va-; tioAAo (= 77oAv), from ^ttoK-Fo, -prim, parva, root par, to

fill. The suffix vaji we have in aiwr, time, time of life (= ai-^

F<ov-), prim, ai-van- (comp. Lat. cb-vo-, Gr. ai-va-, Sansk. e-va-),

root i, to go.

Latin, eq-vo-, horse ; a-vo- (see Greek) ; ar-vo-, ploughed,

arvu-tn, field, root ar, ar-are, to pl<)U;i;'h
; vac-uo-, empty, root

vac, vac-are, to be empty; al-vo-, fem. belly, root al, alere, to

feed. Also formations in ivo, as noci-vo-, vaci-vo- for noc-uo, &c.

Gothic, ai-va-, masc, nom. sing, aivs, time, root i, to go (comp.
Sanskrit, Greek, Latin) ; O. S. e/iu-, horse, requires a Gothic aiA-

va- for a more ancient ih-va-, prim, ak-va.

rant, used to form a part. pret. active, probably a compound of

va-\-nt {= ant\ in the same manner as yant=zya-\-nt [ant) (see

the comparative), and mant=:ina-\-nt {ant), and ant-=.a-\-nt {an€)',

so that we get the orders ant, vant, yant, mant, by the side of
an, yan, ran, man, and a, ya, ra, ma, consisting of one, two, and
three, component elements. It frequently occurs that suffixes of

the second order may be used for those of the first, and suffixes

of the third order may replace those of the second.

vant does not occur in the Teutonic languages, unless we
except the nom. plur. masc. Goth, berusjos, parents, which is
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supposed to stand for a more ancient beransjd-sz=balar-ansya-s^

root bar, Sansk. b/tar, to bear, to beget.

ma and man {=ma + an)

Sanskrit. Jan-man, neut. birth, root Jan, gignere ; nd-man-,

neut. name, = ^f/nd-man-, root gna-gan, to know ; ush-man-, sum-
mer, root ush, to burn.

Greek, dep-jjid-, adj. hot, Oip-ixr), fem. heat, root O^p, Ocp-ofiai,

to grow hot; yvco-fxri, opinion, root yvo, prim, gan, to know;
av-e-fjio-, wind, prim, root an, to breathe

;
yvoi-p-ov-, masc., nom.

sing. yv<a-p.(i>v, one who knows, root yvo, prim. gan.

Iiatin. an-i-mo-, nom. sing, animus, mind, root an (see Greek)

;

al-mo-, almus, nourishing, root al, alere ; fd-ma, report, root/a,

fa-ri, to say.

Gothic. The suffix ma is rarely used except in the superlative

(see below). Examples :

—

var-ma-, adj., nom. sing, varm-s, warm
;

O. H. Germ, tou-m, smoke, Sansk. dku-ma-, Lat. fu-mo-, root

dhu, to move. More frequent in Gothic is the suffix man, e. g.
mal-man-, masc, nom. sing, mal-ma, sand, root mal, mal-an.

Germ, ma-len, to grind ; na-man-, neut., nom. sing, namo, name
(comp. Sansk. nd-man). This suffix appears in an extended

form with ^a and with its vowel a weakened into ii, as lauh-

munja-, nom. sing, lauh-mani, lightning, prim, ruk-manya, root

/ai=prim. ruk, to shine, to lighten.

ra (la)

Sanskrit, dip-ra-, shining, root dijo, to shine ; aj-ra-, a plain,

floor, root aj, to go, to drive ; an-i-la, wind, air, root an, to

breathe.

Greek. ipvd-p6-, red; aK-po-, toj^most, highest; 6.K-pa, top,

root prim, ak, to have an edge, to be sharp ; b<ii-po-, gift, root bo,

to give ; -rtTe-po-, neut. wing, root ttct, = Sansk. pat, to fly
;

pLcy-

d\o-, great, strictly ' grown', root prim, mag or magA, to grow

;

oT-^-\r), column, root ara, to stand.

Latin, rub-ro-, red, root rub, prim, rudk ; gna-ro-, experienced,

root gna=gan, to know; ple-ro-, much, root ple=pra=j)ar, to

fill ; sella, chair, = sed-la-, root sed, sedere, to sit ; cande-la,

candle, light, root cande-, candere, to glow, to be white.

Gothic, bait-ra, bitter, O. H. Germ, bittar, bitter, root bit,

beitan, to bite; mik-ila-, great, =Gr. /meyoAo-, prim, root mag or

magh, to grow ; sit-la, seat, nest, root sat, to sit.
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an
Sanskrit, rdj-an-, nom. sing, raj-a, king, root ra/, to shine

;

sneh-an, friend, root snih, to love ; ud-an-^ neut. water, root ud,

to moisten.

Greek, rep-er-, nom, sing. mase. rip-riv, tender, root T€p, reC-po),

1 rub ; . ci/c-oV, fern., nom. eiK-Mv, image (comp. (-ol-kq, perf. I

resemble) ; Aeix-Jji', lichen, root Ai^, Aei'xa), I lick ; K\vb"j>v,

billow, root KXvb, k\vC(>>} I wash.

Latin, com-pag-en-^ nom. sing, compago, fixture, root pa^/^pango,

I fasten ', pect-en, neut. comb, pecto^ I comb ; ed-on-, glutton,

root ed^ edo, I eat.

Gothic, liub-a-, nom. sing. masc. Hubs, Germ, lieb, dear, in

an indefinite sense ; liub-an-, nom. sing. masc. liub-a, dear, in a

definite sense, root lub^ Sansk. lubh ; raud-a-y red, indef. ; rand-

an-, red, def., root prim, rudh, to be red.

ana
Used chiefly in the formation of themes which occur as infini-

tives ; further, nomina actionis and nomina agentis.

Sanskrit, gam-ana-, to go, root gam, to go ; bhar-ana-, to bear,

root bhar ; nay-ana-, neut. eye, ' that which guides,* root ni, to

guide ; vad-ana-, mouth, ' that which speaks,' root vad, to speak

;

vah-ana-, waggon, ' that which conveys,' root vah, to fare, to

convey.

Greek, bpiz-avo-, sickle, root bpetr, bpeTT-ofxai, I cut off; Tvfxir-

avo-, neut. drum, root tvti, tutttco, I beat; 6\-avo-, handle, root

*X» ^X^5 I have, hold.

Latin, pdg-ina, fem., leaf, page, root pag, to join, fix ; dom-ino-,

master, fem. dom-ina, mistress, root dotn, domo, to ovei'come, to

tame.

Gothic. Infinitives : bair-an, to bear, theme prim, bhar-ana-,

pres. theme Goth, baira-, root bar, Sansk. bhar ; it-an, to eat,

pres. theme ita-, root at, prim, ad'y sit-an, to sit, pres. theme sita-,

root sat, prim. sad.

na
Themes with na are frequently used as part. pret. passive,

identical in meaning to those in ta.

Sanskrit, svap-'iia-, sleep, root srap, to sleep ; anna, food, ^i'ad-

va, root ad, to eat
;

part. pret. pass, piur-na-, root par, to fill

;

stir-ua-=.^ star-iia, root star, sternere, to scatter.
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Greek. Adjectives: (T([xv6=^ ae^-vo-, revered, root cre/S, a-efi-

o/uai, I revere ; ay-vo-, revered, sanctified, root ay, aQ-ofxai, I

revere,

Latin. j';^(?-?(!0-, filled, full, root ple=:pla=^pra=zpar, to fill;

tuag-uo-, great, literally ' grown,' root mafj, Sansk. mah, to grow.

Gothic. Part, pret, passive : haura-na, pres. theme baira, root

bar, to bear ; viga-na, pres. theme vlga-, root vaff, to move

;

hiKja-ua, root liig^ to bend (Germ, biegen) ; har-na-^ nom. sing.

ham, child, ' that which has been born,' root bar.

na, nd (Gothic), used in the formation of passive intransitive

verbal forms, as ga-hail-7ii-\>, he is healed, from heil-s, heal, theme
haila- (comp. hail-ja-n, to heal); ve^Il-ni-^^, he is sanctified, he
becomes holy, from veih-s holy, theme veiha-.

ni

Compare ti. Orders of similar meaning are na, ni, mi, and
ta, ti, tu.

Sanskrit, gld-ui-, fatigue, root gla, to lose strength; hd-ni,

abandon, abandonment, root ha, to abandon. -

Greek. iJ.f,-vi.-, ^rjvis, wrath, root prim, ma, to think.

Latin, ig-ni-, fire, Sansk. ag-ni-
;
pa-ni-, bread, root pa (comp.

pa-SCO, to feed).

Gothic. /iausei-ni~, hearing, = ^ansja-ni, verbal theme hausja ,

to hear
;
golei-ni-, greeting, verbal theme golja-, to greet ; libai-

ni-, life, verbal theme libai-, to live,

nu
Sanskrit. ta-mi~, thin, root ta, tan, to stretch ; su-nu-, born,

son, root su, to beget, to bear (comp. Goth, barn, son, root bar);

hha-un, sun, root hha, to shine.

Greek, dprj-vo-, stool, root 6pa, Opri-araaOai, to sit down, Opa-

vus, seat, root prim, dkra, dhar, to hold, support.

Latin, te-nii-i-, thin (comp. Sansk. ta-nu-)
;
perhaps also ma-nu-,

hand, prim, root tna, to measure, to form.

Gothic, su-nu-, son (comp. Sansk.) ; as to kinnu-, it is doubtful

whether it is formed by the sufiix nw.

ta

Compare the pronominal root ta. This suffix is frequently

used to form the part, perf passive, the 3rd person of the verb,

perhaps also the abh sing, of the noun.
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Sanskrit, ina-ta-, root ma^ man, to think ; hhr-ta-, root hhar, to

bear
;
ynh-ta-., root yuj, to join.

Greek. KAt-rc'-, root kKv, to hear ; airap-ro-, root o-Trep, to sow ;

(TTa-To-, root (TTo, to stand.

Latin, da-io-, root ^a, to give ; sta-to-, root sfa, to stand

;

di-ru-to-, root n/, to fall down; passo- =:^pas-fo =^pai~to, root

joa^j to suffer.

Gothic, sati-da- of satjan, root *a^, to set ; veihai-da- ; ma/i-fa-

for mag-da-, from the perf. theme ^;2/7^, I am able, may
;

\ali-ta

for ^alc-da-, root
J>«-^,

to think ; hrah-ta for brag-da, root ^;"(3!/7, to

bring". (On the change of the final g of the root into h before

the dental, see the letters h. and g, pp. ii6, 128.)

tar, tra

The suffix -tar is used to form nomina agentis, and the part,

fut. active ; -tra, nomina which denote an instrument and the

like. The origin of these suffixes is obscure ; perhaps they both

are derived from tara, a compound of ia + ra, in the same manner
as man and mna from mana-=ma-\-na. Formations with these

suffixes are traced to the primitive language^ especially those in

-tar-, used as family terms ; e. g. ma-tar-, genitrix, mother, root

ma, gignere, to produce, to bear
;
pa-tar-, father, root pa, to pro-

tect, to govern; hhrd-tar-, brother, root hhar, bhra, to bear, to

support ; da-tar-, giver, root da, to give ; su-tar-, woman, root

su, to beget, to bear, hence sva-star=8va-sutar-, sister; gan-tar-,

genitor, begetter, root gan, to beget. Instrumental nouns in

-tra, as dak-tra-, tooth, root dak, to bite
;
gd-tra-, limb, root ga,

to go, to move ; kraii-tra-, ear, root kru, to hear.

Sanskrit, pi-tar-, father ; md-tar, mother ; hhrd-tar, brother

;

svasar- (sister) for ^sva-star=^ sva-sutar-; kar-tar, root kar, to

make ; pdk-tar-, root pack, to cook, &c. ; da-tar, fem. nom. sing,

da-tri — da-tryd, the feminine being formed by the addition of

the secondary suffix ya, except in family terms where both the

masculine and feminine may end in tar (comp. md-tar, mother).

Suffix -tra : gd-tra, limb, root ga, to go ; vas-tra-, vestis, clothes,

root I'as, to clothe ; vak-tra, mouth, root vack, to speak.

Greek, -rep, -Ti]p, -Top, for the primitive -tar, e. g. Tra-rep-,

father
;

fxrj-Tep-, mother ; bo-rrip- or bui-rrip, giver ; prj-rop-,

oi-ator, root pe= fp, to speak; Fia-rop-, ta-rwp, one who knows,
who bears witness, root Fib, to know ; -rvp only in p.dp-Tvp-,

witness, root smar, to remember. The primitive -tra becomes in

Greek -rpo, -Qpo (neut.), -rpa, -9pa (fem.). Examples :

—

apo-rpo-,

plough, from the verbal theme apo-, to plough, root ap ; ^Id-rpo-,
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physician, verbal theme la, 'itt-o/xat, to heal; ^a-Opc-, ground,

l;ottom^ root j3a= prim, ga, to go; KOLynfi-dpa, sleeping pla^e,

dormitory, verbal theme KOLfxa', Koi/xao), to cause to sleep.

Latin. The family terms end in ter, tr, the nomina agentis

in tor, for the primitive tar ; e. g. pa-ier, md-ter
,
frd-ter (but soror-

from ^sosdr-, ^sos-tor, ^sva-s-tar, ^ sva-su-tar) ; vic-tor-, root vie,

cens6r--=.cens-tor, root cens, censeo. Future participles: da-turo-,

vic-tnro~ ; the fem. tura forms nomina actionis, e.g. sepid-tma

(comp. sepul-tus), sepelio, to bury. /^yo= prim. tra, e.g. ros-tro-,

rostrum, heak,= ^ rod-tro, root rod, rodare, to gnaw; clau8-tro-=.

^claud-tro, root eland, claudere, to lock. We have an extension

of the suffix tra by the addition of the suffix ya in the termi-

nations -trio-, and -torio-, as pa-tr-io-, aiidi-tor-io, &c. ; trie, by
the addition of ie, as vie-tr-ie- ; trina, by the addition of ina, as

doe-tr-ina, root c^oc.

Gothic. The suffix tar is preserved in family terms only, e. g.

fa-dar, father ; bro-'^ar, brother ; dauh-tar, daughter ; svis-tar,

sister. Suffix tra forms neuter nouns, as maur-\ra, nom. sing.

maur-^r, murder, prim, root tnar, to die; 0.1^. Germ, hla-tar,

laughter, root klah, Goth, hlah-jan, to laugh ; O. H. Germ, ruo-

dar, rudder, oar (Germ, ruder), root ra-=.ar (comp. ar-are^ &e ).

ti

Sanskrit, ma-ti-, opinion, root ma, man, to think ; uk-ti, speech,

root vacli, to speak; yuk-ti, junction, root yuj, to join; pd-ti-,

lord, root pa, to protect.

Greek, ti or ai : ju^-n-, prudence, root ma, to think
;

0<i-rt-,

saying, report, root cpa, to say; (f)v-(n, nature, root (j)v, to grow.

Latin, do-ti-, dos, dowry, root da, to give ; men-ti, mens, mind,

root men=.man, ma, to think; ves-ti-, root prim, vas, to clothe.

An extension of ti is tio, tia= ti-\-o (a, perhaps ^or ya) : in-i-tio-,

beginning, root i, to go; justi-tia- irova.justo, &c.

Gothic has -di and -thi for the primitive -ti, e. g. kno-di-,

genus, gens, prim, root gna=igan, gignere; mah-ti-, might,

l^ower =.^ mag-ti, root m^g, to be able; ga-mun-di-, remembrance,

root mun=.man, ma, to think ; an-s-ti- favour, root an, to favour;

fa-di-, nom. sing, fd^-s, lord, prim, root pa^ to protect (comp.

Sansk. pa-ti-).

tu

Used in the formation of verbal nouns.

Sanskrit, da-iii-m, root da, to give ; stha-ttt-m, root stha, to

stand ; vet-tu-m,, root rid, to know ; kar-tti-m, root kar, to make.
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Greek, ^pco-rv-, meat, root ^po (comp. ^t-^paj-o-Kw) ; ibrj-Tiu-,

meat, root ib, to eat ; &a-Tv = Fda-rv, town, prim, root vas, to

dwell. Secondary suffix is -(Tvvri= ^-Tvvr], e.g. hiKaio-nvvr] from
bUaio-, just

;
fxvr]p.o-avvr], remembrance, theme fxvrjfxov-, mindful,

root iJiev=man, ma, to think.

Latin, sta-tu-, nom. sing-, status, root sta, to stand ; dic-tu-, root

die, to say ; vic-tu-, root vig, viv, viv-o, to live, &c., &c. Secondary
suffixes used in the formation of abstracts are tu-ti-, tu-don-, and
iu-din-, as servi-tuti-, alti-ttulin-.

Gothic, dati-^u-, death, root daio, div, du, to die; vrato-du-,

journey, theme vrato, to go ; vahs-tu-, root vahs, to grow. The
suffix -dva (=.Sansk. -tva, Lat. ~tuo) forms secondary themes, as

'\piva-dva-, servitude, from ]>iva-, ]>i2is, servant.

ant, nt

Used chiefly in the formation of the participle active out of

the theme of the present tense.

Sanskrit, ad-ant, root and theme of the present ad, to eat;

iuda-ni, root tud, to push, to strike; fem. ad-ati, neut. ad-at, &c.

Greek, -ovt, -vt, fem. '^-oviya, '^-viya, which becomes -ovaa,

-ovaa, e.g. (f)4po-i'T-, fem. (j)epov(ra = ^(f)€po-paa=:^(f)€po-VTya, root

(f)ep, to bear ; tlQI-vi-, root Oe, to set ; htho-vr-, root ho, to give,

so also the 2nd aor. 6i-vj-, bo-m-.

Latin, -ent, ancient -ont, -unt : vehe-nt-, root veh, to fare, to

convey; vol-ent-, ancient vol-ont-, col-nnt-, root vol, to will.

{pra)-s-ent-=.es-e7it, root and pres. theme es, Sansk. as, to be;

i-ent-, e-unt--=^ e-ont-, root i, to go. Secondary formations are

the abstracts in antia, entia, antium, ent'mm,-=ant, ent-\-ia, io,

prim, i/a, e. g. silent-iu-m, licent-ia, abundant~ia.

Gothic, hairands, pres. part. = hira-7id{a)-s, root bar, to bear

;

giba-nd-, root gab, pres. theme glha-. Other Teutonic dialects

show with these participles an extension of the theme by means
of adding the suffix ya, as O. S. helpandja-, helping, definite

form helpandjan.

as

The themes in -as are commonly used as neuter nomina actionis,

rarely as nomina agentis.

Sanskrit. yara-a«, genus, root Jan, gignere; man-as, sense, root

man, to think ; vach-as, speech, root vach, to speak ; ap-as, work,

root ap.

Greek, fxiv-os, sense, courage, wrath, gen. fxh'-ea-os, fxivios,

liei'ovs, root p.iv=^man, to think; yii-os, gen. yh-ta-os, yivov'i

;

N
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4i:-os=FeT:-os, F^tt-co--, word, root Fctt, prim, vak, Sansk. vacA, to

speak
;

jutjk-os, yS^K-icr-, length, root \xaK, (laK-po-, long.

Latin, gen-us, ancient ^gen-os, Sansk. jan-as, root gen, gignere
;

op-US, work, old form ^op-os, Sansk. ap-as ; foed-us, old Ibrm

foid-os, root fid, fido ; corp-us, Sansk. root karp ; jus, right, old

form/of-05, vootju, to join; pus, old form pot-os, root pu, to rot.

The masculines in or=os, e. g. arb-or=arb-os ; sop-or, prim, root

svap, to sleep.

Gothic expresses the primitive as by -isa, as if it came from

an ancient -asa, theme in a. Examples :

—

hat-isa-, nom. sing.

hatis, hate, root hat, hat-a, I hate j ag-isa-, nom. sing, ag-is, fear,

root ag, og, I fear. In Old High German the suffix prim, as,

Goth, -isa, O. H. Germ, -ira, is used in the plural only, while

the suffix a forms the singular, e. g. sing, grab, grave, from a

primitive graba-in, plur. nom. grab-ir, = ancient '^grab-lsa, more
ancient ^grab-asd. (Concerning the formation of the plural in

ir, er, see the Teutonic Declensions of the Noun.)

ka
Sanskrit. This suffix is rarely used in primary, but more fre-

quently in secondary themes, as putra-ka, little son, from putra,

son.

Greek, secondary suffix in ^vai-m-, theme ^vai-; 6t]\v-k6j

6r]kv- ; Kaphia-KO-, KapbCa.

Latin, secondary suffix in cim-co-, theme clvi- ; urbi-co-,

theme urbi- ; belli-co-, theme belli-.

Gothic, primary suffix in O. H. Germ. Jbl-ca, neut. folk (comp.

Slavonic plu-ku, multitude, army), prim, par-ka, root par, to fill.

Secondary suffix in anda-ga, beatus, theme anda-, happiness

;

handu-ga, wise, skilful, theme handu-, hand ; staina-ha-, petreus,

theme staina-, stone (Germ, stein). The suffix -iska is used for

derivative adjectives which correspond to those ending in -ika in

Greek and Latin, as barn-iska-, childish, from the theme barna-,

neut. child.

Note.—All other suffixes will be explained in their proper
places, when we treat on the Comparisons, Numerals, &c., &c.
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PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

TABLE OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN THE COGNATE LANGUAGES.

1 si and 2nd Person.

SINGULAR.

Sanskrit. Greek. { Latin. Gothic.

Nom. aham
tvam

Accus. mdm, ma
tvdm, tvd

Instr. mayd
tvayd

Dat. mahyam
me
tuhhyam
tve, te

Abl. mat
mattas
tvat

tvattas

Gen. mama
me
tava

te

Loc. mayi
tvayi

4y^
av

Tiiv, rilr

ffiOV, fXOV

crov

€fwi, fxoi

aol

ego

tu

me
te

mihi

tibi

me{d)

'te{d)'

mei

tui

mei
tui

ik

Pa
mik
puk

mis

pus

meina

peina

mis
pus

DUAL.

Nom. dvdm vd>, villi vit

Accus
yuvam

. dvdm
nau

<T<pli, ff<pWl

via, vui

^yut

ugkis

yuvdm (T(p<i, cr<pa>t tgqu
vam

Instr.

Dat.

dvdbhydm
yuvdbhyam
dvdbhydm
ndu

vSiiv, vcfu vgkis

yuvdhhydm fftpmv, ff<p^v tggts

vam .

Abl. dvdbhydm

Gen.
yuvd'hydm
dvayos
ndu
yuvayos
vdm

^ugkara

^igqara

Loc. dvayos
yuvayos ...

N 2
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PLURAL.

Sanskrit. Greek. Latin. Gothic.

Nom. vayam
a&me
yuyam
yushme

Accus. asman
nah
yushman
vah

Instr. asmdbhih
yushmabhih

Dat. asmabhyam
nah
yushmabhyam
vah

Abl. asmxit

yushmat
Gen. oMfiakam

nah
yushmakam
vah

Loc. asmasu
yushmasu

itjUjue, TjiJias

6/Ji.fit, v/ias

&filjuy, Tifuv

tlniiiv, vfuv

afifieuv, fifiwv

vfifxfuv, vfjLwy

nos

vos

nos

vos

nobis

vobis

nobis

vobis

nobis

vobis

nostri

vestri

veis

yu8

unsis

izvis

unsis

izvis

unsara

izvara

yd Person.

SINGULAR*.
PrSk.

Accusative e, ee se sih

Instrumental . . . .

Dative se kiv, tv sihi sts

Genitive se efo, ov SUl setna

Locative . . koi, of .

REMARKS ON THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS OF THE COGNATE
LANGUAGES.

From the personal terminations of the verb, as well as from
the different eases of the pronoun itself, the pi-imitive root of

the 1st singular appears as ma, of the and singular as tu or

tva. Schleicher considers this ma, ' ego/ identical with the verbal

root ma, ' to measure, to think/ a root from which is also derived
* man/ Sansk. ma-nu-, Goth, ma-n-, i. e. the being that ' thinks'

;

a very appropriate term for individual self-assertion, quite as

* The singular supplies, except in Greek, the place of the plural.
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distinct as, and far more concise than, the well known ' cogito,

ergo sum ' of the scholastic school. The derivation of the root

iva is obscure.

1st Person Nominative Singular.

Primitive (Ursprache) agam or agham. Whether ag, agh is

the root and -am a termination, which occurs in Sanskrit too not

unfrequently, or the initial a is the remainder of the root ma^ and
agham stands for ma-gha-m, is not decided. The primitive ag-am
is represented in Sanskrit by ah-dm, Gr. ey-w, -^ol. ey-wr, Lat.

eg-o, Goth. ik.

2nd Person Nominative Singular.

The primitive tu-am is in Sanskrit represented by tvdm {= ttc-

am), Gr. av for the more ancient and Doric tv, Dor. and Ep.

Tvv-T], Bceot. Tovi>, where the final v is considered the last rem-
nant of the termination am, of the primitive tu-am, just as in

cyoji; for agam. The Latin tu and the Gothic '[u are the weakened
forms of tva.

Accusative Singular.

In this, as well as in the remaining cases of the singular, the

proper bases of these pronouns become distinctly apparent, i. e.

(i) ma, (2) tva, (3) sva. The primitive language probably used

for the accusatives (
1
) ma-m, (2) tva-m, (3) sva-m ; so also in San-

skrit the roots ma, tva, are treated as bases in a and form the

accusatives (1) md-m, (2) tvd-m (enclit. md, tvd). Greek (i) k-yii,

jxe, (2) ae. Dor. re for tF4, (3) e, -^ol. Fi=(TFe, Horn, ee, pro-

bably for o-efe. Characteristic of all these Greek accusatives is

the loss of the accusative termination m.. The Latin accusatives

(i) me, (2) te, (3) se, for me-m, te-m, tve-m, se-m, sve-m, seem to

lead us to an original mi-m, tvi-7n, svi-m, where we have the

bases mi, tvi and svi, instead of the primitive ma, tva and sva,

as they distinctly appear in the datives ti-di, si-bi, and in the

Umbr. ti-om for tu-om, Osc. si-07n for su~om. The Gothic also

shows the base ''mi for ^maz=^ma-m in the accus. (1) mi-h, where
the k corresponds to the primitive ga, Sansk. gha, ha, Gr. ye, a

particle of emphatic force, so that mi-k would be represented by
a primitive ^ma-m-ga, Gr. ^tie-ye. In the same manner the accus.

(2) \u-k would be rendered by a primitive ^tu-m-ga, (3) si-k,

sva-m-ga.
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Locative Singular.

The locative ease in the Ursprache is formed by adding the

termination i to the root, (i) ma-i, (2) tva-i, (3) sva-i. These are

rendered in Sanskrit, (i) md-y-i, (2) tvd-y-i ; a more ancient

form was (i) me, (2) te, tve, which though originally a locative

came to be chiefly employed as an enclitic form to express the

relations of the genitive and dative. Gr. (1) €-/xo-t, \io-l\ (2)

(ro-[:=(rFo-[=TFo-i, (3) ol, loi, primitive form sava-i. In Latin
wanting. The form which in Gothic expresses the relations of

the dative is supposed to have originally been a locative, so that

the words (1) mis, (2) \>u-s, (3) sis, are the relics of locatives, i. e.

masmin, tusmin, svasmin.

Dative Singular.

Primitive (i) ma-hhiam, (2) tu-bhiam, (3) sva-bhiam. The suffix

bhiam which we find added to the root is one of the extensions of the

simpler form bhi, a form which in various modifications is applied

to perform the functions of the locative and the dative, in nouns
as well as pronouns. The Sansk. (i) ma-hi/am for ^ma-bhyam,

(2) tu-hhyam ; Gr. (i) Dor. k\ilv, (2) Hom. re-ir. Dor. riv, (3) kiv

(korinna), contracted tv, probably derived from the more ancient

forms ^eix€-(})lv, ^re-cfnv, ^i-(j)Lv, ^-^ir, being a true dative suffix

in the place of the primitive bhiam, and altogether distinct from
the locative bhi,. The Latin (1) mi-hi=.mi-bi=.mi-bei ; (2) ti^bi

= ti-bei, (3) si-bi=-si-bei, shov7 the bases mi, ii=lvi, and si=.soi,

which are the weakened forms of the primitive ma, tva, sva, the

inflexional suffix bi, bii, from the primitive bhiam (comp. Sansk.

above), which gradually declined to bei{m), bei, bi{m) (comp. sit

for siet, seit). In Gothic the dative is supplied by the locative.

Ablative Singular.

Primitive (1) ma-t, 7nama-t, (2) tm-t, (3) sva-t. The Sanskrit

forms are identical with these: (i) ma-t, (2) tva-t, followed by
the ablative termination tas (i) mat-tas, (2) tvat-tas (comp. i-tas,

a-tas, from here, from there). In Greek it is wanting : the
termination -6iv in ifxi-Ocv, <re-6€v, e-Oev,— oUo-dcv is not the
Sanskrit tas, but dhas, as in a-dhas, down from. Latin (i) me-d,

(2) te-d=tve-d, (3) se-d=sve-d, which forms are considered regular

ablatives (for ^mei-d, ^tei-d, ^sei-d) of the Latin bases mi, ti, si.

Gothic wanting.
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Genitive Singular.

The primitive language is supposed to have at an early period

formed this case by means of the reduplication of the root,

(i) mas, mamas, (2) tvas, tvatvas. The Sanskrit drops the

case termination: (i) mama, (2) tava. Greek (i) c-/xe-ro =
masya, with the usual case suffix sya, whence k-\iio by dropping

the sibilant, and then by contraction : i-jxev, /meu, €-txov, fiov

;

(2) 7(0-10= tavasya, root iava, Gr. refo; from ^rFe-to it became
a4o, (T€v, aov

; (3) e-io = svasya, hence eo, tv, ov. The Doric

forms, such as l\x.ko%, e/xeiJs, ffxovs, add the genitive termination s

to the old genitive- The genuine genitive is wanting in Latin,

and its functions are performed by the genitive of the possessive

pronouns mei, tui, sui, for ^me-io, ^tovo, ^*ooo,= primitive ma-ya,

ta-va, sa-va. (Compare the Latin tuus-=^tovos, ^tevos with the

Greek refJ-y, suus= ^sovos, ^sevos, Gr. efoj.) The Gothic forms

(i) meina, (2) ]>eina, (3) seina are considered of a more recent

formation, having no connexion with the primitive mana, mama,
but originating perhaps in the plural genitive of an adjective

base. (Compare Latin m^i^ &c.)

Instrumental Singular.

Its existence in the Ursprache is uncertain, the Sanskrit forms
are (i) ma-ya, (2) tva-ya. The Greek, Latin, and Gothic lan-

guages are devoid of these forms.

Plural.

The base of the plural pronouns is in its origin perhaps

nothing but a compound of the bases for the pronouns of the

ist and 2nd singular with the suffix sma : (i) masma, (2) tvasma
{masma, '\ and he,' tvasma, ' thou and he^). As to the termi-

nations, it is doubtful whether to these bases were joined the

usual case suffixes of the plural, or those of the pronominal
declension, or those of the singular ; and on the whole the termi-

nations are of minor importance in the formation of the plural

of the personal pronoun where the modifications of the root im-
print a peculiar character on the different languages : Sansk.

(i) asma, (2) yushma, where the a andyu are considered to be the

remains of the primitive ma and tva. The case suffixes are partly

those of the plural, partly of the singular.

In Greek all the plural bases are treated as themes in i ; they

are (i) primitive asma-, hence drrjut, from which by assimilation
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the Mo\. a/x/xe-, 0.^1111, and the usual form r//>it- for ahfXL; (2) pri-

mitive yu-sma-^ whence yusmi-^ ^ol. v\i\}.t-, vixfXL-, and the com-
mon vfxL-, where the vowel is lengthened on account of the elision

of s (comp. ei/xi for ^eaixi), and the spirant y is replaced by k.

The nominatives (i) rjixds, (2) vfid9, (3) o-0ets, are reg-ular forma-

tions of themes in i, while the ^ol. aju/uc?, Dor. a/xes, &c., show the

same termination with the vowel shortened, i. e. es instead of ecs,

tis. The accusatives rifxas, &c., are the contracted forms of rjiiias,

&c., and regular themes in i (primitive ^asmay-ans). The ^ol.
djujue,, &c., is formed analogously to the sing. e/xe. The dat. ^ol.
anixi[v) and the common rjiiiv are in analogy to the dat. sing.

fjatV, primitive asmi-bhyam, whence ^ajxyn-cptv, &c. a(^i-(Tt{y) is of

course the common locative dative. The genitives ^Eol. ainil-iav,

rjix€[-(ov, ruii-MV, are regular transformations of the primitive

asmay-am. The bases of the 2nd and 3rd persons follow a similar

course.

The Lat. (i) nos, (2) ms, seem to have introduced an inor-

ganic 6 in place of a more ancient nos, vos, which would strictly

correspond to the Sansk. nas and vas. The datives and ablatives

(1) nod is, (2) vodis, have the plural in bi, like fidi, where bi=.bei

stands for the primitive bhyam-s; vo and no for vos, vo-s, and nos,

no-s (comp. nos-ter, vos-ter), and these are the remains of no-smo,

vo-smo ; so that no-bi~s, vo-bi-s, stand for the more ancient '^nos-

bei-is, ^vos-bei-is {s dropped before b and compensated for by the

production of the vowel), primitive '^ma-sma-bkyam-s, ^tva-sma-

bhyam-s. The genitives (i) nos-tru-m, nos-tri, (2) vos-tru-m, vos-

tri, are pronominal adjectives in tero, the primitive sufSx tara,

chiefly used in the formation of comparatives ; the genitives in i

have the singular, those in iim the plural termination, the Jatter

being sometimes replaced in Plautus by orum, e. g. nostrorum for

nostrum, primitive forms ^ma-sma-taram, ^ tva-sma-taram.

Goth, nom. (i) veis, plural of a base in i, vi-, perhaps for mi, ma,

(2) Jus. The accus. and dat. (1) unsi-s, uns (abbreviated form),

(2) izvi-s, where s seems to stand in analogy to that of the dat.

sing., and the themes (i) unsi, (2) izvi, are considered inversions of

tbe original (i) ma-sma, (2) tva-sma. The genitives (1) tinsara,

(2) izvara, are adjective stems in the same inflexional case as the

sing, meina, &c., that is, most likely, the genitive plural.

The Dual.

Sanskrit (i) base, dva-, (2) base, yuva-, which are treated as

if they were feminine. These bases are thought to be the muti-

lated forms of the more primitive ^ma-dva-, ^tva-dva-; the a and
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yu at the beginning of the dual bases would then be the remains

of the pronouns ma and k'd, and va might very likely be the

mutilated numeral dva (two). Greek (i) nom. and accus. vd,

from a base vo- : v5)l seems to be formed in analogy to the dative.

(2) 0-0(0^ probably from a more ancient ^rfw, with o-^wi, seems to

be an analogon to (3) o-c^we, which consists of <T(l)(ii-, as the base,

and -e a new dual termination, as we find with the substantives.

In the dat. and gen. (i) vGi-iv, (2) cr^Si-iv, (3) a^w-iv, we have
the termination -t,v=-(pu', corresponding to the Sanskrit hhydm,

base hhi. In Latin the dual is wanting.

Gothic nom. (i) vr-t\ vi- is the pronominal base (comp. nom.
plur. vei-s), and the -t is the relic of the numeral tva (two)

;

(2) does not occur in the documents, but in analogy to the Old
Norse it may have been i-t=Jii-t, which would be formed simi-

larly to the 1st person, the -t being the numeral tva, and the i-

the remnant of the pronoun ^m- (comp. 2nd ip\uT.Ju-s). In the

dat. and accus. (i) ugki-s, (2) igk-vis, the -s is the same termi-

nation as in the dat. sing, and plur. The origin of the bases

ugkl-, ighm- is obscure ; they are considered as being of a more
recent formation. Gen. (i) tigka-ra, (2) igkva-ra have the same
termination as the plur. (i) unsa-ra, (2) izva-ra. From this simi-

larity between the dual and plural forms it will appear that the

former is not organic, but merely an inflexional modification of

the plural, since, according to Bopp, the dual and plural bases

are the mutilated remains of one and the same suffix which was
originally used in the plural only, and later on came to be applied

to express the dual, i. e. sma, which by metathesis becomes in

the plural m*«=Teut. nsi, and in the dual mha= Tent. nki.

We cannot more aptly conclude this chapter than by quoting

a remark made by Schleicher with regard to these pronouns :

—

' On reviewing,' he says, ' the bases ofthe personal pronouns which
differ so widely in the various languages, it becomes evident that

here we have not to deal with changes occurring in accordance

with phonetic laws, but with more or less arbitrary commuta-
tions. It appears as though the different languages had avoided

the distinct expression of the bases of the ist and 2nd persons,

a fact in which we may perhaps recognise a kind of euphemism
such as is often manifested in languages by a squeamishness
which shrinks from pronouncing the ' ego' and ' tu.' (Schleicher,

p. 657. Anm.)
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TABLE OF THE OLD TEUTONIC PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

1st Person,

SINGULAR.

1.

Gothic.

2.

A.S.
3-

O.S.
4-

0. Fris.

5.

O. H. Germ.
6.

O. Norse.

Nom.
Gen.

tJE;

mdna
ic

min
ic^

min
ik

min
ih (ihha)

min
ek

min
Dat.

Accus
mis
mik

me
mec, me

m%
mtC) m%

mt
mi

mir
mih mik

DUAL.

Nom. tdt mt wit

Gen. ixgkara uncer uncero
Dat. iigkis unc unc
Accus. ugkis uncit, unc unc

^vnz vit

unchar okkar
'^unch okkr
^unch ohkr

Nom. veis

Gen. unsara
Dat. unsis, una
Accus. unsis, una

we
user {^r^
ih

usic. Us

PLURAL.

wi, we
user

us

w%
user

us

Us

wtr
unsar
uns
unsih

ver

vdr {vor)

OSS

osa

2nd Person.

SINGULAR.

Nom. \>u ]>u thu

Gen. J)ema ]nn thin

Dat. pis Pe thi

Accus. pik pec, ]>e thic, thi

thu

thin

thi

thi

du, du
din
di/r

dih

Pu
\nn

per

pik

DUAL.

Nom. ^jut

Gen. igqara
Dat igqis

Accus. igqis

git

incer

inc

indt, inc

git

Hncero
inc

inc

^jiz, iz

^inchar

^inch

Hnch

it, pit

ykkwr
ykkr
ykkr

PLURAL.

Nom. jus
Gen. izvara edwer

9i,ge
iwar iv/wer

ier, it

iwcvr

er, per

i^a/r

Dat. izvis edw iu iu, io tu 1/Sr

Accus. izvis edvoic, eow vu iu, io itoih ySr
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yd Person.

SINGULAR.

I.

Gothic.

2.

A.S. Old 8axon.
4-

O. Fris.

5-

O. H. Germ.
6.

O.Norse.

Nom. . . .

Gen. seina

Dat. sis

Accus. siJc

wanting.

{sig, sih, sic)

{sig, sih, sic)

sin sin sin

set

sik

Dual wanting.

Nom. . . .

Gen. seina

Dat. sis

Accus. sik

PLURAL.

(sih, sig, sic)

{sih, sig, sic) siA

stn

ser

sik

REMARKS ON THE PRONOUNS IN THE OLD TEUTONIC
LANGUAGES.

Concerning the primitive forms of the Teutonic pronouns, and
the relation of the latter to the pronouns of the cognate lan-

guages, we must refer to the remarks we advanced on the proper

occasion. (See p. 1 8o sqq.) Here we have to add a few words
only in explanation of some unusual forms which occur in the

ancient Teutonic dialects.

Gothic. The nom. dual and person, which does not occur in

the documents, has been set down as Jut in analogy to the plur.

Jus, as we find nom. dual ist person vit analogous to the plur.

veis. Ju- in Jut, Jus is the softening of the sing, base ])u, and veis

the extension of the root vi ; the t in Jut, vit is the dual termi-

nation from tva (Sansk. dva), two. The accus. plur. ist and 2nd
persons are anomalous, which, instead of selecting the forms
identical with the dative, should, in analogy to the A.S. usic,

eowic, and the O. H. Germ, unsih, iwih, be in Goth, unsik, izvik.

Old High German, wir and ir are sometimes marked as long
on account of the corresponding veis and Jus in Gothic ; but
in later Old High German the i of the nom. plur. wir, ir is short.

The gen. plur. and dual ends in er as well as ar. Instead of

iwer, iwih, there occurs iuwer, iuwih, and again for iu and iuwih

we find eu, euwih. The dual forms, with the exception of
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unchar, which alone occurs in the documents, are Grimm's con-

structions.

Anglo-Saxon. The most ancient documents only have the

accusatives mec^yec, usic, eoivic; in later times the accus. is iden-

tical with the d!at. me, \e, &c. Very remarkable is the accus.

dual (2) incit, which occurs in Caedmon, and according to which
we may presume an accus. dual (i) uncit. The forms user, us,

of Anglo-Saxon and other Low German dialects come from
unser, uns, with elision of the n before s. (Concerning the elision

in Anglo-Saxon of the n before ^,f, and s, see the respective

letters.) And for the more ancient user we find in later Anglo-
Saxon ure, with transition of s into r. The Gothic spirant / in

jut is hardened into the media g in the Saxon git ; but in the

oblique cases, in Gothic as well as in Saxon, the / is vocalized

into i, and in edwic the i is lengthened into the diphthong eS.

From what we have stated it will become evident that Anglo-
Saxon has in some cases of the pronoun more ancient forms than
even the Gothic.

Old Norse. The vdr, vor, or, of the gen. plur. ist pers. stand

in the same relation to a more ancient ossar or osar, as the A. S.

ure to user. In okkar, ykhar, &c., the n preceding the k, as in

Goth, ugkar, A. S. uncer, O. H. Germ, unchar, is assimilated to

the k, and thus forms the gemination kk.

All other modifications in the various dialects will easily be

explained by a reference to the Phonetic Laws.

TABLE OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN THE MIDDLE AND NEW
TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

ist Person.

SINGULAR.

M. H. Germ.
2.

N.H.G.
3-

O.E.
4-

N.E.
5.

M.D.
6.

Dutch.
7-

Swed.

ich ich I ic ik Jag
mein min mine mins mijns

mich
me
me

me
me

mi
mi

mij
mij

mig
mig

8.

Danish.

Nona, ich

Gen. min
Dat. mir
Accus. mich

jeg

mig (me)

mig (me)

Nom. vAr

Gen. imser

Dat. ims
Accus. unsich (urn)

PLURAL.

wir we we wi wij vi

unser ours ours onser onzer ..

una us us ons ons oss

uns us us ons ons OSS

VI

vores
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%nd Person.

SINGULAK.

I. 2. 3. 4- 5- 6. 7- 8.

M.H.G. N.H.G. 0. E. N.E. M.D. Dutch. Swed. Danish.

Nom, du du ]>ou thou du singular du du
Gen. din dein ]nn thine dins wanting, ..

Dat. dir dir \e thee di plur. used dig dig

Accus. dich dich \e thee di in its place. dig dig

Nom.
Gen.
Dat. iu

Accus. iuch

tr

iuwer

PLURAL.

ir yhe ye, you ghi gij i

euer yhours yours huwer uwer
euch yhou you hu u eder, er

euch yhou you hu u eder, er

eders

eder (jer)

eder (jer)

Nom.
Gen. sin

Dat.

Accus. sich

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus. sih

sein

sich

sich

sich

sich

yd Person.

SINGULAR.

wanting.
iins zijns

zich sig

' zich sig

etg

sih

PLURAL.

wanting.

zich

sig

sig

Note.—The personal pronouns display more tenacity in the

preservation of their ancient inflexional forms than any other

species of words. This is a phenomenon which we observe

among other tribes of languages also. The Romance tongues,

which have greatly mutilated and mostly dropped the inflexional

forms of their ancient mother, the Latin, in the declension of

the noun, were far more conservative in the sphere of the pro-

noun, where many of the inflexional forms were retained. One
of the main characteristics of the modem Teutonic, especially

German forms, is the lengthening of the vowels in some of the

oblique cases, as mir, vnr, for the ancient rmr, w%r; the dropping
of final consonants, as the English / for ic (Germ, ich), me for mec
(Germ, mich), both forms being used in Anglo-Saxon already.

For the ancient genitive form mine, thine, modem English pre-

fers the new formation of me, &c. ; German uses the inorganic

formation meiner by the side of mein, the latter occurring rarely,
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except in poetry. The English me, thee, has lost its force as a

dative, and consequently designates that relation by means of

the preposition to, to me, to thee. All other peculiarities the

student will be able to explain by applying to the phonetic laws

of vowels and consonants.

ADJECTIVE PRONOUNS.

Pronominal Bases.

Sansk. ta, fern, td (he, this, that), Goth, tha, fern. tho. From
the same base are derived the Lat. talis, tantus, tot ; further is-te

for is-to-s, Gk. ov-to-s, ov-to-s. The Sanskrit demonstratives sa,

sd, tat, Goth, sa, so, ]>ata, Gk. 6, rj, to, where in the masculine

and feminine the root ta is replaced by a pronominal root sa,

which is used in no other case, sa stands for sa-s, as Gr. 6 for

6-s, the case-sign of the nom. sing, being easily dropped. (Comp.
Lat. iste for isto-s, ipse for ipso-s, qui and qui-s.)

Sansk. s^a=t^a= ta-7/a, consisting of ta and a relative base ya
and occurring only in the nom. sing., Goth, si, O. H. Germ. siu.

This base is of greater importance for Old High German, which
derives its definite article from it {diu from t^a), while Gothic
uses the base ta for that purpose. The O. H. Germ, der, des,

&c., Bopp considers to come from the older forms d^ar, dyas.

Remnants in Old High German of the base ta we have perhaps

in da^ (hoc) and de for ^^e= Sansk. te, Goth. thai.

The base i is used in Latin to form the pronoun of the 3rd

pers. sing, is (he), and in Sanskrit for the demonstrative this, and
adverbs only, as itas (from here). This base is in Latin length-

ened by an inorganic or u, and weakened into e, and conse-

quently passes from the third into the second declension, using

the forms eum, eo, eorum, instead of im, i, ium, while in Gothic

it remains intact, as accus. sing. Goth, ina, Lat. e?im; accus.

plur. Goth, ins, Lat. eos. As in Sanskrit a so is in Gothic ' the

fulcrum of the feminine base' (Bopp), and the base i is thus

extended into fem. ijo (=i-}-o), accus. ija, plur. nom. and accus.

yos.

Deserving of special mention is the combination of the radical

base i with the radical base ta, both having the force of demon-
strative pronouns. The pronominal root ta we have met already

in the Sansk. ia-i, the neuter of the demonstrative sa ; Goth.

"pa-ta, the neuter of sa, and Gr. to {=^t6-t), the neuter of 6.
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This neuter root, if we may use the term, is employed in most
pronouns for the formation of the neuter gender (comp. Lat. is,

i~d, qui-s, qui-d, aliu-d, istu-d, quo-d). In Gothic this neuter t

has been sheltered as it were by the adoption of the final vowel

a, as ]7a-^-a= prim. ta-t; i-t-a=i-t. (The t is dropped in hva,

quod, =prira. ka-t). The importance of this fact will become
more evident when we treat on the declension of the substan-

tives. The Gothic relative particle ei is by Grimm derived

direct from the base i, by Bopp from the relative particle

Sansk. ya, though the latter too admits that the Sansk. relative

base ya is to be traced to the demonstrative base i. (Concerning

the application in Gothic of this relative suflSx ei, see Relative

Pronouns.)

The demonstrative base ana with the comparative suffix tara

we have in the Sansk. antara (alius), Goth. an\ara (alius, alter,

secundus), as well as in the Lat. al-ter and al-ius (where the

liquid I replaces the liquid n).

The relative root i/a we find in the Sansk. yas, yd, yat, Gr. oy,

x\, o, the Gothic adjective sufiix jis, ja, jata'^^ and, as mentioned
already, probably in the Gothic ei too.

As interrogative bases we may mention three : ka, ku, ki—the

two latter owing their existence to the modification of the vowel
a of the first. The root ka appears in the prim, ka-s, neut. ka-t

{quis, quid; qui, quod); in Greek under the form tto, Ionic ko,

as TTo-re =: k6-t€ , TT(as= Kw-s, TTot-os= Koi-os ; Lat. quo, quo-d, &CQ.

The Gothic form shows, in accordance to Grimm's law, initial k
for the prim, k, hence Goth, kva (quod). (Comp. O. S. hua-t,

O. H. Germ. Aua-^.)

The root ku may be recognised in the Sanskrit adverbs ku-tra,

where ; ku-tas, whence ; perhaps too in the Latin cic-jus, eu-i, if

these forms are considered as ancient as quo-ius, quo-i; but it

is more likely that cu is a later modification of quo, in the same
manner as cunde, cubi (ubi), in ali-cunde, ali-cuhi of an earlier

quonde, quobi.

The base ki is easily discovered in the Sansk. kirm (what), the
Lat. qui-s, qui-d, and hi-c {-c is the enclitic particle of emphasis
ce=Gr. ye), where the primitive k has been supplanted by the
spirant h, a fact which occurs even in Sanskrit. This base ki^

modified according to Grimm's law into hi, appears also in the

Gothic himma, hina, adv. hita, but only in certain combinations,

as himma daga (hoc die, to-day), whilst Anglo-Saxon and Old
Frisian use it regularly in the formation of the demonstrative

' For the declension of this demonstrative suffix see under the strong declension

of the adjective in Gothic.
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pronoun (see below). In Old Hig-h German its application is

restricted to certain combinations where it appears as the instru-

mental hiu, e. g. hiu-jdru (M.H. Germ, hiure, N. Germ, heuer),

this year, hoc-anno j hiu-tagu (M. H. Germ, hiute. Germ, heute),

to-day (comp. hoc-die, hodie) ; hiu-naht (M. H. Germ, hiunte,

Germ, heuut), this night, hac-nocte.

As to the declension of these pronouns in the cognate lan-

guages few words must suffice, their inflexional changes in the

Teutonic languages receiving special attention hereafter.

The nom. sing, takes -5, which is the termination of the same
case in the declension of nouns. (Concerning the derivation of this

inflexional -s, see the declension of nouns.) Thus Sansk. ka-s^

who, sa-s (and so), is, ipse. The case-sign s is dropped in Greek
and Gothic : q= (to, Goth, sa, for (tos, Goth. sas. In Latin also the

case-sign is wanting in is-te for ^is-to-s and in several other pro-

nouns. The accus. sing, has the nominal termination am, except in

Gothic, where the m has been changed into n, which is preserved

from elision by a final a it has adopted, hence ya-n-a from ^\)a-n,

and this from the primitive ta-m. The nom. and accus. neut. are

formed by the suffix t=.(a, a demonstrative root. Examples:

—

Sansk, ia-i (id), ka-t (quid); in Gr. to for ^to-t it has been
dropped. In the Lat. is-iu-d, i-d, qui-d, quo-d, the d stands for

the primitive t; and in the Goth, \(i-t-a, i-t-a, the t has been
preserved by the addition of the vowel a.

The termination of the nom. plur, in its primitive form was
^ta-i, which may be the remnant only of a full form ^ta-i~sas {ta,

the demonstrative root, sas the plur. termination as in the de-

clension of nouns). The primitive termination is preserved in its

original form only in the Goth, \ai, whilst in the Sansk. te, the

Lat. qui, hi=zquei, hei= queis, the Gr. toI (later ol) it appears in

weakened and otherwise modified forms. The nom. and accus.

dual have the same inflexions as the nom., so also the accus.

plur. The ablative sing,, as well as the locative sing, and dative

sing., is formed by joining to the stem the suffix snia, which
probably arose from the demonstrative ^sa-ma, a base in -ma-

from the pronominal root sa (hie). The gen. sing, masc. and
neut, originally had the same termination as the noun, that is,

Sansk. and prim, tasya, Gr. toio from ^roo-to, Goth. \is: the sy

is the remnant oi smi=sma (vid. supra).

The gen. plur. has the full termination sdm, Sansk. teshdm

;

Greek and Latin the same as the noun ; Gothic masc. and neut.

Ipi-ze, fem. \i-zo, i. e. "^ti-sdm. Dat. sing. prim, and Sansk, td-

smdi, from the base tasma- {=.ta-^ sma, vid. supra), which appears

also in the Gothic masc. \amma = tasmdi, fem, \izai = ti-smy-di.
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The dative and ablative plur. have the same inflexions as the

noun, but Gothic increases the stem by adding i (which in San-
skrit is always added in this case to the nominal steins in a

masc. and neut), hence Goth, thai-m.

TABLE OF OLD TEUTONIC PRONOUNS OF THE 3rd PERSON.

Masculine.

SINGULAR.

Gothic, Anglo-Saxon. Old Saxon. Old Frisian. O.H.Germ. Old Norse.

Nom. is

Oen. is

Dat. imma
Accas. ina

lie

his

him (heom)

hine

hi, he, hie

is

imvrO
ina

hi, he
— (sin)

htm
hini, -e, -a

ir, er
— (sin)

imu (-0)

inan, in

hann
hans
hanwm, honum
hann

Nom. eis

Gen. ize

Dat. im
Accns. ins

hi Qiig)

hira

him
hi {hig)

PLURAL.

sia hia, se sia, sie

ird hira, hiara ird

im him. Mam im, m
ata hia, se sie

wanting.

Nom. si

Gen. iz6s

Dat. isai

Aecus, ija

Nom. ^ijos

Gen. izo

Dat. im
Aecus, ijos

Feminine,

SINGULAR.

he6
hire

hire

hi, (heo, hig)

hi (hig)

hira

him
hi (hig)

siu hiu, se stu {sie, st} hon, hun
ira hiri ira, ird hennar
tru hiri im, ir6 henni
sia hia, sS sia, ste, si hans

PLURAL.

Sia

ird

sia

hia, se

hira, hiara

him, hiam
hia, se

vro

im, in

sio, sie

wanting.

Nom. ita

Gen. IS

Dat. tmmM
Accus. ita

Nom. ija

Gen. Hzi
Dat. im
Accus. ^ija

hit

his

him (heom)
hit

he6

hira

him
hed

Neuter.

SINGULAR.

u hU ^.^
IS — (rf«) M, es

imu{-o) him imu (-0)

it hit i^ei

PLURAL.

siu hia, se siu, sie, si

ird hira, hiara ird

tm him, hiam tm, in

nu hia, se stu

wanting.

wanting.
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REMARKS ON THE PRONOUNS -OF THE 3rd PERSON.

From the preceding* table it will become evident that the

different dialects vary considerably in the formation of these

pronouns. This variation is owing to the different choice the

dialects have made out of the various demonstrative bases which

we have just examined. The Gothic chose for all cases, with

the exception of one, the demonstrative base i, which it occasion-

ally lengthened into ija ; the simple forms in i it has in common
with Old High German and Old Saxon, but instead of the

lengthened base ija the latter dialects use an altogether different

base, the demonstrative si (comp. Sansk. sa, sd, Goth, sa, so,

A. S. se, seo, &c.), which occurs, though in a rather mutilated

form, in Gothic too, si, fem. of is. But in Old High German
and Old Saxon out of this base all the cases are formed which
Gothic deduces from ija, the lengthened form of the base i;

hence O. H. Germ., O. S. fem. siu, plur. sio, sid. &c. The Anglo-
Saxon and Old Frisian again have a base of their own out of

which they construe their pronouns of the 3rd person. Their
base is the demonstrative hi, which, as we have seen before,

stands for the prim, ki, ka, and yields in Latin the demonstrative

pronoun hi{c), ha{c), ho{c). Old Saxon also makes use of it in

the nom. sing. masc. of the 3rd person, whilst Gothic and Old
High German use it in but few isolated cases which we have
mentioned already. From these forms deviates the Old Norse
han- again, which however is used only in the sing. mase. Jiann^

and fem. hon, while all other cases are wanting. Old Frisian

and Old High German supply the genitive by the genitive of the

pers. pron. of the 3rd pers. sin, whilst, vice versa, we see in later

dialects the demonstrative of the 3rd pers. supplying the pers.

pronoun of the 3rd person. The word man in Gothic is used
merely in the sense of ' homo^, but in all other dialects we find

it already in the sense of the German 'man^, French 'on'.

To recapitulate then, we have in Gothic the demonstrative
base i, except in the nom. sing. fem. the demonstrative si.

In Old High German the demonstrative base i occurs in all

those cases which have in Gothic the simple base i, but si in

all those cases which in Gothic show the lengthened form
ija of the base i. The Old High German gen. sing. masc.
is supplied by the gen. of the 3rd pers. pron. mi.

Old Saxon uses the base i in the same cases as Old High
German, except the nom. sing. masc. where it prefers the
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demonstrative hi\ the base si is employed as in Old High
German.

Anglo-Saxon makes use of the demonstrative hi throughout.
Old Frisian the same as Anglo-Saxon, except in the gen. sing.

masc. and neut., where it uses the gen. of the 3rd pers.

pron. stn, like Old High German; in the nom. plur.

throughout, and in the nom. sing, fem., we find by the side

of hi the base si as well.

Old Norse stands isolated in its pronominal forms hann, fem.

hon {hun).

TABLE OF MIDDLE AND NEW TEUTONIC PRONOUNS OF THE
3rd PERSON.

Masculine.

SINGULAR.

M.H.G.

Nom. er

(Jen.

Dat. im
Aecus, in

N. H. G. Old Engl.

he

him,

him

4- 5- 6. 7.

N.E. M.Du. Dutch. Swed.

he hi hij kan
hans

him hem hem honom
him hem hem honom

8.

Danish.

han
hans
ham(hannem)
ham

Nom. tie

Gen. ir

Dat. in

Accus. »ie

ne
irer^

PLURAL.

heo, hi, ])ci

hir

hem, \)am

they si nij

haer hunner
them hen hun
them si zig

wanting.

Feminine.

SINGULAR.

Nom. sie

Gen. ir

Dat. tr

Accus. sie

Nom. sie

Gen. xr

Dat. in
Accus. sie

ste

irer

ste

irer

inen

sie

heo {scho)

hire (hir)

hire (hir)

she soe zig hdn
,, haer hdra hennes

her haer har henne

her SI har henne

PLURAL.

heo, hi, ))cf they si zij

hir haer hdrer

hem, }>am them hen har
hem, j>o, ];am them SI zij

hun
hendet

hende
hende

wanting.

' Ck)mmon spelUng, ihm, ihn, ihrer, &c.

O 2
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Neuter.

SINGULAB.

M.H.G.'N.H.G.
I

Old Engl.
4. 5-

N.E. M.D.
6.

Dutch.
7-

Swed. Danish.

Nom. ej

Gen. es

Dat. im
Accus. ej es

it

him
it

het

hem
het

het

hem
het

wanting.

steNom.
Gen. ir

Dat. in

Accus. sie

ste

irer

inen

sie

PLURAL.

heo, hi, ]>ei they soe Zlj

hir haer hwimer
hem, ]>am them hen hun
hem, Jw, ]>am them soe zij

wanting.

REMARKS ON THE MIDDLE AND NEW TEUTONIC PRONOUNS
OF THE 3rd PERSON.

In Old and New English the Anglo-Saxon ke (^.i) remains
throughout ; but in Old English we find by the side of the

Anglo-Saxon /leo a feminine scko, which may have been intro-

duced into English through the Old Saxon sid, or the Old Norse
su, and which gains the supremacy over Aeo in the Middle Eng-
lish scAe, New English sAe. The Anglo-Saxon genitives of the

sing. Ais, Aire, disappear in Old English. The dative and accu-

sative {Aim, Aine, &c.) begin already in late Anglo-Saxon to l)e

mixed up, and in Old English the dative has expelled the accu-

sative and usurped its place. In order then to distinguish

between Aim, the accusative, and Aim, the dative, it became neces-

sary to introduce a new sign for the dative which presented itself

in the preposition (0. Old English however continued to use

Aim for the dative neuter until New English did away with this

dative also and supplanted it by the accusative joined to the dative

sign (0. The plur. Ai and its derivative cases have been supplanted

in late Anglo-Saxon already by the demonstrative se (pe).

The Middle High German pronoun is the regular derivative

of the Old High German, no other changes having taken place

than the weakening or apocope of final vowels, as sie, M. H.
Germ. fem. nom. sing, for O. H. Germ. si?i (siu rare in M. H.
Germ.), ir M. H. Germ. gen. plur. for O. H. Germ. iro. These
pronominal forms have been more seriously affected in their

transition into New High German. All oi'ganically short vowels
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have been lengthened, hence er, im (lAm), m (ikn), for M. H.
Germ, er, im, m. The dat. plur. N. H. Germ, inen (iknen) is an
inorganic form for the M. H. Germ, in, O. H. Germ, im, in, with
which it has no affinity, but it reminds one rather of the O. H.
Germ, aceus. sing. inan. In the neut. sing. nom. and accus. we
write erroneously s for f , in the place of the M. H. Germ, and
O. H. Gtrm. |. The gen. sing. neut. M. H. Germ, es, O. H.
Germ, is, es, has disappeared altogether and is, like the gen.

sing, masc, replaced by the 3rd pers. pron. or reflective, sein,

seiner.

The Middle Dutch dat. plur. Aen is still used in New Dutch
in the place of the inorganic kun, and gen. plur. haarer instead

of hunner.

The Swedish and Danish forms are the direct and organic

representatives of the Old Norse.

TABLE OF OLD TEUTONIC POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

Gothic.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

Old High German.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

mdna meinata miner minu mina} minn mtn
\eina adnata diner dinu dina^ ]>inn ]nra

1 seina seinata siner 6tnu itiiai sinn sin

Sing.

ist meins
2nd \)ein8

3rd seim

Dual.
1st ugkar I ugkara 1 ughar
and igqar

\
igqara

|
igqar

Plur.
1st untar

\
unsara

\
unsar

2nd wanting.

wanting.

Old Norse.

Masc. Fem. Neut

mitt

jdtt

sitt

okhar I okkur I okkart

ykkar
\
ykkur

|

ykkart

unsarSr I unsaru I unsara^ 11 tar I varr I vart

iwarer \ iwaru \
iwara^

\\
y^rr \y^wr

\
y^art

Note.—The Old High German dialect already in the neut.

sing, prefers the undeclined to the declined forms, hence mtn,

Mn, sin, and these undeclined forms are used in all the dialects

except those already mentioned. Hence we have to complete

our table as follows :

—

Old Sason. Anglo-Saxon. Old Frisian.

1st

Sing, mtn
Dual unca

Plur. usa

2nd
thin

inca

iwa

3rd

sin

I St

min
vmcer

titer {ure)

2nd
\>in

incer

e&uoer

3rd

sin

1st 2nd
mtn thin

wanting.

/ un^er {use) iuwer

\ {onse) iuwer

.?rd

sin
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TABLE OF MIDDLE AND NEW TEUTONIC POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

M. H. Germ. N. H. Germ. Old English.

1st

Sing, min
Plur. unser

2nd
dtn
iuwer

3rd

sin

1st

mein
unser

2nd 3rd

ddn sein

euer

1st

min
our

2nd
pin

yhoure

3rd

his, hire, his

\>er, ])air

New English.

1st

Sing, mine {my)

Plur. our{8)

2nd
thine (thy)

your{s)

3rd

his, her{s), its

{their{s))

Middle Dutch.

1st 2nd 3rd

mm din sxn

ons M ..

New Dutch. Swedish. Danish.

1st and
Sing, mijn
Plur. onze | uw

3rd

sijn (haar, heur)

(hun, haar)

1st

min
vdr

2nd
din

eder

3rd

sin

1st

min
vdr

2nd
din

eder (jer)

3rd

sin

The form ure by the side of itser appears to be the genitive of

the pers. pron. which encroached upon the original possessive.

When sr precedes several consonants, as rr, rn, it suffers elision,

e. g. urne for userne, 4rre for userre. In the most ancient period

of Anglo-Saxon we find the possess, sin which later on is replaced

by the genitive of the pron. of the 3rd pers. {his, hire, &c.) Old
Norse shortens the radical vowel of these possessives whenever
the final n assimilates the succeeding consonant, hence masc.

minn = mi?i-r, neut. miU = min-t. Instead of vdr we find also

vorr^ orr, and in the oldest documents oss, as ossum (nostro), ossir

(nostri), &c.

The possessive sm having originally the signification of the

reflective, it gradually lost its possessive signification and was
replaced by the genitive of the pronoun of the 3rd person, hence

the A. S. his, hire, Engl, his, her, instead of the more ancient

sin; and in the same manner the Dutch haar (her) from the

gen. hars ; further the M. H. Germ, ir, iriu, ir^, plur. ire, N. H.
Germ, ir and ire (her and their), from the gen. sing. fem. and
gen. plur. O. H. Germ. iro. In late Anglo-Saxon already we find

in the place of the plur. heore, here, the genitive of the demon-
strative yeggre, whence the New English possessive their {s) ; min,

\in (mine, thine), are shortened into mi, ^i (my, thy), but the

complete forms are preserved before a word beginning with a
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vowel, or when they follow after the noun, a rule which may be
considered still in force in the poetical style of Modern English.
For the neuter form his Modern English introduced Us, first spelt
ifsyzs a neuter possessive genitive analogous to the possessive
genitive his oijie.

The Swedish and Danish possessives require no further expla-
nation when we state that they are the direct derivatives of the
Old Norse possessive pronouns. Their genders also, Sw. min,
mina, mitt, Dan. 7nin, mine, mit, will be easily accounted for by
a reference to the O. N. minn {= min-r) and mitt {= 7nin-f), which
we have just examined. In Danish the neuter gender of the
3rd person, as also its plural in all genders, are supplied by the
demonstrative pronoun d^n, det, plur. de.

The New Teutonic pronouns take the inflexions of the strong
declension of the adjective, where they are used as possessive
adjectives, as Germ, mein^ meine, mein, gen. meines, meiner, meines;
Dutch mijn, mijne, mijn, gen. mijns^ mijner, mijns ; and in the
same manner Sw. min, mina, mitt, Dan. min, mine, mit. But
where they are used as substantives, and then preceded by the
article, they take the inflexions of the weak declension, as Germ.
der meine, or meiniffe, Dutch de mijne, &c., &c.

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

First Demonstrative (is).

Masculine.

SINGULAR.

Sanskr.

Nona, sah

Gen. taiya

Dat. tasmai
Accus. tarn,

lostar. tena

2.

Gothic.
3-

Ang.-Sax.
4-

O.N.

8a se sa

pis

]>amma
]>ana

'pas

\>am

pone

P^,P&

]>es8

Peim
pann

Old Saxon.

thie, the, se

thies thes

themu, thiem

tkana, than,

the, thin.

6.

O. Fris.

tht

thes

tham, tha
thene

O. H. Germ.

der, de, thie

des

demu
den
diu, du

PLURAL

Norn. te Pai Pa peir

Gen. teshdm pize para pdra peirra

Dat. tebhyah paim ^am. pcem peim
A«cas. tan Pans Pa \pa

thia, thie, the tha

thero
I

thera

thiem, them I tham, tha

thia, thie \
tha

die dia, de
d'ero

diem, dem
die, dia, de
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Feminine.

SINGULAR.

I.

Sanskr.

1. 3- 4-

Gothic. A.S. O.N.

86 sed BU

\)iz6s pare peirrar

]nzai pare pehi-i

H pa Pa

Old Saxon.

6.

O. Fris. O. H. Germ.

Nom. sa

Gen. tasyah

Dat. tasyai

Accus. tam

Nom. tah

Gen. tasatn

Pat. tdbhyah

Accus. tah

ihiu, the

thera, -u

thera, -u

thia, the

PLURAL.

p68 Pa peer

pizo para peirra

paitn pam peim
pos pa peer

thia, the

thero

them
thia

thiu

there

there

tha

diu, dm, de
dera, deru
d'eru, dera

dia, die, de

tha
I

dio, dia, de
thera d'ero

tham, tha diem, dim
tha

I

did, dia, de

Nom. tat

Gen. tasya

Dat. tasmai

Accus. tat

Instr. tevxt

Nom. tani

Gen. teshdm
Dat. tebhyah

Accus. tdni

Neuter.

SINGULAR.

pata pat pat

pis pas pess

pamma pam pvi

pata pat pat

Pe P^, pe

that, the thet

thas thes

themu, theim tham, tha

that thet

thiu, thio thiu

PLURAL.

P6 Pa pau
pize para peirra

paim pam peim

P6 pa pau

thiu, thia

thero

them
thiu, thia

tha
thera

tham, tha

tha

da^
d'es

demu
da^
diu, da

diu, die

dero

diem, dim
dm, die

We have to deal with three demonstratives which, accord-

ing to their meaning, answer to the Lat. is, kic, and ille, Gr.

avTos, ovros, and exeivos. The first of these is derived from the

demonstrative base ta, concerning which we must refer the student

to preceding paragraphs. The Gothic sa, so, ]>ata, and its declen-

sion will, after our previous remarks, ofier no difiiculties to the

student. As to the corresponding forms in O. H. Germ, der,

diuy daz, the masc. de-r might be explained so that de represents

the primitive ia (O. H. Germ, d for Sansk. i according to

Grimm^s law, and e the weakening of a), and r is the termina-
tional s, so that the analogous form of O. H. Germ, der would be

Goth.Jbis. But as to the O. H. Germ. fem. diu we are inclined

with Bopp to refer it to the double base, Sansk. sya-=.tyaz=ita-yay

consisting of the demonstrative ta and the relative base ya, so

that the O. H. Germ, diu stands for an ancient tya. The O. H.
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Germ. neut. da-^ is the organic representative of the Goth.

')fa-t{a). Anglo-Saxon closely follows the Gothic in the forma-

tion of this pronoun, using the base sa for the nom. sing. masc.

and fern., and the base ta for all other cases, while the other Low
German dialects, like Old High German, prefer the root ta for

the nom. sing. masc. and fem. as well, so that O. S. ihie, O. Fris.

thi^ fem. thiu correspond to the O. H. Germ, de-r, diu, the ana-

logon to which in Gothic would be ^is, fem. ^ija. Old Norse
again goes with Gothic and Anglo-Saxon and forms the nom.
sing. masc. and fem. sd and su respectively; but in the most
ancient documents we find sid in both genders. Peculiar to Old
Norse is the use of the instrumental \vi in the dat. sing. neut.

instead of heim^ which would be analogous to the dative used in

the other dialects; further the dat, sing. masc. ^eim, the fem.

gen. sing, '^eirrar, dat. sing, \eirri, gen. plur. ^^eirra, where the

ei and the gemination rr make the Old Norse dialect deviate

from the rest.

In the Old Teutonic dialects already this demonstrative is used

as the definite article.

TABLE OF DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS IN THE MIDDLE AND
NEW TEUTONIC DIALECTS.

Masculine,

SINGULAR.

I.

M.H.G.
2.

N. H Ger.
3-

O.E.
4-

N. Engl.
5-

M.Du.
6.

New Dutch.
1;

Swedish.
8.

Danish.

Nom der
Gen. des

Dat. dem
Accus. den

der

des, dessen

dem
den

])e, ))a< the, that die

des

den
den

de, die

des, dtens

den, dien

de, dien

den
dens

den
den

den
dens
den
den

PLURAL.

Nom. die

Gen. der

Dat. den
Accus. die

die die de, die de
der, deren der der, dier deraa

den den den, dien dem
die .. die de, die de

de
derea

dem
de

Nom. diu
Gen. der
Dat. der

Accus. die

Feminine.

SINGULAR.

die , ^ .. die de, die den
der, deren .. ,

,

der der, dier dena
der ,^ der der, dier den
die .. die de, die den

den
dem
den
den
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PLURAL.

1.

M.H.G.
2.

N.H.Ger.
3- 4-

O.E. N.Engl.
5

M.Du.
6.

New Dutch.
7-

Swedish.

8.

Danish.

Nom. die

Gen. der
Dat. den
Accus. die

die

der, deren,

den
die

K )«« the, thai die

der

den
die

de, die

der, dier

den, dien

de, die

de

deras

dem
de

de
deres

dem
de

Nom. dwj
Gen. des

Dat. dem
Accus. daj

Nom. diu
Gen. der

Dat. den
Accus. diu

Neuter.

SINGULAR.
das dat (het) dat det

des, dessen .. des des, diens dets, dess

dem .. ., den den, dien det

das • • dat (het) dat det

PLURAL.
die ,. die de, die de

der, deren .

.

der der, dier deras
den den den, dien dem
die • • .. die de, die de

det

dets

det

det

de
deret

dem
de

REMARKS ON THE NEW TEUTONIC DEMONSTRATIVES-

This demonstrative in the Middle and New Teutonic dialects

continues to be used as the definite article. But New High
German and New Dutch develope different forms, where it has a

demonstrative force. Dutch indeed has a separate declension

for the ai^ticle and the demonstrative pronoun, though both are

equally derived from the Middle Dutch die, die, dat, so that the

Dutch article is de, de'{het), the demonstrative proper die, die,

dat. The article being without a neuter, this gender had to be
supplied by the neuter {het) of the personal pronoun. In Ger-

man the article and the demonstrative pronoun have the same
forms throughout, with the exception of the genitives, where
the demonstrative assumes masc. and neut. dessen by the side of

des, fem. and plur. deren by the side of der. The article, more-
over, is unaccented, while the demonstrative always has an em-
phatic accent. But all these distinctions are rather arbitrary,

and we might designate the article and the demonstrative

pronoun as identical.

As to the Danish and Swedish ai-ticle we shall have to devote

to this subject a separate chapter hereafter.

The fate of the Anglo-Saxon demonstrative on its course

through Old English and New English deserves a more detailed

notice. In late Anglo-Saxon the nominatives se and seo dis-

appear, and the use of the pronoun as definite article assists

much in weakening and destroying its inflexional forms. In
order to give a notion of the gradual dissolution of the declen-
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sion we subjoin the diflPerent inflexional forms in late Anglo-

Saxon'.

SIKGULAR.

Masculine.

Nom. ]«, J)a

Gen. ))««, }fa8, \>e8, \>€os, )»«, ]«

Dat. ]>an, ])on, ])ane, ]>one, ^oune,

]>€Oune, )>en, ]>e

Accus. pCTie, pane, pcene, ]>en, paunCt
]>on, pe

Instr. be

Feminine.

peo, ]>a, pe

])are, pcere, \>ere, pt

pare, ptere, pere, pe

pa, peo, Pe

Neuter.

pat, pcet, pet, pe

Gen. and Dat.
= Masc.

PLURAL.

Nom. paie, pceie, ]o, pe

Gen. pare, pere

Dat. pan, pon, pen, pa/ne, pcen, peon
Accus. pale, po, pe

From this table it will become evident how the undeclinable

]>e invaded the declension and gradually supplanted all the in-

flexional forms ; but it was in Old English that the final break

up took place, and the havoc which at that period was made in

all the grammatical forms of the language can nowhere be better

observed than in the case of this pronoun, The plural nom. ]>ai,

]>ei, and accus. 'paim, ]>em, are detached altogether from the

demonstrative to which they belonged, and enlisted among the

personal pronouns. The sing, pe, pat, plur. pa, po, retain their

position as demonstratives, so that in combination with prepo-

sitions they are used to supply all cases, e. g. ofpo, of pa (eorum),

to po, to pa (lis). When used as the definite article this pronoun
in Old English simply sounds pe, and this pe is undeclinable.

Though we find occasionally inflexional forms of this pe, as for

instance the accus. pen, the total absence of all consciousness of

its inflexional value is proved by the fact that this accusative

form is used for the nominative case. The instrumental pe finds

its place before comparatives.

The Middle English preserves the Old English forms, so that

thei and them are personal pronouns ; the sing, that and the plur.

tho remain demonstrative; the undeclinable article is the, and
the instrumental the keeps its position before comparatives.

The same relation we find in New English : they and them are

personal pronouns, that and those remain demonstrative, the

latter being derived from tho by the addition of the plural * and
final e to indicate the length of the radical vowel. The unde-
clinable article is the, and the instrumental the continues to be

used before comparatives, as ' the sooner the better.'

' Koch, i. p. 475.
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Second Demonstrative (hie).

Masculine.

SINGULAR.

I.

A.S.
2.

Old Saxon.
3-

Old Frisian.

A

Old Norse.
5-

O. H. Germ.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat
Accus.

}wse«

]w«um
])isne

these
thesas

thesumu
thesan

thi s, the-8

thisses

thissa

[thisne, thesne]

pes-si

pessa

pessum,

penna

di ser

disses

desemu
disan

PLURAL.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

]>as

Inssa

])isum

]>ds

th'esa

thesaro

tkesun

thesa

thisse, thesse

thessera

thisse, thesse

thisse

pessir

pessara

pessum
pessa

dise (dese)

desero {dirro)

decern

dese {dise)

Feminine.

SINGULAR.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

])e6-8

]n3se

]>isse

\>a8

thesu (thins)

th'emra

thesaru

th'esa

thiu-s

thisse

thisse

thisse

pessi
pessarar (pessar)

pessari {pessi)

pessa

di-su {di-siu)

desera

deseru

disa

PLURAL.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

]>as

])issa

]>i8um

pas

thesa

thesaro

thesun

thesa

thisse

thessera

thisse

thisse

pessar

pessara

pessum
pessar

dise (desS)

desero (dirro)

defSin

deso (dise)

Neuter.

SINGULAR.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.
Inst.

]>i-8

]nse8

]>isum

])i8

peds

thi-t

thesas

thesumu
thlt

thitia

thi-t

thisses

thissa

thit

pet-ta

pessa

pessu

petta

di-z idi-tzi)

disses

desemu
diz (di-tzi)

desju

PLURAL.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Accus.

pas

pissa

pisuin

pas

thius

thesaro

thesim

thius

thisse

thessera

thisse

thisse

pessi

pessara

pessum
pessi

disiit

desero

desem
disiu

The demonstrative in Gothic receives emphatic force by add-
ing to the simple pronouns sa, so, hata, the suffix uh^ which
drops its vowel after monosyllabic forms or such as end in a
long vowel ; which however retains its u and absorbs the preceding
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vowel, if it follows upon bi-syllabic forms ending* in a short

vowel: hence Goth, sa-k {=isa-uA), s6-h, ^at-uk (hie, haee,

hoc), gen. yiz-uh, \iz6z-uh, yiz-uh, &c. In the other dialects

this demonstrative is formed out of two distinct bases, ti/a, the

extension of the demonstrative root ta, and its relative base si/a,

so that tya-sya would answer to O. H. Germ, di-ser, di-su, di-z,

A. S. yes, yeo-s, \i-s, O. N. yessi, yetta. In O. N. ye-t, the t is

organic for O. H. Germ, z in di-z ; the O. H. Germ, d organic

for the low Germ. tk. The A. S. gen. sing. fem. and gen. plur.

yisse and yissa are inorganic forms standing for yisre, yisra (r

assimilated to the preceding s). The weak forms Ipesd, yessa, in

•Old Norse nom. and gen. sing, are unexpected, as are also the

terminations -arar, -ari, -ara, for -rar, -ri, -ra. This demon-
strative assumes in the Middle and New Teutonic dialects the

following forms :

—

M. H. Gterm. N. H. Germ. O.Eng. N.Eng. Middle Dutch.

Masc. 1 Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Sing.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

Plur.
Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

dirre disiu diz ' diser^ disc' discs^ ]ris, ]>es this
1

dese dese

discs ciirre discs discs diser discs
1

descs desi'c

diseme dirre diseme disem diser disem 1 desen desre

disen disc diz disen disc discs .. desen dese

dit (ditte)

desen

dit

disc

dirre

disen

disc

disc disiu

dirre dirre

disen disen

disc disiu

disc

diser

disen

disc

\isc, \>ese these

desen

dese

New Dutch.

Masc. Fem. Neut

Swedish.

Masc. Fem. Neut

Danish.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

Sing.
Nom
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

Plur.
Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Ace.

dcze deze dit denna denna detta denne denne

dezes dczer dezes dennas dennoH deltas denncs dennes

dczen dezer dezen denna denna detta denne denne

dezen deze dit denna denna detta denne denne

deze

dezer

dezen

deze

desse

dessa

dessa dcsse

dessa

dessa

desse

disse

di.<ses

disse

disse

dette

dettes

dette

dette

' Common spelling, dieaer, diese, &c.
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Concerning the German and Dutch pronouns which are regu-

larly derived from Old Hig-h German and Middle Dutch we
have no special remarks to make. The Swedish and Danish
pronouns however in the singular of the masculine and feminine

are inorganic forms, probably derived from the simple pronoun
den, whilst the neuter delta, dette, may be traced to the O. N.
\etta^ or also to the simple pronoun det. The plural is regularly

formed after the O. N. \essi.

The Anglo-Saxon demonstrative is in Old English already

stripped of all inflexions, and the only remains of the old declen-

sion are the singular forms \is, and the plural \es, T^ise, ]>ese,

which in Middle English are sing. tAis, plur. tMse, tAese, tAes,

theise. The genitive singular occurring in WyclifFe is remark-
able : \isisfader, pater ejus ; N. Engl, this, plur. these.

Thied Demonstrative (ille).

This demonstrative is represented only in Gothic, High Ger-
man, and Old Norse, while the Saxon and the Frisian dialects

are deprived of it. In Gothic and Old High German this pro-

noun is declined after the strong adjective declension, in Old
Norse it follows the declension of the numeral einn, ein, eitt ;

hence Goth. Jain-s, jain-a, jain ata, O. H. Germ, gen-er, gen-u,

gen-a^, M. H. Germ, jener, jeniu, jene^, N. H. Germ, jener, jene,

jenes, Dutch gene (commonly weak declension de gene) ; from it

we have the Anglo-Saxon adverb geond (illic, illuc), whence the
Engl, ^on, yond, yonder. The Old Norse forms are :

—

Singular.

Masc. Fern. Neut.
Nom. ift-n ( = in-r) in it-t (in = U)
Gen. in-8, in-nar, ins.

&c, &c.

Plural.

Fem. Neut.Masc.
Nora, in-ir in-ar, in

Gen. in-na, in-na, inna
&c. &c.

Instead of inn, in, itt, we also meet enn, en, ett, and in later

documents always hinn, hin, hitt. From this pronoun are derived

the Swed. and Dan. hin, hin, hint, plur. Mne, which are used in

the nominative only. When employed as pronominal adjectives,

they take, like other demonstratives, the genitive sign *. It is

very peculiar that the modern Scandinavian dialects here reject

the Old Norse gemination {hitt) which in other words they
commonly adopt, and render the neuter in its primitive form
{hinrf).
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The Suffixed Article in the Scandinavian Languages.

This Old Norse pronoun is of more than common interest,

because it has first been used as the suffixed article, which is a
characteristic feature of the Scandinavian languages up to the

present day. The pronoun in7i, in., itt, in its function as article

may precede the noun or follow after it—form an appendage or

suffix to it. In the latter case both the noun and pronoun are

declined, and the i or u of the suffixed pronoun is incapable of

causing Umlaut. In this combination the following rules are

obeyed : (i) the declension of the noun remains unaltered, except,

that in the dative plural -um with -inum becomes -unum (not-w»2-

innm)
; (2) the radical vowel of the pronoun is always absorbed

by the final vowel of the noun, but it remains where the noun
ends in a consonant, except nom. plur. masc, and nom. and
accus. plur. fem., where the pronominal vowel is also dropped,

as dagarnir for dagar-inir, giqfarnar for giafar-inar. We subjoin

some examples for the sake of illustrating our remarks.

Without the Article.

Sing. Plur.
Nom. fat- fot-

Gen. fats fat-a
Dat. fat'i fot-um
Accus. fat- fot

With the A rticle

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

Sing.

fat-it

fats-ins

fati-nu

fat-it

Plur.
fot-in

fata-nna
fotu-num
fot-in

I

Weak Declension.

Theme : hanan (cock).

Without the Article.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Sing.
han-i

han-a
han-a

Accus. han-a

Plur.
hanar
han-a
hon-um
han-a

With the Article.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Sing.
hani-nn
hana-ns
hana-num

Accus. hana-nn

Plur.
hanar-nir
hana-nna
honu-nwn
hana-na

Strong Declension.

Theme : giafa (gift).

Without the Article. With the Article.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.
Nom. giof- giaf-ar Nom. giof-in giafar-nar
Gen. giaf-ar giaf-a Gen, giafnr-innar giafa-nna
Dat. yiof-u giof-um Dat. giof-inni giofu-num
Accus • giof ginf-ar Accus. giof-inna giafar-nar.

In the same manner the modern Scandinavian languages
suffix the definite article to its respective noun, Swedish and
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Danish en for the masculine and feminine gender, et for the

neuter; plural Swed. na or ne (for ena, ene) Dan. ne (for ene).

The genitives are ens, ets, nas, nes ; all other cases are like the

nominatives, en is of course the O. N. inn, in ; et the O. N. it.

A few examples may suffice :

—

Swedish.
Singular. Plural.

N. D. A. Tconung-en, the king konungar-na, the kings

I Gen. Tconungens, of the king Iconungar-nas, of the kings

N. D. A. bord-et, the table hord-en, the tables

Gen. bordets, of the table bord-ens, of the tables

N. D. A. stjem-an, the star stjemor-na, the stars

Gen. stjenmns, of the star stjemor-nas, of the stars.

Danish.

Singular. Plural.

N. D. A. Jcong-en, the king konger-ne, the kings

Gen. kongens, of the king konger-nes, of the kings

N. D. A. hjaert-et, the heart hjaerter^ne, the hearts

Gen. hjaertets, of the heart hjaerler-nes, of the hearts.

Other Demonstratives.

Another demonstrative which we have already noticed is the

base M, occurring in the Latin ^ic and in several Teutonic forms.

Most of the Low German dialects have used this base to make
up the whole (Anglo-Saxon) or part (Old Saxon, Old Frisian) of

their pronominal cases of the 3rd person, while Gothic and Old
High German show merely a few cases formed of this base, and
these even are used merely with reference to time : as dat. masc.

and neut. Mmma, e. g. himma daga, (on) this day, to-day; fram
himma {nu), from now, henceforth ; accus. masc. hinuy e. g. und
hina dag, unto this day ; accus. neut. hita, e. g. und hita {nn),

until now. Old High German has besides a mutilated form of the

accusative in M-naht, from Ma naht, this night, to-night (whence
the M. H. Germ. Mnte, N. H. Germ, heunt, to-night), preserved

only the instrumental hiu in the following adverbial compounds

:

hiu-tu or hiu-to, from hiu tagu, this day, to-day; whence the

M. H. Germ. Mute, N. H. Germ, heute, to-day ; Mu-ru or Mu-ro,

from Mu jam, this year; whence the M. H. Germ. Mure, N. H.
Genn. Jieuer—forms which are partly preserved in the Saxon
dialects too, as A. S. heoddg, this day, to-day, O. S. Mu-du, &c.

The Goth, sama, fem. samo, neut. sainOy theme saman (ipse, o
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owTos), follows the weak declension ; so does the Old High Ger-
man samo, fem. sattia, neut. sama, which rarely occurs (hence

N.H.Germ. samt, together, zu-sammen, &c.), and the O.N. sami,

fem. sama, neut. sama ; the latter however may also be inflected

after the strong declension sam-r, son, sant (hence Sw. samma,
Dan. samme] gen. sammes, the same). The Anglo-Saxon dialect

does not possess this word, except as an adverb same, together

(whence the Engl, same), and its place as a pronoun is supplied

by 1/lca, fem. and neut. i/lce, which occurs in combination with

the demonstrative se, seo, \>at, as se ylca, ]>at ylce (the same).

Compounds of this are \ylic (such) and swilc (such), only the

latter being preserved in English, for it is from this pronoun
that we have the O. Engl, swilk, M. Engl, swiche, suche, N. Engl.

such.

The Goth, silba, fem. and neut. silbo, theme silban (ipse, avros),

goes after the weak declension ; the Old High German may be
strong or weak, selper, selpiu, selpa^, and selpo, selpa, selpa ; in

Old Saxon the weak form seldo, seiba, selta, is more common
than the strong self, while, vice versa, in Anglo-Saxon the

strong self is more frequent than the weak selfa ; Old Norse
may be strong, sialf-r, sialf, sialf-t, or weak, sialji, sialfa, sialfa.

From these are derived the M. H. Germ, selp, gen. selhes (ipse)

and the N. H. Germ, der selbe, which go after the weak declen-

sion and the undeclinable selbst, the O. Engl, and M. Engl, silf,

silue, selue, self, N. Engl, self, Sw. sjelfva, sjelf.

INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

There are different interrogative pronouns for the different

questions (i) quis ? {2) uter ? (^) quis eorum? (4) qualis? or,

to express (i) a question after a person or thing in general; (2)

after one out of two persons or things
; (3) after one out of

several or many persons or things
; (4) after the kind or quality

of a person or thing.
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TABLE OF INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

I. Quis? (Sansk. kas.)

i. Old Teutonic.

SINGULAB.

Grothic. Ang.-Sax. Old Saxon.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Neut, Masc. Neut.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.
Intr.

hva 8

hvis

hvamma
hvana

hvo

^hvaizos

fhvai

hvo

hva
hvis

hvamma
hva
hve

hva
hvds

hvam
hvone

hvat

hvas

hvam
hvdt

hv^

hue
hues
huemu
huena, huane

huat
hues
huemu
huat
huiu

Old Prisiaji. O. H. Gterm. Old Norse.

Masc. Neut. Blase. Neut. Masc. Neut.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Accus
Intr.

hwa
hwamme
hwam

. hwane, 1

8

iwene

hv
hv

hu

hv

}ammes
>am
}et

PLUB

hwe-r

hwes
hwemu
hwenan,

AL deest.

hwen

hwa^
hwes
hwemu
hwa^
hwiu

hva-^

hvess

hveim
hvann

hvat

hvess

hvt

hvat

ii. Middle and New Teutonic.

SINGULAR.

M. H. Germ.

Masc. Neut,

Nom. wer
Gen. wes
Dat. wem

Accus. wen
Intr.

wa'}

wes

wem

wa'}

wiu

N.H. Germ.

Masc. Neut.

wer was
wessen wessen

wem wem

wen was

Old English.

Masc. Neut.

wha, who
whos, was
wham,
whom (to)

wham, whom

what, wat

what

N. Engl,

Masc.

who
whose
whom

{to)

whom

Neut.

what

what

Middle Dutch. New Dutch. Swedish. Danish.

Masc. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut Masc. Neut. Masc. Neut.

Nom. wie
Gen. wies

Dat. wien
Accus. wien

wat
wies

wien
wat

wie

wiens

wien
wien

wie

wier

vner

wie

wat
wiens

wien
wat

(ho) hvem
(hvars) hvems
hvem
hvem

hvad

hvad

1

(hvo) hvem
(hvi8)hvems

hvem
hvem

hvad

hvad
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Note.—The New High German genitive wessen is an inorganic

extension of the old ^ves.

In Old English the dative and accusative become identical,

and the former therefore adopts the dative sign to.

The New Dutch fem. form wie, wier, is a very remarkable

sign of grammatical vitality in a modern language, this form
being altogether wanting in Middle Dutch. The gen. wiens

also for the Middle Dutch wies is an inorganic form developed

out of the aecus, wien with the genitive sign s.

The Swedish and Danish dialects have rejected the organic

forms of the nom. gen. sing, masc, and instead of these have

adopted the accus. hvem as nominative, and out of this formed
the genitive by the case-sign s.

2. Vter?

In Gothic there occurs only the nom. masc. and neut. Tiva\ar ;

O. H. Germ, hwedarer, hwedaru, kwedara^, is declined like an
adjective, as well as the O. S. hue^ar, A. S. Jivd^er. Old Norse
has nom. hvar-r, hvdr, hvar-t, gen. hvdr-s, hvdr-rar, kvdr-s, &c.

Later on we find the form hvorr, hvort, for the same pronoun*

The German and English weder, wether, are used only as con-

junctions, and of course undeclinable.

3. Quis eorum ? (who out of many ?)

The Goth. Tivarjis, hvarjata, is declined as an adjective. No
other dialect possesses the same word except Old Norse, where it

shows the forms, nom. hver-r, hver, kver-t, gen. hvers, hverrar,

hvers, &c., &c. It appears that from this gen. hvers is derived

the obsolete Sw. gen. Avars.

4. Qualis ?

Goth, hveleilcs, hveleika, hvelaikata ; O. H. Germ, hwiolihh-er,

hwelihher {weler), fem. -iu, neut. -fl| ; O. S, huilic, A. S. kwile

{hwylc), O. N. hviUk-r, Fris. kwelk {kwek), M. H. Germ, welcher

{wel, gen. wels, accus. weln, &c.), N. H. Germ, welcher, M. Dutch
welke, N. Dutch welke, O. Engl, whylc, whilke, wuch, woch., wich,

M. Engl, whiche, N, Engl, which (Scotch whilk), Sw. and Dan.
hvilken.

Note.—^All these are declined as adjectives.

p 2
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RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

There is in none of the Teutonic languages, ancient or modern,
a relative pronoun properly so called, but the relative connexion

is expressed (i) by the first demonstrative pronoun, Goth, sa, sOy

pain, A. S. se, seo, ]>dt, Engl, ikat, O. H. Germ, der, din, da^.

Germ, der, die, das, Dutch die, dat, fee, &c. (see the Demonstra-
tive)

; (2) by the first and fourth interrogative quis and qualis,

hence Engl, who, what, Dutch wie, wat, Germ, wer, was, Sw.
Dan. hvem, hvad, like the Lat. qui, qua, quod, used in a relative

sense. The most frequently occurring relatives in the modem
Teutonic languages are the forms answering to the Lat. qualis,

as Germ, welcher, welche, welches, Engl, which, Dutch welhe, welh,

Sw. and Dan. hvilken, hvilket ; (3) by a mere particle, or (4) by
a particle added to one of the just-mentioned pronouns.

The cases stated under 3 and 4 occur in the ancient Teutonic

dialects. In Gothic the particle ei is used as a relative suffix

and very probably derived from the same pronominal base as the

demonstrative is, plur. eis ' . It may be appended to personal or

demonstrative pronouns, and, if added, imparts to these pro-

nouns a relative force ; e. g. ik-ei, ego qui, I who ; \u-ei, tu qui,

thou who
;

\uz-ei, tibi cui ; ^^uk-ei, te quem ; iz-ei, is qui, he
who; s-ei=si-ei, ea quae, she who. Most frequently this enclitic

particle occurs with the demonstrative sa, so, \ata, which thus

becomes a relative, e. g. nom. sa-ei, so-ei, ]>at-ei (qui, quae, quod),

gen. ]>iz-ei, \iz6z-ei, \iz-ei (cujus), and so on through all cases

of the singular and plural.

In Old High German this particle has disappeared from the

pers. pron. altogether, and with the demonstrative it occurs very
rarely, as der-i, he who ; da^-i, that which. But the Old High
German dialect has another relative particle in the demonstra-
tive adverb dar, or its weakened form dir, der, e. g. ih dir, I

who, ego qui ; wir dir, nos qui ; tha^ ther, id quod.

In the Saxon dialects also we find a particle used in a rela-

tive sense, namely O. S. the, A. S. J?e, the undeclinable form of

the demonstrative pronoun se, seo, 'pat; hence A. S. ik ]>e, I

who, ego qui ;
]>u \e, tu qui. Frequently we find this particle

joined to the demonstrative pronoun, and like the Gothic ei im-
parting to it a relative force, as ^pam \fe, cui, to which ; se \e,

qui, &c.

• Conip. p. 191.
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In the same manner the Frisian dialect uses the particles ther

and the ; the Old Norse, the particle er, later on sem as well,

which may express all cases except the genitive ; e. g. '^ann er,

quem ; ]>eim er, cui ; sa er, qui : a mere s also added to the

demonstrative sa, su, ]>a(a, may express relative connexion, e. g-.

m-*, qui; su-s, quae; ]faz=z'pai-s, quod; ]>ann-s, quem; peim-s,

cui. This s is nothing but the remainder of the particle er in

its more ancient form es.

INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.

T. Goth, sums, sum-a, sum-ata {sum), answers to tlie Greek
indefinite tCs, ti; it may or may not be combined with the

particle uh without altering its sense. O. H. Germ, sumer,

sumiu, suma^, O. S. sum, A. S. sum, O. Fris. sum, O. N. sum-r,

O. Engl, sum, summe, som, some, N. Engl, some ; Dan. somt, plur.

somme, some people ; Dutch sommige, several. It goes through-
out after the strong declension of the adjectives. The meaning
in the Low German dialects of this pronoun added to cardinal

numerals is explained under the chapter of Numerals.

2. The Goth, tnan, which is used only in the sense of ' homo/
acquires, when preceded by the negation ni, and sometimes fol-

lowed by the suffix kun, the negative sense of ^ nemo^ ( — ne homo),

e. g. ni manna, or ni manna-hun (nemo), gen. ni mans-hun, &c.

The O. H. Germ, eo-man, ie-man, is formed with the adverbial

accusative io, So, answering to the Goth, div from divs (time), as

div (ever), ni aiv (never); eo-man then would mean *ever a man,'

and ni or ne-eoman, 'never a man;' M. H. Germ, iaman, iemen

;

niaman, niemen ; N. H. Germ. Je-mand {d inorganic, j inorganic

for i) and nie-mand, ullus and nullus.

In the modern Teutonic dialects man is of frequent use as an
indefinite pronoun of the 3rd person, in its sense answering to the

French ' on'. Thus the Germ, man sagt (on dit), Sw. man sade

sd (on I'a dit). (Swedish may use De instead of man : Be sade sa).

Dan. man taler meget derom, on parle beaucoup de cela. It is

used only in the nominative, the oblique cases being supplied in

German by eines, einem, ein, in Swedish and Danish by £n, gen.

Ens.

3. Goth. ai?is is not used as an indefinite pronoun, but when
the suffix hun is added to it, it assumes the meaning ' ullus,' as

ains-hun, fem. aino-hun, neut. ain-hun, gen. ainis-hun, ainaizds-

hun, dat. ainumme-hun, &c. In Old High German einer, einiu,

einai, is used in the sense of 'quidam'; derived from this is
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einiger-u-a^, aliquis; dih-ein, doh-ein, uUus; nik-ein, nok-ein,

nullus. So also O. S. nig-en, negSn, ni-en, nullus; A. S. an,

ullus, one ; n-dn, nullus, none ; A. S. cenig, ullus ; n-cenig, nullus

;

O. N. ein-n, ullus ; n-ein-n, nullus. Compare tlie Germ, ein,

k-ein, n-ein, the Engl, one, n-one ; and from A. S. cRnig, the O. E.

and M. E. ony^ any, N. Eng. any. The Old Norse suffix gi also

has a negative force like the particle ni, ne, hence O. N. ein-gi,

nullus, and in the same manner svd-gi, ita non; ulfr, wolf;

4lf-gi,M0 vfo\i\ sialf, v^sa. ; sialf-gi, iipsa. non. With verbs Old
Norse used the suffix -a, -at, or -t, as skal-a, he shall not

;

ver^r-at (Germ, er wird nicht), em-k-at for ek am at, I am not.

4. The Old High German as well as Low German wiht (thing,

res), with the prefix eo, is used in the sense of * aliquid,'' eo-^iht

(quelquechose, something), and with the negation neowiht, ni-

wiM (nothing, nihil). Hence the M. H. Germ, iht (something),

negative niht, N. H. Germ, icht (obs.) nicht (not), and nichts

(nothing) ', O. S. io-wilit (aliquid), nio-wiht (nihil) ; A. S. d-wiht

(aliquid), n-d-w'iht (nihil). Hence the Anglo-Saxon vocalized

forms auht, nauht, aid, naJit, the O. Engl, ouht, nouht, o^t, no^f,

M. Engl, ought, nought, ou^t, nou^t, N. Engl, aught, naught.

Many indefinite pronouns are compounds of pronouns (chiefly

the interrogatives) with particles or other words. Thus we have
with the Goth, leik, O. H. Germ. Uh, A. S. Uc (original meaning
'flesh,' 'body'; hence 'stature', 'form', shape' &c.) the com-
pounds, Goth, sva-leiks, O. H. Germ. suMh, soUh, A.S. '^§-lic and
swilc {= swi-Uc, swa-Uc)y and O.N. \v%Ukr, s-likr {=svd-likr).

Compare Germ, solch-er, -e, -es, O. Engl, swilk, such, M. Engl.

swiche, suchdy N. Engl, such (Scotch sic, sicken, &c.). All other

compounds, ancient and modern, find their explanation in the

respective dictionaries.



NUMEEALS.

CARDINALS.

TABLE OF CARDINAL NUMEEALS IN THE COGNATE LANGUAGES.

I. 2. 3- 4. 5-

No. Primitive. Sanskrit. Greek. Latin. Gothic,

1 ai-na- eka- fXs, ev, f. fila M-mo, Old oi-no- ai na
2 dAW,-, dva- dva- Sio- duo tva-

3 tn- tri- rpi- {rptis,

Tpla)

tri- thri-

4 katvar- ckatvdr, chatur rerrap-, rea-

ffap-es

quaiuor- fidvor-

5 kankan pdnchan TrivTf (TTC/XITf) quinque fimf
6 ksvaka shash ^'1 (fe|) sex saiha

7 saptan- sdptan- kirri septem sibun

8 aktu askfan- oitri octo ahtau
9 navan- ndvan- ivvia novem niun
10 dakan- dd^an SeKa decern taihun

11 eka-da^an ev-SfKa un-dedm ain-lif

12 duadakan dvd-dadan Sii-SfKU dwo-decim tva-Uf
14 chdiur-da^an reffirapfs-Kai-

SeKa

quatuor-decim fidvor-taihun

20 viMti etKOffi viginti tvai-tigjua

40 chatvariMt rerrapdKoma quadraginta

60 shashti e^-flKOVTU sexaginta saihs-tigu-

70 saptati ePSofiiiKovra septuaginta sibun-tekund

100 kan-ta-{m) ^atd eKar6-(v) centum hunda-
200 dve ^ate {dvUa-

tam)

SiaK6<rio{i) ducenti tva-hunda

300 trini gatani {tri

datam)
chatvdri Gatani

TpiaK6<rto{i) trecenti trija-hunda

400 rfrpaK6<rio{i) quadringenti (?)

(chatuksatam)

500 pancha^atani
(pancha^aiam)

Tfvreuc6(rM{i) quingenU fimf-hunda

1000 dada iatani (da- x.xfo(.) mille tJvutunc^a-{^.i)
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REMARKS ON THE CARDINAL NUMERALS IN THE COGNATE

LANGUAGES.

one
There is in the different Aryan languages a great variety of

stems for the number ' one,' but all are formed from the root i,

which in the primitive language may have been represented by
the word ai-na-. In Sanskrit the word Ska- shows the prono-

minal root i and the suffix or pronominal root M. The Greek

ets [=.kv-s), neut. €v, gen. kv-6s, fem. ixia, has the base kv- from

the primitive foi'm san- =zsam (comp. Lat. sim-plex, sem-el, sin-

guli), contained in the Sansk. sama (similis ; a superlative of the

demonstrative pronominal base sa-). This view is corroborated

by the feminine form yiia (for ^\ixa-=.sm-yd'=.smyd, a feminine

base '\nya) which presupposes a base sa-mya, as kv-, a base sa-n-

from one and the same root sa. Latin, in its more ancient form
oi-no^ the later u-no- shows clearly the primitive form ai-na-,

and is, in the same manner as the Sanskrit pronominal base e-na-,

formed from the pronominal root i with the suffix na. The
Teutonic dialects have cultivated a form which is identical with

the Latin, Engl, one, Germ, ein, A. S. an being represented by
the Goth, ains^ the theme of which is Ai-na-.

The expression of the number ' one' in the following Teutonic

words is peculiar:—Goth, haihs, one-eyed; hanfs, one-handed;
halts, halt, one-footed, lame ; halls, half. In all these words the

number ' one' is expressed by ha, and this ha answers to the

Sansk. ha in e-ka ; ika, the second half of the word haihs, theme
ha-iha, is the Sansk. ashi, eye. The Latin cacus = ca-ico is

formed on the same principle. In hanfs, theme ha-nfa we have
again the pronominal root ha and nifa, a transposition of the

Sansk. pdni, hand. (/" for p harmonizes with Grimm's law.)

halts, theme ha-lta, consists of two roots, the pronominal ha and
the verbal root lith, to go, from which also is derived lithus,

limb, i. e. that which is moved ; hence ha-litha, halta, halts,

halt= one-limbed, one-footed: halbs, theme ha-lba from ha and
leiba, remnant, part; hence haliha, haihs, half= one part of a
whole that has been divided.
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two
The Sanslc. base dva, Gr. hvo-, Lat. duo, Goth, tva- all point

to a primitive form dua- or dva-. The Latin prefix li and adverb

lis, Gr. 8i?, seem to have arisen from the same form, the initial d
being dropped and v hardened into b. The same prefix we have

in the A. S. tvi (Gr. and Lat. d is, according to Grimm^s law,

in Low German t, and in High German z) and O. H. Germ, zui,

e. g. A. S. tvi-finger, two fingers long ; tvi-hive, bicolor ; O. H.
Germ, zui-beine, bipes; zui-falt, duplex. The English adverb

twice, O. H. Germ, zuiro, more fully zuiror, O. N. tvis-var, again

contains the prefix tvi (bis, 8ts) and var, Sansk. vara, time ; hence

twice=tioo times, &c. (This var also appears in the Latin ber in

Septem-ber, i. e. the seventh time, or part, of the year.)

three

In Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, the theme or base is tri, in

Goth. tkri,0. H. Germ, dri, the displacement of the initial dentals

being in strict accordance with Grimm's law. It is considered a
shortened form of a more ancient tar-i or tra-i ; the Sanskrit fem.

form is ti-sar- which Bopp takes for a reduplication, ti-tar-.

four

As the primitive form is laid down katvar-, which in Sanskrit

is represented by chatvdr-, base chatur, theme of the feminine

chatasar-. This word is strictly formed after the analogy of

'three/ Sansk. fem. theme ti-sar-, and cJui,=::ka, one (comp. e-ka

above), hence cha-tasar=.\-{-Q. The Gr. Terrap-, Tearaap-, stand

for ^TcrFap-, KcrFap-, Dor. T€Top-, ^rerFop, Boeot. ireTTap-, Horn,
and ^ol. TiCavp-, where we find r or ir in the place of the pri-

mitive K. In the Lat. quatuor, the q stands for the primitive k,

and the u (=w) is a favourite sound in Latin after the tenuis k,

just as in Gothic the aspirate k at the beginning of a word.
(Comp. Gr. tls, Lat. qtiis, Goth, kvas.) The Gothic Jidur (with

f-=p=.k) is the simple theme oi fidvor, analogous to the Sansk.

chatur for chatwdr-.

five

The primitive form laid down by Schleicher as kan-kan- is

evidently a reduplication, where in Sanskrit p crept in for the

first k in the ihevae panchan- ; but Bopp derives the word from
pa+ ka (the n in the middle considered a later addition, and the
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final consonant euphonic), and thus he gives it the meaning
' and one/ i. e. one in addition to the preceding number four.

Gr. TreVre puts first -n for k, and next r for k (both dislocations

occur under 4), ^ol. ireix-ne ; while the Lat. quinque preserves

the primitive k sound, and the Goth. jimf=.fimji (from a primi-

tive kanki-) has/^p andp for k. (Comp. 4, 11, 12, &c.)

SIX

The primitive form is supposed to have been ksva-ksva, again

a reduplication, from which the Sansk. sAasA may be explained

by an intermediate form kskaksk, which again stood for ksaks.

Gr. e£. Dor. Fe^, Lat. sex, presuppose a more primitive svea;=:

sve-c-s, the Greek spiritus asper answering here as elsewhere to

the original s. Goth, sai-h-s is formed on the same principle as

the Lat. sex, Gothic h being the representative of the Latin k
(see Grimm's law).

seven
The primitive form was probably, like the Sansk. base, saptan-,

which is rendered by the Gr. kuTA (a=an), Lat. septem for septim^

Goth, sibnn. (Gr. h again for s.) Bopp thinks that the m in

septem has crept in from the ordinal septim-o, an opinion which
is contradicted by Schleicher upon the evidence of the analogous

forms in the other Aryan languages.

eight

A primitive base aktu must have given origin to the Sansk.

ashtan, ashtu, ashtdu (probably from aktdv-as), Gr. oKTia, Lat.

octo, Goth, ahtau, aktu. Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, are appar-

rently dual forms. The primitive form of the theme aktu is

quite distinct in the ordinals octav-o, ^oyboF-o : the same base is

apparent in the Goth, akiau, theme ahtavi- (comp. sunau, loc.

sing, sunavi) ; so also in the Gothic ordinal ahtu-da-n, aktu=
aktu (Goth. >^= Sansk. k, Grimm's law) we trace the primitive

base again.

nine

The primitive and Sansk. navan appears in Greek as ivvia for

^veFa{v), with the favourite prelude e introduced, and v dropped;

Lat. novem instead of 7iovim ; Goth, niun, theme muni, from
^ nivani=. ^navani.
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ten

Primitive dakan, Sanskrit base da^an, Gr. b^Ka= ^b€Kav, Lat.

decem=.decim ; Goth, tathun, theme tihuni, O.lH.OeYVD.. zekan.

(Observe Grimm's law : Sansk. d, Goth, t, O. H. Germ, z.) The
Sansk. damn, or rather its primitive form dakan, stands for

dva-kan ; dva-=.ttco, kan for kankan, panchan^^five, and hence

dakan, our ten, means 'two times five/

11,12

For these numbers the primitive language had distinct words,

as dud dakan (12), &c. ; so also in Sansk. eka-dahan (11), dvd-

dasan (12), Gr. iv-hiKa, Sca-Sexa, Lat. un-decim = uni-decim, duo-

decim. Goth, ain-lif {\.\), tva-lif {1^), are the nominatives of

ain-libi, tva-l'ibi. The bases ain and tta have been treated on
above; the second part of the compounds, lili, is derived from
the dakan (10) of the Ursprache, which in Gothic may first have
assumed the form tigi, substituting, according to Grimm's law,

t for the Sansk. d, and, instead of proceeding according to the

same law from the Sanskrit guttural to the aspirate, returning

into the media g. This guttural media was then exchanged for

the labial media h, an occurrence which is not without a parallel

in other words. The further exchange of the initial dental for

the liquid I is without a parallel in Gothic, but not unknown in

the cognate languages. The Lat. lacruma is the same word as

the Gr. baKpv, I taking the place in the Latin which d holds in

the Greek word. The replacement of the ^ by ^ in dakan, or

rather its Gothic form tigi, tibi, may have been facilitated by the

close resemblance between this word and the Gothic verb leib-an,

to remain, leave, pret. laif, plur. lihum ; so that finally the two
words of difierent origin become phonetically the same. Our
eleven, twelve, therefore mean 1 -f 10, 2 + 10 respectively.

13—19
These numerals are in Sanskrit compounds of dasan and the

respective unit, as trayo-dasan (13), chatur-daSan (14) : the cor-

responding Greek words are merely joined by the copulative Kal,

as Tpeis-Kal-SeVa (13), TeVaapes-Kai-SeKa (14), whilst Latin forms,

like Sanskrit, compounds, as tre-decim, quin-decim (15), se-decim

(16), and on the same principle are formed the Goth, jidvor-

taihun {V^
, fimf-taih.m (15).
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20—90
We have to consider the 'tens' only; the intermediate mem-

Lers, i. e. their combination with ' units' require no explanation,

because in none of the languages here considered do they form
compounds, but are merely put together, occasionally joined by
the copula 'and/

In the manner of forming these numerals the South-European
differ from the North-European or Slavono-Teutonic languages :

the former express the ' tens ' by an agglutination of the units

with a substantive derived from dakan (10), which, by means of

abbreviation or other modifications, has dwindled down into a
mere termination ; while the latter express the ' tens' and
'units' by distinct words, which however may form compounds.

Sanskrit originally expressed the 'tens' by daka-ti, daka-ta^ of

which nothing remained but kati, or only ti, or hat, as vi-sati

(20) for ^dvi-dasati, shask-ti {(50)=ishash-dasati, pancha-sat (50)=
=. pancTia-sata. In the Gr. et/coo-i- the first syllable shows the

base kv (one) ; ko-ui is the primitive daka-ti, or rather, dropping
the first syllable, ka-ti. The Kov-ra of the other 'tens' is per-

haps derived from a neuter plural base kan-ta for dakan-ta.

The Latin vi-ginti presents in its first syllable vi the base

dvi (two), and vi-ginti stands for a form ^dvi-ginti in the same
manner as the Sansk. visati for a ^dvi^ati; and ginti stands for

^degi?iti= ^decinti, from a primitive form dakan-ti, so that the full

form of triginta would be ^ tria-decinta.

Gothic, our representative of the North-European or Slavono-

Teutonic tribe, forms the 'tens' from 10 to 60 by putting two
distinct words together, expressing the ' tens' by tigu, a base in

u for daku, derived from dakan (10), hence tvai-tiggu-s (20); the
' tens' from 70 to 90 are formed by dakan with the suffix ta, in

the Gothic garb reading tehm-d, e. g. sibun-tehund (70).

100
The genitive base used to indicate this number appears to

be kanta, an abbreviation of dakan-dakan-ta, a form which in

English might be rendered by an analogous compound, namely
ten-ti/=^teii times ten, in the same manner as we say nine-ti/=.ten

times nine, and in Greek and Latin the compounds would be

^hiKTjKovTa, ^ centaginta. The n of the primitive kanta is preserved

in Latin and Gothic, cent-um, hund-a ; but it is dropped in

Sanskrit and Greek, sata, k-Karo {k= €v). The Gothic language
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has, besides the word hunrla, a more modern form to denote the

same number, taihun-taihun-d^ which is composed exactly on
the principle of ^o^ dahan-daTcan-ta,\^n. times ten (compare sibun-

tehimd, seventy).

200—900
The primitive language undoubtedly applied two words to

express the foregoing figures; Sanskrit also uses two distinct

words, or contracts them into one, e. g. dve-kate or dvisata (200),

sata being of course the base kanta again. The Greek forms are

Karo, KOTO, with the derivative suffix 7/a— Kario, kotlo, later form
Koaio ; compare xpia-icaTio-, a Doric form, and the Attic rpia-Koo-io-.

.

The Latin base cento is used as an adjective in the plural, tre-centi

(300) for tre-cento, quin-genti for quin-cento (700), where the c

after n is softened into the media g ; and in the same manner
septin-genti, where the septin answers exactly to the primitive

saptan. (See above, sub *].) Gothic never forms compounds by
agglutination, like Greek and Latin, but it simply puts the two
words together, e. g. tva-Jmnda (^00).

1000
A word for this number does not seem to have existed in the

primitive language. The Sanskrit sahasra, Gr. yJ.kLoi. ^^Tr]\i.oi

(leading to a primitive 'x€A.io=gharya), the Latin mili-, milli-,

are all of an obscure origin. The Gothic word is thusundja

(thousand), in which Schleicher finds the number 'ten times hun-
dred' expressed, namely, daka (10) in the initial syllable thu

(=fe), kantya^ kanti (100) in the form sundi^ sundja ; and this

would yield as the result daka-kant-t (10 x 100).
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TABLE OF CARDINALS IN THE OLD TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

Masculine.

I. 2. 3- 4- 5- 6.

No. Gothic. Anglo-Saxon. Old Saxon. Old Frisian. 0. Norse. O. H. Germ.

1 aitis an en en [eim-«] ein

2 tvai tvegen tuena twene tveir zweni

3 +])rm ])ri thria thre prtr dri

4 fidvor feover fiwa/r fiwer fiorir vior

5 fimf fif fif fif fimm fimf
6 saihs six sehs sex sex sehs

7 sibun seofon situn sigun siau sibun

8 ahtdvi ahta ahto achta dtta ahto

9 niun nigon nigun nigun niu niun
10 taihun tin tehan tian tiu g'ehan

11 ain-Uf end-leofan and
el-lefan

^el-lif and-lova, el-

leva

ellifu ein-lif

12 tva-lif twelf tue-Uf twi-lif teif zwe-lif

13 ^])rija-taihun preo-teon (tpne) ., ^thretine ]>rettian dri-zehan

14 fidvor-taihun fedver-teon

.

,

.

fiuwer-tine fior-tian fior-zehan

15 fimf-taihun fif-teon fif-tine fim-tian finf-zehan

16 ^saihs-taihun six-teon sex-tine sex-tian sehs-zehan

17 ^sibun-taihun seofen-teon ,

,

siugun-tine siau-tian sibun-zehan

18 ^ahtdu-taihun eaht-teon achta-tine attian ahto-zehan

19 ^niun-taihun nigon-teon .. niugen-tine nitian niun-zehan
20 tvai tigjus twen-tig tuen-tig tvnnt-ich tut-tugu zwein-zug

30 preis tigjus ]>ri-tig thri-tig thri-tich \ria-tigi dri-zug

40 fidvor tigjus fedver-tig fiwar-tig fiuwer-tich fior-tiu Jior-zug

50 fimf tigjus fif-tig fif-tech fif-tech fimm-tiu fimf-zug
60 saihs tigjus six-tig sehs-tig sex-tich sex-tiu s'ehs-zug

70 sibun-tehund seofen-tig ant-sibwn-ta siugtm-tich sid-tigi sibun-zo

80 aUau-tehund eaht-tig ant-ahto-da achtan-tich dtta-tigi ahto-z6

90 niun-tehund nigon-iig ^ant-nigun-da ? nigon-tich niu-tigir niun-zo

100 taihun-tehund teon-tig hvmd hundred hundrad zehan-z6

TABLE OF CARDINALS IN THE MIDDLE TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

No. Old and Middle English. Middle High German.

1 an, on, oon ein{er), (f. einiu, n. einez)

2 twey. twi, twein, twe. two zwene (f. zero, zwei)

3 ]>re, three dri {dri, driu)
4 four vier{e'^ (viere, vieriu)

5 five vunf {viinve, viinviu)

6 sixe sehs

7 seuen siben (sibeniu)

8 eigte, aught aht {ehte, ahtiu)

9 nyne, nye niun (niune, nivmiu)
10 ten zehen
11 elleuen, elJeue einlif, einlef, einleve

12 twelue zwelef, zwelf, ziveleve
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No. Old and Middle English. Middle High German.

13 \)rottene, \>rittene dri-z'ehen, drizen

14 four-tene vier-z'ehen, -zen

15 fif-tene vunf-zehen

16 sixtene sehszehen

17 seuentene sibenzehen

18 eigtetene. eigtene. auhtene ahtzehen

19 ninetene niunzehen
20 tuen^ti zwein-zec, zweinzich.

30 thri-tti dri-zec, -zich

40 (fourti ?) vierzec

SO fyfti vunfzec
60 sixti sehszec

70 seuenti sibenzec

80 eiffteti ahtzec

90 nienti niunzec
100 hundred zehen-zec, zeheiizich, hunt, hundert

1000 ])ousend tusent

TABLE OF CARDINAL IN THE NEW TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

No. German. English. Dutch. Swedish. Danish.

1 ein one e6n m (N. ett) een (eet)

2 zwei two twee tvd to

3 drei three drie tre tre

4 vier four vier fyra fire

5 funf five ^Jf fem fem
6 sechs six zes sex sex

7 aieben seven zeven sju syv

8 acht eight acht dtta aatte

9 neitn nine negen nio ni

10 zehn ten ti'en tid ti

11 df eleven df elfva elleve

12 zw'olf twelve twaalf tolf tolv

13 drei-zehn thir-teen der-tien tre-tton ire-tten

14 vier-zehn four-teen veer-tien fj&i'-ton fjbr-ten

15 funfzehn fifteen vijftien femton femten
16 sechzehn sixteen zestien sexton sejsten {sexten)

17 siebenzehn seventeen zeventien sjwtton syften

18 achtzehn eighteen achttien aderton atten

19 neunzehn nineteen negentien nitton nitten

20 zwan-zig twen-ty twin-tig tjugu (-6 -e) tyve

30 drei-^ig thir-ty der-tig tre-ttio (-e) tre-dive

40 vier-zig for-iy veer-tig fyr-tio (-e) fyrre-tyve

50 funfzig fifty vijftig femtio halvtres (indstyve)

60 sechzig sixty zestig sextid ires (tresindstyve)

70 dehenzig seventy seventig sguttio halvfjers (indstyve)

80 achtzlg eighty tachtig dttatio firs Ifirsindstyve)

90 neunziq ninety negentig nittio hcdvfems (indstyve)

loo
1

hundert hundred honderd hundrade (hundra) hundrede
200

1 zwei hun ert two hundred twee honderd tvd hundrade to hundrede
1000 tausend thousand duizend tiisende (tusen) tusinde.
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REMARKS ON THE TEUTONIC CARDINALS.

one
We find the primitive base aina- for the number ' one ' in all

Teutonic languages, ancient and modern, modified of course in

accordance with the phonetic character of each dialect, as O. H.
Germ, ein, A. S. an. Germ, ein, Dutch een, O. Engl, on, Engl.

one^ &c.^

two
The Goth, tvdi is not the base from which the Anglo-Saxon

and Old High German forms are derived, but rather the distri-

butive tveihnai, which in Old High German has dropped the h
{zwene) and hardened it in Anglo-Saxon into g^ztwegen. The
Gothic gen. tvaddje also cannot result from the nom. tvdi, but
requires a base tvaddja, which Bopp brings into connection with
the Sanskrit ordinal dcittya.

In the other Low German dialects, O. S. tuena, O. Fris. twene,

the h again suffers elision, and in the Modern Engl, two, Dutch
twee, Dan. to, Swed. tvd, contraction has taken place. Very-

ancient forms are preserved in the Old Norse datives tvei-mr and
]>ri-mr for tvei-ms and '^ri-ms, where the case-sign of the dative

plural is found in a completeness unparalleled in the Teutonic

languages. This numeral is especially noteworthy for its strict

adhesion to Grimm's law, according to which we have the media
d in the cognate languages, dva, duo; the tenuis t in the

Low German dialects, Goth, tvai, A. S. twegen, O. S. tuena,

O.N. tveir ; and the aspirate z in the O. H. Germ, zwene. The
law continues to be observed in the O. Engl, twey and M. H.
Germ, zwene^ even in the N. H. Germ, zwei for the Low German
forms with t, as Engl, two, Dutch twee, Dan. to, Swed. tva.

The O. N. r in tvei-r has usurped the place of the Goth. s.

three
The Goth. \ri- (in \nja, \reis) harmonizes with the tri- in

the cognate languages by using the aspirate th in place of the

tenuis, a submission to law which is equally practised by all the

Old Low German dialects (A. S. \ri, O. N. \nr, &c.), whilst Old
High German adopted, as by law it was directed, the media d.

As to the modern dialects we observe that Middle and New

• Concerning the radicals, Goth, ai, A.S. a. Germ, ei, see the table of gradations,

Order i, p. 24.
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Hig^h German follow the course of their ancient mother hy pre-

serving the media j but among the Low German it is English

alone that keeps up the ancient lawful th, while the Dutch and
the Old Norse dialects yield to intruders, the former adopting

the media (probably under High German pressure), the latter

hardening the aspirate into the tenuis for the simple reason

that they have expelled the aspirate altogether from their

domain.

four
The Gothic ^<^-ror {Jidur) which renders fiilly the Sansk. chat-

vdr [chatur), primitive kat-var, replaces the guttural tenuis by the

labial aspirate, a change which equally occurs in all the Teutonic

dialects, ancient as well as modern, with this modification only,

that the High German dialects (and Dutch following their ex-

ample) supplant the /' by v, a distinction however which is merely
graphical, the sound of H. Germ, v and/ at the beginning of a

word being identical. But the Gothic jfid-vor appears in a more
mutilated form in the other Teutonic dialects, the d being

dropped in all, and in Old High German the w as well, which
latter consonant is vocalized in the modern dialects. This

numeral has thus mostly become monosyllabic, as Engl, ybwr,

Dutch and Germ. vier.

five

In this numeral all the Teutonic dialects adopt, like Gothic,

and in accordance with Grimm^s law, the labial aspiratef in the

place of the tenuis p which occurs in the cognate languages, the

only exception being Middle High German and NewDutch, where
the letter v is used to denote the same sound as f. The m how-
ever of the Goth, ^wj/j which stands for the primitive «, has been
subject to divers modifying influences. In the H. Germ.fUnf
we see the original n restored in its place. The Norse dialects

to the present day preserve the m and dismiss the final/* (hence

O.'N.Jimm, Dan. and Sxved, Jem), while the Low German dia-

lects, which never tolerate an n before / or "S (see sub lit. n),
preserve the/" and dismiss the n (m) instead : A. S.^, 'Engl.Jive^

Sec, compared to Germ. Jiitif, Dan./m.

six

The Gothic k in sazk-s duly represents the k of the cognate

languages, as Latin sex := sees. This guttural ^, which must
not be confounded with the sibilant marked by the same letter.
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is found in Old Saxon according to the rule, and in Old and
Middle High German in spite of it. All the other Teutonic

dialects have hardened the hs into ks, cs, x, as A. S., Engl, six,

Scandinavian sex, &c. Exceptional forms are the Dutch zes and
the Germ, seeks, the former having dropped the guttural alto-

gether and softened s into z, the latter having developed the

Old and Middle German h, into ch, a change which occurs in all

words which in Old German ended in hs or kt.

seven
The Goth, si6un, which renders the primitive saptan in a

greatly modified and rather irregular form, is still further modi-
fied according to the spirit of each dialect. Thus the High
German dialects have the d in common with the Gothic contrary

to the rule, but so far only as Gothic is here in the wrong and
High German in the right, because the p of the cognate lan-

guages should be represented in Gothic by the aspirate {pk,J'),

and consequently in Old High German by the media b. If

therefore we put for instance the A. S. seofon as the representa-

tive of the Low German class, we find Grimm^s law strictly

applied in the order P, PH, B. The Old Saxon dialect replaces

the media by the soft aspirate 'b= v, a, course which is followed

in most of the modern Teutonic languages, as Engl, seven, Dutch
zeven, Dan. s^v, while German remains faithful to the H. Germ.
h, si{e)ben : the e is an inorganic addition. Peculiar is the vocali-

zation of V for the Gothic b in the O. N. siau for siav, which
yields the Swedish sju, and the completely isolated case of the

O. Fris. siffun, where the guttural replaces the labial media.

eight

The Goth, aktdu is a regular rendering of the primitive aMu,
the k of the cognate languages being in Gothic supplanted by
the guttural aspirate k, and the t preserved by the preceding A,

which like /, sufiers no other letter but the tenuis after it. In
the other Teutonic dialects, however, the guttural has experienced

divers vicissitudes. Anglo-Saxon and Old Saxon adopted, like

Gothic and according to law, the guttural aspirate k, and Old
High German adapted itself here again to Low German usage,

while Old Frisian, in advance of its sister dialects, developed the

k into the hard guttural cA, a course which was followed later

on by modern dialects, the German and Dutch having acAt for

aki, while the English developed out of the Anglo-Saxon A the
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combination gh, eight—for which Old English ei^t and aught.

The O. N. dtta has assimilated the guttural to the succeeding t,

whereby gemination is produced with the lengthening of the
preceding vowel. The form is strictly preserved in the Dan.
aatte and the Swed. dtta.

nine
The Goth, niun shows the primitive navan in a contracted

form, with which the O. H. Germ, niun is identical ; and Old
Norse would be, but for the n it has dropped, niu. From the
O. H. Germ, and M. H. Germ, niun we have the German neun
{eu for iu according to the rule), and from the O. N. niu the
Danish wi, giving preponderance to the first of the two vowels
to the loss of the second, the Swedish patronising the latter in

nio. But far more noteworthy is the Anglo-Saxon, Old Saxon,
and Old Frisian guttural media g in the place of the primitive v

in navan, so that the A. S. nigon, O. S. nigun, O. Fris. nigtin=
nijun, correspond to the Goth, niu-n = nivu-n. Here again
Gothic is far outdone in point of antiquity and primitive charac-

teristics by its Low Gei*man sister-tongues. The modem dialects

followed the course commenced in Gothic already, and dropping
the middle consonant, contracted the two syllables into one,

hence the Engl, nine, O. Engl, still nye, nyne, probably bisyl-

labic, from A. S. nigon, or perhaps rather O. N. niu. Germ, neun
from niun ; Dutch alone has preserved the full Low German
form in negen.

ten
Grimm's law is strictly carried out by the Goth, taihun and

all its Low German representatives rendering the primitive

media d by the tenuis t, and the High German using, also

according to law, the aspirate z. But the middle guttural of

the primitive dak-an is greatly modified not only in the Teutonic

but in the cognate dialects as well. It is preserved in the Gr.

hkK-a, the Lat. dec-em and the Goth, taih-^n {h in Gothic being

the lawful representative of the primitive h), while the Sanskrit

has adopted the sibilant s in dak-an. Among the Teutonic lan-

guages Old Saxon and High German have preserved the h, O. S.

tehan, O. H. Germ, z'ehan, M. H. Germ, z'ehen (and contracted

zevi), N. H. Germ, zehen, zehn. The other old Teutonic dialects

and their modern derivatives drop the middle guttural and
contract the word into a monosyllable, as A. S. tin, Engl, ten,

Dutch tien, O. N. tiu, Dan. ti, Swed. tio.

Q 2
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11, 12

Concerning the formation of these numerals we have seen

above how the Goth, lif in ain-lif, tva-lif, corresponds to the

Lat. decern, Gr. Sexa and Sansk. damn, and that consequently

our words eleven, twelve, simply mean 10 4-1 and 10 + 2 respec-

tively. The same compound of numeral and suffix occurs in the

other Teutonic dialects too, but in forms greatly modified by
elisions and contractions. The sufiix lif we find fully preserved

in Old Saxon, Old Frisian, and Old High German; Middle
High German modified the lif into lef, and Anglo-Saxon and
Old Norse drop the vowel altogether, leaving simply ^to repre-

sent the suffix. This ^occurs in all the modern Teutonic dialects

except in English and Danish, where the ancienty is rendered

by V its softer twin aspirate. Very strange is the occurrence of

the inorganic d in the A. S. end-leofan, O. Fris. and-lova, the

unit in the former language being an, in the latter en. The Old
High German and Middle High German preserve the numeral
' one' intact in the word ein-lif, ein-lef whilst Old Norse drops

the vowel and assimilates the n to the succeeding I, hence el-ljfii

;

thus also in O. Engl, elleue, Dan. elleve. Most mutilated are the

German and Dutch elf, Engl, eleven, where the numeral is repre-

sented merely by e. The numeral tva in tva-lif (12) is preserved

in the different dialects with a modification of the vowel, as twi,

twe, H. Germ, zwe ; the Scandinavian dialects, however, vocalize

the va into 6, O. N. to-lf, Swed. tolf, Dan. tolv.

13—19
All these numerals are in the different Teutonic languages,

just as in Gothic, compounds of the ' units' with the word *ten,'

so that the O. N. tian, A. S. teon {tin, t^n), O. H. Germ, zekan,

bear their explanation in themselves, and the terminations of

these numerals in the modern Teutonic dialects are easily ex-

plained as derivatives of the ancient forms.

20—90
The tigjus of the Goth, tvai-tigjus (20) having been explained

already, we may confine ourselves to a short review of the cor-

responding forms and their peculiarities in the other Teutonic
languages.

The O. N. tigi in yria-tigi and "^iu in fior-Uu are modifications
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of the fuller form tugu in tu-ttugu, which, like the O. H. Germ.
zug in zwein-zug, represent the Goth, tigjus, a base in %, daku
from dakan (10) ; and quite as readily will be perceived the rela-

tion of A. S., O. S. tig, O. Fris. tick. The final consonant is

dropped in the O. Engl, tuen-ti, N. Engl, twen-ty, with the

usual change of the final i into y. The Swed. tio is the direct

descendant of the O. N. tm, while the Dan. dive undoubtedly

owes its origin to some other source. Very characteristic in this

form is the use of the labial aspirate for the guttural media, dive

=.dige, which is the reverse of the O. Fris. sigmi for A. S. seofon,

O. S. situn (7), and the A. S. nigon, O. Fris., O. S. nigun for the

Goth. ni?m=mv-u?i, primitive nau-an.

For the formation of the 'tens' from 'seventy' upwards, most
of the Old Teutonic dialects use a word dififering from tigjus in

form and, to a cei*tain extent, in derivation, though not in mean-
ing. The Goth, tehun-d, which is used in sihin-te/mnd (70), &c.,

pre-supposes, as we have explained before, a primitive dakan-ta^

and answers in meaning to the Gr. beKas. This tehund we meet
in the other dialects in more or less modified forms. The whole

form we find contracted in the O. H. Germ. z6, sibun-zo. The
most ancient mode of forming the numerals ' seventy,' &c., in

Anglo-Saxon was to place the undeclinable hund, shortened

from tehund, and expressing the 'tens,' side by side with the

respective unit of the ordinals, e. g. hundeseofd^e (70), Tiund-

eahtd^e (80), hundnigo^e (90) j in a like manner the O. S. ant is

used (though its identity with the A. S. hund is not proved), and
forms the ' tens' by entering into a combination with the ordi-

nals, e. g. antsibunda (70), antahtoda (80), antnigunda (90), forms

which may be rendered in Latin by decas septima, decas octava,

decas nona. But in later times the Anglo-Saxon suffix tig

(= Goth. tigjus), which had been used for the numerals from

10 to 60 only, found entrance also in the higher numbers, as

seofontig (70) (in the same manner as in late Old High German
we find sibunzug for sibunzo), although the ancient prefix hund
did not yield its place at once ; and thus it happened that in

forms like hundseofontig (70), hundeahtatig (80), &c., the 'ten'

is expressed twice, by the suffix tig and the prefix hund. The
same pleonasm occurs in the O. Fris. t-achtich (80) , t^-niogetitich

(90), and the last trace is in the Modern Dutch of the present

day, where the t in tachtig (SO), is as in Old Frisian the mutilated

form of a word like O. S. mit, expressing the ' decas,' which is

repeated in the suffix tich, tig.

From this circumstance may perhaps be explained a peculiar

mode of reckoning from 70 upwards, which was adopted in
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Old English by the side of the regular one mentioned in our
tables, and according to which the numbers were expressed by
the numeral ' sixty^ and its respective addition, e. g. sixti and
sixietie (76), sixii and \riUene (73), in the same manner as now
the French say soixante seize, soixante treize. From ' eighty '

upwards the term score was used, as four score and nien (89),

identical with the French quatre-vingt-m,euf; six score and on

(121). It would appear as if, with the suffix hund, which was
dropped in the course of time, the numeral itself had, though
only for a period and in certain localities, fallen into disuse.

Among the ancient Teutonic tribes the reckoning by 'decades'

did not stop below the * hundred,^ but the latter number itself,

and the numbers up to 120 were expressed like their prede-

cessors below hundred. Hence the Gothic taihun-tehund, A. S.

hund-teontig, O. N. Uu-ttu, which we could imitate in English if

we were allowed to say ten-ty as well as nine-ty or twen-ty. This
mode of reckoning was indeed preserved so late as the period of

Middle High German, where we find zeken-zich used by the side

of Jiundert (100). The different forms in the Teutonic dialects

for the word ' hundred ' have their prototype in the Gothic
hund-a, which, like the Latin cent-um, may be traced to a primi-

No. Engl. Old Engl. Ang.Sax. Dutch. Old Sax. O. Fris. Danish. Swedish. O.N.

1 one an, on an On en en een (eet) en (ett) ein

2 two ttoey, tuo twegen twee tuena twine to tva tveir

3 three J»-e \^i drie thria thri tre tre J>rtr

4 four four fedver vier fiwar fiwer fire Ma fiowr

6 five five fif V'3f fif fif fern, film fimm

6 six sixe six zes sehs sex sex sex sex

7 seven seuen seofon zeven sibun sigun syv *jtt siau

8 eight eigte, aught ahta acht ahta achta aatte atta dtta

9 nine nyne, nye nigon negen nigun nigun ni nid ntu

10 ten ten tin tien tehan tian ti tid tiu

U eleven elleuen end-leofan elf (el-W) and-lova elleve elfva ellifu

12 twelve twelxie twel/ twaalf tue-lif twi-lif tolv tolf tolf

13 thirteen
\rottene,^frit-

tene
^eo-teon der-tien (?) (thri-tine) tretten tretton yrettian

20 twenty tuenti tuxn-tig turin-tig tuen-tig twin-tich tyve t^ugu tut-tugu

30 thirty thritti \n-Uig der-tig thrUig thri-tich tredive trettid priatigi

70 seventy seuenti seo/en-tig seven-tig ant-sibunda siugun-tich halti^ers sjuttio siOtigi

100 hundred hundred
leon-tig i

hundred i
honderd hund hundred hundrede hundrade hundrad

1000 thousand pousend ]»lsend duizend thusend thusend tusinde tusende
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tive dakan-ta for dakan-dakan-ta (10x10), and the ancient word
•

' hundred' would consequently be identical in meaning and in

formation with the more modern taihun-tehund=z\jeQ. times ten.

As to the modern Teutonic languages none give occasion to

any special notice except the Danish. The compounds tresind-

sti/ve {QO), Jirsindsti/ve {80),/emsmdstytJe (100), the latter not used
in this form, express the meaning 'three times twenty/ 'four

times twenty/ ' five times twenty/ and form an analogon to the

French quafre-vuigt. They contain (i) the cardinals ires, fir, fern

y

(3, 4, 5), (2) the word sinds = Goth. sirC^s or neut. mCif, O. H.
Germ, sind, A. S. si^ (meaning ' a walk/ ' a turn'), which were
used to form adverbial numerals, e. g. Goth, ainamma sin]fa, aira^,

tvaim sinpam, bus, &c.; AS. fieower si^um (quater), seofon si^um
(septies), &c., where we say five times, seven times, &c. (3) The
numeral tyve (20). The forms halvtresindstyve (50), halvfjersind-

styve (70), halofemsindstyve (90), prefix the adverbial noun halv

(half) to indicate that half the amount of twenty is reckoned,

hence halvtresind^tyve is tresindstyve, i. e. ' sixty,' but half the

amount of tyve or twenty is taken off" the sixty, hence it means
* fifty / femsindstyve, for ' hundred,' is not used, but halvfem^ind-

styve to express the number ' ninety.'

Gothic.

ain{s)

Germ. M.H.Gerra. H.G. Latin. Greek. Sanskrit. Primitive. No.

ein(t) Hn ein un-ui tis, iv- eka- aina- 1

tvai euxi zu!ene{ei) zxcene duo 5vo dva dua, dva 2

(^eit) drei drt dH tret Tpets, Tpi tri. tri- 3

fdvor vier vier vior quatuor TtTTopes chattlr katvar 4

fimf fimf VUt{f Jim/ quinque ir€iT« pdnchan kankan 5

saihs sech* tehs tehs $ex '^ (fef

)

thask ksvakt 6

Hun ti(e\bm tiben *ibun sepiem euro tdptan taptan 7

ahtdu aeht aht ahtd octo OKTca ash^u aktu 8

niun neun niun niun novem iwia. ndvan navan 9

talhun zehn zehen zehan decern Sdxa ddian dakan 10

ain-lif df einlif Hn-lif un-decim iv-StKa ekd-daian aina-dakan 11

tva-lif ZW61/ zwel^ aee-Uf duo-decim Sti-Soca dva-dtuan dud-ddkan 18

hun)
dreizehn drxzen dri-zehan tre-decitn

Tp«s-icai-.
.. IS

tvai tigjtu tuanzig zu!eimec{zich) zweimug viginti euco<rt vUtUi 20

\)rei*tigjut dre^ig drizec drizug triginta rpuucovTa •• •• SO

sibun-te-

hund siebemig tibemee tibunzd teptuaginta
Kovra

taptati 70

laihutute-
hund hundert

zehenzec hun-
derl

zehanzo centum cKardv dald kanta 100

tausend tuunt mUU XcAibc daiakM 1000
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DECLENSION OF CARDINALS.

Old Teutonic Languages.

In Gothic the numerals 'one' to Hhree' only have a complete
declension through all cases and genders ; the other numerals
are of common gender and uninflected, or, extending the theme
by i, they form a few isolated cases. The same remark holds

good for the other Low German dialects, while in the Old High
German we find the distinction of genders, and sometimes the
complete declension, with the numerals above ' three,' the in-

flexion being brought about as in Gothic by the addition of the
thematic i.

one

Gothic. Anglo-Saxon. Old Saxon.

Masc. Fem. Neut. The A.S. masc. am, fem. an, neut. an.

Nom. ains

Gen. ain-is

Dat. ain-amma
Accus. ain-ana

ain-a

ain-aizos

ain-ai

ain-a

ain, ain-ata

ain-is

ain-amma
ain, ain-ata

and the O.S. masc. en, fem. en,

neut. en, take the inflexions of the

strong adjective declension.

Old Frisian. Old Norse. O. H. Gterm.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.
Masc. ein, ein-er, fem.

Nom. en, an
Gen. enes, anes

Dat. ena
Accus. enne, anne

en, an
enej-e

enere

ene

Sn, an
enes

ena
en

ein-n

ein-8

ein-um
ein-n

ein

ein-nar

ein-ni

ein-a

eit-t

ein-s

ein-u

eit-t

ein, ein-ju, neut. ein,

ein-aj, have the inflex-

ions of the adjective.

I^ote.—^This numeral is in several Old Teutonic dialects used

in the singular feminine also, and then it assumes the meaning
of sola; this is the case in Gothic, Old High German, Old
Frisian (which in this case supplies the prefix al before the

numeral), and Anglo-Saxon, where the masculine also may be

applied in the sense of ' solus.'

The plural also occurs, and renders in Gothic the meaning of

fxovoi, in Old High German and Old Norse of *^quidam/ in Anglo-

Saxon of 'singuli,' 'nonnulli.' (Compare the French les tins, quel-

ques WIS, and the Spanish unos in the sense of 'quidam,' * nonnulli.')
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two
Gothic. Anglo-Saxon.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom. tvai
'

Gen. tvaddj-e

Dat. tvaim
Accus. tvans

tvos

"^tvaddj-d

tvaim
tvos

tva

"^tvaddj-e

tvaim
tva

twegen

twegen

two,

twegra, twega
twa
twam

twa, twig

twa, twig

Old Saxon. Old Frisian.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc, Fem. Neut.

Nom. tuena, tuene

Gen.
Dat.

Accus. tuena, tuene

tua, tuo

tuejo

tuem
tud, tuo

tue

tue

twene

twene

two,

twira

twdm
twa

twa

twa

Old Norse. Old High German.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom. tveir

Gen.
Dat.

Accus. tva

tvoer

tveggja

tveimr, tveim

tvoer

tvau, tvo

tvoM, tvo

zwene

zwene

zwo, zwd
zweio, zweiero

zweim, zwem
zwo, zwd

zwei

zwei

three

Gothic. Anglo-Saxon.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

]>rija

prije

]>rim

]>rija

Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom. ^preis

Gen. i>rije

Dat. ])rim

Accus. ])rin8

+J)reis, prijos

]>rim

'^prins, ])rij68 }>ri

])re6

pre6ra

]>rim

preo

Pred

pre6

Old Saxon. Old Frisian.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom. tkria{ea, ie)

Gen.
Dat.

Accus. thria{ea, ie)

thria{ea, ie)

Hhrijo, thrijero

thrim

thria(ea, ie)

thriu

thriu

thre

thre

thria

thnra
thrium
thria

thriu

thrim

thriu
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Old Norse. Old High German.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fera. Neut.

Nom. ]irir

Gen,
Dat.

Accus. \>ria

priar

priggja

primr
priar

priu

prim
priu

dri, drie

dri, drie

drio

drio, driero

drim
drio

driu

dtnu

Note.—Besides the regular declension of the first three nume-
rals which we have given in the foregoing tables, we have to add
a few remarks concerning the declension of the following nume-
rals. Where the latter are declined at all, they take as a rule

the termination of the numeral *two^ and 'three/ that is :

—

Goth. A.S. O.N. O. H. G.

Gen. e

Dat. m{im)
a
m{um)

a
m(um)

6

im

Examples:—Goth, niun (9), gen. niune; tva-lif (\9), gen.

tvalih-e, dat. tvalibi-m. A. S. nigon, nigene (9), gen. nigen-a,

dat. nigen-um ; twelf (12), twelfe, gen. twelf-a, dat. twelf-%m.

O. H. Germ, muni (9), gen. niuno ; zwelif, zwelivi (12), gen.

zwelf-6, dat. zwelif-in (n = m). The numeral forir (4) in Old
Norse is declined throughout, showing in the nom. msLsc. Jiorir,

{em.Jiorar, nexxt.fiogur, gen. and dat. of all gendiexs Jidgra and
fidyrum respectively.

Where the Gothic termination tigjus, used in the formation of

the ' tens,^ is declined, it takes in the genitive e, dat. m, accus. ns.

In the same manner we find in the most ancient documents of

the Old Norse dialect the nom. sing, tug-r (decas), ^Xwc.tigir,

gen. tega, dat. togum. The other dialects very rarely have any
inflexions in the numerals formed by the ' tens,' the O. H. Germ.
zweinzuge, accus. oizweinzug (20) being an almost isolated excep-

tion.

The expressions for ' hundred' and 'thousand' are the same in

the ancient and modern Teutonic languages. Whatever can be
said concerning their origin we have advanced on a former

occasion, to which we must here refer.

Middle and New Teutonic Languages.

As to the declension of the cardinals in these languages we
may briefly state, that, as in the ancient dialects, it is identical
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with the strong declension of the adjectives, and that therefore

a tabular view of their nominative forms in the different genders

may here suffice :

—

one

Masc. Fem. Neut.

M. H. Germ. einer dniu eine^

N. H. Germ. einer eine eines(^)

Old EngUsh. an (on, a) an an
New English, one (an, a) one one
Swedish. en en ett

Danish. en en et

Middle Dutch. en en en
New Dutch en en en

Note.—We have observed before that in several Old Teutonic
dialects the numeral ' one' was used in the sense of ' quidam ;'

hence it came to be used as the indefinite article in the Middle and
New Teutonic languages, in exactly the same manner in which
the Italian, Spanish and French languages derived their indefinite

article from the Latin numeral un-us. Becoming a regular link

in the structure of the language, it gradually lost its numeric
distinctiveness, just as the definite article, originally a demon-
strative pronoun, lost much of its demonstrative force, and con-

sequently it dwindled down in Modern English to the single

vowel a, while before vowels an reappears, and one was chosen
to express the number. In Modern German, where both the

numeral and the article are rendered by ein, this word has, where
it is used in its numeric force, more emphasis than in its position

as indefinite article, where it is very slightly accented in conver-

sation, and in dialects becomes scarcely audible ; so that it has
some sound similar to the English an or a. The Middle High
German preserved the full accent or tone on the word einj

whether article or numeral, and used it even in rhymes, but the

wear and tear of time and circumstances can be observed already

in the license it gave to shorten the nominative and accusative

forms, einer, einiu, eine^—einen, eine, eine^, into the simple ein.

In this respect the Modem German is superior to its mother
dialect, as it allows no abbreviation except in the nominative

masculine and neuter.

The entire loss of inflexional forms, which dates back as far as

the period of Old English, may coincide with the conversion of

the numeral into the indefinite article ; in Layamon (thirteenth

century), at any rate, we find full inflexions still preserved, as
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nom. an, «; gen. masc. anes, annes, ones; fern, (sre : dat. masc.
ane, anne; fem. are : ace. masc. anne, fem. ane, ane. In High
German the numeral appears to have first been used as the

indefinite article by Otfried (ninth century).

This numeral has, whether used as such or as the indefinite

article, abandoned its plural form, unless we reckon as such the

modern German die einen (Fr. les uns), where it occupies the

position of a substantive. A similar plural we observe in modern
Swedish, where the ' tens^ may be turned into substantives by
connecting them with the definite or indefinite article, e. g. en

etta, a number consisting of one ; ettan^ the number consisting

of one; ettor-na, the numbers consisting of one; tvd-an, the

number consisting of two; tvdor-na, the numbers consisting of

two. (Compare the Dutch eene zes, a number of six ; drie zessen,

three numbers of six.) These may be rendered by the Lat.

shtguli, bini, &c.

The English one preserves the genitive s where it is used as a

substantive, onei's.

two
Masc. Fem. Neut.

M.H. Germ, zwene zwo zwei Gen. zweier, zweigcr ; d&t. zwein
N. H. Germ, zwei zwei zwei Gen, zweier; dat. zwein

three
Masc, Fem. Neut,

M,H.Germ. dri dri driu Gen. drier; dat. drin
N, H. Germ, drei drei drei Gen. dreier; dat. dreien

Note.—In the other modern dialects these numerals have lost

their inflexions altogether ; where old inflexional forms are

preserved, they have lost their old inflexional meaning, as

N. Germ, zwei and zwo, N. Engl, two and twain (Shakesp.), Swed.
tva, tu, tvennes (2) ; tre, trenne (3) ; which latter forms do not
indicate inflexional modifications, but render different shades of

meaning, and are therefore used in difierent combinations.
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ORDINALS.

The ordinal numerals are, with the exception of two, super-

latives, though in certain peculiarities they differ from the super-

latives of adjectives.

TABLE OF ORDINALS IN THE COGNATE LANGUAGES.

No. Sanskrit. Greek. Latin. Gothic.

1st pra-thamor jrpc6-To-(s) pri^mo-(s) fru-ma-n-
2nd dvi-ti-yor he{j-Tfpo-(s) 8ec-undo-(s) an-thara
8rd tri-tiya Tpi-ro-(s) ter-tio-{s) thri-dja-n-

4th chatur-tha

(turya)

T^Tap-TO-(s) quar-to-(s) ijldur-tha-n)

5th {pancha-tTia)

pancha-ma
ir«jmr-To-(j) qmn(cyto-(s) {fimf-ta-n)

6th shash'tha- Ik-to-(i) sex-to-is) saihs-ta-n-

7th sapta^ma- 4)35(J-^o-(i) 8epti-^mo-(8) (sibun-da-n-)

8th ashta-ma oyS6-o- (d75(J-fo)-(s) oeta-vo-{s) cihtu-dw-n-

9th nava-ma- ei'o-To-(j) n<Mio-(^s) niun-da-n-

10th daia-mcL- 5fKa-To-(s) deci-7no-{8) taihun-da-n-

11th eka-naia- li'-5«ica-T0-(s) un-deci-mo-(s)

15th pancha-dada- ireir-Tos Koi StKoros quintus decimus fimfta taihunda-n-

20th vimdati-tama
{vimda)

«j/co(r-Td-($) vi-cen-mo-{s) wanting.

100th iatortama €*COT0-<r-T({-(l) cent-esimo-(8) wanting.

one—ten
The Sanskrit term for ' first' is pra-thama, which consists of

the preposition pra (fore, before), and thama^itama ; and of

analogous formation is the Gr. irpoo-ro-. Dor. irpa-To-, showing
the preposition and the suffix ta. The LiSit. pri-mo- stands for

pro-imo-, and this for pro-timo- (compare the Sanskrit suffix

thama); and the Goth, fru-ma-n- for pra-ma-n- (for Sansk. jO,

Grimm's law), where we find the suffix ma instead of ta^.

The Sansk. dvi-tt-ya (second), dvi-tya is derived from dvi (2)

and the suffix ta ; the Gr. hel}T(.po- is a comparative of bev^dva

(2); the Lat. secundo- from the root sec, seq (sequi). The
Northern languages form their term from a base An-tara-, as

Goth, anthara (the other, the second), which is the comparative

of the demonstrative pronominal base ana.

The term ' third' may be derived from a primitive tar-tya or

tra-tya ('three,' and the base ta in its extended form tyc^; in

the Sansk. tr-tiya we have in the form ir-=tra, tar, the number

^ Compare the chapter on the formation of the Superlative of Adjectives.
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three. In Greek all the ordinals (with the exception of 7th and
8th) are formed from the cardinals, to which to (= to), the suffix

of the superlative, is added, e. g. rpC-ro. The Lat. ter-tio and
the Goth, thri-dja-n- are formed in analogy to the Sanskrit with

the suffix tya.

The ordinal ' fourth' may in the Ursprache have been hatvar-

ta ; Sansk. chatur-tha {tha-=ita) or tur-i/a=zehatur-7/a. The two
suffixes ta and ya may occur in the combination ti/a, or each may
form a superlative independently of the other. Gr. T^rapro^

TfrFap-To, Lat. quarto = quatuor-to, parallel to which we may
assume a Goth, ^dur-f/ia—the suffix (a throughout.

five

Ursprache hakan-ta- or hanh-ta, Sansk. panch-a-ma, Ved.
pancha-tha, Gr. irefm-To-, Lat. quin{c)-to, Goih.. Jimf-ta.

six

The suffix ta throughout. Ursprache ksvaks-ta, Sansk. shash-

tha^ Gr. ^k-to for l^-ro, Lat. sex-to, Goth, saihs-ta-n.

seven
Ursprache sapta-ma or sapta-ta, Sansk. sapta-ma, Gr. e^bo-fxo

for ^k-jiTo-fio (comp. the old and poet. e;38o-jiiaro), Lat. septimo,

Goth, sibun-da-n.

eight

Ursprache aktu-ma, Sansk. ashta-ma, Gr. oyhoo-=i^ 6yhofo-=
^oKToFo-, Lat. octavo-, probably from a primitive aktdv-a, where
the suffix a only is added to the stem aktti, which appears very
distinctly in the Goth. aMu-da-n.

nine
Ursprache nava-ma or nava-ta, Sansk. nava-ma, Gr. iva-To,

ivi>a-To=^fveFa-TOj Lat. no-no-= ^nov-no-=^novi-no, Goth, niun-

da-n.

ten
The Sansk. daSa-ma and the Lat. deci-mo are compounds of

the cardinal with the suffix ma, the Gr. bdKa-ro, Goth, taihun-

da-n with the suffix ta.
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11—19
The Sanskrit uses the compound of ' units' and ' tens' of the

cardinal numbers, but daian (10) drops its n, and thus the final

a is treated as the suffix, e. g. eM-dasa (11th), dva-dasa (12th).

The Latin language adopted the suffix ma, as iin-deci-mo-, &c.,

the Greek and Gothic again the suffix ta, e. g. kv-hiKo-ro (11th),

Goth, fimf-ta-taihun-da-n ; compare Lat. quintus decimus, where,

as in Gothic, both the 'unit' and the 'ten' take the ordinal

suffix.

20—90
The Sanskrit numerals of this class assume either the suffix

tama, as vimsati-tama (20th), or they drop the terminational ti (1)

of vinsati (20), and then put the final a as in the termination,

just like the ordinals 11-19, e.g. }nmSa (20th). In Greek the

suffix TO {ta) is added to the termination koti, kovto of the cardinal

numerals, which, after dropping the final vowel, yield the form
k6t-to, from which arises Kocr-To, as rpiaKoaro (SOth). The Latin

suffix of ordinal nimaerals is timo, old form (umo {=:(a + ma?),

which is added to cinti, cmia after the latter has dropped the

final vowel, and thus we get the form cent-tumo, and from this

cesumo, cesimo, gesirno, as vi-cesi-mo (20th), quadra-gesi-mo (40th).

In Gothic these ordinals are wanting, but in Old High German
they are formed by adding the termination of the adjective super-

lative osta-n to the cardinals, zs, fior-zug^osta-n (40th) i.

100—1000
Sansk. sata-tama (100th) adds the suffixes ta and m£i to the

cardinal Sata, Gr. (tto-=^i(t-to; kt corresponds to the primitive

yans, a comparative, and To = ta, the superlative termination,

e. g. kKaro-cTTo. The Latin word cent-esimo is irregularly formed,

as if the termination were esimo, whilst after the analogy of the

'tens' it should be expected to be censesimo from cent-tesimo.

In Gothic these ordinals are wanting.

The words we have just mentioned, and which express the

ordinal of 100 in the different languages are further used toge-

ther with the units to form the compounds which denote the

ordinals from 200 to 900.

1000
Sansk. sahasra-tama, Gr. yCKLo-oTo, Lat. milh-esimo, Gothic

wanting.

* Compare the chapter on the formation of the Superlative.
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REMARKS ON THE TEUTONIC ORDINALS.

We have had occasion already to remark that the ordinals in

the cognate languages, as well as in Gothic, are superlatives.

The other Teutonic ordinals agree on the whole with the Gothic,

and differ from it only in a few peculiarities which we are about

to discuss.

one
The Gothic fruma-n has already been explained as an ancient

superlative, to which would answer a primitive pra-ma-n (Goth.

f for Sansk, 7;, Grimm's law), consisting of the preposition pra
(fore, before, pro) and the superlative suffix ma. This fruma
again undergoes another superlative inflexion by adding the

comparative termination is (primitive yans^), and the superlative

suffix ta, frum-h-ta. This, no doubt, is a later formation, and
originated at a time when the consciousness of the superlative

force oifruma itself was lost. In the other Low German dia-

lects the Gothic form is sometimes preserved, as in the A. S.

Jrumxi, or the u is weakened into 0, or metathesis of the r takes

place; hence A. S., O. S., and O. Fris. forma. Then we further

find the more recent superlative termination with it, and thence

we have, corresponding to the Gothicfrumista, the A. ^.fyrmesta,

where y is the Umlaut of u, which is caused by the succeeding i

in the termination ist^ here weakened into est : fyrmesta again is

contracted vaio fyrsta. The Frisian superlative ^/br«2-^*^, the Old
High German superlative vur-ist-er, and the O. 'N.fyr-st-r, are

formed on the same principle. We might also explain the forms

vur-ist-er, &c., as being directly derived from the preposition

O. H. Germ.ybra, Go^.faura, the Teutonic garb in which the

preposition pra, Gr. itpo commonly appears. Besides the ordinal

fruma and its derivative forms we meet another word in the

Teutonic tongues, exclusive of Gothic, in the shape of the A. S.

ar-est-a, O. H. Germ, er-ist-er, which is formed of the adverb

A. S. ar (Engl, ere), O. H. Germ, er (Germ, ehe, eh-er), meaning
'fore,' ^before,' and tbe suffix ist, est {=is-ta), a form which

undoubtedly is of a much later formation, since it is represented

neither in Gothic nor the cognate languages.

From these Old Teutonic words their Middle and New Teu-

tonic representatives will easily be explained, where mostly

preposition and suffix are still clearly traceable, as O. ^ngl.form-

est-e, vor-ste, fr-st-e, M. H. Germ, viir-est-e, and er-st-e, Engl.

* About these sufSxes see the chapter on Comparison, p. 248 sqq.
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first, erst, Germ, erst, Dutch eerst, Swed.forsi-a, Dan.Jor-

st-e^ some of the modem tongues adopting both terms, others

selecting one of the two.

two
The Gothic anthara, second, derives its origin from the de-

monstrative pronominal base ana and the comparative suflBx

tara, which consistently with Grimm^s law is thara in Gothic.

The Low German th is duely represented in the O. Fris. other,

and in its softened form in the A. S. and O. S. ^. These dialects,

however, do not tolerate an n preceding the aspirate th, and
therefore drop it regularly, hence A. S. o^er, O. S. o^ar (by the

side of O. H. Germ, andar). The Old Norse dialect, in its pro-

pensity for geminated forms, assimilates the d (for th) from andar

into annar, whilst Old High German preserves the Gothic form
most completely, and at the same time carries out the law of

the mutation of sound, rendering the Goth, th by the media d,

hence andar.

Few remarks will suffice with reference to the history of this

form in the later Teutonic dialects. Old English and New
English preserve the Anglo-Saxon form in the words o^er and
other; but in Old English already it yields its ancient position to

the Latin form secunde, which, as the N. Engl, second, supplants

the Teutonic word altogether, the latter being exclusively used
in the sense of alter, alius, a fate which also befalls the Germ.
ander, replaced by zwei-te, Dutch twee-de. The Swedish and
Danish languages alone not only preserve the ancient forms in

their original position, but in retaining the media d, surpass in

correctness even the Old Norse dialect— Swed. andra, Dan.
anden.

three
The Goth, thri-dja shows, like the same form in Sanskrit, the

suffix t7/a, an extension of the superlative base ta. In the other

Old Teutonic dialects we find the sibilanty of the base dja assimi-

lated to the preceding d, hence the A. S. \ri-dda, O. Fris. thre-

dda, O. S. thri-ddi, O. H. Germ, dri-tto {d for Goth, th, and t for

d, Grimm's law).

Old EngHsh preserves the A. S. \ri-dde, which in New Eng-
lish introduces metathesis of the r in thir-d, so also Dutch der-de.

The O.N. ]>ri-di is surpassed in correctness of form by the Swed.
tre-dje, Dan. tre-die. The Germ, dri-tte remains faithful to its

Old High German source.
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4-19
The other Teutonic ordinals up to 'nineteen^ are formed by

the superlative suffix ta, the t of which in Gothic and the other
Teutonic dialects ought to he rendered in Low German by th,

Old Hig-h German by d, which, however, appears as t, d, and ih,

in the Old Teutonic dialects, either of these dentals being- chosen
agreeably to the preceding consonant. Thus, for example, it is

a law common to all the ancient Teutonic languages that no
other dental but the tenuis can follow upon the aspirate /; hence
Qoth. Jimf-ta, A. S.JI/-ta, O. Fris. f/-ia, O. ^.ff-to, O. H. Germ.
jimf-to. The omission of the m in the Low German dialects is

analogous to the omission of the n before ^ which we have just

mentioned. The O.'N./em-fe drops they. The same rule holds
good for the Gothic smAs-fa, A. S. six-ta, O. H. Germ, sehs-to, &c.
As to the other numerals, it is Anglo-Saxon exclusively which
adopts the aspirate, the regular representative in Low German
of the tenuis in the cognate languages, A. S. ^, O. Engl. \,
N. Engl, th, as A. S. seqf-^a, O. Engl. seue-\>e, N. Engl, seven-tk ;

while the other Low German dialects, like Gothic, prefer the
media ; so that Old High German also gets into a confusion,

adopting the regular media d in Jior-do (4th), sibun-do (7th), and
ahto-do (8th) only, in the remaining ordinals to.

The modern languages follow the footsteps of their mothers,

but so that they introduce the favourite dental throughout,

hence Engl.^^^i^ for A. S. ff-ta ; Germ, vier-te (4th) for O. H.
Germ, jior-do, sieben-te (7th) for sibun-do. In the Swed. and
Dan. fem-te (5th), sjet-te (6th) only, we find the Old Teutonic
tenuis of the O. 'N.Jim-ii, set-ti preserved.

20—1000
From 'twenty* upwards the ordinals are wanting in Gothic,

whilst in the other Teutonic dialects, Anglo-Saxon excepted,

they are formed by the common superlative sufiix ost-, ast-,

e. g. O. H. Germ, drhug-osto (30th), O. Eris. thrttig-osta, O. N.
^ntug-asti. Anglo-Saxon, on the other hand, forms the ordinals

above like those below twenty, i. e. with the sufiix ^a, which is

added to the cardinal by means of the connective vowel 6. The
Modern Teutonic dialects followed various courses; the High
German remained faithful to its traditions, and adopted the

O. H. Germ, ost in the weakened form est, contracted st, which
E 2
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is also preserved in Dutch. The Scandinavian languages aban-

doned the ast of Old Norse and continued the ordinals above
'twenty^ with the suffix de. Old English and New English

preserve the A. S. "Sa, as A. S. ^^rittig-o-^a, O. Engl. |?ry^^i-J?^,

N. Engl. tUrti-{e)th.

OTHER NUMERALS.

Old Teutonic Languages.

In all the Teutonic dialects we have, besides the cardinal two,

the numeral hoth, answering to the Gr. dja</)orepoi, Lat. amho.

It appears in Gothic as lai, O. S. he^ja, O. N. ha'dir, O. Fris.

lethe, A. S. hegen {id, hu). The declension, it will be seen, is

very defective in Gothic.

Gothic. Anglo-Saxon. Old Saxon.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

"»» {^.>.} wanting. ba

ba

begen 6a bu

1

beSja h$^ja biSju

Gen,

Dat. i^^?, 1
L bajo^um J

Accus. bans hegen

bega, begra

bam, bcem

1 ba 1 bu
,
b^ja

be&ero

befSjun

1

hefSja
1
hi^ju

Old Frisian.

Masc. Fem, Neut.

Nom. bethe bethe betha
1

Gen.

Dat.

Accus. bethe

hSthera

betha

bethe I betha

Old Norse.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

hdfSir hafSar bce'Si
1

bdfSa

ja

bd^um

bd^ar I ba^i

o. H. Germ.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

pede pedo pediu
>

pedem

pede
I
pedo

|
pediu

In Anglo-Saxon some forms of this word combine occasionally

with the numeral ' two,' e. g. 6dtwd= Id (both) + twd (two), neut.

hutu ; they occur also declined, e. g. dat. Idm twdm.

Distributive numerals we have in the Goth. tveinaiJi, occur-

ring in the accus. fem. tveihnos ; O. H. Germ, zwene, which was
adopted to supply the cardinal numeral 'two'— O.N. einn,
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tvennr, ^rennr, fern : plur. of tvennr, ]>rennr, is tvennir, tvennaVf

tventi, &c. ; they may be used in a distributive or multiplicative

signification, so that tvennr may mean binus and duplus, ^rennr

=trinus and triplex.

Multiplicatives are formed in Gothic by fal^-s (fold), fern.

fal\a, neut. fal\. This Gothic fal\ is in Anglo-Saxon feald^

Old Saxon and Old Frisian fald. Old Norse fald-r, Old High
German y«/^. Examples:— Goth. ain-fal\-s, one-fold, simple;

A. S. dn-feald, O. S. and O. Fris. en-fald, O. N. ein-fald-r, O. H.
Germ, ein-falt-er, Goth. fidur-fal\^-s, four-fold; A. S. twir-feald,

two-fold ; O. S. tehin-fald, ten-fold ; O. Fris. thri-fald, three-fold

;

O.'^ . fimm-fald-r, five-fold ; O. H. Germ, drt-falt^ three-fold.

Numeral adverbs answering to the question quoties? how
often ? are not met with in Gothic, but some occur in the other

old dialects.

Examples :

—

SEMEL.

O. H. Ger. einez, einest

Ang.-Sax. ane (awes)

Old Saxon enes

Old Frisian enis, enes (ense)

Old Norse einna

BIS.

zmror, zwiro, zwiron

tvnwa
twira

tysvar

TER.

driror

'^riwa

thrijo, thriwo

thria

]>rysvar

To supply the wanting numeral adverbs, the Low German lan-

guages, Gothic included, use the dative of the word sin]f-, mean-
ing way, turn, time, punctum temporis, Goth, shipa, A. S. and
O. S. stp {n dropped on account of the succeeding aspirate ^),

O. Fris. seiA (for sUA, sinth), O. N. sinn (the final "S assimilated to

the preceding n), while Old High German uses for the same pur-

pose the substantive stunta^ stunt (punctum temporis, hour, comp.
Germ, stunde), a word which is occasionally used in Old Frisian

too. Examples : — Goth, ainamma sin]>a, one time, once ; an-

'paramma sin]>a, a second time ; tvdim sin]>am, two times, twice.

A. S, Ofi eenne si^, once ; eahto^an si^e, for the eighth time

;

eahta si^on, eight times. O. S. situn d^un, seven times ; tehan

si^un, ten times. O. Fris. tian sethen or tian stunda, ten times.

O. N. dtta sinnum, eight times ; tuttugu sinnum, twenty times.

O. H. Germ, jior-stunt, four times ; zehan-stunt, ten times, and
drim stuntom, drio sfunto, three times.

There is another kind of numeral adverbs in the Teutonic

languages, which express companionship of as many persons as

are indicated by the numeral. For this purpose the Anglo-Saxon
language makes use of the indefinite pronoun sum^ which it adds

to the respective cardinals, e. g. eode eahta-mm^ we went eight
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together, including myself: eahta-sum can be rendered in Ger-
man by one word, selb-achter. This Germ, selb (meaning ' self)

has its forerunner in the O. H. Germ, selp, selb, e. g. selp-andar

(Germ, selb-ander, i. e. we were two together, I was the second)

;

selp-dritto, selb-dritt, we were three together, I was the third.

In Frisian and Old Saxon sum is used as in Anglo-Saxon.

The Old Norse has some forms answering to the Latin numeral
adjectives in -arms, e. g. \rUug-r, tricenarius ; sextug-r, sexagen-

arius.

Middle aijd Modern Teutonic Languages.

The root ba is preserved in the modem dialects, and appears

in the Engl, both, from O.E. bei\e, bope for bege, ho, A. S. begen,

hd, bu. The Germ, beide, M. H. Germ, beide (for hede), are de-

rived from the Old High German neuter form beidiu (for bediu);

the Swed. bade, Dan. haade, from the O. N. bd^ir ; Dutch beede,

O. S. bi^Ja.

The distributive numerals answering to the question 'how
often ?^ have disappeared from all Modern Teutonic languages

except the English, where they are preserved in the forms once,

twice, thrice. The word once is derived from the O. Engl, oones

(exchanging the sibilant c for s), A. S. dnes, dne,ane j twice from
O. Engl, twies, twie, with which corresponds the A. S. twiwa

;

but still more so the O. Fris. twira=.twisa and the O.N. tysvar^

from which it becomes sufficiently evident that the full form
must have been twiswa, the s of which was dropped in Anglo-
Saxon, but restored in Old English from some other source,

perhaps Old Frisian or Old Norse. The same case we have in

thrice, O. Engl, thries for thrie, A. S. \rma, O. N. ^pri/svar.

The Modern Teutonic languages being deprived of these

numeral adverbs have to supply them by circumscriptive forms,

an expedient adopted already in Old Teutonic dialects ; but the

word sin^a, sin^, simi, has disappeared, and others have taken its

place in the different modern tongues. (The Old Norse siim in

the Danish cardinals, see above.) The English makes use of the

word 'time' : three times,four times.Jive times, &c. The equivalents

in the German and Dutch languages are mal, maal respectively,

as ein-mal, een-maal ; zwei-mal, twee-maal ; drei-maal, drie-maal,

&c. The word mdl which occurs in Old High German already,

and in the Goth, met, means 'punctum,' a point, and hence
'punctum temporis/ a point of time, or moment—a meaning
which corresponds to that of the words sin\a and stunt used in

the Old Teutonic dialects. It is certain that this form was
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adopted in High German before Luther's time; but in Middle
High German the O. H. Germ, stunt is used for the same pur-

pose.

The Scandinavian languages employ for the same purpose the
word gang, which originally means walk, step, ttirn^ and hence
time ; e. g. Swed. engdng, tvd ganger, tre ganger ; Dan. engang,

to gange, tre gange.

The A. S. sum, mentioned above^ is no longer used in English
with its peculiar meaning when in combination with cardinals

;

and in German too the O. H. Germ, selb has disappeared alto-

gether, except in the term selhander, we two together : selb-dritt,

&c., are out of fashion.

Multiplicatives are formed in the modern as well as in the

ancient dialects by the termination fold, Germ, fait, fdltig,

Dutch voudig ; e. g. three-fold, drei-fdltig, drie-voudig ; six-fold,

sechs-fdltig, zes-voudig.

Fractions are rendered either by the ordinals, as in English
and Dutch—e. g. afourth, een vierde ; a twelfth, een twaalfde—or

by adding the word deal to the cardinal, as is done in the Germ.
tel = theil, and the Danish and Swedish deel, del, e. g. Germ.
vier-tel=vier-theil, Dan. enfjerde-deel, Swed. enfjerde-deL
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THE COGNATE LANGUAGES.

COMPAEATIVE BaSES.

I. Formations with the suffix -yans.

The primitive suffix i/ans is perhaps the modification of a still

more ancient i/ant, and related to the suffixes ant, mant, vant.

In the last of the three just mentioned it also occurs that the t

is replaced by s, and so it may be in i/ans for i/ant. This suffix

is always joined directly to the root and limited to certain roots,

as nav-a, new, comp. nav-yans ; svad-u, sweet, svad-yans.

In Sanskrit the primitive yans becomes yds or iyds, e. g. nava,

new, comp. nav-yds ; bhu-ri, much, hhu-yds ; yuvan, young,
yav-tyds ; mah, great, mah-iyds.

The Greek language drops the s of yans, changes y into i, or

combines it with the preceding consonant into (tct or C; e.g.

KaK-6-, bad, comp. kolk-iov-, KaKicav ; kkay^-v, hg'ht, levis, eKacraov,

for ^(Kax^-tov-', fxey-as, juey-ciXos', great, /xet^coi' for [xey-Lov; irok-v-,

much, TrAeioy-, primitive form pra-yans from par-u; root jo/*a=

par, to fill; /xe-ioy-, less, primitive form ma-yans from a root

ma, commonly weakened to mi (comp. Lat. mi-nus).

In Latin the primitive yans became yons, -ions, -ios, the final s

yielding later on to rhotacism which produced the form -ior ; but
the original s was always preserved in the neuter -ius = yus
(comp. Sansk. yds). Examples :

—

mag-no-, gi*eat, comp. md-jor,

for ^mag-ior, neut. ma-jusr=.^mag-ius ; plus, more, from pious

=

^plo-ius (comp. TsXi-lov) primitive pra-yans, root pra=:par, to fill;

plures=pleores-=i^ple-ior-es, comp. of ple-ro-, i^lerus. ple-no-, full,

root ple=plo=:pra=par, to fill; minor, less, =min-ior, min-us=
min-itis, root min=.man, ma ; facil-ior comp. offacil-i-, rooifac.

The Gothic comparative terminations are -is, -6s, both derived

from yans: is=yas {i=iya) 6s=-a-as (Goth. 6-=a-\-a)= a-yas-=.

a-yans. To these comparative bases is added the termination an
in the masculine, y«w [=.yan) in the feminine form of the adjec-
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live, so that the comparative suffix in Gothic is izan, fern, izjan,

izein (final 8 is softened into z in the middle of the word), Szan,

fem. -ozjany -6zein. Examples :

—

manag-izarin, nom. sing. masc.

managiza, neut. managizo {p=ian), fem. managizei, theme manega,

nom. sing, manegs, (much, many) ; maizan- = mak-izan (compare

Lat. mag-is, major, mag-ior, Gr. /ixey-ioy-), comparative of theme
mik-ila-, nom. sing, mikils, great, root mik, Lat. mag, Gr. /xey,

Sansk. mak, primitive mag, great. In the adverbial form of this

word the case termination has disappeared, and it therefore ends

in s: mais =Jja,t. mag-is; >^awA-w, comparative ^a2iA-iza7i-, theme
hauha-y nom. sing, hauhs, high ; even the i of is is sometimes

dropped : min-s, adverbial comparative of minn-iza, less (comp.

Lat. min-us for min-ius).

2. Formations with the suffixes -tara and -ra.

These suffixes are chiefly used in Sanskrit and Greek for the

formation of the comparative ; -tara is probably a compound of

the frequently occurring suffixes ta and ra. The latter by itself

expresses comparison, e. g. Sansk. ava-ra, inferior, comp. of the

preposition ava, de, of, from ; apa-ra, after, of prep, apa, ab, of,

from. Compare with these examples the Latin sup-eru-s {sup-er),

inf-eru-s {inf-tr), which have the ancient comparative suffix ra.

The consciousness however of the comparative force of the ter-

mination er being lost, the common comparative suffix ior was
superadded, so that in the Latin superior, inferior, we have in

fact double comparatives.

tara forms in the Ursprache the very old stem an-tara, interior,

from the demonstrative base ana-, root an; and ka-tara, uter,

from the interrogative base and root ka.

This suffix appears in Sanskrit as the masculine termination

-taras, fem. -tara, and is simply added to the nominal stem, e. g.
punya-tara, comp. of punya, pure ; ka-tara (uter) of ka, quis

;

ya-tara (uter) of the relative j^a, qui; i-tara, other, from demon-
strative i, is ; an-tara, exterior.

The comparative base tara is rendered in Greek by -repo, e. g.
TTo-Tepo- = Ko-Tepo-, uter, root tto, ko, = Sansk. ka j Kov(f)6-T€po-,

comp. of Kov<po-, light, levis; (ro(p(^-T€po- (co on account of the
preceding short syllable). The termination ccr-repo seems to

have been adopted from the adjectives ending in eo-, as in aa^ea-
Tfpo- of aa(pris, to other adjectives as the combining syllable

between the root and the termination, e. g. evbatfxov-ia-Tepo- of

(vbaC-^oiv. The form KT-repo must be kept distinct altogether

from the preceding, it being a compound of lo-, the shortest
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contracted form of yans, and Tipo= tara, e. g. \ok-ia-Tipo-i com-
parative of A(iAo-, talkative.

In Latin the suffix tara is very rare. It occurs in u-tero=
cu-tero, quo-tero, root ku, ho, Gr. tto, ko, Sansk. ka; u-ter, fern.

u-tra, neut. u-tro-m (elision of e) ; in-ter, dex-ter. Further ex-

amples are :

—

min-is~tero-, minor, minister, servant, from the root

mm, small ; mag-is-tero-, major, master, from the root mag, great

;

sin-is-tero-, left,—examples where we find, as in the Greek XdK-
i(T-T€po, the suffixes yans + tara.

In Gothic the suffix tara does not occur frequently. It is

used in the following words :

—

an-thara-, nom. sing, an-tkar,

other, second, where the Gothic th represents the Sansk. t (see

Grimm^s law) ; hva-thara, nom. sing, hva-tkar, uter, whether, h
for Sansk. k (Grimm''s law), v introduced after h (see the respec-

tive letters) ; hin-dar, hinder, posterior ; af-tra, after, retro, prep.

af, of; hva-thro, whither, theme ^t;a-^^ra-= primitive ka-tara,

tha-tkro, thither, primitive ta-tara ; hva-dre, whither; hi-dre,

hither, primitive ki-tara.

Superlative Bases.

I . Formations with the suffix -ta.

The regular suffixes used in the formation of the superlative

are ta and ma (which have other functions besides this), and
their combinations tama, mata, tata, which, as secondary suffixes

are sometimes added to the comparative.

ta is used chiefly in the formation of ordinals '. It forms super-

latives by joining the comparative suffix yans. The reduplicated

ta=.tata is in Greek the regular termination of the superlative

by the side of the comparative in tara.

The primitive language either used the full form in yans-ta,

as magh-yans-ta (jueyioros), ak-yans-ta (wkiotos), or the shortened

form of yans, i. e. is, e. g. magh-is-ta, ak-is-ta. Schleicher decides

in favour of the former.

In Sanskrit the superlative suffix ta is joined to the compara-

tive yds, -iyds-, shortened in is, and the combination is-ta be-

comes ish-tha, e. g. mah-ishtha, greatest, of root m^h
;
gar-ishtha,

superl. o? guru, heavy.

The Greek language joins the superlative to (=fo) to the

comparative base kt [yans), e. g. K(i/c-i<r-ro-, i5S-to--To-, /x^y-io--To-,

TrAc-ior-ro-. The reduplicated form tata, Gr. raro, of this suffix,

* See the respective chapter, p. 237 sqq.
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forms the regular superlative to the comparatives in tara, Gr.

Tipo, e. g. K0v<\>6-TaT0-, ao(f)(a-TaTo-, evbaifJiov-ea-TaTo-, kaK-ia-raro-.

The Latin renders the suffix ta by to, tu, but it is not used in

the superlative, where mo (Sansk. ma), and simo, timo (the primi-

tive ta-ma) have the preference, e. g. long-is-simo-, brev-is-simo-;

op-ti-mo- (see below).

The primitive ta is rendered in Gothic by da-n, the n being

an addition peculiar to the Teutonic tongues, and d standing

irregularly for tli, which should represent the Sansk. t (see

Grimm's law). Here again the superlative is added to the com-
parative case -is, -6s, and the d of da is then replaced by t, on

account of the preceding s (see the chapter on Consonants), e. g.

manag-is-ta, hauh-is-ta, minn-is-ta, ma-is-ta, arm-6s-ta.

2. Formations with the suffix -ma.

It occurs in :—the Sansk. ava-md, lowest, last, from prep, dva,

of a demonstrative base ; madhya-md, medius
;
jpara-md, furthest

;

ddi-ma, first, from ddi, beginning ; and in many ordinals.

In Greek it is very rare; it occurs in kjiho-ixaTo- (combined
ma+ ta, and with the remarkable change of tit into /38) and in

Tiv-^iaTo-, last.

ma is the favourite suffix in the Latin superlative, where it

appears as ?no, e.g. sum-mo-= sup-mo-, like the comparative ^Mjo-^r,

from sup {sub); infi-mo-, comp. inf-ero-; mini-mo-, comp. min-or

;

pluri-mo-, old form plnsi-mo--=plo-is-umo-, where we have again
the ])r'\vci\t\Ye yans -\- ma. Perhaps it may come from a primitive

Latin form plo-yus-Vr-mo-, as plus-=-plous-=.plo-yus, and min-us=.

min-yus.

It occurs rarely in Gothic, and where it does it is accompanied
by the Teutonic final n, e. g. innu-ma-n, intimus, inmost ; fru-
ma-n, foremost, first, and with an additional superlative suffix

in fru-m-is-ta, an example which shows that the consciousness

of the superlative force of the suffix ma must have been lost at

an early time.

3. Formations with the suffix ta-ma •

It is in Sanskrit the regular superlative termination by the
side of the comparative in tara, as ka-tamd, which out of many,
interrogative

;
ya-tamd, which out of many, relative.

In Greek it is wanting.
The Latin language uses it as the regular superlative termi-

nation, where the primitive tama is rendered by simo, sumo,-=z
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timo, tumo, and commonly added to the comparative suffix is

(primitive i/ans), e. g. long-is-simo-, 6rev-is-simo-, op-iimo-, op-tu-

mo-; nl-timo-, in-timo-, maximo--=i^'mag-simo-=i^mag-timo-. Adjec-
tives which have dropped their final vowel and end in r or /join

the suffix timo, simo, immediately to the root, as veter-rimo- for

^veier-simo-, ^veter-iimo-, stem veter; pulcher-rimo-, siem pulehero-,
faeil-limo- for ^faeil-simo-, ^faeil-timo-. But these superlatives

may be explained in another manner, so as to derive them from
a form veter-is-timo, vetersimo-, veterrimo-, &c.

The suffix tama appears in Gothic under the form du-ma^n
(compare Lat. tumo in op-tumo-), where yve find d inorganic in the

place of th to represent the Sansk. t and the final n superadded,

e.g. af-tu-ma-n, aft-most, last, to which a further superlative

suffix is added in qf-tu-m-is-ta-n, a double superlative containing

four suffixes which are added to the preposition af, namely, ta-

ma-yans-ta ; thus also hin-du-ma-n, hindmost, latest, last, and
hin-du-m-is-ta-7i, if-tu-ma-n^ the next, following.

OLD TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

I. The Comparative.

As we have already stated, the Gothic comparative of the

adjectives is formed by the terminations is and ds, which answer
to the Sanskrit suffix yds, primitive yans, the final s being
softened into z when the comparative suffix is followed by a ter-

mination, hence izan, ozan, of which either one or the other is

used, the selection being made perhaps on euphonic rather than
grammatical grounds. While the termination for the masc. and
neut. is an, the fem. adopts /aw, hence ein.

Examples

:

—
manags, much, many, theme manega ; comparative manag-izan-,

nom. sing. masc. managiza, fem. managizei, neut. managizo {6

=.an).

blinds, blind, theme hlinda ; comparative hlind-ozan-, nom.
sing. masc. blindoza, fem. hlindozei, neut. hllndozo.

azets, light, easy, theme azeta ; comparative azet-izan-, nom.
sing. masc. azetiza, fem. azetizei, neut. azetizo.

frohs, prudent, wise, theme froda ; comparative frod-ozan-,

nom. sing. msLQcfrodoza, ^eTQ..fr6d6zei, neut. Jrddozd.

In the other Teutonic dialects rhotacism has taken place

throughout, that is, the s of the terminations w and ds has been
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supplanted by r, so that the comparative suffixes are in Old
High German ir and 6r^ in Old Saxon ir and or, in Old Frisian

ir and or, whilst Anglo-Saxon has dropped the vowel altogether

and merely puts r. But we can prove that this dialect also

originally used both ir and or, because, wherever the former

occurred, it caused the Umlaut of its adjective, which Umlaut
remained after the i of ir had been dropped ; the termination or,

on the other hand, never caused Umlaut. Similar is the case in

Old Norse, where ar stands for or, Goth. 6s, and r for ir, Goth.

is, the latter being always distinct by the Umlaut which the i

of the suffix r, originally ir, had caused.

Examples

:

—
Goth, blinds, blinda, comp. hlind-oz-a, blind-oz-ei, blind-ozS.

O.H.G.plint ... „ plint-or-o, pli7it-or-a, j)lint-dr-a.

O. S. blind ... „ blind-or-o, blind-6r-a, blind-or-a.

A. S. blitid ... „ blind-r-a, &c.

O.Yxis. blind ... „ blind-or-a, qx blind- er-a, ox blind-r-a.

O. N. blindr ... „ blind-ar-i, blind-ar-4, blind-ar-a.

REMARKS ON THE COMPARATIVE FORM IN THE DIFFERENT
DIALECTS.

1. Old High German allows of the assimilation of the vowel
in the suffixes or and ir to the vowel of the succeeding termina-

tion, e. g. pUntara for plintora, rtclioro for ricJiiro, where o has

been assimilated to the succeeding a, and i to the succeeding o.

The i of ir may cause the Umlaut of the vowel in the preceding
syllable.

2. Old Saxon may, like Anglo-Saxon, drop the i of ir alto-

gether, or weaken it into e, and weaken the o of or into a ; e. g.
bet-er-a for bet-ir-a, ald-r-o for ald-ir-o, jung-ar-o for jung-6r-o,

for which we even find jung-r-o, so that it would appear, as if by
the side of jung-or-o, a comparative jung-ir-o had been in use.

It is a peculiarity of the Old Saxon dialect that it likes to pre-

serve the derivative spirant j even before the terminations, so

that from the word suoti, theme suotja, sweet, we have the com-
parative sn6fj~er-a and suot-er-a, w6^j~er-a and wo^-er-a from
wo^i, wo^ja, joyful. Gothic and Old High German never allow

this derivative spirant to appear before the comparative suffixes.

3. Anglo-Saxon comparatives in ir are

—

yld-r-a from eald, old
;

leng-r-a from lang, long : in or—earm-r-a from earm, poor (Germ,
arm) ; brdd-r-a from brad, broad ; the former causing the Umlaut
(on account of the i), the latter not.
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4. Old Frisian often weakens the forms ir and or into er, the

former being always recognizable by the Umlaut it causes in

the preceding syllable, e. g. alt, old, comp. eld-et^a ; sometimes
nothing but the consonant of the suffix remained, as Jir^ far,

covo.^.fer-r-a ; hack, high, comp. hag-r-a for hag-er-a.

5. Old Norse also drops the % of ir, which however, just as

in the other dialects, leaves the traces of its original presence

behind by the Umlaut it has caused in the preceding syllable

;

e.g.full-r, full, Govcc^.fi/ll-r-i ; diup-r, deep, comp. d^p-r-i.

6. All the comparatives in all the dialects have the inflections

of the weak declension.

2. The Supeelative.

In the Teutonic dialects the superlative is formedjust as inGothic
and some of the cognate languages, by adding the superlative

suffix ta to the comparative suffix ^ans, and this primitive yans-ta

(Sansk. is-tci) appears in Gothic as is-ta or 6s-ta {s reinstated for

z on account of the following f, and f instead of the regular d,

or rather tk, on account of the preceding s), and these combined
suffixes ista, osfa, appear in all the Teutonic dialects with modi-
fications similar to those which afiect the comparative termina-

tions, i. e. the i of ist being often weakened into e or dropped
altogether, and the of ost weakened into a. From what we
have just stated it will be self-evident that the superlative in ist

answers to the comparative in ir, and the superlative in ost to

the comparative in or. Concerning the different Teutonic

dialects our remarks may be brief. In Anglo-Saxon the super-

lative terminations resume their ancient vowels in est {=.ist) and
ost, while the comparative suffix r had dropped both i and

;

e. g. leng-est, sup. of lang ; earm-ost, sup. of earm. But on the

other hand, Anglo-Saxon does not strictly keep apart the termi-

nations ist and ost for "the comparatives ir and or respectively,

but frequently uses one for the other, as geong-ost for gyng-est,

and vice versa leof-est for leof-ost. In Old Frisian the vowel oiF

the superlative suffix is rarely dropped, but it may appear in

various, modifications as ist, and est, and ast. Old Norse is the

only dialect which regularly drops the vowel of the suffix ist,

while it changes ost into ast j e. g. scel-l, happy, sup. sml-st-r
;

full-r, full, Bw^.fyl-st-r;fr6^-r, prudent, su.^. fro^-ast-r.

Where i in the comparative causes Umlaut, it does the same
in tbe superlative; e.g. 0.1^.full-r, com.^.fyll-r~i, su-p. /yl-si-r

;

A. S. eald, eld-r-a, eld-est.

The superlative may follow both the weak and strong declensions.
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TABLE OF COMPARISONS.

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.

Gothic hauhs, high

blinds, blind

hauh^z-an-
blind-6z-an-

hauh-isf-Or

hlind-ost-a-

O. H. G. guot, good
plint, blind

pe^-ir-o-

plint-6r-o-

pe^^-ist-o-

plint-ost-o-

O. Sax, aid, old

sMtii, fair

ald-ir-o-, ald-r-o-

sconj-cr-o-

ald-ist-o-

sconj-ost-

A. S. eald, old

earm, poor
yld-r-a

earm-r-a
yld-egt

earm-ost

O. Fris. hack, high

«fcewc, fair

hag-er-a, hag-r-a
sken-^-a (or-a)

Tiag-ist

sken-ast

O. Hone/ullr, full

fro^-r, prudent
fyll-r-i

frdS-ar-i

fyl-st-r

frofS-ast-r.

3. Anomalous Forms.

"We have had an opportunity already to mention that there

are various suflBxes for the comparative as well as superlative,

out of which the different cognate languages select one or an-

other. Thus the Teutonic dialects prefer the suflBx ^ans for the

formation of the regular comparative, while Greek chooses the
suffix tara (repo-) ; the former use the suffix ta added to 7/ans in

order to form the superlative, whilst Latin, for the same purpose,

selects the suffix tama {tumo, iimd) added to is = yans^ hence
issimo-. But by the side of the common forms of comparatives

and superlatives ending in the usual suffixes, the Teutonic

languages make, like all others, occasional use of other suffixes

for the formation of comparatives and superlatives.

The comparative suffix tara we meet in the Goth, an-tkara-,

an-thar, other, which is modified in the O. H. Germ, an-dar,

Germ, an-der, A. S. o^er, Engl, other ; Goth, hva-tkar, uter,

whether, A. S. hwd^er, Engl, whether; Goth, hva-thro, A. S.

hwdder, Engl, whither ; Goth, tha-thro, A.S. thider, Engl, thither;

Goth, hin-dar, A.S. hinder ; aftra (a/" preposition of, ab, de, retro),

A. S. after, Engl, after.

Far more common are superlatives formed not by the regular

suffix yans + ta, but by the suffix ma simply, or by the suffixes

ta-ma.

The simple suffix ma we have in the Go{h.fru-ma- (compare

fru with the Sansk. preposition pra, Lat. pro), A. S. for-m-a,

O. Fris. for-m-a, first (compare Lat. pri-mo-) ; Goth, innu-ma-^

A. S. inne-ma, intimus ; Goth, auhu-ma-, superus. The suffix
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tama occurs in the Goth, if-tuma (proximus, sequens), af-tuma
(ultimus), hin-duma- (postremus) ; and in the A. S. hin-dema

(ultimus), and ut-ema (extimus), st^-ema (novissimus, ultimus),

Idt-ema (ultimus) ni^-ema (infimus), which very probably have
dropped the d in the suffix dema {=ztama) because it followed a
dental. These combinations do not occur in the other Teutonic

dialects. They take the inflexions of the weak declension. In
Gothic already the superlative force of these suffixes must have
been lost at an early date, whence it occurs that these superla-

tives assume the regular terminations of comparison as well ; e. g.
Goth.J'ruman, cora-p. frum-oz-a, sxxp. frum-ist-s ; aftuman, aftum-
ists ; hinduman, kindumists. In the same manner are formed
the Anglo-Saxon superlatives formest or firmest from forma;
medema (medius), comp. medemra, sup. medemest ; utema, sup.

utemest or ytemest ; ni^ema, sup. ni^emast. It is in general a

characteristic feature of Teutonic comparison to double its suf-

fixes, in order perhaps to create greater emphasis. Such double

comparatives we have in the Goth, vairsiza (which ought to be
vairiza), A. S. vyrsa, worse, where vyr already is a comparative,

and m the ancient comparative s of iza. (Compare O. N. ver-ri

where the suffix s has submitted to rhotacism.) Thus, again, we
find in O. H. Germ, he^eroro for the simple comp. he^ir, and meroro

for simple mero, which sounds, as if we said hetterer, morer, and
as some do say lesser, worser.

Deserving of special notice are the Anglo-Saxon double super-

latives which are derived by adding the superlative suffix est or

ost to the old superlative ending in ma, dema, e. g. hin-dem-est

from hin-dema, ut-em-est from Ut-ema, Idt-em-est from Idt-ema,

si^-em-est from st^-ema. Compare the English hindmost, ut-

most, foremost, &c., superlatives which are no compounds with

most (maximus), but have gradually grown out of the m-est of the

foregoing Anglo-Saxon superlatives.

4. Defective Comparisons.

Gothic. O.H.G. O.S. Anglo-Saxon. Old Frisian. O.N.

Sonus.
Pos. gods
Comp. bat iza

Sup. bat-iet-8

guot

pe^iro

pey^ist-er

god
betiro

beet

god
betera (betra)

betost (betst)

god
betera

best

god
hetri

beztr

Malus.
Pos. ubil-8 vbil ubil yfel evel J illr

\ vandr
Comp. vair-8-iza

Sup. vair-s-ist-a

wtrstro

wirsist-er

wirso

wirsist

wyrsa
wyrst

wirra {werra) verrt

terstr
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Parvua,

Pos. leitUs

Comp. minwriza

Sup. minn-ist-8

Magnus (multus).

Pos. mikils
Comp. maiza
Sup. maist-8

Gothic. O. H. G. O. Sax. A.S Old Frisian. O.N.

minniro
luttil lytel

Idssa

minnist-er minnist last

Utile

lessa (minnira)
{litekest {leist) "1

minast >

lereet J

mihhU mikil mycel
mero mero mara
meid-er megt incest

(grat)

mara
mast

litUl

minni

minstr

mihill

meiri

meistr

In the Gothic mdiza {=zma&-iza), mdists, the k of the root mik
in mik-il-s has been dropped, and the primitive a reappeared ^

(comp. Lat. root mag, Sansk. mah). The other dialects still more
modify the Gothic mdiza by contractions, &c., as O. H. Germ.
mero, A. S, mara, where the * suffers rhotacism and the Gothic
diphthong is represented by the long e and d'^. The O. S. lat,

late (comp. latoro), has contracted the superlative into last, lezt

{=ilet-ist-o). The Anglo-Saxon comparative lassa of li/tel stands

for minra, which is wanting in this dialect. This comparative
may be explained by the Goth. lasiv-6z-a (infirmior), comp. of

lasiv-s (infirmus).

The O. Fris. mara (more, greater) is deprived of the positive

mikel which we find in the other dialects. There is in this

dialect a form let, which in the positive signifies piger, tardus

;

in the comp. letera, tardior, posterior ; in the sup. letast, contracted

lest, tardissimus, ultimus. The comparative /er-r-a (dexter) and
the superlative fer-ost, fer-est are derived from the preposition

fora (prae, pro). The Old Norse has a few other comparisons for

which we find no analogies in the other dialects. These are, margr

(multus), comp. Jleiri, sup. fleistr ; gamall (old), comp. eldri, sup.

elztr ; ungr (young), comp. yngri, sup. nystr, from nyr.

The explanation of the defective comparisons, commonly called

irregular, is the same as that which we give of the defective

comparisons in Greek and Latin. There are certain adjectives

which only occur in the positive, without being able to form

a comparative or superlative ; there are others which have a

comparative, or superlative, or both, but are devoid of a posi-

tive, which, though we may still be able to trace to its probable

form, has become obsolete or fallen out of use altogether. We

' Grimm assumes that the positive may have been mags.
* Compare the Table of Gradations, p. 24.

S
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have a positive of the adjective good, but a comparative and
superlative of it are wanting. We therefore lay hold of the

comparative better and the superlative best to supply the mean-
ing* of a ' gooder^ and 'goodest' which are forbidden forms.

But on the other hand the positive good returns the compli-

ment and supplies that in which tlie forms better and best are

deficient, namely a positive. There is nothing irregular in all

this ; better and best are regular forms, and good is a regular

form, but both parties are defective in their comparison and must
therefore supply each other wherein they are wanting.

The Goth. g6d~s, batiza, batists (good, better, best), has its

equivalent and analogous forms in all other Teutonic dialects, as

will be seen from our Table of Defective Comparisons. These
comparative and superlative forms would require a positive which
might be in Goth, ^bat-s, O. H. Germ, ^pa^ (comp. pe^ir), and
this positive would be a relation to the Gothic verb batan, pret.

boty which signifies ' to be useful,' ^ to be good.'

The Goth, ubils, vairsiza, vmrsists (evil, worse, worst) is also

represented in the other Teutonic dialects. As the base of this

comparative form there must have been some word which was
related to the M. H. Germ, verb werren, to disturb, to molest, to

do evil, and the A. S. werian, to weary, to molest.

The Goth, leitil-s (little) forms the comparative minn-iza and
the superlative minn-ist-s. These forms occur in all the other

dialects except Anglo-Saxon. The comparative minn-iza (ad-

verbial min-i) is derived from the same root as the Lat. min-us,

min-or (for min-ius, min-ior). This form is supplanted in Anglo-
Saxon by Idssa, and in Old Frisian too we have a comparative
lessa by the side of minnira. The A. S. Idssa is the same as the

Gothic comparative lasivoza of lasivs (infirmus), and may perhaps
be an assimilation of r to *, hence Idssa for Idsra ; or the more
primitive s of the comparative termination, as in the case of
vyrsa (worse), may have resisted the transition into r. The
same rules apply to the superlative : Goth, minnists, A. S. Idst,

O. Fris. minnist and lerest, where the s of the root submits to

rhotacism'.

* The A. S. liiaaa (minor), last (minimus), must be kept well distinct from latora
(posterior), and latest (postremus).
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5. COMPAillSON OP THE AdVERBS.

Only the ' Adverbia qualitatis^ are at all capable of taking- the

degrees of comparison ; these degrees, however, are no indepen-

dent adverbial forms, developed out of the adverbial positive, but
they are mere modifications of the degrees of comparison of their

corresponding adjectives. The formation of the adverbial degrees

may take place in two different ways, either the accusative neuter

is, as in the positive, used as an adverb, or a distinct form is

developed. As to the superlative there is only the former mode
put into practice ; it never has a form of its own, and must
always be considered as an accusative of the adjective. Ex-
amples :—Goth, frumist (ttp&tov) ; O. H. Genn. erist (primum),

meisi (maxime), be^^est (optime), gernost (lubentissime) ; A. S.

arest (primum) nicest (maxime), geornost (lubentissime) ; latost

(ultimum). O.N. best (optime); optast (saepissime), vidast

(latissirae).

The comparative of the adverb may either be expressed by the

accus. neut. of the adjective, or it developes a form of its own.
To the former belong the adverbial comparatives : Goth, mana-
gizo (plus), minnizo (minus), frumozo (prius) ; O. H. Germ, mera
(plus), minnira (minus).

Adverbial comparatives of the latter class may be formed
either in is or 6s, like the adjectives. In is we have the Goth.

mdis (magis) from nidiza (major), O. H. Germ, mer, O. S. mer
and merr, A. S. md, O. Fris. mar and md, O. N. meir ; Goth.

mins or minz (minus) from miimiza (minor), O. H. Germ, min,

O. S. {mill?), A. S. Ids, O. Fris. miti, O. N. minnr or mi^r; Goth.

bats (melius) from batiza (melior), O. H. Germ. joa|, O. S. bet^

A. S. bet, O. Fris. bet, O. N. betr ; Goth, vairs (pejus), O. H. Germ.
wirs, O. S. wirs, A. S. wyrs (adj. wyrsd), O. N. verr.

In OS :—Goth, raihtos (rectius), svitipos (fortius) ; O. H. Germ.
gerndr (lubentius), leidor^ (proh dolor, Germ, leider), oftor (sae-

pius); O. S. diopor (profundus), suithor (fortius); A. S. smalor

(tenuius), adj. smdlra (tenuior) ; sparer (parcius), adj. spdrra

(parcior) ; O. N. breidar (latins), vidar (amplius). A list of the

anomalous or defective comparisons of the adverbs may conclude

cur remarks on this subject.

* This comparative witn positive signification serves to express the interjection

'alas!'

S %
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Gothic.

Bene.
Pos.

Comp.
Sup.

Male.
Pos.

Comp.

Multum.
Pos.

Comp.
Sup.

Parve.
Pos.

Comp.

Sup.

O.H.Germ. O.S. Ang-Sax. O. Fris. Old Norse.

vaila

hats

hatist

ubilaba,

vairs

mdis
mdist

leitil, leitl

mina

minnist

w'ela w'el

bet

upilo

vnrs

sero ^mihhu
mer
meist

luzil, luzilo

min

minnist

w'el

bet («eZ)

best

yfele

wyrs

w'el

bet

best

v'el

bctr {sharr)

bezt (skast)

ilia

v'err

sore ^mycu
ma
moest

mar. ma
mi'oh

meir
meist

lytel

Ids

last

litt, litit

min, si^r

j minst, sizt

\ (= 8i^8t)

MIDDLE AND NEW TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

In the Middle and New Teutonic languages the ancient suffixes

ir, ist, and or, ost are mixed up and usually represented by er,

est^ or simply r, st. The only criterion by which we can trace

a comparative to the form in ir is the Umlaut. Wherever we
have to deal with an adjective which has taken Umlaut in the

comparative, we may be certain that this adjective took the

suffix ir in the comparative. But this rule is necessarily very

limited in its application, because there are adjectives wliieh

have Umlaut in the positive already, or they have a vowel in the

root which cannot take Umlaut, such as e and ^, and then it is

impossible to tell whether the comparative belongs to the forma-

tion in ir or or.

Formations in ir.

In Old English there prevails some confusion as to the appli-

cation of the suffixes ir (er) and or, the latter being sometimes
used where undoubtedly er should be expected, i. e. after Umlaut

;

e. g. strong, strengor for strenger ; eldost for eldest. The termma-
tions or and ost have altogether disappeared in Middle English,

but the Umlaut with comparatives in ir sometimes continues,

e. g. long, lenger ; strong, strenger, strengest ; old, elder, eldest

;

but also longer, stronger, older. New English has rejected the

formations with the Umlaut, and thus obliterated all distinction
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between the comparison in ir and that in or, the only example

left being the comparative elder and superlative eldest of the

adjective old, which however uses the modern forms older and
oldest as well, though in a slightly different sense.

Middle High German has, like Old English, occasionally re-

tained the formations in o, but in most cases it was like i con-

verted into e, and thus the ren^ular terminations were er, est.

But the Umlaut having in High German more than in any
other language preserved its ancient position, we can tell with

tolerable accuracy where we have to deal with a comparative in

ir. Such examples are herte, hard, herter ; kalt, cold, kelter

;

kranh, sick, krenker; schoene, fair, schoener; senfte, gentle, senfter;

Strang, severe, strenger ; veste, fast, firm, vester. Some of these,

herte, schoene^ &c. have the Umlaut in the positive already, and
then retain it of course in the comparative and superlative.

New High German on the whole follows the same rule as its

predecessor, the formation in i causing Umlaut wherever Umlaut
is possible {a, o, ti) ; e, g. schmal, narrow, schmaler, schmdlest

;

arm, poor, drmer, drmest ; warm, warmer, warmest ; fromm, pious,

frommer, fr'ommest ; gesund, healthy, gesilnder, gesiindest. Those
adjectives which have the Umlaut in the positive already retain

it throughout the degrees.

The Scandinavian languages also have in a few adjectives

retained the Umlaut and therewith the distinctive feature of the

formation in ir ; e. g. Swed. lag, low, humble, Idgre, Idgst ; Idng,

long, Idngre, Idngst; Dan. lang, Idngere, Idngst; Swed. stor,

great, st'orre, storst ; Dan. stor, storre, storst ; Swed. ung, young,
yngre, yngst ; Dan. ung, yngre, yngst ; Swed. tung, heavy, iyngre,

tyngst ; Dan. tung, tyngere, tyngest ; Swed. smd, small, little,

smdrre, smdrst.

Middle and New Dutch, which reject the Umlaut and adopt

er and est for the formation of the degrees throughout, know no
longer any distinction between the comparison in i and that in o.

The only trace of Umlaut left in Dutch are the anomalous forms

beter, best, of which hereafter.

Formations in or.

In Old English the fluctuations between er and or, est and ost

make it difiicult to assign any adjective to the formation in i or

0, for we read /aire, fairer and fairest, by the side of vayrost

;

holy, holyor; feblor, feebler; poneror, poorer, and, as we have
already mentioned, even after an Umlaut eldost for eldest ; but in

Middle English er and est become more and more settled, and in
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New English they must be considered the regular suffixes of the

degrees of comparison which unite in them the ancient forma-

tions in i and o.

In Middle High German there are many adjectives which
reject the Umlaut, and thus indicate the ancient formation in o

;

e. g. alt, old, alder, aldest; lang, long, langer, langest; zart, tender,

gentle, dear, zarter, zartest ; lam, lame, lamre. Local adjectives

even retain the o in the superlative (not in the comparative),

as vorderosf, foremost ; oberosf, topmost ; niderdst, lowest.

New High German forms the degrees in most cases by reject-

ing the Umlaut, and leaving the root of the adjective unaltered

;

nay, it has removed the Umlaut from words which used it in

Middle High German, as for instance in san/l, soft, sanfter,

sanftest; and in the literary language this removal of the ancient

Umlaut continues to be attempted, as in frommer for frommer
{Jromm, pious)

;
gesunder for gesiinder {gesund, healthy), whilst

the language of the people favours the Umlaut and introduces it

in words where the literary language rejects it, where it was
wanting even in Middle High German, e. g. zdrter for zarter

{zart, gentle), flacker for flacker {flack, flat). These facts un-
doubtedly prove the higher antiquity of the forms with the

Umlaut, or, what is identical, of the formation in i. Compari-
sons without the Umlaut are very numerous; we give a few
examples : blank, blanker, blankest ; Mar, clear, klarer, klarest

;

zart, gentle, zarter, zartest; matt, weak, matter, mattest ; voll,

full, voller, vollst ; stolz, proud, stolzer, stolzest ; hunt, variegated,

hunter, huntest ; hlau, blew, blauer, blaziest. To these belong all

adjectives ending in sam, bar, ka/t, el, en, er, and adjectives end-

ing in ig, if their positive has no Umlaut, and the adjectives

indicating a locality, which however use the superlative only, as

oberst, topmost ; unterst, lowest ; vorderst, foremost.

In the Scandinavian languages all adjectives, except those

mentioned under ir, are formed by the suffix or, which in Swedish
is rendered, as in Old Norse, by ar and ast, in Danish by the

modern er and est. Umlaut is in these adjectives impossible.

Examples:— Swed. varm, warm, varmare, varmast ; Dan. varm,

varmere, varmest ; Swed. stark, strong, starkare, starkast ; Dan.
stark, starkere, starkest; Swed. rik, rich, rikare, rikast ; Dan.
rig, rigere, rigest ; Swed. mdgtig, mdgtigare, mdgtigsf^; Dan.
mdgtig, magtigere, mdgtigst.

^ In adjectives ending in ig the inflexional vowel suffers syncope before st in the

superlative.
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Anomalous and Defective Comparisons.

M. H. Germ. N. H. G. O. Engl. N. Engl. Dutch. Swedish. Danish.

Bonus.
'

'^^'^-lAdv. wol

gut god good goed god [bra) god
wohl wel well vol vel

Co"P- { \?d^6a5)

}

be^er
I better- \
1 (betur) j

better beter bdttre bedre

Sup. best best best best best bast bedst

Malus.
Pos. .. uvel evil (bad) .. (elaJc, ond) (ond,slem)

Comp. wars, wets worse vdrre vaerre

Sup. .. worst, werst worst vdrrst vaerst

Multus.

L Adv.
imel) muchel .. .. myclcen megen

muche much,
Comp. m'erre ^mere more more m^eer mera mere
Sup. meist ^ meist moste most meest mest meest

Parvus.
Pos. liitzel (Iclein) litd little liten liden
Comp, minner minder less less minder mindre mindre
Sup. minnest mindcst leest least minst minst mindst.

Besides these there are various other defective comparisons in

the different dialects, such as the Engl, many, Germ, viele, which
adopt the comparative and superlative of M. H. Germ, michely

O. Engl, muchel, whilst Danish has preserved the true Old
Norse comparison of many—Dan. mange, jlere, fieest ; few, Dan.
foM, faerre, faerrest. The Swed. warn, near, ndrmare, ndrmast

;

Dan. naer, naermere, naermest, are derived from the ancient

superlative ndrma. The Engl, next by the side of nearest, last

by the side of latest, are contractions, the former of which stands

for A. S. nehst, the regular superlative of neah, nigh, of which
nearre, our near, is the comparative. The comparative further,

farther, used for the positive far, was originally the comparative

o^for{th).

The comparatives in ther, A.S. \er, Goth. J^ar, as other,

whither, hither, thither, nether, whether* Germ, ander, nieder,

weder, &c., will find their explanation by a reference to the Old
Teutonic forms'.

The superlatives' utmost, hindmost, inmost, &c., are no com-
pounds of most (maxime), but a superlative termination est con-

verted into ost, and combined with the preceding m, which is the

remainder of an ancient superlative termination. (See Anglo-

Saxon, p. 256.)
' See pp. 250, 255.
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All modern Teutonic dialects allow of a comparison effected

by the addition of the adverbs more and most, instead of termi-

nations. In English we use this mode of comparison with most
adjectives that are not monosyllables, hence we say beautiful, more,

most beautiful. This form is used in German where two qualities

are compared, e. g. meJir Mug als tapfer, more prudent than
brave, prudent rather than brave. Participles never take the

terminations in Swedish, Danish and Dutch, but always form
their comparisons by mera, mest, meer, meest ; e. g. Swed. mera
alsJcat, Dan. meer elsket, more beloved ; meest godgjorende, most
charitable ; Dutch meer doordrongen, meest doordrongen, more
penetrated, &c.



DECLENSIONS.

THE COGNATE LANGUAGES.

NUMBERS, CASES, GENDERS.

Roots and themes (stems) are not yet words, parts of a phrase

or sentence. In the Aryan languages every real word, every

part of a phrase, is either a verb or a noun. (Interjections are

no words, but mere sounds ; adverbs, particles, prepositions, &c.,

were originally nominal or verbal forms.) Themes of themselves

are neither one nor the other; they may become such or such

under the influence of a case-suffix of the noun, or a personal

termination of the verb. Case-suffixes, therefore, and personal

terminations in the Aryan languages are the agents chiefly at

work in the formation of words, in contradistinction to the

elements which constitute themes or stems. The suffixes em-
ployed in the formation of words are easily recognised as the

primary elements of pronouns, which at an earlier period of

Aryan life were still independent roots.

Since verbs and nouns are in such relation to each other as to

constitute the defined forms of heretofore undefined elements of

speech, the former cannot occur without the latter. A language
either distinguishes the forms of nouns from those of verbs, or

it possesses neither of the two. We cannot, therefore, speak of

the priority of either: the noun and the verb started into

existence at one and the same time.

The inflexional elements of the noun belong to two distinct

spheres—the cases and numbers. In the Aryan languages we dis-

tinguish three numbers, the Singular, Dual, and Plural ; the dual,

however, is rightly considered a mere modification of the plural ',

it is a number therefore which easily disappears again from a

language. The Latin is altogether devoid of it, and the ancient

Teutonic languages miss the dual form in the declensions of the

noun ; Gothic alone has a dual of the verb, all have the dual of
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certain pronouns. Our modern languages have lost the dual
altogether.

The Aryan languages had originally eight cases^ namely the
Nomiyiative, Accusative, Locative, Dative, Ablative, Genitive, and
two Instrumentals, which however coalesced into one at a very
early date. The vocative is no case, not even a word ; it is the

simple theme or stem used as an interjection. The eight cases

together with the vocative are, even by the most ancient repre-

sentatives of the Aryan tribe, distinguished in the singular only.

The locative and dative, the ablative and genitive of the singular

are closely related. The plural partly possesses case-suffixes

which differ from those of the singular, partly it joins two cases

into one, as the dative and ablative, to which the instrumental

bears a close resemblance. The dual has but three cases : (i)

nominative and accusative; (2) dative, ablative, and instru-

mental
; (3) genitive and locative. At a very early period our

Aryan languages began to drop one and another of the case-

signs, and consequently cases which originally were distinct

coalesced into one. Thus in Greek the ablative was lost in the

genitive ; the instrumental begins to disappear even in the most
ancient form of the language ; the dative and locative are joined

in one. A similar course is followed by the Latin language.

As to our Teutonic languages, in their ancient constitution they
are as perfect, or as mutilated, as either Greek or Latin in the

declension of cases ; but in their further development through
the periods of the Middle and New Teutonic they were gradually

stripped of most inflexional forms, so that now it is only German
(and partly Dutch) which show anything like a declension of

the substantive or adjective through the first four cases (as com-
monly arranged), while English and the Scandinavian dialects

have preserved but one case, namely the genitive or possessive

in 's ; all other cases, the nominative, dative, and accusative,

being identical with the theme or stem of the word.

The Aryan languages distinguish three genders, while other

languages do not at all take them into account, or others again

form more numerous distinctions than ours. A particular in-

flexional sign for the distinction of the genders does not exist in

the Aryan languages, and it is perfectly evident that at an early

stage the primitive Aryan language knew no discrimination of

genders, which in the course of time was gradually developed and
marked out by secondary inflexional forms. We mention a few
only of the means which our languages apply for the expression

of the different genders, (i) The themes which end in con-

sonants or the vowels i and u do not pay any regard to gender,
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while the themes in a mark out the feminine by the production

of the thematic a into a, a process however which is not to be
considered exclusively characteristic of the feminine. (Comp. the

Greek jcptrTj-s, ttoKCtt]-^.) (2) The gender is distinguished by case-

suffixes which are adopted only in certain genders, e g. Lat.

masc. qui-s, neut. qui-d=.qui-t. (3) The gender is marked out in

the theme itself by the application of particular suffixes. Thus,

for instance, the themes in ya {yd), e.g. Sansk. devi (goddess)=
dev-yd, theme dev-ya-, while the masc. is not dev-yas, but the

ancient dev-as ; Sansk. ddtri (datrix, she who gives) = ddtr-yd,

theme ddtr-ya from ddtar-ya, for the more ancient datar which
was common to all genders; thus also the Gr. 8oTeipa=^8oTep(y)a,

along with which there does not exist a masc. 8o'reipo-s, primi-

tive datarya-s, because in the masc. form the more ancient bo-rrip-,

Sansk. dd-tar- was preferred; Sansk. svddvt (sweet) =.svddv-yd,

Gr. rjhua (adjective of three terminations) = Sansk. svddav-ya,

by the side of the more ancient forms Sansk. svddu-s, Gr. fjhv-s,

which were used for the feminine as well ; thus also the Latin
theme vic-tric- for the feminine only by the side of the masc.

vic-tor. (4) Of a comparatively recent introduction is the mode of

distinguishing the genders by a phonetic change in terminational

forms which at first were identically the same ; e. g. Sansk.

patt-n (fem.) iox pati-ms ; Gr. iTTTiorrj-s (masc), dper?; (fem.); Old
Lat. abl. sing. masc. nov6~d, fem. novd-d, the primitive form of

both navd-t ; Gothic gen. plur. masc. and neut. -e, fem. in

several themes -6, both -e and -6 standing for an original -dm.

THE TERMINATIONS OF NOMINAL THEMES.

The termination of a nominal theme has a decisive influence

on the declension, because the theme is the changeable element

of the noun, while the case-terminations are for all nouns and
declensions ever the same. We might therefore speak of different

themes rather than of different declensions. The themes deserve

special arrangement and examination, for it is with them that

the case-suffixes enter into an alliance, and by them that they,

according to their nature, are differently affected and modified.

Themes are either consonantal or vocalic, that is, ending in a

consonant or a vowel. The former easily disappear from lan-

guages because they have a tendency to follow the analogy of

the latter. The consonantal themes, moreover, may modify their

final consonant and lengthen or shorten their final syllable before

certain case-suffixes, or they remain the same throughout. They
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therefore are divided into mutable and immutable themes. The
vowels nearest related to the consonants are u and i, for they

may easily go over into the semi-vowels or consonants v and j
respectively. Next then to the consonantal we place the themes
ending in a diphthong, as du or dv, and those in u and i (long

or short). The themes in a (the most frequent in our languages)

are peculiar in this respect, that a never can pass into a con-

sonant (that is, follow the analogy of a consonantal theme),

a fact which imparts to them certain characteristic features

distinct from anything we find with the rest.

I. Consonantal Themes.

(i) Immutable themes. The final consonant of the root is

also the termination of the theme; e.g. Sansk. vdch, speech, Gr.

OTT-, Lat. VOC-, Goth, mxin-, homo. Some of these follow the

analogy of vocalic themes.

(2) Themes in -as, the thematic sufiix of which is changed
hy the phonetic influence of the case-sufl3x added to it, as Lat.

cinis-, ciner-, arbos-, arbor-, genos-, gener-, vetus-, veter-.

(3) Themes in -n. These are subject to considerable modifica-

tions, as Gr. TToiixdv-, shepherd, fxeKav-, black; Lat. Aomen-,

man, sermon-, speech ; Goth, hanan-, cock ; fem. tuggon-, tongue
;

managein- = managjan-, many, multitude ; neut. Lat. nomen-y

Goth, naman-, name.

(4) Themes in -ant-, -ans-, occurring in active participles and
comparatives. These are subject to great changes ; they may
drop the n and exchange t and s, using the latter before vowels,

the former before consonants; as in the part, active, pres. and
fut., e. g. Sansk. bharant-, Gr. <^kpovT-, TiRt./erent-, bearing, Goth.

Jijand- (hating, enemy, fiend) ; the part. pret. active, e. g. Sansk.

vidvant- (for primitive vidvid-vant-), Gr. eiSoV- (for Fub-For-).

(5) Themes in -r. Sansk. ddtar-, giver ; bhrdtar-, brother

;

mdtar-, mother ; Gr. 80777^-, giver ; Tiarip-, father
;

jur/rep-,

mother ; Lat. dator-, joater-, mater- ; Goth, brothar-, brother

;

daihtar-, daughter.

2. Vocalic Themes.

(6) Themes ending in a diphthong ; e. g. Sansk. nan-, ship

;

Gr. vav-.

(7) Themes in u and i : they are no primitive forms, as little

as the long vowels upon which they are based; Sansk. bhru-,

brow, for the primitive bhru-, Gr. d^pv- ; Lat. su-, sow, pig

;

before vowels su.
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(8) Themes in -u. Sansk. sunn-, son, fem. hanu-^ cheek; Gr.

yiw-, chin, yXvKv-, sweet; lj2it.fructu-, fruit; Goth, sunu-, son,

fem. handu-, hand : neut. Sansk. madhu-, honey, Gr. /xe8u- ; Lat.

pecti-, cattle; Groih.faihu-, possession, wealth (comp. Germ. vieh.

Engl. fee).

(9) Themes in -i. Sansk. avi- (masc. and fem.), sheep ; Gr.

<f)vai-, nature ; Lat. ovi-, sheep ; Goth, mahti-, might, power

:

masc. Sansk. pati-, lord ; Gr. ttoo-l-, husband ; Lat. hosti-,

enemy ; Goth, gasii-, guest : neut. Sansk. vdri-, water ; Lat.

mari-, sea.

(10) Themes in a. Masc. primitive akva-, horse ; Gr. tinTu-,

Lat. equo- ; Goth, vulfa-, wolf : neut. Sansk. yuga-^ yoke ; Gr.

Cvyo'-j Lat.y^yo-, ^o\h. juka- \ fem. (commonly with lengthened

a), Gr. xapa-, x^P^'t ^^^- cqua-^ Goth, giha-, gift.

The themes in ya have in several languages certain peculiari-

ties which are the result of their respective phonetic laws : as in

Sanskrit where the feminines in -yd contract this suflBx into t,

e. g. bharanfi- {(f)€povaa). Compare Gothic masc. Aarja, army
(Germ, heer) ; Tiairdja, shepherd (Germ, hirte) ; neut. kunja, kin,

kind, genus ; fem. bandja, band, bandage.

FORMATION OF THE CASES.

Nominative Singulab.

Masculine and feminine nouns add the case-sign s to the ter-

mination of the theme ; neuter nouns supply the nominative by
the accusative. The s of the nominative is undoubtedly the

remainder of the pronominal root sa, which is used in a demon-
strative sense in Sanskrit and Gothic, and appears also in the

Greek article 6=so= sa. (See Demonstrative Pronouns.) The
neuter of sa is in Sanskrit iat, Goth. ]fa-ta. Gr. to. The t in

ta-t and tha-ta is the remainder of the root ta which is used to

indicate the neuter gender in the pronominal declension, as

Sansk. masc. and fem. k'l-s, neut. ki-t, Lat. qui-s, qui-t (qui-d).

Here we find s and i representing the genders in the same man-
ner as in the independent pronouns sa and ia, and we therefore

conclude that in the pronominal as well as nominal declension

we have to deal with the same pronouns, applied as case-suffixes.

This fact again is a proof that the inflexional terminations in

the Aryan languages were originally nothing but independent

roots added to the simple noun—that our declensions were simply
' post-positions.^
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The addition of the nominative sign s to the theme must of

course take place in accordance with the phonetic laws adopted
in each of the Aryan languages. What changes must hereby
necessarily occur will best be seen from a selection of examples
which we give^ numbered according to the number of the theme
to which they belong, and which is to be found by reference to

the preceding paragraph.

Examples

:

—
Sanskrit, (i) vdk for vdch-s (no eh final) ; bharan, bhards^

(5) ddtd, bhrdtd, mdtd, with loss of -r-s and lengthening of the

final vowel; (6) nau-s, (7) bhru-s, (8) sunu-s, kdnu-s, (9) dvisy

pdti-s. (10) vrht-s for ^vrhyd-s, she-wolf; siM-s, lioness, for

sihi/d-s ; gna- and gnd-s, woman, goddess.

Greek. The loss of the case-suffix s causes the lengthening of

the preceding vowel. Examples:

—

(i) o-n-s {0^), (3) -noiii-qv from

^TioLlxev-s, TiKTtav from ^reKToy-s, but /xeAasfor ^fx^Aav-i ; (4) (pepooif

from ^(pepovT-s, but tlOcls, lords, beiKvos ior ^TiOevT-s, ^IcrravT-s,

^beiKvvvT-s ; etSws from ^FetbFor-s : (5) borqp from boTTjp-s ; Trarrip,

fJLrjTrip for ^irarep-s, '•'ju.rjrep- s : (6) vav-s, (7) 6(ppv-s, (8) yew-y,

(9) <f>v(n-i, (10) iTiTro-y.

Latin, (i) vdc-s, vox
;
pes {or ped-s ; mUes (later on miles) for

milet-s ; (2) arbos for arbos-s, einis- for cinis-s ; (3) homo for

homen-s, hut tubicen for tubicen-s ; {^)feren[t)s ; [^ pater, mdter,

dator, as in Greek (the short vowel of the second syllable is of

later origin)
; (6) bd-s (originally boii-s, like Gr. ^oi-s) ; (7) su-s,

(8) fructu-s, (9) ovi-s ; but mors for mort-s for morii-s, root »2flr,

suffix ^^ ; ars for ar^-.s_, for arti-s ; deer and dcri-s, vigil and vigili-s

:

(10) equo-s, hut puer for puero-s, vir for viro-s.

Gothic. Nos. 3 and 5 lengthen the final vowel if the nom.
case-suffix is dropped: kana for ^hand from ^hanati-s; fem.

tuggo irora. ^tnggan-s; managei for ^managjan-s; [^ fjand-s; (5)

brothar, dauhtar, for brothdr fi-om brothar-s, &c. ; (8) sunu-s,

handu-s ; (9) maht-s, gast-s for mahti-s, gasti-s, (10) vulf-s for

^vulfa-s, giba for '^2^a, harji-s for harja-s, hairdei-s for hairdja-s;

fem. ^«^^^ for bandjd.

Nominative Plural.

In addition to the termination * (««) of the nominative sin-

gular, the nominative plural takes the plural sign *, which again

appears to be the abbreviation of sa, so that the original termina-

tion of the nom. plur. may have been -sasa, thence sas, which,

dropping the first s for the sake of euphony, became as.
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Examples

:

—
Sanskrit, (i) vdcTi-as, (4) bharant-as, (5) ddtdr-as, mdt^r-as,

(6) ndv-as, (8) mnav-as.
Greek. The primitive suffix is represented by -es ; the themes

in a have a formation analogous to that of the pronouns. Ex-
amples :—(i) oTT-ej, (2) 8Do-/xei;ers= ^-/Aei;e'-es= ^-/;xei^eo--es, (3) riK-

rov-t<i, (4) ipipovT-es, €ibF6r-e<i, (5) borrjp-ei, Trarep-cs, fxrjTcp^es,

(6) vaF-es, vrjF-es, (7) ocppv-es, (8) viKv-es, yXu/cets = ykvKiF-es.

(10) iTTTTot and ((VKTai are formed on the same principle as 01 and
al, more ancient toi and rai, perhaps from ta-y-as, fem. td-y-as.

The loss of the final * may partly have been caused from an
attempt to dissimilate the nominative -ois, -ats from the locative

forms -oiy, -ats for -oiai, -aiaL. (See the Declension of the

Pronouns.)

Latin. All the consonantal themes have adopted the form
of the themes in i, hence voc-es, hov-es, su-es from voceis, hoims,

sueis, in the same manner as oves from oveis (theme in i)
; (8)

fructus, probably from ^fructous, fructov-os, fructev-es, as ii?;xets

from ^-nriyiF-is ; or it may be derived from ^fructu-es (comp.

lyQv'€s), so that the primitive form of both the Greek and Latin
would be -u-as. ( 1 o) equi, more ancient equei, equeis, equoe, ^equoi,

^equois. The * dropped as in Greek, a rather frequent occur-

rence in Latin. (Compare joo^(? and joo^w, mage and magis, amure
and amaris ; M, Tiei for heis ; magistri, magistrei for magistreis.)

Gothic. All vocal themes put -* directly to the lengthened
final vowel . (i) man-s from ^manias), (3) hanan-s from '^hanan-as,

{^ fijand-s [z=^Jijand-as), (5) brothrju-s (a theme in r follows

the analogy of the themes in n, under 8); (S) sunj-us from
^snniv-s, ^suniv-as, ^sunav-as ; (9) mahtei-s, gastei-s, from ^tnah-

tej-s, muhtag-as ; (10) vulfo-s, primitive varka-s{as) ; fem. gibo-s,

primitive, gibd-s{as).

Nominative Dual.

The dual forms of the noun being wanting in the Teutonic
languages, we omit examining them.

Accusative Singular.

The case-sign with a consonantal theme is -am, with a vocalic

theme -m, very probably the abbreviation of -am. The neuter

themes in a adopt this form for the nominative too, all other

neuters have in the accus. and nom. no suffix whatever. This
-am, -m seems to be related to the -m which is frequently used
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in the formation of themes, and it must be derived from a pro-

nominal base, the principal part of which is m : this we might
find in the Sansk. ama- (hie), amu-s, amis (ille), perhaps from a

pronominal root am.

Examples

:

—
Sanskrit, (i) vdch-am, (4) hharant-am, (5) bhrdtar-am, mdtar-

am, datar-am ; (6) ndv-am, (7) bhruv-am, (8) sunu-m, sunv-am;

(9) avi-m, (10) ju(/a-m.

Greek. According to the phonetic laws, Greek adopts n {v)

for m; with a consonantal theme v is dropped and simple a used

in the accusative : (i) oTi-a, (3) Trot/xeV-a, (4) (\>ipovT-a, €i8or-a,

(5) Ttarip-a, fxrjTep-a, borrjp-a, (6) 6((>pV'-v, (7) vav-if, Hom. mjF-a,

prim., ndv-am ; {S)y\vKv-v, {g) tioctl-v, (f>v(n-v ;
(id) tinro'V, C^yo-v,

(fVKTTi-v, ya>pa-v.

Latin. The consonantal themes follow the analogy of themes
in i

',
hence they have, instead of the regular -om or -urn which

they should use for the primitive -am, the termination -em = ^m,
with the weakened e for i, adopted also by the themes in i :

(i) voc-em ; (2) ciner-em, neut. genus ; (3) homin-em, neut. nomen ;

(4) ferent-em, (5) patr-em, mdtr-em ; (6) bov-em, (7) su-em, (8)

fructu-m, neut. cornu ; (9) navi-m, nave-m, neut. mare for ^mari;

(10) equo-m, nent. jugu-m.

Gothic. The terminational m, which in Gothic, as in Greek,

was replaced by n (as we still see in the declension of the pro-

noun), was dropped, together with the short vowel preceding it

;

and consequently in themes in i and a the accus. sing, became
identical with the nominative : (3) kanan= '^Mnan~an, neut. namo
= nam-on=nam-anj {^) Jijand{-an), (5) br6thar[-an), dauhtar{-a7i)

;

(8) sum({-n)y fem. kandn(-n), neut. Jht/iu ; (9) maht{-in), gast{-in) ;

(10) vulj\-a-n), neut. jnk[-a-n), fem.giba from ^gibd-n. Themes in

Ja: han=.Tiarja-n, neut. kuni=^kunja-n, fem. bandja-=.bandja-n.

Accusative Plueal.

Masculine and feminine nouns add the plural sign s to the

termination of the accusative singular, so that the primitive case-

sign of the accus. plur. may have been -ams^ which became -ans

(in most languages the n is preferred to the m before *), and
dropping the a, -ns. This ns in Sanskrit was again dissected into

-n and -s, the former being used with the masculine, and the

latter with the feminine vocalic themes which end in a long

vowel. But the original -ms is preserved with masculine vocalic

themes before t and ch, and all the consonantal themes have -as.

^
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Neuters end in i (weakened a). The Greek and Latin languages

reject the n altogether, and thus we have the terminations d?, as,

OS, while Gothic alone preserves the primitive form of the case-

sign, using always -us in the accus. plur. with vocalic themes,

which with consonantal themes is replaced by -as. The neuter

ends throughout in a which is also used in the nom. plur.

Examples

:

—
Sanskrit, (i) vach-as, (3) neut. namarir-i, (4) bharat-as, neut.

hJiarant-i ; (5) ddtr-n {dat?-s), neut. ddtf-n-i, hhrdtf-n, mdtr-s

;

(6) nav-as, (7) bhruv-as, (8) sunu-n, sunv-as, fem. Jianu-s ; (9)

j^att-n, fem. avi s ; (10) asvd-n, fem. asva~s, neut. yuga-ni.

'Greek. (i) oTi-as = ^fovr-ds
=

'''foTr-ays, (^) TiKTov-a<i, neut.

ToKav-a ; (4) (pipovr-as, neut, (f)€povT-a ; (5) Trarep-as, (6) pf]F-as,

pad's. (7) ocppv-a^, 6cf)pv-s ; (8) ^yAvKeT-a?, yAvKcis ; i)(^«^-as, ix^'^^ '

yevi-as, yani-s. (9) ^TroAey-a?, TroAei?; ( 10) 177770^9 =^'^77710-/'?, neut.

Cvy-a.

Latin. (2) gener-a [=.^ganas-d), (3) nomin-a, {^ferenti-a (as

theme in i)
; (8) fructu-s= ^fructu-ns, neut. cornu-a ; (9) oy^i*,

oz;**, 0?;/* (comp. Gr. TroAets and TroAts), from ^ovi-ns, neut. mari-a

(comp. IbpL-a). (10) eqt(o-s=^ equo-7is, fem. eqiid-s=.^ equa-ns.

Grothic. (1) man-s (= ^man-as), (3) hanan-s {=^^hanan-as),

neut. namn-a (prim, ndman-d) ; in neater themes the termination

.-«»- is changed into -on-, if the theme is bisyllabic, or -an-

succeeds two consonants, e. g. hairton-a, theme hairtan- ; (4)
jijand-s

(
z=ijijand-as). ( -' ) brothru-ns follows the analogy of themes

in M. {^) sumi-nSjkandu-ns ; {()) maMi-ns,gastin-s ; {10) vulfan-s,

neut.juka {=.^jukd), fem. gibo-s.

Ablative Singular.

This case is formed by the termination -at, or its abbre-

viated form -i, which is a frequently occurring element in the

formation of themes, and may be identical with the pronominal
demonstrative root ta, in an inverted form at. This case being
lost in the Teutonic languages we abstain from examining it

any further.

Genitive Singular.

Tlie case-suflBx of the genitive singular is -as, -s, which is

added to the theme in the same manner as -at, -t, in the abla-

tive, both suffixes being nearly related with regard to form as

well as function. The masc. and neut. themes in a do not take

-s but -sya, also of pronominal origin, probably= *«-H^a. (Com-
pare the demonstratives sa- and ta-, sya and tya^
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Examples

:

—
Sanskrit, (i) vdch-as, (2), manas-aSj (3) namn-as, (4) hharat-

as, (5) ddtu-s, bhrdtu-s, mdtu-s (ved. pitr-as, the more ancient

form) from ddtr-s, mdtr-s = ddtr-as, tndtr-as, prim, ddtar-as,

mdtar-as, (6) ndv-as, (7) bhruv-as, (8) suno-s ; fem. hams or

hanv-ds^ neut. madhu-n-as, madv-as, madh-os. (9) pates, also

pafy-iis = paty-as: fem. «v/-« = avy-as^ neut. vari-n-as ; neut.

yugasya.

Greek. Case-suffix os = prim. a.Sj sometimes lengthened in

CO?. The themes in « mase and neut. have ^-0-2/0= prim. -*ya/

the fem. in a have the common case- suffix prim, -as, the a of

which is absorbed by the final vowel of the theme. Examples

:

—(1) FoTT-oi, (3) t4ktov-os, (4) (f)€povT-os, elboT-os
', (5) TTarp-os,

fxrjTp-os, for Trarep-os, pL-qTep-os, which also occur
; (6) vaF-6s, vrjF-

6s. (7) (TV-OS., (8) yivv-os, perhaps for yev-vF-os
; (9) Ion. tioKl-os,

TToAe-cos. (10) '•"iTTTTo-cryo, I'tttto-io, I'tttto o, iTTTTou ; neut, (vyoXo,

^vyov ; fem. x^opa-s, ripij-s ; masc. TroAiVov^ from iroAir-ao (ao

Horn.)= ''' TToXtT-ayo =: ^7ro\tT-a-(r2/o.

Iiatin. Suffix -os as in Greek, later -us, -is. Examples :—(i)

v6c-os (as preserved in senatu-os, domu-os, &c. ; perhaps for -mv-os,

-ov-os, comp. Gr. yXvKeF-os), hence voc-us (as preserved in vener-us,

honor-US, part-us), hence voc-is. It is the same with all other

consonantal themes. (2) ^ genes-os, gener-is ; (3) homin-is =.

^homen-os, n6m'in-is=:^n6men-os; [^) ferent-is=^ferent-os, {^patr-
is-^'^patr-os, {6)hov-is-='^hov-os, (j) su-is =z su-os ; {^)fruct'U-S'=.

\fructn-os=fruciov-os (comp. y\vKeF-os), like suus from sovos, or

fructus from fructu-is (comp. senatu-is). Sometimes after the

analogy of themes in a: senaii, sumpti, quasU ; (9) ovi-s, prob-

ably =''^oy«-*=o?;e?*, ^ove-is, ^ovi-is ; by the shortening of -is the

consonantal are mixed up with the themes in i. (10) Masc.
neut. equei, equl ; jugei, jugl, probably '^ equeis=.equois the more
ancient form. (As we have already observed, the loss of the

final s is of rather frequent occurrence in the Latin language.)

This ^equeis, ^eqiiois, in its primitive shape might be ^akvay-as.

Femimne, familids, terrd-s, vid-s, deivds=xoopa--s, Goth.. gi66-s

;

or, Dianaes, Octaviaes, dimidiaes, suaes ; -aes = -ais = prim.

-dyas, as masc. -ois for ayas, in both genders an extension of the

termination -as having taken place. To this -ais will also lead

forms like/ameHai, vitai, Homai, and the common -a= -ae which
replaced the more ancient -ai. The themes in ya masc. and neut.

in the more ancient form contract -i'i into -«, asfiU, consili.

Gothic. Suffix -s for the primitive -as ; the themes in i and
u lengthen their final vowel and take -as ; the masc. and neut.

themes in a shorten much their termination : (i) man-s {='^man-
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a*), (3) hanin-8, neut. namins = ^kanin-ia, ^namin-is, primitive

ndman-as. {^fijandis (like 10), (5) iwMr-5 (=prim. bhrdtar-as),

dauhtr-s. (8) smiau-s, handau-s, faihau-s ; this -am-* points to

a more ancient ^sunav-is, prim, sunax-as^ from which Goth.

^stinav-s, sunau-s. (9) gastis (masc. like 10), fern, mahtai-s^ the

-a/-* pointing" to a more ancient mahtay-is
,
prim, mahtay-as. (10)

mdji-s, dagi-s, like Old Saxon daga-s from a primitive -asf/a, with

the loss of the final ^a y fem. gibd-s.

Genitive Plueal.

The genitive plural ends in -dm and -sdm, the latter suffix

being almost exclusively used in the pronominal declension. It

appears that -din has its origin in -sdm, as the nom, plur. -as

in ^sas. Perhaps this -sdt7i is a fuller or leng-thened form of

the original genitive suffix which seems to have lost the sign of

the plural. This sign being supplied and the lengthened form
reduced, we shall get -^sams as the primitive form. With this

we may compare the dat. dual -hhydm from -bhydms, by the side

of the dat. plur. -bhyas from -bhyam-s. In the same manner as

we find the form bhy-am by the side of the case-suffix -hhi, so we
have together with the suffix -«, -as^ the form -s-am. With
this -sa7n must originally have been joined the plural sign -s,

hence -sam-s, as we have already stated.

Sanskrit. The suffix -dm is joined to the shortest form of

mutable themes ; vocalic themes increase themselves by adopting

n, before which they lengthen the vowel of the theme ; the

ar of themes in ar is weakened into /, and this r treated as a

vowel. Examples :— (i) vdch-dm, (2) manas-dm, (3) ndmn-dm^

(4) bharat-dm, (5) ddtf-n-dm, bhdtr-n-dm ; ved. nar-dm [nar-^

man), svasr-dm {svasar-, sister)
; (6) ndv-dm, (7) bhruv-dm, (8)

sunu-n-dm, (g) avi-n-dm, (10) asvd-n-dm, neut. yugd-n-dm.

Greek. The case-suffix is -(siv=-am. (i) Fott-mv, (2) /xer-cSy

= ^iJ.€V€(r-b)V ; (3) TiKTov-oiv, (4) (l)€p6vT-(i>i>, clboT-cov ', (5) boT7]p-<aVy

fxrjTep-cov
', (6) vdF-av, ^oF-Giv; (7) ov-SiV, (8) yivv-u)v, (9) Ion.

TToAi-coi', TioKe-uivrz-^ Ttokiy-ctiv. (10) kvK-oiV, fem. yjjipGiv^yjjipa-

{(T)-(3iv', -(Ta>y=prim. -sdm.

Latin. Suffix -om, -M»z= prim. -dm; with themes in a it is

-rom, -rum, from -«(?wz= prim. -sdm. Examples:

—

(i) vdc-nm=
^voc-om; gener-nm = genes-om ; (3) nomin-um, (4) pare7it-um,

sapient-um, or after the analogy of the themes in i, sapienti-um ;

(5) dator-um, patr-um ; (6) bo-um=.'^bov-um ; {^) fructM-iim, \ier-

haps from ^fructovSm; (9) ovi-um, (10) equum, equo-rnm ; fem.

equa-rum (comp. Gr. yjopa-(T(av, r=s).

T 2
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Gothic. The primitive suffix dm was in Gothic reduced to e.

The feminines of 3 and 10 change the primitive a of dm into d.

Examples : — (3) hanan-e auhsn-e (theme auhsan-, ox), neut.

hmrtan-e.,namn-e,iem. tuggon-o ; (^) fj'and-e (like 10); {^) brofkr-e,

dauhtr-e ; (8) sunic-e, fern, handiv-e (-ir-e'=prim. -av-dm)', (9)
gast-e, fem. anst-e (like 10). (10) Masc. vulfe^ xiQut. juke, prim.

tmlfdm,jugdm ; fern, gld-o.

Locative Singular.

With nominal themes i is the case termination, but in the

pronominal declension the locative takes the suffix in, probably

the weakened form of an which may be derived from the pro-

nominal demonstrative base mia- (to which belongs the prepo-

sition in, Lat. in, Gr. ev, Goth. ana). The locative is preserved

as an independent case in Sanskrit and several other Aryan
languages, but in the Teutonic as well as Latin, Greek and
Celtic tongues, it has become identical with the dative, to which
it originally bore a close relationship.

Sanskrit. The suffix i is in mutable themes joined to the

shortest thematic form. Vocalic feminines in t, 4, d, have -dm
as case-suffix, which is joined to a (10) by means of the spirant y.
The themes in u have lost the case-suffix and terminate in -au^

which stands for a more ancient -av-i ; themes in i follow this

analogy ; neuters in i and u extend the theme by n. Examples :

— (
1
) vdch-i, (2) manas-i, (3) ndman-i and ndmn-i ; (4) bkarat-i,

(5) ddtar-i, mdtar-i ; (6) ndv-i, (7) bhruv-i and bkruv-dm; (8)

sundu, Jiandu, ved. sunav-i, hanv-i, neut. inadlm-n-i ; (9) avdu,

fem. avy-am ; (lo) masc. asve=. ^aha-i, neut. Juge, fem. aiva-

y-dm.
Greek. The locative has the functions of the dative; the

masc. and neut. themes in a (10) have both cases, locative and
dative, the former however is not used as a regular case of the
noun, but as an adverb. Examples :—(

1
) on-i, (2) \ikv^i =.'' \iivta-i

;

(3) riKTov-i, (4) (pepovT-i, eiboT-u; (5) Sorrjp-i, \xr]Tp-i; (6) vrjF-C,

(7) av-C, (8) ykvK€'L= ^y\vK€F-i.; (9) 77oAei= '''7roAe2/-i; (lo) olko-i,

Tio'i, ot, fem. )(a//a-t (humi, theme xafxa-).

Latin. Locatives proper are the following forms of the themes
in a: humi, domi, belli, CorintJii ; i=ei=oi (comp. otKot) ; fem.

Romae=-^Romai (comp. yatiai)', [ruri, or rure, is a common abla-

tive, no locative.) As to the rest the locative has the functions

of the dative.

Gothic. The locative has the functions of the dative ; only

the themes in a have the form of the dative proper ; the case-
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suffix i is dropped throughout; themes in u and i (feminine)

lengthen the final vowel. Examples :—(i) mann{-i), (3) hanin-{~i),

{4) Jijand{-i) (5) brol/ir-{i), dauhtr{-i) ; (8) S7mau=:^sunav{i-), fern.

handau = "^Jmndavi^-i). (9) fern, mahtai = mahtaj{-i) ; masc. gasta

(dative like 10). (10) Masc. and neut. form a dative; the fem.

gibai may be taken as the dative or the locative.

Dative Singular. (See Locative.)

Sanskrit. The dative suffix is -e for -a^, of which the former

may be the weakened form ; ai is perhaps the lengthened form
of the locative i. Examples:—(1) vdch-e, (2) manas-e, (4) bha-

rat-e, ddtr-e, mdtr-e, (6) ndv-Sy (7) bhruvS, (8) sunav-e, (9) jpatay-e^

(10) asvaya, d-y-a-='^d-y-ai.

Greek. The true dative with the themes in a (10), as txrircp

= 17777(01, prim. akvai-=akva-ai ; XMpa., Tifxij, a, r]=di=d-ai.

Latin. As in Greek the true dative with the themes in a only

(10), as equd=equdi; thus populoi, romanoi, quoi; fem. equae=:

eqtidi.

Gothic. The same as with Greek and Latin. Themes in a

(10): vulfa=i^vulfd=vulfdi ; ieva.. gibai =gibdi.

Locative Plural.

The suffix of this case is prim, -sva (comp. the pronominal
root sva, relative and reflective), Sansk. -su, Gr. CTtri= (rfi (used

for the dative). In the Teutonic languages this case is lost.

1st Instrumental Singular.

The instrumental singular is rendered by two distinct suffixes,

where it has been conjectured that originally there must have

been two distinct instrumentals. The case-suffix of the first in-

strumental is a (a demonstrative base frequently occurring in the

formation of themes or stems) ; it is exclusively used in Sanskrit,

while in Greek and Gothic we find it in adverbial forms only, or

by the side of the second instrumental suffix in certain nominal

themes.

Examples

:

—
Sanskrit. (1) vdcA-d, (2) manas-d, (^) ndmn-d, (4) bkarat-d,

(5) bArdtr-d, ddtr-d ; (6) ndv-d, (7) bkniv-d^ (8) sumi-n-d, (9)

pati-n-dj (10) asvend, yugena.
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Greek. Probably the adverbs in ?; and a, as ttAvti], Dor.

uavT-a, rd^-a, &fx-a, perhaps t-v-a.

Gothic (see l)elow).

Old High German in feminine themes in a, as ' mit ercnd

ewd' certa lege ; zwifaldd lera, duplici doctrina.

2nd Instrumental Singulae.

Case-suffix bhi, of doubtful origin, but frequently occurring in

the formation of cases ; with the plural sign s {-bhi-s) it forins

the plural instrumental ; it is used moreover to discharge the

functions of the dative and ablative [tu-bhi-am, tibi ; ma-bhi-am,

mihi) ; in the dative and abl. plur. it appears again in the

form -bhi-am-s. This suffix -bhi forms the instrumental singular

in the Teutonic and other languages, by the side of the suffix -d

(see 1st Instr.) used with feminine themes in a.

Greek very scarce : Hom. suffix ^i-=bhi; it is not limited to

the instrumental, but may express locative and ablative relations

as well. Examples :—Hom. ^^t ^ij;0i ; KpaTepfj(f)t ^iqcpi ; (rrfidta-

^iv, 'lAio'-c/)ty, hi^i6-(\)iv, &c.

Gothic has this case but in few examples ; in Old High Ger-
man, on the contraiy, we meet it as a regularly occurring for-

mation, where, with themes in a, it ends in -u, -u (later o) This
-u, -u, is derived from -am, -ami, or rather -dmi, e. g. wolfuy

wortu, plintu ; wolfii from ^wolfam, wolfd-mi. With pronouns
this case is commonly found after the analogy of themes in ya,

as hwiii, theme hwa- (interrog.) from hwyd-mi ; ieminines in a
use the first instrumental sing. (See ist Instr. above.)

The Gothic language has this case only in the (after preposi-

tions, and as particle before the comparative) of the demonstra-

tive tha- ; hve (as du hxe, wherefore, why) of the pronominal
theme hva- ; sve (how) of the pronoun sva-^.

Instrumental Plural.

This case is wanting in the Teutonic languages.

* Old Saxon and Anglo-Saxon also have an instrumental in the declension of
nouus and adjectives, the former using, like Old High German, the termination u,

the latter the termination e, like Gothic. Old ilforse possesses no instrumental,
and the only instance where it occurs in Old Frisian is the form thiu of the demon-
strative pronoun. (Comp. the Declension of Pronouns, p. 199 sqq.)
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Dative and Ablative Plubal.

The suffix bhi with -am forms the dative singular of the per-

sonal pronouns. This dat. sing, suffix -hhyam.^ to which was
added the plural sign .?, yields the suffix -bhyam-s for the forma-
tion of the dative and ablative plural. These cases occur in all

Aiyan languages except the Greek, which uses the locative

instead of the dative, and the genitive instead of the ablative.

Sanskrit. Suffix hhya-s for bhyam-s, which is added to the

theme in the same manner as the instrumental suffix -bJiis. Ex-
amples:—(i) vag-bhyas, (2) mans-bhyas, (3) ndma-hhyas, (4) bha-

rad-bhyas, (5) bhrdtr-bhyas, (6) ndu-bhyas, (7) bkru-bliyas, (8) sunu-

bkyas, (9) pati-bhyas, ( 1 o) ahe-bhyas, neut. juge-bhyas.

Iiatin. Suffix -bos, -bus, for a more ancient ^-bios, ^-bius (comp.
minus for minius) ; a diflPerent development in the pronouns vo-

bi-s=.vo-b€i-s (as ti-bi for ti-bei); themes in a reject the b; con-

sonantal themes follow those in i. Examples :—(i) voci-bus, (3)
nomini-bus, (5) mdtri-bus, (cS) acn-bus ; but themes in u also

usually follow those in i, bsfructi-bus : (9) ovi-bus, (jo) ambo-bus,

duo-bus, exceptional forms which strictly follow the rule. Forms
such B.S parvi-bus, amici-bus, dii-btis, prove how in compounds the

final of the theme was weakened into i. The usual dat. and
abl. suffix -is seems to pre-suppose an ancient -bios, or -Jios for

the prim, bhyams, Sansk. bhyas, as for instance, '' equo-fios, whence
equo-hios, whence equo-ios, whence equo-is, whence eque-is, whence
equis. Feminine themes in a have frequently preserved the

primitive form, as equd-bus, ded-bus, filid-bus ; the usual ts which
has rejected the b must be derived from ais, as mensis from
^mensais, ^mensa-bios.

Gothic. Of the primitive suffix bhyam-s nothing remain-'d

but the simple -rn, while in Old Norse, where we find thri-mr

(tribus) by the side of thri-m, the primitive s also is represented

of a form ^thri-mas or ^ thri-mus r=i tri-bhyams [r ior s). Themes
in n take occasionally, as themes in a always do, am instead of

-m. Examples :—(3) hana-m, neut. hairta-m, fem. tuggo-m., from
^hanan-m, &c. ; but abn-am, theme aban-, man

; (4) fjandam
(like 1 o), (5) brothru-m (like 8) ; (8) sunu-m, (9) mahti-m, gasti-m.

(10) masc. vulfa-m, nevit. Juka-m, fem. gibo-m.

Vocative.

The vocative, as we have said before, is no case, not even a

word, but the noun in the form of an . interjection, devoid there-
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fore of a case-sufRx. Only the sing'ular has a vocative, whilst

dual and plural supply it by the nominative, a fact which often

occurs in the singular too.

Sanskrit. The accent always on the first syllable; conso-

nantal themes appear in the simple thematic form ; masc. and
fem. of themes in i and u lengthen the final vowel ; feminine

themes in ^ (lo) weaken the a into e\ themes ending in a diph-

thong or a long vowel do not form a vocative, but supply it by
the nominative. Examples :—(i) vak, (2) manas, (3) ndman,

(4) bharan for ^bharant ; (5) mdtar, (6) ndus, (7) bhrus, (8) sundy

(9) pale, ave ; ( i o) asva, neut, yuga.

Greek. Consonantal themes commonly use the nominative
for the vocative. Examples :

—

(1) -nai for ^ixaih
; (3) hax\iov (but

rjyeixMV, nom.)
; (4) y4pov (but (pepatv part, nom.)

; (5) aStTep,

pfJTop, TTOLTep. (6) vav, (7) crvs, (8) y\vKV, (9) ttoVi, ttoAi
;

(lo)

tTTire, neut. (vyov ; fem. x^P^> yX&cTcra.

Latin. A vocative with masc. themes under No. 10 only, as

eque (=i7r7re), prim, akva ; themes va. ya, as fili iox jilie.

Gothic. The vocal themes only form a vocative (3= nom.

;

^ giband, like 10 ; 5= nom.); (8) sunau, han(lau,hMt also sunu.

(9) gast for gasti, fem. anst ; (10) vulf=.^vulfa, fem. giba ; themes
m. ya : hari, hairdi=.^ harja, '^hirdja.

THE OLD TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

STRONG DECLENSION.

All the ancient Teutonic dialects preserve in the declensions

the distinction of themes in a, i, and u; and these thematio
vowels giving the declension a peculiar colouring, we may well

arrange all nouns under three declensions : viz. the declension in

a, that in i, and that in u- The declension of themes ending
in a consonant we shall treat under a separate head hereafter 1.

Though we find the themes in a, i, U, in all the different

Teutonic dialects, we must not omit to notice that it is in Gothic
only where they appear altogether distinct ; though even here

the thematic vowels are frequently dropped or weakened and the
case-terminations much mutilated.

The thematic vowel of the declension in a is in Gothic dis-

tinctly preserved only in the dative singular and the dative

* Comp. pp. 169, 170, and pp. 268, 269.
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and accusative plural, while we find it in a lengthened form in

the nominative and vocative plural. The feminines of this

declension lengthen the thematic vowel a into 6, except in the

nom. aecus. and voc. sing, where the a remains. The neuter

nom. and accus. sing, drop the thematic vowel as well as the

case-sign.

While the declension in a comprises all three genders, the

declension in i has only substantives of the masculine and femi-

nine. The feminine, always showing an inclination to full and
lengthy forms, which, as already mentioned, changed in the first

declension the thematic vowel a into 6, follows its natural pro-

pensities in the second declension also and takes ' gradation,' or

what Sanskrit grammarians call ' guna,' by introducing an a
before the thematic vowel i\

The declension in u shelters its thematic vowel most persist-

ently, so that we find the u preserved before the case-sign s of

the nom. masc. and fem. as well as in the nom. neut., where the

other two declensions have dropped their thematic vowels.

In the other Teutonic dialects also the three delensions in a,

i, and 11, can be traced; but it is the first only which is in a
flourishing condition, uncorrupted by the influence of the other

declensions and comprising the three genders. The declension

in u is in most dialects in a dilapidated condition or encroached

upon by the other declensions. In Old Norse however the

declensions are in their fullest vigour, in some respects more so

than in Gothic, while Old High German, though it has pre-

served some ancient case-signs which are lost in Gothic, has
suffered great losses with the dilapidation of its declension in u,
the plural of which has transgressed into the declension in i.

In the same manner the Low Gei-man dialects, Anglo-Saxon,
Old Frisian, and Old Saxon appear greatly mutilated, though
in some respects they too show more ancient forms than we find

in the Gothic dialect.

As to the case-terminations in the diflTerent Teutonic dialects

we must let them pass a short review in order to compare them
with the primitive case-signs which we have eliminated above.

Nominative Singular.

The primitive case-sign -s, from the demonstrative root sa,

has been dropped in all the Teutonic dialects except the Gothic
and Old Norse, the latter however following its propensity to

* Comp. pp. 22-25.
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rhotacize, that is, to convert the sibilant * into r. But Gothic
and Old Norse too, like all the other Teutonic tongues, have lost

the thematic vowel in the nom. sing., so that for the O. H.
Germ., A. S., O. S., O. Fris.^*^ {i)isk or fisc), we find in Gothic
fsJc-s, in Old 'Norse fsk-r. An exception to this rule is found in

the u declension, which retains its thematic vowel in all the
dialects but Old Norse, and in Gothic yields the full termina-

tion us, as in nom. sing. Goth, sumi-s (son), O. H. Germ., A. S.,

O. S., O. Fris. sunu, O. N. so7i-r. The feminine nouns retain

the thematic vowel in the a and u declensions, as Goth, giba,

O. H. Germ., O. S. geba, A. S. gifu, {a darkened into u), O. Fris.

jeve ; but O.N. giof. Neuter nouns dispense with the thematic
vowel as well as the termination. Even in the cognate languages
the accusative is used to supply the nominative case ; compare
Goth, vaurd, O. H. Germ, wort, A. S., O. S., O. Fris. word^ O. N.
orS, Lat. verbum.

Nominative Plubal.

The primitive case-sign -as (for sas=sa-sa) is most completely

preserved in Anglo-Saxon and Old Saxon, where the theme
jisha- with the case termination -as yields the legitimate form
JisJcds, whilst in Gothic the combination of" a -f a results in

the long vowel o, and hence the nom. \A\xr.fskos. Old Frisian

and Old Norse rhotacize the case-sign -s and join the final -r

directly to the theme, so that their nom. plur. is fiskar. Old
High German pi*eserves the long a which is the product of the

combined a of the theme and a of the termination, but the final

s is dropped, hence nom. plur. viskd. In the feminine gender
the Gothic and Old Norse alone retain the case-sign s (O. N. r),

while the other dialects either use the simple thematic vowel
(A. S. gifa, O. Yr'is. jeva), or its lengthened form (O. S. gibd,

O. H. Germ, gibd or gibd) ; but Goth, gibos, O. N. glafar. The
neuter rejects the thematic vowels as well as the case-sign, ex-

cept in Gothic, where we find in the nom. plur. the termina-

tion a.

Accusative Singular.

The primitive case-sign -am after consonants, -rti after vowels,

from the demonstrative root am (comp. Sansk. ama-, hie) , is alto-

gether lost in the Teutonic strong declensions (themes in a, i, Tl),

but preserved in the weak declension (consonantal themes in n) ',

where it is converted into n (compare the accus. sing. Lat. -m,

' Weak Declension, see below.
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Gr. -v) ; wherefore the accus. sing, of the theme hanan- is in

O. H. Germ, and O. S. kanun, Goth, and A. S. hanan ; but the n
is dropped in O. Fris. hona, O. N. hana. Very remarkable in

Old High German is the preservation of the ancient ease-sign -n

in the masculine, chiefly of proper nouns in a, where even Gothic

has completely lost the case-sign ; e. g. O. H. Germ, got (deus),

ace. sing, gota-n.

Accusative Plukal.

The primitive -ams {=.am, the case-sign' of the accus. sing. + *,

the termination of the plural) appears in Gothic as -ans, -ns, n
being preferi*ed to m before the sibilant s ; hence fiskans (a)^ lal-

gins (i), sununs (u), in the strong, and hanans (n), in the weak
declension; so again the feminine anstlns (i), hatiduns (u), tug-

gous (n), but gibos for gibans (a). Next to Gothic the Anglo-
Saxon and Old Saxon dialects most faithfully render the ancient

case-sign, but suppress the consonant n in the same manner
as the Gothic feminine in a, which elision causes the preced-

ing vowel to be lengthened, hence A.S.Jiscds,O.S.Jiskds and
fiskos. Old High German drops the case-sign altogether and
lengthens the thematic vowel, hence accus. like nom. plur. viskd;

and Old Frisian rhotacizes the final s, hence the accus. like

the nom. plur. fiskar. Old Norse drops the case-sign altogether

and uses the simple thematic vowel as its accusative termination.

This example is followed by the other dialects in the fem. accus.

plur., as in the A. S. gifa, O. Fris.y^t"^, while Old High German
and Old Saxon lengthen the thematic vowel in g'eho, g'ehd.

Genitive Singular.

The primitive termination -as, -s, is found in all the Teutonic

dialects ; even Old Norse, which on other occasions so frequently

supplants the sibilant by the liquid /, preserves the original

case-sign of the genitive singular, at least in the declension in a,

while those in i and ti admit rhotacism. The thematic vowel
preceding the case-sign is variously modified. The Gothic has

gradation of the thematic n into au, and yields the thematic a
for i in the genitive fiski-s, where the Old Saxon dialect still

owns the more ancient form Jiska-s. But in the latter as well

as in the other dialects. High and Low German, the thematic a

is usually weakened into i or e, hence the genitive forms O. H.
Germ, viskes, A. S.Jisces, O. Yris. Jiskes ; while Old Norse, reject-

ing the thematic vowel altogether in the a declension, has f^ks.
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In the fern, the thematic vowel is in most dialects lengthened,

whether it be succeeded by the case-sign or not ; hence Gothic

gibos, O. H. Germ, gebo, O. S. gebd, but A. S. gife, O. Fris. jeve

(a) ; Goth, anstais (gradation of i into di), O. H. Germ, ensti,

but O. S. ensti (i). The genitive forms in Old Norse are peculiar,

where the masculine in a alone has tlie regular ancient case-

sign, while the masculines in i and u, and the feminines in

a and i adopt the liquid r, which is preceded throughout hj the

vowel a.

Genitive Plural.

The ancient case-sign -dm, the probable derivation of which
we have given above, is in Gothic reduced to the simple vowel e,

feminine 6 ; hence the genitives Jiske, gibo. The other Teutonic

dialects also have the lengthened 6 or d, or simply a as the geni-

tive termination, as O. H. Germ, inskj, O. S.JisM or fiskd, A. S.

jiscd, but O. Fris. and 0.1^. jiska. The same terminations are

used for the genitive phiral feminine in the declensions i and u,
but in the a declension the genitive feminine has in Old High
German and Old Saxon the extended termination 6-n-6, A. S.

and O. Fris. e-n-a, which seems to have been formed in analogy

to the weak declension, where it occurs as the regular termina-

tion. Though Gothic has the simple 6 in gibo for the O. H.
Germ, gebono, the introduction of the liquid n must be of very

ancient date, since it occurs in the Indian dialects too. (Comp.
the gen. plur. fem. in a, Sansk. dsva-n-am for dsvam, where the

Sanskrit termination a-n-am corresponds to the O, H. Germ.
6-n~6, A. S. e-n-a.)

Dative Singular.

A dative proper we have only in the masculine of the declen-

sion in a and of that in i, the latter having adopted the thematic

vowel of the former. Thus we find in Gothic the dative ^.s^a,

O. H. Germ, viska, O. S.fska, or weakened into fske, A. S.Ji'scej

O. Yris. Jiska, ox Jiski, ov fiske, O.'N.fskl (a). The same termi-

nations occur in the dative singular of the declension in i, e. g.

Goth, balga, O. H. Germ, palka, O. S. gasta. The case-sign e or

i is throughout the weakened form of a, wherefore the i cannot

cause Umlaut. But in all declensions and genders other than
those just mentioned the Teutonic languages are deprived of a

true dative, and consequently use the locative singular to per-

form its functions. The termination of this locative is i, the

origin of which we liave mentioned before. It is generally
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dropped, and the thematic vowel then has gradation, as in

mahta'i (i) for mahtaj{-i), hanclaw (u fem.) for handm-{-i);

sunau (u masc.) for snnav{-i) ; hanln for hanin{-i) (n). The
dative feminine gihai (a) may be considered a locative or a true

dative.

Dative Plural.

The primitive suffix hhjams has in the Teutonic languages

dwindled down to the simple -m^ e. g. Goth. fisJca-m (masc.)

,

gibo-m (fem.) (a) ; balgi-m, ansti-m (i) ; sunu-m, hanclu-m (u)

;

hana-m, tuggo-m (n). Gothic only preserves the thematic vowels

distinct in the terminations -am, -im, -um ; Old High German
puts um for am in the a declension, and all the other dialects

prefer in all declensions the darkened form u)n in the different

genders, though it must be mentioned that we meet also, chiefly

in Old Frisian, with weakened forms such as em and on. This

leads us to notice another change, namely, of m into n, which
already occurs in late Old High German, sometimes in Frisian

and almost regularly in Old Saxon, a change which moreover is

accompanied by a weakening of the thematic vowel from u into

; hence the termination of dat. plur. on. Deserving of special

notice is a form in Old Norse thri-m-r by the side of thrim

(tribus), tveim-m-r for tveim (duobus), in which, besides the m,

the s of the original case-sign is preserved, changed of course

into r according to the phonetic laws of the Old Norse dialect,

so that thri-mr stands for thri-ms= thri-mas = primitive tri-

bhjams.

Instrumental.

There were originally two distinct suffixes for the instrumental

singular, and therefore probably two distinct instrumentals with
diffi^rent functions, a distinction however which at an early

period was obliterated. The first instrumental was formed with
the demonstrative suffix a, rudiments of which we have in Old
High German in one or two examples of feminine nouns in a '

.

The second instrumental is formed with the suffix bhi, which is

also frequently used to form the dative. (Comp. the declension

of the Latin pronoun, e.g. ti-bi= tu-bki-am, &c.) In the north

European languages, both Slavonic and Germanic, the suffix bhi

appears in the form of mi, probably in the combination -am for

-ayni, out of which the termination ii ov u oi the instrumental in

Old High German and Old Saxon are explained, so that the

* Comp. p. 378.
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O. H. Germ, wolfu would come from ^wolfam and this from
wolfa-mi. The Gothic has this instrumental in but few ad-

verbial pronominal forms, such as the (comparative particle) from
the pronominal theme tha- ; live (as du hve, why), from the pro-

nominal base kva- ; sve (as) from sva-. If these instrumental

forms were the first instrumental with the suffix a, they would
appear as t/ia-a, hva-a, &e., and these as tM., hv6, rather than
the, hve. This instrumental e then originates like the Old High
German ^ or e^ in the primitive a-mi, Teutonic for a~bhi. What
we have said with regard to the instrumental / in Gothic holds

good for the / of the instrumental in Anglo-Saxon, where it is

used as the regular case-sign with all nouns that are capable of

forming the mentioned case.

The Plural Neuter with the Suffix ir.

Several Teutonic dialects apply the sufiix -ir (or its modified

form -er or -r, or even -ar) in the formation of the plur. neut. of

the declension in a. In Old High German we find this suffix

often used with those neuter nouns which have lost their ancient

termination -a. Thus, for example, kalp (calf) has the nom.
plur. kelb-ir (the i of the suffix ir causes the Umlaut of a into e),

and to this form are added the respective case-signs of the other

cases, as in the gen. plur. kelb-ir-6. The use of this sufiix is

more limited in Old Saxon, where we find but few forms, such

as the genitives plur. ei-er-o, hon-er-o of ei, &^^, hon, hen.

Anglo-Saxon too does not patronize this suffix very largely, and
in the few words where it does occur it is always followed by the

ancient case-sign -u of the nom. plur. as well, e. g. dg, egg, nom.
ag-r-u ; cealf, calf, nom. plur. cealf-r-u ; cild, child, nom. plur.

cild-r-u ; lamb, lamb, nom. plur. lamb-r-u. For the plural hry^-

er~u, armenta, there is no singular hry^, but hry^er, the suffix -er

having been adopted in the singular too. In Old Frisian the

suffix -«V, in the modification -ar, or -er, is used in the formation

of the plural of the following words : kind, child, plur. kind-er-a

or kind-er, or the ancient form kinda ; Math, cloth, dress, plur.

kldlh-er-a, or kldth-ar, or kldtha ; horn, horn, plur. horn-ar ; bon,

mandatum, plur. bonn-ar, bonna and bon. hrither (Germ, rind),

has, as in Anglo-Saxon, the sufiix in the singular also.

The Umlaut in the Old Teutonic Declensions.

The reader will do well first to refer to our remarks concern-

ing the formation of Umlaut in general, in our chapter on Old
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Teutonic vowels^ In no Teutonic language have the inflexional

forms so wide a range of influence upon the vowel of the stem
of the word as in the Old Norse, where both i and u, vowels

which veiy frequently occur in the terminations, may cause

Umlaut, while in the other Teutonic languages this prerogative

is restricted to the vowel i, and the Gothic dialect is deprived

of Umlaut altogether. The frequent occurrence of the Umlaut
in the declensions of the Old Norse imparts to this language a

degree of softness and richness of sound for which we might
hardly find a parallel in any other Teutonic tongue, ancient or

modern. In order to illustrate this remark we need only quote

the different cases of the declension of the theme : magu-, son

;

sing, mogr, magr, megi, mog ; plur. megir, maga, mognm, mogu.

The reader will be able to account for these different changes or

modifications of the vowel, if he will apply to this particular

instance the laws and rules which regulate the occurrence of the

Umlaut in general. We may therefore here restrict ourselves to

certain phenomena of Umlaut which are peculiar to particular

declensions and particular dialects.

Declension in a,-—In Old High German this declension shows
no Umlaut except in the neuter plural, where it may be effected

by the suffix -?V, as in kalp, plur. helhir. The Old Saxon,
Anglo-Saxon, and Old Frisian languages have no Umlaut in

the declension in a, because the case -signs lack the element
which begets the Umlaut. In Old Norse, on the contrary, it is

of frequent occurrence, as a reference to the paradigms will

teach. A few cases require special explanation. The feminine

nouns have in the nom. sing, dropped an u, the weakened form
of an original a, the effect of which u is still perceptible in the

Umlaut of the a of the stem into o. The same Umlaut occurs

in the dat. sing., where the u was dropped at a later period of
the language, but its effect, the Umlaut, remained. Examples

:

—theme giafd) gift, nom. sing, giqf (for giqfu), dat. gidf{;ii).

Neuter nouns originally had in the nom. and accus. plur. the
termination -u, which, though dropped, left the Umlaut of a
into behind, e. g. fat, vessel, plur. fot for fotu.

Declension in i.—All the Teutonic dialects (Gothic of course

excepted) show Umlaut in this declension.

Old High German. Umlaut of a into e, caused by the i of

the termination, takes place in the plural throughout, as well

as in the gen. and dat. sing, of the feminine (unless the fem. is

* See pp. 26-28.
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reduced to the simple stem of the word). Examples :

—

pale,

hide, yAwx. pelki ; anst, gen. enstt, plur. ensti. In the gen. plur.

the J (from the thematic i) is often dropped, but the Umlaut
remains, as pelko, ensto, ^or pelkjo, enstjd.

Old Saxon. The Umlaut of a into e may occur in the plural,

and in the feminine in the g-en. and dat. sing, as well, but it is

not of general occurrence. Examples :

—

gast^ guest, plur. gestt

(or gasti) ; anst, favour, plur. ensti (or ansti).

Anglo-Saxon. The termination i of the dat. sing, and of the

nom. and accus. plur., which in the course of time was dropped,

caused Umlaut, which remained, e. g. masc. nom. sing.yoi^, dat.

fet iovfeti, fromJvii; nom. accus. plur.y/^, fem. nom. sing, mus,

dat. mys, nom. accus. plur. mys, &c.

Old Frisian. The masculine gender has two words where
Umlaut remained after the terminational i had been dropped,

namely /ot, nom. accus. plur Jet ; t6th, nom. accus. plur. teth
;

but there is no Umlaut either in the dat. sing of the masculine

or in any case of the feminine gender.

Old Norse. Some of the masculine nouns of this declension

adopt ay before the vowels a and u of the terminations, which y,

whether retained or dropped, causes Umlaut of the preceding

syllable, as in helgr, belgjar, where the_/ appears in certain cases,

and gestr, gestae', where it is dropped throughout and yet its

Umlaut remains. In the feminine nouns gas, mils, lus and hrun,

the terminations ir and i, dropped later on, caused the Umlaut
in ges, m;^s, lys, bryn.

Declension in u.—This declension shows no Umlaut in any
dialect except in Old Norse, where, just in this- declension, the

Umlaut is most richly developed. (See the paradigms in U-)
It requires but few explanations. The nom. mogr of the theme
magu- (son) owes its Umlaut to an earlier mogur for magur, Goth.
magus. The dat. sing. fem. tonn of the theme tannu- (tooth),

owes its Umlaut to the ancient case-sign u, which was dropped
at a later period.

Note.—The weak declension has Umlaut in no dialect except

Old Norse, where the terminational u converts the a of the

stem into '6.
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PARADIGMS.

VOCAL THEMES (STRONG DECLENSIONS).

Themes in a.

Gothic.

Themes :

—

-fisJca-, gibo-, vaurda-.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing.

Nona, fisk-s (fish)

Gen. fiski-8

Dat. fisJca

Accus. fisk

Voc. fisk

Plur.

fisko-s

fijsk-e

fiska-m

fiska-ns

fisk6-s

Sing.

giba (gift)

gibo-s

gibai

giba

giba

Plur.

gibo-s

gib-6

gibo-m
gibo-s

gibo-s

Sing.

vaurd (word)

vaiirdi-s

vaurda
vaurd
vawrd

Plur.

vaurda
vaurd-e

vaurda-m
vaurda
vaurda

Old High. German.

Themes :

—

viska-, gebS- (for kejoo-), worta-.

Masculine.

Sing. Plur. Sing.

Nom. visk (fish) viska got (god)

Gen. viske-s visk-6

Dat. viska visku-m
Accus. visk viska gota-n

Instr. visk-u

Feminine.

Sing.

geba (gift)

gebo, geba

g'ebd, g'ebu

geba

Plur.

gebo, geba
gebd-n-6

g'ebo-m

Neuter.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. wort (word) wort kalp (calf) kelb-ir

Gen. worte-s wort-o kalbe-s kelb-ir-6

Dat. worta wortu-m kalba kelb-im-m,

Accus. wort wort kalp kelb-ir

Instr. wort-u .. kalb-u ..
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Old Saxon.

Themes •.—jisca-, gehd-^ worda-.

Masculine.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Accus.

Instr.

Sing,

fisc (fish)

fisca-s, fisce-a

fisca, jiace

fisc

fise-u

Plur.

fisco-s, fisca-8

fisc-6, fisc-a

fiscu-n, Jisco-n

fisc6-», jisca-8

Feminine.

Sing.

g'eha (gift)

geha, gehd

gehu,, g'ebo

g'eba

Plur.

g'eba

gebo-n-o

gebu-m, geb<HH

g'eba

Neuter.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. word word hoc (back) bacu
Gen. worda-s, worde-s word-6 bacas, bace-8 bac-6

Dat. worda, words wordu-n baca, bace bacvr^
Ace. word word bac hacu
Instr. word-u bac-u ..

Anglo-Saxon.

Themes :

—

-fisca-^ daga-^ ^jA-> worda-,fatU'.

Masculine,

Sing.

Nom. fiac (fish)

Gen. fisce-s

Dat. fisce

Accus. fisk

Instr. Jisk-i

Feminine.

Sing. Plur.

gifv- (gift)

gife

gife

gife

gifa

gife-n-a

gifu-m
gifa

Neuter.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. word word fat (vat) fatu
Gen. worde-s word-a fates fat-a
Dat. worde wordvr-m fate fatu-m
Accus. word word fat fatu
Instr. word-i .. fat-i

r
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Old Frisian.

Themes :

—

-Jiska-, jeva-, toorda-, skipa-.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing.

Nom. fisk (fish)

Gen. fiski-s, fiske-a

Dat. fiska, -i, -e

Accus. fink

Plur.

fiska-r, fiska

fisk-

a

fisku-m, -on, -em

fiska-r, fiska

Sing.

jeve (gift)

jeve

jeve

jeve

Plur.

jeva

jeve-n-a

jevu-m, -on

jeva

Neuter.

Sing.

Nom. word (word)

Gen. wordis, -ea

Dat. worda, -e

Accus. word

Plur.

word{a)
word-a
wordiL-m, -on

worda

Sing.

skip (ship)

skipi-s, -es

skipa, -e

skip

Plur.

skipu, -0

skip-a

skipu-m, -on,

skipu, -o

Old Norse.

Themes :

—

-fisha-, arma-, giafa-, or^a-,fata-.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing.

Nom. fisk-r (fish)

Gen. fisk-8

Dat. fiski

Accus. fisk

Plur.

fiska-^

fisk-a

fieku-m, -om
fiska

Sing.

arm-r (arm)

arm-8
armi
arm

Plur.

arma-r
arm-a
ormu-m
arma,

Sing.

giof (gift)

giafa-r

gi<if(u)

gisf

Plur.

giafa-r

giaf-a

gi'6fu-m, om
giafoHT

Neuter.

Nom
Gen.
Dat.

Accv

Sing.

. or^ (word)

or^i-a

orSi

13. Of^

Plur.

otS-a
or'Su-m

orfS

f
f<

f
f

Sing.

at (vat)

it-a

ati

It

fi

Plur,

n
it-a

itw-m, -om
it

u %
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Notes to the Declension in a.

Q-othic.

I. The following" words belong to the declension in a.

Masc, di]>s, oath (Germ, eid) ; asts, branch (Germ, ast) ; bagms,

tree (Germ, baum, cf. beam) ; dags, day (Germ, tag) ; hunds, dog
(Germ, bund, cf. hound) ; hldiOs, bread, cf. loaf; Idubs, leaf

(Germ, laub) ; stains, stone (Germ.- stein) ; razr, man, cf. Lat.

vii' ; vigs, way (Germ, weg) ; vulfs, wolf; "^iubs, thief; sdivs, sea

(Germ, see)^; sndivs, snow (Germ, schnee) ; fugls, bird (Germ,
vogel, cf. fowl) ; sitls, seat (Germ, sessel) ; svibls, snlpliur (Germ,
schwefel)

;
\iudans, king ; hinmis, heaven (Germ himmel) ; akrs,

field (Germ, acker, cf. acre); figgrs, finger; tagrs, tear (Germ,
zahre).

Fem. air\a, earth ; boka, book ; fa\a, path (Germ, pfad)

;

gairda, girdle (Germ, gui-te)
;

gila, gift (Germ, gabe) ; hairda,

herd (Germ heerde) ; hveila, hour, cf. while (Germ. weile= time);

rasta, rest (Germ, rast) ; saurga, care (Germ, sorge) ; stdiga, path
(Germ, steig) ; ramba, womb

;
pi?/,da, people, gens ; ne\>ia, needle,

nadel ; sairala, soul (Germ, seele) ; stibna, voice (Germ, stimme);
gditsa, goat (Germ, geif) ; ahva, water; diiipi^a, depth; sunja,

truth.

Neut barn, cliild : baurd, plank (Germ, bord) ; bl6\, blood

(Gem. blut); daur, door (Germ, thiir) ; hus, house (Germ, haus);

jer, year (Germ, jahr)
;
jah, yoke (Germ, joch) ; kauni, corn;

lamb, lamb (Germ, lamm) ; land, land (Germ, land) ; leik, body
(cf. Germ, leiche, Engl, like) ; mel (time, cf. Germ, mal) ; mes,

month ; salt, salt (Germ, salz) ; skip, ship ; vaurd, word ; tagl,

hair (cf. Engl, tail. Germ, zagel); digiji, property (cf. Germ,
eigen, Engl, own) ; maur^^r, murder (Germ, moid) ; silubr, silver

(Germ, silber) ; eisarn, iron (Germ, eisen) ; hatis, hatred, hate
(Germ, haf) ; hdiibi^, head (cf. Germ, haupt) ; kniii, knee (Germ,
kuie) ; triu, tree.

3. Words of the masculine gender which have no plural may
belong to the declension in a or i, because both are in the
singular alike ; and those of which the nominative singular is

lost may belong to the masculine or neuter gender.

3. Themes ending in sa reject the s of the nominative singular

after the s of the stem, in order to avoid the harsh succession

of two identical sibilants, hence hals, neck (Germ, hals), instead

of hals-s from the theme halsa-. The ji^enitive is of course
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halzi-s, &c. Themes ending in ra also 6u]i]n-ess the casc-sig-n s

if the r is preceded by a vowel, hence vuir, vir, nom. sing-, of

the theme rairn ; but if a consonant precedes the r, the regular

formation takes place, as akr-s, &c.

4. Words of the feminine gender which occur in the dat. sing,

only might belong to the declension in a or i j those of which
we know the nom. plur. only might be masculine or feminine.

5. Neuter nouns which show the gen. sing, only may be con-

sidered masculine or neuter.

Old High German.

1. The following words belong to the Declension in ft.

Masc. r/?*oj9, thief (Germ, dieb) ; ^orw, thorn (Grerm. dorn) ; eid,

oath (Germ, eid) ; hals, neck (Germ, hals); hleij), bread ; hiiud, dog
(Germ, hund); kof, court-yard (Germ, liof") ; keisf, spirit (Germ,
geist, cf. goast) ; mnot, animus (Germ, muth, cf. mood); wvvd,
mouth (Germ, mund) ; md, envy (Germ, ueid) ; poum, tree (Germ,
baum, cf. beam) ; scaz, treasure (Germ, e-chatz) ; sfap, staff (Germ,

stab); stein, stone (Germ, stein); visk,f^^h; vokal, h\xA {(juvra.

vogel) ; aram, SLrtn; fadnm, thread (Germ, faden) ; rekan, rain

(Germ, regen) ; achar, field (Germ, acker); vlnkar, finger; mdnod,

month (Germ, monat).

Fem. aha, water; ea, ewa, law; erda., earth (Germ, erde)

;

huUa, mora (Germ, weile) ; kepa, gift (Germ, gabe); lera, doc-

trine (Germ, lehre); sela, soul (Germ, seele) ; stimna, voice

(Germ, stimme) ; stunia, hour (Germ, stunde) ; strata, street

(Germ, strafe) ; wampa, womb.
Neut. chlnl, child (Germ, kind) ; chorn, corn ; chrut, herb

(Germ, kraut) ; dine, thing (Germ, ding) ; hros, horse (Germ.

ross) ;
jar, year (Germ, jahr) ; joh, joke (Germ, joch) ; lamp, lamb

(Germ, lamm) ; loup, leaf (Germ, laub)
;
parn, child

;
pein, bone

(Germ. I'ein) ; seif, ship (Germ, schiff) ; scaf, sheep (Germ, schaf)

;

ham, iron (Germ, eisen) ; silapar, silver (Germ, silber) ; wa^ar,

water (Germ, wa^er) ; houpit, head (Germ, haupt).

2. In Old High German also the singular of nouns masculine

is the same in the declensions in a and i, and it therefore is

sometimes difficult to say to which declension they belong,

especially since such words often form their plural in a different

manner, either in a or i, in different documents.
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Old Saxon.

I . The following words belong to the declension in a.

Masc. bom^ tree (Germ, baum) ; dag, day (Germ, tag) ; del, deal

(Germ, theil) ; drom, dream (Germ, traum)
; Jisk, fish ; hund,

dog; kuss, kiss; muth, mouth; slap, sleep (Germ, schlaf) ; sten,

stone (Germ, stein); thioh, W\\^i\str6m, stream; thorn, thorn;
weg, way (Germ, weg) ; wer, \\x, man ; engil, angel ; fugl, bird

;

Jiim.il, heaven ; erl, earl ; Jietan, heaven
; Jingar, finger ; cuning,

king (Germ, konig) ; berag, mountain (Germ, berg); 5^0, sea;

sneo, snow.
Fem. aha, water ; ertha, earth

;
geba, gift ; helpa, help ; hmla^

time, while (Germ, weile) ; lera, doctrine ; seola, soul ; sorga,

care (Germ, sorge) ; strata, street ; stemna, voice (Germ, stimme)

;

wahta, watch (Germ, wacht) ; minnea, love (Germ, minne).

Neut. bac, back ; blad, leaf (Germ, blatt) ; barn, child
;
/at,

vessel, vat (Germ, fa^)
; fur, fire

; Jolc, folk, people; gold, gold;
hm, house

; Jar, year ; kind, proles ; corn, corn ; crud, herb
(Germ, kraut) ; lioht, light ; segal, sail (Germ, segel) ; tecan,

token; silubar, silver; watar, water; wedar, weather (Germ,
wetter) ; hobid, head (Germ, haupt) ; kneo, knee ; treo, tree.

3. The two different forms of the nom. and accus. plur. neut.

deserve special notice ; they are not applied, one or the other, at

random, but as it would appear in accordance with the following

rules :—All words consisting of a short syllable have preserved

the ancient termination u, as bac, bacn; blad, bladu ; grab,grabu;
tal, talu ; while words with a long syllable reject the termina-

tion; whence barn, crud, thing, wib, word, remain unchanged in

the nominative and accusative plural.

Anglo-Saxon.

I. The following words belong to the declension in a-

Masc. beorg, mountain (Germ, berg) ; ceol, keel ; copp, cup
craft, craft; dag, day (Germ, tag); dal, deal; dom, doom; card.

soil ; f'eld, field ; fsc, fish ; gdst, guest ; gdst, ghost ; heap, heap
hring, ring; mor, marsh; miVS, mouth; rap, rope; secg, vir

stdf, staff; stdn, stone ; stream, stream ; tear, tear ; wag, wave
weg, way; weard, warden, guard; wind, wind; wulf, wolf; wyrm
worm ; ndgel, nail ; heofon, heaven ; hrafn, raven ; segn, sign

finger, finger; \unor, thunder; cyning, king; mona^, month
hldford, lord.

Fem. duru, door
; gifu, gift ; lufu, love ; sceaynu, shame ; scolu,
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school ; -waru, complexus incolarum ; land-waruy province ; hurh-

waru, civitas ; ceaster-waru, arx.

Neut. dff, egg ; 6dc, back ; idn, bone j beam, cbild ; cealf,

calf; cild, child; fat, vessel (cf. vat, Germ, fa^)
;

geat, gate;
glds, glass; grds, grass; kors, horse; lamb, lamb; leaf, leaf;

leoht, light ; sweord, sword ; weorc, work ; wtf, woman (cf. wife)

;

word, word ; iifel, evil ; cicen^ chicken ; mceden, maiden ; tdcen,

token; wdsten, waste, desert.

a. In Anglo-Saxon we have, as in Old Saxon, two forms for

the nom. and accus. plur. neut., the termination w being pre-

served in words consisting of a short syllable, and rejected after

long syllables and in words consisting of more than one syllable.

Old Frisian.

1 . The following words belong to the declension in a.

Masc. bdm, tree (Germ, baum), 3«^r, villager (Germ, bauer);

del, deal ; erm, arm ; eth, oath ; Jisk, fish ; hap, heap ; kldth, coat,

cloth; stef, staff; tusk, tooth, tusk; wei, way; d'egan, man, vir;

finger, finger ; monath, month (Germ, monat).

Fem. ierde, earth (Germ, erde); nose, nose; sele, soul (Germ,
seele) ; sine, sinew, nerve ; spreke, speech (Germ, sprache) ; did,

deed ; ned, need ; tld, time, tide ; wrald, world.

Neut. ben, bone; bern, child; her, hair; hus, house; kind,

child ; Idf, leaf ; muth, mouth ; haved, head ; rike, kingdom
(Germ, reich).

2. In documents of a later period the plural of the masculine

takes in the nominative, and especially in the accusative, a or d,

instead of ar, and in the dative on for um.

3. The feminine nouns of this declension are not easily dis-

tinguished from those of the declension in i, because the nom.
sing, and the gen. plur. only have distinctive terminations.

4. The plural of the neuter has the two forms of the nomi-
native as in the Saxon dialects, one preserving the case-sign u,

the other rejecting it and forming the nom. plur. like the nom.
sing.

Old Norse.

I. The following words belong to the declension in a.

Masc. armr, arm ; brunnr, fountain, well (Germ, brunnen)

;

dagr, day (Germ, tag); ddmr, doom; draumr, dream (Germ.
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traum)
;
jiskr, fish ; haukr, hawk ; heimr, world ; hestr, horse

;

hringr, ring ; 7n6^r, mind, mood ; stockr, wood ; vindr, wind

;

steinn^, stone
;

yraell, slave ; ver, vir, man ; mur^ wall (Germ,

mauer) ; hctls, neck (Germ, hals); is, ice; engill, angel; fi^gl^

bird (Germ, vogel) ; iarl, earl
;

\iodan., king ; himm, heaven

;

hrqfn, raven; hamar, hammer; akur, field (Germ, acker); sigur,

victory (Germ, sieg) ; konungr, rex.

Fem. giof, gift; gior^, girdle; grqf, grave (Germ, grab); /wll,

hall ; iof^, earth ; mon, mane ; nos, nose ; ros, rest ; sin, sinew
;

seil, rope (Germ, seil); skomm, shame; vomb, womb; Jid^ur,

feather.

Nedt. bak, back, tergum ; barn, child ; bla^, leaf (Germ.

blatt)
;
/at, vessel, vat (Germ, faf ) ;

glas, glass
;

gras, grass

;

hross, horse (Germ, ross) ; lamb, lamb ; mdl, time ; rum, room,

space ; orS, word ; sax, knife ; skip, ship ; tal, speech, tale ; hagl,

hail (Germ, hagel) ; tagl, tail (Germ, zagel) ; vtn, wine ;
\ak,

roof (Germ, dach); nafn, name; vatn, water; sumur, summer;
fo^r, fodder ; silfr, silver.

2. The case-sign -i of the dative sing. mase. is sometimes
dropped in monosyllabic words with a long radical vowel, as in

hrtng, ts, &c. ; on the whole this termination seems to be inor-

ganic, because it never causes Umlaut (except in degi, dative of

dagr, day, which however seems to pass into the declension in u,
as do many other words which sometimes form the whole plural

after the latter declension).

3. Some words adopt forms from the declension in i, others

form their plural both in a and i, as vegr, way, plur. vegar and
vegir.

4. Most words of the feminine in a incline to the declension

in i, after which they in later times regularly form their plural,

as giof, gift, plur. giafar, later on giafir. These words also form
their dative singular sometimes in -u, as gibfu for giof; the latter

seems to be the more recent form.

5. The case-sign -i of the dative sing, neuter, like that of the
masculine, does not cause Umlaut.

' The case-sign -r of the nominative singular is assimilated to the preceding
consonant, hence, steinn, ])raell, for stein-r, &c. ; in hnis, iarl, himin, &c., it is

dropped altogether.
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Themes in ja (ya).

Gothic.

Themes : — harja-, army (Germ, heer) ; hairdja-, herdsman
(Germ, hirte) ; sunjo-, truth

;
\hij6, servant ; kunja-, genus,

kin ; andbaJitja, ministerium (Germ. amt).

Masculine.

Sing.

Nom. harjis (army)

Gen. harjis

Dat. harja
Aecus, hari

Voc. hari

Plttk.

Nom, harjos

Uhairdeis (herds-

l man)
hairdeis

hairdja
hairdi

hairdi

hairdjos

&c.

Feminine.

sunja
1

(truth) J

sunjos

sunjai

sunja

sunja

sunjos

&c.

]>iuj6s

]>iujai

]>iuja

pivi

Neuter.

kuni

kunjis

kunja
kuni
kuni

andbahti

andbahteis

andbahtja
andbahti
andbahti

^ujos
1

1 kunja
j
andbahtja

&c. &c. &c.

Old High Grerman.

Masculine. Feminine.

Nom.
Gen-
Dat.
Aecu 3.

Inrtr.

Sing.

hirti (herdsman)
hirte-s

hirta

hirti

hirt-u

Plur.

hirt-a

hiHo
hirtu-m
hirta

Sing.

sippjn, sippa (peace)

sippjd, sippo

sippjo, sippd{-u)

sippja, sippa

Plur.

sippjo, sipp6{-a)

sippj6-n-6, sippond
sippjo-m, sippom
sippjo, sipp&

Neuter.

Nom.
(len.

Dat.

Accus.
Instr.

Sing.

kunni
kunnje-s, kunnes
kunnje, kunne
kunni
kunnju, kunnu

Plur.

kunni
kunnj-o, kunnd
hunnju-m, kunuum
kunni
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Old Saxon.

Masculine.

Sing.

Nona, hirdi

Gen. hirdjes, -eaa

Dat. hirdje, -ea

Accus. hirdi

lustr. hirdju

Plur.

hirdjds

hirdjo, -ed

hirdjun

hirdjds

Neuter.

Sing.

cunni (kin)

cunnjes, -eas

cunnje, -ea

cunni
cunnju

Plur.

cunni
cunnjd, -e6

cunnjun
cunni

Anglo-Saxon.

Masculine. Neuter.

Sing. Plur. Sing. PlUP.

Nom. hirde hirdda rice (regnum) ricu

Gen. hirdes hirda rices rica

Dat. hirde hirdum rice ricum
Accus. hirde hirdda rice ricu

Instr. rid ..

Old D'orse.

Themes: — herja-, army; Mr^Ja-, herdsman; e^ffja-

festja-y fetter, chain; kynja-, kin; riJcja-, regnum.
edge

;

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing.

Nom. her-r

Gen. her-a

Dat. her{-i)

Accus. her

Plur.

herja-r

herj-a

herju-m
herja

Sing.

hii^i r

hirfSi-s

hiriSi

hir&i

Plur.

hir^a-r

hir^-a

hir^u-m
hirfSa

Sing.

egg

,
eggja-r

,
egg{-ju)

i
egg

Plur.

eggja-r

eggj-a

eggju-m
eggja-r

Sing.

festi

festa-r

festi

festi

Plur.

festa-r

feat-a

festu-m

festorr

Neuter.

Sing. Plur.

Nom. Ityn

Gen. kyn-s

Dat. kyni

Accus. kyn

kyn
Tcynj-a

kynju-^m

kyn

Sing.

riki

riki-s

riki

riki

Plur.

riki

rikj-a{-a)

rikju-m{-um)
riki
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Notes to the Declension in ja.

Gothic.

1 . The following words belong to the declension in ja.

Masc. harjis, army (Germ, heer) ; ni\jis, relative, cognatus

;

andasta^jis, adversary ; andeis, end ; hairdeis, herdsman (Germ,
hirte) ; hditeis, wheat ; leikeis, physician ; sipdneis, disciple ;

bokareis, scribe; Idisareis, teacher, doctor.

Fem. "^ivi, ancilla ; mavi, virgin ; 'pusundi, thousand ; lauA~

mdni, lightning; aquizi, ax, hatchet; vundusni, wound (Germ,
wunde) ; frijondi, friend, amica.

Neut. arhi^ inheritance (Germ, das erbe) ; hadi, bed ; hasiy

berry (Germ, beere); havi, hay (Germ, heu); hdilif health

(Germ, heil); lcuni,Y\Vi\ nati, net; andanahti, evening, :='hefore

night;' reiki, kingdom (Germ, reich); gavaurki, gain; anda-
vaurpi, answer ; hauhisti, height.

3. They which is introduced before the thematic vowel belongs

of course to the theme, not to the case-sign. It has the eifect

in nouns masculine to preserve the thematic vowel in the nom.
sing., though in a weakened form as i, hence nom. sing, harjis

of the theme harja. Where a syllable with a vowel which is

long by nature or position, or several syllables, precede, the com-
bination ji appears as ei in the nom. as well as gen. sing., hence
hairdeis for hairdjis.

3. Feminine nouns in ja which contain a long syllable, or

more than one syllable, before the thematic vowel, drop the a in

the nom. and voc. sing, and vocalize the / into i, which again
causes the preceding u to take the consonantal form in v, hence
the nom. sing, of the theme \iuj6 (ancilla) is "bivi. The themes
with a short syllable are declined regularly after the declension

in a.

4, The neuter nouns which regularly drop the thematic vowel
in the nom. and aceus. sing, must of necessity vocalize the/ into

i ; but in the gen. sing, they follow the rule laid down for nouns
masc, that is, after short syllables they have jis, after long
syllables eis.

Old High German.

I. The following words belong to the declension in ja.

Masc. heri, army (Germ, heer) ; enti, end (Germ, ende) ; hirti,

herdsman (Germ, hirte) ; hrucki, back (Germ, riicken) ; hueip^
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wheat (Germ, waizen) ; Idhhi, physician ; risi, giant (Germ.
riese) ; wini, friend ; and all words with the ending* -are, -ere

(-ari), Goth. -areu.

Fem. alii, old age (Germ, alter) ; cIiuncK (Germ, kunde, no-

titia) ; /^m, glory ; /^t'//* (Germ, heil^ salus) ; huldt, iiwonv {Germ.
hiild) ; mihhili, magnitude (Germ, grofe) ; ndhi, proximity (Germ,
nahe) ; tivft, depth (Germ, tiefe) ; scont, beauty (Germ, schoue)

;

touft, baptism (Germ, taufe).

Neut. arjii, inheritance (Germ, erbe) ; ampaJiti, office (Germ,
amt) ; chruci, cross; cJiunni, kin; hirui, brain (Germ, hirn) ;

antlutti, face (Germ, antlitz) ; chwini, corn ; enti, end ; heri, army
(Germ, heer) ; ne^^i, net (Germ, netz) ; oil, oil

;
peri, berry

;

petti, bed (Germ, bett) ; rihhi, empire (Germ, reich) ; antwurti^

answer ; steinili, calculus ; vingiri, annulus ; heiminki, home
(Germ, heimat, patria) ; arzmti, messenger ; eindti, solitude

(Germ, einode) ; kiwdti, dress, vestitus.

2. The masculine and neuter in ja vocalize the^ in the nom.
and accus. sing, into i, if it occurs at the end of a word, as hirli

from the theme hirfja, chunni theme cJmnnja ; in the other cases

they is usually dropped. More frequently the thematic^ is pre-

served in the feminine, though weakened into e.

Old Saxon.

1. The following words belong to the declension in ja-

Masc. /lirdi, custos (Germ, hirte) ; meti, meat ; ivini, friend

;

sleffi, homicidia ; ?)mki, sword ; words ending in dri, eri.

Fem. heyidi, bandage (Germ, binde); eldi, age ; Aeri\ army
;

Imldt, favour ; meri, sea (Germ, meer) ; menniski, humanitas.

Neut. arhedi, labour (Germ, arbeit) ; arundi, messenger ; bi-

lidi, picture (Germ bild) ; etuU, end ; kiinni, kin ; curni, corn

;

urlagi, war ; riki, empire (Germ, reich)
;
giwddi, dress

; giwirki,

work ; bed, bed ; inwid (dolus) for beddi, inwiddi, gen. beddjer,

inwiddjes.

2. The J of the themes in Ja is preserved, except in the nom.
and accus. sing. masc. and neut., and in the nom. and accus.

plur. neut , because these cases have no case-signs, and conse-

quently the J is vocalized into i, as kirdi, cunni. But if in the

case-terminations the original a is preserved, then thej?" is com-
monly weakened into e, as accus. sing, hirdea for hirdja (compare

the dative hirdje) : the same weakening process also occurs before

the case-vowel 6.

' More frequently of the masculine and neuter gender.
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Anglo-Saxon.

1. The following words may be considered belonging to the

declension in ja.

Masc. here, hordeum ; hryne, conflagration ; ele, oil ; ende,

end; here, army (Germ, heer) ; hijge, friend; hwafe, wheat;
lace, physician ; Uge, flame ; mece, sword ; mere, lake ; mete,

meat; sige, victory; words ending in -ere, as Jiscere, fisher;

hnnfere, hunter.

Fem. brcedo, breadth ; Jk^Io, health ; hyldo, favour ; menigo,

multitude
;
yldo, old age.

Neut. inne. house, cf. inn
; yrfe^ inheritance ; rice, empire

(Germ, reich)
;
gemare, boundary

;
getimhre, building

;
gelcete,

exitus (Germ, geleite).

2. Masculine nouns in ja weaken the j into e, in the nom.
and accus. sing., and freqnontly drop it in all other cases.

Sometimes the j is preserved before the case-terminations in the

weakened form e. The neuter nouns which have retained the j
in the nom. and accus. sing, in the weakened form e take in the

nom. and accus. plur. the termination u. Such however are few,

because most of them have entirely lost the characteristic semi-

vowel of the thematic y«.

Old Frisian.

Of the the themes in ja no trace is left except the termina-

tion -e in the nom. sing, of masc. and neuter nouns, e. g. hodere

(hat-bearer), gen koderes ; htskthe (family), neut., gen. hiskfhes.

Words derived from Latin frequently drop this -e, the weakened
form of j ; e. g. abOii for abUte, abbot ; alter for altdre, altar

;

prester ^ov prestere. priest. But i (for / vocalized) in ^i^j (bite),

gen. bites; h'lri (army), gen. hires.

Old Norse.

I. The following words belong to the declension in ja.

Masc. hirdir, herdsman (Germ, hirte) ; eiwir, juniper; endir,

end
;
fylkir, dux ; hellir, antrum (Germ, hohle) ; laekner^ V^Y~

sician ; maekir, sword ; stillir, king ; styrir, emperor ; vt^ir,

willow (Germ, weide) ; oegir, sea.

Fem. byrSi, burden (Germ, biirde); elji, viver
;
/esti, chain;

lygi, lie ; meri, water ; myri, pool ; aeji, aevum ; elli, old age
;

mildi, lenity (Germ, milde).

Neut. egg, egg ; kyti, kin ; ne/, nose ; net, net ; b^li, dwelling

;
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engi, meadow ; epli, apple
; fylihy province ; klae^i, dress (Germ.

kleid) ; merki, mark, sign.

2. Words with a short syllable preserve the/ of ^a then only

when it is followed by the thematic vowel or by a case-sign;

words with a long syllable, on the contrary, drop the j before a
terminational vowel, but they preserve it in the vocalized form i

before the case-sign r of the nominative, and s of the genitive

singular, and in all those cases which have lost the termination

altogether, i. e. dat. and accus. sing., nom. sing., and nom. and
accus. plur. of the neuter.

Themes in va.

Gothic.

Themes '.— "^iva-, servant, famulus; kniva-, knee; sdiva-, sea.

Singular.

Nom. ]iiu-8 sdiv-s Tcniu

Gen. ]>ivi-8 saivi-s Jcnivi-8

Dat. piva sdiva kniva

Accus. \nu satv hniu
Voc. ])iu satv hniu

Old High German.

Themes :

—

sneiva-, snow ; kniwa-, knee.

Singular.

Nom. sneo (snow) %;niu, Jcn'eo

Gen. snewe-s kniwe-s, knewe-s

Dat. snewa hniwe, knewe
Accus. sneo kniu, kneo
Instr. snew-u kniw-u, knetiMi

Old Saxon.

Themes :

—

snewa-, snow ; (rewa-, tree.

Singular.

Nom. sneu, sneo tr'eu, trio

Gen. snewa-8 trewa-8

Dat. snewa tr'ewa

Accus. sneo, sneu tr'eu, tr'eo

Instr. snew-u tr'ew-u
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Old Norse.

Themes :

—

hiarva, sword ; doggva-, dew ; Jidrva-, life.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. hior

Gen. Mors
Dat. hiorvi

Accus. hior

hidrva-r

hidrv-a

hi6r{v)vHnh

hiorva

dogg
doggva-r

dogg{vu)

dogg

doggva-r

doggv-a
doggvu-m
doggva-r

fior

fiors

fiorvi

fior

fior

fiorv-a

fiorvu-m

fiiir

Notes to the Declension in va.

Gothic

Themes in va, preceded by a short syllable, vocalize the v when
it is followed by the case-sign s of the nom. sing*., and when it

occurs at the end of the word ; hence of the theme ^^iva (famulus)

the nom. sing, is j^iw*, the accus. and voc. \iu ; of the neut.

theme kniva (knee) the nom. and accus. kniu. But when v is

preceded by a long vowel it remains unaltered, e. g. theme sdiva,

sea, nom. sdivs, accus. sdiv.

Old High Gterman.

Themes in va {wd) are confined to the masculine and neuter.

The nom. and accus. sing, always vocalize the w, while the

obhque cases of the singular and all cases of the plural preserve

it ; e. g. sneo, snow, gen. snewes ; kniu, knee, gen. kniwes.

Old Saxon.

The V before the thematic vowel is vocalized into u or o when
it occurs at the end of a word ; hence the masc. themes sewa,

sea ; ewa, law ; snewa, snow, have in the nom. and accus. sing»

seu or zeo, eu or So, sneu or sneo ; the neuter themes trewa, tree

;

hrewa, corpse, in the nom. and accus. sing, and plur. treu, tr'eo

;

hreu, hreo. But occasionally the w is dropped altogether, e. g.

se, sea, dat. sing, see; or the vocalized w causes the thematic

vowel or case-sign to be dropped, e. g. eo, law, dat. sing, eo by
the side of ewa. The feminine theme thiwo (ancilla) drops the
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thematic vowel altogether and vocalizes the w, hence nom. and
accus. sing. tkiu. The nom. tJiiwi which occurs in but one

instance may be explained from a theme thiujo.

Anglo-Saxon.

The feminine nouns see (sea), ed (river), are indeclinable in

the singular ; occasionally we find the genitive sees, ed-s (Goth.

sdivi-s, a/ivd-s)', nom. plur. sa-s, ed-s; dat. plur. sce-m, ed-m.

Old Frisian.

The masculine and neuter themes drop the w altogether,

e.g. se, sea, dat. and accus. se; km, kne, dat. hnt, kne, accus.

kni, kniu.

Old Norse.

In all genders v is preserved when followed by a terminational

vowel ; where it has disappeared the Umlaut which it has

caused still remains.

Encroaching forms of the declension in i we have in the

masc. lit-r, colour ; log-r, sea, lake ; kiolr, ship ; si^r, mos,
which in the dat. sing, drop the i, and in the accus. plur. adopt

i for %. Forms of the declension in a we find in hior, sword.

The dat. sing, of the feminine hd)id is hendi. The forms of the

neutery^ (pecns) are altogether irregular.

Themes in i.

Gothic.

Themes :

—

halgi- (Germ, balg), anstai-, favour.

Masculine. FeMJNI2SE.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

Voc.

Sing.

balg-s

balgi-s

halga
balg

balg

Plur.

balgei-s

balg-e

halgi-m,

balgi-ns

balgei-s

Sing.

anst-s

anstai-s

anstai

anst

anstQ)

Plur.

anstei-s

anst-e

ansti-m

ansti-ns

anstei-s
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Old High Gtorman.

Themes :

—

-^alki-, pellis ; ansti-, favour.

Masculine.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

Instr.

Sing.

pale

palke-s

palk-a
pale

paik-u

Plur.

pdM
pelJcj-d {-'do)

pelki-m

pelkt

Feminine.

Sing.

anst

ensti, a/nst

ensti, anst

anst

Plur.

enstj-o (eo)

ensti-m

ensti

Old Saxon.

Themes :

—

gasti-, guest ; ansti-, favour.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing.

Nom gast

Gen. gasta-s, -es

Dat. gast-a, -e

Accus. gast

Instr. gast-u

Plur.

gasti, gesti

gastj-o, geste-o

gastju-n, gestjvrn

gasti, gesti

Sing.

amt
ansti, ensti

a/nsti, ensti

anst

Plur.

ansti, ensti

anstj-6, enste-6

amstju-n, enstju-n

ansti, ensti

Anglo-Saxon.

Themes:

—

buri-, son, barn; /dti-, foot; dadi, deed; mmi-^iaouse.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. byre byre fst fSt deed dceda mus m'ds

Gen. ^hyre-s byr-a fote-s fot-d dcede dced-a muse miJis-a

Dat. ^byre byru-m fet fotu-m dcede ocedu-m m^s musfw-m

Accus byre byre fot fet dced{e) dceda mus mps
Instr. fbyr-e fot-e .. • •

Old Frisian.

Themes :

—

liodi-, song (Germ, lied)
;
/dti-, foot ; nedi-, need.

Masculine.

Sing.

Nom. wanting.

Gen.

Dat.

Accus.

Plur.

liode

liod-a

f liode-m \

\ -Mm, -on]

liode

Sing.

fdt

fote-s

fot-{e)

ftt

Plur.

fet

fdt-a

fote-m, -on

fet .

Feminine.

Sing.

ned
nede

nede

nede

Plur.

neda
ned-a

j nedi-m {-em, -um,

I -on)

nida
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Old Norse.

Themes:

—

Iragi-, carmen; belgji-, foUis; dsti-, amor; musi-,

mouse.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing.

Nom. brag^
Gen. braga-^

Dat, brag
Accus. brag

Plur.

bragi-r

brag-a

brogu-m
bragi

Sing,

belg-r

belgja-T

belg

belg

Plur.

bdgi-r

belgj-a

bdgju-m
belgi

Sing.

a»t

asta-^'

ast{ii)

ast

Plur.

asti-r

ast-a

dstu-m
asti

Sing.

mus
musa-r
mus{u)

mus

Plur.

mpa
mus-a
musu-m
mPs

Examples and Remarks to Themes iri L

Gothic.

1. The following words belong to the declension in i.

Masc. divs, aevum ; arTns, arm ; haws, genitus ; gadrauhts,

soldier ; y^]?*, dux
;
gards, house; gasts, stranger, guest (Germ,

gast) ; Idujfs, homo ; mats, meat ; saggvs, song ; stads, place (cf.

stead) ; vegs, wave (Germ. woge).

Fem. aids, age; ansts, favour; deds, deed; m^Ms, might;
quens, queins, woman, wife ; va/iMs, thing (cf. Engl, wight, Germ,
wicht) ; vaurts, root, wort ; gahaur^s, birth (Germ, geburt)

;

gamdinps, ^KKXrjoCa, congregation (Germ, gemeinde).

2. Words which in their simple stem end in 5 or / reject, like

those of the first declension, the case-sign of the nom. sing.

;

hence of the theme ba4ri the nom. is ha4r ; of garunsai (fem.)

the nom. is garuns. The theme vaurtsai preserves its s in the

singular and drops it in the plural, e. g. gen. sing, vaurtsais,

nom. plur. vaurteis.

3. The theme navi (mortuus) vocalizes the v before the case-

sign -8 of the nom. sing, nau-s, and in its terminational position

in the accus. and voc. sing. nau.

4. Feminine nouns derived from verbs, and formed with the

derivative suffix -ein, substitute in the plural the theme -eino for

the theme -eitiai : e. g. the theme laiseinai, doctrine, from the

verb laisjan, to teach, has the sing. nom. laiseins, gen. laiseinais,

&c. ;
plur. nom. laiseinos, gen, laiseino, dat. -eindm, accus. -einds.

But the dative and accusative occasionally occur also in -einim,

-einins. In a similar manner the theme kaimai, vicus (cf. home),

in the plural adopts forms in a, as haim^s, Tiaimo, &c.
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Old High German.

1

.

The following words belong to the declension in i.

Masc. Sing, am, plur. errd, eagle (Germ, aar) ; ast, esti, ramus

;

chds, chdsi, cheese; halm, hehni, reed^ stalk (Germ, halm) ; heit,

heiti, person ; cast^ kesti, guest ; lid, lidi, limb (Germ, glied)

;

pale, pelki, skin ; scilt, scilti, shield ; sun, suni, son j tisTc, tiski,

table (Germ, tisch) ; vuo^, vuo^i, foot (Germ, fup) ; zand, zendi,

tooth j zakar, zahari, tear (Germ, zahre) ; vuTis, vuhn, fox ; Ittft,

Ivfti, air (Germ, luft) ; scaft, scefti, shaft, spear ; sunft, suiyftl,

pool (Germ, sumpf).

Fem. ankunst, anxiety (Germ, angst); anst, favour; arapeit,

labour (Germ, arbeit) ; arm, harvest (Germ, ernte) ; chrqft,

strength (Germ, kraffc, cf. Engl, craft); chuo, cimoi, cow; diu,

diwt, serva ; eih, oak (Germ, eiche) ; hant, hand ; hut, skin

(Germ, haut) ; kans, goose (Germ, gans) ; kei^, goat (Germ, geif)

;

kift, gift ; last, burden (Germ, last) ; hist, desire (Germ, lust)

;

makad, maid ; nakt, night (Germ, nacht) ; not, need ; prust, breast

;

prut, bride (Germ, braut).

2. Before the termination 6 of the genitive plural the j which
stands for the thematic vowel i is often weakened into e, or

dropped altogether, as pelkj-o, or pelke-o, or pelk-6 ; enstj-6,

enste-6, or enst-6.

3. The feminine nouns, and partly the masculine too, of the

Gothic declension in u have in Old High German adopted the

declension in i, such as hant, vtcoz, sun, &c. A trace of an
ancient Old High German declension in u is left in the dat.

plur. kantu-m, and in its weakened form Jianto-n,

Old Saxon.

I. The following words belong to the declension in i.

Masc. liudi, homines (Germ, leute)
; fot, foot ; segg, vir ; scild,

shield; gast^ guest; plur. trahni, gender? lacrymse (Germ,
thrane).

Fem. bank, benki,he,nQh; buok, hook; 3wr^, arx (Germ, burg,

cf. borough) ; brud, bride, wife ; dad, deed
; fard, journey (Germ,

farth) ; hand, hand ; atist, favour ; idis, woman ; maht, might

;

nod, need
;
jugu^, youth ; craft, power ; list, knowledge ; magad,

maid ; werold, world ; wiht, thing ; wurt, root, wort.

a. In the dative plural the termination -jan of the first declen-

sion (a) has found its way into the second declension (i) as well,

X 2
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and expelled the legitimate termination -in, the only trace of

which is left in the dat. plur. trahnin, by the side of trahnjun,

trahnun^ thence trahni, tear (Germ, thrane).

3. Some feminine nouns have a genitive in -es by the side

of -i, as theme weroldi-, world, nom. werold, gen. weroldes and
weroldi ; theme custi-, choice, nom. cusi, gen. custes and custi.

This -es may be considered the weakened form of the ancient -is,

which in Gothic we find lengthened into -dis, as anstdis, gen.

of ansts.

4. The feminine nouns of the declension in u have adopted

the declension in i : a trace of the former we find, as in Old
High German, in the dat. plur handun, handon, manibus, by the

side of nom. accus. handz, henM.

Anglo-Saxon.

1

.

The following words belong to the declension in i.

Masc. In the singular the word hyre (son) only ; in the plural

leSde, homines; the national appellatives JDene, Danes; Engle,

Angles ; and compounds of -vare, incolse, as burh-vare, cives

;

cant-vare^ cantium habitantes, inhabitants of Kent : but even
these may have the plur. in -as (a) by the side of -e (i), as lyrds

and hyre^ vards and vare ;^-f6t, fet, foot, feet; toh, te^, tooth,

teeth, turf, tyrf, turf.

Fem. dr, honour (Germ, ehre); hen, wound; hen, prayer;

hend, band ; hlis, joy ; hreost, breast ; hr§d, bride ; dad, deed

;

dun, hill (cf. downs) ; ecg, edge ; heal, hall ; hen, hen ; Idr, doc-

trine (Germ, lehre) ; mag, maid ; mearc, mark ; med, meed ; miht,

might ; niht, night ; rod, cross, rood ; sprac, speech (Germ,
sprache) ; strat, street ; syn, sin ; ttd, time (cf. tide) ; womb,
womb; woruld, world; wund, wound; wyn, joy; yS, wave;
hyrSen, burden, burthen ; ellen, strength ; gyden, goddess ; st'efen,

voice ; ceaster, arx, castra ; ides, woman ; meoloc, milk ; dugu'S,

virtue (Germ, tugend)
; yrm^, poverty (Germ, armuth) ;

—

hoc, bee,

book ; hroc, brec, bracca
;
gos, ges, goose, geese ; cu, c^, cow, kine

;

Ms, l^s, louse, lice ; mils, m^s, mouse, mice ; burh, byrig, arx,

borough.

2. As we see under No. i, the masculine nouns in i very fre-

quently pass into the declension in a.

3. Fot, t6^, &c., have in Anglo-Saxon, as in other dialects,

migrated from the third declension (u) into the second (i).
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4. On the whole the declension in i is in Anglo-Saxon much
mutilated, and appears in mere fragments, either as the termi-

nation e, the weakened form of the ancient thematic i, or in the

Umlaut which was caused by an ancient terminational i, and
which continued to exist after the final vowel had been dropped.

But in both instances the forms in a have much encroached

upon those in i, especially in the plural.

Old Frisian.

1. In Old Frisian, as in Anglo-Saxon, we find but few rem-
nants of the declension in i. These remnants may either be the

thematic i weakened into e, or the Umlaut, which continued to

exist after its cause, the final i, had been removed. To the

former class belong but two substantives, liode (homines), and
rumere (romipeta) ; to the second, fot (foot) and toth (tooth),

which, as in the other dialects, originally belonged to the third

declension (u), Goth, fotu-s, tun^u-s. The forms of the first

declension (a) have here again much encroached upon those of

the second (i) ; but still Old Frisian is so far superior to Anglo-
Saxon, as in the dative plural of the feminine we find occasionally

the original vowel i instead of the ususper a or its weakened
form u.

2. The -e of the oblique cases is gradually admitted into the

nominative too, so that there exists no longer a distinction be-

tween the nom. sing, dede (for ded) and the dat. sing. dede.

3. The feminine nouns bok (book), M (cow), have not, as in

Anglo-Saxon, the Umlaut.

Old Norse.

I. The following words belong to the declension in i.

Masc. (i) Words interpolating y in the genitive singular, and
genitive and dative plural :

—

becAr, scamnum ; bel^r, foUis ; b^lr,

turbo ; drengr, vir ; drychr, drink ; her, army ; hryggr^ back
(Germ, riicken) ; Jiyr, fire ; laekr, rivus ; leggr, crus ; reykr, reek,

smoke ; seggr, vir ; seckr, sack ; verhr, grief; boer, town ; be^r, bed.

(a) Words which do not interpolate the/:—3o/r, trunk; bragr,

poem, song ; bur, son ; dalr, dale ; gestr, guest ;
gramr, hero

;

hamr, skin; hagr, condition; hlutr, thing; hugr, mind; hvalr,

whale; ^ySr, nation; mar, horse; matr, meat; refr, fox; rettr,

right; salr, hall (Germ, saal) ; da^r, place, stead; #^/*, stafi*;

vegr^ way ; v'lnr, friend.
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Fem. dst, favour, love ; braut, way ; dd^, deed, ill-deed ; dros,

maid ; fer^^ journey (Germ, farth)
;
grund, ground ; hidlp, help

;

i^, business ; krds, meat ; lei^, way ; nau^, need ; sol, sun ; ti^,

time (cf. tide) ; sul, pillar (Germ, saule) ; und, wound ; unn,

wave j vd^y dress ; au^n, desertum ; eign, property ; hofn^ haven

;

di/g^, virtue (Germ, tugend) ; aett, genus ; ambott, ancilla ; vaett,

weight ; gds, goose ; mus, mouse ; Im, louse ; brun, brow.

2. We have just enumerated certain masculine nouns which
interpolate the semi-vowel j throughout all cases. Though this

letter does not come to appearance except in the genitive sin-

gular, and the genitive and dative plural, its presence at a more
ancient stage of the language is certified by the Umlaut which
runs throughout all cases in the mentioned words. On the

other hand it is curious to observe that the masculine nouns
enumerated under No. (2), and which do not interpolate the semi-

vowel j, never have an Umlaut caused by the final i, not even in

the nominative and accusative plural, where i is the thematic

vowel. In the same manner most feminine nouns reject the

Umlaut, except gds, mus, Ms, brun, which have the plural ges,

m§s, l^s, br^n, and the plur. neut. dyr, valvae, gen. dura^ &c.

—

an Umlaut which was effected by the plural terminations nom.
ir, accus. i, and which continued to exist after these termina-

tions had been dropped.

3. There are a few words which have the Umlaut though
they reject the interpolation of j, as gestr, guest ; brestr, defect

;

h/^r, nation, &c., where the Umlaut is of course considered

inorganic.

4. The nominatives bur, mar, byr, &c., stand for burr, marr, &c.

5. The feminine nouns bru^r^ bride ; hildr, war ; and the

proper nouns Bo^vildr, Borgvildr, retain the case-sign -r of the

nominative singular, and have commonly the termination i in

the dative and accusative singular.
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Themes in u

Gothic.

Themes : — sunu-, son ; handau-, hand ; faihu-, cattle (Germ,
vieh ; comp. Engl. fee).

Masculine. Feminine, Neuter.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

Voc.

Sing.

sunu-s

sunau-s
sunau
sunu
sunau

Plur.

sunjus
suniv-e

sunu-m
swnu-ns

sunjus

Sing,

handu-8
handau-8
handau
handu
handau

Plur.

handju-s

handiv-e

handu-m
handurns
handju-s

Sing.

faihu
faihaus
faihau
faihu
faihau

Plur.

wanting.

Old High German.

Themes :

—

sunu , son ; fihu-, cattle.

Masculine. Neuter.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Accus.

Instr.

Sing.

sunu (-0)

sune-s

sunju (-m)

swnu (-0)

sunj-u (-m)

Plur.

svmi

sunj-6

ewni-m (-urn)

sunt {-u)

Sing.

fihu (-0)

fihes

^fihju

fihu (-0)

^fihj-u

Plur.

fihju (-M, -0)

fihj-6 (-6)

^fihi-^n,

fihju (-U, -0)

Old Saxon.

Themes :

—

sunu-, son
; fehu-. pecus.

Masculine. Neuter.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. swnu (-0)

Gen. sunu (-0), sunje-s

sunt, sunjoa

^8unj-6, -ed

fehu (-0)

feha-s {-es)

wanting.

Dat. sunu (-0), sunje

Accus. sunu (-0)

Instr. ^sunj-u

sunju-n (-wn)

tuni, smijda

feha, -e

fehu (-0)

fehu (-0)
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Anglo-Saxon.

Theme :

—

sunu-, son.

Masculine.

Sing. Plur.

Nom. sunu suna
Gen. swn-a sim-a

Dat. sun-a suwu-nt

Accus. sunu suna
Instr. +«uw-e ?

Old Frisian.

Themes :

—

sunu-, son
;
^ku-, pecus.

Masculine. Neuter.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Aeons.

Sing.

sunu (-0)

suna
sun-a
sunu

Plur.

suna-r (-a)

sun-a

swnu-m
suna-r (-a)

Sing.

Jla

fia-s

fia

fia

Plur.

wanting.

Old Norse.

Themes :

—

sonu-, son ; magu-, son ; tannu-, tooth ; Jihu-, pecus.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. son-r

Gen. sona^
Dat. syni

Accus. son

synir^

8on-a

sonu-m
sonu

mog-r
maga-r
meg-i

mog

megi-r

mag-a
mogvi-m
mogu

tonn
tanna-r

tomrv-u

tonn

tenvy^

tarm-a

tonnu-m
tenn-r

fia-r

wanting.

Notes to the Declension in u.

Gothic

I. The following words belong to the declension in u.

Masc. airus, messenger ; ddu\us, death
; Jlodus, river (Germ,

flu^, cf. flood)
; fotus, foot ; hmrus, sword ; li'\^us, limb (Germ,

glied) ; lustus, lust ; magus, boy ; saMus, sac ; s&adus, shade
;

stuhjus, dust (Germ, staub) ; sunus, son ; tigus, decas ; tun]>us,
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tooth ; vintrus, winter ; vut)pus^ g^ory ; '^aurnus, thorn ; asilus, ass

;

diahauhis, diabolus ; praufetus, propheta ; apaudaulus, apostolus.

Fem. handus, hand ; asilus, she-ass ; vaddjus, vale ; kinnus,

maxilla ; vritus, herd, flock.

Neut. faihu^ peeunia (cf. Germ, vieh and Engl. fee).

2. This declension has more fully than any other preserved

the ancient case-signs, as well as the thematic vowel which pre-

cedes them, and which in several cases is strengthened by the

gradation (guna) of u into du.

3. It occurs in later documents that the ancient use of the

gradation is abandoned and the simple thematic vowel adopted,

as gen. sing, sunus, dat. and voc. sunu, for the organic forms

sundus and sundu.

4. A few substantives have the derivative / before the the-

matic vowel, but the case-signs remain unaltered ; hence stubjus,

gen. stubjdns ; vaddjus, gen. vaddjdus.

Old High German.

1. The following words belong to the declension in U-

Masc. haru, linum ; huTcu, mind ; siku., victory (Germ, sieg)

;

situ, mos (Germ, sitte) ; sunu, son; vridu^ peace (Germ, friede);

perhaps also maku, boy ; eru, messenger ; hem, sword ; apostolu,

apostle; rndgu, magus, sapiens.

Neut. mku, pecus (Germ, vieh) ; vntu, wood.

2. The declension in u is, in Old High German, as already

observed, nearly extinct, few words only belonging to it, and
most of these forming the plural almost regularly after the
declension in i. We find a few remnants of the declension in u
in the dative and accusative plural.

3. In later documents sunu appears in the nominative singular

as sun, and follows the declension in a ; so does likewise duo^, foot,

Qoih.. fotus (u).

4. The number of neuter nouns is limited to two, and these

do not occur in all the different cases.

Old Saxon.

I. The following words belong to the declension in U.

Masc. yri"Sw, peace (Germ, friede); heru, sword; lagu, water;

magu, boy ; sidu, mos (Germ, sitte) ; sunu, son ; wisu, princeps

;

ehu, horse; eru, messenger.
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Neut. fihu, pecus; widu, wood.

2. The declension has adopted not only forms in i (chiefly in

the plural), but also in a, especially in the neuter singular.

Anglo-Saxon.

The few nouns masculine which in the nom. sing, have pre-

served the thematic u (sometimes weakened to o) hardly occur in

any other cases than the nom. and accus. sing., mnu, son, only

being an exception (see the Paradigm). The dat. sing, in a is

found with several other masc. nouns, namely, winter, winter;

sumer, summer; feld, field; ford, ford, as well as with the fem.

nouns hand, hand, and duru, door. The masc. wudu, wood, has

the gen. and dat. sing, wudu, but also the gen. sing, wudes, nom.
plur. wudds, following the declension in a.

Old Frisian.

We find a few remnants of this declension in the masc. mnu,
son, and fretho, peace, and the neut. jia, pecus. Perhaps the

dative honda of the feminine hond, hand, may also be mentioned
as a remnant of this declension.

Old Norse.

I. The following nouns belong to the declension in u.

Masc. dm, eagle (Germ, aar) ; Inorn, bear ; horhr, bark ; hogr.,

annus (Germ, bug)
; feldr, hide (Germ, fell) ; Jidr^r, sinus, bay,

gulf
; fri^r, peace (Germ, friede) ; hdttr^ mos ; hidrtr, stag (Germ,

hirsch, cf. hart) ; kiolr, ship (cf. keel) ; li^r, limb (Germ, glied)

;

limr, limb ; logr, water ; mdttr, might (Germ, macht) ; si^r,

mos (Germ, sitte) ; sJci'dldr, shield ; sonr, son ; vi^r, wood ; vollr,

vale ; voir, stick ; vondr, wand ; vor^r, warden
;
]>rd^r, thread.

Fem. ond, mind, soul ; bok, book ; eiA, oak (Germ, eiche)

;

geit, goat (Germ, gei^) ; kond, hand ; hind, cerva ; Mnn, maxilla

;

miolh, milk ; not, sagina ; nyt, nut ; rbnd, margin (Germ, rand)

;

rot, root; steih, caro frixa, steak (?) ; strbnd^ shore (Germ, strand)

;

tong, tongs (Germ, zange) ; tonn, tooth (Germ. zahn).

Neut. fe, fihu, pecus.

St. Concerning the Umlaut, which is particularly developed

in this declension, we have already given the necessary expla-

nations.

3. As to the influence of a final i in neutralizing the preceding

Brechung ia, see p. 36.
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4. The integrity of this declension is in Old Norse too affected

by encroaching forms of other declensions, as in the dative

singular and nominative plural of the masculine, which follow

the declension in i.

5. The nom. sing, mogr, of the theme magv/-, must have arisen

from an earlier magur, Goth, magtis ; the accus. plur. mogu would
correspond to a primitive mogu-ns, the case-sign being dropped,

and the dat. plur. mogu-m may be taken as the organic form.

6. The dative in u of the feminine may be considered the pri-

mitive case-sign of the declension in u, or a weakened form of

the case-sign a of the declension in a^ and from the latter point

of view it would be inorganic.

7. The nominative and accusative plural of the feminine have
adopted the vowel i instead of the thematic u, and thus follow

the declension in i. Though the adopted vowel was dropped
again in the course of time, the Umlaut which it had caused

remained, and thus bears witness to its former existence.

CONSONANTAL THEMES (WEAK DECLENSION).

Themes in n.

Gothic.

Themes :

—

hanan-, cock (Germ, hahn) ; tuggdn-, tongue ; mana-
gein-, multitude, many ; hadrtan-, heart.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing.

Nom. hana
Gen. hanin-s

Dat. hxmin
Accus. hanan
Voc. hxma

Plur.

hanan-s
hanan-e
hanorm
hanan-s
hanan-8

Sing.

tuggo

tuggon-s

tuggdn
tuggon

tuggo

Plur.

tiiggon-8

tuggon-o

tuggo-m
tuggdn-s

tuggon-s

Sing.

managei
managein-s
managein
managein
managei

Plur.

managein-s
managein-o
managei-m
managein-8
managein-s

Neuter.

Sing. Plur.

Nom. hairtd hairtdn-a

Gen. hairtin-8 hairtan-e

Dat. hairtin hairtorm

Accus. hairtd hairton-a

Voc. hairtd hairt6n-a
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Old High G-erman.

Themes :

—

hanan-, cock ; zungan-, tong-ue (Germ, zunge) ; Ti'erza-,

heart (Germ, herz) ; managtn-, multitude.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing.

Nom. hano
Gen. hanin
Dat. hanin
Accus. hanun

Plur.

hanun
han6n-6
hano-m
hanun

Sing.

zunga
zungHn
zungiki

zungHn

Plur.

zungun
zungon-o

zungo-m
zungun

Sing.

managtn
managin
managin
managin

Plur.

Tnanagin
mamagin-6
managim
managin

Sing,

h'erza

herzin

herzin

h'erza

Plur.

herzHn
h'erzdn-6

h'erz6-m

herzun

Old Saxon.

Themes :

—

hanan-, cock ; tungan-, tongue ; hertan-, heart.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing.

Nom. hano
Gen. hanun
Dat. hanun
Accus. hanun

Plur.

hanun
hanon-o
hanu-n
hanun

Sing.

tunga
tungun
tungun
tungun

Plur.

tungun
tungon-o

tungu-n
tungun

Sing.

herta

h'ertun

hertun

herta

Plur.

hertun
hert6n-6

h'ertu-n

hertun

Anglo-Saxon.

Themes :

—

hanan-, cock ; tungan-, tongue ; edgan-, eye.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing.

Nom. hama
Gen. hana/n

Dat. hanan
Accus. hanan

Plur.

hanan
hanen-d
hanu-m
hanan

Sing.

tunge
tungan
tungan
tungan

Plur.

tungan
tungen-d

tvm.gu-m

tungan

Sing.

edge

edgan
edgan
edge

Plur.

edgan
edgen-a

edgu-m
edgan

Old Frisian.

Themes :

—

honan-, cock ; tungan-, tongue ; dgan-, eye ; dran-, ear.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing.

Nom. hona
Gen. hona
Dat. hona
Accus. hona

Plur.

hona
honan-a {-ona)

honu-m
hona

Sing.

tunge

tunga
tunga
tv/nga

Plur.

tunga
tungan-a
tungu-m,

tunga

Sing.

age

dga
dga
age

Plur.

agon
^dgen-a

dgen-um, dgu-m
dgon, dgene

Sing.

dre

dra
dra
dre

Plur.

dra
dren-a

dru-m
dra
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Old Norse.

Themes :

—

guman-, man^ homo ; hanan-, cock ; tungan-, tongue

;

Jiarpan-, harp; hiartan-, heart.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing.

Nom. gvmi
Gen. guma
Dat. guma
Accus. guma

Plur.

gumna^r
gumn-a
gumnu-m
gumna

Sing.

hani
hana
hana
hana

Plur.

hanorv
han-a
honu-m
hana

Sing.

tunga
twngu
tungu
tungu

Plur.

tungu-r

ttmgn-a

tungu-m
tungu-r

Sing.

harpa
horpu
horpu
horpu

Plur.

horpu-r
harpn-a
horpu-m
horpu-r

Neuter.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

Sing.

hiarta

hiarta

hiarta

hiarta

Plur.

hiortu

hiartn-a

hidrtu-m
hiortu

REMARKS ON THE WEAK DECLENSIONS.

Grothic.

1

.

The weak declension has added to the thematic vowels a, i,

ja, the suffix -n, which consonant is the characteristic termina-

tion of the themes of this declension.

2. The thematic -n is dropped in the nom. and voc, and in

the neut. accus. of the singular, and in the dative plural, where
the case-sign -m has expelled its fellow liquid. Masculine and
neuter nouns in the gen. and dat. sing, have weakened the vowel
a into i, and the latter lengthen it in the nom. and accus. sing,

and plur. into 6 {=.a + a). The feminine nouns which, as we
have already mentioned, show a predilection for full-sounding

forms, have the second gradation before the thematic n, so that

a appears as <?, i as ei'^. In the same manner as the masculine

they drop the n in the nom. and voc. singular.

3. The masculine themes aban (vir), auhsan (ox), and the

neuter naman (name), vatan (water), suffer syncope in several

cases, as gen. plur. ahne, auhsne, dat. plur. abnam ; nom. accus.

plur. namna, vatna, gen. namne, vatne, dat. namnam, vatnam.

* See p. 24.
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Old High German.

1. The a preceding the thematic -n is variously modified, or

weakened, into i, o, u. The feminine shows here, as in Gothic,

lengthened forms, an appearing as un, in as in. With respect to

the latter termination they follow a different course in different

words, the -n being admitted in the nom. sing, and then pre-

served in all other cases, or rejected in the nom. sing, and then

rejected in all other cases, so that the word appears without any
inflexional forms ', e. g. guaU, which remains unaltered through-
out. The plural of the feminines in m passes sometimes into

the strong declension in a^ so that of managin we have the

weak form of the nom. plur. in managin, and the strong form
in managtnd.

2. Some feminines in -an adopt forms of strong declension

of the feminines in a, both declensions being indeed closely

related.

3. The terminational i of the gen. and dat. sing. masc. and
neut. does not cause Umlaut. The forms nemin and scedin for

namin (nominis) and scadin (damno) are exceptions.

Old SBpXon.

1. The pure vowel of the themes in -an is rarely met, its

representative being -un, which often is weakened into on and en.

2. Feminine nouns of the strong declension in a frequently

adopt forms of the weak declension, as for instance er^a (earth),

stemna (voice), &c.

3. Feminine nouns which originally ended in -tn have dropped
the thematic vowel, and are consequently without any inflexional

forms, unless they adopt, as they sometimes do in the plural,

forms of the strong declension in i.

Anglo-Saxon.

I . Two masculine nouns originally terminating in the spirants

j and h drop the terminational vowel, but adopt the case-sign -n

of the weak declension : these are /red (lord) for fred'-a, Goth.

frauj-a and tveo (doubt) for tveo'-a, O. S. tveh-o, which have in the

gen. fredn, tveon. Analogous are the forms of the feminine

nouns td (toe) for td'-e, O. H. Germ, zeh-a, gen. tdn, nom. plur.

tan, &c., and bed (bee), plur. beSn.
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2. As in Old High German and Old Saxon we have feminine
nouns in in which drop the thematic consonant and then remain
unaltered in all cases, so we meet in Anglo-Saxon corresponding
feminine nouns ending in -u, -o, later on weakened to -e, which
also reject inflexional forms ; e. g. menigo, multitude ; d'Selu or

d'^elo, nobility ; yldo, old age, &c. If they form a plural at all,

they follow in this the strong declension.

Old Frisian.

1. The masculine and feminine nouns have lost the thematic

-n throughout ; but in the neuter plural we find, on the other

hand, the very ancient form agon, nom. plur. of age (eye), which
approaches very near the Goth, augona ; and in the dat. plur.

dgenu-m, where, as in the Gothic vatnam, &c., the thematic con-

sonant -n has been preserved before the case-sign -m.

2. In this, as in the preceding dialects, there are feminine

nouns of the weak declension which have dropped the thematic
vowel and appear with the termination -e ; e. g. helde, cold ; hrene,

smell, &c., used in the sing. only.

3. Several documents still show in the nom. and accus. of

the masc. and fem. the case-sign -», which usually was dropped
in the mentioned cases; e. g.fona, vexillum (Germ, fahne), accus.

f^\\xr.fonan ; frowe, woman (Germ. ivoxL),/rowan.

Old Norse.

I. The weak declension has in the Old Norse tongue many
peculiarities which will be appeciated upon a comparison of the

paradigms we have given above. The nominative singular of

the masculine has generally weakened the original a to i, two
words only preserving the ancient a, namely herra, herus (Germ,
herr), and sira, lord.

a. The thematic -n is but rarely preserved in the plural of mas-
culine nouns, to which exception belong gumnar, homines ; hrag-

nar, soldiers
; gotnar, horses ; skai/nar, kings ; oxnar, oxen, &c.

;

but these words also show the plural without n, as gumar,
bragar, &c.

3. Feminine nouns terminating in -n, suppress the thematic

n before the case-sign n of the genitive plural, as kona, wife,

gen. plur. kona, instead of kon-n-a. The same process takes place

in feminine themes ending in -jan, unless this termination is

preceded by a guttural ; hence lilja, lily, gen. plur. lilja (the
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thematic n dropped) ; kirJcja, cliiirch, gen. plur. kirhna (the

thematic % preserved).

4. There are in Old Norse also feminine nouns which have
dropped the n of the thematic termination -in and reject all

inflexional forms ; such are aefi^ aevum ; elli, old age ; mildi,

mildness ; they have no plural.

Words forming their Themes in n (belonging to the

Weak Declension).

The following words belong to the weak declension.

Gothic.

Masc. «5a, husband; a^«, mens; «ra, eagle (Germ, aar); atta^

father ; bloma, flower (Germ, blume, cf. bloom) ; hrunna, fountain

(Germ, brunnen) ; funa, fire ; hoha, plough ; hana, cock ; manna

^

man, homo ; mena, moon ; sunna, sun ; ahma, spiritus ; sparva^

sparrow; bro^raha, hroihex ; a{pistula,e^\s^e; vilja,vf\W.', arhja,

heir (Germ, erbe) ; bandja, band, bandage
; fishja, fisher

; frduja,
lord ; mauryrja, murderer ; timrja, carpenter ; vardja, warden.

Fem. agio, molestia ; azgo, ashes ; dauro, door ; dubo, dove
(Germ, taube)

; fauho, fox ; qino, wife ; stairno, star ; sunno,

sun ; tuggo, tongue ; aihklesjo, ecclesia ; aivaggeljo, evangelium

;

he]>jo, cubiculum ; mitapjo, mensura ; ra]>Jo, reason, ratio ; aglditei,

lasciviousness ; blei^^ei, mercy
;
faurhtei, fear (Germ, fircht)

;

frodei, wisdom ; managei, multitude ; mikilei, magnitude ; di^pei,

mother ; gabei, possession ; maga^ei, virginity.

Neut. dugo, eye (Germ, auge) ; duso, ear; hairto, heart; kaurno,

com ; namOy name ; vato, water ; ubilo, evil ; barnilo, infant.

Old High German.

Masc. ano, grandfather (cf. Germ, ahne) ; aro, eagle (Germ.
aar) ; cherno, corn ; chnapo, boy (Germ, knabe) ; cholo, coal ; disco,

disciple ; dumo, thumb (Germ, daume) ; erpo, heir (Germ, erbe)

;

hano, cock (Germ, hahn) ; haso, hare (Germ, base) ; herro, lord

(Germ, herr) ; hufo, heap (Germ, haufe) ; karto, garden ; komo,

homo, man ; krdvo, earl (Germ, graf) ; mako, stomach (Germ,

magen) ; mdno, moon ; namo, name ; narro, fool (Germ, narr)

;

sdmo, seed (Germ, samen) ; scado, damage (Germ, schaden)

;

snejoho, snipe (Germ, schnepfe) ; sparo, sparrow ; sporo, spur

(Germ, sporn) ; sterno, star (Germ, stern) ; trubo, grape (Germ.
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traube) ; willo, willjo, willeo, will ; verjo, remex -, arpeo, heir (Germ,
erbe) ; murdreo, murderer (Germ, morder) ; stapheo, step.

Fem. alpa, mountain ; asca, ashes ; chrusta, crust ; herra, lady,

mistress ; Mta, voice ; ndlda, needle ; pluoma, flower (Germ,

blume)
; phifa, pipe ; phlanza, plant (Germ, pflanze) ; repa, vine

(Germ, rebe) ; seha, sight ; smerza, pain (Germ, schmerz) ; stunta,

hour (Germ, stunde) ; tuba, dove (Germ, taube) ; zunga, tongue
(Germ, zunge) ; winja, amica ; lectja, lectio ; redja, ratio ; kuldin,

favour, grace (Germ, huld) ; managin, multitude ; heiUn, pride

;

siocMu, sickness ; mendm, joy.

Neut. herza, heart (Germ, herz) ; otiga, eye (Germ, auge)

;

dra, ear (Germ. ohr).

Old Saxon.

Masc. bano, murderer; hodo, messenger (Germ, bote); /roy^o,

lord
;
gumo, vir ; hano, cock ; herro, master, lord ; tndno, moon

;

namo, name ; stuopo, step (Germ, stufe)
;

gilobo, faith (Germ,

glaube)
;

gigado, husband (Germ, gatte) ; brunnjo, fountain

(Germ, brunnen) ; wrekkjo, exsul ; willeo, will.

Fem. dubka, dove (Germ, taube) ; er^a, earth ;
quena, woman

;

rasta, rest ; ruoda, cross, rood ; sunna, sun ; stemna, voice (Germ,

stimme); strata, street; thiorna, maiden (Germ, dime) ; wanga,

cheek (Germ, wange) ; hellja, hell ; sundja, sin ; wS/a, wave,

unda.

Neut. herta, heart ; oga, eye (Germ, auge) ; 6ra, ear (Germ,
ohr).

Anglo-Saxon.

Masc. bana, death ; broga, terror
;
guma, vir ; hana, cock

;

lichoma, corpse (Germ, leichnam) ; maga, relative ; mona, moon

;

mu^a, mouth, i. e. of a river ; nama, name ; nefa, nephew (Germ,
nefie); oxa, ox; plega, play; steorra, star; tima, time; wiga,

warrior ; willa, will ; fred, lord.

Fem. byrne, lorica ; eor^e, earth ; heorte, heart ; mage, rela-

tive, cognata; mi/re, mare; sunney sun; tunge, tongue; wuce,

week ; "^rote, throat
; fdmne, woman, femina ; cycene, coquina

;

swalewe, swallow ; wuduwe, widow.
Neut. edge, eye (Germ, auge) ; edre, ear (Germ. ohr).
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Old Frisian.

Masc. boda, messenger (Germ, bote)
; frdna, judge

;
greva,

earl (Germ, graf) ; liona^ cock (Germ, hahn) ; h'era, lord (Germ,
herr) ; hiapa, servus (cf. Germ, knabe and knappe) ; maga,
stomach (Germ, magen) ; mutha^ mouth, i. e. of a river ; neva,

nepos ; noma^ name ; omma, spiritus ; thuma, thumb ; willa, will

;

menniska, homo (Germ, mensch).

Fem. fovne, woman ; heHe, heart ; lunge, lungs ; sunne, sun j

swarde, skin ; tdne, toe ', tunge, tongue.

Neut. age, eye; are, ear.

Old Norse.

Masc. andi, animus j apt, ape ; ari, eagle ; arf, heir ; 5ani,

murderer ; bogi, bow ; dau^i, death ; drqpi, drop
;
gumi, homo

;

kani, cock ; mdni, moon ; ne/l, brother ; skati, king ; skuggi,

shade; uxi, ox
;
\dnki, mens; vili=vilji, will; tiggi, king.

Fem. aska, ashes ; bam, wave ; egda, eagle, fem. ; dufa, dove

;

gdnga, iter; harpa, lyra; pipa, pipe; saga, tale; staka, verse;

^«/«, speech (cf. tale) ; t'unga,toTig\x.e\ vika,vje^i; ^_^/^«, billow

;

dryckja, drink
;
gy^ja, goddess ; kirkja, church ; manneskja, homo

(Germ, mensch).

Neut. aiiga, eye (Germ, auge) ; eyra, ear ; Aiarta, heart ; Mnga,
lunffs.

OTHER CONSONANTAL THEMES.

Theme : primitive -tara, -tar.

Gothic.

The primitive suffix -tar, -tara, was employed to form nouns ex-

pressive of family connections. On the whole thse nouns are the

same in all the cognate languages with regard to the suffix as

well as the respective root of which they are formed. (Concern-

ing the origin and derivation of these words, see the chapter on
Roots and Themes under the respective suffixes.) To these

themes in -r belong in Gothic the words fadar, father ; bro^ar,

brother ; dauJitar, daughter ; svistar, sister. Where a case-sign

is added to these words they drop the vowel of the suffix -tar

(^ar or dar), so that bro^ar, for example, has in the sing. nom.

accus. and voc. bro^ar, and in the gen. bro^^r-s, dat. br6\r ; plur.
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nom. and voc. hro^r-ju-s, gen. brobr-e, dat. bropr-u-m, accus.

brd^r-u-ns. The plural evidently follows the strong declension

in u.

Old High German.

The masc. nouns, in -r either have in the singular no inflexions

at allj or they take those of the strong declension in a ; but
their accus. is formed in -an, 2& fatar {jpsitev),_fatar-a7i (patrem),

pruodar (frater), pruodar-an (fratrem). The fem. nouns muotar
(mother)^ swester (sister), tohtar (daughter), have in the sing, no
inflexions, and muotar and swestar remain unchanged in the

nom. and accus. plur. as well, but the latter by the side of the

uninflected form swester, also shows swestera in the nom. and
accus. plur. The plural of tohtar is declined both strong and
weak, as nom. tohterd or tohtermi, gen. tohtero or tohterono, dat.

tohterum or tohterom, accus. tohterd or tohterun.

Old Saxon.

The words fadar (father), bro^ar (brother), modar (mother),

dohtar (daughter), suestar (sister), are undeclined in the singular,

and in the nom. and accus. plur. There occurs of bro^ar the

dat. plur. bro^run ; of other cases we have no examples ; the

genitive might hejadard oxfadro, &c.

Anglo-Saxon.

fader (father) is in the singular uninflected ; the genitive fd-
deres is of rare occurrence. In the plural it has adopted the

terminations of the strong declension in a, hence nom. accus.

fdderds, gen. fdderd, dat. fdderum. The word bro^or (brother)

has in the dat. sing, the Umlaut; and in the nom. plur. the

theme is, as in Gothic, enlarged into bro^ru. It is in the sing.,

nom., gen., accus. bro^or, dat. brewer; plur. nom. and accus.

bro^rti or bro^or, gen. brodrd, dat. bro^rum. In the same manner
are declined modor (mother), dohtor (daughter), sveoster (sister).

Old Frisian.

The masculine themes in -r, feder (father), brother (brother),

are either undeclined in the singular, or they take -s in the

gen. and -e in the dat. as feder-s, brothers ; feder-e, brother-e

;

the plural has the nom./edera, gen. /eder-a, dat.Jederu-m, accus.

federa ; nom. brothera, &c. The feminine nouns moder (mother),

Y 2
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swester (sister), and dochter (daughter), are declined in the same
manner, but in the gen. sing, they may also take the termina-

tion -e ; hence the gen. sing, of mocler for instance may be moder,

or moders, or modere.

Old Norse.

fa^ir (father), bro^ir (brother), mo^ir (mother), f^^foV (daughter),

s?/siir (sister), take in all cases of the sing, ur; hence gen.Jv^ur,
iro^ur, &c. (exceptionally /e^r.) In the plural the nom. and
accus. areye^r, broer&r, gen. /e^ra, broe^ra, dat.fe^rum, broe^rum.

The i in the termination ir of the nom. sing, does not cause

Umlaut, because it stands inorganic for a more ancient ar;

while, on the other hand, the Umlaut of the plural is caused by
the i of the termination ir which has been dropped, so that ferSr

stands for Je^ir{ =Ju^ir), and the gen. may have been Jh^ira,

dai. fe^irum, wherefore we see the Umlaut e of a, caused by ij

preserved in the gen. and dat. plur. instead of the iovms/a^ra,

fb^rum, which we should expect in accordance with the vowels a
and « of the terminations.

Themes in -nd.

Gothic.

The themes in -nd comprise present participles declined as

substantives. In the gen. sing, and dat. plur. they adopt the

forms of the strong declension in a- The word nasjands (saviour),

for example, has in the singular, gen. nasjandi-s, dat. accus. voc.

nasjand ; in the plural, nom. accus. voc. nasjands, gen. nasjand-e,

dat. nasjanda-m. In the same manner goes men6\ (month), but
dat. plur. men6\u-m.

Old High German.

The themes in -nt^ as friunt (friend), may follow the strong
declension in a by the side of the following forms which are

more common : sing. nom. dat, accus. frmnt, gen. friunte-s

;

plur. nom. accus. friunt^ gen. friunt-o, dat. friuntu-m. In the

same manner mdnod, month.

Old Saxon.

The participial themes in -nd, as frmnd (friend), may in the

oblique cases adopt the forms of the strong declension in a- The
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common declension is sing. nom. 2lcc\ib. friund, gen. Jriunde-s,
dat. friunde ; plur. nom. accus. friund, gen. friund-o, dat. frl-
undu-n. In Old Saxon however this declension is limited to

certain words, asfriund, friend ; fiond, enemy (cf. fiend) ; lerjand,

teacher; heljandy saviour, and a few others.

Anglo-Saxon.

Among participial themes in -nd, freond (friend) and feond
(enemy, fiend), have adopted the strong declension in a, hence

i^Xnr.freondaSffeondas; hut by the side of these we also find the

p\ur2^sfreond,feond, or, with VvcAaMi, fr§nd,f§nd. Other themes
of this kind either have the nom. plur. like the nom. sing., or

they form the nom. plur. after the strong declension in a-

Old Frisian.

Participial themes in -nd: friund, friend; nom. accus. sing.

friund, gen. friunde-s, dat. friund or friunde ; plur. nom. accus.

friund, gen. friund-a or friunda-n-e, dat. friund-um. In the

same manner is declined fmnd, enemy ; also the masc. monath,

month, which later on however has the strong plural monatha-r

as well; wtgand (miles, filius) and werand (autor) are doubtful.

Old Norse.

The participial themes in -nd have in the singular adopted the

weak declension ; the plural in -r has the Umlaut, so that the

plural sign -r appears to have its origin in the sufiix -ir. Ex-
amples :

—frandi, friend, gen. dat. accus. frmnda ; plur. nom.
accus. frand-r, gen. frcend-a, dat. frandu-m. In the same
manner are declined ^awtf?i, enemy ; hondi, ruricola, plur. boend-r.

Themes ending in a Guttural or Dental.

Gothic,

Theme haurg, borough, nom. gen. haurg-s ; dat. accus. voc.

baurg ; plur. nom. accus. voc. baurg-s, gen. baitrg-e, dat. baurgi-m.

In the same manner are declined nahts, night, with the dat. plur.

nahta-m ; miluks, milk ; vaihts, thing ; brusts, breast ; dulps,

feast : dul}^ and vai/ii also follow the strong declension in i from

the themes dui\>ai, vmhtai.
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Old High German.

In this dialect the mentioned themes have adopted the strong

declension in i, such as prust, breast (dat. plur. has also prustum) ;

pure, borough ; miluk, milk ; naht, night. The last-mentioned

has, however, preserved some traces of the ancient declension

:

sing. nom. accus. naht, gen. naJde-s, dat. naJite ; plur. nom. accus.

naht, gen. naTit-6, dat. nahtu-m, nahto-n.

Old Saxon.

Most of the themes have passed into the strong declension in

i ; naht, night, has preserved more of the ancient forms : sing,

nom. dat. accus. naht (dat. once nahta), gen. nahte-s
;
plur. nom.

accus. naht, gen. naht-6, dat. nahtu-n ; burg, borough, which
follows the declension in i has the exceptional gen. burge-s, and
rarely the dat. hurg for burgi ; maga^, maid, dat. accus. sing, and
accus. plur. maga^.

Anglo-Saxon.

Some traces of the ancient declension of these themes we find

in the words niht, night; mht, miht, thing
;
plur. nom. niht, vihty

vuht ; burh, castle, borough, which follows the declension in i,

has the gen. sing, b^rg, byrig, by the side of burge.

Old Frisian.

naht, night : sing. nom. accus. naht, dat. naht and nahte, gen.

nahte-s ; plur. nom. and accus. naht and nahta, gen. ^naht-a, dat.

nahtu-m. burch, castle, dat. sing, burch, nom. plur. hurga.

Old Norse.

ndtt for naht, night: nom. dat. ace. ndtt, gen. ndtta-r ; plur.

nom. accus. naet-r, gen. ndtta, dat, ndttum. nott, for ndtt, has the

gen. noet-r, dat. accus. nott ; plur. noet-r, gen. nott-a, dat. nottum.
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• ANOMALOUS DECLENSIONS.

Gothic.

I. The consonantal theme, man (homo) is in some forms en-

larged into mannan-, and then follows the weak declension

;

hence sing*, nom. manna, gen. mans, dat. mann, accus. mannan,
voc. manna; plur. nom. mans, mannans, gen. mann-e, dat.

manna-m, accus. mans, mannans, voc. mans, mannans.
3. fadrein (status parentis) is, strictly speaking, a neuter

noun, but in the nom. and accus. plur. it is used as a masculine,

|?fl^ fadrein, ]>ans fadrein (parentes), otherwise regular. When
used as a feminine theme in i, as gen. sing.fadreinais, it means
' family.'

3. fdn (fire) an indeclinable neuter, substitutes in the gen.

and dat. sing, the masculine themefunan-, without the plural.

Old High German.

man, homo, forms its cases in the singular in a twofold man-
ner, namely, either man throughout, or nom. man, gen. mannis,

dat. manne, accus. mannan; plur. nom. man, gen. manno, dat.

mannum, accus. mxin.

Old Saxon.

1. man, in a similar manner as in Old High German, has the

singular indeclinable, or nom. man, gen. mannas, -es, dat. manna,
-e, accus. man ; plur, nom. man, gen. mann-6, dat. manniMi, accus.

man.
2. The feminine strong theme helljo, infemus, nom. hellja,

is sometimes supplanted by a masc. theme hella, nom. hell or hel.

ihiodo (gens) is often superseded by the fem. theme thiodi, nom.
thiod.

Anglo-Saxon.

1. man, gen. mannes, dat. men, accus. man ; plur. nom. men,

gen. manna, dat. mannum, accus. men.

2. The feminines see (sea), ce (law), ed (river), are in the singu-

lar indeclinable ; but occasionally there occur the genitives sas^

Goth, saivis; eds, Goth, akvos; the nom. plur. also is sas,

eds ; dat. plur. sa~m, ed-m.

3. dr^, magus, has the nom. plur. dr^ds, but the gen. dr^-r-d.
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Old Frisian.

mon (vir), gen. monneSy dat. mon, monne, accus. mon; plur.

nom. moiiy gen. monna^ dat. monnum, accus. mon.

Old Norse.

I. ma^-T (homo), gen. mann-s, dat, mann-i, accus. mann; plur.

nom. menn (also wze'S-r), gen. mann-a, dat. monnu-m, accus. W2e»,

Both forms ma^-r and mann, according to Old Norse phonetic

laws, spring from a more ancient matter (see p. io8).

3. Corresponding to the Goth, sdiv-s, A. S. sa, sea, lake, the

Old Norse has in the singular a variety of forms, as nom. sa-r,

gen. savar, dat. see, accus. sa ; or sior, sios, sio, sio ; or siar,

sioar {siofar, siavar), sia, sia ; plur. savar, sceva, sam (siam),

smva. In the same manner, corresponding to the Goth, sndivs,

snow, the O. N. snar, snior, sniar.

3. fingr,fingur (finger), g&n..Jingr-s, follows the declension in

a, hut in the nom. accus. plur. it hasjingr iov fingrar, fingra ; in

the same manner vetr, veUir (declension in \\), has in the nom.
accus. plur. vetr for vetrir, vetru.

4. fotr (foot), follows the declension in u; gen.fotar {orfots,

a), ^2bt.foeti {or foti, a) ; nom. ^Xxxr.foetr iorfoetir.

5. Monosyllabic words ending in a vowel, which in other

dialects follow the declensions in a or u, never have a thematic

vowel in Old Norse ; hence they are declined, e. g., masc. nd-r

(corpse), gen. nd-s, dat. nd, accus. nd ; plur. nd-r, gen. nd-a, dat.

nd-m, accus. nd. Fem. *^a (vaticinium)
,
gen. spd-r, dat. spd, accus.

spd ; plur. nom. spd-r., gen. spd-a, dat. spd-m, accus. spd-r. To
this declension belong masc. §-r (arcus), skd-r (shoe), io-r (horse)

;

fem. d (river), Ird (brow), mei/ (maid), ey (island), \ij (serva),

havey before the thematic vowel by which the latter is preserved
;

hence the gen. meyjar, eyjar, &c., plur. nom. the same; plur.

dat. meyjum, eyjum ; neut. (which decline like masc. except nom.
plur.) hu (rus, country), dat. sing, hui, dat. plur. huum ; kne
(knee), ^;-/(tree), dat. plur. knia-m, tria-m ; ^7<^' (temple), gen. plur.

ve-a, dat. veu-m. Forms in analogy to the declension in u we
have in td (toe), gen. td-r, plur. nom. ta-r, gen. td-a. Words
with u have the vowel a before the case-sign ; e. g. hril (bridge),

gen, hruar. The secondary form ky-r for M (cow) has the case-

sign -r of the nom, sing, preserved; compare a-r (sheep), ma-r
(maid)

.
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DECLENSION OF PROPER NAMES.

Gothic.

Of Gothic proper names no examples occur in Ulfilas ; foreign

ones he uses either undeclined, or with their Greek inflexions, or

also adapted to one of the Gothic declensions. A few proper

names, as A{leisa6ai]>, Magdalene, Be^lahaim, are indeclinable.

We have Greek inflexions in the nom. Annas, accus. Teitaum, g-en.

Judaias, nom. plur. Israelitai. More frequently we find them
follow the Gothic declensions, so that all Greek proper names
ending- in a consonant (except those in os and as) are declined

after the Gothic in a, as Adam, gen. Adamis, dat. Adama. After

the Gothic in i go the names of nations, of which we have

chiefly the plural nom. in eis, as Bumoneis, Mahidoneis. After

that in u the proper names ending in -ins, -us, -aius, the last

two having in the nom. gen. plur. always -eis, -e, the first men-
tioned remaining unaltered in the nom. plur. All the masculine

names in -a, -6, -on, and -as, and the feminines in -a, follow the

weak declension, as Marja, gen. Marjins ; laireiM, laireikons

;

Aharon, Aharons,

Old High. German.

Proper names, whether native or foreign, follow the strong

declension in a, commonly forming the accus. sing, in -an, as

Hludwig, accus. Hludwigan and Hludwig ; Swap, Suevus, accus.

Swapan, plur. Swapd, Swapo, Swapum. The strong declension in

i we find in Hun, plur. Hum ; but no examples of the declension

in u. After the weak declension go the names Bruno, Kero

;

Franko, Sahso, Saxon. Feminine proper names follow the strong
declension in a, as Hiliiruna, Roma, or the declension in i (espe-

cially those ending in -lind, -rat, -gund, -trut), or the weak
declension, as Marja, gen. Marjun. The strong neutral declen-

sion is used in some names of cities, as in Betlehem, Sion, gen.
Betlemes, Siones. *

Old Saxon.

Masculine names follow the strong declension in a. In this

dialect there appears, as in Old High German, the ancient accu-
sative termination -an, as Lazarus, accus. Lazarusan and Lazarus.
The feminine names Ruma, Bethania, Galilea, follow the strong
declension in a, Maria the weak declension. The masc. Judeo
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is weak. Some masculine nouns decline strong* or weak accord-

ing to different stag-es of the language and different documents.
Some are indeclinable.

Anglo-Saxon.

All masculine names which decline strong follow the declen-

sion in a ; so do the words Sweef, Finn, \)i/ring, plur. Staefas, &c.

Feminine names in a occur very rarely. After the declension in

i go the words Dene, Engle, and those ending in -vare (as already

mentioned) ; to these may be added Grece (Greek), Surpe (Sorbi),

and a few others. Many names, especially feminine, follow the

weak declension, as Marie, gen. Marian, Eve, gen. Evan; the

names of nations, Seaxan, Saxons ; Frisan, Frisians, &c. : Ju-
deds, Jews, is strong. Foreign proper nouns often appear with

their respective foreign declensions.

Old Frisian.

The native names follow the strong declension ; foreign ones

may have the strong Frisian, or their own foreign declension, as

Peeler, Pederes, or Peti'us, Petri; or some are indeclinable, as

Leo, the pope. Of names of nations some decline strong, others

weak : Riostring, plur. Riostringa, is strong ; Fresa, Frisian, Saxa,

Saxon, &c., are weak. Names of towns, such as Breme, Colene,

Rume, which are feminine, may decline strong in a? or weak.
Marie is, as in the other dialects, weak ; Fka is indeclinable.

Old Norse.

Some of the masculine proper nouns follow the strong, others

the weak declension ; the former commonly have the thematic -a,

as Gunnar, gen. Gunnars, dat. Gunnari ; Askr, Alfr, &c. Such
as Grtpir, Brtmir, &c., follow the declension of /lirSir, that is,

the themes in -Ja. The declension in u is frequently followed

by proper names, especially those ending in -mundr, -undr,

kiortr, -biorn, -vindr, -vi^r; as Saemundr, Volundr, Arn-biorn, &c.

Some decline weak, as Bragi, Loki. Feminine nouns which
decline strong may be attributed either to the declension in a or

i, because both are identical in the singular. The words Edda,

Nanna, &c., are weak. Names of nations, such as Alfr, Fi?mr,

Svdfr, and those in -ungr, follow the declension in a ', Banr, plur.

Banir, Grikr, plur. Grikir, the declension in i ; Saxi, Goti, Judi,

decline weak. As has in the sing. gen. As-s, plur. Aesir, gen.

Asa, dat. Asum, accus. Asu, thus showing forms in a and u
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mixed. Names of towns (which are no compounds of borg or

sta^r) endings in a consonant, follow the declension in a or i, as

Paris, gen. Parisar ; those ending in the vowel -a have the

weak declension, as Troja, gen. Troju.

DECLENSION OF ADJECTIVES.

Adjectives in the Teutonic languages show a greater flexibility

than those of the cognate tongues, such as Greek and Latin;

for not only do they display special inflexional forms for the

three different genders, but they follow moreover two distinct

declensions, commonly known as the strong and weak declension.

The former is produced by a demonstrative pronoun which is

suffixed to the adjective root, and which by its various inflexional

forms yields the case-signs to the declension of the adjective;

the latter assumes the case-signs of the weak declension of the

noun, and consequently stands on a parallel with the adjective

declensions in the cognate languages. The former might be

more properly called the pronominal, the latter the nominal,

declension of adjectives. In the strong, or pronominal, declen-

sion the adjective adopts a form which is analogous to a suffixed

article ; this declension therefore is chiefly used where the adjec-

tive is not preceded by the article or a pronoun supplying it.

STRONG DECLENSION.

The thematic vowels a, i, u, which yielded us three strong

declensions of the noun, are not all adopted by the adjectives;

themes in a are most frequent, themes in ja still appear dis-

tinctly in the Gothic, but in the other Teutonic dialects merely
in a few remnants ; themes in u we find in Gothic only, while

such in i do not appear in any of the Teutonic languages.

The terminations or case-signs of the strong declension are,

as we have already stated, derived from the different inflexional

forms of a demonstrative pronoun. This pronoun occurs in

Sanskrit as a relative under the forms yas, yd, yad, while in the

Germanic tongues, where it assumed a demonstrative force, its

most ancient forms will appear from the following table.
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Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut, Masc. Fem. Neut.

Norn.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

jis

jis

jamma
jana

jaizos

jizai

jata

jis

jamma
jata

jai

jaizS

jaim
jans

j6s

jaizo

jaim
j6s

jaize

jaim

These pronominal forms however, when suffixed to the adjec-

tive, do not always appear in their full integrity, but are in the

different dialects more or less modified. The following paradigms
may suffice to convey an idea of these modifications.

Theme in 11.

Gothic.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem.

Nom. hardii-s (hard) hardu-s

Gen. hard-jis ' hard-jaizos

Dat. hard-jamma hard-jai

&c. &c.

Neut.

hardu, hard-jata

hard-jis

hard-jamma
&c.

Masc.

hard-jai

hard-jaize

hard-jaim
&c.

Fem.

hard-jos

hard-jaizo

hard-jaim
&c.

Neut.

hard-ja

hard-jaize

hard-jaim
&c.

All the remaining cases are formed regularly by the suffixed

pronoun as it appears in the paradigm above.

trHEMES IN a.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut, Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

blind-s

blind-is

blind-amma
blind-ana

blind-a

blind-aizos

blind-ai

blind-a

blind-ata

blind-is

blind-amma
blind-ata

blind-ai

blind -aize

blind-aim

blind-ans

blind-OS

blind-aizo

blind-aim

blind-OS

blind-a

blind-aize

blind-aim

blind-a

Ol 5. High German.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

Instr.

plint-er

plint-es

plint-emu

pUnt-an
plint-u

plint-ju, u
pUnt-era
plint-eru

plint-a

plint-a^

plint-es

plint-emu

plint-a'^

plint-u

plint-e, -a

plint-ero

plint-em

plint-e

plint-6

plint-ero

plnt-em
plint-6 .

plint-ju, -u

plint-ero

plint-em

plint-ju, -u
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Old Saxon.

Singular. Plural.

Masc.

Nom. blind

Gen. blind-as

Dat. blind-umu
Accus. blindan, -ana
Instr. blindru

Fem.

blind

blind-aro

blind-aro

blind-a

Neut.

blind

blind-as

blind-umu
blind

Masc.

blind-a, -e

blind-aro

blind-un

blind-a, -e

Fem.

blind-a, e

blind-ar6

blind-un

blind-a, -e

Neut.

blind-a, u (blind)

blind-aro

blind-un

blind-a, -u (blind)

Anglo-Saxon.

Singular. Plural.

Maac.

Nom. blind

Gen. blind-es

Dat. blind-um
Accus. blind-ne

Instr. blind-e

Fem.

blind{u)

blind-re

blind-e
blind-e

Neut.

blind

blind-es

blind-um
blind

blind-e

Masc.

blind-e

blind-ra

blind-^m
blind-e

Fem.

blind-e

blind-^a

blind-um
blind-e

Neut.

blind-u

blind-ra

blind-um
blind-u

Old Frisian.

Singular.

Masc.

Nom. blind

G«n. blind-es

Dat. blind-a, -e

Accus. blind-ene, -ne, -en

Fem.

blind-e

blind-ere, -re

blind-ere, -re

blind-e

Neut.

blind

blind-es

blind-a, -e

blind

Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

blind-a, -e

blind-era, -ra

blind-a, -e

hlindra, -e

Old Norse.

Singular. Plural.

Masc.

Nom. Icmg^
Gen. lang-s

Dat. long-um
Accus. lang-an

Fem.

long

lang-rar

lang-ri

lang-a

Neut.

lang-t

lang-s

I6ng-u

lang-t

Masc.

lang-ir

lang-ra

long-wm
lang-a

Fem.

lang-ar

lang-a
long-um
lang-ar

Neut.

long

lang-ra

long-^m
long
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Remarks on the above Paradigms.

Gothic.

I. Adjectives preserve the thematic vowel u in the nom. siu^.

of the three genders ; in the oblique cases however they drop

this thematic vowel and suffix the pronoun jis in its full integ-

rity, as hardu-s, hard-jis, &c.

3. Themes ending in a drop the thematic vowel as well as the

j of the suffix^/* throughout all cases, as blind-s, blind-is, &c.

3. Adjectives with the theme inja display four different modes
of the nom. sing. masc. ; namely, (i) If the thematic ja is pre-

ceded by a vowel or a short syllable ending in a single consonant,

the nom. has the termination jis=ija-s, the a being weakened to

i, e. g. sak-ji-s, rixosus ; mid-ji-s, medius ; fullato-ji-s, perfect

;

niu-ji-s, new. Where the thematic termination ja is preceded

by a long syllable ending in a consonant, three different modes
of formation occur, namely, (2) ja is contracted into ei, e. g.

vil^-ei-s, verus ; at^-ei-s, old ; or (3) ja is contracted into i,

e. g. sut-i-s (afeKTos), airkn-i-s (oo-tos) ; or (4) ja is dropped alto-

gether, e. g. blat^-s, mitis ; hrain-s, clean, pure (Germ. rein).

But under all circumstances the j of ja re-appears in the oblique

cases, except with the adjectives in ei-s which preserve this con-

tracted form in the gen. sing. masc. and fern., as the following

examples will suffice to show: (i) sakjis, gen. sakjis, dat. sak-

jamma, &c.
;

(i) vil^eis, gen. viD^eis, dat. vil^jamma, &c. ; (3)
sutis, gen. sutjis, dat. sutjamma, &c. ; (4) hrains, gen. hrainjisy

dat. hrainjamma, &c.

4. Themes in ja which suppress this thematic termination in

the nom. sing, masc, form sometimes the feminine in the same
manner, as masc. fem. brwk-s, useful; *^e^V-*, clear ; sel-s, benign;

the neuter is probably without any termination, as bruk, skeir^

sel.

5. Adjectives, the stem of which ends in s, do not adopt the

case-sign -s in the nom. sing. ; as sves, proprius, gen. svesis : in

the same manner the nom. an]>ar, other : but all other adjectives

ending in r take the termination -s in the nom., as sver-s, hono-

ratus; gaur s, moestus.
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Old High German.

I. In Old High German, as well as in all other dialects which
we shall yet mention, every s which occurs between two vowels,

and which in this position in Gothic already had been converted

into z, is changed into r. This change occurs in Old High
German in the nom. sing. masc. too, hence plint-ery Goth.
hlind-s.

1. Old High German, as well as the other dialects, drops the j
of the pronominal suffix throughout, with the exception of the

Old High German nom. sing. fem. ending in pi ; but in other

respects the pronominal suffix is sometimes more intact than
even in Gothic. Thus the nom. sing. masc. plint-er may, accord-

ing to Bopp, be a contraction oipUnta-ir, ir the suffix answering
to Gothic is =jis.

3. The case-termination is often dropped, so that plint stands

for the nom. sing, jna.sc. plini-er, ieva. plint-ju, nexxt. plint-a^.

4. For the termination ju we find in the nom. sing. fem. u
only; and the gen. and dat. fem. may take ero- iov -era, -eru,

respectively ; the dat. sing. masc. -emo for -emu.

5. The plural has sometimes in the nom. accus. a for e, and,
in later documents, en for em in the dative.

6. The j of the thematic ja is either dropped or assimilated to

the preceding consonant, as in mitt-er for mitj-er. But where
the' stem is uninflected, the / remains, hardened in i, as miti,

medius ; kleini, subtilis ; hreini, pure ; wildi, wild. The adjec-

tive fri preserves the thematic j, as friger, friju, fr'ijaz, or con-

tracted frier, frtu, frtaz.

7. The spirant w, at the end of the stem, is in the uninflected

nom. vocalized into 0, as nom. plawer, lividus, uninflected pldo.

Old Saxon.

I. The full inflexional vowels are frequently weakened ; thus

the genitive terminations -as, -aro, are replaced by -es, -ero, or

-eru ; the dative -umu, -aro, by -emu, -um, -on, and -eru, -uru.

But the accusative suffix is sometimes preserved in its complete-

ness, especially in compound or polysyllabic adjectives, as lang-

sam, slow ; unsunMg, unhealthy ; accus. langsam-ana, unsundig-

ana ; or, dropping the first a, it is shortened into -na, as mdhtig,

mighty, ace. mdhtig-na. This -na is, later on, weakened into -ne.

%. The nom. plur. neut. has more frequently the weakened -u
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instead of the original -« ; and the dat. plur. -un is often weak-
ened into -on.

3. Themes in -ja vocalize the j into i in the uninflected, but
preserve the j in the inflected cases or weaken it into e, e. g.

middi, medius, g-en. masc. middj-es, or midde-as, fern, middj-aro,

&c. But occasionally it occurs that the j is dropped altogether,

e. g. derni, oceultus, gen. plur. dern'-ero.

4. A stem ending in w commonly vocalizes this w in the unin-

flected nominative, as glau, prudent, gen. glaw-es.

Anglo-Saxon.

1. The termination -u of the nom. sing, fem. is preserved after

monosyllabic adjectives with a short vowel, as hvatu ; polysyl-

labic words weaken it into -e, and adjectives with a long radical

vowel drop it altogether.

2. Monosyllabic adjectives with the short radical a weaken
this vowel into a, unless it is sustained by a terminational vowel,

e. g. nom. sing. masc. hvdt, acer, fem. hvat-u ; nom. plur. h'at-e,

gen. Tivdt-ra. Other adjectives of this kind are, bar, naked

;

hldc^ black ; ^miS, quick ; Idt, late ; spdr^ spare, &c.

3. A double consonant ending a stem is shortened into a single

one before terminations beginning with a consonant, as grim^

gen. masc. grimm-es, gen. fem. grim-re.

4. Themes in ja show a remnant of the thematic j in the ter-

minational e of the uninflected nominative and in the Umlaut of

the radical vowel, as hU^e, blithe ;
grene, green (O. H, Germ.

gruoni); but the inflected cases drop this e throughout, hence
hWS-re^ gren-re, &c.

Old Frisian.

The terminational vowels are generally weakened, and the

dative of the masc. and neut. sing, and plur. has dropped the

final m, so that this form is identical with the nom. and accus.

plur. of the three genders.

Themes in ja have only in the nom. sing, preserved a trace of

the ancient j in the termination <?, as diore, dear
;
grene, green

;

rlke, rich, &c.
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Old Norse.

Peculiar is the dat. sing. neut. in -u, which bears no analogy
to the case-sign -um, derived from the pronominal suffix -amma,
in the other dialects; and the nom. plur. masc. in -ir, from -is.

It appears that in the first-mentioned case the instrumental case-

sign -u has expelled the termination of the dative and usurped
its place ; in the latter the nominative case-sign of the substan-

tive seems to have found admission into the declension of the

adjective.

Concerning the assimilation, or omission of the r in the nom.
sing, as well as in the case-suffixes -rar, -ri, -ra, the same rules

hold good which are observed in the declension of the substan-

tive. The -r therefore is dropped if the stem terminates in r, rr,

s, or n, which is preceded by a consonant, e. g. snar, quick, gen.

fem. stiar-ar ; vu, wise, vis-ar ; iafti, even, iafn-ar. It is assi-

milated to I and n final of long or polysyllabic stems, as sael-l,

happy, for sael-r, gen. fem. sael-lar for sael-rar ; hrun-n, brown,
for brun-r, gen. fem. hmn-nar for brun-rar. But the r remains

unassimilated after II and nn ending the stem, e. g. all-r, all,

gen. all-rar, &c. ; and after single I and n which are preceded by
a short vowel, as hol~r, hollow, gen. fem. hol-rar.

The suffix -t of the nom. sing. neut. assimilates a preceding "S

which follows upon a vowel; if this vowel is long it becomes
short under the mentioned circumstance; hence neut. glat-t from
masc. gla^-r, got-t from go^-r, good. If a stem terminates in

nd, r&, st, the dental is dropped before the neuter' suffix, as blin-t

for blind-t, from masc. blind-r ; kar-t for har^-t, from har^-r,

hard. The gemination of I, m, n, r, s, t, is reduced to the single

consonant, e. g. snial-t for s)iiall~t. A preceding r is dropped in

anna-t from annar, other.

Adjectives which, in consequence of having dropped a final

spirant, end in a long vowel, double the case-sign of the neuter

;

e. g. hld-r, blew, O. H. Germ, pldo, pldw-er, has in the neuter

hld-tt ; ny-r, new, Goth, niujis, has the nei'iter ni)-U ; so that ap-

parently the spirant has been assimilated to the neuter suffix -t.

For the same reason the initial consonants of the suffixes -rar,

-ri, -ra, may be doubled ; e. g. hdrrar, nyrrar, by the side of

hdrar, nyrar.

Derivative adjectives in -in have in the neut. i-t for in-t, and
in the masc. aceus. in-n for in-an ; e. g. steinin-n, lapideus, has

the neut. sieini-t, accus. masc. steinin-n.

Util-l (little) and mikil-l (great) have the neut. lUi-t, mihi-t

for lUil-t, mikil-t ; accus. sing. masc. litin-n, mikin-n : Util-l

z
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moreover shortens the radical vowel, if, before an inflexional

vowel, elision of the vowel in the derivative syllable takes place

;

e. ^. dat. sing, litl-um, litl-u, plur. litl-ir ; but gen. sing-.

lUil-s, &c
The vowel i, where it occurs in the pronominal suffix, does not

cause Umlaut; but u does, even in the nom. sing. fem. and in

the nom. and accus. plur, neut., where it has been dropped ; hence

the form long in the mentioned cases. The process which occurs

in adjectives ending in al and ar is remarkable. In the cases

just mentioned, where the case-sign w is dropped, they supplant

the a of those syllables by the vowel u, which then causes Um-
laut of the preceding vowel ; e. g. gamal-l, old, fem. gbrnul for

gamal{~u) ; fagar, fair, fem. fognr for fagar{-n). Elision of the

vowel in the derivative syllables al and ar always takes place

when the case-sign begins with a vowel, as gaml-an for gamal-an.

The adjective annar, other, Goth, ari^ar, forms some cases with

the stem ann, others with the stem a^, both standing for the

more ancient awiS.

The declension runs thus :

—

Singular. Plural.

Nora.
Gen.
Dat.

Aceus.

Masc.

annar
annars
S'Sruin

annan

Fem.

onnur
annarar
annarri
ai^ra

Neut.

annat
annars
o^ru
annat

Masc.

a^rir
annarra
otirum

a^ra

Fem.

a^rar
annarra
o^rv/m

a^rar

Neut.

onnur
annarra
S^rum
onnur

Themes in Ja have generally dropped the /, except in the ad-

jectives mi^r (medius), ny-r (new), Hk-r (rich), where it is often

preserved before the case-sign beginning with the vowel a or u,

as midj-um,, nyj-an, riJcj-u ; but where it is dropped it has caused

the Umlaut of the preceding vowels, as groenii, green, O. H.
Germ, groni, A. S. grene ; dyr, dear.

The spirant v at the end of a stem, though dropped, has often

caused the Umlaut of the preceding a into o, as dokk-r, dark,

black; gorr, done (comp. Germ. gar). It frequently reappears

before case-signs beginning with a vowel, as dokkv-am, dokkv-an,

&c. ; sometimes hardened into f, as hd-r, celsus (Germ, hehr),

accus. hdv-an and hdf-an ; but disappears generally in later

documents, hence /id-ir for hdv-ir ; hd-um, hd-m for hdc-iim.
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WEAK DECLENSION OF ADJECTIVES.

Paradigms.

Gothic.

Singular. Plural.

Masc.

Nom. blinda

Gen. blindins

Dat. blindin

Accas. blindan

Fem.

blindd

blindons

blinddn

blinddn

Neut.

blindd

blindins

blindin

blindd

Masc.

blindans
blindane

blindam
blindans

Fem.

blinddns

blinddn^

blinddm
blinddn

Neut.

blindona

blindane
blindam
blinddna

Old High German.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom. plinto plinta plinta plintun plintun plintun

Gren. plintin plintun plintin plintdnd plintdnd plintdnd

Dat. plintin plintUn plintin plintdm plintdm plintdm
Accus. plintun plinlun plinta plintun plintun plintun

Old Saxon.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Jleut.

Nora. blindo{-a) blinda blinda blindu

Gen. blindun blindun blindun blinddnd

Dat. blindun blindun blindun blindun
Accus. blindun blindun bl inda blindun

Anglo-Saxon.

Singular.

Masc.

Nom. blinda

Gen. blindan

Dat. blindan

Accus. blindan

Fem.

blinde

blindan
blindan

blindan

Neut.

blinde

blindan
blindan
blinde

Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

blindan
blindena

blindum
blindan

Z 2,
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Old Frisian.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fern. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom. hlinda blinde blinde blinda

Gen. hlinda hlinda blinda blindena
Dat. blinda blinda blinda blindum
Accus. llinda blinda blinde blinda

Old Norse.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

langi

langa
langa
langa

langa
lovgu
long 11

longu

langa
langa
langa
langa

Vongu

longu
longu

longu

Remai'Jcs on the Paradigms.

As we have already stated, and as will readily be seen from
the preceding" paradigms, the weak declension of the adjectives

is, with reg'ard to its case-signs or terminations, in all Teutonic

dialects perfectly identical with the weak declension of the noun.

A few peculiarities in the different dialects deserve a short notice.

In Gothic the a of the thematic termination -an is, in the

feminine, leng-thened into o, hence the lengthened theme -on.

Adjectives in ja preserve the thematic ja in the weak declension,

though the j may have been dropped in the strong declension,

e. g. hrainja, gen. hrainjins, dat. hrainjin, &c. (strong, hrain-s, &e.)

Themes in u adopt the forms in ja, hence hardja, hardjins, &c.

(strong, kardus, &c.) The weak adjective ainaha, solus (Germ,
einiger), has the fem. ainohS.

Old High German and Old Saxon have preserved the Gothic
feminine theme in on in the darkened form un, which in Old
Saxon however may rather be the shortened -un. Anglo-Saxon
adopts the theme in -an for the singular of all genders, with the

exception of the nominative feminine and neuter and accusative

neuter. The plural is, in Old Saxon and Anglo-Saxon, identi-

cally the same for all genders.

Old Frisian and Old Norse reject in the singular of the adjec-

tive as well as of the substantive declension the thematic -n, and
allow the word to end in the bare vowel a, or its modification in
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i or u. In Old Norse, moreover, it is the singular only which
has preserved the terminations of the weak declension of the

noun, while the plural, rejecting whatever case-signs the noun
has preserved, adopted the neuter termination u for all cases and
all genders.

The Old Norse themes in jan and van preserve their respective

spirant throughout, except that the nom. -ji is commonly ren-

dered by i, as riki, rtkja; dokkvi, dokkva. Some adjectives have

the weak declension only, e. g. lami, lame
; faxl, jubatus

; full-

M^i, full-grown, or they adopt in all genders the indeclinable

termination -a, as lama.

DECLENSION OF THE PARTICIPLES.

Present Participle.

These participles have in all Teutonic dialects a substantive as

well as an adjective declension; as to the former we refer to the

proper place *. The adjective declension of the present participle

again may be strong or weak.

The Gothic dialect uses the strong form in the nom. masc.

only; in the weak declension the feminine is not formed after

the analogy of the adjectives in -on,, but by a more ancient theme
in -ein, hence the fem. of hilpanda, helping (Germ, helfend), is

hilpandei, gen. Jiilpandeins^, &c.

Old High German declines the adjective form of the participle

regularly after the analogy of the strong and weak declensions

of the adjective; hence strong, gebanter, gehantju, gehantax;

weak, gebanto, gebantd, g'ehanta.

Old Saxon is fond of introducing the spiranty before the case-

signs ; as to the rest it follows the strong and weak declensions

of the adjectives ; e. g. strong, helpandi, hel/pandi, helpandi, gen.

helpandjes, helpandjero, helpandjes, &c. From this example it will

appear that the/ in the nominative (as in i.11 indeclinable cases)

is vocalized into i. Such an i we find in Old High German too

where the cases of the strong declension of the participle adopt
the indeclinable form, as gehanti in all genders instead oigebanter,

gebantju, gebanta^. This i must of course, like that in Old Saxon,

have its origin in an ancient/, which in the participle declension

was commonly preserved before the case-signs by the Old Norse,

but rejected by the Old High German dialect.

' See the declension of the themes in -rwi, p. 334.
* Compare the weak noun managei, managdns.
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Anglo-Saxon hardly differs at all from the preceding dialects

in the declension of the participle present. Like them it follows

the strong- and weak declension of the adjective, and like them
it shows the trace of an ancient j before the case-signs in the

termination e of the uninflected cases of the strong declension,

as nom. g'lfende, gen. gifendes ; weak, masc. gifenda, fem. neut.

gifende.

Old Frisian follows in every respect the rules laid down for

Anglo-Saxon.
Old Norse has, like Gothic, preserved in the feminine the an-

cient termination i (Goth, ei), which has been lost in all the

other dialects. This fem. t has in the plural usurped the position

of all other terminations; hence sing. masc. gefandi, gefandi,

gefanda, gen. gefanda, gefandi, gefanda, &c. like the adjective

;

plur. gefandi in all cases and genders. But by the side of this

indeclinable plural the masculine has the strong substantive

forms in -r (from ir, therefore causing Umlaut), as nom. gefend-r,

gen. gefanda, &c.

Pbeterite Participle.

It follows in Gothic and all other Teutonic dialects the strong

and weak declensions of the adjective.

With regard to Old High German we have however to observe

that the pret. part, of the weak conjugation drops the charac-

teristic vowel i (j'a), from which cause ' Riick-Umlaut' may be

produced ; e. g. gi-nant-er, named (Germ, ge-nannt), instead of

gi-nennit-er ; but where the participle is uninflected the charac-

teristic vowel remains, hence gi-nemiit.

Old Norse displays a peculiarity in forming the pret. part, of

weak verbs with a short radical in -i^r instead of -"Sr. The forms

in r6r may exchange the ^r for nn, an exchange we have often

observed with n^ and nn ; hence we have the forms tali^r, talrS,

tali^, talit, and talinn, talini?), talit ; and from both forms may
be derived oblique cases, as gen. masc. tali^-s, {talin-s ?), gen.

fem. talin-nar, plur. fem. nom. tald-ar, gen. talin-na : from which
examples it would appear that case-signs beginning with a con-

sonant prefer the form in -n to precede them.

DECLENSION OP THE INFINITIVE.

The Teutonic dialects, with the exception of the Gothic and
the Old Norse, possess a declension of the infinitive which is

analogous to the strong declension of the noun. In Old High
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German the infinitive, though in itself it is but the accusative of

a verbal noun, developes a new theme in -a, from which it forms

two new cases, a genitive and a dative ; e. g. helfan, to help,

gen. helfannes, dat. h'eJfanne ; nerjan, servare, gen. nerjanneSy

dat. nerjanne. In the same manner proceeds the Old Saxon
infinitive; eg. helpan, gen. helpannasi-es), dat. Jielpanna{-e)

;

nerjan, nerjannas, nerjanna. Here too we occasionally find the

derivative j before the thematic vowel. Anglo-Saxon and Old
Frisian have only the dative, which however occurs pretty fre-

quently ; e.g. A. S. faranne, etenne ; O.Yris. farane gungane.

As to the latter we observe that the n of the infinitive, which
is usually dropped, in this case reappears.

MIDDLE TEUTONIC DECLENSIONS.

In the Middle Teutonic dialects the declensions imdergo
great changes, and in consequence thereof can no longer be
brought under the same classification which we adopted in the

Old Teutonic languages. The terminational vowels are each

and all weakened into e, so that in the singular the declension

in a can no longer be kept distinct from that in i, both i and a

being rendered by e. The declension in u disappears altogether

;

and thus it happens that a distinction of three strong declen-

sions, characterized by three different thematic vowels, becomes
all but impossible. But on the other hand there continues to

exist the distinction between the strong and the weak declen-

sions—a distinction which in some dialects has been preserved

up to the present day. We further observe the continuation of

the difierent inflectional forms of the different genders, and we
therefore arrange the declensions of the Middle and New Teu-
tonic languages under the heads of Strong and Weak, and then

again sub-divide according to the different genders, always indi-

cating the thematic vowel as far as it can be traced. Features of

development which are peculiar to one or the other of the Middle
Teutonic dialects will be delineated in their proper places.

The weakening down of the different thematic and termina-

tional vowels into the one flat-sounding e deprived the Teutonic

languages of their finest phonetic ornament, and the inflectional

forms, where such still continue to exist, have a wearisome same-

ness about them, so that it is almost difficult to say which
serves the highest praise and admiration :—New High German,
for its fidelity to ancient inflexional forms, though they be ever
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so mutilated, flat, and unmusical ; or Modern English for having,

with wonderful discrimination, eliminated from its system the

shattered remains of inflexional forms which, their functions

being performed by other means, have often become mere
cumbersome ballast.

Old and Middle English.

Among late Anglo-Saxon authors Layamon alone distin-

guishes three declensions for the three different genders. The
mapculine follows, on the whole, the Anglo-Saxon declension in

a, so that the genitive singular commonly shows es, the dative e,

the latter being sometimes replaced by en. The instrumental is

lost. In the plural we find es and en side by side, the latter

having perhaps found its way from the dative into other cases,

or being formed in analogy to the weak declension in n. The
genitive plural has the termination ene (A. S. ena), besides es

and en ; the dative plural en (A. S. um, on) . Nouns which in

Anglo-Saxon already had the Umlaut, preserve it in the plural

(though not always), and drop it in the dative singular. Ex-
amples : — sing. nom. dai (day)= A. S. cliig; gen. da'^es, days;
dat. da^e, daye. The dative is formed with en in cnihten, h'lngen.

The uom plur. has es or en, e.g. dages, datven {= dagen)', sones,

sonen ; the gen. plur. en^ es, ena, ene, as dcegen, kinges or kingena,

eorlene ; the dat. en, e.g. da^en, dawen {=dagen) '. The Umlaut
is preserved \nfei,fat, by the side of which occurs also the plur.

fate (feet) ; man has the plur. men and monnen ; wifinan, wiman,
womman (woman), plur. wifmen, wimen.

The feminine nouns follow chiefly the Anglo-Saxon declension

in i. In the genitive and dative singular they have the termi-

nation e ; but in the genitive the termination es begins to

encroach upon the legitimate e, so that in this case the feminine

form becomes identical with the masculine and neuter. The
plural shows in the nominative the terminations es and en, gen.

e, dat. en, accus. e. But es often assumes the place of all other

terminations in the different cases of the plural. Umlaut is

preserved only in hoc, plur. hac, by the side of hoc and hokes.

Examples:

—

hurh (borough, castle), gen. hur^e, dat. hur^e, plur.

nom. hur^es, gen. hi^"3,e, dat. burden, accus. hur-^e.

The neuter has the regular terminations in analogy to the

Anglo-Saxon declension in a, gen. es, dat. e ; but in the latter,

as in the dative singular masculine, we find also en, as londe,

londen, dat. of lond (land). The plural nominative preserves the

* Concerning the rebtion of the consonants 3, w, g, to one another, and to the

semi-vowel y, see the respective sections on Old English consonants, pp. 146 and 162.
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ancient uninflected forms, e. g". hern, seep, hors ; but also en—
scipen, leoten ; chilcle has the plur. childre and children ; even es

is introduced

—

scipes. The genitive plural has sometimes ene

for e, as scipene.

The weak declension in n begins to be broken up since the n
was no longer considered as an inherent part of the theme, but

as an inflexional form. Consequently the n is often dropped or

superseded by the termination es ; but on the other hand the n
encroaches upon the nominative too, where e (rarely a) occupies

the place of the Anglo-Saxon a. So again in the genitive plural,

n is added to the ancient termination ene (A. S. end). Ex-
amples:—sing. nom. noma, nome ; swihen ; gen. draken, drakes;

dat. monen, nione (moon) ;
plur. nom. draken, drakes ; gen. gmnene,

gumenen ; dat. sterren, storre ; accus. teonen, teone ; namen, names.

The feminine is subject to the same fluctuations ; as gen. sing.

churche and churches ; dat. sunne and sunnen (sun) ; accns. eorben

and eor^e ; plur. nom. heorten and heortes ; gen. wikene ; dat.

accus. wiken and wike ; accus. chirchen and chirches. Neut e^e

(eye), plur. nom. accus. e^ene ; dat. e^an, e^enen. The themes in

-r, such sisfader (father), moder (mother), &c., are in the singular

indeclinable ; in the plural we find en, es, and s, side by side

;

the genitive is sometimes uninflected, sometimes with the termi-

nation ne, as dohter and dohterne (filiarum).

The forms we have just enumerated, and which, as we have
already stated, most frequently occur in Layamon, are far more
extensively modified by other authors. We may limit ourselves

to pointing out the most important modification, which consists

in the introduction of the case-sign es, or ess, in the genitive

singular and in the plural of all genders.

Old English abandons the grammatical gender, or identifies

it with the sexes, and the distinction therefore of the genders

in the declension is discontinned. Inflexional forms are limited

to the genitive singular, the plural, and soi^e remnants of the

dative.

The Plural is commonly formed by the termination -* (-e*,

-\s, -ys), as dayes, kinges, townes ; rarely by -e, as erle, monke,

monljfe ; more frequently by f» or n, e.g. clerken, applen, oxen,

chirchen, honden (hands), eyen ; by -er—childer, childir, to which
is added a second plural termination, child-er-en. The Umlaut
indicates the plural in

—

-fot, Jet ; to\>, tel^ ; man, men ; wommann,
wymmen ; gas, gese ; kou, kie.

With regard to the chief plural signs en and es, it must be
observed that they do not in Old English represent the Anglo-
Saxon plurals, the former of the weak declension in -an, the
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latter of the strong in -as, but that one or the other was adopted

quite arbitrarily ; hence we find O. Engl, dat/es, leuedys, riches^

for A. S. dagas, hlcefdigan, ricu ; and O.Engl, clereken, honden^

oxen, and heuenden for A. S. clericas, hundas, oxan, and heqfod.

Concerning the Cases, none but the genitives and isolated

traces of the dative are preserved.

The genitive singular commonly has the case-sign -ys, -es, -'s,

as Jcynges, Gode^s, ^ere's (anni) ; in the phras i ' kyng Kenulf ys
fader/ it is doubtful whether ys must be taken as the genitive

case-sign, or the possessive pronoun. (Koch, i. p. 415.) Some-
times it is dropped altogether, as ' for his broj^er dej?/ '

J^e quene
fader,' ' my fader name.' Observe ' \e name of j^e fadere' (Koch,

loc. cit.) as the first appearance of the preposition of for the indi-

cation of the genitive.

The genitive plural remains where the plural sign is es, unin-

flected, as ' [?e Dunes king'; but if the plural does not end in *

already, the genitive adopts the case-sign es, as men, mennes

;

the old case-sign ene is rarely met, e. g. monkene, clerhene.

Traces of the dative are ctmsidered to be left in the following

phrases : ys owne honde, with his own hand ; Gode next, nearest

to God.

Middle English. The inflexional forms of the dative disap-

pear, and the declension is limited to the formation of the plural

and of the genitive case.

The Plural is formed by the termination s {es, is, ys, rarely

us) , e. g. thornes, thornys, sones, folhls, thingis, thingus, hondis,

hondus ; sometimes z for s in Romance words, as citez and citees.

After V the s is always preceded by e, as wives, knives, theves.

The plural in en must be considered an exceptional mode of

formation. Examples are

—

kneen, shoon, oxen, ashen, eyen,

sustren (sisters), daughtren, kien, hretheren. We have two plural

terminations, er and en, in the words child-er-en, calv-er-en,

lamh-r-en ; ey-r-en (comp. Germ, eier), by the side of the regular

plural egges (eggs).

The plural is indicated by the ancient Umlaut in the following

words : fete, feet, but we find also fote ; goos, gees ; lous, lys

;

mous, mys, mees ; man, men ; womman, wommen, wemmen, wymmen ;

tooth, teeth ; brother, hretheren"".

Some words, which in Anglo-Saxon were neuter, appear with-

out the plural sign s, and consequently seem to follow the analogy
of the ancient uninflected forms, e. g. hors, scheep, swyne, thing,

frut (fruit), but also horses, thinges, frutes ; peny has penyes and

* About the irregularities in the phonetic system of Old and Middle English, the

student will And explanations in the chapters on Vowels and Consonants.
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pens J the measures span, and faclme (fathom) occur without s
\

degrees, farlonges, with the phiral sign s.

The genitive singular is formed by -5, -is, -ys (Wycliffe), -s,

-es (Chaucer); e.g. Goddis, cliykenys 2iXi^ cockis ; widewes (of a

widow), stones (of a stone); swynes Jlessche (pork).

The genitive plural is not indicated after words which have

the plural case-sign s; but where the plural is formed by other

means, es serves to indicate the genitive case, as mennes wlttes,

men's wits. The old genitive form ene (A. S. ena) is preserved

in the words childrene (of children), clerkene, kyngene.

The words of relationship, as father, mother, are sometimes

used without, more often with, the genitive case-sign ; hence ' the

mother love'; but 'thi fathris brother,' 'the kinges moderes

court.' Observe 'the brother of his fader' (Koch, i. p. 417).

Middle High German.

All the different terminational vowels are weakened into e;

the features of the thematic declensions are therefore in this, as

in the other Middle Teutonic dialects, greatly mutilated, some-
times hardh' traceable. This circumstance causes a confusion

between the declension in a and that in i, the singular of both

being perfectly alike, a defect which in Old High German
already becomes apparent. The plurals of both declensions are

often kept strictly apart by means of the Umlaut which takes

place in words with the theme in i. But then again there are

many words that, from the nature of the radical vowel cannot

have the Umlaut, as tisck, &c. These then can no longer be

distinguished from the declension in a, the word tisch (in i)

declining exactly like visch (in a). Words in a, on the other

hand, sometimes adopt an inorganic Umlaut, and thus transgress

upon the declension in i. The original cause of the Umlaut in

general being no longer perceived, Umlaut is formed on blind

analogy, and we thus meet with the plural bdcke,frdsclie (in i),

instead oihoche,frosche (in a). But as a rule, masculine nouns,

the stem of which ends with a geminated consonant, preserve the

plural in a, and consequently reject Umlaut, e. g. kus (kiss),

plur. kusse ; but in the fourteenth century already there occurs

the inorganic Umlaut, plur. kiisse.

A peculiar feature of the Middle High German declensions

is the frequent elision of the e in the terminations. Thus in

masculine monosyllabic words which end in a single consonant

preceded by a short vowel, the e is dropped ; e. g. kil, man, gen.

kil-s, man-s. The same phenomenon we observe in the feminine

in 2i, as schar, gen. plur. seharn. Feminine words in i may drop
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the terminational e of the genitive and dative, and then the word
is uninflected in the sing-ular. The neuter performs the elision

of the e under the same conditions as the masculine ; hence sper,

gen. sper-s; tal, plur. telr for teler. If neuter nouns which origi-

nally belonged to the declension in ja drop the e, as they do

sometimes, they may be ranked under the declension in a, as

her (for here), gen. hers.

Concerning the Umlaut in the plural of the words in i no
strict rule can be laid down, further than the remark that cer-

tain combinations of consonants seem to favour its occurrence.

Some neuter nouns take in the plural the termination er (comp.

O. H. Germ, ^r), which termination causes Umlaut, e. g. halp,

helher ; ort, drier ; loch, locher ; most of which may also have

the old uninflected plural without er. While some nouns always

adopt this termination, others never do so.

Neuter nouns in ja aLvays adopt the Umlaut, wherever this

modification of the radical vowel can take place.

The weak declension adopts the same rules for the elision of

the terminational e which we liave just pointed out in the strong

declension ; e. g. kol, koln ; ar, am.

We subjoin the paradigms of the diflerent declensions, indi-

cating the thematic vow els as far as they can be traced.

a ja i

Masculine.
1 1

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom. visch vische hirte hirte hale beige

Gen. visches vische hirtes hirte bulges beige

Dat. vische vischen hiHe hirten bulge belgen

Accus. visch vische hirte hirte bale beige

Feminine.

Nom. gebe gebe ,. Tcraft Tcrefte

Gen. gebe geben .. Tcrefte Tcrefte

Dat. gebe geben • • m
.. Tcrefe hreften

Accus. gebe gebe •• Tcraft Tcrefte

Neuter.

Nom. wort wort Jcunne Tcunne

Gen. wortes worte kiinnes hunne
Dat. worte worten hunne Jcunnen , ,

Accus. wort wort Tcunne Tcunne ..

As to the declension in a the paradigms will show it to be the

only one traceable in all three genders; the declension in ja is
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lost in the feminine and becomes identical with that in a, be-

cause Old High German t {—Jo) and a both become e. The
neuter never had a declension in i. We omitted giving examples
of the declension in ii, because there are but few remnants of it

left, and these are doubtful. Among these Grimm reckons such
words as end in e without causing Umlaut, a circumstance from
which he concludes that the e stands for the ancient u, e. g.

scJiate (never schete), damage. He further takes to the declen-

sion in u the words sige (victory), wite (wood), site (manmr),
vride (peace) ; but in the thirteenth century all, except vricle,

drop the e and go after the declension in a- Among the ancient

class in u may also count the neuter vihe^ cattle; wite is

sometimes neuter, commonly masculine.

Middle Dutch.

Masc. (a) visschy -es, -e, vissch ; plur. vissche, -e, -en, -e.

Fem. (a) sing, miede, plur, mieden throughout all cases (i)

sing, daet throughout; plur. dade, -e, -en, -e.

Neut. (a) wort, word-es, -e, wort ; plur. wort, -e, -en, wort.

Ancient themes in ja end in e and go after the weak declension.

The Weak Declension is for the masculine, feminine, and
neuter alike, e.g. hayie, -en, -en, -e ; plur. -en throughout.

MODERN TEUTONIC DECLENSIONS.

English.

All the case-signs of the ancient declensions have disappeared

with the exception of the 's of the genitive singular, and the -s

(or -es) which all nouns have adopted for the formation of the

plural. A few remnants of the ancient forms. are still extant,

especially in words which indicate the plural by Umlaut ; these

are brother, brether-en (Umlaut and ancient termination en)
;

man, men; foot, feet ; goose, geese; tooth, teeth; mouse, mice;

louse, lice; cow, Tcine

;

—ox, ox-en, preserves the ancient plural

sign en, and child, child-r-en, has two plural terminations, r=.er

(O. H. Germ, ir) and en : the old plural egren, of egg, is disused

in the modern language.

The foreign plural forms which have been adopted in English

together with the foreign word—such as French bean, beaux

;

Latin index, indices ; Greek phenomenon, phenomena; Hebrew
seraph, seraphim - may still be considered as foreign, and there-
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fore hardly to fall within the range of Teutonic g-rammar. The
circumscriptive case-formation with the prepositions of and to,

which occasionally occurs in Old English already, came more
and more into use, the more the ancient case-signs disappeared.

German.

Masculine.

Declension in a. Declension in i.

Sing, Plur.

Nom. fiscTi fische

iien. Jtsches fische

Dat. fsche fschen
Accus. Jisch fische

Sing. Plur.

Nom. ialg bulge

Gen. bulges bulge

Dat. bulge bdlgen

Accus. bulg bulge

The declension in u is extinct; the_ declension in ja is repre-

sented by one word, kaese, cheese, gen, kaeses, &c., whilst all

those words which of old belonged to this declension have be-

come weak, e. g. Mrte, shepherd, gen, hirten.

Many words in a also have passed from the strong into the

weak declension ; others have done so partly, that is, forming
their singular after the strong, their plural after the weak de-

clension, as mast, gen. mastes, plur. masten ; stackel {sting), gen.

stacAels, plur. staclieln.

The Umlaut is more extensively adopted in the plural of

words in a ; and the presence or absence of Umlaut being the

only distinctive feature between the declension in a and that

in i, these words may be considered as having passed into the

declension in i. This is the case with all those words which are

capable of Umlaut, i. e. having a, o, u, or au in the root, with

the exception of about nine that reject the Umlaut and conse-

quently remain faithful to the declension in a ; e. g. aal, eel,

plur. aale ; tag, day, plur. tdge ; hund, dog, plur. hunde ; schuh,

plur. sckuhe.

Feminine.

Declension in a. Declension in i.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

gube
gube

gube
gube

gaben
guben
guben
guben

Nom. kraft
Gen. kruft

Dat. kraft
Accus. kraft

krdfte

krdfte

kruften

krdfte

The declensions in ja and u are extinct.

The singular has dropped all inflectional forms.

Words in i which cannot have the Umlaut, follow the declen-

sion in a and take in the plural the termination en, e, g, arbeit.
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work, labour, plur. arbeiten ; the same course is pursued by
some words which are capable of Umlaut, as burg (castle), geburt

(birth), that (deed), Jugend (youth), tugend (virtue), plur. burgen,

&c. Some pass altogether into the declension in a, and con-

sequently adopt the e (the representative of the ancient a) in

the singular, e. g. eiche (oak), geschichte (history, story), bluete,

(blossom); M. H. Germ, eich, geschiht, bhot^ plur. eiche, ges-

ckihte, &c. From tliis old plural form the e probably penetrated

into the modern singular.

Neuter. Declension in a: wort, gen. wortes, is declined like

the masc. Ji^ch.

The plural in er is more frequent, and causes Umlaut ; e. g.

buck (book), biicher, dach (roof), ddcher.

Words in ja, which on the earlier stage of Modem German
ended in e, as bette, bilde, glilche, have now dropped the e and go
after the declension in a, as bett, gen. bettes.

Weak Declension.

To this declension belong all words which in the nominative

singular end in e; they have the termination en through all

other cases of the singular and plural ; e. g. hase, hare, gen.

hasen.

Some drop the final e of the nominative singular, as baer, bear
;

fiirst, prince
; graf^ earl ; herr, lord, master ; mensch, man,

homo. This apocope has perhaps been caused by a tendency
in the mentioned words towards the strong declension. The
same course towards the strong declension, though from a differ-

ent starting-point, we observe in words such as bogen, bow, gen.

bogens, for the M. H. Germ, boge, bogen—words in which the

inflexional en seems to have been mistaken for a derivative ter-

mination, and then were supplied with the genitive case-sign -s

of the strong declension. To this class belong grdben, ditch
;

hrunnen, well
;
glauben, faith ; haufen, heap ; kuchen, cake ; ndmen,

name ; willen, will
; frieden, peace ; schatten, shade. Some of

them preserve the ancient e by the side of en, as friede, schatte,

glaube, wille. Their origin in the weak declension is further

recognized by the fact of their having no Umlaut, which always
occurs with originally strong nouns in en, as wdgen, caniage,

waegen ; boden, floor, boeden. In but few instances, and then
erroneously, have such words as were originally of weak declen-

sion taken the Umlaut, e. g. garten, garden, garten ; grdben^

ditch, graeben ; mdgen, stomach, maegen ; krdgen, collar, kraegen.
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The M. H. Germ, spor (spur), sporn, ought, in New High Ger-

man, to have become spore, sporen^ or (like hogen) sporen, ftporenn ;

but it adopted a mixed form, i. e. the singular of the strong and
the plur. of the weak declension, sporn, gen. apornes, plur. spornen.

The following words pass altogether from the weak into the

strong declension : dr and adler (eagle), mond (moon), keim,

(germ), stern (star), declension in a ; ^^71 (cock), salm (salmon),

schwdn (swan), herzog (duke), declension in i.

We find digression from the strong (in a) into the weak
declension in the words held, hero ; rdbe, gen. rahen, for the old

rahen, rahens,—which shows the case of hogen, &c., inverted : from

the strong in ja, hirie (shepherd), riicke (back), weize (wheat)

;

but the latter again follow the analogy of loge, hogen, and return

into tlie strong declension in the forms rUcken, weizen, gen.

riickens, weizens.

The feminine of the weak declension is identical with the

feminine of the strong- declension in a.

The weak neuter nouns herz (heart), auge (eye), or (ear), have

adopted a strong singular, gen. herzevs^ auges, ores; but the

plural continues to follow the weak declension.

Of the anomalous forms, vater (father) and sckwager (brother-

in-law) now follow the declension in i; mutter (mother) and
tochter (daughter) are in the singular unchangeable, in the plural

they take the Umlaut, mutter^ tochter ; schwester (sister) and
schwtger (mother-in-law) are in the singular indeclinable, in the

plural weak, mann has the ^XxxYal mannen and manner.

Examples

:

—
Strong. Masculine in a :

—

<^l, eel ; herg, mountain ; 6i^, bite

;

died, thief
;
Jisch, fish ; freund, friend

;
feind, enemy ; geist, spirit

(cf. ghost); hirsch, stag; hund, dog, hound; krieg, war; leih^

body; pfeil, arrow; stein, stone; sp)er, spear; tdg^ day; theily

deal; tisch^ table; we^, way; wein,\\\WQ', zwerg, dwarf; zweig^

twig. In i :

—

ast, branch ; bach, brook ; balg, skin, hide ; batim,

tree; flii^, river; frosch, frog; fu^, foot; fuchs, fox; grund,

ground ; hof, court, yard ; koch, cook ; mund, mouth ; pfddj
path

; pfiug, plough ; wolf.

Feminine in a:

—

amme, nurse; here, berry; bitte, prayer;

hlume^ flower (cf. bloom) ; ere, honour ; henne, hen
; Jliege, fly

;

minne, love; ndse, nose; quelle, fountain; rute, rod; sage, tale,

saga ; schwalbe, swallow ; sonne, sun ; strafe, street ; woche, week

;

zunge, tongue. In i :

—

angst, fear, anxiety ; bank, bench ; brust,

breast; faust, fist; gans, goose; hand ; kroft, strength (cf. craft);

knnst, art ; luft,, air ; macht, power, might ; naehi, night.
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Neuter in a :

—

beil, hatchet ; brot, bread ; cling, thing ; eis

ice; ^mc^, flesh
;
gold; hdr, hair; keti, hay; Jar, year', knie,

knee ; ma^, measure
;

])ferd, horse ; ro^, horse, steed ; sckdf,

sheep; schiff, ship; schwert, sword; thier, animal; vih, pecus;

werk, work ; wort, word.

Weak. Masculine :

—

affe, ape ; biibe, boy ; drache, dragon
;

falke, falcon ; gotze, idol ; hase, hare
;
junge, youth ; kndbe, boy

;

laie, layman ; lowe, lion ; ochse, ox ; rise, giant ; waise, orphan

;

zeuge, witness.

Concerning feminine and neuter nouns, see above.

Dutch.

This dialect no longer distinguishes between strong and weak
declensions.

All nouns may, instead of the inflexional forms of the genitive

and dative, use the circumscriptive cases formed by the preposi-

tions van (of) and aan=.dn (to) ; e. g. van den vader, aan den vader ;

van de vaders, aan de vaders ; van de moeder, aan de moeder ; van

de moeders, aan de moeders ; van het boek, aan het hoek ; van de

hoeken, aan de boeken, just as English of the father, to the father,

of the book, &c.

Masc. All nouns have in the genitive singular the case-sign -s

(after ft, cht, st, sch, -es), in the plural -en throughout ; or in

other words, they follow the strong declension in the singTilar,

the weak in the plural ; hence sten (stone) , formerly of the strong

declension, has in the genitive stens, in the plural stenen ; and
han (cock), formerly weak, has likewise hans in the genitive sin-

gular, hanen in the plural. The genitive and dative singular, as

a rule, show no inflexional forms, though occasionally the dative

singular still preserves the ancient case-sign -e, especially where
it is preceded by the article, as den vosse, vulpi.

Nouns ending in el, em, er, dr, may form the plural with s ;

e. g. vader, father, plur. vaders ; wdgen, carriage, wdgens ; diendr,

servant, diendrs ; but the weak forms vaderen, &c. also occur,

especially in the higher style of writing ; words in en only take

always s.

Sometimes we meet in the nominative singular with the ter-

mination e which is the remnant of the ancient termination or

of the weak declension, as in vrede, peace ; rugge, back
;
yonge,

youth; ewe, heir; name, name.
The word veulen, foal, gen. veulens, passes from the weak into

the strong declension, analogous to the Germ, bogen, bogens, &c.

(vide supra, p. 351.)
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The weak genitives in en are exceptional, as heren (domini),

graven (comitis), menschen (hominis), hertogen (ducis), which in

High German are the regular forms, herren, grafen, menschen ;

but herzogs.

Fem. The feminine nouns take in the genitive and dative

singular the case-sign e, in the plural en through all eases, the

former being derived from the strong, the latter from the weak
declension. Hence kracht, power (Germ, kraft, cf. craft), gen.

krachte, dat. krachte ; plur. kracJiten (formerly of the strong

declension), and tong, tongue, gen. tonge, dat. tonge, plur. tongen

(formerly of the weak declension).

As in the masculine, nouns in el, en^ er, may form the plural

in -8, as netels, splinters.

Feminine nouns which originally ended inja or a, or belonged

to the weak declension, sometimes preserve the e, the weakened
form of the ancient termination, and then all the cases of the

singular are alike ; e. g. drde, earth ; bede, prayer ; duive, dove
;

henne, hen ; koude, cold ; stemme, voice, or simply stem, hen, &c.

The declension of the Neuter coincides with that of the mas-
culine.

Here also the plural in -s may occur, as waters, bloempjes, &c.

The ancient plural form of the neuter in er is in the refined

style followed by the plural sign -en, in the common language
by -s, e. g. hen^ bone ; henderen, benders ; bldd, leaf (Germ, blatt)

;

ei/, egg; kind, child; lam, lamb; plur. kinderen, lammeren. But
these words may also have the regular plural in -en, as bldd,

bidden; so that consequently certain words may adopt three

different forms, as bldd, plur. bidden, or bldderen, or bidders.

The old termination -e occurs occasionally in the nominative
singular, as herte (heart), bedde (bed), for hert, bed.

Examples

:

—
Masc. drd, kind ; arm ; ber, bear ; bom, tree ; dag, day ; dief,

thief; disch, table (Germ, tisch) ; dod, death
;
gast, guest ; gest,

ghost
;
grond, ground ; hond, dog (Germ, hund, cf. hound) ; kus,

kiss ; mond, mouth ; slap, sleep ; smid, smith ; sten, stone (Germ,
stein) ; visch, fish ; vloed, flood ; vos, fox ; vriend, friend ; wolf;
worm; weg, way.

Fem. dr, ear of corn (Germ, acre); bruid, bride; dad, deed;

deugd, virtue; deur, door; er, honour (Germ, ere); gans, goose;
geit, goat (Germ, geif); jeugd, youth; kracht, power (Germ,
kraft, cf. craft) ; lucht, air (Germ, luft) ; mdgd and meid, maid

;

min, love ; muis, mouse ; stad, town ; tdl, language ; vrouw, wife
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(Germ, frau) ; wereld, world; wik, vicus; zdkf thing (Germ,
sache, cf. sake) ; ziel, soul (Germ. sele).

Neut. bed; bldd, leaf (Germ, blatt) ; bloed,\Aoodi', dal, dale;

del, deal ; ding, thing
;
goud, gold ; hdr, hair ; hofd, head ; huis,

house ; jar, year ; kruis, cross ; lid, limb ; lod, lead. ; mel, meal

;

schdp, sheep; werk, work; word, word; zout, salt; zwerd, sword.

Swedish.

Masculine in a IN ja IN i IN u

Sing.

Nom. fisk

Gen. fisks

Dat fisk

Accus. fijik

Plur.

fiskar

fiskars

fiskar

fiskar

Sing.

fiskare

fiskares

fiskare

fiskare

Plur.

fiskare

fiskares

fiskares

fiskare

Sing.

vaen
vaens

vaen
vaen

Plur.

vanner
vdnners

vanner
vanner

Sing.

son

sons

ton

son

Plur.

soener

soeners

soener

soener

The declension in ja shows the singular and plural perfectly

alike. It comprises many words ending in are (Engl, and Germ.
er; com^p. fskare with 'Eugl. Jisker, Germ. Jiscker).

Most Old Norse nouns in u have passed into the declension in

a : some preserve the Umlaut ; as dm, eagle ; biorn, bear, plur.

ornar, biornar j others drop it, as vall^ valley, trdd, thread, plur.

vallar, trddar.

Feminine in a IN ja IN i IN U

Sing.

Nom. sol

Gen. sols

Dat. sol

Accus. sol

Plur.

s6lar

solars

solar

solar

wanting.

Sing.

kraft

krafts

kraft

kraft

Plur.

krafter

krafters

krafter

krafter

Sing.

tand
tands

tand
tand

Plur.

tdnder

tdnder
tdnder

tdnder

The criterion of the declension in u is, in the feminine as in

the masculine, the Umlaut ; the declension in i is recognized by
the absence of the Umlaut.

Neuter in a

Sing. Plur,

Nom. ord

Gen. ords

Dat, ord
Accus. ord

ord
ords

ord
ord

IN ja

Sing.

kynne
kynnes
kynne
kynne

Plur.

kynne
kynnes
kynne
kynne

The singular and plural of the neuter declensions are identical.

The plural sometimes shows the case-sign -/•, as klaede, klaeder,

A a 2
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and lander, dander^ viner, by the side of the regular plural land,

stand, mn. They are commonly used with the suffixed article,

e. g. kynnen, rtken.

Weak Declension.

Masculine.

Sing.

Nom. heme
Gen. hanes {-as)

Dat. Jiane (-a)

Accus. Tiane (-a)

Plur.

hanar
hdnars
hanar (-om)

hanar

Feminine.

Sing.

tunga
tungas (-os)

timga (-0)

tunga (-0)

Plur.

tungor

tmigor
tungor {-om}

tungor

Neuter,

Sing.

Nom. hierta

Gen. hiertas

Dat. hierta

Accus. hierta

Plur.

hiertan

hiertans

hiertan

hiertan

Sing.

oega

oegas

oega

oega

Plur.

oegon

oegons

oegon

oegon

The terminations given in parentheses are used in old docu-

ments.
Feminine nouns occur in the singular without the a, as rds,

rose; vd^, wave (Germ. woge).

Anomalous.

fader, hroder, form the plural faedar, hroedar, or faedrar, hroe-

drar ; moder, moedrar ; dotter, dottrar ; man, manner, in com-
pounds man.

The feminine nouns gas, goose ; Ms, louse ; mils, mouse, have
the plural gdss, loss, moss.

Monosyllabic stems ending in a vowel commonly are inflected

regularly, but sometimes they drop the inflexional vowel.

Examples

:

—
Steong. Masculine in a :

—

arm ; dag, day ; ddl, dale
; ^sk,

fish ; Mst, horse ; kund, dog ; Aoeg, hill (Germ, hiigel) ; lag,

law; orm, worm; sten, stone; sfol, chair; «^^ wolf. In ja :

—

words ending in are ; e. g. dlskare, lover ; Jiskare, fisher, &c. In

i :

—

halk, beam (Germ, balken) ; ed, oath
; gast, guest ; led,

limb ; rdtt, right ; sed, mos (Germ, sitte) ; skald, poet ; S'oen,

boy, swain ; vaen, friend. In u ''—fot, ^hxr.fdtter ; stdd, plur.

staeder ; son, soener.
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Feminine in a :

—

c,ln, all ; boek, beech ; ek, oak ; Md, skin

(Germ, haut) ; jord, earth; md7i, mane; sjael, soul; skdniy

shame ; sol, sun ; varld, world. In i :

—

boen, prayer j klelp,

help ; hind, hind ; kraft, power ; loen, reward (Germ. Ion) ; min,

mien ; noed, need ; ort, wort ; sak, cause ; Ud, time, tide. In

U :

—

hok, book, plur. hoeker ; hand, hand, hdnder ; nat, night,

natter ; rot, root, rotter ; tand, tooth, tdnder.

Neuter in a:— &r, year; ham, child; hen, bone; herg,

mountain ; hldd, leaf; diur, animal (Germ, thier) ; folk, people,

folk; glds, glass; ^a/' sea ; har, hair; lamh ; land; lius, light;

ord, word ; sar, wound, sore ; svdrd, sword ; tdgel, horse-tail

;

nanin, name; vatten, wdAjer ', hufvud, head. In ja :

—

aerende,

message ; apple, apple ; hvete, wheat ; klaede, dress ; kynne, kin
;

minne, memory ; ndste, nest ; vdrde, worth.

Weak. Masculine :

—

ande, spirit ; hidlke, beam ; boge, bow
(Germ, bogen) ; hare, hare ; hdne, cock ; lunge, lung ; mdnCf
moon; oxe, ox.

Feminine :— aska, ashes ; boena, bean ; hoena, hen ; man-
niska, man (Germ, mensch); naesa, nose; qvinna, woman;
stierna, star.

Neuter:

—

hierta, heart; nysta, glomus; oega, eye (Germ,
auge); oera, ear.

Danish.

Masculine in a IN ja IN i IN U

Sing.

Nom. fisk

Gen. fisks

Dat. fi^k

Accus. fi^k

Plur.

fiske

fi^kes

fiske

fiske

Sing.

fisker

fiskers

fisker

fisker

Plur.

fiskere

fiskeres

fiskere

fiskere

Sing.

ven
vens

ven
ven

Plur.

venner
venners

venner

venner

Sing.

fdd
fdds
fod
f6d

Plur.

fodder
fodders
fodder
fodder

Some words in a suffer syncope in the plural, as finger, plur.

fingre, whilst those in ja always preserve all syllables intact, and
thus keep their declension distinct from that in a, \ience fisker,

plur. always fiskere, notfiskre.
The declension in i is characterized by its rejection of the

Umlaut, that in u for introducing it in the plural.

Feminine in a IN i IN u

Sing.

Nom, sol

Gen. sols

Dat. sol

Accus. s6l

Plur.

sole

soles

sole

sole

Sing.

sdg
sags

sag
sag

Plur.

sager

sogers

sager

soger

Sing.

land
tcmds

tand
tand

Plur.

tdnder
tdnder

tdnder

tdnder
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Neuter in a

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

ord

ords

ord

ord

ord
ords

m-d
ord

fdd
fdds
fdd
fdd

fade
fddes

fdde
fade

The termination e is chiefly used in the plural of words which
originally had a short radical, though this radical may now be
long. This e is remarkable as being the representative of the

ancient termination u, and still more striking is the Umlaut in

ham, child, plur. born, an Umlaut which was originally caused

by the termination u, and which was preserved after the ending
vowel had been dropped.

The plural in er occurs in the nouns bryst, breast, hr^ster j

koved, head, hoveder ; sted, place, steder, &c.

Nouns in ja have frequently passed into the declension in a

;

those which remained faithful to their declension have, as in

Swedish, the singular in e, and in the plural, if they form it at

all, er, or the suffixed article ; e. g. klaede, dress
; plur. Madder.

Weak Declension.

Masculine. Feminine.

Like
Masculine.

Neuter.

Sing.

Nom. hdne
Gen. hdnes

Dat. hdne
Accus. hdne

Plur.

hdn^r
hdners

hdner
hdner

Sing.

hierte

hiertes

hierte

hierte

Plur.

hierten

hierten

hierten

hierten

Some weak nouns suffer apocope of the e in the singular, as

aand, spirit; oxe, ox, has the plural oxene, oxne, not oxer, per-

haps from a singular oxen of the strong declension.

Examples

:

—
Steong. Masculine in a :

—

biorn, bear ; dag, day ; ddl, dale

;

dom, doom ; droem, dream
; fisk, fish ; hest, horse ; dm, eagle

;

skov, wood, grove ; himmel, heaven (Germ, himmel) ; engel, angel
(Germ, engel)

; finger;fugl, bird (Germ, vogel) ; ravn, raven. In
ja :—words ending in er : fisker, fisher, &c. In i :

—

balg, hide
;

ed, oath ; flod, river, flood
;
giest, guest ', lem, limb ; ret, right.

Feminine in a :

—

boeg, beech ; borg, castle ; brud, bride ; eg,

oak ; hiordy flock ; skam, shame ; siael, soul ; sol, sun. In i :—
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art, kind, genus ; boen, prayer; d^d, virtue j ged, goat ; hov, hoof;

hud, skin, hide (Germ, haut)
;
jord, earth ; sag, cause (cf. sake)

;

Ud, time.

Neuter in a :

—

ciar, year ; aeg, egc^ ; dierg, mountain ; d;^r,

animal ; fad, vessel ; led, limb ; haar, hair ; liv, life ; lys, light

;

ord, word; saar, wound, sore.

Weak. Masculine :

—

dhe, ape ; hue, bow ; Time, cock ; hare,

hare; aand, spirit.

Feminine:

—

d4e, dove; hone, woman; pige^ girl; qv'mde,

wife ; tunge, tongue.

Neuter :

—

hierte, heart ; oeje, eye ; oere, ear.

DECLENSION OF THE ADJECTIVE IN THE MIDDLE
AND NEW TEUTONIC DIALECTS.

Old and Middle English.

Among late Anglo-Saxon authors, Layamon still declines the

adjective with as much completeness as Modern German at least.

He keeps up the distinction of the strong and weak form, of the

genders and numbers. The paradigm of his strong declension

looks as follows :

—

Singular.

Masc.

Nona. blind

Gen, hlindes

Dat. blinde{n)

Accus. hlinde

Fern.

ilinde

blindre

blindre

hlinde

Neut.

blind

blindes

hlinde(n)

blind

Plural.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

blinde

blindere

hl^uden

blinde

In the Ormulum the declension of the adjective has nearly

disappeared altogether. Old English has only e to indicate the

plural, a form made up in Middle English with the adjective

used as a substantive.
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Middle High Grerman.

Strong Declension.

Masculine.

Sing.

Nom. hlind-er

Gen. blind-es

Dat. blind-em (eine)

Accus. blind-en

Plur.

blind-e

blind-er (ere)

blind-en

blind-e

Feminine.

Sing.

blind-iu

blind-er (ere)

blind-er (ere)

blind-e

Plvir.

blind-e

blind-er (ere)

blind-en

blind-e

Neuter.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

Sing.

blind-e^

blind-es

blind-em (erne)

blind-e^

Plur.

blind-iu

blind-er (ere)

blind-en

i
blind-iu

The terminations mai/ be dropped in all genders and cases.

The Umlaut before the inflexional iu (which stands for the Old
High German ju) does not occur in the more ancient manu-
scripts.

Syncope and apocope of the e mute occur in the same manner
as with the substantive. As to the terminations which have
two vowels, as eme, ere, he, the following general rule may be

laid down : monosyllabic adjectives with a long radical preserve

the first inflexional vowel and reject the second; those with a
short radical preserve the second and reject the first after the

consonants I, m, r, e. g. dat. sing, -eme, blind-em ; but hol-me^

bar-me, lam-me ; fem. -ere, blind-er, but hol-re, har-re, lam-re.

The thematic ja shows some trace of its existence in nom. -e,

as boese, bad ; enge, narrow ; mitte^ medius ; naehe, near, &c.

All adjectives of this kind have Umlaut if the radical is capable

of it.

Weak Declension.

Masc, fem., and neut. :

—

blind-e, blind-en. Sec, the same as

the weak declension of the noun. The rules appl3ring to e mute
are also the same.

Some adjectives are used only in the weak form.

The ancient sufiix Ja''- is preserved in the e of the nom. Aerie,

hard, never harte ; its inflexions are regular, and the Umlaut
keeps its place throughout.

* Compare the Old Teutonic adjectiTe, p. 331 sqq.
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Middle Dutch.

Strong Declension.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing.

Nona, blint

Gen. blind-es

Dat. blind-en

Accus. blind-en

Plur.

blind-e

blind-re

blind-en

blind-e

Sing.

blint

blind-re

blind-re

bUnd-e

Plur.

blind-e

blind-re

blind-en

blind-e

Sing.

blint

blind-es

blind-en

blint

Plur.

blint

blind-re

blind-en

blint

The nominative singular is without any inflexion ; all other

cases of the three genders ma^ be used without such.

The genitive and dative feminine and the genitive plural may
end in -er, or -re (from ere) ; but the use of one or the other of

these terminations does not, as in Middle High German, depend
on the nature of the radical vowel, but on the consonant preced-

ing the termination; thus re always after n, nd; er after d, ty

9,fc,kQ.

The suffix ja is preserved in the nominative termination e;

as dinne, thin ; clene, small (Germ, klein).

Weak Declension.

The terminations of the weak declension are, sing, -e, en, -en,

en-, plur. -e, -en, -en, -e, for the three genders.

These terminations differ from the Middle Dutch weak noun
by using accus. sing, en for e, and nom. accus. plur. e for en

;

but they are identical with the terminations of the weak noun
and adjective in Middle High German.

English.

The adjective has no inflectional forms.

German.

Strong Declension.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuteb.

Sing.

Nom. blind-er

Gen. bUnd-ea
Dat. blind-em

Accus. blind-en

Plur.

blind-e

blind-er

blind-en

blind-e

Sing.

blind-e

blind-er

blind-er

blind-e

Plur.

blind-e

blind-er

blind-er

blind-e

Sing.

blind-es

blind-es

blind-em

bUnd-es

Plur.

blind-e

blind-er

blind-en

blind-e
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In the nominative and accusative singular and plural of all

genders the uninflocted form blind may be used.

The Middle High German iu is lost. The Middle High Ger-
man neuter termination -e^ first was rendered by e^, next passed

into -es, so that now the nominative and accusative neuter have

the same case-sign as the genitive.

The genitive and dative singular feminine, and the genitive

plural have always simply er for the Middle High German ere,

re, er.

The rule of syncope is no longer of any great consequence

-

All polysyllabic adjectives should have syncope like nouns ; e. g.

nouns, gen. engels, fingers, regens ; adjectives, gen. dunkels, keiters,

elends ; but the e is always preserved, hence dunkeles, &c. But
the accusative singular masculine and the dative plural may
have syncope, as dunhein for dunkelen. Instead of the termina-

tional e, however, they prefer to throw off the derivative e, as

dunkler, heitrer, dunklen ; the accusative singular masculine and
dative plural have better dunkeln than dunklen.

ja. Many adjectives have dropped its last remnant, the nomi-
native termination e, as mild, diirr, schoen, for milde, &c. In
some adjectives it is preserved in the uninflected form, e. g. irre,

enge, boese.

Dutch.

The strong and weak declensions are identical. (Grimm.)

Masculine.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Accus.

Sing.

blind-e

blind-en

blind-en

blind-en

Plur.

blind-e

blind-en

blind-en

blind-e

Feminine.

Sing.

blind-e

blind-e

blind-e

blind-e

Plur.

blind-e

blind-en

blind-en

blind-e

Neuter.

Sing.

blind-e

blind-en

blind-en

blind-e

Plur.

hlind-e

blind-en

blind-en

blind-e

When without the article, the nominative and accusative mas-
culine have the termination e, the neuter r, as goede wijn, witte

wol, helder water. Is this r the representative of an ancient s ?

The genitive forms of the above paradigm are hardly ever

used, this case being commonly circumscribed with the preposi-

tion va7i. In the higher style of writing there is the old genitive

preserved, namely masc. blind-es, fem. blind~er, neut. blindes,

plur. blind-er.

Sometimes the nominative singular occurs uninflected : blind.
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Swedish.

Strong Declension.

In the singular the inflexions have disappeared, with the excep-

tion of the neuter termination -t, which is added to the preceding

consonant of the stem ; but it is omitted after the combinations

tt, et, nt, st, ms, rs. Adjectives ending in a vowel take in the

neuter tt ; e. g. hld-tt, blew
; fri-tt, free ; ra-tt, raw. Those in n

drop this consonant before the neuter t\ e. g. Uten^ little, litet

;

egen, own (Germ, eigen), eget.

The plural has the weak forms throughout.

Weak Declension.

In the singular the masculine has in aU cases the e, the femi-

nine and neuter have a; in the plural all cases of the three

genders have the termination a. ExceptionaUj, for instance

when the adjective is used as a substantive, the old genitive

singular still appears, e. g. masc. bllndes, plur. blindas.

Syncope occurs in polysyllabic adjectives, as gamle, gamla, for

gammale, gammala.

The declension of the adjective in Old Swedish is deserving

of special notice, as it is conmionly used in the translation of the

Bible.

Strong Declension.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

blind-er

blinds
blind-om

blind-an

blind-e

blind-es

blind-om

bliTid-e

blind

blinds
blind-e

blind-a

blindra

blind-as

blind-om
blind-a

^lind-t

blinds
blind-o

blind-t

blind-t

blind-es

blind-om

blind-t

Weak Declension.

Singular. 1'lural.

Masc. Fem. and Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.

Accus.

^lind-e

blind-ea

blvnd-e

blind-e

blind-a

blind-as

blind-a

blind-a

blind-a

blind-as

blind-a

blind-a
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Danish.

The sino>ular of the strong declension as in Swedish. The
neuter -^ is dropped after t {=ti), st, es ; d and sk sometimes

retain, sometimes drop it. Vowels take t {-=.11 Swed,), e.g.

hlaa-t, blew ; ntg-t^ new : some refuse it. Adjectives in en drop

the n before t.

The plural takes the weak declension in e. Syncope as in

Swedish, e. g. gamle. In Old Danish there are traces of perfect

inflexions, masc. nom. sing, -er, gen. -s, accus. ~en.

The weak declension has e throughout.
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Veubs are either of primary or secondary formation ; that is,

the verbal theme is formed directly from the root, or it is derived

from a nominal or another verbal theme. Verbs belong-ing- to

the former class are commonly called primary verbs or stem-

verbs, those of the latter, derivative verbs. Thus the Grothic

bairan, our Eng-lish to bear, are primary or stem-verbs, because the

Gothic theme or stem bair-a-, for ^bir-a-, is formed directly from
the root bar; but the Gothic saltan, our English to salt, are

derivative verbs, because the Gothic theme or stem salt-a- is

originally a nominal theme, the base of the Gothic and English

noun salt, from which the verb is derived.

The root is the first element of words, verbs as well as nouns

:

but a root is not a verb ; to become such it must be provided

with personal terminations, which are as indispensable to a verb

as the case-signs are to a noun. The terminations of the per-

sons may be added to the root immediately, or by means of one

or more connective letters ; in the former case the root itself is

the verbal theme, in the latter the theme must be formed by
means of a suffix. Thus, for instance, take the root as (to be)

and the termination of the ist pers. sing, ma, weakened to mi,

and you will derive from these two elements the Sansk. as-mi,

the Gr. efjixt= eo--ju^, the Lat. sum=es-u-m, the Goth, i-m, the

A. S. eo-m, the English a-m. But given the root bhar (to bear)

and the termination of the ist pers. sing, mi, we require a con-

nective in order to join the latter to the former ; and this con-

nective we find in the suffix -a- which we add to the root bhar,

and thus form the theme bhar-a-, and from this, by means of

the personal termination, the ist pers. sing, bhar-d-mi, I bear.

In the same manner the Gr. cpep-o-ixev (we bear) is formed from
the theme (f)ep-o- (o=a), root <p4p (to bear), the Lat. veh-i-mus

(we convey), from the theme veh-i- («= «), root veil, and the

Goth, baira (I bear), dropping the personal termination, from
the theme hair-a- =^bir-a, root bar.
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By means of the personal terminations we distinguish the

three grammatical persons in three numbers, the singular, dual,

and plural ; so that the Aryan languages, in their most primitive

type known to us, required nine personal terminations. These
terminations are the roots of the respective personal pronouns,

added to the root or theme of the verb, a formation which we
might imitate by compounding the verb and our personal pro-

nouns, as love-I, love-thoM, love-he, &c.

Another element in the formation of the verb which craves

attention in proportion as it modifies the form of the verb, is the

mood or modus. Let us take again the roots as (to be) and bhar

(to bear). Of these roots we got the indicative by adding the

personal terminations directly to the root or the theme developed

from it. Now if we wish to express with the same roots the

relations of any other mood, the optative for instance, we require

a distinct suffix for this purpose. The root as and the termina-

tion mi, when joined, yield the i st sing, indie. as~mi : in order to

obtain the optative the Aryan languages avail themselves of the

suffix -ya-, which they very properly place between the root or

theme and the personal termination. Thus then we have the

root as, the theme bhar-a-, and the personal termination mi,

typical forms which may be modified but never suppressed. The
suffix expressing the modus of the action takes its place between
them, and thus we get the optative primitive as-ya-m [m for mi),

Sansk. s-ya-m,- Gr. dr]v = k(T-yr]-yi, Lat. sim =. s-ie-m-='^es-ie-m ;

and of the theme primitive bhara- we get bhara-i-m {i=.i/a),

Sansk. bibhr-iy-a, theme hibhar-, Gr. bibo-itj-v, theme btbo-, Goth,
pres. tense bairau='^bira-l-u= ^bira-i-m, prim. bJiara-i-m, theme
haira-, prim, bhara-; perf. tense ber-ja-u, prim, bhabhar-yd-m,

theme ber, prim, bhabhdr-. As the optative by -ya-, so the sub-

junctive is formed by means of the suffix -a-, while the indicative

has no mood suffix at all, and the imperative is merely the theme
with the personal termination in the vocative, and may rightly

be called a verbal interjection.

A third function to be performed by the verb is that of ex-

pressing relations of time ; the modified forms assumed by the

verb for this purpose we call the tempora or tenses. The modi-
fications thus assumed may consist in the reduplication of the

root, or in the gradation of the radical, or in the addition of

suffixes. As to our Teutonic languages the tenses which require

special notice are the present and the perfect, the formation of

which will be submitted to an examination in detail. But we
may at once remind the reader how strongly the mode of form-

ing the perfect characterizes our Teutonic verbs, which we
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classify according- to this formation in Gothic as well as in the

languages of the present day. The English steal, stole, stolen,

the German stele, stdl, stolen, are as expressive of their type^ as

the Anglo-Saxon stele, stdl, stalon, and the Gothic stila, stal,

stelum, stidans—all being examples of the perfect formed by the

modification of the radical ; while in the English love, I lov-ed,

the German lieben, ich lieh-et-e, the Anglo-Saxon nerian, ner-e-de,

the Gothic nasjan, nas-i-da, we have examples of the perfect

formed by means of composition, an auxiliary verb being added

to the root. Verbs belonging to the former class we call

'simple/ or with Grimm 'strong;^ those of the latter 'com-^

pound/ or with Grimm ' weak ^ .^

Thus then we have to consider three elements which enter

into the formation of every verb,—the Persons, the Moods, and
the Tenses. Though the signs which originally expressed these

different relations may in our modern Teutonic languages be
partly or wholly obliterated, they are nevertheless of such

supreme importance for the right understanding of the Teutonic

verb as to render a detailed exposition absolutely necessary.

FORMATION OF THE PERSONS.

ist Person Singulab.

The 1st person singular is formed by the sufllx -ma, which is

the base used in Sanskrit in the declension of aJiam (ego), the

1st person singular of the personal pronoun, where we find the

ablative ma-t, the genitive ma-ma. In the perfect tense the a
only remained; and as secondary sufiix, in the optative for

instance, it appears merely as -m. Hence we get of the root

hhar (to bear), the primitive present tense hahhd'r-a, perf. habJidr-a.

But at a very early period the a of ma was weakened into i, so

that mi appears as the regular primary suffix, e. g. as-mi (sum,

I am) j the secondary suffix -m we have in as-ya-m (sim= sie-m).

In the same manner are formed the Sansk. as-mi, and optative

pres. syor-m ; the Gr. d-\ii=^'^ k(T-[>.i and etrjv= '^ ea-yrj-jj. ; the Lat.

sum = ^es-fx-m = ^es-mi = as-mi, sim = sie-m = s-ya-m, = as-ya-m.

The last - mentioned language does not distinguish between
primary and secondary suffix, but applies -m in all examples.

This -m we find everywhere in the present subjunctive, as veha-m,

' The active and the passive voice do not form distinct themes, but express their

different relations merely by different modifications of the personal terminations.
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and in the imperfect in -ba-m. The Gothic has the -m only in

im=^is-mi=as-mi ; everywhere else it has dropped the termina-
tion of the 1st person singular.

ist Pebson Plural.

As suffix of the ist person plural the Ursprache used -masi,

secondary form -mas, e. g. pres. indie, as-masi (we are), optative

ds-yd-mas. In this termination grammarians see two prono-

minal roots ma + si combined. The former, as we have already

stated, is the root of the ist pers. sing. ; si stands for ti, and ti is

held to be derived from tva the base of the 2nd pers. sing, of the

personal pronoun ; and -masi consequently means ' I-thou/ ' I

and thou/ hence ' we.' But the plurality of the ist person may
also include the ideas of ' I and he/ ^ I and ye/ &c., combina-
tions for which the primitive language no doubt had its special

forms, which however in the course of time were lost, and of the

different words expressing the different kinds of ' we ' only one
remained and took the place of the other forms as well. In
Sanskrit the primary suffix is -mas, Ved. -masi, as i-masi, i-mas

( imus), vaM-masi, vahd-mas (vehimus) ; the secondary suffix,

-mu, the shortened form of -masi, as vahe-ma. The correspond-

ing form in Greek is -/ixev, that is, joie with v ephelkysticon, which
succeeded in establishing itself for good ; e. g. t-/xei; = prim.

i-masi. More primitive is the Doric -n>ie9= primary -masi, secon-

dary -mas, and is closely allied to the Latin -^mus, more ancient

-mx)s, as i-mus, vehi-mus. The Gothic has preserved nothing of

this suffix but the m, e.g. viga-m (movemus) = prim, vagha-masi

;

the secondary suffix in Gothic is -m-a, that is, -m which was
preserved from destruction by the final a supporting it^, e.g.

vigair-ma (moveamus) for ^vigai-m, prim, vaghai-mas.

ist Person Dual.

The plural m was modified into v, hence prim, vasi, Sansk. vas,

perf. -va ; e. g. pres. va/id-vas, impf. a-vaAd-va. In Greek and
Latin this form is wanting ; the Gothic drops the v of the pri-

mitive -vas, -vasi, and thus forms vigos=^viga-as=viga-vas, prim.

vagM-vasi. The perfect has lost the termination and ends in the

connective vowel, as vegu for veguv, from prim, vavagh-vas. The
secondary -va corresponds to the plur. -ma, as vigai-va, optative

pres. for vigai-v, from prim, vaghai-vas.

' Scherer does away witb the auxiliary a by contending that this a is the re-

mainder of an ancient termination -am, =Gr. &v, Sansk. m ; in the pronoun also,

e. g. kvdta, he takes it as the remainder of an ancient am, as in Sansk. iddm.
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2nd Person Singular.

The primitive theme of the and person singular of the personal

pronoun is tva, as we find it in the Sansk. tvat, tvam, &c. As
a termination we meet it in its completest form in the suffix

-ta of the perfect and the -dM of the imperative. But as a rule

si is put for ti=^tva, perhaps in order to keep the ii=.tva of the
and person distinct from the ti-=ta of the 3rd j)erson. The per-

fect termination of the Sanskrit is -tha, e. g. chakar-tTia (fecisti),

root kar (facere), vet-tha (vidisti, ot(xQo)=Lvaid-tJia, root vid (to

see, to know). The imperative ends in -dhi.

The Greek -Qa after a is the oldest Greek form of the primitive

ta, e.g. oi(T-0a=roTa--0a= Sansk. vet-tha. The termination -aQa,

as in the subjunctive l3a.Kr]-a6a, optative (3a\oL-cr6a, indicative rCdr]-

ada, seems to be so formed that to the usual termination s (as in

^Xd-s) there was added the suffix -ta, the t of which following the
spirant s was changed into the aspirate 6. The Greek language
is rather fond of the termination -aOa in the conjugation of

verbs; but the commonly used suffix is 9=(n, as we find it in

the termination -eis of the indicative, and -rjs of the subjunctive,

e.g. <l)ip(is = ^ <f>epe-(Ti, ^eprjs = ^ <l)epr]-ai ; the secondary suffix

always -s, as in i-'pepe-s, (jyepoi-s.

The Latin perfect has -tt for -ta ; the s preceding it belongs

not to the termination but to the theme of the perfect. The *

probably stands for an older ei, as tutudis-tt= tutudis-tei. The
length of the i was perhaps adopted in analogy to the long i of

the 1st person (vide infra). The imperative in -d/ii is lost, but
the emphatic imperative in -to{d), Ved. -tat, preserves the original

(a in a very primitive form. In Latin, as in Greek, the common
suffix is -s-=-si, e.g. esz^^es-s and ^eds, prim, as-si, root as (to

be) and ad-si, root ad (to eat), vehi-s, prim, vagha-si ; optative

present sie-s, prim, as-yd-s.

The Gothic has -t for -ta, e. g. vdis-t, prim, vivdid-ta; simple per-

fect nam-t, root nam (to take), prim, nandm-ta. But the common
primary suffix is, as in Greek and Latin, -«=prim. -si, e. g. vi-gi-s,

prim, vagha-si; is (thou art)= «W, prim, as-si ; also in the com-
pound perfect, as nas-i-de-s, hab-ai-de-s, salb-6-de-s. The secon-

dary suffix is -«=prim. -*, e. g. vigai-s, prim, vaghai-s. Specially

to be noticed is the rule according to which in Gothic a dental

{d, t, th) which precedes the terminational -t of the and pers.

sing, of the perfect is changed into the sibilant -s, e. g. vdis-t

for vdit-t {oTa-da), mos-t for mdt-t (debes), qas-t for qa\>-t, perf. of

qi]>an (to say). Thus the st gradually came to be considered

the termination of the and person, and invaded other verbs, e. g.

Bb
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the Gothic sai-so-st instead of a regular ^sai-s6-t, root sa (to sow,)

and finally it usurped the position of the older -s and -t in both

the present and the perfect tense in all Teutonic languages, a

fact we shall have to notice hereafter. This perfect in st may
well be taken as an analogy to the Greek perfect in -ada.

2nd Person Plural.

The primitive sufllx is -tasi, which consists of two roots,

namely ta=.tva and si=:iti-=tva ; whence -tasi-=-tva \- tva, and
means ' thou and thou/ that is, ' ye/ In Sanskrit it is repre-

sented by the primary -tha and the secondary -ta, e. g. present

indie, bhara-tha, imperf. a-bhara-ta. The perfect has lost the

consonant of the termination ; hence babhra for babhar-a, for bab-

har-ta, for babhar-tasi. The Greek verb has -re throughout, as

<f)ep€-T€, l(r-re, <\)ipoL-T€. ; the Latin -tis = tisi = tasi, e. g. es-tis,

ama-tis, amaba-tis, tetigis-tis. The imperative in -tote contains

more distinctly even than the Ved. -tat twice the pronominal

base tva ; the imperative in -te is, like the Greek -re and the

Sanskrit -ta, a shortened form. The Gothic has -th throughout,

which is the remainder of an older -tha = -ta, e. g. present

indicative vigai-th, optative vigai-th, perfect indicative vegu-th,

root vag (to move).

2nd Person Dual.

The suffix in Sanskrit is -tkas, perf. -athus {-thus a weakened
form of -thas F) ; secondary suffix -tarn ; which in Greek are

represented by -top, in Gothic by -ts {t preceding s resists

Grimm^s law), e. g. present indie, baira-ts, optative bairai-ts,

perf. indie, berii-ts, optative berei-ts. The -^«=prim. -tas, -tad.

3rd Person Singular.

The primitive -ta is a demonstrative root ; as a verbal termi-

nation we find it weakened into -ti, secondary -^, e. g. present

indie, as-ti (est), vaghn-ti (vehit), optative as-yd-t (siet, sit),

vaghai-t (vehat). The imperative suffix is tata, whence the Ved.
idt, the Lat. to{d)^ and the Gr. Tiair). The Sanskrit perfect

suffix is -a for -ta, as babhar-a for ^babhar-ta ; the primary suffix

-ti in as-ti, bhara-ti ; the secondary -t in bhare-t, syd-t. The
Ved. imperative ends in tdt=.ta-ta. Greek has in the perf. e=
Sanskrit a for -ta, e. g. \kKoni-(.-=.rirdik-a for rirdik-ta. But the

primary suffix -n-rn-ta is preserved in ecr-Ti, and in the Dor. Tt$t]-Ti

;

<n for Ti in rCdrj-a-i and the Homeric subjunctive ^xq-ai, Kd^rj-cri.

But the s of <n is commonly dropped after the thematic vowel,
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as ^epet, ^ep?/ for ^^epeo-i, ^<p€pr]-(n. The secondary -r is dropped

everywhere, as in e-0epe-(T), (^(poirir). The imperative suffix

'T(»i=:^T<a-T=ta-ta. The Latin has -^ for -^i throughout, e.g.

-es-t, era-t, dedi-t. The to of the imperative is like the Greek
for to-d, prim, ta-ta, as vehi~to, Sansk. vaha-tdt. The primary
suffix in Gothic is -th:=-ti, e.g. viffi-tA, prim. vagTia-ti ; -t only

in is-t (est), where the ^ is preserved on account of the preced-

ing s ; the secondary suffix -t is always dropped, hence optative

vigai, prim, vaghai-t. The perfect has lost its primitive final a

which stood for ta, as in bar for bdra, prim. hahhar-{f)a.

3rd Person Plttrat.

The primitive suffix an-ti, after vowels -n-ti^ secondary -ant^

after vowels -nt., contains two roots, ti=ta, a demonstrative
which we have already met in the formation of tlie 3rd person
singular, and an, a demonstrative root from which is derived

the pronominal base ana- (comp. the comparative an-tara, Goth.
an-thar, Germ, an-der, our other). The termination anti, there-

fore, means ' this and this,* ' that and that/ ' he and he/ tliat is,

'they.' Sansk. -anti, -nti, e.g. s-anti (sunt), hhara-nti (ferunt)

;

secondary -ant, -nt, which according to Sanskrit phonetic laws
may appear as -an and -us. Imperative -antu, -ntu, emphatic Ved.
-ntdt. Gr. -avri, -vti, e. g. e-dm (Ion.), that is, as-anti, root €a=as
(to be); cf>(povai=(t)epo-vTi (Dor.); perf. AeAoiTr-do-i, prim, rirdih-

anti. Secondary suffix -ey, -v, prim, -ant, -nt, as optative 0epot-ev ;

imperf. €-(f)€p-ov ; imperative -i^rca-v. Dor. -vroi = Ved. n-tdt.

The final v is an inorganic addition. More primitive in its form
is the Latin -nt=.-nti, e.g. vehu-nt, old form ^veho-nti, prim.

vagka-nti ; but in sunt-=^es-onti, prim, as-anti, the suffix -anti

comes once to appearance. The imperative in -nto, as vehu-nto,

prim, vagha-ntdt. In Gothic the primary suffix is -ind=-anti,

-nd = -nti, e. g. s-ind (sunt) = ^s-anti, prim, as-anti ; viga-nd

(vehunt), prim, vagha-nti; the secondary suffix -n for -nt, and
even the n must be supported by a final a, e. g. optative present

vigai-n-a ^ for vigai-n from vaghai-nt.

3rd Person Dual.

Like the 2nd person it has as primary suffix -tasi, as secondary

-tas ; but on account of its total absence in Gothic and the other

Teutonic languages it requires no further notice on our part.

Scherer's view of this point has already been mentioned, p. 368, foot-note.

B b a
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THE PERSONS OF THE VERB IN THE TEUTONIC
LANGUAGES.

ist Person Singular.

The suffix mi— ma of the primitive language is, as in Gothic,

preserved in the termination -m in the Old Teutonic, and as -n

in some of the Modern Teutonic languages ; among the latter,

English alone shows the primitive -m. It occurs chiefly in the

various forms of the verb ^to be/ thus from the root as (to be)

we have the Goth, i-m (= ^is-mi = as-mi), the O. N. e-m
{=^er-m=:^is-mi=as-mi), the A. S. eo-m {^eor-m=^is-mi= as-

mi), whence the Engl, am; from the root 5m= prim, bku (to be)

there is the O. H. Germ, pi-m (comp. Sansk. dkav-d-mi), the

O. S. l/iu-m, the O. Fris. de-m, the A. S. deo-m, M. Dutch 6e-m, but

Middle and New High Germ. 6i-n, and following their analogy

N. Dutch 6e-n. These are the only forms in which all the Teu-
tonic languages have preserved the primitive suffix; but there

are a few other words with the termination -m in which Old
High German appears more primitive than Gothic, namely
tuo-m (I do), also in the O. S. cl6-m, do-n ; gd-m (I go), std-m (I

stand) '. The derivative themes in e and o, perhaps following

the analogy of the mentioned verbs, also take in Old High Ger-
man the suffix -m in the ist sing., as hape-m, salbo-m.

ist Person Plural.

The primitive suffix -masi appears in its completest form in

the Old High German -m,es, while Gothic and Old Norse
have reduced it to a single -m, which m the Middle and New
High German and Dutch have converted into n, while the Saxon
dialects have dropped this termination altogether and put in its

stead, Old Saxon that of the 3rd, Anglo-Saxon that of the 2nd
person plural ; e. g. O. H. Germ, jind-ar-mes, Goth, fin^-a-m,

O.'^.finn-u-m, Germ. Jind-e-n, O.S.Ji7id-a-d, A. S.Jind-a-^,hj
the side of which we have the uninflected plural in the Engl, we

find. In the preterite and subjunctive the Saxon dialects adopt

for the ist person the termination -n of the 3rd person plural,

e. g. Old Saxon subjunctive find-a-n, ^reie.r\\jQfund-u-n, Anglo-
Saxon subjunctive find-e-n, preterite fund-o-n. From this fact

we may perhaps explain a curious phenomenon which we observe

in Early English. It is this,—that in Layamon we find the plural

throughout formed with the termination -th, in the Ormulum

^ Compare gedo-m, do-am, gesea-m, geseo-m (I see) in the Dnrham Book.
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commonly with the termination -en, or -n ^, while in Old English

again the former, in Middle English the latter predominates,

until New English discards thtm both, though at the dawn of

our modern period -en was still in favour. The form in -th and
that in -n were kept distinct in Anglo-Saxon; but both were often

dropped when the pronoun succeeded the verb, as ' ne gd ge' for

ffd^, 'hwat efe we' for elen. The subjunctive rarely had any
termination in Old English, and even the indicative drops the

ending not unfrequently, as 'we kalle' for halletJi, ' thei luf for

lufeth. Fi'om all this it becomes evident that at an early period

a confusion set in, which was finally solved by the total dismissal

of all terminations in the subjunctive as well as in the indicative

plural.

2nd Pekson Singulab.

The primitive sufiix -ti and its representative -si appear in

the Old Teutonic languages in the present tense originally as -s,

in the perfect as -t. Thus in the present tense Old High Ger-

man has, like Gothic, -s ; e.g. O, H. Germ., O, S., and Goth.

hilp-i-s, Goth, hab-ai-s, O. H. Germ, kap-e-s, even A. S. hdfe-s

(thou hast), though in the last-mentioned dialect this form is

rare, and occurs chiefly when the verb is succeeded by a pro-

noun, as spreces "pu (loqueris), leornas \n (discis), and in contrac-

tions between verb and pronoun as gesiistu (vides), cue&estu

(dicis). The Old Norse, and Swedish and Danish also, have the

termination -s, but in the favourite shape of r. In a few words,

however, all the Teutonic languages prefer the still more ancient

suflix -t to its modified form s. This takes place chiefly in the

verbs commonly called Prseterito-Prsesentia, which have the

form of the perfect though the meaning of the present (comp.

Gr. oiSa, Lat. memini). Thus Goth, kan-t (potes), \(irf-t (eges),

skal-t (debes), mag-t (potes), &c. ; O. H. Germ, darf-t, scaUt,

mag-t, but canst for ^ can-t (vide infra) ; O. S. tkarf-t, scal-t,

mah-t, but canst, far-manst ; A. S. \earf-tf but canst, ge-

manst, dearst ; O. Yr^s. skila, skal-t. Though the verb 'will'

often ends in a vowel in the 2nd singular, it also has the form
wilr-t in the Old Teutonic dialects : M. H. Germ, sol-t, darf-t,

wil-t. Among the Modern Teutonic dialects English has pre-

served the ancient forms shal-t, wil-t, while Modern German has

given way to the corruption into st, kannst, willst, sollst, &c.

The regular suffix of the perfect 2nd singular was -t, which
however we find intact only in Gothic and Old Norse, while

Old High German, Old Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, and Old Frisian

^ The Ormulum has ch.riain^'^ and christnenn.
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have the vocalic termination i, or weakened e. Some gram-
marians consider this i or <? as having come over together with
the plural Ablaut from the subjunctive, others take it as the

connective vowel which remained behind after the termination

had been dropped. This termination is greatly modified by
a law which we have already mentioned under Gothic, and
according to which the stem of a verb ending in a dental

changed this dental into s before the termination -t of the per-

fect. Thus the Gothic gas-t for ga\-t, and in the prseterito-

prsesentia mos-t for mot-t, vais-t for vait-t. Now in imita-

tion of these forms Old High German has already the form
can-s-t, where the stem does not end in a dental, but the * has
simply been interpolated, and thus the present tense, following

the analogy of the pr£sterito-j)raesentia, adopted st as its regular

termination in Anglo-Saxon, Old Frisian, and all the Middle
and New Teutonic dialects (only Middle Dutch has commonly s).

While in Gothic and Old High German the compound perfect

ends in the 2nd singular as the present in -s, the other dialects,

such as Anglo-Saxon and Old Saxon, which adopted a vocalic

termination for the simple perfect, imported the termination -st

in the compound perfect too, and finally this termination was
generally adopted in the and sing, present and perfect, indicative

and subjunctive.

2nd Person Plural.

The primitive suffix -tasi has been curtailed in the same
manner as the primitive termination of the ist plural. It ap-

pears in Gotliic, Anglo-Saxon, Old Frisian, and Old Norse, as

-th, in Old High German as -t, in Old Saxon as -d. In Early
English it either reigns supreme, invading all the persons of the

plural, or yields, together with the ist, to the usurpation of the

tcriiiination -n of the 3rd person. (Compare the ist and 3rd per-

son plural.) It is peculiar that this -n is still preserved in the

and pers. plur. of the Swedisli verb, while it has been dropped
in the 3rd pers. to which it originally belonged.

3rd Person Singular.

Corresponding to the primitive suffix -ta, Gothic -th, we find

-th in the Anglo-Saxon and Frisian dialects, -d in the Old Saxon,

and -t in the High German and Dutch. The root as (to be)

forms the 3rd person everj'^wherc by means of the ancient -^,

which is protected by the preceding s, hence Gothic is-t, Germ.
is-t (he is); the Engl, is— as has dropped the terminations and
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is reduced to the simple root. We have irregular forms in the
Norse and Eng-lish languages. The Old Norse, and, following

it, Swedish and Danish, have -r in the 3rd pers. sing., a termi-

nation which stands in no relation whatever to the legitimate

suffix which undoubtedly in Old Norse too was originally -tk,

perhaps in the form of -"S. This suffix, however, was at a very
early period expelled and its place taken by that of the 2nd pers.

sing., where we find, in accordance to Old Norse phonetic laws,

-r for -s, which -r took possession of the 3rd pers. sing, as well.

A peculiar course was adopted in Modern English, where
the primitive -tk (though still used in poetry) had to give way
to a new comer in the shape of -s. This * has no legiti-

mate claim whatever to its position, and it is very difficult to

account for its introduction. It makes its appearance in the

Durham Book already, where we find forms such as forgefeSy

does, singes, geheres ; Layamon and the Oi-mulum refuse it ad-

mittance. In Old English it is used side by side with -th ;

Chaucer himself applies -th exclusively, but the scribes of the

Northern Strother he makes to use the form in s, as it gas^

falles, has. In Modem English Ben Jonson still prefers the

-th, but Sliakespeare the -s, while Spenser uses either one or the

other on rhythmical and euphonic grounds. Some suppose this

s to be the result of Norse influence and the representative of the

Old Norse -r in the 3rd (or 2nd) pers. sing., others take it to

be merely a corruption of the original Anglo-Saxon termination

-th. The former opinion can hardly be maintained when we
consider that Old Norse forms, where they are imported at the

expense of native elements, are taken in 'ready made,^ not in

their primitive shape. When the Norsemen came into contact

with the Saxons they had no doubt lost all consciousness of the

fact that the -r of the 3rd person of their verb was originally *,

converted according to the law of rhotacism ^. We consider it

far more likely that the terminational * originated in a corrup-

tion of the legitimate th, first in pronunciation. It is a well-

known fact that foreigners who have not made themselves

masters of English orthoepy always pronounce the th, especially

at the end of words, more or less like *, and it is not unrea-

sonable to suppose that the introduction of s was a kind of

accommodation the natives made to foreign weakness, s being

the nearest approximation which a Norman, for instance, could

make to the sound oi th^.

* Concerning the conversion of « into r (Rhotacism), see the phonetic laws under
the respective consonants.

' Marsh, The Origin and History of the English Language, &c., p. 216.
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3rd Person Plural.

The primitive -anti, -nti, appears only in the Gothic -ind, -nd,

and the Old and Middle High German -nt', in all the other

dialects it has been lost. But the secondary suffix -n, which in

Gothic and Old High German already was used for the present

subjunctive and the perfect indicative and subjunctive, we find

again in all the other dialects, not only for the 3rd person, but
forming the plural throughout. In Early English it often con-

tested the place with the legitimate th in the present indicative,

and so successfully that at the dawn of our modern period it

resisted the levelling tendencies of the age, until it shared the

fate of most inflexions and disappeared together with the other

terminations of the plural. Modem German supplanted the pri-

mitive -nt, which was still used in Middle High German by
the secondary suffix -n, which we find also in Modem Dutch

;

Swedish and Danish have, like English, dropped the termination,

which in Old Norse had already been vocalized, in the present

indicative into a, perfect u, subjunctive i.

The Dual.

The different persons of the dual do not claim any further

exposition here, because they appear in Gothic only, and have so

far already received our attention elsewhere.

THE PERSONS OF THE MEDIUM OR MIDDLE
VOICE.

The primitive medial forms we find in none of the Teutonic

languages, save the Gothic, and we shall therefore consider them
so far only as they occur in the mentioned language. The per-

sonal terminations of the medium arose from the respective pro-

nominal root being twice added to the verbal theme. These
compound terminations were, for the singular ist -mdmi, and
"sdsi, 3rd -tdti ; 3rd plur. -ntanti. Derived from these primitive

forms were -mai, -mi, -tai, -ntai, as preserved in the Sanskrit

subjunctive, and the Greek terminations -\xai, -a-ai, -rai, -vrai.

ist Singular.

This form is wanting in Gothic, and is replaced by that of the

3rd person, a defect which shows that at the time when Ulfila

translated the Bible the medial form had in Gothic also begun
to collapse.
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2nd Singular.

Primary suffix -zn for -sai, e.g. bmra-za=^Gr. <\iipi-(Tai, Sansk.

hhara-se, prim. bkara-sa{s)i. Secondary -zau, e.g. bairai-zau.

The latter suffix seems to stand for a more ancient sdm, in the

same manner as ist sing, optative perfect ber-jau for a more
ancient bar-yam^ so that sdm comes jfrom sa^ as Sansk. -tdm
(3rd sing, imperative medial) from ta.

3rd Singular.

Primary suffix -da-=.-taiy e.g. bazra-da — Gr. (f)epc-Tai ;
prim.

bhara-ta{l)i. Secondary -dau-=tdm (comp. 2nd sing. zau=.sdm)f
6. g. optative bairai-dau^ prim, bharai-tdm ; imperative baira-dau,

Sansk. bhara-tdm.

3rd Plural.

Primary suffix -nda = -ntai, e. g. baira-nda = Gr. ^^po-vrai,

Sansk. bkara-nte, prim. bhara~nta(nt)i. Secondary -ndau-=-ntdm
(comp. and and 3rd sing.), e. g. optative present bairai-ndau,

prim, bharai-ntdm ; imperative baira-ndau, Sansk. bhara-ntdm.

ist and 2nd Plural.

Wanting in Gothic, and replaced by the 3rd plural which we
have just examined.

FORMATION OF THE MODI (MOODS).

The mood-suffix is placed between the verbal theme and the
personal termination. The indicative and imperative have no
mood-suffix, and are therefore, strictly speaking, no modi. The
imperative is only the vocative form of the personal termination.

The Subjunctive Mood.

The theme of the subjunctive mood is formed by means of the

demonstrative suffix -a-, which, where an a belonging to the

temporal theme precedes, is contracted with it into a; e. g. prim,

present theme bhara-, subjunctive theme bhara-a-=Lbhard-. Thus
Latin vehd-m, vehd-s, vehd-t for ^veha-a-m, &c. (the short vowel
of the Latin subjunctive is a correption of a later date) ; Gr.

<pip<a, <t)€pri-s = (p€pr]-(n, 4>^pri = (f>€pi]-Tt. The subjunctive mood
being totally absent in the North-European languages (Teutonic

and Slavonic), we need not submit it to a detailed discussion.
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The Optative Mood,

The theme of the optative mood is formed with the suffix -i/a-,

commonly gradated into -i/d-, which also yields the base of the

relative pronoun. If it succeeds upon a temporal theme ending
in a, the suffix is weakened into i. The optative throughout
has the secondary personal suffixes. Examples :— Primitive

theme as, Sansk. as, Gr. ka-, Lat. es, Goth, is—Whence present

optative ist sing. prim, as-yd-m, Sansk. s-yd-m, Gr. ^X-r]v=.^l(T-

yt]-\i, Jjat. sim= s-ie-m, Goth. sijau = ^s-ija-m='^is-ija-m. The
primitive theme as-ya- is in Gothic extended into as-iy-a-, hence
sija-y which form is treated as a theme in a and assumes the

usual personal terminations of the optative, as and pers. sijais^

3rd sijai. 1st plur. prim, as-yd-mas^ Sansk. s-yd-ma, Goth.
sij-u-m. Theme prim, bhara-, Sansk. Ihara-, Gr. (pepe-, Goth.
haira- ; hence present optative ist sing. prim, bhara-i-m, Sansk.

bhare-ya-m, Gr. <\)€po-i-yii.{v), Goth, bairau-^"^ hira-v-m. and sing,

prim, bhara-i-s, Sansk. bhare-s, Gr. <pipo-L-Sy Goth, batra-i-s.

Thus then we have in the Gothic optative present the optative

form in i, because the present theme ends in a ; but the perfect

theme ending in the final of the root, the optative perfect is

formed by means of the suffix -ya- ; e. g. perfect theme ber (of

bar, to bear), perfect optative ist sing. ber-Ja-u, prim, bhahhdr-

yd-m^ and sing, ber-ei-s, prim, bhabhdr-yd-s.

THE MODI IN THE TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

The optative in the Teutonic languages, which is commonly
called conjunctive or subjunctive, is formed on the same rules as

the Gothic, or, we had perhaps better say, derived from a primi-

tive Teutonic form to which the Gothic bears the closest resem-
blance. It is, in most of the Teutonic dialects, ancient and
modern, and in its greatest integrity, preserved in the root as

(to be), which invariably supplies the present subjunctive, except

in the Modern Norse languages, and in Early and Modem
English. The subjunctive theme or stem is in Old High Ger-
man and all the Low German dialects si, in Old Frisian and Old
Norse se, which may be explained by reference to the Gothic.

The u of the Gothic sijan being dropped, the remainder appears

in a contracted form in the st and se of the other dialects, the

former presupposing perhaps the vocalization of the Gothic sij

into six and hence m, and the latter the elision of the j in Gothic
sija, thus producing sia and hence se. Thus then we have in
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the 1st and 3rd sing, of the present subjunctive the O. H.
Germ., O. S., A S., M. H. Germ., M. Dutch, N. Dutch si; the

O. Fris. and O.N. se\ the N. H. Germ, sei (N. H. Germ. ei=.

M. H. Germ, i), the other persons being only modified by the

personal terminations in several of the dialects mentioned. In
late Saxon (Layamon and the Ormulum) the subjunctive d is

gradually supplanted by the subjunctive heo of the root hhu^

which existed in Anglo-Saxon already, and which in the shape

of he became the sole form of the present subjunctive in Old
English, and remained so in Middle English and New English.

The subjunctive of other verbs forms its theme in the present

tense by means of e (Old Saxon 6), in the perfect by means of i.

These thematic vowels may again be explained by a reference to

the Gothic. Take the Gothic present theme haira- which in

the optative yields the form bairau=.^bira-i-m, 2nd baira-i-s, the

suflBx ya being weakened to i on account of the preceding a of

the theme. The thematic a and the suflBxed i combine in Old
High German and other dialects to produce the form e, e.g.

2nd sing, ber-e-s, a contraction which corresponds to that in the

Sanskrit bhar-e-s compared to the prim, bhara-i-s. The Old
Saxon a which stands in the place of the e was undoubtedly
originally long, a length which was lost in the course of time,

just as it was in Anglo-Saxon, Old Frisian, Old Norse, and the

New Teutonic dialects, where it can no longer be distinguished

from the thematic c, so that in the Anglo-Saxon, Old Frisian,

find~e, the Old Norse Jind-i, we may simply see the thematic
form [a weakened to e or i), or the e (^) may be considered as

the correption of the optative e {=ia-\-i) which we still find in

Old High German. Thus again in Middle High German the

subjunctive and indicative forms are identical; in New High
German a distinction is kept up in so far as the e in the sub-

junctive termination may not sufier syncope, as indicative du
sag-st, but subjunctive du sagest^ where the thematic e (= «) is

preserved.

The vowel of the perfect subjunctive theme is % in Old High
German, Old Saxon, and Old Norse, the length being preserved

only in the former two dialects ; the i is flattened to e in Anglo-
Saxon and Old Frisian as well as in the Modern Teutonic dia-

lects, if they have preserved any vowel at all. The Old High
German i corresponds to the Gothic ei ^, and the Gothic ei to

the primitive -ya- ; hence we have for the Gothic 2nd sing.

funth-ei-s, the O. U..Germ..fund4-s^ O. ^.fund-i-s, O.'N./ynn-i-r,

' Compare the Table of Gradations, p. 24.
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A. S. and O. ¥ris. /mul-e, N. H. Germ. /dnd-e-sL In these forms

of the preterite the i or e cannot be considered to be the weak-
ened thematic a, because all the Old Teutonic dialects rejected

the a of the present theme in the perfect, as Gothic present stila,

haira, hilpa, Jinda, perf. stal, bar, halp,fand, a practice kept up
in the Modern Germ, stele, lielfe, finde, perf. stdl, half, /and.

The vowel then which is added in the perfect subjunctive in

ancient and modern dialects must be the representative of the

primitive optative suffix -i/a.

TEMPORA (TENSES).

Formation of the Present Theme.

What we call the Present Tense in the Aryan languages com-
prises a number of formations morphologically distinct one from
another. These different forms must originally have had dif-

ferent significations as well ; for, as Schleicher rightly observes,

a difference of form without a diflPerence in the meaning is alto-

gether inconceivable. We find, moreover, in the extant lan-

guages occasionally different functions performed by the different

themes of the present tense, though it is true that this variety

of functions has mostly disappeared, while a variety of forma-
tions remained.

The personal terminations are added to the theme in such a
manner that the indicative and subjunctive assume primary, the

optative secondary, suffixes^.

In the subsequent list we enumerate those themes only which
Gothic has in common with the cognate languages.

I. The theme consists of the simple pure root.

The personal terminations are suffixed directly to the root

without any connective vowel, or consonant, or combination of

such.

Primitive. Root as (to be), ist sing, as-mi, 2nd as-si, 3rd
as-ti; 1st -phir. as-tnasi ; subjunctive ist sing, as-d-tni; optative

ist sing, as-ya-m.

Sanskrit. 3rd sing, as-ti, ist plur. s-masi for ^as-masi. Root
ad (to eat), ist sing, ad-mi, 2nd at-si= ad-si ; ist plur. ad-masi.

Greek. Root ia (to be), ist sing. d-iiC= i(T-}xi, 3rd sing. €(r-ri;

1st plur. ia-jxfv.

Latin. Root es (to be), ist sing. sum= ^ es-u-m= ^ es-mi, 3rd

^ See the chapter ou Roots and Themes, p. 166 sqq.
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sing", es-t ; 2nd plur. es-tis, ist. plur. s-u-mm,=i^es-7i-mus=^e8-

mus, prim, as-masi.

Root ed (to eat), 3rd sing, es-t from ed-{t)i ; in the same
manner es-tis, &c. But edo, edimus belong to the themes of

Class II. In their extant form sta-t and da-t belong to Class I,

though originally to Class IV. (Comp. Sanskrit and Greek,

Class IV.)

II. To the simplepure root is added the suffix -a-.

This formation probably occurs only with roots which have
the radical a. The suffix a of the theme, that is, the final, a has

gradation in the ist singular and plural^.

Primitive. Root hhar (to bear)
;

present theme hhar-a, ist

sing, bhar-d-mi, 2nd bhar-a-si ; ist subjunctive hhar-a-d-mi,

hence bhar-d-mi ; optative ist bhara-i-m. In the same manner
are formed the present themes pat-a-, root pat (to fly, to fall)

;

vart-a-, root vart (to turn) . To this formation belong most of

the derivative verbal themes, especially those in -aj/a-, e. g.

theme viad-aya- (to make known), root md (to know), ist sing.

vaid-ayd-mi.

Sanskrit. Root tud (to strike), present theme tudd-, ist sing.

tudd-mi, 1st plur. tudd-masi. Root bhar, present theme bhard-^

ist sing, bhard-mi. Derivative verbs in -aya-, e. g. root vid,

present theme vedaya- (to make known), ist sing, vedayd-mi.

Greek. Root ^ip (to bear), present theme 0epe-, (f)€po-, ist

sing. <^ep-a)(-|Ai), 1st plur. (f)€p-o-ix€v. Derivative verbs in -aya--.

nominal theme (f)opo-, verbal theme <f)op-€2/o-, ist plur. <^€povp.€V

=^(f)op-eyo-ixev, prim, bhar-aya-masi ; nominal theme nfi^, verbal

theme TLp,-ayo-, ist plur. Tip.oi[X€v=Tifji,ayo-[xei'.

Iiatin. Root veh, prim, vaffh (to move, convey), theme veh-i-,

ist sing. veho-=.^ veho-mi, prim, vaghd-mij vehi-t, prim, vagha-ti,

ist plur. vehi-mus, prim, vaghd-masi. (Conjugation in -ere.) In
Latin and Greek the ist plur. differs from that of the preceding

languages in not having the gradation of the suffix -a-. The de-

rivative suffix -aya- is represented by e, i, d, as monetis, ^moneitis

= ^mon-eyi-tis, prim, mdn-aya-tasi. (Conjugations in -are, -ere,

-ire.)

Gothic. The formations in -a- are very frequent in Gothic,

chiefly with primary themes^. The radical a is with few excep-

tions weakened to i. It is not weakened in ist sing.fara:=fard,
^riva. Jard-mi, rootJar (to go)

;
graba-, root grab (to dig) ; slaha-y

root slah (to slay) ; valda-, root vald (to govern). It is weakened

* Gradation of vowels, p. a 2 sqq.
' Conceruing j^rtmarj/ and secondary themes, see pp. 167, 168.
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to i in giba-, root gab (to give) ; brika-, root brak (to break)

;

hilpa-, root halp (to help) ;—weakened to u in truda- (perf. ^m];,

plur. tre-dum\ root ^ra^ (to kick). To the themes in -a- belong
also the verbs with gradated radical (commonly second gradation,

and the gradation remaining throughout), e. g. hdita-, to be
called (O. Engl, to hight, Germ, hei^en) ; hvopa-, to boast ; leta-^

to let ; slepa-, to sleep ; stduta-, percutere (Germ, stolen). The
final a of the theme is treated according to the primitive law ; so

that corresponding to the a in the primitive language we have a
in Gothic^ corresponding to the short a in the primitive we have
the weakened form i in the Gothic language : e. g. ist sing, viga

for ^vigd, prim, vaghd-mi ; 2nd vigis for ^vigi-si, prim, vagka-si

;

1st plur. vigam for vigd-mas{?), prim. vagM-masi ; 2nd vigifk for

^vigi-]>is(?), prim, vagha-tasi ; 3rd viga-nd for viga-ndi, prim.

vagha-nti. In the 3rd plural the « is preserved by two succeed-

ing consonants of the termination. The ist dual vigos arises

from vigaas, viga-vas (Goth. a-f-a=o), prim, vaghd-vasi ; the 2nd
dual viga-ts seems as if it were derived from a more primitive

form with the thematic vowel gradated or lengthened.

The primitive -aya-, used for the formation of derivative verbs,

appears in Gothic in three distinct forms : (1) the first a dropped,

ja; (2) the y of aya dropped, makes a-\-a-=.6\ (3) the final a
dropped, ai.

1. The verbs in ya (corresponding to the Latin in i) form the

present theme in ja, ji, or ei, and all other themes in * ; e. g.

present theme nasja-, nasji- (to save), perf. theme nasi-, hence
present ist sing, nasja, 2nd nasjis, ist plur. nasjam, &c., perf. ist

sing, nasida. Instead of ji we have ei after a long radical, e. g.

theme sokja-, 2nd sing, sokeis, but the combination ja always

remains intact, as ist sing, sokja, ist plur. sokjam.

2. Verbs in 6 (=prim. a) can easily be traced to nominal
themes from which they are derived ; thus from theme leika-,

adj. ga-leiks (similar, like), we get ist sing, ga-leiko (compare
Germ, ver-gleiche), 3rd sing, ga-leiko'^, ist plur. ga-leikom for

^leika-jd-mi, ^leika-ja-ti, ^ leika-jd-masi j ivom fiska-, fisks (fish),

3rd sing, jiskd^ (piscatur). In leikajdmi the j was dropped first,

and a + a make 6.

3. The verbs in ai (= Latin e, Greek ee) for the primitive -aya-

have this derivative form only in the 2nd and 3rd sing, and 2nd
plur., and in the perfect ; but in all other persons of the present,

and in the optative of tlie present throughout, they assume the

form of primary themes, so that they have always two themes, one

for the former, another for the latter forms ; e. g. the theme habai-,

of the root hah (to have), makes 2nd sing, habais, 3rd habai-\,
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2nd plur. hahai-^., perf. hahai-da ; the theme haba- forms ist

plur. haba-m, 3rd haba-nd.

III. The root has first gradation and takes the suffix -a-.

Primitive. Root dik (to show), present theme daika ; root

hhug (to bend), bhauga- ; root sru (to flow), srava-.

Sanskrit. Root budh (to know), 3rd sing, bodha-ti, ist plur.

odhd-mas.

Greek. This formation very frequent. Root </)wy (to flee),

present theme (f)evy-e, <f)€vy-o-, plur. (pevy-o-fx.ev, <|)€wy-e-re ; root

AiTT (to leave), theme Aet7r-e, Aei7i-o, plur. kii-n-o-iiev, Aetir-e-re;

root XaO (to be hid), theme krjd-o-, ist plur. \rido-nev.

Latin. Root due (to lead), theme duc-i=douc-p-, prim, dauk-a-,

3rd sing, douc-i-t. Thus also dlc-ir-t=deic-i-t, root fi?ic (to say);

fi,d-i-t=feid-i-t, root fid (to trust).

Gothic. This formation occurs regularly with primary themes,

containing the radical i or u, e. g. root gut (to pour), ist sing.

giuta, 2nd giuti-s ; part. pret. pass, gut-ans ; root ^/i^ (to seize,

gripe), 1st sing, greipa, 2nd greipi-Sy part. pret. pass, grip-ans.

IV. Ti5e ro<?^ w reduplicated, and, if ending in a vowel, ass2imes

first gradation. The gradation is subject to the same rules as

under II.

Primitive. Root da, present theme da-dd, ist sing, da-dd-mii

and da-dd-si, ist plur. da-dd-masi, subjunctive ist sing, da-da-

d-mi, optative da-da-yd-m ; root dha (to put, to set, to do), pre-

sent theme dha-dhd- ; root ga (to go), present theme ga-gd-.

Sanskrit. Root bhi (to fear), ist sing, bi-bhi-mi j root da (to

give), 1st sing, da-dd-mi, ist plur. da-d-mas ; root dha (to put),

1st sing, da-dhd-mi, ist plur. da-dh-mas. Peculiar to the two
last-mentioned verbs is the loss of the thematic a in the un-

gradated forms,

Greek. The vowel of the reduplication is i ; the plural has

no gradation. Root ho (to give), theme 81-80-, ist sing. 8i-8a)-/xt,

ist plur. 8i-8o-/xey; root ora (to stand), theme l-crra- for si-sta-,

1st sing, t-arq-m, ist plur. t-ara-ixev ; root 6e (to put), theme
T4-0€-, 1st sing. TL-drj-fu, 1st plur. Ti-dc-fxev ; root irXa (to fill),

1st sing. TTl-n-TT\rf-ni ; root irpa (to bum), ist sing. TiC-fM-Trpri-nL

(comp. ttA^o-o), Ttk'^dai and irpria-a), TTprfOtit). The two last-men-

tioned verbs add a nasal to the reduplication, and thus connect

the themes under V with those under IV.

Latin. This formation is rare, and recognizable in but few
fragments, and even in these not without the suflSx -a- ; e. g. gignit

for ^gi-gen-i-t, prim, ga-gan-a-ti (comp. yiy(e)yo-/*ai) ; root gan
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(to beg^t) ; sistit, i. e. si-sti-t, prim. si-sta-H, root sfa (to stand)

;

serii, i.e. ^si-si-t, prim, si-sa-ti, root *« (to sow); bi-bi-t, root i?,

prim. j!)», joa (to drink).

Gothic. This formation is, strictly speaking", wanting" in

Gothic ; for the only fragment this languag'C possesses is a theme
with the sufSx -a-, in which, moreover, the reduplicational syl-

lable is nasalized : ist sing, gagga, 3rd gaggi-th, from a prim, ist

ga-n-g-d-mi, 3rd ga-n-g-a-ti, root ga (to go). In Old Hig-h Ger-
man we find a few more remains of this formation ; namely from
the root ga (to go), i st sing, gd-m, prim, ga-gd-mi, 2nd gd-s, 3rd
gd-t, 1st plur. gd-mes ; from the root sta (to stand), 1st sing.

std-m, prim, sta-std-mi, and std-s, &c. ; root ta (to do), 1 st sing.

tuo-m, prim, dha-dhd-mi ; but these again have lost the redupli-

cation, and the gradation crept into the plural too ; in their

extant form therefore they more properly belong to Class I.

V. To the root is added the suffix -na- and the vowel of the suffix

gradated in the 1st sing.

Primitive. Root star (to scatter, to strew), ist sing, star-nd-

mi, ist plur. star-na-masi. This suffix, as well as -nu-, are demon-
strative roots, and occur frequently in the formation of nominal
themes.

Sanskrit. Hoot grabh, grah (to seize), 3rd sing. med. grh-

na-te, grh-nt-te ; root yu (to join, jungere), ist sing, yu-nd-mi,

1st plur. yu-7vl-mas. na in the ungradated forms is weakened
to -ni.

Greek. Root ha\i (to tame), theme h&ix-va-, ist sing, bdix-vrj-

\xi, 1st plur. bd^-va-jxei^ ; root tt^p (to sell), ist sing. Trip-vq-yn.

This form often occurs in combination with the suffix -ya- (Gr.

-0-), as iK-vi-o-iiai, I come. The a of na is treated in the same
manner as the final of the themes in -a-, e. g. root -ni (to drink),

theme -ni-v^-, tiL-vo-, ist sing. ttC-vm, 2nd irC-ve-ts, ist plur. -nt-vo-

fM€v. Almost exclusively peculiar to Greek is the formation of

the present theme with the sufiix -ave-, -avo-, prim, ana, e. g.

root Ik (to come), theme U-dvo-, ist plur. h-dvo-fxev ; root avy,

av$ (to increase) av^-dvo-fxcv. If the radical is short, the nasal m
is inserted between it and the final of the root ; e. g. \a^ (to

take), theme Ka-fx-fi-dvo-, ist plur. \a-fi-^-dvo-ix€v.

Latin. The a of the sufiix -na- is treated as the final of the

themes in -a-. This formation occurs chiefly after vowels and
roots ending in r, e. g. root li (to smear), 3rd sing, li-ni-t ; root

si (to let), si-ni-t ; root ere, cer (to separate), cer-ni-t ; root spre,

sper (to despise), sper-ni-t. On a more ancient stage of the

language we find da-n-unt, root da (to give), prodi-n-unt, &c.
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Gothic. The a of the suffix -no- ' is treated as in the eoj^ate
languag-es. Exchisively belonging to the present, we find -na-

only in the theme ^frih-na- from the rootfrah, to ask (Germ, fra-

gen), in which the a of the root is weakened to ^ ; ist sing.

fraih-na, 2nd fraih-ni-s, 1st plur. fraik-na-m., perf. sing, frak,
plur. freh-n-u-m. From these present themes there has been
developed in Gothic a class of derivative verbal themes (with

passive functions) which gradate this na into no in the perfect

tense, so that we have a theme in -na- for the present, a tlieme

in -no- for the perfect, which moreover follows the system of the
weak conjugation ; e. g. present theme veihna- (to be sanctified),

from veih{a)s (holy). Present sing, ist veih-na^ and veiA-ni-s,

3rd veih-ni-th, ist plur. veih-na-m^ &c., going exactly as fraihna

(Latin cerno); but the second theme is veik-no-, whence the

perfect veik-no-da j thus also fidlnan (to be filled), from fulljan

(to fill) ; andhundnan (to be loosened), from andbindan (to loosen)

;

usluknan (to be opened), from uslukan (to open) ; af-dumhna (to

be dumb, to be silent), from dumba (dumb).

VI. The demonstrative -^a- or its shortened form -n- is infixed

to the root itself before thefinal consonant.

Primitive. It is difficult to decide whether this infix occurred

in the primitive language, though from its occurrence in all the

cognate languages it would appear that it did. The pronominal
root -na-, which first was used as a suffix, seems to have gradually

crept into the root itself and to have become the infix of which
we now treat, so that to the Latin jti-n-g-i-t (root jug, Sansk.

yuj, to join) corresponds a primitive yu-n-g-a-ti, which originally

may have been yug-na-ti. This infiLx also occurs in nominal
themes, as the Gr. rv-jx-Ti-avo-v, root rvir (to strike) ; Goth.

du-m-b-s (dumb), root dub, from whicli also daub-s (deaf). Com-
pare also the Goth, ma-na-g-a (man}^), root mag, prim, magh (to

grow) with the Lat. mag-nu-s, from a primitive magh-na-, as the

Gothic from a primitive ma-na-gha-.

Sanskrit. Boot yuj (to join), present theme yu-na-j-, yu-n'-j-^,

ist sing, yu-na-j-mi, ist plur. yu-n'-j-mas ; root much (to loosen),

present theme mu-n'-cha-, ist sing, mu-n-ch-d-mi.

Greek. This formation is very rare : one example we have

in (TipCyyca, root a(f>i,y (to squeeze), comp. a(f>Cy-fiaf a<piy-fji.6s.

* A near relation to this is the suffix -nu- which Schleicher discards from the

Teutonic languages ; but Delbrueck (in Deutsche Lautverschiebung, Zacher's Zeit-

Bchrift flir Deutsche Philologie, i. p. 13) recognizes it in Goth, brinnan (to bum),
where he takes nn as the assimilation of nv, and this nv for nu; bri, the root

corresponding to a Sansk. bhar.

C C
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Latin. Chiefly with roots ending in a consonant; e.g. root

tag (to touch), ta-n-g-i-t ; pag (to fasten), pa-n-g-i-t ; fg (to

form), fi-n-g-i-t ; fud (to pour), fu-n-d-i-t ; rup (to break),

TVr-m-p-i-t.

Gothic. 1st sing, sta-n-da, root stath, stad, an extension of

the simple root sta (to stand) ; perf. stoth. The form gagga also

might be mentioned here, if we assume a compound root gag,

formed by means of reduplication from the simple ga (to go).

But the explanation given under IV is preferable, because we
find nasalized roots in Greek and Sanskrit also. To this forma-

tion belong the following verbs, though they form their perfect

like the derivative verbs by means of composition ; ist sing.

hrigga, I bring (Goth, gg = ng, gh = nh ; comp. the Greek),

perf. brah-ta, root brag (the radical is weakened to i in the pre-

sent); thagJcja, I think (comp. A. S. thencan, Germ, denken),

and thugkja, I opine (comp. A. S. thincan. Germ, diinken,

Engl, me-think-s), perf. thah-ta, thuh-ta, root thak, thiik. In
the present they have both besides the infix -n- the suflSx -ya.

(See II.)

VII. To the root is added the suffix -ya-, the a of which is treated

like that of the themes in -a-.

Primitive. Root svid (to sweat), theme svid-ya-, ist sing.

svid-yd-mi, 2nd svid-ya-si, &c., like bhar-d-mi.

Sanskrit. E,oot nah (to bind), pres. theme nah-ya-, 3rd sing.

nah-ya-ti ; root mad (to be intoxicated), 3rd sing, mdd-ya-ti (with

the radical gradated).

Greek. A favourite forination ; the ya occurs in various

modifications, (i) The y of ya remains as i ; root 8a (to divide),

theme Sa-te-, prim, da-ya-, ist sing. ba-io-\xai; root c^v (to beget),

-^ol. <pv-L(t). (3) The y is transplanted as i into the preceding
syllable, that is, into the root, e. g. root tcv (to stretch), ist sing.

T(Cva> for ^T€v-g(o ; root ^a, prim, ga (to go), theme ^a-v-yo-, ist

sing. /Sa^yM for ^/Sa-f-^/o) ; root <pa, prim, bha (to shine), hence
with the suflBx -n the root 0ay (to appear, to show), ist sing.

^aCvoi for ^^av-g(ti. In the last two cases we have the suffixes n
and ya, that is. Class II and V combined. (3) The y joins the
final of the root, and this combination appears in the form of f
or (TO- ; but if the final consonant of the root is \, the y is assimi-

lated to it; e.g. root 66 (to smell), ist sing, o^co for ^ob-yco;

thus also ^v\d(T(r(a = ^(\>vKaK-y(x), rAa-ao) = '^raK^yd), Kiacro^iai =:

^kiT~yo\iai, root Ait (to implore), KOpvcrvai = ^ KopvO-yoa ; but
<rreAA.c«)= ^o-TcX-ya). (4) The y disappears between two vowels.
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as, ^v-o), comp. -^ol. <f)v-C(ti, in which the spirant y is vocalized

into i.

Iiatin. The y of the suflBx 7/a is vocalized into i, but dropped
where another i succeeds, e. g*. root cap (to take), ist sing, cajj-io,

1st plur. cap-i-mus ioT '^cap-yi-mus \ in the same manner Jh^-io,

root fug (to flee), aio-='^ ag-yo, root ag (to say), ero for '^eso,

^es-io; erunt for ^es-U7it, es-iunt, have dropped the i of the primi-

tive -ya- before the o and u. The last two forms assumed in

Latin, as in other Aryan languages, the meaning of the future

—

a phenomenon which we observe also in the form -bo, used as

the termination of the future, which stands for a more ancient

^bio, bii-io (comp. ^ol. <^v-to)), root hu, fu, prim. hJm (to be).

The suflBx -ya- occurs in derivative verbs, as statuo for ^stahiio,

from a prim, statu-yd-mi, in the same manner as the Gr. fieOvot

for ^jjiedvLd), prim, madhu-yd-mi ; moneo, prim, mana-yd-mi.

Gothic. Root frath (to understand), present theme frath-ja-^

1st B\ng. frath-ja, vcAfrath-ji-s, isi^Xur.frath-ja-m; ^eti.froth;

thus also 1st sing, hlahja from the root Jdah (to laugh). If the

root ends with a, ya is changed into ia, e. g. root sa (to sow).

1st sing, ^a-e'fl^, 3rd sa-ii-tk, ist plur. sa-ia-m ; prim, ist sing.

sa-yd-mi, 3rd sa-ya-ti, ist plur. sa-yd-masi ; in the same manner
vaia, root va (to breathe, to blow, Germ, wehen), laia, root la (to

scold). Perf. of sa is sdi-so, of va, vdi-v6, of la, Idi-16. All these

are stem-verbs and to be kept distinct from the derivative verbs

in -aya-. (See Class II.)

VIII. To the root is added the suffix -ta-.

Sanskrit, and very likely the Primitive language too, did not
make use of this suffix.

Greek. A frequent formation ; the suffix ta occurs as -re-,

-TO-, chiefly after labials, e. g. root tvtt (to strike), ist plur. rvii-

To-fxev ; pd(j) (to sow), pdir-To-ixev ; ttck (to comb), TtiK-To-fxev.

Latin. This formation occurs in but few eases, chiefly where
the root ends with a guttural; e. g. nec-ti-t {necto, I bind),

Sanskrit root nah (nectere); thus 2S&opec-ti-t,flec-ti-t,plec-ti-t.

Gothic. One single trace of this formation is found in the

Old High German xooiflaht, to weave (Germ, flechten).

c c 2
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THE FORMATION OF THE PRESENT THEME IN
THE TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

I. The theme consists of the simple, pure root.

To this formation belong, as in Gothic, the present themes of
the root as, to be, whicli take the personal terminations without
any thematic or connective vowel; e.g. A. S. eo-m z= '^ eor-m,

O.N. e-m = ''er-m, Goth. i-m=i^is-m = ^is-mi, prim, as-mi, Engl.
a-m ; Goth, is-t, prim, as-ti, Germ, is-t ; Goth., A. S., Germ.,
s-ind (they are) ^='' is-ind, priin. as-anti ; O. H. Germ., O. S., m-Sy

Goth, si-jai-s, prim, as-ya-s, optative pr(>sent of as, to be. In the

same manner the root bw, prim, bhu, to be, forms in Anglo-Saxon
the present ist beo-m, and bi-st, 3rd bi-^, O. S. biii-m, bi-st,

O. Fris. be-m, bi-st, O. H. Germ, pi-m, pi-s, Germ, bi-n, bi-st,

A. S. bu, to dwell, inf. huan, 2nd b^-st, 3rd by-^. To these be-

long also the O. H. Germ, gd-m, std-m, tuo-m, A. S. istya, and
gee-st, ycd.ga-^ s ist do-m, and da-sf, kc. (See IV.)

II. To the simple pure root is added the suffix -a-.

This formation is one of the most frequent in the Teutonic

languages, occurring in almost all the stem-verbs. As in Gothic

it weakens the radical atoi; but the pure radical is preserved

chiefly in those verbs whicli gradate the a into 6 in the perfect

;

hence the rootfar, to go, has, for its present tXxexne, far-a- (perf.

for) ; thus also the present themes scap-a-, create
;
grab-a-, dig

;

stand-a-, stand j svar-a-, swear. The radical is weakened to i in

the present themes, Goth, gib-a-, stil-a, hilp-a j and again the i

is weakened to e in the A. S. stel-e-, h'elp-e-, and in all modem
dialects, e. g. Germ, stel-e-, helf-e-, Dutch stel-e-, help-e-. Other
modifications of the radical in the different ancient and modem
dialects are discussed in the chapter which treats on the strong

conjugations ; but as to the a of the theme we have to mention
that, as in Gothic, it is preserved in the ist sing, and ist and
3rd plural ; weakened into i in the and and 3rd singular. But
while Gothic weakens it also in the and plur. the other dialects

preserve the a intact. In the Anglo-Saxon, Old Frisian, and in

the modern dialects, the i is further weakened into e, and in the

latter the thematic a, where it occurs at all, is represented by
the weakened form e.

The themes in -aya- which occur chiefly with the derivative or

so-called weak verbs may appear in three distinct forms, or as

three distinct conjugations in Old High German as in Gothic,
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so that we find themes in ja, 6, and ai. In Old High German
moreover tlie theme in ai forms all tlie persons of the present,

while in Gothic it is sujiplanted by the theme in a in the ist

sing, and ist and 3rd pliu*. Thus then for Goth, haba, hab-a-m^

hab-a-nd, we have O. H. Germ, hajo-e-tn, &c., corresponding to a
Gothic ^hab-ai-m, &c. All the other dialects preserve merely the

two former themes, and the modern Teutonic languages render

the three forms by the single e or drop the thematic vowel alto-

gether. The combination ja is kept up in most of the old dia,-

lects, but ji (of the ist and 2nd sing.) is vocalized into i. We
give a few forms in the following paradigm for the sake of

illustration-

I. In ja.

Gothic. 0. H. Ger. O.Sar. A.S. O.Fris. O.N.

Pbes. Sing. 1st nas-ja solc-ja

2nd nas-ji-8 sok-eis

3rd nds-ji-^ s6k-€i-]>

ner-ju

ner-i-s

tier-i-t

ne)'-ju

ner-i-s

ner-i-d(t)

nerje
ner-e-st

mcr-e-tS

ner-e

ner-i-st

ner-i-iS

kenni
kenn-i-r

kenn-irr

Plur. 1st nas-ja-m s6h-ja-m ner-ja-mes nei'-ja-d ner-ja-^ ner-a-^ tel-ju-^m

Sdbj. Sing, ist nas-ja-u s6k-ja-u ner-je ner-ja ner-je ner-i tel-i

Perf. Sing. 1st nas-4-da s6k-i-da ner-i-ta ner-i-da ner-e-de ner-e-de td-da

2. In 6.

Gothic. 0. H. Ger. 0. Saxon. Anglo-Saxon. 0. Fris. O.N.

Pres. Sing. 1st salbo

and salb-o-s

3rd 8alb-6-]>

salp-6-m

salp-6-s

salp-6-t

scatc-6-n

scaw-6-s

scaw-6-d

sealf-je {-ige)

sealf-a-st

sealf-a-^

salv-je

salv-a-st

salv-ijrth

kalla

kall-a-^

kall-a-r

Plur. ist salh-o-m salp-o-mes scaw-6-d sealf-ja-'S (igea-fS) salv-ja-th koll-n-m

Suflj. Sing. 1st salb-6 salp-6-e scaw-6 sealf-je (-ige) mlv-je kaXU

Pekf. Sing. 1st saib-o-da salp-6-ta scaw-6-da sealf-6-de salv-a-de kall-a-^a

3. In ai.

Gothic. 0. H. Ger.

Pbes. Sing. 1st hah-a
2nd hab-ai-s

3rd hab-ai-^

hap-e-m
hap-e-»

Jiap-e-t

Plur. 1st AoJ-o-7» hap-e^m«8

SUBJ. Sing. 1st ?iab-au Jutp-e-e

Pebf Sing. 1st hab-ai-da hap-e-ta
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III. The root has the first gradation, and takes the suffix -a-.

To this class belong, in the Teutonic languages, all stem-verbs

which have the radical i or w; e. g. Gothic root skin (to shine),

present ist sing, skeina, O. H. Germ, scmu, O. S. sMnu, A. S.

seme; root grip (to seize, gripe), Goth, greipa, O. H. Germ, krtfu,

O. S. gripu, A. S. gripe, O. Fris. gripe, O. N. grip ; root gut (to

pour out, fundere), Goth, giuta, O. H. Germ, kin^u, O. S. giutu,

A. S. geote ; root hus (to choose), Goth, kiusa, O. H. Germ, chiusu,

O. S. kiusu, A. S. C(?o*e, O. Fris. kiuse.

IV. T/5e ro<)^ «« reduplicated and, if ending in a vowel, assumes

the first gradation.

We have already remarked that this formation is almost

totally wanting in Gothic, and we may now add that none of

the ancient Teutonic dialects has anything more than mere rudi-

ments or fragments of themes of this class. To these belong

the O. H. Germ, gd-m, std-m, and tuo-m, of the roots ga (to go),

sta (to stand), ia (to do), which yield the forms ist sing, gd-m,
std-m, tuo-m, from the prim, ga-gd-mi, sta-std-mi, dha-dhd-mi,

2nd sing, gd-s, std-s, tuo-s, ist plur. gd-mes, std-mes, tuo-mes,

for the prim, ga-ga-masi, sta-sta-masi, dha-dha-masi, the long
vowel having crept irregularly into the plural too. Here we
must also mention the A. S. gd, ga-st, gce-^, plur. gd-^ ; do-m,

de-st, de-^, plur. do-^. But, as we said before, these verbs as

they now are before us belong more properly to Class I.

V. To the root is added the suffix -na-.

It occurs in Old High German and the other dialects, except
Gothic, only in one particular form, e. g. O. H. Germ. gifregiiC

ih (fando accipio), O. ^.fregnan (fando accipere).

VI. The demonstrative -na- or its shortened form -n- is infixed

in the root itself before the final consonant.

To this class belongs, through extension of the root, the verb
to stand as it occurs in the diiFerent dialects, derived from the
primary root sta, a secondary root stath, stad, which, with the
infix, becomes sta-n-d ; Goth, standa, ^eri. st6\ ; O. H. Germ.
stantu, stuont; O. S. standu, stod ; A. S. stande, stod ; Engl. /
stand, I stood. In the same manner we derive from the simple
root ga, by means of reduplication, the compound root gag,

which, with the infix -n-, forms the present theme ga-n-g-a in

the different dialects ; from the root brag (to bring) the present

theme bri-n-g-a- (with the weakening of the radical into i), in-
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finitive O. H. Germ., A. S. bringan, O. S. hrengjan, O. Fris.

hrenga. Thus we have, by the side of the (jo^.fahan (to catch),

and hahan (to hang), in O. H. Germ, and A. S. fa-n-g-an^
ha-n-g-an ; from the root \ak, dak, the Goth. \aghjan=^'^\a-n-

k-jan, O. H. Germ, de-n-k-an, O. S. the-n-k-jan, A. S. \e-n-c-an^

O. N. \e-n-k-ja, O. Fris. tha-n-k-a or the-n-zja, Germ, de-n-k-en,

Engl, thi-n-k ; from the root thuk, duk. Goth. \ugkjan=.'''^u-n-k-

Jan, O. H. Germ, du-n-k-an, O. S. thu-n-k-jan, A. S. '\ti/-7i-c-an,

O. Fris. thi-n-szja, Germ, dii-n-k-en ; but O. N. \ykkja (in nk the

n assimilated to the Jc).

VII. To the root is added the suffixja, jarim. ya.

Verbs belonging to this class are stem-verbs, and must not be
confounded with the derivative verbs in ja, prim, aya. They
can easily be kept distinct, because the former take the suffix ja
only in the present and form the perfect like other stem-verbs,

the latter preserve the derivative suffix throughout the conjuga-

tion. In the present tense, of course, both classes are inflected

alike, so that at first sight it would appear as if the strong verbs

'va.ja had adopted something of the weak verbs va. ja, wherefore

Grimm considers them of a mixed character. In Gothic we
have already mentioned fra])jan (to understand, to know), hlah-

jan (to laugh) ; we may add hqfjan, to lift (Germ, heben) ; ra\-

jan, to reckon ; skapjan, to create ; ska\jan, to damage, to scathe

(Germ, schaden), which make the perf. in 6, as fr6\, hloh, hof,

&c. ;

—

bidjan (to ask, to bid), has the perf. bd^, be^um, perf. part.

bidans. In Old High German we have to mention bittan, to

ask (Germ, bitten) ; sizzan, to sit (Germ, sitzen) ; liggan to lie

(Germ, ligen) ; heffan, to lift (Germ, heben) ; seffan, to under-

stand ; swerran, to swear. The doubling of the final consonant
of the root is the result of the assimilated y, as bittan for bitjan,

&c., they being still preserved in some forms such as bitju,pitju,

swerju ; hefjan, swerjan ; imperative piti, sizi, &c. In the verbs

pittan, liggan, sizzan, it is owing to the influence of the j that

the radical i was not weakened into e, and to the same influence

must be ascribed the Umlaut of a into e in the verbs swerran,

seffan, heffan. Old Saxon has biddjan, liggjan, sittjan, hebbjan,

snerjan, af-sebbjan, animadvertere. The gemination which occurs

in most of them is not, as in Old High German, organic, that

is, caused by the assimilation of the j to the final consonant ; it

is dropped in the 2nd and 3rd sing, present and in the impera-

tive ; e. g. biddjan, 2nd sing, bidis, 3rd bidid, imperative bidi, &c.

In the perfect they make, bad, bddun, lag, Idgun, &c. Anglo-
Saxon has, like Old High German, commonly assimilated the j
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to the final consonant of the root ; hence biddan, sittan, licgan,

hliccan, reprehendere \ \>icffan, to touch ; liehhan, swerjan. They
are in the present inflected like the weak verbs in ja ; except

swerjan, which has not assimilated the thematic y'a, makes in the

ist pers. swer-ie {-iffe), 2nd swer-a-st, 3rd swer-a-^, ist plur.

swer-ja-^ ; imperative swera. O. Fris. bulda, bidja ; lidza, lidzja,

to lie (A. S. licgan) ; sitta, to sit ; swerja, to swear. In the 3rd

sing", of lidzja the gemination is dropp(id ; hence leith, Uth ; O. N.
swelgja, to riot, glutire (Germ, schwelgen) ; erja, to plough,

arare; bi^Ja, liffffja, sitja, \iggj(i, to get; bUkju and bUka^ to

glitter ; svtkja, to deceive ; vtkja, to yield (Germ, weichen)

;

syngja, to sing ; sl§ngja, to sling, projicere ; tyggja, to chew

;

geyja, to bark ; deyja, to die ; hrfja, Tinefja^ to squeeze ; hhcejay

to laugh ; hefja, to suppress ; sverja, to swear ; skekja and skaka,

to shake. The present throughout is conjugated in the fashion

of the weak verbs.

VIII. To the root is added the suffix -ta-.

As we had occasion to observe before, there is no sign of this

formation in Gothic ; the only trace we find in the Old High
German root flaht =flah~t^ to weave (Germ, flechten)

;
present

1st sing. Jlihtu, 2nd flihti-s, ist plur. Jleht-a-mes, perf. flaht.

Compared with plec-to, Gr. itXiK-M, the compound character of

flah-t ]>ecomcs soon apparent, the suflix t-=ta having crept into

the root itself. (The t not affected by Grimm's law on account
of the preceding h.)

FORMATION OF THE PERFECT THEME.

As long as the primitive Aryan language preserved its most
simple character, roots kept the place of words ; roots conse-

quently were used as verbs or verbal themes, whether present or

perfect. On this stage the language possessed no other means
to express the various relations of an action, but that of repeti-

tion, that is, the repetition of the root, called Reduplication.

Thus then all temporal relations also were originally expressed

by means of the reduplication of the root. In order to form the

perfect of the root vid, to see, the root was reduplicated into vid

vid; to the perfect theme thus formed were added the personal

pronouns, and thus was obtained the ist sing, vid vid ma, vidi;

3rd sing, vid vid ta, vidit. On the secondary stage of the develop-

ment of the language the three roots were agglutinated into one
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word, hence ist vidvidma, 3rd vidvidta, and then only the first

' vid ' might rightly be called the reduplication, and ' ma ' and
' ta ' terminations. The language having thus passed through the

first, or radical, and second, or agglutinative, to the third, or

inflexional, stage, further changes and modifications took place

which tended more emphatically to distinguish the primary root,

as the bearer of the meaning or sense of the word, from the

secondary roots, expressing merely the relations of the former.

This distinction the language brought about by means inherent

in itself, that is, by strengthening the piimary root, and by cur-

tailing and weakening the secondary roots. The former was
strengthened by the gradation' of the radical vowel, i, 0, or «,

which gave rise to the following scale :

—

Primitive

radical. I. Gradation. II. Gradation.

a , ... CM .... aa
i . ... ai .... ai

u .... au .... au

This gradation always took place in the perfect theme, except

where the root ended in two consonants succeeding a, and it is

a peculiar phenomenon that as a rule the second gradation was
applied. Thus then the root vid, to see, appears in the perfect

as vdid; kru, to hear, as krdu; ruk, to shine, as rduk; da, to give,

as da ; sta, to stand, as sid ; ad, to eat, as dd. The secondary

roots, on the other hand, were curtailed in various ways. The
reduplicational root commonly lost the final consonant (except

when the primary root consisted of but one consonant and one
vowel), so that the reduplicated perfect of the root vid was vivdid,

of ruk, rurdnk, but of da, dadd, of sta, stasia, of ad, addd. The
perfect theme being thus completed, all now required was the

personal termination. The terminations, as we have seen before,

were supplied in the demonstrative roots added to the theme as

suflfixes. These suflBxes also, when the language had entered on
the inflexional stage, were gradually more and more curtailed

and weakened down, until, in the course of time, their original

character was hardly perceptible. In the primitive language
however these modifications were not yet so great as to oblite-

rate the radical character of the personal suffixes ; nay, in one
instance the suffixed pronoun gained the better over the primary

root. This remarkable phenomenon occurs in the perfect plural,

where the long bisyllabic termination resisted all change and

' Concerning the gradation of vowels, see p. 22 sqq.
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even prevented the gradation of the primary root. It must
have existed in the primitive language^ before Goths^ Greeks,

and Indians had separated, for we observe it equally in the dif-

ferent languages of the Aryan tribe. The following facts will

sufficiently illustrate the phenomenon to which we refer. The
primitive and Sanskrit root vid, to see, appears in Greek as ft8,

and if the root itself occurred in Gothic it would be vit. We
meet it in the form of the perfect, but with the meaning of the

present, ' I know,' a meaning which it has acquired in Sanskrit,

Greek, and Gothic alike. The perfect theme of this root, accord-

ing to the rules mentioned before, must be in the primitive vivdid-,

which in Sanskrit we find as ved-, in Greek olb-= Folb-, in Gothic

vdit-. Its course through the difierent persons will appear from
the following paradigm.

Primitive.

Sing, ist vivaid-{m)a
2nd vivaid-ta

3rd vivdid-{t)a

Plur. 1st vivid-masi

and mvid-tasi

3rd vivid-anti

Sanskrit.

ved-a

ved-tha

ved-a

vid-ma
vid-a

vid-us

Greek.

ailS-a for foiSa
oia-Qa

0I5-6

tff-fjLn/ for pid-fJ.ei'

iar-aai

Gothic.

vdit

vdis-t for vait-t

vdit

vit-u-m

vit-u-th

vit-tl^n

Though it lies beyond the limits of this book to enter upon a

detailed exposition of the reduplicated perfect in the cognate
languages, a short sketch will nevertheless be necessary in order

to make us more fully to appreciate this part of grammar, which
is of such high importance in the Teutonic languages also. The
laws of reduplication, which in the primitive language were
no doubt very simple, became in the different cognate dialects

more numerous and complicated ; but our sketch shall comprise

merely those most important for our purpose.

Sanskrit.

The first syllable of a root (i. e. that portion of it which ends

with a vowel) is repeated, e. g. Ijud/i (to perceive), hu-hudh ; but

him (to be), ba-blm. Aspirated letters are represented in redupli-

cation by their corresponding unaspirated letters ; e. g. bkid (to

cut), hi-bhid ; dhu (to shake), du-dhti. Gutturals are represented

in reduplication by their corresponding palatals, h by j ; e. g.

kut (to sever), cJiu-kut ; gam (to g6),ja-gam; has (to laugh), _/»-

has. If a root begins with more than one consonant, the first

only is reduplicated, e. g. krus (to shout), chu-krus ; kship (to
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throw), cJd-hship. If a root begins with a sibilant, followed by
a tenuis or aspirated tenuis, the tenuis only is reduplicated ; e. g.

stu (to praise), tu-shtu ; stan (to sound), ta-stan ; sthd (to stand),

ta-sthd^.

The reduplicated perfect theme has commonly the first grada-

tion of the radical vowel, e.g. tnd (to strike), tu-tod- ; kar {to

make), cha-kdr ; bhid (to cleave), hi-hhed-. Final vowels may have
first or second gradation, e.g. dha (to place), da-dhd- ; stu (to

praise), tu-shtdu- ; hri (to be ashamed), yi-^ra^-. In the plural

and dual active, and in the medium, the gradation does not take

place. Roots in a sometimes drop the radical, as tan (to stretch),

ta-tnire-. Roots in a in the ist and 3rd pers. sing, have <m,

ved. commonly a, e. g. da, da-dda, ved. da-dd.

Greek.

The reduplicational syllable does not repeat the radical, but
supplants it by e, probably in analogy to the great number of

roots with the radical 7j=prim. d. Of two consonants only one

is admitted in the reduplication, e. g. -nXay (to beat), -ni-nkq-y-a
;

^av (to show), Tii-cfy-qv-a. This also happens in a few archaisms,

as [jLvrj = mau (to think, remember), jxi-^vrj-jjiai,. But as a rule

the reduplicational syllable repudiates a combination of two
initial consonants, as kt€v (to kill), e-KTov-a.

The Attic reduplication is either the doubling or repetition of

the whole root, as 6b (to smell), ob-cab-a ; ott (to see), oir-byn-a

;

or, in analogy to the preceding case, the doubling of the first

part of the root, as aXeicf) (pres. aKeccfxo, I anoint ; a primitive

root with a prefixed), dA.-?]Ai0-a.

The radical vowel has either the first or the second gradation.

First gradation : Xad (to be hid), \e-Xr]6-a, \e-kd6-a ; Fay (to break),

Fi-Fdy; Fepy (to do, to make), Fi-Fopy-a; (pvy (to flee), TTi-(f)€vy-a.

Second gradation: Fpay (to break), €pp(>)ya=^€-Fp(»iy-a; Anr (to

leave), Xd-Xonr-a ; iXvO (to come), d\--q\ov6-a. The gradation does

not take place in the plural, just as in Sanskrit; compare otSa,

plur. l(r-ixev=:^FLb~fx€v with Sansk. veda, plur. vid-ma ; ttiO (to

trust), Ttd-TToiO-a, ist plur. pluperf. k-irl-TaO-fxev', rXa (to sufier),

TC-TXrj-Ka, plur. re-rAa-ju,ey
;

jSa (to go), ^€-^r)-Ka, plur. ^e-^a-jxev

;

bi (to fear), 8e-8ot-Ka, plur. be-bi-jxev. This law however is percep-

tible only in a few old formations ; as a rule most verbs follow a
new formation which has grown up in analogy to the compound
aorist, and thus assumed for the perfect theme a final a which

Max Miiller, Sanskrit Grammar, p. 145.
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originally was foreign to it. Thus then we get the so-called

regular forms: e.g. sing, ist ki\onia-{y.) for +AeA.oi7:-(/x)a, 2nd
AeAotTra-s for ^AcAoiTi-ra; 1st plur. KeKoCira-ixev for ^ kckiir-ixev, &c.

There are in general many new formations in the Greek perfect,

of which we mention one more, that which contains inorganic

aspiration, known in grammar as Perfectum Primum, e. g. baK

(to bite), be-bi]x-a
;

^vAa/c (to guard, watch), Tre-cpvKax-a. ;
/3Aa3

(to hurt, injure), /3e-/3Aa0-a. Thus however only the gutturals

and labials, not the dentals are aspirated.

Another phenomenon must be mentioned, which very likely

originated in a very remote period, because we shall observe the

same in Latin and even in some of the Teutonic languages ; we
mean the perfect in -s-. Vocalic themes have not rarely in the

perfect med. an increase of the root by an additional -«, e. g. ttAv

(to saU), ni-TrKev-a-Tai.

Latin.

The final of the perfect stem is preserved in but few obsolete

forms, as Juxo=^J'ac-so=:^/e-fac-so, and also Jaxim-\fac-sim :=^/'e~

fac-mn. In all other forms it takes an i as the final vowel of

the perfect theme, which i is obscure in its origin, as fece-rim^=

^feci-sini=-\fejici-siem=.^fefaci-siem. In the ist sing. perf. we
often read ei for i which very likely is the remainder of a more
ancient -eim; in the 3rd sing. U, et-=eit, as dedet,fuet,fuU, de-

deit, redieit. Both the 1st and 3rd sing, as well as the ist plur.

are based upon the theme in i; e. g. 1st sing, tu-tud-ei, 3rd tu-

tiid-ei-t, 1st plur. tu-tud-i-mus, perfect theme tu-tud-i-, root tud,

to strike ; but in the 2nd sing, and plur. we have a perfect

theme in -is- (comp. the Greek perf. in -s-, as nKv, TreTrKev-a-rai,

and the perf. in -s- in Old High German and Old Norse) ; e. g.

2nd sing, tu-tud-is-ti^
,

plur. tu-tud-is-tis. In the termination

^erunt of the 3rd pers. plur. the long e is of later origin; the

more ancient form was -erunt, as ^fec-er-unt=-'^fec-is-onti, with

the theme in -is-, which also occurs in the perfect infinitive fec-

is-se, and in the optative pluperf. /^c-w-«d»?. Final a disappears

before the i or is of the perf. theme ; as root da, perf. theme
de-d-i-, ded-is- ; root sta, perf. theme ste-t-i-, ste-t-is-.

The perfect in Latin has commonly lost the gradation of the

root, and even replaced it by the weakened form of the radical

vowel. The reduplication is mostly dropped ; but where it

appears it does so in a very primitive form. Fragments of the

' The spelling -dati depends on a false conception of the length of the t, which is

position, not nature ; for the short i we have a proof in the contractions scripsti for

scripsisti, duxti for duxisii.
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ancient gradation we possess in scdbi for ^sce-scdb-i; fugi for

Ju-fug-i ; fui, from a more ancient ^fuvi-=.'^fu-fov,vi; thus also

jfiMi^ rui, &c. ; tu-tud-i (in Priseianus), for tu-toud-i, root tud^ to

strike. At an early epoch of the language^ therefore, there may
have been in Latin, as in Sanskrit, Greek, and Gothic, the

regular alternation of long and short vowels in the singular and
plural, as 3rd sing, iu-totid-ei-t, 1st plur. ki-tud-i-mus. Later
on the short vowel penetrated, just as it did in the Teutonic
languages, from the plural into the singular.

After what we have stated we may arrange all the different

phenomena we observe in the formation of the perfect in Latin

under three heads: namely, we find either (1) the reduplication

preserved, or {%) the reduplication simply dropped, or (3) the

initial of the root lost and then the vowel of the reduplication

contracted with that of the root. (The vowel thus formed is of

course always long.)

I. Reduplication preserved.

The laws of reduplication are very simple in Latin, because

very primitive in their origin, and may be brought under two
distinct heads. (1) The initial consonants are unaltered in the

reduplicational syllable, even the combinations st, sp, and sc

;

but in these the root itself when reduplicated loses the spirant

#, e.g. spond (to vow), spo-pond-i ; scid (to cleave), sci-cid-i; sta

(to stand), ste-t-i, for spo-spond-i, sci-scid-i, ste-st-i. (Comp. Gr.

l-(TTr]-ixt=si-sia-mi, and Sansk. ti-sktM-/ni.) (2) The reduplica-

tional syllable preserves the radical vowel ; but roots in a have
always the reduplication with e, e. g. can (to sing), ce-cin-i ; tag

(to touch), te-tig-i ; pag (to fasten) pe-pig-i ; man (to think), me-
min-i ; pare (to sipsbre), pe-perc-i. The radical always remains

in the reduplication, e. g. Sansk. root mard, to rule, Latin pre-

sent mord-eo (I bite), mo-mord-i; pose, to demand {:=porse, Sansk.

prachh-=.prask), po-pose-i. In the more ancient style (Nonius,

Gellius) also me-mord-i, pe-pose-i. Radical i remains in the re-

duplication, e. g. seid (to cleave), sei-eidi; hi-ho (I drink, root

pi=pa), bi-bi: radical u remains, e.g. tud (to strike), tu-tud-i;

pug (to sting), pu-pug-i ; eurro (I run, root probably kar), eu-

cttrr-i; archaic {Gellius) pe-pug-i, ce-curr-i.

3. Reduplication dropped.

Examples:

—

tuli= ^ te-ttdi j scidi= sci-scid-i (not for the later

sei-cidi), fidi-=^fi-fidi. The loss of the reduplicational syllable

chiefly occurs in composition, e. g, con-eidi, ex-puli, but ee-

cidi, pe-puli. Further examples a.re fugi =/u' fugi, rupi, /udi,
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vtdi=z^vi-veid-i, prim, vi-vdid-a, vici, scdbi. But these cases are

often doubtful, and might belong to those to be mentioned under

No. 3. We must also consider the reduplication to have been
lost in all those verbs which have the theme of the perfect iden-

tical with that of the present, as defendo, defendi ; scando, scandi ;

verto, verti=ve-vert-i, &c. ; also the themes in u, e. g. fu-i-=fum
=i^fu-fou-vi, and in the same vascnueY plui, rui, solui ; and the

derivative themes in u, as trihu-i, statu-i, present trihu{y)o,

statu{i/)o ; perhaps also j4vi (present juvo), cdvi (present caveo),

fdvij ldm,j)dvi, inovi (moveo), vovi.

3. The initial of the root lost, and the vowel of the reduplica-

tion contracted with that of the root.

Examples :
—feci— ^fe-jici = '^fa-fac-i (comp. Osc. fe-fah-usf),

fregi=^fre-fngi (or rsiQier fra-fagi"^ comp. spo-pondi); and in

the same manner /m, cepi, egi, legi^ veni=.^vevini (comp. ietini

of teneo). This formation seems to be limited in Latin to roots

with the radical a, 2LBfac,jac, cap, ag, &c. ; but it deserves the

greater attention the more frequently it occurs in the Teutonic

languages, where for instance the German perfect Jiielt (of halten,

to hold) must be referred to the O, H. Germ. hialt-=-''hei-halt^ by
the side of the Gothic reduplicated form hdi-hald ; Germ, stie^

(of stolen, to push, to butt), to O. H. Germ. stio^= ^stei-sto^, by
the side of the Gothic reduplicated form stdi-sidut, and numerous
other examples which we shall mention hereafter both in the

ancient and modern Teutonic dialects. The loss of the redupli-

cation in these verbs may perhaps be ascribed to a tendency of

languages in general to suppress one of two succeeding elements

which are either similar or identical in form. The Latin lan-

guage under such circumstances is fond of suppressing at least

one consonant of the root where it begins with two, as ste-ti,

spo-pondi^ ^fra-fagi, i. Q.fregiy

Gothic.

Only the stem-verbs and a few derivative verbs which are

analogous to them (as saltan from salt) form a simple perfect

;

the perfect of the derivative verbs is always compound. In the

Gothic perfect their remained, as a rule, either the reduplication

or the gradation of the radical. The former we find chiefly with

verbal themes which do not allow of gradation, namely such

as have the radical a followed by two consonants, or take the

highest gradation in the present theme already ; we rarely find

reduplication along with gradation of the radical a into 6, e into 6.
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In the reduplicational syllable the vowel ai has supplanted the

vowel of the root, which no doubt originally occurred in the

reduplication too.

The more primitive mode of reduplicating is preserved in the

O. H. Germ, te-ta = ta-ta, root ta (to do), which in Gothic would
be di-daz= da-da, and which answers to the Sansk. dadhdu, prim.

dhadhd. Of two consonants the initial only remains in the re-

duplication, except the combinations hv, sk, and st, which remain

entire, e.g. slepa (I sleep), sdi-zlep ; greta (to weep), gdi-grot

;

but hldupa, I run (Germ, laufe), hldi-hldup ; stauta, percutio

(Germ, sto^e), stdi-stdut ; skdida, I separate (Germ, scheide),

skdi-skdid. According to the laws of reduplication and grada-

tion we have to distinguish three forms of the Gothic perfect,

which are produced by reduplication and gradation combined,

by reduplication without gradation, and by gradation without

reduplication.

I. Reduplication and gradation combined.

In all verbs coming under this head the radical is either a or

e, gradated in the perfect into o. (i) The radical a (the pre-

sent tense formed with the sufiix -i/a-) : ist sing, present vaia,

=prim. va-ya-mi, root va, flare (Germ, wehen), perf. vai-vo.

Thus also the roots la, to scold, sa, to sow. (2) The radical e-.

infinitive present letan, to let, perf. lai-lot. The long e in the

present tense is explained by some to be the effect of a nasal

consonant having been dropped after the radical a, which nasal

is still preserved in the cognate languages, e. g. Goth, tek-a, Lat.

tango ; (jg^. Jlek-a, Jj&t.plang-o, Goth, grei-a, Ssmsk. krand-dmi.

%. Reduplication without gradation.

According to the rule laid down before, all the verbs falling

under this head should be (i) such as have the radical a followed

by two consonants, or (2) such as have the highest gradation in

the present theme already. To the former belong halda (I hold),

hdi-hald ; valda, I govern (Germ, walte), vdi-vald: hvit fahan,

to catch (Germ, faugen), and hahan, to hang (Germ, hangen),

though they end with but one consonant, make by analogyyai-

fah and hdi-kah in the perfect. To the class under (2) belong

hvopan (to boast) hvdi-hvop ; shdidan, to separate (Germ, schei-

den), skdi-skdid; stautan, percutere (Germ, stolen), stdi-stdut;

because we have in these verbs the highest gradation in the pre-

sent tense, namely being the highest or second gradation of a,

di of i, and du of u. But slepan, to sleep, following the analogy

of these verbs, also makes sdl-zlep, though its e is only the first

gradation of a.
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3. Gradation without reduplication.

(A) In the verbs belonging" to the sub-class (A) the singular of

the perfect has the second (or highest) gradation, while the plural,

the dual, and the optative present the simple radical i or u. Thus
of the root vit, prim, vid (to know), we have the perf. sing. 1st

vdit, 2nd vdis-t^vdit-t, 3rd vdit^ plur. ist vit-ic-m, &c. Comp.
prim, ist sing, vivdida, ist plur. vwid-masi as well as the cor-

responding forms in Sanskrit and Greek, p. 394.
In the same manner we have of the root grip (infinitive greip-

an, to gripe ; Germ, greifen), the perf. grdip^ grip-um ; root stigy

infinitive steigan, ascendere (Germ, steigen), stdig, stig-um; root

thih, theiha, cresco (Germ, ge-deihe), thdih, thaih-um—ai for i

on account of the succeeding h ; root gut (infinitive giutaUy to

pour ; Germ, gie^en), gdut, gut-um ; root iuk (infinitive tiuhan, to

draw, to pull ; Germ, ziehen), tduhy tauh-um—au for u on account
of the succeeding h.

(B) The radical is a in the perfect gradated to 6, which grada-

tion remains in the plural, dual, and optative also ; e. g. far-an,

to go, present ^vvca.fa-fara, -perf. for, p\nT,f6r-um, prvoa..farfdra,

fa-fdr-masi; slah-an, to slay, perf. sloh, sl6h-nm ; mal-an, molere

(Germ, malen), mol, mol-um ; haf-ja-n, to lift (Germ, heben),

hof hof-um ; root statJi^ stad, infinitive sta-n~d-an, to stand, perf.

stoth. These verbs seem to have preserved the radical a intact

in the present, under the shelter of an ancient reduplication, as

fara—=fdfara, sta{n)da-, from a reduplicated form sta-sta-.

(C) The singular of the perfect has weakened the original d
into a, while the plural preserved it in the form of e, e. g. root

vag, to move (Germ, be-weg-en), perf. sing, vag, prim, va-ndgh-a,

plur. veg-um, prim, vavdgh-masi. In the present tense vig-a

the radical a is weakened into i. Thus we have of the root at

(to eat), present it-a^ perf. sing, at, perf. plur. et-um ; stal (to

steal), stila, stal, stelum ; sat (to sit), sita, sat, setum ; vas (to be),

visa, vas, vesum. The radical of the perfect may have resisted the

weakening into i under the influence of its ancient reduplication,

hence nam=ina-nam, vag-=va-vag.

(D) The singular of the perfect has the radical a, but the plural

the weakening of a into u, while in the present tense again the

a is, as in the preceding case, weakened to i^. To this class

belong chiefly verbs which have the radical a succeeded by two

^ * In the preterite the reduplication which the Gothic but sparingly preserved,

has been torn away in the course of time ; but the strong vowel placed behind was
sheltered, and where it was weakened it was not degraded to the weakest form (t),

but to an intermediate degree (m), hence hwndum (we bound), by the side of bindam
(we bind).' Bopp, Vocalismus, p. 215.
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consonants ; e. g. root rann, to leak (Germ, rinnen), present rinna,

perf. ranti, plur. runn-um ; prim, rarann-a, plur. rarann-masi : in

the same manner, hilpan (to lielp)^ halp^ huljoum; hindan (to

bind), hancl^ hundum ; stiltan (to die), svalt, svuUnm ; siggvan (to

sing), saggv, suggvum ; singgqan = siggkvan (to sink), saggq,

suggqum. In this class there are many secondary roots ; the

root rann (to leak), for instance, is formed as a present theme by
means of the suffix -na- from the primitive root ar, to g-o ; band
(to bind) has an inorganic n ; saggv and saggq also are unprimitive

in their final element.

Perfect in -s-.

In Old High German and in Old Norse there are remains of

a perfect formed with s, as the Latin 2nd sing and plur. in is

{-is-ti, -is-tis) ; e. g. Old Norse root sa, to sow, perf. se-ra, se-ri,

for ^se-sa, ^se-si ; root gra, vivere, perf. gre-ri ; root, ar, ra, to

row, perf. re-ri. Old High German root scri, to shriek, ist plur.

perf. scri-r-u-mes, from a primitive skri-s-masi (u is the connec-

tive vowel) ; root pi, pu, prim, bhu, to be, ist plur. perf. pi-r-u-

mes, prim, bhu-s-masi, 2nd pi-r-u-t, prim, bhu-s-tasi. (Compare
the consonants w and r, s and r.)

The Compound (Weak) Perfect in the Teutonic Dialects.

The compound perfect is formed by the addition of the pre-

terite of the verb 'to do' to the verbal theme. This formation

we might imitate by coining new compounds, such as ' I love-

did,' ' thou love-didst,' &c. It is not found in the cognate

languages, but was produced in the Teutonic primitive language
after the separation from its Aryan sisters ; it is therefore often

called the New Perfect, and by Grimm the Weak Form, because

it does not aflPect the radical vowel. Our English do, did, the

German thn, that, Old High German tu6-m, and the Gothic
noun de-d-s (deed) may be referred to a Gothic root da, prim.

dha, from which we get the ist sing. pres. da-dkd-mi. Now in

the Gothic compound the reduplication of the original ''didazzz

^da-da is lost in the singular, but preserved in the plural and in

the optative, and the a is, in the last-mentioned forms, gradated

to e= d, following the analogy of the frequently occurring perf.

themes, as sat, plur. set. The reduplicated da, however, in the

form of ^dad^, plur. ded-, appeared then in the form of a true

verbal theme.
])d
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Where it occurs in the composition of the perfect this word is

considerably modified, as will appear from the following-, ist

pers. sing-, the termination of the perf. is -da for ''dida (O. H.
Germ, teta), from an older dada, prim, dha-dha. and -des for

dides, older dades, with the personal suffix -s which we do not

find elsewhere in the Teutonic perfect. Of the assumed perfect

theme ^dad, the 2nd pei*s. would be das-t—^dad-t. 3rd pers. has

da again for ^dida or dad. Plural ist ded-u-m, dual dedu, prim.

dhddk-masi, &c., like the other forms in analogy to the common
strong perfect. 2nd ded-u-th, dual dedu-ts. 3rd ded-u-n. Opta-
tive -ded-jau, -ded-eis, prim. dhadJi-ydm, dhadh-yds. Thus then
the perfect of the theme nasja-, nasi-, is in the ist sing, nasi-da,

1st plur. nasi-dedum ; of the theme salbo-, ist sing, salho-da,

plur. salho-dedum.

The perfect themes with present signification (prseterito prae-

sentia) form in this manner a new perfect ; e. g. ist sing, mah-ta

for ^mag-da. (Mutes or checks before dentals are changed into

the spirants of the same organ, and every dental must be ren-

dered by the tenuis t.) 2nd mah-te-s, ist plur. mah-ted-um,

root mag, possum ; vissa for ^ vis-fa for ^vit-da, of vdit, root vit,

to know ; skul-da of shal, shall, debeo. Besides these there are

few examples of this formation, such as thah-ta for ^thak-da, I

thought, present tagkja, I think.

In the Teutonic dialects generally the compound perfect is

formed as in Gothic, the suffix ' did ' assuming the following

modifications in the different dialects!

Gothic. O.H.G. O.S. A.S. 0. Fris. O.N.

Sing. 1st da
2nd des

3rd da

ta

tos

ta

da
doa

da

de

dest^

de

de
dest^

de

da
dir

di

Plur. 1st dedum
2nd deduth
3rd dediin

tumea
tut

tun

dun
dun
dun

don
don
don

don
don
don

dum
du'S

du

Dual 1st dedu
2nd deduta

These modified forms are added to the theme of the derivative-

verbs in aya, which again appears in three modifications : (i) The
first a dropped, as Ja,ji, in the present and -i- (-«?-) in the per-

fect ; e. g. Goth, nasja, nasjis, perf. nas-i-da, O. H. Germ, ner-i-

ta, O. S. ner-i-da, A. S. ner-e-de, O. Fris. ner-e-de, O. N. (without

^ The -st in Anglo-Saxon, and Old Frisian -deal, would answer to a Gothic
^dast= dad-t, and is more correct than the -a in the termination of the other dialects.
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the derivative suffix) ken-da. (3) The y of aya being dropped
a-\-a appears as 0, e. g*. Goth, salb-6, salb-6-s, perf. salh-6-da, O. H.
Germ, salp-6-ta, O. S. scaw-o-da (ist sing. pres. scaw-o-n, 2nd
scaic-o-s) ; A. S. sealf-6-de (ist sing, sealf-je, 2nd sealf-a-st)

;

O. Fris. sah-a-de, O. N. kall-a-^a. (3) The last a of aya disap-

pears, and the derivative suffix is ai, e. g. Goth, ist sing, present

indicative haba, 2nd hab-ai-s, perf. hab-ai-da, O. H. Germ. i^aj5-

e-ta. Thus Gothic and Old High German have three, the other

dialects only two conjugations of the weak form. Concerning
the details, see the Conjugations. The modern dialects either

drop the thematic suffix altogether and join the termination

directly to the root, or the suffix always appears in the weakened
form e.

THE INFINITIVE.

The suffix -ana- is used in Sanskrit, Greek, and the Teutonic
languages, to form themes which are used as infinitives, which
therefore must have belonged to the primitive language.

In Sanskrit the dative and locative singular of abstracts in

-ana- [-andya, -ane) have the function of the infinitive, e. g. dative

gam-andya, locative gam-ane, theme gam-ava-, nom. sing, gam-
ana-m (neuter noun), root gam, to go ; ds-and, root ds, to sit.

The Greek language forms with the suffix ana the infinitive

in -evat, which Schleicher looks upon as the locative of feminine

themes. Thus Kikom-ivai refers us to a primitive theme rirdik-

ana-, i. e. a nomen agentis derived from the perfect theme by
means of the suffix -ana-. Themes which end with a vowel com-
monly take -na instead of -ana, hence 8180-vai, iardvai, beiKvvvai

;

but 6€ivai=^ de-evat, bovvaL=^ bo-evai. -€iv, Dor. -ev, are short-

ened forms of -evai.

The Gothic infinitive has lost the case-sign of the noun as

well as the final a of the theme-suffix ana, and it consequently

always ends with an. This suffix however is so added as to sup-

press the final a of the theme, or we might say, vice versa, the

final a of the theme is also the initial of the suffix, e. g. theme
haira-, prim, bhara-, infinitive bair-an, prim, bhar-ana-, root bar,

prim, bhar, to bear; thus also it-an, to eat; prim, ad-ana-, pres.

theme ita-, prim, ada-, root at, prim, ad; steig-an, to ascend

(Germ, steigen), prim, staigh-ana- ; satjan, prim, saday-ana-.

As in Gothic so in the Teutonic dialects generally -an is

adopted as the termination of the infinitive, which in Old Frisian

and Old Norse is curtailed to a, 2i&faran, O. Fris. and O. ^.fara.

D d 2
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This aoi appears in the Middle and New Teutonic dialects as en^

e. g". Germ, lieb-en, Dutch be-minn-en. The English language

also preserved the termination of the infinitive as late as to the

times of Spenser and Shakespeare, though we find also in Laya-

mon already forms where the n is dropped, and the force of the

infinitive imparted to the verb by the preposition ' to/ Swedish

and Danish follow their Old Norse mother, the former rendering

the infinitive by the termination a, the latter weakening it to e.

PARTICIPLES.

Present Participle Active.

The suffix -ant, -nt, which occurs in all the Aryan languages,

is chiefly employed in the formation of the present participle.

Primitive. Iloot hhar, to bear, present theme hliara-, present

part, bhara-nt- ; root star, to strew, present theme star-na-, pre-

sent part, star-na-nt-.

Sanskrit. Root and present theme ad-, to eat, part, ad-ant-

;

root and present theme as-, to be, part, as-ant- ; root tud, to

strike, present theme tuda-, present part, tuda-nt ; root i/u, to

join, present theme i/una-, present part, yuna-nt-.

Greek. The suffix appears in the shape of -ovr, -vr, fem.

-ov(Ta=.^-ov(ra=^ovTya. Root 0ep, to bear, theme (pipo-, part.

(f)ipo-vT-, fem. (fyepovcra ; root 80, to give, theme bi.bo-, part. 8180-

VT- ; root 6€, to set, theme ride-, part. Tide-VT ; root ora, to stand,

theme lora-, part. Icrra-VT.

Latin. Suffix -ent, -nt, in a more ancient form -unt, ^-onf;

e. g. root veA, to move, theme veke-, part, vehe-nt- ; root i, to go,

present theme t-=ei, part, i-ent-, e-unt-z=^e-oni-.

Gothic. The form of the suffix is -fid, -nda. Root bar, to

bear, present theme baira- for bira-, part nom. sing. masc. baira-

nd-s, from a primitive bhara-nt-s or bhara-nt{a)-s ; very likely

the latter, because it is treated as a theme in -a in all the other

cases. Under these circumstances the form of the theme -nday

-ndja, is extended by the addition of the suffix -an, fem. -jan,

so that we arrive at the thematic suffix -ndan-, -ndjan-, which
forms are treated like the themes in -n of the definite adjective

;

e. g. accus. sing. masc. baira-ndan, from a prim, bhara-ntan-am;

loc (dat.) baira-ndiu, from a prim, bhara-ntan-i ; nom. sing. fem.

baua-ndei, from a prim. bJiara-ntydn-s ; gen. baira-ndein-s, prim.

bhara-ntydn-as.
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But when these participles are used as substantives, they still

show the older consonantal theme in -and, -nd, in several cases,

e. g. nom. sing-, giba-nd-s, one g-iving, a g-iver, theme giba, root

gab ; bi-sita-nd-s, one sitting near, a neighbour, theme siia-, root

sat. These nominatives may fairly be considered tnie conso-
nantal themes, because they are supported by the consonantal
character of the locatives (datives), e. g. giband, bisitand, from a
primitive locative sadant-i, &c. Thus also the plural sitand-s

from a prim, sadant-as^.

The other Teutonic dialects also have preserved the participial

suffix, and some of them to the present day. It occurs, as in

Gothic, in the form ~nd, respectively -nt, which is joined to the
vowel of the theme. The participle is in the ancient dialects

treated in the same manner as the definite adjective, in the
modern, as any other adjective, definite or indefinite, as the case

may be. The different forms will easily be understood from the
following paradigm.

Gothic. O. H. Germ. Old Saxon, i Anglo-Saxon. O. Fris. Old Norse.

finth-a-nd-s, "^

finding
J

nas-ja-nd-s, \
saving J

hab-a-nd-8, \
having J

find-a-nt-er

ner-ja-nt-er

hap-e-^t-er

find-a-nd

ner-ja-nd

J scawS-nd,

\ looking

find-e-nd-e

ner-je-nd-e

sec-e-nd-e, T

seeking J

find-a-md

ner-a-nd

sec-a-nd

finn-a-nd-i

J tel-ja-nd-i,

1 telling

J Jcenn-a-nd-i,

\ knowing

In the Middle and New Teutonic dialects the e of the termi-

nation -e-nd is no longer felt as the thematic vowel, but treated

as belonging to the participial termination, so that in Late Saxon
we have inde, ande, instead of the original ende. On the other

hand, in Modem English, the whole form is supplanted by the

verbal substantive in ~ing, a fact which occasionally occurs in

Layamon already, while in Old English and Middle English we
find the participial form in end, ind, ynd, and, side by side with
the verbal substantive in ing, inge, ynge, performing the func-

tions of the pai-ticiple. New English discarded the legitimate

form altogether to the benefit of the intruder, so that now the

participle and the verbal substantive are identical. Some of the

modern dialects however have pi'eserved the participle in end, as

we see in the GevmAn Jind-end, lieb-end, hob-end, &c., where the

Old High German t has yielded to the influence of the Low
German d.

' On the declension of rhe participle, see Themes in -nd, p. 3^4.
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Perfect Participle Passive of Stem -Verbs.

Suffix -na.

This form occurs in Sanskrit in very few examples, such as

piir-na- for ^par-na-, root par, to fill; hugh-na-, root bhug, to

bend ; in Greek and Latin also it is only frag-mentary, chiefly in

adjectives ; but in Gothic all stem-verbs form their perfect par-

ticiple in -na, which, combined with the thematic a and the

case-sign s, yields the terminations for the nominative singular

masculine an-s, fem. ana, neut. a7i, from the primitive forms

masc. -anas, fem. -and, neut, -ana-m ; e. g. salta (salio), perf.

part, saltans, saltana, saltan; Jiaita (voco), haitans ; giba (I

give), gibans ; stila (I steal), stulans ; or, if we take the the-

matic vowel separately, salt-a-ns, hdit-a-ns, &c. At any rate

we may say that the theme of this participle ends in Gothic

with -an-.

The same termination is taken up by the other Teutonic

dialects ancient and modern, the latter weakening it to -en, a

form which even Modern English has preserved among the few

grammatical fragments handed down from its Anglo-Saxon
mother. The suffix -an, -en, is used only with stem-verbs,

which form their perfect by modifying the radical, and belong to

Grimm^'s strong conjugation. One example may suffice for the

sake of illustration. The Gothic stilan (to steal), perf. stal, plar.

stelum, makes the perfect participle stulans\ O. H. Germ.
stolan-er^, O. S. stolan, A. S. stolen, O. Fris. stolen, O. N. stolinn,

M. H. Germ, stoln, M. Dutch stolen, Late Sax. stolenn'\ O. Engl.

stolen, M. Engl, stoln, N. Engl, stolen and stoln, N. H. Germ.
•stolen, N. Dutch stolen, Swed. stulen, Dan. stiaalen.

Perfect Participle Passive of Derivative Verbs.

The primitive suffix is -ta, which in the masculine assumes the

case-sign -s, in the neuter -m, in the feminine gradates the final

vowel ; so that the terminations are, masc. as, fem. a, neut. a-m
;

Greek suffix -to-, terminations o-s, rj, o-v ; Latin suffix -t^l- for

-to-, terminations us (for ^o-s), a (for a), u-m (for "^o-m).

* Concerning the modification of the radical, see the Formation of the Perfect

Theme in Gothic, p. 398 sqq.
^ Where we prefix the hyphen to the participial form, it indicates the augment ge.

Old High German ga, which precedes the verb.
^ Layamon has in this word dropped the n, and makes the participle stole ; but

he has cumen, toren, broken, &c.
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Primitive. Participles da-ta-, kru-ta-, kak-fa-, sddaya-ta-y of
the roots da (to give), kru (to hear), kak (to cook), sad (to sit).

Sanskrit. Participles ma-ta-, bhr-ta, bad-dha- for ^bad-ta-, of

the roots tnan (to think), bhar (to bear), badh, bandh (to bind).

Greek. Participles kKv-to-, (fievK-To-, ara-To-, de-ro-, yvw-To,

of the roots kKv (to hear), ^vy (to flee), o-ia (to stand), de {fo set),

yvo (to know).

Iiatin. Participles da-to-, sta-to, i-to-, coc-io-^ of the roots da

(to give), sta (to stand), ^ (to go) coc (to cook).

Gothic. The suffix in the form of -da, nom. sing. masc. -th-s

for ^da-s, neut. -th for ^da-m, fem. -^«. These terminations are

added to the theme of derivative verbs ; e. g. theme soki-, part,

masc. soki-th-s, neut. soki-th, fem. s6ki-da ; theme fsko-, part,

masc fsko-ih-s, neut. fsko-th, fem. fskd-da. This suffix is also

used in all those verbs which apply the perfect theme for the

functions of the present ( Prseterito-Praesentia ) and their ana-

logues, such as mak-ia, f/iak-ta, brah-ta, of the roots mag (to be
able), thak (to think), brag (to bring).

The other Teutonic dialects apply the same suffix in the form
of -d, or -t, respectively, which they add to the thematic vowel
of the derivative or weak verb ; e. g. O. H. Germ, -ner-i-t-er,

O. S. -ner-i-d, A. S. ner-e-d, O. Fris. ner-i-d, Goth, nas-i-th-s for

^nas-i-da-s, from nasjan, to save ; thus also the O. N. tal-d-r for

an older ^tal-i-da-s from taljan, to count, to tell ; O. H. Germ.
salp-o-t-er, Goth, salb-6-th-s for salb-6-da-s ; compare O. N, kall-

a-^-r for ^kall-a-da-s ; O. S. scdtv-o-d, looked; A. S. -sealf-o-d

;

Late Saxon makode and makede, ascode and askede ; O. Engl.

thanked and thankidi N. Engl, thanked, N. H, Germ, -dankt.

In the Middle and New Teutonic languages the distinction of

different weak conjugations, that is, of different themes formed
by the derivative suffix aya, is, with few exceptions, lost ; hence

the thematic or connective vowel is always e, and the participial

termination -ed, -et, respectively; or, dropping the thematic e

altogether, -d, -t. On the whole the thematic e and the suffixed

participial d are treated in the same manner as the perfect termi-

nation and its preceding thematic vowel, and we shall therefore

leave the details of their various modifications for the section on
Weak Conjugations.
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THE PERFECT IN THE TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

REDUPLICATION (ABLAUT). CLASSIFICATION OF STRONG VERBS.

Reduplication was in the Teutonic, as in the other Aryan
languages, the most primitive mode of forming the perfect.

This fact must always be borne in mind if we wish to arrive at

something like order and system in a subject which is rather

complicated in its nature because often obscure in its origin and
development. Many phenomena in the Ablaut of Teutonic

verbs can only be explained by the influence of a reduplicational

syllable upon the radical^ the effect of which remained even

when the cause had ceased to exist. Several examples of the

kind in Gothic we had already occasion to notice. As to the

other Teutonic languages our rule is of the same importance.

Though the reduplication has completely disappeared from the

verb, it has left an indelible impression on the system of Ablaut.

Under 'Ablaut' Teutonic grammarians understand a modification

of the radical which takes place in the perfect tense and the

perfect participle. This modification consisted originally in the

gradation of the root in the perfect singular^ gradation or weak-
ening in the present tense, weakening in the perfect participle;

and it was a phonetic change of secondary importance, conco-

mitant with the reduplication, but not necessary for the forma-

tion of the perfect, far less sufficient of itself to denote that

tense. The more however the ancient mode of reduplication was
abandoned, the more important became the modification of the

radical in the formation of the tenses, until finally it was the

only menns of expressing the temporal relations of t'le verb.

Still it would be impossible to deny the influence of reduplica-

tion on the Ablaut, not merely in the ancient Teutonic verb, but
in verbal forms of the present day. This point we are about

to examine. Reduplicatiou, in its original form, must have
contained the vowel of the root ; the perfect of the verb haldan

must have been ha-hald in the primitive Teutonic. Now we
find that in the Gothic, such as it is in extant documents, the

radical is everywhere replaced by the vowel ai in the redupli-

cational syllable. This change may have occurred before the

separation of the different Teutonic tribes took place, and must
therefore have affected all the dialects. Thus then the Old High
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German would use hei-halt for ha-halt, the Low German hi-hald

or hi-hald, Anglo-Saxon probably heo-heald. {eo for i, see Anglo-
Saxon Breehung of the vowel i.)

The loss of the reduplication seems to date from a period

when the Teutonic nation had lost the centre of unity, and had
separated into tribes independent of one another. While Gothic

has preserved the reduplication in many verbs, the other dialects

have lost it altogether—all of them, however, show traces of the

ancient grammatical form. We have seen how in Latin, through
a process of contraction, forms arose such as cepi from ^ca-cajoi,

feci from \fa-faci, fregi, from ^fra-fragi or rather ^fra-fagi. A
similar inelination to combine the reduplicational and the radical

syllable came upon the Teutonic languages, and a like effect was
produced in the contraction of the vowels; hence O. H. Germ.
hidlt, O. S. held for the Goth, hai-hald. In the first-mentioned

dialect the diphthong still represents the bisyllabic nature of

the ancient perfect, while in the Low German they were more
closely amalgamated into e. This process of contraction becomes
clearly apparent from two examples left in Old High German.
One we find in the perfect pi-hei-alt, used by Kero (eighth cen-

tury), which is but one step from the primitive form hei-halt^ the

reduplicated perfect of hali-an. From this example it would
appear, that the initial consonant of the root was lost first, and
that then the vowels were more and more closely contracted, so

that from heialt we arrive in later documents at the forms hialt^

Malt, hielt, until in Modern German it is pronounced hUt, though
still spelt as a diphthong in hielt. The closest contraction

took place in the ancient Low German dialects, which passed

through the diphthongal form to held, hild. Another example
we have in the O. H. Germ, ana-stero^ (impingebat), which stands

for ana-st'eso^, the s of the original form being changed into r,

and the e being the weakened form of /, the remainder of the

original reduplicational vowel ei, so that we arrive next at stestoz

and finally at slei-sto^, the parallel to the Gothic stai-sidut,

perfect of stdutan, O. H, Germ, stomn, percutere. In the same
manner was formed pleru^ for ''ple-iuz (the second I dissimilated)

for ^plei-plo^, perfect of pluo^an, to sacrifice. The usual form of

the perfect of slogan is stiox (stiaz and stiex are peculiarities of

special dialects) with io, because of the dark full radical O. H.
Germ, o, Goth, du, in which case the Low German dialects also

have the diphthongal form io or eo ; but of haldan, hei^an, it is

hiald, hia^ (never hiold, hio^), Low Germ, held (A. S. heold), hit,

ia, e, on account of the high-sounding radicals a, ^i= Goth. a, di.

A few fragments of reduplication are preserved in Anglo-Saxon
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too in the words leolc=.^ leo-ldc, perfect of Mean, to jump; heht
(more ancient instead of Mt), perfect of hdtan, to be called ; leort

=.'^leoU=leo-l(Bt, perfect oilatan, to let; and in a similar man-
ner reord, perfect of rmlan, to advise ; ondreard, perfect of ondrcB-

dan, to fear. It is peculiar to all these forms that they have
dropped the radical, the reduplication being preserved at the
expense of the root, a case which may be compared to the loss of

a consonant in a similar way in the Latin ste~ti, s2)0-pondi. In
later documents the contraction proceeds, leolc becomes leoc, then
lee, leort, leot, let, ondreord, ondred, so that finally they arrive at

the closest contraction in e.

From this then it may be clear how the Ablaut, or modifi-

cation of the radical, in the perfect tense, was affected in the

Teutonic dialects by the reduplication, or rather the loss of the

reduplication, and we therefore feel justified in arranging the

different Teutonic verbs in the same manner as we did in

Gothic.

We shall now take the Ablaut of the perfect participle also

into account, because it is one of the chief characteristics in the

conjugation of the strong verb in the modern Teutonic dialects,

and because it gives the beginner one criterion more to direct

him in the examination and study of that subject in the ancient

Teutonic languages.

We first proceed to the classification of the Old Teutonic
strong verbs.

I.

Under this head we consider to fall all those verbs which in

Gothic have reduplication and gradation combined. The radical

is either a or e ; where the former occurs, the present theme is

formed with the suffix -ya-, that is, ai ; in the perfect singular

and plural we have the second gradation o; the perfect participle

has the radical of the present. In the other Teutonic languages

the e of the Gothic present is represented by their respective

vowels of the first gradation ; e. g. Old High German a, Anglo-
Saxon ce, &c.^ The radical of the perfect is of course modified

by the reduplication. Thus we get the vocalic system of

—

1 The Table of Gradations should always be consulted (p. 24).
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Class I. (Grimm IV, V, VI.)

Radical a, e :

—

Pres.

Gothic ai {a

O. H. Germ. a .

Old Saxon a.
Anglo-Saxon ce

Old Frisian e .

Old Norse a

.

Examples :—-

Gothic saia

» leta

O. H. Germ. la^u

Old Saxon latu

Anglo-Saxon late

Old Frisian Uta^
Old Norse lata

Perf. Sing. Perf. Plur.

)e. . 0. . . . . 6. . . .

. ia . . . . ia . . .

. e,ie. . . . e, ie . . .

. . e . . . . . e . . . .

. t,e . . . . i,s. . .

. e . . . . . g . . . .

sat-so

lai-lot

liai

let

let

lit

let

Perf. Part.

sai-soum . satans

lai-lotum . letans

lia^limes . ld}aner

letum . . Idtan

leton . . Iceten

liton . . leten

letum, . . latinn

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Gothic, saia, sow (Germ, ssee; sero); laia, scold, irrideo; vaia,

breathe, blow (Germ, wehe ; flo)
;

greta, cry, weep, ploro ; Jieka,

complain, plang-o ; leta, let (Germ, lafe ; sino) ; teka, touch,

tango, slejja, sleep (Germ, schlafe ; dormio), makes the perf. sai-

zlejp, avoiding" the second g-radation.

Old High German, sldfu, sleep (Germ, schlafe) ; rdtu, advise

(Germ, rate; coiisulo); Id^u, let (Germ, la^e; sino). hdhu, hang
(Germ, hange; suspendo), and./a^w, catch (Germ, fange; capio),

take the perfect of hankan, vanlcan. (Class II.)

Old Saxon, sldpu^, rddu, Idtu, ondrddu, fear, dread, metuo.
hdhu 2iw^fdhu make their perfect after Class II.

Anglo-Saxon, slape, grate, late, ondrade. sdwe, sero= Goth.
saia, follows the analogy of Class III.

Old Frisian, slepa, reda, leta, wepa, weep
;
plorare.

Old Norse, grdta, Idta, rd^a, bldsa, breathe, spirare. fd
(catch, capere) makes the presentyi®, perf. sing.feck^ -^Imx. fen-
gum, perf. i^aTt./euginn.

* Of Old Frisian and Old Norse we give the infinitive instead of the ist singular

present indicative.

' Where no translation is given, the meaning of the word may be seen from the

parallels in the preceding cognate dialects.
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II.

Under this bead we group in Gothic all those verbs which
have reduplication without gradation. They have either the

radical a followed by two consonants (commonly liquid with

mute), or highest gradation in the present theme already; the

radical of the present remains throughout. In the other Teutonic

languages the radical a is preserved in the present, and in the

perfect participle ; in the perfect it is changed under the influ-

ence of the reduplication. The verbs with the second gradation

have either ai (second gradation of i) or ati (second gradation of

u) in the present tense, which gradation is rendered in the other

Teutonic languages by the corresponding vowels.

Thus we get three classes, of which we give the vocalic

system in the following.

Radical a :-

Class II.

Pres. Perf. S

(Grimm I.)

)ing. Perf. Plur. Perf. Part.

Gothic a

.

a
0. H. Germ.
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon
Old Frisian

Old Norse

a . . .

a . . .

a, ea .

a . . .

a . . .

. ia

. e, ie

. S,ed

. i,e

. e .

. . ia ...

. . e, ie . . .

. . e, eo. . .

. . i e . . .

. . e . . . ,

. a

. a

. a, ea

. a
a

Examples :-

Gothic

O. H. Germ.
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon

halda .

haltu .

hold 'I .

healde .

. hai-h

hialt

. held

. heold

%ld . . hai-haldum
. hialtumes .

. . heldan . .

. . hedldon . .

. haldans

. haltaner

. haldan

. healden

Old Frisian

Old Norse

spanne .

halda .

halda .

. spert

. Mlt

. hSlt .

. . spenon . .

. . Mldon . .

. . heldum , .

. spannen

. halden

. haldinn

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Gothic, salta, salt (Germ, salze ; salio) ; halda, guard, pasco

;

walda, rule, command (Germ, walte ; im^exo) ; faDpa, fold (Germ,

falte; plit-o) -jfaha, catch (Germ, fange; capio); haha, hang (Germ,

hange ; suir^pendo)

.

Old High German, valhi, fall (Germ falle; cado) ; haltu, hold

(Germ, halte; teneo); spaltu, cleave (Germ, spalte; scindo); valdu,

fold (Germ, falte; plico); salzu, salt (Germ, salze; salio); kanku,

gangu, go, eo \fangu, receive (Germ. em(p) fange; suscipio) ; hanku,

hangu, hang (Germ, hange; suspendo); aru, plough, aro.
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Old Saxon, falluy haldu^ waldu, fangu, gangu ; hlandu, mix,
blend, misceo.

Anglo-Saxon, fealle, healde,fange, hange, occur in the perfect

only; spanne, span (Germ, spannen; tendo), wealde, rule, com-
mand, dominor.

Old Frisian, halde, valde, impero.

Old Norse, folia, kalda, valda, blanda, ganga; hangi, pendeo ;

falda, plicare. As to the irregularities of this class, see our

remarks below.

Class III. (Grimm II.)

Radical ai (i) :

—

Pres,

Gothic ai

O. H.Gerna. ei

Old Saxon e

Anglo-Saxon a
Old Frisian e

Old Norse ei

Perf. Sing. Perf. Plur.

. . . . ai ... . ai ...

. . . . to . . . . ia . . .

. . . . e, ie . . . . S, ie . . .

. . . . e, ed . . . . e,e6. . .

. . . . t.e . . . . ie . . .

. . . . 6. . . . . e. . . .

Perf. Part.

Examples :

—

Gothic

O. H.Germ.
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon

Old Frisian

Old Norse

skaida skai-sJcaid . skai-skaidum
haita hai-haii hai-haitum
sJceidu skiad . . shiadumes

.

sMdu sJced . . . sledun . .

scdde gceod . . sceodon . .

hate . het . . . heton . .

hete . hit . . . hiton . .

heita het . . . hetum . .

skaidans
haitans

skeidaner

skedan
sodden
haten
heten

heitinn

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Gothic, haita, am called (Germ, hei^e, O. Engl, hight; vocor);

maita, cut off, abscido ; skaida, separate (Germ, scheide ; separo)

;

fraisa, tempt, tento; af-aika, deny, nego; laika, leap, jump,
rejoice, ludo.

Old High Grerman. hei'^u^ skeidu, mei^u, zeisu, carpo.

Old Saxon, hetu, skedu, suepu, verro.

Anglo-Saxon, hate, scdde^ swdpe, lace.

Old Frisian, hete, skethe.

Old Norse, heita, leika, siveipa.
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Class IV. (Grimm III.)

Radical au {u) :

—

Pres. Perf. Sing. Perf. Pliir. Perf. Part.

Gothic au . . . au . . , . au , . . . au
O. H. Germ, ou, 6 . . to, ia . . . io, ia . . . ou, 6

Old Saxon o . . . . io, ie . . . io, ie . . . 6
Anglo-Saxon ed . . . ed . . . . ed ... . ed
Old Frisian d . . . . i, io . . . . i,io. . . . a, 6

Old Norse au . . . io, i . . . . io,e. . . . au

Examples :

—

Gothic klaupa . , hlai-hlaup

.

. hlai-hlaupvm . hlaupana
O. H.Germ. Jtloufu . . hliaf . . . hliafumea . . hloufaner
Old Saxon hldpu . . . hliop . . . hliopun . hlopan
Anglo-Saxon hledpe . . . hledp . . . hledpon. . . hledpen
Old Frisian hldpa . . [hliop . . . hliopon] . . hldpen
Old Norse hldpa . . . hliop . . . hiiopv/m . hlapi/nn

Class IV a.

Radical 6 [a) :

—

Gothic 6

.

? . . . .
?

O. H. Germ, uo . . . io, ia . . . io . . . . uo
Old Saxon 6, uo . io, ie . . . io, ie . . . 6, uo
Anglo-Saxon 6, e . . . ed. . . . ed . . . . 6,e
Old Frisian 6, e . . . t, io . . . . i,io . . . . 6,6
Old Norse o . . . e , ... e . . . . . 3

Examples :

—

Gothic hlota . hai-hUfi . . hai-ildtum ? , blotans ?

O. H. Germ, pluo^u . . plia'^'i . . . pliazumes ? . pluo^aner

„ hruofu . . hriof . . . hriofumes . . hruofanir
Old Saxon hropu . . hriop . . . hriopun . hropan
Anglo-Saxon Mote . . . bledt . . . hledton . . . bloten

„ hrepan . . hredp . . . hredpon . hrepen
Old Frisian floka . . fliok . . . fiiokon . . . floken

,, wepa . . wiop . . . wiopon . . . wepen
Old Norse biota . . . Uet . , . . hletum . . . bldtinn

Verbs belonging to this Class.

TV. Gothic, hlaujoa, run (Germ, laufe ; curro) ; stmita, strike,

butt (Germ, stofe
;
percutio) ; ana-auka, add, join, addo.

Old High German, hloiifu; houwu, cut, hew (Germ, haue;
csedo); scrotu, cut (Germ, schrote ; seeo); st6^7i= Got\\. stauta.

Old Saxon, hlopu, dean, perf. part, of oku, augeo ; "'odarif

perf. part, oi^odu, gigno
;
gihauwan, perf. part, oi^hauwan.

Anglo-Saxon, hledpe; hedwe; ^m^e, beat, verbero ; ^art. edden,

genitus; edcen, auctus, from ^edde, ^eod ; ^edce, ^edc.
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Old Frisian. hle^e:=.(joih.. hlaupa ; *^e^(9=Goth. stauta.

Old Norse, hlaupa ; aw6inn, genitum, perf. part, of ^ey^;

ansa, haurire ; anka, aiigere ; 6na, dwell, habitare ; spua, spit

(Germ, speien ; spuere) ; hoggva, to cut, strike, caedere= 0. H.
Germ, houwii, A. S. hedwe.

IV a. Gotliic. biota ? revere, deum eolo ; hvopa ? boast,

glorior.

Old High German, hruofu, call (Germ, rufe; clamo); pluopi,

sacrifice, libo ; wuqfti, weep, groan, ululo, plango, ejulo

;

vlifoMu, curse, maledico = Goth. Jieka (Class I)

.

Old Saxon, hropu; wopu, weep; fiocan, maledictus, perf. part.

Anglo-Saxon, hrepe, wepe; rowe, row, remigo.

Old Frisian. Jirepa, wepa; fioka, maledicere.

Old Norse. hUtay sacrifice.

III.

Under this head we enumerate verbs which in the perfect

take gradation without reduplication. These again may be
divided into different classes. Some have in the perfect singular

second gradation, but in the plural the simple pure root, in ac-

cordance with the primitive rule of gradation. The perfect

participle has, like the perfect plural, the short radical ; the pre-

sent tense commonly raises the radical to the first gradation.

This class again may be subdivided into such as have the radical

i, and others with the radical u. As to the mode of gradation

in the present and the perfect singular, compare the Table of

Gradations. Where the radical is u, it is in all the dialects,

except Gothic, weakened to o in the perfect participle ; Old
Frisian weakens it to e in the perfect plural and the perfect

participle.

Class V. (Grimm VIII.)

ical i

:

—
Pres. Perf. Sing. Perf. Plur. Perf. Part

Gothic ei . ... ai .... i .. .

O. H. Germ, i ei, e . . . . i . . .

Old Saxon i i * . . .

Anglo-Saxon i d i . . .

Old Frisian » e «...
Old Norse i ei ........

. . i

. . i

. . t

. . t

. . t

. . »
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Examples :-—
Pres.

Gothic greipa

t) * leihva

O. H. Germ. Jcrifu

Old Saxon ffrtpu

Anglo-Saxon gripe

Old Frisian gripa
Old Norse gripa

Perf. Sing,

. graip

. Idihv

. kreif

• grep

.

. grap
• grep

.

. greip

Perf. Plur. Perf. Part.

gripum . . gripans
laihvum laihvana

kri/um . . krifana

gripun . . gripan
gripon . . gripen

gripon . . gripen

gripum . . gripinn

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Gothic, keina, germ (Germ, keime
;
germino) ; skeina, shine

(Germ, scheine ; luceo)
;
greipa, seize, gripe (Germ, greife ; rapio)

;

dreiba, drive (Germ, treibe; pello) ; sveiba, cease, desino; kneiva^

bow (Germ, neige ; inelino) ; speiva, spit (Germ, speie ; spuo)

;

"f smeita, smite, smear (Germ. schmei|le, schmiere ; illino) ; in-veitay

adore; beida, expect, abide; lei^a, go, eo; snei^-a, cut (Germ,
schneide ; seco) ; ur-reisa, rise, surgo ; ste'iga, ascend (Germ,
steigen)

;
ga-teiha, announce (Germ, an-zeige, zeihe, avayyikXu))

;

yeiha, grow (Germ, ge-deihe; cresco).

Old High German. cMnu, germino ; scinu, luceo ; krifu, rapio

;

tripu, pello ; kmhu, inelino ; stikil, scando ; dVm, cresco, proficio

;

zihu, annuntio, accuso ; scrtpu, write (Germ, schreibe, scribo)

;

spiwu, spuere ; midu, avoid (Germ, meiden ; evito) ; snidu, seco

;

pUu, expecto ; 7'Uu, ride (Germ, reiten; equo vehor) ; wjz^, know
(Germ, weif ; imputo)

;
grtu, gannio ; scrtu, shriek (Germ, schreie

;

elamo), perf. plur. grirumes, scrirunies, see Perfect in -s-, p. 401.

Old Saxon, kmu, germino ; skinu, luceo ;
gripu, arripio ; drtbv,^

pello; spiwu, spuo; wrttu, scribo; bidu, expecto; nd^u, evito;

sm^u, seco ; st^gu, scando.

Anglo-Saxon, seme, fulgeo ; gripe, arripio ; drife, pello ; spiwe,

spuo ; smite, percutio ; bide, expecto ; li^e, proficiscor ; hnige, in-

elino ; stige^ scando ; tihe, arguo
;
pihe, proficio.

Old Frisian, gripa, prehendere ; drifa, pellere ; snitha, secare
;

hniga, flectere ; stiga, scandere, perf. stech.

Old Norse, skin, luceo
;

grip, prehendo ; drif, pello ; zvif,

moveor ; bit, bite, mordeo ; li^, proficiscor
;
qvi^, metuo ; ri^,

equito ; sni^, seco ; swi^, doleo ; ris, surgo ; vik, yield (Germ,

weiche; cedo); hnig, mc\mo.
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Class VI. (Grimm IX,)

Radical u :

—

Pres. Perf. Sing. Perf. Plur.

Gothic iu .... au .... u .. ,

O. H. Germ, iu, io, d . . ou, 6^ . . . u. . .

Old Saxon iu, io, u . . o u . . .

Anglo-Saxon ed, d . . . ed . . . . u . . .

Old Frisian iu, ia, u . . a e . . .

Old Norse iu, io, ii . . au . . . . u . . .

Examples :-—
Gothic giuta . gaut.

„ Jcivsa . . kaus
O. H. Germ. kiu^u . kS^ .

chiusu . . chos .

triufa . . trauf
Old Saxon giutu . . got .

„ ki'usu . . kos .

Anglo-Saxon geote . gedt .

ceose . . . ceas .

Old Frisian Jciusa . . kos .

Old Norse kiosa . . katis

Perf. Part.

u

gutum . . gutans
kusum . . kusans
ku^um^ . ko^aner
churumes . choraner

trufumes . trofaner

gutun . . gotan
kurun . . koran
guton . . goten

curon . . coren

keron . . keren

kusum . . kosinn

Verbs belonging to tJiis Class.

Gothic, dis-hniupa, break, dirumpo ; Mufa, weep, fleo ; sniva^

hasten, go, come, verto, vado, for ^sniua, perf. sing, snau, plur.

snivum, snevum for smmm, perf. part, snivans for ^snuans ; giuta,

pour out (Germ, gie^e ; fundo) ; biuda, offer (Germ, biete) ; dri-

usa, fall, cado ; kinsa, choose (Germ, kiese ; eligo)
;
fra-liusa,

loose (Germ, ver-liere
;
perdo) ; biuga, bend (Germ, biege ; flecto)

;

liuga, lie (Germ, luege ; mentior) ; ga-Mka, lock, claudo ; tiiiah,

tug, pull (Germ, ziehe, traho).

Qld High Grerman. chliupu, cleave, findo ; sufu, drink (Germ,
saufe ; bibo) ; triufu, drop (Germ, traufe ; stillo) ; chiuwu, chew
(Germ, kaue ; mando) ;

piutu, offero ; sindu, seethe (Germ, siede ;

coquo) ; kiujii, pour out (Germ, giefe ; fundo) ; c/iiusu, choose

(Germ, kiese ; eligo) ; vliu^u, flow (Germ, flie^e, fluo) ; sliti^n,

lock (Germ, schliepe ; claudo) ; liusu, loose (Germ, ver-liere
;

perdo) ; vriusu, freeze (Germ, friere ; gelo) ; piuku, flecto ; vliuku,

fly (Germ, fliege ; volo) ; vliuhu, flee (Germ, fliehe ; fugio)

;

ziuhu, traho ; liuku, mentior.

Old Saxon, hiufu, ploro ; cUufu, findo ; giutu, fundo ; niutu,

enjoy (Germ, ge-nie^e ; fruor) ; biudu, offero ; driusu, cado

;

kiusu, eligo
; far-liusu, perdo ; liugu, mentior j luku, claudo

;

riuku, reek (Germ, rauche ; fumo) ; tiuku, traho.

6 chiefly before dentals and sibilants.

E e
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Anglo-Saxon, creope, creep, repo ; deofe, merg-o (Germ, taufe)

;

sceofe, trudo; reofe, rumpo; bredwe, brew (Germ, braue) ; ceowe,

chew (Germ, kaue, mandueo) ; hreowe, rue (Germ, reue
;
pcenitet

me) ; hreote, break, frang-o
;
geote, pour out, fundo ; neote, enjoy,

fruor (Germ, ge-niepe) ; sceote, shoot (Germ, sehiefe ;
jaculor)

;

heode, offero (Germ, biete) ; seo^e, seethe, boil (Germ, siede

;

coquo) ; ceose, choose (Germ, kiese ; eligo)
; freose, freeze, gelo

;

for-leose, loose, perdo ; Mce, lock, claudo ; sucSy sugo (Germ,

sauge) ; reoce, exhalo, reek (Germ, rauche) ; smeoce, fumo,
smoke (Germ, schmauche) ; beoge, bend (Germ, biege ; flecto)

;

dredge, ago; feage, \o\o, fly (Germ, fliege); ledge, mentior, lie

(Germ, luege)
; fieohe, flee (Germ, fliehe ; fugio) ; teohe, traho,

tug" (Germ, ziehe) ; seo, colo ; teo, arguo
;

\e6, proficio ; wreo.,

proficiOj perf. seah, teak, ped/i, wredh, plur. sugon, tugon, '^ugon,

wrugon.

Old Frisian, drmpe, stillo ; Tcriapa, repere ; niata., uti ; skiafa,

jaculari; sluta, claudere; hiada, offerrej kiasa, eligere; liasa,

perdere ; liaka, olaudere.

Old Norse. Iriota, frangi j fliuga, volare ; luka, claudere

;

kiosa, eligere ; driupa, stillare ; jliota., fluere ', niota, I'rui ; liuga,

mentiri.

Some of the verbs which apply the gradation without redupli-

cation liave the radical a which, under various circumstances,

was variously affected in the different tenses ' . Where the radical

was protected by an ancient reduplication, it is still preserved

in the present tense, as \nfara, from an unGieni fa-fara ; tliese

verbs have the perfect in 6, as for, probably from a primitive

fa-fdra. In those verbs in which the radical a was not sheltered

in the present tense by reduplication, it was weakened into i, as

giha, stila, hilpa, probably from a more ancient gaba, stala, halpa ;

in the perfect singular the pure short radical is preserved, per-

haps also under the influence of reduplication, as halp, stal, gab,

from a more ancient ha-halp, sfa-stal, ga-gab. In the plural

perfect some have e, the first gradation of a, others weaken the

radical a to u. The verbs which gradate the radical to / in the

plural, weaken it to i or to u in the perfect participle. Thus then
the different modifications of the radical give rise to four more
classes, the vocalic system of which is as follows.

* Compare pp. 400-403, A, B, C, and D.
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Radical a :

—

Pres.

Gothic a

.

O. H. Germ, a .

Old Saxon a . .

Anglo-Saxon a, ea
Old Frisian a, e .

Old Norse a . .

Class VII. (Grimm VII.)

Perf. Sing. Perf. Plur.

Examples :

—

Gothic fara
O. H. Germ, varu
Old Saxon faru
Anglo-Saxon fare .

Old Frisian fm'a
Old Norse fara

uo .

6, uo

f^r
vuor

for
for
for
for

forum .

vuorumes
forun .

foron .

foron .

forum .

Perf. Part.

a

a,e
a,e

farans
varaner

faran
faren
faren
farinn

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Gothic. US-ana, expire ; standa, stand, sto, perf. sto^ ; fara, go,

travel (Germ, fare
;
profieiscor) ; svara, swear (Germ, sehwoere ;

juro)
; grata, dig (Germ, grabe ; fodio) ; hafja, lift (Germ, hebe

;

tollo)
; frayja, understand, know, sapio ; skapa, create (Germ.

schafFe; creo) ; rd^ja, count, reckon, numero ; ska^ja, damage,
scathe (Germ, schade ; noceo) ; saka, scold, increpo; hlahja,

laugh (Germ, lache ; rideo) ; slaha, slay (Germ, scblage ; per-

cutio) ; vahsja, grow, wax (Germ, wachsen ; cresco).

Old High German, stantu, sto ; varu, vehor; suerju, juro;

krapu, fodio ; skqfu, creo ; fieffu, tollo ; wasku, wash (Germ,
wasche ; lavo) ; traku, bear (Germ, trage ; porto) ; slahu, per-

cutio ; hlahhu, r\d.eo; ivahsu, cvesco.

Old Saxon, standu, faru, skapu, grabu; hebbju, tollo ; skaku,

shake, quatior ; dragu, porto ; hlaJm, rideo ; slahu, csedo ; wahsu,

cresco.

Anglo-Saxon, gale, sing, cano ; stande, sto ; fare, eo ; swerige,

juro ; scape, creo ; hebbe, elevo ; grafe, fodio ; wasce, lavo ; scace,

shake, quatio; bace, bake, pinso; tace, take, prehendo; drage,

porto, drag ; sleahe, slay, caedo ; hleahhe, laugh, rideo ; weaxe,

grow, wax, cresco.

Old Frisian, fara, skapa, vaxa, draga, slaga, perf. sloch.

Old Norse, gala, canere ; standa, stare ; fara, proficisci ; svara,

jurare ; skapa, creare ; grafa, fodere ; hafa, tollere ; va^a, ire, perf.

(tS ; vaxa, crescere, perf. ox ; skaka, concutere ; taka, capere ; draga,

ferre^all these have the pres. in e ; deya, die, morivi, perf. do,

part, ddinn ; geya, latrare ; fid, from fiaga, flay, excorire, pres. flee,

£62
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perf. sing, flo, plur. fiogum, part, fleginn : in the same manner
hlaja, laugh, ridere ; sld from slaha, slay, percutere.

Class VIII. (Grimm X.)

Radical a :

—

Pres.

Gothic
O. H. Germ.
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon
Old Frisian

Old Norse

Examples :-

Gothic
O. H. Gem,
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon

Old Frisian

Old Norse

giha

.

kipu
gihu

.

ffife ••

ete .

jefa .

gefa.

Perf. Sing.

gab .

kap .

gaf .

geaf.
at

jef .

gaf .

Perf. Plur.

gebiim .

hapumes
gabun .

geafon .

cp.ton

jefon .

gdfum .

Perf. Part.

a

.

• S

. . a. . .

e . . . . a,d . . . . a, OB . . . . i,e
e . . . . a, e . . . . a,& . . . . i,e

e . . . . a. . . . . a. . . . . e

gtbans
kepaner
g'eban

gifen

elen

jefen

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Gothic, giba, give (Germ, gebe; do); hi-gita, find, get, in-

venio ; frita, devour (Germ, frefe ; voro) ; ita, eat (Germ, e^e

;

edo) ; sita, sit (Germ, sitze ; sedeo) ; bidja, pray (Germ, bitte

;

oro) j truda, tread (Germ, trete; ealco); mita, measure (Germ,

mefej metior) ; in-vida, deny, abnego
;

qvil^a, say, dico; lisa,

colligo (Germ, lese); ga-nisa, recover (Germ, ge-nese; sanor);

visa, am, remain, maneo ;
ga-brika, break (Germ, breche ; fran-

go) ; liga, lie (Germ, lige
;
jaceo) ; viga, move (Germ, be-wege

;

moveo, veho) ; fraiha, ask (Germ, frage ; interrogo) ; saiJiva, see

(Germ, sehe ; video)

.

Old High German, kipu, dono ; pittu, rogo ; tritu, calco

;

quidu, dico ; i^u, edo ; vri^u, voro ; mi^u, metior ; sizu, sedeo

;

wisUf sum, existo; liku, ^aceo ; sihu, video.

Old Saxon, gibu, itti, bi-gitu, consequor; sittu, biddu, quithu,

lisu, wisu, liggn, sihu, perf. plur. sdhun and sdwun, part, sewan.

Anglo-Saxon, gyfe ; wefe, weave (Germ, webe ; texo) ; ete,frete,

mete ; on-gite, intelligo j sitte, trede, bidde, cwe^e, lese,genese, wese ;

wrece, wreak, ulciscor; liege; geseo, see (Germ, sehe; video),

perf. sing, geseah, plur. gesdwon, part, gesewen, gesegen, plur. ge-

sene =.gesewene.

Old Worse, gefa, eta; geta, acquirere ; sita ; bi^a, petere ; lesa,

legere ; vera, only in the perf. var for vas ; leha, leak, stillare

;
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frega, interrogare, perf. smg.frd ^or frag, T^\m:.frdgum: in the

same manner vega, interficere ; Ugga, jacere
;
\igga, obtinere ; sm,

see, videre, = siha^ sihm, pres. si for se, plur. seum, perf. sd,

plur. sdum, perf. part, weak se^r ; tro^a, calcare, pres. tre^, perf.

?mS ; sofa, to sleep, = svefa, pres. sef for svef, perf. ^vo;^ plur.

svdfum, part. 50/?w« for svefinn ; vefa, to weave, texere, perf. plur.

vdfum and ofum, part, o/?;^^ for vefinn; compare the analogous

form koma=^qvema, Class XI.

Class IX. (Grimm XI.)

Kadical a :-—
Pres. Perf. Sing. Perf. Plur, Perf. Part.

Gothic i . , . . o. . . . e. . . . u
O. H. Germ. i,e . . . a . . . . d . . . .

Old Saxon i,'e. . . a. . . . a . . . . U,

Anglo-Saxon i,e . . , a, a . . a, ce , . . U,

Old Frisian i,e . . . a, e . . . a, e . . . i, e

Old Norse «, c . . . a. . . . a . . . . U,

Examples :-—
Gothic stila . . . stal . . . stelum . . stulans

„ qvima . . qvam . . qTemum . qvumans

19 baira . . bar . . . berum . , baurans

O. H. Germ. stila . . . stal . . . stalumes . stolaner

Old Saxon stila . . . stal . . . stdlun . . stolan

„ cumu . . quam . . quamvm . cuman
Anglo-Saxon st'de . . . stal . . . stcelon . . stolen

)» cume . com, cwom . comon . , cnmen
Old Frisian stela . . . stel . . . stelon . . stelen

Old Norse stela . , . stal . . . stalum . . stolinn

n koma . . Jcom, kvam, . kvamum . kominn

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Gothic, stila, steal (Germ, stele; furor); nima, take (Germ,
n^me ; sumo)

;
qvima, come (Germ, komme ; venio) ;

ga-timan,

decere (Germ, ge-zimen) ; haira, bear, fero ;
ga-taira, tear,

destroy, destruo.

Old High Grerman. stilu, nimu, quimw, ziman, piru, fero ; ziru,

consumo; sciru, shear (Germ, scheere, tondeo); riliJin, wreak
(Germ, rache ; ulciscor)

;
prihhu, break (Germ, breche ; frango)

;

sprihhu, speak (Germ, spreche; loquor); stihhu, sting, prick

(Germ, steche ; pungo) ; vihtu, fight (Germ, feehte ; certo)

;

vlihtu, weave (Germ, flechte
;
plecto).

Old Saxon, stilu, nimu, cumu (venio), hiru, briku, stiku (pungo),

briku, spriku, wriku (persequor).

Anglo-Saxon, stele, nime, cume, bere, scere (tondeo), tere (scindo),

brece, sprece.
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Old Frisian. Classes VIII and IX are identical, because the

perfect participle has in both the weakened radical e : lira, stela,

nima,jifa (dare), wesa (esse), hreka, spreka.

Old 19'orse. stela, nema, koma for kvema (venire), hera, skera,

tondeo ; svema (natare), svam, swaminn ; erja (arare), ar, aritm.

Radical a :

—

Pres.

Gothic i .

O. H. Gem,
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon i, e, eo

Old Frisian

Class X. (Grimm. XII.)

Perf. Sing. Perf. Plur.

a, a, ea . . . u.

Perf. Part,

u
u, o

U,

u, o

Old Norse i, e, ia . . . a u o,

Examples :

—

Gothic

O. H. G«rm.

>»

Old Saxon

Anglo-Saxon

>>

Old Frisian

Old Norse

hilpa halp.
vairpa

hilfu

varp.

hcdf.
nnnu rarm
hilpu halp.
nnnu rann
helpe healp

irne . am .

weorpe
helpa

wearp
halp.

winna wamn
nnna rojtm

skella shall

hulpum hulpans
vaurpum . vaurpans
hvlfumea . holpaner
runnumea . runnaner
hulpun . . holpan
runnun . . runnan
hulpon . . holpen

urnon . . urnen
wurpon . . worpen
hulpon . . hulpen
wtmnon wunnen
runnum . runntnn
ghullum akollmn

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Gothic, hilpa^ help (Germ, helfe ; adjuvo) ; vilva, seize, rob,

rapio ; svilta, die, morior; gilda, am worth (Germ, gelte; re-

pendo) ; brinna, bum (Germ, brenne ; ardeo) ; du-ginna, be-gin

(Germ, be-ginne ; incipio) ; rinna, flow, run (Germ, rinne.; fluo)

;

spinna, spin (Germ, spinne ; neo) ; vinna, suffer, patior ; binda,

bind (Germ, binde ; necto) ; bi-vinda, wind (Germ, winde ; cir-

cumdo)
; Jin])a, find (Germ, finde ; invenio) ; drigka, drink (Germ,

trinke ; bibo) ; bliggva, cut, kill, csedo ; siggva, sing, read

(Germ, singe ; cano, lego) ; sigkva, sink, fall (Germ, sinke

;

cado); vairpa, throw (Germ, werfe
;
jacio); hvairba, walk, turn

about, verto
;

gairda, gird (Germ, giirte ; cingo) ; vair\a, be-

come (Germ, werde ; fio).

Old High German, hilfn ; tilfu, delf, fodio ; kiltu, rependo

;

sciltu, scold (Germ, schelte ; increpo) ; smilzu, smelt (Germ,
schmelze; liquefio) ; snimmu, swim (Germ, schwimme ; nato);
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prinnu, ardeo ; rinnu, fluo ; spinnu, neo ; winnu, laboro
; pintu,

necto; <SMi;2^«^, evanesco (Germ, schwinde) ; t'mfi?^, invenio ; sinku,

canoj sinhu, cado; stinhw, stink (Germ, stinke; oleo^ odorem
sparg-o) ; trinhu, bibo ; huirpu, reverter; stirjihu, die (Germ,
sterbe ; morior) ; wirfu, jacio ; wirdu, fio.

Old Saxon, hilpu, d'dbu, stiiltu (morior), g'lldtt, hnnnu, hi-

ginnu, winnu, bindu, Jindu, singu, drinku, wirpu, Imirhu, wirthu

(fio).

Anglo-Saxon, helpe, delfe, melte, swelte, glide, perf. healp, &e,

;

on-g'inne, incipio, perf. on-gan ; spinne, whine, ljirne=bri7ine, perf.

barn; irne=rinne, perf. ran; binde, perf. band; in the same
manner grinde, grind, moloj swinde, tabeseo (Germ, schwinde)

;

winde, wind (Germ, winde
;
pleeto) ; drince ; swince, laboro ; stince,

oleo ; bringe ; singe ; springe, salio ; meorne, mourn, euro, ang-or,

perf. mearn ; in the same manner speorne, spurn (Germ, sporne

;

calcitro); weorpe, ^Sicio ; Aweor/'e, revertor ; weo?'^e, &o.

Old Frisian, liilpa, binda, fi7ida, winna, berna (ardere), werpa,
wertha.

Old Norse, gialla, sing, shout, resonare ; svelta, esurire

;

velta, roll, turn, volvere
;

gialda, expendere ; brenna, ardere

;

renna, fluere ; spinna, nere ; vinna, laborare ; fin^ia, invenire

;

binda, ligare, perf. batt ; winda, torquere ; drecka, bibere, perf.

drack; springa, salire, sprack ; verpa, jaeere ; tW9'^a, fieri.

CONJUGATION.

General Remarks.

Conjugation teaches us to combine the various elements which
we observed in the formation of the verb, so as to express cor-

rectly the different relations of a certain action. The action

independent of all relations is expressed in the root. The verb,

however, is not merely the expression of an action, but it renders

at the same time an exact account as to the person by whom,
the time when, the modus or condition under which, that action

took place. In order to express those various relations of per-

sons, time, modus, activeness, or passiveness—in short, to make
the root a verb, it is necessary that secondary roots, or suffixes,

be added to the primary root, and thus force it out of its indefi-

niteness, and impart to it life and individuality. A condition

without which a verb is inconceivable is that of personality

:

without the personal sufliixes or terminations a verbal root or
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base can as little become a verb, as a nominal root or theme a
substantive or adjective without the case-signs. If then the per-

sonal teiminations are the most essential of the verbal elements,

they are in a few instances alone sufficient to create a verb out

of a root, as we have seen above with the roots as (to be), bhu (to

be). But in most cases the root requires a connective, a binding
vowel or a suffix to enable it to enter into communication with
the personal termination. This connective vowel or suffix we
called thematic, and the form which the root acquired by adopting

it we called the theme or stem—the verbal theme, as on another

occasion we spoke of nominal themes. The root bhar requires

the suffix -a- to enter into combination with the personal termi-

nation -ti and to form the 3rd pers. sing. pres. ind. bhar-a-ti.

Where we speak of an absolute fact, uninfluenced by, and inde-

pendent of, circumstances and conditions, that is, in the indica-

tive mood, we join the personal terminations imimediately to the

root or theme, so that out of as we make as-ti, out of bhar-a-y

bhar-a-ti ; but where we make the action dependent on cei-tain

conditions and circumstances, that is, in the optative and sub-

junctive (conjunctive), we require the aid of another suffix, which
we place between the theme and the personal terminations. If

then in the indicative the primitive language used simply as-tiy

bhar-a-ti, it put in the optative as-ya-t, bhar-a-ya-t ; in the sub-

junctive as-a-t, bhar-a-a-t, hence bhar-d-t. But the same action

may appear in different relations of time ; it may be present or

past: we therefore must have a present theme and a perfect

theme—the former is bhar-a-, the latter was formed by reduplica-

tion, and thence resulted bha-bhar-a-. Take the Gothic root baVy

which in the present weakens the radical into i, hence the theme
^bir-a, bair-a- ; in the perfect it will take the first gradation of

its radical and form ber-, dropping the thematic vowel of the

present ; the optative suffix is ja, hence ber-ja- ; added to this

the personal suffix -m would be ber-Ja-m, but appears as ber-Jau ;

or, to follow the opposite, or analytical course, given the Gothic
present subjunctive ist plural vigaima= vig-a-i-m-a, in which the

final a is an inorganic addition to support the preceding m, the

latter is the personal termination of the ist plural, i =^ ya the

suffix of the optative mood, a the final of the present theme
vig-a-, vig the weakened form of the root vag, primitive vaghy

to move.
Though we may recognize all these different elements in the

Teutonic, and chiefly the Old Teutonic verb, they are not all of

equal importance. We might indeed divide verbs into such

as have the thematic suffix, and others that have not : but the
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latter are so very few, as to render such classification imprac-
tical)le. There are many ways to form the present theme, but
out of tlie many the Teutonic languages have chosen a few, and
these few became part and parcel of the inflexions or the conju-

gation, so that we cannot attempt to erect anything like the
conjugational classes, as in Sanskrit for instance. That element
however which truly and most distinctly characterizes the Teu-
tonic verb, and places it in contraposition to the verb in all other

Aryan languages, is the formation of the perfect. Though the

sister-languages also have the gradation of the root, though
most of them have the reduplicational system far more complete,

yet nowhere do we find this element to enter so deeply into the

whole organization of the language. We therefore unhesitatingly

follow former grammarians and divide the whole conjugational

system, according to the formation of the perfect, into two great

classes. To the first conjugational class belong all those verbs

which form the perfect by modifying the vowel of the root

(mostly stem-verbs), to the second those which form the perfect

by assuming an auxiliary sufiix-verb (derivative verbs). The
former, which the Teutonic languages have, partly at least, in

common with their cognate sisters, we may fairly call the ' Old
Form,' because it must have existed before the separation of the

Aryan tribes ; the latter the ' New Form,' because it is peculiar

to the Teutonic languages, and must have been created after the

Aryan separation. The verbs of the old form have a simple per-

fect, consisting of but one word ; those of the new form have
a compound perfect, consisting of the verb and its suffixed

auxiliary verb. Grimm calls the former the ' Strong Conjuga-

tion,' because the verbs belonging to it form their perfect by
means lying in the root itself, gradation, &c. j the latter ' Weak
Conjugation,' because its verbs form the perfect with the assist-

ance of an auxiliaiy. We do not see any cause why we should

not follow the last-mentioned terms, which have been applied by
the father of Teutonic philology, which, moreover, are sufficient

to keep up the distinction and serve the purpose quite as well as

any other terms as yet proposed.
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I. PARADIGM TO THE STRONG CONJUGATION.

Present Indicative.

Gothic. O.H.Germ. Old Saxon. Ang.-Sax. O. Fris. Old Norse.

Sing.
1st

2nd
3rd

Plur.
1st

2nd
3rd

Dual.
1st

2nd

fin]>-a

fin]>-i-s

fin])-i-p

fin^a-m

fin]ha-nd

finp-08

Jin]>-a-t8

find-u
jind-i-8

find-i-t

find-a-mes

find-a-t

find-a-nt

find-u

find-is

find-i-d

find-a-d

find-a-d

find-a-d

find-e

find-e-8t

find-e-^

find-a-fS

find-a-H

find-a-^

find-e

find-e-8t

find-e-th

find-a-th

find-a-th

find-a-th

finn
finnrT

finnyr

finnyitrm

finn-i-^

fiwn-a

Present Subjunctive.
Sing.

1st finp-au
2nd fin]>-ai-8

3rd finp-ai

Plur.
1st fin\)Hti-m-a

2nd fin])-ai-p

3rd fin])-ai-n-a

Dual.
1st fin]>-ai-v-a

2nd fin]>-ai-t8

finde

find-e-8

find-e

find-e-mes

find-e-t

find-e-n

find-a (e)

find-a-s (es)

find-a (e)

find-a-n (en)

find-a-n

find-a-n

find-e

find-e

find-e

find-e-n

find-e-n

find-e-n

find-e

find-e

find-e

find-e

find-e

find-e

finn-i

finn-irT

finn-i

finn-i-m

finn-ir^

finn-i

Present Passive.

Gothic.

Indicative.

Sing. 1st fin])-a-da

2nd fin\>-a-za

3rd fin]>-a-da

Plur. ist fin])-a-n a
2nd fin]>-a-nda

3rd fin]ha-nda

Subjunctive.

fin])-ai-dau

fin])-ai-zau

finp-ai-daii

finp-ai-ndau

fin]>-ai-7idau

fin]>-a,i-ndau
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Imperative.

Gothic. O.H.Germ. Old Saxon. Anglo-Sax. Old Frisian. Old Norse.

Sing.
and fill]) find

1
find 1 find find 1 finn

Plur.
1st fin\>-a-m .. ••

1

2nd fin]>-izp find-a-t find-ad find-a-^ find-a-th ' finn-i-fS

Dual.
2nd firip-a-ts .. 1 ..

Infinitive.

••
1 ..

Sing.
2nd finp-a-n find-a-n find-Or^

1
find-a-n

1

find-a
1
finn-a

Plur-
and Jinp-a-nd-a find-a-nt-er find-a-nd

\
find-e-nd-e

\
find-a-nd

I
finn-Ornd-i

Peeterite Indicative.
Sing.

ist fanp fand fand fand fand fann
and fans-t fund-i fund-i fund-e ^fund-e fann-t
3rd fanp fand fand fand fand fann

Plur.
1st funp-u-m fund-vrmes fund-u-n fund-o-n fund-o-n funn-u-Vh
2nd funp-u-p fund-u-t fund-u-n fund-o-n fund-o-n funn-^u/S

3rd funp-u-n fund-VrTi fund-u-n fund-o-n fund-o-n funn-u

Dual.
1st funp-u . . •

.

,, ..

and funp-u-ts

Preti:rite Subjunctive
Sing.

ist funp-jau fundri fund-i fund-e fwnd-e fynn-i
2nd funp-ei-8 fund-i-8 fund-is fund-e fund-e fynn-i-r
3rd funp-i fund-i fund-i fund-e fund-e fynn-d

Plur.
1st funp-ei-^m-a fwnd-i-mea fund-i-n fund-e-n fund-e-n fynn-i-m
2nd /jml)-ei-)) fund-i-t fund-i-n fwnd-e-n fund-e-n fynn-i-9
3rd funp-ei-n-a fund-i-n fund-i-n fund-e-n fund-e-^ fynn-i

Dual.
1st /«nl)-et-t>-a ., .. ..

2nd funp-ei-ta .. .. ..

Preterite Participle.

funp-Orn-s ga-fund-a- I fund-a<i I fund-e-n I fund-en
n-er I

funn-i-nn
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II, PARADIGM TO THE STRONG CONJUGATION.

Peesent Indicative.

O. H. Germ. Old Saxon. Anglo-Sax. Old Frisian. Old Norse.

Sing.

1st hilf-u

2nd hilf-i-a

3rd M/-i-«
AiZp-i-8

Mp-i-d

help-e

hilp-e-st

hilp-e-fS

Jcms-e

hios-e-st

kio8-e-th

k^s

kPs

kPa

tek

tek-r

tek-r

Plub.
1st helf-a-mes

2nd helf-a-t

3rd helf-a-nt

Ae7p-a-d

help a-d
help-a-d

help-a-'S

help-a-^

help-a-'^

Mas-a-th
kias-a-th

kias-a-th

kio8-Vrm

kios-i-fS

kio8-a

tok^u-m
tak-i-^

tak-a

Peesent Subjunctive.
SiHO.

1st helf-e

2nd helf-e-8

3rd helf-e

hdp-a
help-a-8

hdp-a

help-e

help-e

help-e

kias-e

hias-e

kias-e

Mos-i
kios-i-r

kios-i

taJd

tak-4-r

tak-i

PtUB.
1st h'elf-e-mes

2nd helf-e-t

3rd helf-e-n

help-Orn

help-a-n

help-a-n

help-e-n

help-e-n

help-e-n

kias-e

kias-e

kias-e

kios-i-m

kios-i-fi

kio8-i

tak-i-m

tak-i-tS

tak4

Imperative.
Stsq.

2nd Aii/
!

hilp help
1
hioa ki08 tak

Plub.
and helf-a-t \ help-Ord help-a-fS

1 kias-a-th

Infinitive.

Ka«-o-'5 tak-irH

SiNO.

2nd Jielf-a-n help-a-n

Pr

help-a-n \ lcia»-a

esent Participle.

kios-a taJc-a

hdf-Ornt-ir help-a-nd

Pre

help-e-nd-€\ kias-a-nd

terite Indicative.

kios-a-nd-i tak-a-nd-i

Sing.
1st AaZ/

2nd AmZ/-j

3rd half

halp
hulp-i

halp

healp
hulp-e

healp

has
^kere

has

kaua
haus-t

kaus

tok

tok-t

tdk

Plub.
I st hulf-u-mh
and hvlf-u-t

3rd hulf-u-n

hulp-u-n

hulp-u-n
hulp-u-n

hulp-o-n

hulp-o-n

hulp-o-n

ker-o-n

ker-o-n

ker-o-n

kus-u-m
kus-u-fi

kus-u

tok-u-m
tok-u-fi

tok-u
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Preterite Subjunctive.

O. H. Germ. Old Saxon. Anglo-Sax. 0. Fris. Old Norse.

Sing.
1st hulf-i

2nd hulf r-8

3rd hulf-i

hulp-i

hulp-i-8

hulp-i

hulp-e

hulp-e

hulp-e

Jcer-e

l-er-e

ker-e

kys-i

kys-i-r

kys-i

toek-i

toek-i-r

toek-i

Plcb.
1st hulf i-mes

2nd hulf-i-t

3rd hulf-i-n

hulp-i^
hulp-i-n

hulp-i-n

hulp-e-^

hulp-e-n

hulp-e-n

her-e

her-e

ker-e

hys-i-m

kys-i-^

kys-i

toek-i-m

toek-i-'S

toek-i

429

Preterite Participle.

ga-holf-a-n-ir \
holp-a-n

|
holp-e-n \ ker-en \ ko8-i-nn tek-i-nn

REMARKS ON THE STRONG CONJUGATION.

I. The vowels of the Ablaut.

1. In Old High Grerman the reduplicational vowel is rendered

in different documents according to dialectic differences. Isidor

(eighth century) uses ea, eo ; Tatian (ninth) ie, io, Otfried (ninth)

ia for io, as ua for mo ; Notker (tenth) ie, io ; the Vienna Gospel

of St. Matthew (eighth) e, w.
Old Saxon uses as reduplicational vowel e, where the root

itself has the high-sounding a or e; in Class IV, where the radical

is the dark-sounding 6 or uo, we find the diphthongal preterite

io, weakened to ie.

Anglo-Saxon has, as reduplicational vowel of the preterite, /,

or eo, the former chiefly in verbs which have n ox I after the

radical a.

Old Frisian uses the contractions e and i, the former exclu-

sively in Class I if the radical is followed by a consonantal

combination with n ; in all other cases the reduplicational vowel
is i. It is doubtful whether in Class IV the vowel of the pre-

terite was the diphthongal io.

Old Norse, on the whole, follows the analogy of the Low
German dialects.

2. There is in most Teutonic languages in the present singular

of Classes VIII, IX, and X of the strong conjugation an alter-

nation of i and e as vowels of the root, which the student will

easily explain on referring to the phonetic laws mentioned under

the respective letters.
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Thus we find in Old High German hilfu, nimu, hiljis, nimis,

because the vowel of the root is followed by i or u of the pre-

preceding- syllable— but h'elfames, nemames, Iielfat, nemat, &c.,

because the vowel of the root is followed by a in the succeeding
syllable. The same alternation of sound takes place in the pre-

terite participle of Class IX between u and o, directed by the
same law as that of i and e, and in the present tense of Class VI,
between m and its weakened form io. (See the diphthong iu)
Of these changes nothing is observed in Gothic.

Old Saxon submits to the same laws as Old High German,
but where a contraction takes place, the original u is preserved
in the participle preterite of Class IX, as cnman from cviman.

Anglo-Saxon, which in its phonetic changes is far more capri-

cious than any other dialect, follows in this also a few rules of

its own. The vowels i of the present, a of the preterite singular,

u of the preterite plural remain intact in but few instances, that

is, if followed by doubled m or n, or by either of the two com-
bined with a mute, where a however is found to turn into o.

But e, eo, are used in the present; a, ea in the preterite singular,

and in the preterite participle. In Classes VIII and IX those

verbs only preserve the i of the present which end in m, besides

a few others, such as hipan (hiare), gifan (to give), gitan (to get),

&c., and the strong verbs which form the present theme in ja,

as biddan, to bid, beg, &c. The preterite shows the regular

vowels a, a= Goth. «, e, only in nime, nam, ndmon, \>icge, ]>a/i;

but plur. pagofi; liege, preterite sing, lag., but plur. Idgon and
Icegon ; geseo, geseah, gesdvon. All others have a in the singular,

(B in the plural of the preterite. In the present of Classes VIII,

IX and X, i and e, eo, interchange in the same manner and after

the same rules as in Old High German and Old Saxon, except

that the ist sing, indicative and the 2nd sing, imperative have

always e, eo, the weakened form of i, as keljoe, hilpst, hilp^, plur.

heljM^, imperative help ; steorfe, stirfst, stirf^, plural steorfa^,

imperative steorf. An interchange between m and io in the

present of Class VI cannot take place, because the diphthong iu

occurs regularly in the weakened form eo.

Old Frisian preserves the i of the present. Class X, before

double w, or n with a mute. The preterite participle has always

the original u ; but once tvorpen for wurpen. The i of the pre-

sent. Classes VIII and IX is kept up in verbs which form the

present theme in /a, before m in nima, and in verbs which end in

a vowel ; e. g, sia (to see), skia (to happen) ; but ia (to confess)

has e in the present. The same classes have the a of the singular

and d of the plural preterite before m ; but they may pass into
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0, 6, respectively. (See letter a, o, Old Frisian.) The preterite

participle of the verbs of Class IX having rejected the radical o

(«), and adopted that of the present, a distinction between the

Classes VIII and IX no longer exists, and they may be con-

sidered as identical.

The alternation or interchange of i and e in different persons

of the present is unknown in Old Frisian, the vowel adopted in

the infinitive keeping its place throughout the present tense.

But Class VI uses the interchange of io {in) and ia on the same
conditions as the other dialects already mentioned ; but, like

Anglo-Saxon, it has the weakened form too in the ist sing, pre-

sent. Old Norse shows the i in the present of Class X if a verb

ends in w, or n combined with a mute ; also in the verb spirna,

to spurn ; but e we find in brenna, to bui-n^ and renna, to run.

The verbs gialla (to shout, sing), gialda (rependere), and sklalfa

(to tremble), retain the ia in tha infinitive, plural indicative, and
throughout the subjunctive. In the preterite participle all verbs

ending with w, or n with a mute, have u ; brenna and renna also

take 7c ; all others, spirna too, have o. In Classes VIII and
IX we find the i of the present only with strong verbs which
form the present theme in ja ; also in svima (to swim), which
occurs side by side with svema. An interchange or alternation

between i and e, or iu and io, in different persons of the present,

does not take place.

3. Some verbs of Class VI have condensed the iu of the pre-

sent into u, as Gothic. O H. Germ, sufu, bibo (Germ, saufe)

;

milcu, suck (Germ, sauge ; sugo) ; luhhu, lock, claudo. O. S.

Mean, to \ogV. A. S. bruean, to use; hriltan, to fall; supan,io
drink; sncan, to suck; *M«a«, strepere ; ^^r^^a^, populari ; lilcan,

to lock. O. Fris. Mka, to lock; sMva, protrudere; sluta, to lock

(O. H. Germ. sliu|u) ; spruta, to sprout. O. N. luca, supa and
mipa, sorbere ; stlga and siuga, to suck.

4. The preterites of Classes V and VI, in Old High German,
condense their diphthongs ei, on, into the long vowels e, 6, re-

spectively, the former before w, h, the latter before h, r, s, and
dental muts?s ; in Anglo-Saxon, on the contrary, the a of the

present and 6 of the preterite are dissolved into two vowels,

namely ea and eo, e. g. seeajjan, sceop, sleahan, sleoli.

5. Verbs of Class VII in Old Norse, which end with a guttural

{kyg'), have in the preterite participle e instead of a.

6. Umlaut affects the verbal stem more or less in the conju-

gation of the Old Teutonic verb.
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Gothic of course repudiates this as well as any other Umlaut.
In Old High German the Umlaut of a into e may take place

in the present of Class II (reduplicated verbs) and Class VII, if

an i follows in the second syllable, e. g. wallu^ 2nd wallis or wellis;

varu, 2nd varis or veris. As in general, so also in the verb, old

documents preserve the original a, more recent ones adopt more
largely the Umlaut.

Old Saxon favours occasionally this modification of sound in

the arid and 3rd sing, present of Classes II and III, just like Old
High German ; e. g. waldu, 2nd welclis, 3rd weldid,

Anglo-Saxon admits of Umlaut in the 2nd and 3rd sing, pre-

sent, even if the final vowel which caused the Umlaut has suffered

syncope. In this manner a is modified into e {a) ; a into a ; eS^

ea, 4, into y ; 6 into e; e. g. hate, 3rd sing. pres. hcet, Mote, 3rd
sing, hlete, sceote, 3rd sing. sc§t ; fare, 3rd sm^.fer^,fdr'6.

Old Frisian seems to do without the Umlaut in its verbal

inflexions. Though forms occur such as is,tfere, 'XxAferest, 3rd

fereth, ^ViX.farath, it would no doubt be preferable to explain

the e as a weakening rather than Umlaut of the a, for the e

occurs in the preterite participleyerm too, where it is no Umlaut,
but the inorganic representative of an original a; thus also

the infinitive drega and the participle dregtn.

Old Norse, which favours Umlaut in every possible position,

makes use of it largely in the conjugation of the verb through-

out the singular of the present indicative and the whole of the

preterite subjunctive. We find it therefore in all reduplicated

verbs (except Class III, of course), and in all the remaining
classes, except V, because the ei of Class III and the i of Class V
are not capable of Umlaut. Verbs of Class VII, which in con-

sequence of dropping an h, end in a, have in the singular

present the Umlaut ce, as sld (to strike, slay) from slaha, present

slee ; fa (to flay), present fl/B; hid (to laugh), present hlcB.

Umlaut of a into occurs with verbs of Classes II and VII in

the 1st plur. present ; with the former only if they have ia in

the infinitive, as gialla, ist -plur. gidHum ; gialda, gioldum : but

skidlfa makes shidlfum.

II. The consonants affected by the inflexions.

I. The consonants of the theme or stem are variously affected

in the different dialects by the terminations of the persons. We
have already seen that in Gothic, before the t of the personal

termination of the 2nd sing, preterite, a dental of the stem
preceding it must be changed into s.
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In Anglo-Saxon the connective (thematic) vowel almost re-

gularly suffers syncope in the 2nd and 3rd sing, present indi-

cative, and the consonants of the termination and those of the

stem or theme are joined directly, the former influencing the

latter to a certain degree. As to the 2nd person we have to

notice the following facts. Before the termination -st no dental

can keep its position except t ; d and ^ are dropped ; the combi-
nation nd is changed into nt. Hence hladan, blotan, cwerSan,

standan, make the 2nd sing, hle-st, blet-st, cwi-st, stent-st. In
the same manner a final s or st of the stem is dropped before the

at of the termination ; e. g. cyst from ceosan, bir-st from berstan.

As to the 3rd person the following rule must be observed : The
"8 of the personal termination is dropped after Si t ov st of the

stem, e. g. blet for blet-^, birst for birst-^ ; the terminational S
following d, both are rendered by t, as Met for hled^, stent for

stend-^ ; iS preceded by s, both make st, as c^st for cys-'^ ; a 'S

of the stem is dropped before ^ of the termination, e. g. cwi-'S

for cwi^-'&.

Old Frisian. As to the 2nd person the same rules hold good,

that is, no dental but t remains before the termination st ; -d-st,

-th-st, -s-st, -st-st, are all contracted into st-, hence kalda, halst

;

Jinda, Jinst : xst becomes oct, as wext from wax-a. In the 3rd
person the termination th is contracted with a preceding d into

t, as halt,Jint ; with a preceding t into t; with a preceding th

into th', with a preceding s or st, to st; with a preceding x
to xt.

Old Norse. The r of the 2nd sing, is assimilated to a preced-

ing ^ or ^ of the stem ; it remains after II and nn If the stem
ends with an s, r, rr, it is dropped altogether, and the 2nd and
3rd persons become identical in form with the ist. In the 2nd
sing, preterite before the personal termination t a final dental of

the stem is changed into z, e. g. lez-t from Idt-a, galz-t from
gialda, quaz-t from que^-a ; but the 2nd of the preterite, stod

(from standan) is stott. A preterital form which after dropping
an h or ff, ends in a long vowel, has also tt in the and sing., e. g.

slo for sloh (from slahan), 2nd preterite slott.

2. Rhotacism greatly affects the terminational s of the stem
in the bisyllabic or polysyllabic forms of the plural preterite,

especially in verbs belonging to Classes V and VI, where the

change seems to be less obstructed by the preceding short vowel
than it is in the singular by the long radical ; e. g. vriosan (to

freeze), preterite plur. vrurumes, part, vroraner ; kiosan (to choose),

preterite sing, kos, 2nd kuri, 3rd kos, plur. kurumes, part, koraner;

rf
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risan (decidere), present sing, reis, and riri, 3rd reis, plur. riru-

mes, part, riraner ; w'emn (to be), was, warumes, part, wesaner,

and a few others.

In Old Saxon we have only one instance of rhotaeism in

Class VIII, i.e. wesan (to be), was, wdrun, wesan ; several of

Class VI, i. e. kiosan, kos, ktiri, kos, plur. kurun, part, koran, and
for-liosati, to loose.

Auglo-Sa:son offers but few examples, namely wesan, was,

ware, was, plur. wceron, part, wesan ; ceosan, ceds, ewe, ceds, plur.

curon, part coren ; thus dXso freosan (to ixeezii), for-leosan (to

loose), kreosan (ruere).

Old Frisian adopted rhotaeism in the plural preterite, e. g^.

wesa, was, weron, wesen ; kiasa, kds, keron^ keren ; in the same
manner tir-liusa, to loose.

Old Norse. Rhotaeism throughout in vera (to be), var, va-

rum, verinn by the side of the Gothic visa, vas, vesum, visans ; it

may also occur in friosa (to freeze) and kiosa (to choose), which
have the preterite ^Xwc.frurum, kurum, ^axt.Jrerinn, kerinn, by
the side (Afrusum, kusum, frosinn, kosinn.

3. Gemination, or a double consonant occurring* in the middle

of a word, is dissolved into the single consonant at the end of the

word, and after a long radical, e. g. Old High German spinnan,

span; wallan, wialumes.

Old Saxon rinnan, ran, thrinnan, thran ; reduplicated verbs

may have the single consonant or its gemination, e. g. fallan,

pret.y// 2i\iAfell,

The same law holds good for Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian,

where gemination, moreover, is dissolved into the single conso-

nant before the consonants of the termination.

Old Norse does not obey this law. Gemination is, on the

contrary, produced in Old Norse in the singular preterite and in

the imperative, where ng is changed into kk, and nd into tt
;

e. g. fanga (to catch), preterite sing, fekk, imperative fakk

;

springa (to jump), preterite sprakk, imperative sprikk ; except

s^nga, sl^nga, which make saung, slaung ; blanda (to mix, blend),

present blett, imperative Matt; hrinda (trudere), preterite hratt,

imperative hritt.

4. The media, when final, is often exchanged for the tenuis,

especially in the preterite singular, often in the plural too ; e. g.

Old High Q-erman qu'edan (to say), preterite singular quat, plural

qudtumes and quddumes ; snidan (to cut), preterite sneit, plural

snitumes, participle snitaner.
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Thus also in Old Norse Id, when at the end of the monosyl-
labic preterite, is converted into It, e. g. falda,feU ; gialda, gait.

5. The spirant h and the medior^ are in close relationship in

many verbs.

In Old High German an h belonging to the root is replaced

by y in the preterite plural (rarely in the singular) and in the

preterite participle ; e. g. slakan (to slay), pret. sing, sluoh, or

sluog, plur. sluogum.es, part, slaganer ; zihan (to accuse), pret.

zeh, plur. zigiuiies, part, ziganer.

In Old Sa.xon the g is used regularly in the preterite singular

too ; e. g. slahan, slog, slogum, but the part, slakan.

Anglo-Saxon makes, like Old High German, sleahan, ist sloh^

and sloge, 3rd sloh, plur. slogon, part, slagen, where the media
creeps into the 2nd singular.

In Old Norse the h of the root has commonly been dropped,

but reappears again in the form of g in the bisyllabic forms of

ihe preterite ; e. g. sld (fco slay) for slaha, plur. preterite slogum

(also sloum), preterite part, sleginn ; thus also kloRa (fricare), and
hlaa (to laugh).

6. The occuiTcnce of both the spirants h and w in the Old
Saxon preterites sdhun and sdwun, and farliwi from farlihan

(concedere), may be explained by the Gothic forms saikvan,

leihvan, from which Anglo-Saxon adopted either one or the

other of the spirants. A similar exchange we observe in the

A. S. seon (to see) for seohan, preterite ist seali, and sdwe, 3rd
seah, plur. sdwon.

7. Syncope of h is frequent in the present and infinitive of

Anglo-Saxon verbs, where it is dropped together with the the-

matic vowel ; e. g. slean, "pwean, seon for sleahan, ]>weakan, seohan.

Some write sledn, seon^ &c., considering the case one of contrac-

tion rather than of syncope.

8. The reverse of the case we have considered under 5 is given
in Anglo-Saxon verbs, the radical of which is followed by g.

Wherever the media has to take its position at the end of the

word or before the inflexional consonants, it is changed into h ;

6. g. stige, ascend, 2nd stih-st, 3rd stih-^, plur. stiga^, pret. stdh ;

plur. stigon ; beige, bilhst, bilk's, pret. bealk, plur. hulgon. In
the combination ng the g remains intact.

9. The relation between ^ and d is this, that the former is

replaced by the latter in the bisyllabic forms of the preterite,

e. g. cweSan, to say, pret. cwd'd^ 2nd cwade, 3rd cwd^, plur.

cwadon, part, cweden.

p f a
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lo. In Old Norse the g is often dropped in the preterite, and
if so, the ei is condensed into e, and au into o, and the Ablaut of

the singular remains in the plural too. Thus hniga may have
the preterite hneig, hnigum, or hne, hnegum ; smiuga, may have
smaug, smngum, or smo, smoum. The combination g^ is dropped
in the sing, preterite, bra of hreg^a, and the plural again is

brug^um. The verb hoggva (to hew, cut) has the sing, preterite

hio ; in all other instances the gg of this verb is preserved, but

the V is dropped, and yet the Umlaut it has caused remains
;

hence the forms—pres. indie, hogg, hogg-r, hogg-r, plur. hoggum,

hoggvi^, hoggva, pres. subj. hoggvi, pret. indie, hio, pret. subj.

kioggvi, imper. hogg, plur. hoggin^. Spua (to spit) makes the

preterite spio, plur. spioggum ; thus also bila (to inhabit), bio,

bioggum.

III. Isolated changes.

I. The Gothic language changes the vowel i into ai before h
and r, the vowel u into au\ this phenomenon is known as

Brechung, 'a break'.' It occurs in verbs too; hence the forms

bairga for ^birga, baurgum for ^burgum, laihvum for lihvum, ^lau-

hans for \luhans ,• and vocalic systems such as baira, bar, berum,

baurans, and leihva, laihv, laihvum, laihvans, will be easily

understood.

a. The thematic vowel is, as a rule, preserved in the present,

but dropped in the preterite. All the ancient dialects, except

Old Norse, have it intact in the ist and 3rd plural, and (except

Gothic and Old Norse) in the 2nd plural present indicative ; all

weaken it to i, or still further to e, in the and and 3rd singular,

Gothic also in the 2nd plural. The ist sing, present indicative

ends in the thematic a in Gothic, while Old High German and
Old Saxon weaken it to u, Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian to e

;

Old Norse drops it altogether. The last-mentioned dialect drops

it in the 2nd and 3rd sing, also, and joins the personal termina-

tion r=.s directly to the root. In the ist pers. plur. Old Norse
weakens the thematic a to u. The preterite in all the dialects

drops the thematic a and adds the termination of the 2nd sing,

directly to the root, or rather the perfect theme. In the plural

the personal terminations join the perfect theme by means of the

connective vowel u, which has nothing to do with the thematic a.

The connective u is in Anglo-Saxon and Old Frisian regularly,

in the other dialects occasionally, weakened to 0.

3. The Gothic verb trudan (to tread, calcare), of Class VIII,

' See p. 33.
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has in the present the radical u instead of i. Bopp considers

this to be the weakened form of a, while Grimm adopts for this

verb an Ablaut of its own, namely truda, trad, trodum, trudans.

We follow Bopp by inserting it among the regular verbs of

Class VIII.

4. Verbs in -na are inflected after the strong conjugation in

the present, and after the weak in the perfect tense. In the former

the a of the suffix na is treated like the thematic a mentioned
above ; in the perfect it is gradated to 6, and thus is formed the

suffix no which acts as connective between the root and the

weak terminations. Of this formation we have only fragments
left in the other Teutonic languages, (See Formation of the

Present Suffix -na-.) The most common verbs of this class are,

af-hvapnan, extingui ; af-dobnan, obmutescere ; aj-lifnan, super-

esse ; dis-hnaupnan, rumpi ; dis-skritnan , findi
;
fra-gistnan^

feriri
;

ga-hailan, sanari
;

ga-staurknan, rigeseere
;
ga-nipnan,

moerere
;
ga-qimian, reviveseere

;
ga-'^aursnan, arescere

;
ga-plas-

nan, turbari.

5. Concerning the strong verbs in -ja we have only to men-
tion that in their conjugation they differ in nothing from other

strong verbs; in the present they treat the a o^ ja in the same
manner as the thematic a. As to the contraction of the thematic
ja in some of the Teutonic languages and other points in con-

nexion with this formation, see p. 391.

6. The verb snivan (to go) for ^sniuan, Sanskrit root snu, has

the preterite singular of Class VI, sndu ; but the plur. snevum
by the side of the regular snivum : in the same manner divan,

to die, mori.

7. standan (stare), root stath, stad, from sta, drops the infix -n-

in the preterite and makes sto}p, si6\um for ^stodum. The forms
in the other Teutonic languages follow the analogy of the Gothic,

as Old Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, Old Frisian, stod^ plur. gtod-un,

stod-on ; Old Norse sto^, plur. sto^um ; but Old High German
preserves the infix -n- in the preterite sttiont, plur. stuontumes.

8. The Gothic gaggan (to go) ought to have the preterite

gaigagg, but it takes the weak form gaggida ; the preterite iddja,

iddjes, iddja, plur. iddjedum, is commonly used, formed irregu-

larly from the root i (to go). This verb in the other Teutonic

dialects goes regularly like the other strong verbs with lost

reduplication after Class II.

9. The Gothic verb hriggan has not the strong preterite bragg,

but the weak brahta ; Old High German has both strong and
weak forms, hence brang, brungumes, and brahta, brdhtvmes ; the
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Old Saxon brengjan has only the weak preterite hrdhta. Anglo-

Saxon follows the analogy of Old High German in forming both

a strong and a weak preterite of the verb bringan, namely brang,

brungon, and bi'oht, brohton. We have also strong and weak
forms side by side in the Old Norse erja (to plough, arare), perf.

ar and ar^a
;
qvi^a (to fear), perf. queith and qutdda ; hanga (to

hang)^ perf. Jiekk and hang^a ; biota (to sacrifice), perf. blet and

hlota^a, part, blotinn and blota^r.

10. The Gothic fahan (to catch), and haJian (to hang), which
form their perfect regularly with reduplication after Class II,

cannot preserve their short radical in the other Teutonic dialects,

they therefore must take the infix -«- and make the present

themesya«y«-, hanga-, or they adopt the inorganic length of the

vowel, as O. H. Germ., O. ^.fdhan, hdhan ; or thirdly they are

contracted into fan, hdn, A. S. fon, Mn, O. Fris. fd, hua. The
Anglo-Saxon dechnes ist/o, 2Xidi /est, fast,fahst, ycdife^,fce^,

fceh^, plur./o-S; in the same manner ho, &c, ; O. Fris. ycdifeth,

plur. fdth, subjunctive/"/. But the preterite is in all dialects

always the regular perfect of the infinitive/awyaw, hangan, after

Class II. In Old Frisian however the preterite participle occurs,

2iBfangen,fenszen,fen,fdn,Jinsen; huen, htiendzen, hinsen.

11. The verb brida (trahere). Old Frisian for bregda, has in

the 3rd sing, breith, brith, preterite participle bruden, brugden.

A similar inclination to get rid of the media we find in the

Anglo-Saxon bregdan (nectere), which thus passes from Class X
to IX and forms brad, bradon, broden.

12. As in the Anglo-Saxon bregdan, so we observe in other verbs

an inclination to pass from one conjugational class to another.

Thus the Anglo-Saxon \ihan (proficere), sthan (colere), tihan

(arguere) , wrihan (operire), pass from Class V to VI by changing
the i, which is succeeded by an h, into eo (wrongly following the

analogy of Brechung of i into eo), the preterite d into ea, and
thus adopting the forms \e6n, seon, &c., preterite sing, '^edh,

sedh, &c., plur. \ugon, sugon, &c., for ]>igon, sigon, &c. The Old
Norse verbs syngja (to sing) and slyngja (to sling, jactare) have
passed from Class X into VI, and have the forms saung, sungum,
sunginn, &c.

13. There is in Old Norse a number of verbs ending in a
vowel which have in some forms passed from the strong to the
weak declension. They make the preterite weak, the preterite

participle commonly strong ; e. g. gnua (fricare), present gny,

plur. gnuum,, preterite gnil^a, preterite part, gnu'inn ; nd (con-

cepi), present ncB, plur. ndum, preterite nd^a, part, ndinn ; knita
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(cogere), present kn§, plur. Tcnuum, preterite knu^a, part, hnuinn ;

«)?:/'(fieri), she, skeum, ske^a,skeinn ; strd {sTpaTgere),slrdi,strdum,

strata, strainn ; trua (fidem habere), triiiy truiim, tril^a, tru'inn

and tru'&r, &c. The verb sia (to see) has lost the strong parti-

ciple, and has the following forms : present se, preterite sd, plur.

sdum, part, se^r ; valda (to command) has in the preterite olliy

ollum (from valdi, valdunC) instead of ^-elt, veldurn.

14. There are in Old High German and Old Norse remains of

a preterite formed with -s-, like the Latin perfect, 2nd sing, and
plur. (in -is-ti, -is-tis^). Such are in O. H. Germ, scri-r-n-mes,

root scriy to shriek; pi-r-u-mes, 2nd pi-r-u-t, rootle for pu, prim.

dAu, to be ; spi-r-u-mes, root spiv, to spit
;
gri-r-u-mes, root gr'i,

gannire. They belong to Class V, and form their perfect as fol-

lows : e g. sing screi, scriri, screi ; plur. scrirumes j part, scriraner.

In these examples r stands for s, and u is the connective vowel of

the plural. Some consider this r to have arisen from an original

w, a view which they support by a form scri-w-u-mes, which
occurs by the side of scri-r-u-mes. But the former opinion is

strengthened by a number of similar formations which occur in

Old Norse. Thus of the root gra, prim, g/tra (virere) the infini-

tive is groa, present groe, plur. groum, preterite greri, part, gro-

inn ; gre-r-i=:^gre-s-i=^gre-s-a; in the same manner niea (fri-

care), preterite neri; roa, to row, reri ; snua, torquere, sneri

;

soa, to sow, sei-i.

15. The Old High German preterites slero^, pleru^, have
nothing to do with the perfect formation in -s-, but find their

explanation in an ancient reduplication^.

MIDDLE AND NEW TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

The Middle and New Teutonic languages continue their pro-

gress on the road their predecessors had taken. In the conjuga-

tion the system of Ablaut gained absolute sway, and the ancient

reduplication was no longer felt, though it had left indelible

traces in the modifications of the radical which it had caused.

The Ablaut itself did not remain stationary, but developed itself

in the different dialects more or less in accordance with the pho-

netic laws of each. Thus the transition from Old High German
to Middle High German, and again to New High German, is

extremely regular and simple, and the different conjugational

* See the Formation of the Perfect in the Cognate Languages.
' See the Formation of the Perfect in the Teutonic Languages.
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classes of the German of the present day, are, as far as the

vocalic system is concerned, not very far distant from those of

the German of a thousand years ago. In English, on the other

hand, where the phonetic system was so often and so violently

disturbed since the Anglo-Saxon times under the influence of

foreign intruders, we find in almost every successive century a

great change in the vowels of the Ablaut, and often in two con-

temporaneous writers two altogether different systems adopted

;

nay, one and the same writer seems often perfectly at a loss in

the application of the Ablaut-vowels and to use them indiscri-

minately so long as he contrives to keep distinct the different

parts of the verb with which the Ablaut is connected, the pre-

terite from the present, the plural preterite from the singular.

Now this much has been done successfully in all the Middle
Teutonic languages. Whatever the confusion of vowels may
have been in some of them at various periods, the characteristic

feature of the Teutonic verb was never obliterated; the Ablaut
was always handled with a consciousness of its nature, its mean-
ing and its importance in the structure of the Teutonic lan-

guages. No modern language has passed through so many and
so great changes as the English ; and yet read but over a table

of its strong verbs and compare them with those of Modern
German and you will find a resemblance which often appears

identity, and which will strike you with wonder and astonish-

ment when you consider how great the divergence of these two
languages now is, and how great the distance back to their

starting-point in the Primitive Teutonic language, which even
Old High German and Anglo-Saxon already had left a good
long way behind.

The Middle Teutonic languages followed their mother dialects

in obeying the law which demanded that the perfect tense

should be kept distinct from the present, and the perfect plural

from the perfect singular by means of the Ablaut. The modern
languages made a considerable alteration in this law handed
down from their ancestors. Instead of allowing the perfect

plural a radical of its own, they imposed upon it the radical of

the singular, or in some eases the radical of the preterite par-
ticiple. Thus the German of five and of ten centuries ago
made of stilu (I steal) the perf, stal, the plural of which was
stulumes, stulen ; the German of to-day says in the present

tense stele, in the preterite sing, stdl, and in the preterite plur.

stdlen, so that plural and singular have the same Ablaut ; but
the perfect participle has the special Ablaut o, O. H. Germ.
stolatier, M. H. Germ, and N. H. Germ, stolen. The Dutchman
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of five centuries ago, said, like his High German cousin, stele,

stal, stulen, part, stolen ; the Dutchman ot" to-day has stele, stal,

stolen, part, stolen, importing the vowel o from the preterite par-

ticiple into the plural of the perfect tense. In this manner all

the Teutonic languages of modern times have abolished the

special Ablaut of the preterite pkiral, the only exception oecur-

iug in Swedish, where, as we shall see, the distinction is still

kept up in some conjugational classes. Before we proceed to

survey these classes we examine as shortly as possible the differ-

ent modifications of the Ablaut which took place in the Middle
and New Teutonic languages.

The Middle High German is in some respects hardly distinct

from its Old High German parent; the vocalic systems of both
are almost identical. It needs little demonstration to show that

the Ablaut of the conjugational classes is essentially the same in

both dialects ; a glance at the succeeding tables will sufiice to

prove this. We therefore may confine ourselves to examine the

few points in which they really differ. The reduplicational

Ablaut (i. e. the Ablaut formed by the amalgamation of the

reduplicational vowel and the radical) was in Old High German
ia for verbs having a high-sounding radical in the present, io

for those which had the dark radical 6 or ou. The latter {io)

however was often rendered by ia also, and both were in Old
High German already occasionally weakened to ie. In this

weakened form the Ablaut always occurs in Middle High Ger-
man, so that there is no longer any difference in the preterite of

our first four classes, its radical being always ie. Further

changes do not occur in Middle High German, unless we men-
tion the weakening of the Old High German ^l of the preterite

participle. Classes IX and X, into o in Middle High German, a

form which occurred in Old High German already side by side

with the original n. But in Modem German the vocalic system
experienced a few modifications which make themselves felt of

course in the Ablaut too. First of all we have to mention the

inorganic production, or lengthening of the radical vowel, which
was not dictated by any discernible causes. In all the different

classes the radical has become long, unless it was protected in its

original character by its position. Thus we have for the Middle
High German gibe, gab, the New High German gebe, gab ' ; the

nice distinction between the sing, gab and the plur. gdben dis-

appears, of course, and with it that richness and variety of

' To make tliese observations more useful, the student should always compare
the tables of the conjugational classes of the ancient dialects which precede, and
of the modem dialects wliich follow below.
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modulation of the voice so peculiar to our ancient dialects. A
further change for the worse we find in the weakening- of the i

to e wherever it may occur in the 1st singular of the present

tense or in the preterite participle ; hence we always meet for the

M. H. Germ, gibe, hilfe, the N. H. Germ, gebe, helfe. The redu-

plicational preterite is in New High German as in Middle High
German always ie for the O. H. Germ, ia, io. The M. H. Germ.
ou (like O. H. Germ, ou = Goth, du, second gradation of u) is

rendered by the N. H. Germ, au ; hence Goth, hlaupan, O. H.
Germ, hloufan, M. H. Germ, loufen, N. H. Germ, lavfen. The
M. H. Germ. % {like O. H. Germ. *=Goth. ei, first gradation of i)

we find in New High German as ei, e. g. Goth, greipa, O. H.
Germ, hrifu, M. H. Germ, grife, N. H. Germ, greife ; and, vice

versa, the M. H. Germ, ei (like O. H. Germ. ^i=Goth. ai, second

gradation of i) is represented in New High German by i (spelt

ie, which is not to be confounded with the ie of the reduplication

verbs) ; hence Middle High German present schicle, preterite sclieit,

is in New High German scheide, scMd {schied). The iu of the

present tense of our Class VI, which in Gothic, Old High Ger-

man, and Middle High German is used as the first gradation of

u, we find in New High German again in the weakened form ie,

while the ou of the preterite is rendered in New High German
by <? or instead of the corresponding diphthong mi. Correspond-

ing to the Middle High German preterite in uo of Class VII, New
High German has 4. All other vowels are, in sound at least, in

both languages the same, though they may differ in quantity.

Modern Dutch has, like Modern German, lengthened all origi-

nally short vowels, except in certain positions. The reduplica-

tional preterite is in Middle Dutch and New Dutch ie through-

out. Here we may take occasion to notice that Middle Dutch
and Middle High German, and New Dutch and New High Ger-

man, following their example, are, in certain important points

of grammar more primitive than several of the Old Teutonic

languages of far gi'eater antiquity. The Goth, di (O. H. Germ,
and M. H. Germ, ei), as the second gradation of i in the present

of Class III, is in Middle Dutch and New Dutch rendered, as

in Old Saxon, by e ; the Goth, du (O H. Germ, and M. H.
Germ, ou, N. H. Germ, au), second gradation of u, is given in

Middle Dutch and New Dutch, as in Old Saxon, by o ; in the

same manner the Dutch i of the present, Class V, answers to the

O. H. Germ, and M. H. Germ, i, N. H. Germ, ei, Goth, ei, while

in the preterite of the same class we have again, as above, e=
Goth. di. In Class VI we have for the Goth, iu, first gradation

of u in Middle Dutch as in N. H. Germ, ie, but in New Dutch
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ui, a diphthong" which in sound corresponds to the German eu,

the frequent representative of an ancient iu, and even preserved

in some verbal forms, as kreucht, Jleucht, for the ancient fliuht,

&c. The preterite of the same class has for the Goth, du (O. H,
Germ, and M. H. Germ, ou) the o which we find in Old Saxon
already. The Gothic o of the preterite, Class VII, which in Old
High German and Middle High German has the diphthong uo,

takes in Dutch the diphthong oe, which in sound is identical

with the New High German «/ of the preterite of the same class.

All other vowels need no further explanatory remarks.

As to the development of the vocalic system from Anglo-
Saxon to Modern English we have already stated that its devia-

tions are so multifarious, as to make it sometimes difficult to

recognize any system whatever. But we may at any rate notice

a few leading points which will help us more easily to survey

the following table of the conjugational classes and the list of

words belonging to each class, to which we must refer the stu-

dent for further details. The reduplieational preterite, which in

Anglo-Saxon had the radical eo, or its more condensed form /,

we find in the writers since Layamon rendered in two ways,
either as a diphthong, eo, or its occasional substitute ea, or as a

simple vowel, e, or its cognate in sound, a. Sometimes we meet
with in the preterite, which may be explained as the substitute

of a, the latter again having taken the place of the original e.

In the Ablaut verbs there was not so much room for an arbitrary

choice of vowels, because its peculiar character was too deeply

impressed on each vowel to render it liable to so great changes
as its confreres in the reduplieational class. Still the deviations

from the original form are many, a few of which may be men-
tioned.

The most stable of all vowels is z, which, through all periods,

is either preserved in its original state or rendered by the weak-
ened form e. The vowel a, the most stable, energetic, and per-

sistent of vowels in other languages, such as German, is exposed

to considerable modifications; it may be darkened into o, or

weakened to e. The vowels ce and e, perhaps identical in sound,

seem to have been interchangeable in most periods of Early
English. The ancient w, chiefly in the preterite participle, is

regularly rendered by o, as in other Teutonic languages. The
Anglo-Saxon a we find either as a or o ; o commonly as o, oo, or

ou ; the Anglo-Saxon a commonly returns to its original form,

a ; the long vowel ce occurs in Late Saxon, but in Early English
it is already supplanted by a or its neighbours o and e. On the

whole we find the Anglo-Saxon system of the Ablaut most con-
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sistently applied in the Ormulum, where in general licence and
arbitrary changes are repudiated, and a strict grammatical sys-

tem is strictly carried out. There we find not only the ancient

distinction between the singular and preterite plural kept up by
different vowels, but even the original quantity often preserved

;

as in Class VIII, Anglo-Saxon present i, e, pret. sing, a, plur.

a, pret. part, i, e ; Ormulum, pres. i, e, pret. sing, a, plur. a,

pret. part, i, e. Layamon, on the other hand, allows himself

a vast range of vowels to make up his system of Ablaut. But
both agree in keeping up the ancient distinction between the

radical of the singular and that of the plural of the preterite.

Even in Old English and Middle English it is occasionally pre-

served, though its gradual disappearance in the latter dialects

cannot be overlooked.

The Scandinavian languages of the present day, though not

the direct descendants of Old Norse, have nevertheless much in

common with the ancient dialect. As peculiar to the Swedish
alone among all the modern languages of the Teutonic tribe, we
must mention the nice distinction it makes between the Ablaut
of the preterite singidar and the preterite plural of verbs belong-

ing to the Ablaut class; e.g. Class VIII, O.N. i...a...a...e

(Goth. i...a...e...i), Swed. «...«. ..«...«; Class X, O.N. i... «...?*...%

{Go\\\- i... a... u...u), Swed. d...a. ..%...%. Danish makes the

plural and singular always alike. As to the vowels of the

Ablaut a few observations may suffice. Old Norse already ren-

ders the reduplicated perfect by the most condensed form of the

vowels of the root and the reduplication, applying, instead of

the diphthong, the long vowel e, with the exception of Class IV,
where the Gothic an gives rise to the diphthong io, though
even this is often replaced by e. Swedish and Danish follow

the analogy of their Old Norse relative, so that in Class I they
make the preterite cb= 0. N, /; in Class II, Swed. t>, Dan. a {p)

= 0. N, e; in Class III both e= 0. N. e; in Class IV, Swed. o, o,

Dan. oe, w= O.N. io [e). It is peculiar to the Danish language
that in the reduplicational classes the vowel of the preterite

becomes the radical of the present too, or vice versa, that the

vowel of the present is preserved in the other tenses as well, so

that in this case we can hardly speak of any Ablaut at all.

Swedish follows more closely the analogy of Old Norse. The
radical of the present. Class I, O.N, a= Goth, /, is rendered in

Swedish by a; in the same manner O. N. «= Goth. a in Class

II. The O. N. ei, in the present of Class III, is identical with
the ei in High German, and corresponds to the Goth, di ; it is in

Danish condensed into e. The O. N. a?/= Goth. du of Class IV,
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Swedish and Danish render by oe or u. In the Ablaut classes

the analogy between Old Norse and Swedish is still greater, the

only disadvantage of the latter being the total absence of diph-

thongs in the Modem Scandinavian languages. In Class V
we find in Swedish and Danish, as in Old Norse, « in the present

for the O. H. Germ, i and the Goth. ei. The Gothic preterite di

is in Old Norse ei, which in Swedish and Danish is again con-

densed into e. The Gothic and Old Norse iu of the present in

Class VI remains the same in Swedish; but occasionally it is

rendered as in Danish by y, the representative (Umlaut ?) of a

more ancient u. In Class VII Old Norse and Swedish are iden-

tical. This identity might be observed in the last three classes

also, if Swedish had preserved the ancient shortness of the

vowels ; but like its modern sisters it has in most cases given
way to inorganic production. Still, if not by different quan-
tities, it does keep up the distinction of singular and plural pre-

terite by difference of sound, putting for the Old Norse a and a
(Gothic a and e) a and a respectively.

The distinction in Class X* is perfect. The details may be
further examined in the vocalic system of the classes and the

examples which we give in the following.

Class I.

Pres. Pret. Part.

O. H. Germ. a . . . ia . . . d
M. H. Germ. a . . . ie . , . d
N. H. Germ. a . . . tc . , . d
Old Saxon a . . . ie, e . . . a
Middle Dutch d . . . ie . . d
New Dutch a . . . ie . . . d
Old Norse d . . . e . . . d
Swedish d . . . CB . . . d
Danish a . ce . . . («)
Anglo-Saxon ce . eo, e . . ce

Layamon ce, e . . ae,e,ea. . e, a
Ormulum ce . e . . . oe, e

Old English e . . . e . . . e,a
Middle English e . . . e . . . e

New English e . . . e . . e

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High German^, sldfe, slief, sldfen, to sleep; brdten,

to roast ; rdten, to advise ; Id^en, to let ; bldsen, to blow ; hdhe^

hie, to hang; vdhe^ vie, to catch.

* For examples in the Old Teutonic languages, see above, p. 411 sqq.
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Wew High German, schldfe, schlief, schldfen^ ; rdten, la^en,

hldsen.

Middle Dutch, slape^ sliep, slapen ; laten, to let ; raden, blasen.

New Dutch, slap, sliep, sldpen ; laten, rdden, hrdden, bldzen.

Swedish, grater, greet, grdten, to weep ; later, lat, Idten.

Danish, grader, grad, greed, to weep ; Idder follows Class VII.

Layamon. Pres. slcepe, pret. sleep {sleap), sleep; pres. late

{lete), pret. lette {Icette, leatte), part, ilete ; drede, I dread, part.

adredde, adrdd.

Ormulum. slcepe, slepte (weak) ; Icete {lete), let, letenn ijcetenn)

;

drcede, pret. dredde.

Old English, slepe, pret. step ; lete {late), pret. let [lete, lette),

part, ilete [Hate, laten) ; drede, pret. dred.

Middle English, slepe, pret. step [sleep, slepte), part, slept

(wt ak) ; lete [lat), pret. hot [lete, lette), part, letun [lete) ; drede

[dreede), pret. dred [dredde, dradde), part, adred, adrad.

New English, sleep (weak) ; let ; dread (weak)

.

O. H. Germ.

Pres.

Class II.

Pret.

ie . . .

Part.

a
M. H. Germ. a . ie . . a
N. H. Germ. a . . . . . ie . . . a
Old Saxon
Middle Dutch
New Dutch

a .

a .

a .

. . . . ie,e . .

. . . . ie, e,i .

ie .

, a
a

Old Norse a . . . . . e . . . a
Swedish d . . . . . . . . &
Danish
Anglo-Saxon
Layamon
Ormulum

a,

a, ea

a,o

a-

.

.• . . . a, . .

. . . . eo, e . .

. . . . e, eo, a .

e . . •

. a,

. . a, ea

. . a,o
a

Old English
Middle English
New English

a .

a, e,

a,

. . . . e, . .

. . . e . . .

. . . . e, u . .

. a,

. o,e

. e,u

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High German, valle, viel, vallen, to fall ; halten, to

hold ; schalten, to rule ; spalten, to cleave ; walten, to command

;

salzen, to salt ; bannen, to banish, interdicere.

New High German, falle, fiel, fallen ; halten ; hange, hieng,

hangen, to hang ; fange, fieng, fangen, to catch ; gange (obsolete),

gieng, gangen, to go.

1 I give the perfect participle without the augment ge-, though in Modern Ger-
man it is essential in the formation of the past participle, while its use was optional

in Old High German.
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Middle Dutch, valle, vel, valien ; houde {=.halte^) Jielt {hilt),

houden, to hold ; soude, sell {silt), souden ; hanne, hen, hannen ;

ganghe, ghinc, ganghen, to go ; vanghe, vine, vanghen, to catch

(comp. gaen,faen)', heffe, hief, heven, to lift, from Class VII.
New Dutch, val, viel, valien j houd^, hield, houden; hang,

hing, hangen ; vang (usually vd), ving, vangen ; gd {gauge, obso-

lete), ging, gangen ; hef, hief, heven.

Swedish, faller, foil, fallen, to fall ; holler, holl, hdllen, to

hold
; far, fick, plur. finge, fdngen, xn^n.fd, to catch; gar, gich,

ginge, gangen, infin. gd, to go.

Danish, falder, faldt, falden, to fall ; holder, holdt, holten, to

hold
; faaer,fih,fangen, to catch; gaaer, gik, gangen, to go.

Layamon. halde {halde, holde), pret. heold {held, hald, huld),

part, ihalden, iholden ; falde, feold, to fall ; walde { walde,

welde), pret. walde {welde), part, awald ; fo, pret. ifetig, part.

ifongen {ifon) ; hange, heong {keng), hongen {hon) ; ga, go ; part.

igan {igon).

Ormulum. falle, fell, fallenn ; halde, held, haldenn ; fange
{fo),feng ; hange, heng, hangenn ; gange {ga), ^ede^, gan.

Old English, falle, fel, fallen ; halde, held {huld), yholde

;

fange, fong {feng) {fanged weak), ^axt. fanged ; hange {honge),

part, hong {honge) {hanged weak) ; go {ga), ^ede, ^eode, ^ode, part.

go, go?i, gone, gane.

Middle English, fonge, feng, fongen ; honge {hange), henge
{heeng) {hangide, hongede, weak), heng {hanged, hongid, weak)

;

goon {gon, go, goo), ^ede {wente), goon {gon, go, ygo).

New English, fall, fell, fallen ; hold, held, held ; hang, hung,

hung ; go {went), gone.

Class III.

Pres. Pret. Part.

O. H. Germ. ei . . . . ia . . . ei

M. H. Germ. e». . ie . . . ei

N. H. Germ. ei . . ie . . . ei

Old Saxon e . . e, ie . . . g

Middle Dutch e . . ie . . . S

New Dutch e . . ie . . . e

Old Norse ei . . e , . . . ei

Swedish e . . S . . . . e

Danish e . . e . . . . e

Anglo-Saxon
Layamon
Ormulum

a .

a, ce,

a, ce .

eo, e. .

e, eo, CB .

a, ce, e, eo

. a
. a,

. a
Old English

Middle English

New English

a, e,

. .

. .

e . . .

e . . .

e . . .

. a,

.

.

in ou ; see the phonetic 1aw 5 of New Dut<;h. ' A. S. ec^a
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Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High G-erman. scheide, schiet, scheiden, to separate

;

eischen, to demand ; hei^en, to command, to be called ; sweifen,

vibrate.

New High German, hei^e, hie^, kei^en ; scheide follows the

analogy of Class VIII.

Middle Dutch, hete, Met, heten, to order, to be called ; scede,

sciet, sceden, to separate ; vresche, vriesch, vreschen, to demand.
New Dutch, het, Met, heten ; eisch, esch, eischen.

Layamon. hate [hate, hole), pret. hahte {hehte), part, bihaten

{ihote), blawe {blcewe, blowe^ &c.), pret. bleou {bleu), part, iblow-

en ; cnawe {cnowe)y cneow {cnew), cnawen (cnowe) ; sawe (sowe),

pret. seow ; mawe {mowe), meow {mew).

Ormidum. hate, het, hatenn ; blawe, part, blawen ; cnawe,

cnew {cneow) ; sawe, part, sawenn.

Old English, hole, het, part, hatte {yhote) ; blowe {blawe) , blewe ;

knowe (Jcnawe), knew, knowen {knawen) ; sowe, sewe {seu).

Middle English, hole, pret. behote, part, bihoten ; blowe, blew,

blowun {bloweu) ; knowe, knew (knew^, kne^, knowide), knowen
{know) i sowe {sewe), pret. sewe {sowide weak) , sowen {sowid).

New English, blow, blew, blown; know, knew, known; crow,

crew, crown (obs. for crowed) ; throw, threw, thrown.

Class IV.

Pres. Pret. Part.

O.H.Germ. o«, b,uo. . io . . . ou, 6, uo
M, H. Germ. ou, 6, uo . ie . . . ou, 6, uo
N. H. Germ. au, 6 . . ie . . . au, 6

Old Saxon 6, uo . . io, ie . . . 6, uo
Middle Dutch 6 . . . ie . . . 6

New Dutch 6, oe . . 46 . . . 6, oe

Old Norse au, 6 . . io, e . . au,6
Swedish oe, u . . 0,6 . . oe, u
Danish oe, u . . oe,u . . oe, u
Anglo-Saxon ea, 6, e . eo, e . . ea, d, i

Layamon ce, e . . eo, e . . eo, ea, e

Ormulum OB, ? . ce,

Old English e, . e, . . e

Middle English e, . e, . . e,

New English 6 . . . e . . . 6

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High Gterman. loufe, lief, loufen, to run ; houwe, hiu,

plur. hiuwen, part, houwen, to hew, cut ; sto^e, stie^, stolen, to
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butt, strike ; schrdte, achriet, schroten, to cut ; ruofe, rief, ruofen^

to call.

New High Gterman. haue, hieh, hauen, cut, strike ; laufe, liefy

laufen; sto^e, stie^, stolen; schroie, schriet, schroten; T4fe^ rief^

rufen^ to call.

Middle Dutch, lope. Hep, lopen, to run ; howe^ hieu, plur. hou-

wen J stole, to strike, butt, stiet, stoten ; roepe, riep, roepen.

New Dutch, lop, Hep, lopen ; houw, hieuw, houwen ; roep, riep,

roepen, to call.

Layamon. lape {lepe), pret. leop [lep, leup, leoup, ileope), plur.

lupon, leopen ; wepe {weope), pret. weop (wep) ; hewe {hauwe), pret.

hewe {heowe)
,
part, heawen (Jieouwen, hewen) ; rowe {rouwe), part.

rowen; growe, pret. greu {greowen, growe).

Ormulum. tape, pret. lupe ; hawe, part, heewenn ; hate, part.

hcBtemi.

Old English, lepe, pret. lepe [lept, weak) ; wepe, pret. wep
{wepe and wepte, weped, weak); hewe, pret. hew {hewe), part.

hewen ; growe (grewe), pret. grew {greu).

Middle English, lepe, pret. lepe {leep and lepte, leppide, weak),

part, lopen {leptpid, lept weak)/ hewe, heew {hew and hewide

weak), part, hewun {hewen and hewid weak) ; growe, pret. grew
(and growide weak), part, growun {growen).

New English, hew, part, hewn ; grow, gretv, grown ; weep, wept,

wept (weak) ; leap, leapt, leapt (weak) ; heat, part, heaten. Ex-
ternally some verbs of" Classes III and IV are identical in form

;

their different origin will be seen on reference to Classes III and
IV in Anglo-Saxon.

Class V.

Pres. Pret. Sing. Plur.

O. H. Germ.
M. H. Germ.
N. H.Germ.
Old Saxon
Middle Dutch
New Dutch
Old Norse
Swedish
Danish
Anglo-Saxon
Layamon
Ormulum
Old English

Middle English

New English

d .

ei .

i, i

e .

e .

e .

ei .

e .

e .

a .

a, ce

a .

a,

0, 00

0, i

i .

i

i .

e .

i .

i .

i

i .

i,o

i

Part,

I, %

G 2"
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Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High Grerman, gnfe, greif, griffen, grifen, to seize

;

pfifeyi, to whistle ; btten, to bite ; rtten, to ride ; lulen, to suffer

;

miden, to avoid ; snUen, to cut
;

gli^en, to glitter ; stigen, to

ascend ; swtgen, to be silent ; nigen, to bend down, bow j wichen,

to yield ; Jcrigeriy to g'ct; rise, pret. reis^ plur. rim, part, rim for

^risnj glie, gannio, scJirte, clamo, spie, spuo, pret. glei^ schrei^

spei, and gle, scTire, spe ; plur. of schrei, schrim (comp. O. H.
Germ. scri-r-u-7nes), part, gesckrim ; also schriuwen, geschriuwen.

New High Grerman. greife, pret. griff, part, griffen ; pfeifen,

bei^en, reiten, leiden, scJmeiden, glei^en, weichen ; meiden, pret.

mied, part, mieden : in the same manner steigen, schweigen, schreieny

scheiden (to separate), scheinen (shine), bleiben (to remain).

Middle Dutch, sctne, seen, scenen, scenen, to shine ; gripen, to

seize ; blive, blef, bleven, bleven, to remain ; scriven, to write

;

smiten, to smite; splUe, to slit; lule^ transeo, pret. let, plur.

leden, part, leden.

New Dutch. scMn, pret. schen, part. scJienen ; bit/, blef, bleven ;

driven, to drive ; bliven, to remain
; gripen, to seize ; hriten, to

cry ; smiten, to smite ; ^«^e;i, to suffer ; me^, to rise ; siigen, to

ascend ; beliden, to confess; prisen, to praise.

Swedish. sMner, pret. *^(?^, part. sMnen ; gripa, to seize;

hlifva, to remain ; r*Ja, to ride ; shrifva, to write ; ^*^«, to bite

;

shrika, to shriek.

Danish, bliver, pret. 6//y, part, bleven ; gribe, to dug" ; drive,

to drive ; m/e, to ride ; stige, to ascend ; svige, to be silent.

Layamon. seine, pret. #<7^?% (scean); gripe, pret. ^mjo, plur.

gripen, part, gripen ; driue, draf, drifen, part, driuen ; bite, bat,

biten, biten ; smite, smat, smiten, part, ismite : thus also, write,

abide, ride, arise.

Ormulum. shine, shan, plur. shinenn, part, shinenn ; gripe,

grap, gripenn, gripenn: in the same manner, drife, write, bite,

rise ; strike, strac, strikenn, strikenn.

Old English, schine, sckon, plur. schinen, part, schinen ; gripe,

pret. gripte (weak), part, gripen; drife, draf, plur. driue, part.

driuen ; bite, bate, plur. biten, part, biten ; smite, smate [smof),

plur. smitton {smiten), part, smiten ; ride, rad, [rode), plur. rade

{rode)
,
part. nfi?e« ; rise, ras [rose), plur. risen, part. m^.

Middle Enghsh. shyne, shone [schoon), plur. shinen, part, shinen;

dryue, drof dryuen, dryuen ; shryue, shrof, shryuen, shryuen

;

thrive, throf thriuen, thriuen ; byte, boot, biten, to-bite ; smyte,

smoot, smyten, smyten; wryte, wroote, writen, writenj rede, rood,

riden, riden ; rise, roos, risen, risen.
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New English, shine, shone, part, shone ; drive, drove, driven :

thus also, shrive, thrive ; bite, hit, bitten ; smite, smote, smitten

;

abide, abode, abode; ride, rode, ridden; rise, rose, risen; strike,

struck, struck {stricken).

Class VI.

Pres. Pret. Sing. Plur. Part.

O. H. Germ. iu. . . . ov, . . . u . . . . o

M. H. Germ. iu. . . . ou ... tt .... o

N. H. Germ. ie . . . . 6, o , . S,o
Old Saxon (u, io, 4. . 6 . . . . « . . . . o

Middle Dutch te, «... 5 .... o .... o
New Dutch ui . . . . 6 A

Old Norse tM, eo, <2 . . au ........ o

Swedish iu, ^ ... oe .... d .... u
Danish p . . . . oe ^
Anglo-Saxon eo . . . . ea . . . u . . . . o
Layamon eo, e . . . ce, a . . . u, o . . . o

Ormulum eo, e ... (b .... u .... o

Old English e....e....o....o
Middle English e . . . . e, o . . o
New English e, o . . . o o,e

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High German, schiube, schoup, schuben, schoben, to

push ; kliube, kloup, kluben, to adhere, stick ; stiuben, to move j

sliufen, to glide ; triufen, to drop ; briuwen, to brew ; riuwen, to

rue, repent : giu^e, go^, gu^zen, go^^en, in the same manner, biu-

ten, to offer ; siuden, to boil ; kiuse, kos, kurn, korn, to choose

;

verliuse, verlSs, verlurn, verlorn ; vriuse, vros, vrurn, vrorn, to

freeze ; suge, souc, sugen, sogen, to suck ; ziuhe, zoch, zugen, zogen,

to pull.

New High German, triefe, troff, troffen, to drop ; siede, sott,

gotten, to boil ; also, riechen, to smell ; kriechen, to creep ; schli-

e^en, to lock ; schie^en, to shoot ; schiebe, schob, schoben, to push

;

schnaube, schnob, schnoben, anhelare; erkiese, erkor, erkoren, to

choose : thus also verliere, to loose ; friere, to freeze ; hiegen, to

bend ; luegen, to lie, mentiri ; saugen, sog, sogen, to suck
;
Jliehe,

jloh, JJohen, to flee; fiiege, Jl6g,jl6gen, to fly; ziehen, zog, zogen,

to pull.

Middle Dutch, drupe, drop, dropen, dropen, to drop ; crupen,

to creep ; slupen, to glide ; semen ; giete, got, goten, goten : thus

also, verdrieten, to offend; scieten, to shoot; verliese, verlos, ver-

loren, verloren : thus also, kiesen, to choose ; vriesen, to freeze

;

luke, 16c, token, token, to lock ; bughen, to bend ; vlieghen, to fly

;

vlien, to flee.

Gg 2
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New Dutch, druip, drop, dropen, to drop ; thus also, kruipen,

to creep ; sluipen, to glide; kluifen, to cleave; schuifen, to push;
giet, got, goten, to pour out : thus also, verdrieten, to offend

;

vluiten, to flow ; sluiten, to lock ; bied, bod, hoden ; kies, kSs and
kor, kozen and koren, to choose; vries, vros and vror, vrozen and
lororen, to freeze.

Swedish, dr^ner, droep, drupe, drupen, to drop : also kr^na,

to creep ; br§ta, to break
;
giuta, to pour out ; sluta, to lock

;

hiuda, to bid ; ^m^a, mentiri ; sn§ta, to cut.

Danish, kryher, kroeb, kroebe, kroeben, to creep : also, byde,

to bid ; skyde, to shoot ; sn^de, to cut ;
g§se, to pour out ; kyser,

koes, kysen, to choose
; fyger {flyver), floei, fioejen, to fly ; lyger

{J,^ven), loei, loejen, to lie.

Layamon. crepe, pret. crap, plur. crupon, part, -cropen ; cleouie,

clcef, cluuen, clotien ; geote, gcBt, geoten, -goten, to pour out ; sceote,

sceat {sccef), scuten, -scoten ; beode {bede), bad {bad, bed), budon
(biden) , -boden, -beden ; cheese, chces, curon {ichose), icoren (ichosen);

leose, Ices {lees, losede weak) ; iloren {Hosed weak) ; Jleo, Jlcsk {jleK),

fiw^en {Jluwe7i), flw^en {Jlo'^e), to fly
; Jleo, flak (jieh, fleih, flei),

fllu'^en,fluwen, iflo'^en {ifloive), to flee.

Ormiiluni. clefe, claf, clufenn, clofenn ; gete, gat, gutenn,

gotenn ; bidde {bede), hadd {bad), budenn, beodenn ; chees, chces,

curenn? chosen ; forlese,forlase,forlurenn,forrlorenn ; le'^he, lah,

Iw^henn, lo^hejin; fleihe,flah,flu^henn,flo'^henn, to fly; fle{o),flah,

flw^hen, flo'^hen.

Old lESnglish. cleve, clef, clouen, ycloue ; brewe, brew, hrowen

;

schete, schet, plur. schot, part, schotten ; ^heie, pret. plur. ^hotten,

part, ^hoten, ^et ; bede, bed, boden, boden ; chese, ches, plur. chosen,

part, ycorn, chosen ; lie {l^he), linked ; fle, pret. flegh, plur. flowen,

part, yflowe, to ^y \ fle, flew {fley,fled), -plnv. flowen {fled), part.

fled.

Middle English, crepe, crope, plur. cropen, part, cropen ; bede,

had {beede), plur. beden, part, boden {beden) ; ^eete, gotte i^etide),

part, '^otun ; schete, schotte {schete), plur. schete, part, schoit

;

chese, chees {cheside), plur. chosen {chesen), part, chosen ; li'ie {lie)

;

lei^h {liede), plur. lieden, part, lei^ed (lowen, lyed) ; flee {fle^e,

fliege), flew {Jfei'i), plur. flewen (to fly) ; flee, flei^ {fledde), plur.

flowen {fleddeti), ^s^rt.fled, to flee.

New English, creep, crept (weak) ; cleave, clove {clave, cleft

weak), part, cloven {cleft weak) ; seethe, sod {seethed weak), sod-

den {seethed weak) ; shoot, shot, shotten, shot ; choose, chose^

chosen ; freeze, froze, frozen; fly, flew, flown ; flee, fled, fled.
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Pres.

O. H. Germ, o .

M. H. Germ. a .

N. H. Germ, a .

Old Saxon a ,

Middle Dutch a .

New Dutch a .

Old Norse a .

Swedish a .

Danish a .

Anglo-Saxon a .

Layamon o, a, e

Ormulum a . .

Old English a, e, o

Middle English a, o, e

New English a, ea ,

Class VII.

Pret. Sing.

, uo .

. t2 .

6 (uo)

oe, o

6

o, ea, eo

o . .

o,ou,a,e
0, oo

o, oo

Plur.

MO
UO

6 {uo)

oe

.

oe, 6

0, ou
0, 00

Part

a
a
&
a
a
a
a, e

a,

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High German, mal, muol^ main, to grind, molere;

var, vuor, varn, to go, drive, convey; grabe, gruop, grahen, to

dig" : also, schaben, to scrape ; schaffen, to work, create ; heben, to

lift; waschen, to wash ; tragen, to bear, carry; bache, to bake;
slake, sluoc, sluogen, slagen, to strike, slay.

New High G-enuan. fare, fur, fdren ; grdbe, grub, grdben

;

schaffe, scMf schaffen ; wasche, wusch, waschen ; tragen, schlagen,

to strike, slay ; bacJcen, to bake ; wachsen, to grow.

Middle Dutch, male, moel, malen; nare, voer, varen; grave.,

groef, graven: also, draghen, to bear; waden, transire; scapen, to

make, create ; slaghe, sloech, plur. sloeghen, part, sleghen, to

strike, slay.

New Dutch, vdr, voer, vdren ; grdf, groef, grdcen, to dig ; sld^

sloeg, sldgen, to strike, slay : also, std, stond, gestdn, to stand.

Swedish, far,for,fdren; stdr,stod, stdden, infin. std, to stand;

skdper, shop, skdpen : also grafva, to dig ; hafva, to lift up

;

drdga, to move, drag, bear ; vcefva, to weave ; star, slog, sldgen,

to strike, slay.

Danish, fdrer, foer, fdren ; staaer, stod, standen : also grdve,

to dig ; Idde, to let ; drdge, to bear ; slaaer, slog, sldgen.

Layamon. fare, for, foren, ifaren ; stonde, stod, istonden, to

stand ; swerie, swor, isworen, to swear ; sceke, scoc, plur. scceken,

part, asceken, to shake ; take, toe, token, itaken ; dra'^e, droh, plur.

dro'^en {drowen), idra'^en {idrawen) ; sle (sla), sloh (slah), sloven

{slowen), islagen {islatven) ; waxe, weox {wax, wex), plur. weoxen
(wtixen), part, iwaxen {iwox, iiooxen).
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Ormulum. fare, for, iplnjc.forenn, -paxt.farenn: also, stannden,

to stand
; forsaken, waken, taken ; dra'^he, droh, plur. dro'^henn,

part, dra^hen ; sla, sloJi, plur. slo'^henn, part, dagenn ; waxe, wex,

plur. wexenn, part, waxenn.

Old English, fare, fore, faren ; stonde, stod, standen ; stoere,

swor, sworn ; schake,schok,schaken ; take, tok, taken; wake, woke ;

drawe, drowe {drewe, drouh), drawen [drauken) ; sle (slo), slow

{slogh, slouTi, slov); part, slawe, slain; Iv^he, low (low^), plur.

lou^k ; waxe (wexe), wex {wax), part, waxen {ywox).

Middle English, fare, pret. fared (weak)
,

p?ixi.faren {fore)

;

stonde, stood {stod), part, stonden ; sweer, swoor, plur. sworen

{sweren), part, sworen ; forsake, forsoke, forsaken ; schake, schook

{scJioke, schakide, weak)
,
part, schakun ; take, tok{e), plur. token,

part, taken ; wake, wook, plur. woken, part: waken : drawe, drow

{drew), part, drawen; sle {sle, sled), pret. slo'^ {slow, slew), part.

slain {slawen, slawe) ; wexe {waxe), woxe {wax, wex), part, woxen
{waxen, wexen).

New English, stand, stood; swear, swore {sware), sworn; heave,

hove, hoven (also weak) ; forsake, forsook, forsaken ; wake, woke ;

draw, drew, drawn; slay, slew, slain; wax, part, waxen (else

weak).

Class VIII.

Pres. Pret. Sing. Plur. Part.

O. H. Germ. i .... a .... a .... e

M. H. Germ. i .... a .... a .... e

N. H, Germ. i .... a e

Old Saxon i, S ... a .... a .... e

Middle Dutch e .... a .... a .... e

New Dutch e .... a e

Old Norse i, e ... a .... a .... e

Swedish i .... a .... a .... i

Danish i,(z . . . a i, ce

Anglo-Saxon i, e . . . a . . , . CB . . . . i, e

Layamon i,e . . . cB,a. . . cb, e . . . e, i

Ormulum i, e..*a....ce....e, i

Old English e, i , . . a, e . . . a, o, e . . o, e

Middle English e,i.. . a . . . . a, o, e , . o, e

New English e, i . . . a, o o,i

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High German, gibe, gap, gdben, geben, to g-ive ; biteti,

to ask, beg" ; triten, to tread ; lisen, to read ; ligen, to lie, jacere
;

pfligen, to be accustomed ; wigen, to move ; i^e, a|, d^^en, e^^en,

to eat ; vergi^^en, to forget ; mi^^en, to measure ; sihe, sach,

sdhen, sehen, to see; geschihe, geschach,geschdhen, geschehen ; wise,

was, wdren, wesen, to be.
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New High German, (jebe^ gab, geben ; hitte, hat, beten : also,

treten, lesen, liegen, pfegen, e^en, verge^en, me%en ; sehe, sah^

sehen ; gescMhe, geschdh, geschehen ; sitze, sdf, se^en ; (wese) wdr^

waren, wesen, to be.

Middle Dutch, gheve, gaf, gaven, gheven ; eleven, to adhere,

stick ; wevetiy to weave ; ete, at, aten, eten, to eat ; mete, mat,

maten, meten, to measure ; bidde, bat, baden, beden, to ask, beg"

;

terden {= treden), tread; lesen, to read; wese, was, waren, wesen,

to be ; breken, to break ; spr'ehen, to speak.

New Dutch, gef, gaf, gdven, geven ; et, at, dten, geten ; s'lten,

to sit ; bidden, to ask, beg ; lesen ; liggen, jacere ; wes, reds (rarely

war), plur. wdren, part, wezen.

Swedish, gifi'er, gdf, gafve, gtfven ; ceter, at, ate, aten ; for-
gceter, forgdt, forgdte, forgceten, to forget ; mceter, mat, mate,

mdeten ; sitter, salt, sate, seten {sutten) ; frceter , frdt, frate, frceten,

to eat voraciously (Germ, fre^en, frap); qvfeder^ qvdd, quvdde,

qvaden, to say ; ligger, lag, lag, legen ; ser, sag, sage, sedt (weak)

,

to see.

Danish, gwe, gdv, given; esder, aad ; trader, traad ; kvteder,

Tcodd, kvaden, to say; sidder, sad, plur, sadde, sidden; ligger,

laae, liggen ; ser, saae, sen, to see
;

(vare), vdr, raren, to be.

Layamon. 3?/e, 5a/, ^euen, ^iuen; ete, cet, aten, ieten ; pte, ^at,

^eten, ^eten ; frete, frcet, freten, freten ; sitte, sat, seten, iseten

;

qnerSe, qua^, querSen, ique^en, to say; ligge, Icei, Iceien, to lie,

jacere ; iseo {se), seek, iseten, iseten.

Ormulum. ^ife, "^aff, "^afenn, "^ifenn ; ete, ett, etenn, eten

;

bi-gette, -gatt, -gatenn, -getenn ; sitte, salt, saten ; cwe^e, cwa]}p,

cwapenn, cwe^enn ; lie, lay^, Ice'^kenn, le'^henn ; seo (se), sahh,

sa'^lienn, seghenn [sene), to see.

Old English, giue, gaf {gef), plur, gafe, part, "^i/uen (^ouen)

;

ete, et, plur. ete, part, eten ; ^ete, ^at {^et), plur. "^et {^ot), part.

^eten ; que&e, quo^ {qua^) ; ligge {lie), lai, plur. lai/e, part, ileye,

iliggen ; se {isei/e), say {sagh, sau, saw), plur. yset/e {sank), part.

seue, seie.

Middle English. 3j/e {^efe), yif i^aiie), plur. "^auen {^aun, ^iuen),

part, ^itien {"^eiien, "iouen) ; ete, ete {eet), plur. ete7i {eeten), part.

etun {etyni) ; ^ete, gat {geet), plur. geeten {goten)
,

part, geten

{gotun) ; sitte, sat {sate), plur. saten {seefen), part, sitten {sete)

;

ligge {lie), lay {leye), plur. laien {lien), part, leyen {ileye).

New English, give, gave, given ; weave, wove, woven {wove)
;

eat, ate, eaten ; sit, sat, sat ; get, got {gat), gotten {got) ; tread,

trod, trodden {trod) ; bid, bade {bid), bidden {bid) ; see, saw, seen ;

lie, lay, lain ; {wese), was, were.
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Class IX.

Pres. Pret. Sing. Plur. Part.

O. H. Germ. i. e . . a . , , a , .

M. H. Germ. i . . . a . a .

N. H. Germ. e . . . d{o) . 6

Old Saxon i, e . . a . a . U,

Middle Dutch e . . . a . a .

New Dutch e . . . a . 6

Old Norse i,e . . a . a , U,

Swedish ce . . . a . & . u
Danish ce . . , a . . aa
Anglo-Saxon i . . . a, a a;, a . .

Layamon e i . . a, a 0. e . 0, u
Ormulum e, i . . a, ce. . . 0. u
Old English e,i . . a, a, 0, e . 0, u
Middle English e, i . . a, a, 0, e . u
New English ea, ed . a,

Verbs belonging to this ClaHs.

Middle High German, stil, stal, stdlen, stoln, to steal; niniy

nam, ndmen, nomen, to take; kome {= guime), ham {kom, quarri),

kdmen (Jcomen), komen : also, stimen, cohibere ; zimen, decere

;

bireti, to bear ; swiren, to swear ; triffen, to hit ; drischen, to

thrash ; sprichen, to speak ; stichen, to prick, to sting ; brichen,

to break ; erschricke, erschrac, erschrdken, erschrocken ; vihten, to

fight ; vlihten, to weave.

New High German, stele, stdl, stolen ; neme, ndm, nommen

;

komme, kdm, kommen ; gebcere, gehdr, gehoren ; treffe, trdf, troffen :

also, dreschen, sprechen, stechen, brechen, erschrecken.

Middle Dutch, stele, stal, stalen, stolen : also, nemen, to take

;

heren, to bear ; sceren, to shear ; breken, to break ; come, quam,

quamen, comen, to come.

New Dutch, stel, stdl, stolen : also, nemen, to take ; breken,

spreken ; plege, pldg, part, pldgen for plogen ; kom, qudm, komen.

Swedish, stialer, stdl, stale, stulen ; beer, hdr, bare, buren

;

skcer, skdr, skdre, skwren, to shear; kom, komme, kommen.
Danish, sticder, siidl, stiaalen ; beer, bdr, baaren ; skiar, skdr,

skaaren.

Iiayamon. stele, stal, stalen, stole; nime, nam {nom, nam),

nomen (namen, numen), nomen [numen) ; kume {come), com, comen,

comen {cumen) ; bere, bar {bar), beren, boren {iborne) ; breke, brae

{brae, hreac), hrecon {braken) broken ; speke {spake) , spac {spcec),

spceken {speken), ispecen.

Ormulum. stele, stall, stalenn, stolenn ; nime, namm, namenn,
numenn .; cume, comm, comenn, cumenn ; bere, barr, barenn, borenn ;
breke, brace, brcecen, brokenn ; speke, space, spcekenn.
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Old English, stele, stel, plur. sial, part, stolen ; nime, nam
(nom), plur. nam [nomen), part, nomen {ynome) ; come, cam {com),

plur. cam {comen\ part, comen {^come) ; here, her {hare), plur. here

{hare), part, yhore {born, yhorne) ; sc/iere, schare, plur. schere

;

part, schorn ; breke, hrac {hrek), plur. hraken {hreke) part, broken

;

speke, spac {spec), plur. speke, part, spoken {speke).

Middle English, stele, stal {staal), plur. stolen, part, stolen

{stoln) ; nyme, nam, nomen {piemen), nomen ; cume {com), cam {com),

plur. camen {comen), part, comen {cummen) ; schere, schar, scharen,

schorun {schor) ; hreke {hreek), hrak {bracke), plur. braken {breeken),

part, broken {broke) ; speke, spac {spake), plur. spaken {speken),

part, spoken.

New English, steal, stole, stolen ; come, came, come ; bear, bore

(bare), born, borne; shear, shore, shorn; tear, tore, torn; speak,

spoke {spake), spoken.

Class X.

Pres. Pret. Sing. Plur. Part.

O. H. Germ. i, e ... a .... u .... u
M. H. Germ. i....a....u....o
N. H. Germ. e .... a o

Old Saxou i, e . . . a . . . . u . . . . u,

Middle Dutch e....a....o....o
New Dutch e . . . . o o

Old Norse i, e. ia . . a . . . . u . . . . u, o

Swedish a . ' . . a . . . . u . . . . u
Danish d....a....a....u
Anglo-Saxon i, e eo . . a ea, a . . u . . . . u, o

Layamon i, e, eo . . a, ce,o . . u, o . . . u,o
Ormulum e, i . . . a . . . . u . . . . u, o

Old English e. i . . . a, . . . a, o, ou . . o, ou, u
Middle English e, i . . . a, o, oo . . a, o, oo, ou . u, o

New English e, i, u . . a, u, o, ou o,u,ou

Verbs belonging to this Class.

Middle High Grerman. hilfe, half, hulfen, holfen, to help

:

also, gilten, to be worth ; schilten, to scold ; milken, to milk

;

swilgen, to riot, glutire ; klimmen, to climb ; brinnen, to burn

;

rinnen, to run, to flow, to leak ; spinnen, to spin ; sinnen, to

cogitate ; binden, to bind ; vinden, to find ; schinden, to flay

;

trinken, to drink; dringen, to urge; singen, to sing; springen,

to leap; stirben, to die, moriri; wirfen, to throw; wirden, to

become.

New High German, helfe, half, plur. Jialfen, part, holfen:

also, gelten, melken, molk, molken ; klimme, klomm, klommen

;

hrenne, brannte, gebrannt (see the Anomalous Verbs) ; rinne, rann,
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Tonnen : also, spinnen ; hinden, hand, hunden : also, schiuden,

finden, frinken, dringen, singen ; springe, sprang, gesprungen

;

sterhe, starb, storhen ; werfe, warf, worfen ; werde, ward [wurde),

wurden, warden.

Middle Dutch, helpe, halp, holpen : also, delven, to delve, dig
;

smelte, smout {=.smal€), smouten ; climme., clam, clommen ; be-

ghinne, began, begonnen, begonnen : also, rinnen, spinnen, binden,

vinden, drinhen, sinken, werpen, sterven ; werde, wcert, plur. warden,

part, warden.

New Dutch, help, holp, holpen : also, melken, schelden, klim-

men, beginnen, rinnen, binden, vinden, drinken, springen, werpen,

sterven, treffen, vechten. But helpen, werpen, sterven, commonly
make the preterite hielp, wierf, stierf.

Swedish, hlalper, halp, hulpe, hulpen; svdlter, svalt, svulte,

svulten, to die : also, nimma, to take ; brinna, to bum
; Jinua, to

find ; binda, to bind ; siunga, to sing" ; hdnga, to hang ; tdrpa, to

throw ; vdrfva (Germ, werben) ; dricker, to drink.

Danish, hidlper, hialp, hiulpen: also, gidlde, binde, jinde,

spike, hange, springe, trdffe, drikke.

Layamon. helpe, halp, plur. heolpen ; deliie, pret. plur. dulfen,

part, idoluen ; swimme, swomm, plur. swummen ; climbe, clomb,

plur. clumben, part, iclumben ; aginne, agon, gunnen, gunnen

;

irne {eorne), am {ran), plur. urnen, to run ; beorne, born, plur.

burnen, to burn ; binde, bond, bunden, ibimden ; jinde, fond,funden,

ifunden ; weorpe, warp, wurpen, iworpen ; kerfe, carf {carf),

curuen, coruen ; fehte, faht {feaht), fuhten, iuohten.

Ormulum. hellpe, hallp, hulpenn, hollpenn ; dellfe, dallf? dulU
fenn ? dollfenn ? biginne, gann, gunnenn, bigunnenn ; erne {eorne),

rann, part, runnenn, to flow, leak ; binde, band, bunden ; jinde,

fand, fundenn, fundenn ; drinnke, dranke, drunnkenn, drunnkenn

;

werrpe, warrp, wurrpenn ? worrpenn.

Old English, helpe, halp {help)
,
plur. holpe, part, yholpe {helped

weak) ; delue, dalf, dolue, doluen ; clim{b), clam, clommpe,

yclombe ; swim, swam, plur. swam ; ginne, gan, plur. gonne, part.

gun; binde, bond {band), plur. bonde {bounde), part, bonden
{ybounde) ; jinde, fond {fand), plur. fonde {founde), part,funden
(yfonde); drinke, drank {drank), plur. dranke {drunken), part.

drunk {ydronJce) ; werpe, warp ; berste, barst, plur. barste, part.

yborste.

Middle English, helpe, halp {helped weak), plur. halpen {helpe-

den weak), part, halpen {helped weak); delue, dalf {deluide),

daluen {delueden), dalnen {deluen) ; swimme, swam, plur. swommen ?

part, swommen? climbe, clamb {clomb), clumben {clamben), part.

clomhen ; heginne, began, bigunnen {gannen), part, bigunnen {bi~
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gonne) ; renne, ran {rennede), runnen {ronnen), part, ronnen ; hinde,

bonde {houtide), plur. bounden, part, bounden {i/bonnd) ; finde^ fond
{foond), fonden {foonden, founden), ipart.Jbunden ; drinhe, drank
{dronk), plur. dronken, part, drunken {dronken) ; sterne, starfy

storven, ystorven, to die
; fi-i^te {fei^t), fa^t [faw^te, faw^t), plur.

foyten, {fow^ten^foiigJden), ^art. Jbo^ie {Jotc^ten^fougliten).

New English, help, holp {heljied weak), holpen {helped weak)

;

melt, molt {^melted weak), molten {melted weak); swim, swum
{swam), swum {swam) ; climb, clomb {climbed weak) , clomb {climbed

weak) ; begin, begun {began), begun ; run, ran, run ; bind, bound,

bound ; find, found, found ; burst, burst, burst ; fight, fought,

fought.

PARADIGMS TO THE MIDDLE AND NEW TEUTONIC

STRONG CONJUGATION.

High German.

Present Indicative. Present Subjunctive.

O. H. Ger. M.H.Ger. N. H. Ger. 0. H. Ger. M.H.Ger. N.H.Ger.

Sing, ist hilf-u

2nd hilf-i-8

3rd hilf-i-t

Plur. 1st helf-a-mes

2nd h'elf-a-t

3rd helf-a-nt

hilf-e

hilf-e-st

hilf-e-^

helf-e-^

helf-e-t

helf-e-nt

helf-e

hilf-{e)-st

hilf-{e)-t

helf-e-n

helf-{e)-t

helf-e-n

helf-e

helf-e-8

helf-e

helf-e-mes

helf-e-t

helf-e-n

helf-e

helf-e-st

helf-e

helf-e-n

helf-e-t

helf-e-n

helf-e

helf-e-st

helf-e

helf-e-n

helf-e-t

helf-e-n

Preterite Indicative.

Sing, ist

2Qd
3rd

Plur. ist

and
3rd

half

hulf-i

half

Jiulf-u-mes

hulf-u-t

hulf-u-n

half
hulf-e

half

hulf-e-n

hulf-e-t

hvlf-e-n

half
half-{e)-st

half

half-e-n

half-e-t

half-e-n

Preterite Subjunctive.

hulf-i

hulfi-a

hulf-i

hulf-t-mes

hulf-i-t

hulf-i-n

hulf-e

hulf-e-st

hulf-e

hulf-e-n

hulf-e-t

hulf-e-n

hulf-e

hulf-e-st

hulf-e

hulf-e-n

hulf-e-t

hulf-e-^

Imperative.

O.H.Ger. M.H.Ger. N. H. Ger.

Sing. 2nd hilf

Plur. 2nd helf-a-t

hilf

helf-e-t

hilf

helf-{e)-t
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Present Participle.

O. H. Germ.

helf-a-nt-er

M. H. Germ. N. H. Germ.

helf-e-ndhelf-e-nd-e

Preterite Participle.

gorholf-an-er
|

ge-holf-en \ ge-holf-en

English.

Present Indicative.

Ang.-Sax.

Sing. 1st ber-e

and ber-e- st \

Plur.

(bir-st)

3rd ber-e-Q \
(bir-^) J

ber-a^

Lay. Orm. O.Eng. M.Eng.

ber-e ber-e ber{e) ber{e)

ber-est ber-esst ber-est ber-est

ber-^ 6er-eJ)]) ber-ei> ber-el>

ber-efS ber-enn ber-e\> ber-en

N. Eng.

bear

bear-est

bears

bear

Present Subjunctive.

Ang.-Sax.

Sing. 1st ber-e

2nd bei--e

3rd ber-e

Plur. ber-en

Lay.
Orm.

ber-e

ber-e

ber-e

ber-e{n)

O. Eng.
M. Eng.

ber{e)

ber{e)

ber{e)

ber{e)

N.Eng.

bear

bear

bear

bear

Imperative.

ber

ber-a^

ber

ber-ep

ber

ber-ep

bear

bea/r

Preterite Indicative.

Ang.-Sax.
Lay.

Orm.
0. Eng. M. Eng. N. Eng.

Sing. 1st bar

2nd b(Rr-e

3rd bar

Plur. b:er-on

bar

ber-e

bar

ber-en

bar{e)

bar-e

bar(e)

bar-e

bar-e

bar-e

bar-e

bar-en

bore

bore-st

bore

bore
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Preterite Subjunctive.

Ang.-Sax.
Lay.
Orm.

O. Eng.
M. Eng.

N. Eng.

Sing. 1st hcer-e

2nd har-e

3rd har-e

Plur. bcer-en

ber-e

ber-e

ber-e

ber-e(n)

bare

bare

bare

hare

bore

bore

bore

bore

Infinitivb ber-an
|

Pres. Participle ber-ende
|

Pret. Participle boren I

ber-en
|

bear

ber-ende \ bearing

boren \ bom{e)

Dutch.

Pres. Indicative. Pres. Subjunctive.

M. Dutch.

Sing. 1st help-e

2nd kelp-e-s

3rd help-e-t

Plur. 1st help-e-n

2nd help-e-t

3rd help-e-^

N. Dutch.

help

(2nd pi.)

help-e-t

help-e-n

help-e-t

hdp-ern

M. Dutch.

help-e

help-e-s

help-e

help-e-n

help-e-t

help-e-n

N. Dutch.

help-e

(2nd pi.)

help-e

h'lp-e-n

help-e-t

help-e-n

Pret. Indicative.

Sing. 1st halp
2nd halp-e-s

3rd halp

Plur. 1st holp-e-n

2nd holp-e-t

3rd holp-e-n

halp
(2nd pi.)

halp

holp-e-n

holp-e-t

holp-e-n

Pret. Subjunctive.

holp-e

holp-e-s

holp-e

holp-e-n

holp-e-t

holp-e-n

holp-e

(2nd pi.)

holp-e

holp-e-n

holp-e-t

holp-e-n

M. and N. Dutch.

Imperative helpe, helpet

Infinitive help-en

Pres. Participle help-end

Pret. Participle holp-en
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Scandinavian.

Pres. Indicative. Pres. Subjunctive.

Swedish. Danish. Swedish. Danish.

Sing. 1st hidlp-e-r

2nd hidlp-e-r

3rd hidlp-e-r

Plur. 1st hidlp-a

2nd hidlp-e-n

3rd hidlp-a

hidlp-e-r

hidlp-e-^

hidlp-e-r

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e-^

hialp-0

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e

hidlp-e-n

hidlp-e

Pret. Indicative.

Sing. 1st halp
2nd halp
3rd halp

Plur. 1st hulp-o

2nd hulp-e-n

3rd hulp-o

hialp

hialp

hialp

hialp-e

hialp-e

hialp-e

Pret. Subjunctive.

hulp-e

hulp-e

hulp-e

hulp-e

hulp-e-n

hulp-e

hiulp-e

hiulp-e

hiulp-e

hiulp-e

hiulp-e

hiulp-e

Imperative

Infinitive

Pres. Participle

Pret. Participle

Swedish.

J hidlp

\ hidlpen

hiiilpa

hidlpande

hulpit

Danish.

hidlp
hidlper

hidlpe

hidlpende

hulpet(en)

REMARKS ON THE CONJUGATION IN MIDDLE AND NEW
TEUTONIC.

English.

Bbduplicational Classes (I—IV.) It is a peculiarity of

the Anglo-Saxon language and its daughters to treat the

radical vowel in a very arbitrary manner : a glance at our tables

will sufficiently illustrate the fact. This vacillation in the

choice of vowels seems to have increased since Anglo-Saxon
ceased to be the literary language of educated writers, and was
handed down through the channels of the various dialects

spoken by the Anglo-Saxon populace. When therefore native

writers resumed the vernacular language for literary purposes.
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they must have been at a loss as to the choice they had to

make out of a great variety of forms, chiefly in the vocalic

system, where great confusion apparently prevailed. Layamon,
as we see from the conjugational tables, availed himself largely

of the abundance of vowels, and often renders one and the same
form of a verb by four or five different radicals in different

places; his language mastered him, not he his language. The
writer of the Ormulum, on the contrary, is commonly content

with one or two vowels in one and the same verbal form, and he
goes often so far as to surpass many Anglo-Saxon writers in this

wise economy of choosing his material out of a heap of matter.

In this tasteful choice, it would appear, he had Anglo-Saxon
writers of the older and better period as models before him ; his

own unaided power of discrimination would hardly have been a

safe guide through so intricate a subject. It is interesting to

observe how in many instances the special forms he selects

approach not only the purest Anglo-Saxon, but are often more
in harmony with the laws that directed Teutonic speech in

general, than those of many an Anglo-Saxon author before him.

It would lead us too far to follow Laya.mon with an endeavour
to systematize the prolixity of radicals he uses in his conjugation.

So far as they can be judged by the standard of phonetic laws,

the student will find some direction for their explanation in pre-

vious paragraphs. (See the chapters on Vowels and Consonants.)

Here we shall limit ourselves to mention a few of his peculiarities.

Before a w he likes to introduce a u^ e. g. hceuwen for hawen^
A. S. hedwan. He has preserved some fragments of the ancient

reduplication in the forms hehte (he called, appellavit) and he^te

(he ordered, prsecepit) ; but he had no idea of the force of this

reduplicated form, for he used it in the present as well, hmhte^

halite (appello, prsecipio). Where a w succeeds the radical eo, it

often converts this diphthong into eu, as heuwen for heowen,

hleuwen and hlewen for bleowen. Not unfrequently this w is

vocalized into u, hence forms such as greu for grewe, growe, bleu

for hleioe, cneou for cneive, cneowe. Verbs which in Anglo-Saxon
always followed the strong conjugation occasionally assumed
weak forms in Layamon, as leop and leopt, pret. of Icepen (to

leap) . The preterite of gan, gon (to go), eocle, ^eode, finds its ex-

planation in the A. S. edde=Goth.. iddja (preterite of gangan).

The writer of the Ormulum has a peculiarity which, like

several others, reminds one of Old Frisian and Old Norse influ-

ence ; the Anglo-Saxon vowel eo of the preterite he uses only

before w, while in every other position he renders it by /, the

favourite form of the Northern dialects. In Old English the
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w is frequently vocalized into u, and the forms greu, sen, \rm,
occur side by side with kneive, blewe, ^reive. More and more
strong" verbs assume weak forms, as weeped and wept for wep.

The verb go, gan, has, besides the preterite yede, yode, '^ede, the

form wende, went. In Middle English the radicals begin to be
established ; out of the great number used in the older languag'C

one is fixed upon for a certain form of the verb ; and the more the

English language approached a settled condition, the more the

vowels of the verb also became subject again to rules and liable

to systematic arrangement. The participle commonly has the

radical of the present, but sometimes it is occupied by that of

the preterite as in held, heng. The preterite takes the vowel ^,

or rather /, which is rendered by ee, as in leep, beet, keew, creew,

heeng, or by e, the length of the vowel being indicated by the

mute final e, as lepe, hete, &c. yede, yde, and wente are used as in

Old English ; in the participle we find gon, goon, gone, ygo, go, in

the infinitive goon, go. New English has lost many strong verbs

altogether which had existed in Anglo-Saxon and Early English,

such as Mean (to leap, play), wealdan (to rule), hrepan (to call),

fangen (to catch), &c., which are partly still preserved in Ger-
man, as walten, rufen, fangen, &c. The different forms of the

Anglo-Saxon hdtan (to be called) have become obsolete; but
Spenser has 'he hight' (he is called), pret. 'hot;' and Byron
uses the part. ' hight"* (called) ;

' behight,' ' behott.' Some verbs

of the rcduplicational class have become weak, as to walk, to

row, to low, to fold, to leap, to sleep, &c. The o in the Modem
English hold, blow, sow, and the other verbs of this class arises

either from Anglo-Saxon ea (as healdan), or Anglo-Saxon a (as

bldwan, sdwan) ; in the same manner go from gan, gd : but the o

of grow was already in Anglo-Saxon, growan. The distinction of

a strong and a weak preterite of the verb hang, we find in the

Anglo-Saxon verbs hangan and hangjan already, and ever since

in all the different periods of the English language; but the

distinction in the meaning, i. e. one with transitive the other

with intransitive signification was then a general rule as little as

now. The participle holden is now used only in the court and
law stj'le, the pi'eterite from held having invaded the participle

too. The preterites grew, blew, knew, threw, though preserving

the consonant w in writing, have vocalized it into « in pronun-

ciation.

In Ablaut verbs (Classes V to X) the radical was less ex-

posed to change, because it had too deeply taken root to yield

easily to external influences. We observe therefore in these

verbs a more regular course of the Ablaut through all periods of
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the English language. For the direction of the student it may
suffice to refer to the respective tables of the conjugational

classes and our remarks which precede them.

Class V. Layamon admits here as elsewhere a variety of

vowels, while the writer of the Ormulum leaves the Anglo-Saxon
Ablaut unchanged. As to the latter we have moreover to notice

that he does not mark the shortness of the vowel in the preterite

plural, whilst everywhere else he strictly adheres to this rule.

Perhaps the fact may be explained from a change in the quantity

of the radical in the preterite plural A clearly Old Norse form
he has in \r'ifann., part, of ]>rifen (to prosper). In Old English
already it happens that the i of the preterite plural is lost and
the Ablaut of the singular adopted for the plural as well. We
find in the Ablaut of the preterite some difference in the radical

according to the locality of the dialect ; Northern authors use in

the preterite a, while in the south o is the favourite vowel.

Middle English is, in some respects, more Anglo-Saxon than
Old English, for the plural i of the preterite is commonly pre-

served in the former, while the latter usually adopts the radical

of the singular in the plural also. Wycliffe renders the o {=
A. S. a) commonly by oo, while Chaucer and Maundeville desig-

nate the length of the vowel by the e mute, hence Wycliffe smoot,

Chaucer and Maundeville smote. New English has lost many
verbs of this class which were in use in Anglo-Saxon and Early
English; others have passed over into the weak declension. In
the participle we often find the vowel i of the present and o of

the preterite side by side, as rode and ridden, smote and smitten.

Ben Jonson has some similar participial forms of his own, e. g.

ris, rose, and in the same manner of smite, write, lite, ride, &c.

Some verbs have adopted the plural i of the preterite in the

singular too, as bite, bit, bitten j cliide, chid, chidden.

Class VI. Layamon renders the Ablaut of the plural preterite

in several ways, while the writer of the Orrnvdum preserves the

ancient u, and renders the Anglo-Saxon ed by (b in the preterite

singular. Old English condensed this cb to e, so that the radicals

of the present and preterite singular are identical ; sometimes it

replaced it by other vowels, so as to make a general rule impos-

sible. But the preterite plural commonly has the ancient u in

its weakened form o ; exceptionally it has taken the Ablaut of

the singular. Middle English adopted the Ablaut of the prete-

rite singular almost generally for the plural ; the ancient o (for u)

is preserved in but few forms, such as crope, gotte. The preterite

singular condensed the ancient « (= A. S. ed) into e, and weak-

ened the radical i of the present into e, so that both tenses

Hh
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became identical. In order then to have some distinction for

these tenses, the weak conjugation became more and more gen-

eral in verbs of this class, hence rewide, brewed, sethede, fresede,

for the A. S, hredw, bredw, sed^, &c. In the preterite plural

there exists a great vacillation between the vowel e of the pre-

sent and 0, the original vowel of the plural ; e. g. chosen and
chesen, fiowen and jiewen ; but also weak, chesiden. New Eng-
lish has lost altogether some verbs of this class, for others it has

adopted the weak form, as creep, crept ; cleave, cleft ; flee, fled

;

shoot, shot. But by the side of these we find the strong preterite

preserved in clai^e, the strong participle in cloven, shotten. Many-
verbs, on the other hand, which in Anglo-Saxon were weak,

follow in New English the strong conjugation of this class, as

wear, stick, betide, spit, dig, show, from the Anglo-Saxon weak
verbs werjan, sticjan, tidjan, spittan, dicjan, scedtvjan ; but the

strong forms spat and spitten have become obsolete.

Class VII. The vewels of this class are perhaps less than
those of any other subject to the fluctuation of sound, the original

Anglo-Saxon Ablaut being preserved through all periods up to

Modern English. Layamon uses stonden for the A. S. standetiy

and fcerren by the side oi faren ; but on the whole the a of the

present is left intact. In the preterite the original o is used almost

without exception {swar for swor ; stop, plur. stepen), though
weak forms are occasionally introduced, 2ksferde, tahede, waheden;

in the participle Layamon has been uncommonly strict and per-

sistent in the application of the original vowel a which but rarely

passes into the neighbouring sounds of o and e. The writer of

the Ormulum displays his usual tact and sagacity in the applica-

tion of the Ablaut. The present retains its pure a, except in swere

and hefe (lift), where it has Umlaut ; the only exception is wesshy

wax, wex, in which the preterite however shows the legitimate

6\ the preterite participle has but once 6, in hofen, in all other

words the ancient a, which in ladenn and stanndenn is marked
short, in all other participles long. Old English also preserves

the a of the present except in stonde ; the preterite o is sometimes
replaced by a or e, but in most words it retains its position.

The participle keeps its ancient a in most words; occasionally

it passes into o, e, a, as isuore, up-hoven and hev/en, forsake and
forseJce. Middle English retains the a of the present (except

stonde), but commonly marks it long, as schaak and shake, taaky

aak and ake ; the e in swere, heue, sle is of more ancient date.

The preterite a is commonly preserved ; but where the o is fol-

lowed by w it is frequently replaced by e, hence the new pre-

terites slew, drew, for the more ancient slow, drow,-=.slo^, dro^.
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A. S. slSh, droh, plur. slog-on, drog-on. The participle has the

ancient a, except in some cases where it is invaded by the o of

the preterite, e. g. sworne, stopen (of stepen, to step), and woxen

hy the side of waxen and wexen. Weak forms are introduced

in the preterite sAapide for shop, waschide for wosshe, wesshe,

and the participle shapid for shapen, graued for grauen, &c. The
weak verb quake has in Chaucer a strong" preterite quoke. New
English follows the ancient forms in showing an inclination to

preserve the Ablaut of this class in its integrity. It has, almost

without any exception, the ancient a in the present (though

commonly assuming the German e-sound, as in hake ; once the

o-sound, wasJi) ; the ancient 6 is rendered either by oo, or the o

denoted as long by the final e mute, as shook, took ; but hove,

woke. The Anglo-Saxon stande, which in Old English and Mid-
dle English had taken the radical o, stonde, resumes its original

vowel in the English stand. The participle commonly takes the

legitimate a, except in stood, awoke, where the vowel of the pre-

terite encroaches upon it. Some of the verbs of this class have

grown weak in New English, as they have strong and weak
forms side by side, especially in the participle, as shaved and
shaven, loaded and loaden, laded and laden, graved and graven.

Class VIII. Layamon commonly weakens the present i to e,

and replaces the latter by ce ; the preterite singular Anglo-Saxon
a he renders with ce, e, a, even ea, and the plural with e ov cb;

the participle retains e, rarely i. In the Ormulum the present

tense has the vowels of the Anglo-Saxon. The distinction be-

tween the plural and the singular preterite is kept up in the

sound as well as the quantity of the vowels, as gaff, gmfenn;
gatt, gaten, &c. The participle has e, except yfenn. Old English.

While Southern writers (as Hobert of Gloucester) apply several

vowels in the preterite {e, o, a). Northern authors (as in the

Psalms) retain here as elsewhere the ancient a
;

participle e,

rarely i. Middle English also has a great variety of vowels in

the preterite singular and plural, which may be seen from our

examples to Class VIII (see p. 455). New English preserves

the ancient forms in give, gave, given ; hid, hade, hidden ; but in

most cases it allows the vowel of the preterite, a or 0, to encroach

upon the participle, as get, got, got ; sit, sat, sat, &c. Some verbs

have become weak, as mete, wreak, &c. The termination en of

the participle has frequently been dropped in this as in other

classes.

Class IX. Layamon's vowels are subject to the u?ual fluctua-

tions, while the Ormulum displays a strict vocalic system or

Ablaut conformable to that of Anglo-Saxon. In the present we
H h 2
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find the Anglo-Saxon vowels ; in the preterite singular Anglo-
Saxon a, supplanted by the primitive a ; in the preterite plural

the Anglo-Saxon ce again, and in the participle the ancient o

or u.

Old English. The distinction between the Ablaut of the sin-

gular and that of the plural preterite has almost disappeared,

except in the diiferent quantity. Southern writers (as Robert of

Gloucester) prefer e as the Ablaut of the preterite, the Northern
(as in the Psalms) adhere to the ancient a ; the former have stel,

her, brek, the latter stal, nam, cam, &c. The participle has o

throughout. Middle English preserves the ancient vowels of

the present, but the quantity seems to be altered in "WyclifTe's

teere, breek, perhaps also in stele, here, and the like. The plural

and singular of the preterite are rarely distinguished by the

Ablaut; perhaps the distinction of quantity remained, as in

hracke, plur. hraken, breeken ; but also beer, plur. heeren. The
participle has o ; but in its termination en, either the e or the n
is sometimes dropped, e. g. stoln for stolen, come for comen. New
English. The verb, come, came, come, appears to deviate from
the forms of this class; but it will soon be understood if we
bear in mind that its present is a contracted form, as the Anglo-
Saxon cuman for an ancient qiiiman, qviman ; the participle has

the same vowel a, originating in the same contraction. The
preterite a is commonly replaced by o, which has taken posses-

sion of the participle too ; tor^i, horn, have dropped the e, come

the n of the participle termination en.

Class X. Layamon has the i of the present usually before m
and n, sometimes the weakened form e; in other verbs he uses

e, or CO, or a, or even u. The Ablaut a and ea of the preterite

singular still occurs, the former being replaced by o before m
and n. The Anglo-Saxon Brechung ea is rendered with e, a,

or a. The u of the plural preterite is weakened to o, and thus

the singular and plural Ablaut are in many cases identical,

and every distinction between the two gradually disappears. In
the participle u is usually kept before m and n, in all other

positions o. We find some weak forms already in use side by
side with the strong, as barnde and born, rongen and ringeden,

clemde and clumben. The Ormulum also has i in the present

before m and n, elsewhere e. Metathesis, as in Layamon, is used
in the verbs erne, eorne=.irne, Goth, rimia. The Ablaut of the

preterite singular never fluctuates from the Anglo-Saxon and
primitive a. The shortness of the a is everywhere marked by
the gemination of the following consonant ; but n followed by a
media is never doubled. What we stated with regard to the
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singular Ablaut, holds good for the plural Ablaut u. Participles

have u before m and n, in every other ease o. Old English.

The present is treated as in the preceding dialects. In the sin-

gular preterite. Southern writers prefer o, Northern the original

a. The plural Ablaut u, or its weakened form o, is sometimes

preserved, but it often gives way to singular a, as in swan, gan,

ran, /and, and the like, used both in the singular and plural.

The participle has commonly o, rarely u. Middle English has

in the present tense the same radicals as the preceding dialects.

It is a remarkable fact that Wycliffe makes the radical of the

preterite long before n with a media, as foonde, soong, hounde.

May we bring this fact to bear on the omission of gemination

in the Ormulum under the same circumstances, and draw the

conclusion that the writer of the Ormulum considers the radical

long in the position just mentioned ? The plural Ablaut u is

sometimes preserved, or changed into o, often however replaced

by the Ablaut of the singular. The participle as in Old Eng-
lish. New English. Many verbs of this class have been lost,

others have turned weak ; others again use strong and weak
forms, as climbed and clomb, melted and molten, &c. The i is

commonly preserved in the present, though often lengthened

into the diphthongal sound (= Germ. ei). The preterite sin-

gular has retained the original a in some, but adopted the plural

u, or its lengthened form oio in far more verbs ; the Ablaut of

the participle is identical with that of the present. Distinguish

between to wind (spirare, canere), and to wind (torquere) ; the

latter is strong, the former, derived from wi7id, should be weak.

Sir Walter Scott has ' again his horn he wound' in the Lady of

the Lake ; but ' he winded his horn'' in Ivanhoe.

High Grerman.

Middle High German. The thematic or connective vowel is

everywhere weakened to e, while the radical of the present theme
remains the same as in Old High German, and in some cases

where the radical is i it is unchanged in verbs in which Old
High German had weakened it to e. Concerning the thematic

or connective e which precedes the personal terminations, we
have a few remarks to make as to the manner in which it is

affected by the latter. It is a rule generally observed in Middle
High German that the unaccented e is mute if preceded by a

short vowel with a simple consonant, and that this e mute is

dropped altogether. With regard to the verb we have to con-

sider the following cases. Where the thematic e is final and
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preceded by I or r, apocope must take place, as mal, var, bir, stil,

for male, vare, hire, stile. Apocope according to this rule must
occur in the ist sing, present indicative, and ist and and sing,

present subjunctive of verbs of Classes VII and IX, in the 2nd
sing, preterite of Classes V and VI, &c. If the thematic e is

followed by the personal terminations -st, -t, -u, -nt, and the

infinitive -n, it suffers syncope in all those verbs where it is sub-

ject to apocope when final ; hence melst (molis) for mel-e-st, stilt

(volat), main (molamus), malt (molitis), helt (celatis), rim (ceci-

derunt), Iturt (eligistis), Mrt (eligeretis), main (molere), heln

(celare), stein (volare), &c. This syncope may take place also

after m and n, though the rule is not generally observed, and
before an -n or -nt of the termination syncope must be avoided

;

hence nemen, nement, not nemn, nemnt. But in this position

both the e and the termination are dropped together, as in man
(to remind) for manen. Syncope may further occur after * and
h, if the thematic e is followed by the terminations -st, -t, as

list (legis) for lis-e-st {lis-st is of course contracted into list), list

(legit) for lis-e-t, sihst (vides), siht (videt). Syncope may take

place after the media b or g if the thematic e is followed by the

terminations -st or -t, as gibt (dat), ligt (jacet). Though after t

no syncope is admitted, it may happen that where a ^ of the

root is followed by a ^ of the termination, the latter, together

with the thematic vowel may be dropped, as git (evellit) for gitet.

(Compare man for manen, mentioned above.) The unaccented e

may not be omitted where it is not mute or silent, that is, if

preceded by a long vowel in the root or by two consonants.

Peculiar to some Middle High German dialects is the tendency
to drop the infinitive termination 71, sometimes together

with the thematic e, as seke, valle, man, var, for sehen, vallen,

manen, varen, a tendency which has its parallel in Anglo-Saxon
already, while what there was an exception becomes, since the

period of Old English, the general rule. Not to be mixed up
with this loss of the infinitive termination is the occasional

disappearance of the personal terminations under the influ-

ence of a succeeding or sufiixed pronoun, a phenomenon which
is known as inclination. Such takes place in Middle High
German in the ist plur., as hei^e-wir (appellamur), neme-wir
(capimus), for hei^en, nemen. It is difficult to account for the
termination a which is added occasionally to the singular impera-
tive, as in Id'^a, rata, for Idz, rat. Grimm considers it as a new
suffixed particle and not the old thematic a.

Concerning the manner in which the radical is affected by the

inflexions a few remarks may suffice. There is an alternation of
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the radicals iu and ie in Middle High German, as of iu and io

in Old High German; thus, sing, ghi^e, gin^est, gki^et, plur.

ffie^en, gie^et, gie^en. About the original cause of this alternation

of sound compare p. 430. Umlaut takes place in Classes II and
VII, where a is converted into e, as valle, rellest, vellet ; var,

vert; grahe, grebt ; except before -It, -Ik, where the radical a
remains, as walte, waltest, waltet. Umlaut of d into ce takes

place in Class I, e. g. rate, rcstet ; Id^e, la>^et. In the 2nd sing,

preterite indicative and throughout the preterite subjunctive we
find the Umlaut of uo into ue, of u into it, of a into ce, as vuoren,

vuere, hum, Jcilr, Idsen, l<iese.

The consonants of the root, especially if final, are also vari-

ously affected by the inflexions. Gemination is always reduced

to the simple consonant when at the end of the word, or in any
position after a long vowel ; e. g. 'i'l^e, a^, d^en ; triffe, traf,

trdfen. A media, when final, is converted into the respective

tenuis, as, tribe, treip, stge, seie ; in the same manner A converted

into ck, as, si/ie, sack (see, saw). Where syncope takes place it

is often accompanied by a vocalization of the preceding con-

sonant, thus tregest by syncope becomes tregst {tre-g-st), and then
treist {tre-i-st), tregt, treit, gibst, gist, ligt, lit. The relation be-

tween g and h and ch respectively has been slightly modified

since Old High German times. There are still the forms slake,

twahe, giwahe, in the present, but in the singular preterite we
find sluoc, twtioc, gewuoc, while according to Middle High Ger-
man phonetic laws we should expect sluoch for Old High Ger-
man sluoh. The exceptional form sluoc, &c., may be explained

as the representative of Otfried's Old High German sing, pre-

terite sluog ; the imperative however is slack, twack, gewack. A
similar relation of the mentioned consonants we find in Classes

V, VI, VIII, as Uhe, lech ; vliuke, vlock ; sihe, sack, the ch being
used in the imperative also ; but in the preterite plural and par-

ticiple some verbs retain the spirant, others replace it by the

guttural media, as sdhen, liken, vluhen; but sluogen, twuogen^

gewuogen, zigen, rigen, &c. Khotacism occui's in the forms Hm
(Class V) ; hum, verlurn, vrurn (Class VI) ; wdren, and some-
times ndren, Idren (Class VIII)

; gir, gar, gdren, gorn (Class IX).

The strong verbs with the suflfix^a, as swern (to swear), keben

(to lift), entseben (to taste, sapere), biten (to ask, pray), sitzen (to

sit), are, as in Old High German, weak in the present only,

strong in all other forms.

New Higli German. The short radical being everywhere

lengthened, the Middle High German rule concerning the apo-

cope of the e mute is of course no longer in force. Syncope of
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the thematic e can never take place except before the termination

-st of the and sing, and the -t of the 3rd sing*., while before the

-t of the 2nd plur. syncope is rather avoided, though it is not

incorrect to use it. But in the positions just mentioned syncope

may never take place if the thematic e is preceded by a simple d
or t, and the vowel of the root is unmodified ; we therefore say,

ninwist, wirfst, nimmt, wirft, hiiltst, halt (for hdlt-et) rcethst, ratk

(for rath-et), kei^t (for hei^-est and /lei^el), but waltesi, waltet,

hietest, hietet, reitest, reitet, meidest, me'idet. In the subjunctive

syncope is avoided, as nemest, haltest, rathest ; and plur. hei^et,

w Uet, hietet, &c.

The radical is in various ways affected by the inflexions. The
vowel i of the present has yielded its position in the ist sing, to

the weakened form e, but in the 2nd and 3rd sing, the original

i is preserved, while in the plur. again e finds place in the root,

just as in Middle High German and Old High German. The
Middle High German lu is, in New High German, commonly
rendered with ie, but where an alternation of vowels occurs in

the present tense, as between the Old High German iu and io.

Middle High German iw and ie, the former is occasionally given

with eu, the latter always ie', e.g. istjliege {notfeuge, because

New High German has converted the radical i into e, and iu

into ie in the ist sing. ; if Middle High German conditions still

prevailed it would certainly be fleuge) , 2nd fieugst, 3rd fleugt

;

plur. Jliegen, &c., with ie throughout ; in the same manner of

piemen, 2nd and 3rd geu^t, of flie^en, fleugt, of kriechen, kreuclist,

kreucht. But these forms with eu are used only in the poetic

style, when we sing of 'Alles was kreucht und fleugt,^ but
simple prose prefers kriecht, fiiegt, all persons of the present

formed with the radical ie. Umlaut occurs in the 2nd and 3rd
sing, of Classes I, II, VII, where a is converted into a, a into a,

2is falle,fdllt, schldfe, schlaft,fdre,f(Brt. The au and 4 of Class

IV avoid the Umlaut, but o accepts the Umlaut oe, as haue,

haut, rufe, ruft ; but sto^e, stoe^t. The preterite subjunctive has
Umlaut of a into a, a into es, u into ii, iiito 0, 6 into oe, e. g.
wir handen, ich hdnde, gdben, gcebe, wurden, wiirde, stunden,

stiinde'^,furen,fuere, troffen, trdffe, boten, boete.

The consonants are less frequently affected by the inflexions

than in Middle High German. Gemination or any other com-
bination of consonants remains unchanged, whether it occur at

the end or in the middle of a word. But inorganic gemination

' The new formations stancle, trdfe, from the plurals standen, trafen, had better

be avoided.
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sometimes takes place and then protects the original shortness

of the vowel, as neme^ nimmst, nimmt, hut the plur. again nemen^

&c. j kommen, kommst, hommt, plur. kommen, &c. The inorganic

correption of the radical of the preterite singular is often accom-

panied with gemination, as reiten, pret. ritt, plur. ritten, by the

side of M. H. Germ, rule, pret. reit, plur. riden. The consonants

h and g have settled their mutual relations to the effect that g
occupies the only verb schldgen (M. H. Germ, slahen, O. H.
Germ, slakan, to slay), while h takes possession of all the rest, aa

leihen (to lend), zeihen (to accuse), fliehen (to flee), geschehen (to

happen) ; but they share the possession of one verb, Ziehen (to

draw, pull), pret. zog. Where syncope is admitted in the 3rd

sing, a t, d, or th of the root absorbs the t of the termination

;

e. g. rath for rdth-et, halt for halt-et, lad for Idd-et.

Rhotacism. The r for s which first appeared in the pret. plur.

forms wdren, froren, koren, verloren, penetrated from there into

the pret. sing, war, fror, hor, verlor, and then again into the

New High German pres. friere, verliere ; but the pres. of kor is

still kiese, not klere.

Strong verbs originally formed with the suffix ja, namely
schcoeren (for schweren, to swear), heben (to lift), bitten (to beg),

sitzen (to sit), are still inflected strong except in the present,

where they are weak, as we see from the imperative, schwoere,

hebe^ bitte, sitze.

Dutch.

Middle Dutch. The alternation of i and e does not occur,

but a few verbs have i, most of them e, throughout the present

tense ; as bidden, sitten, ligghen, but gheven, helpen, &c.

Concerning the manner in which the vowels are afiected by
the inflexions, we have chiefly to mention the change of a into

ae before rjp, rf, rt, which resembles the Brechung in the Old
Teutonic languages, as waerp^ staerf, waert. The contraction of

-old {=^ald) into -oud is one of the most characteristic features

of the Dutch languages ; e. g. houden for holden, halden ; gouden

for golden, M. H. Germ, gulten. The conjugation is greatly dis-

turbed by the inorganic production, or correption of the radical

under the influence of the succeeding inflexional vowels; thus

varet, wevet, become veert, weft; thus also by inclination, as

waft, for waf het.

Consonants are not considerably afiected by the inflexions.

Gemination is reduced to the simple consonant at the end of a

word, as vel from vallen. The consonants d, gh, v, can never
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hold a final position, but are chang-ed into their corresponding

tenues, so that as final consonants there occur orAy p, t, c,f, ch.

"Where syncope is admitted, a ^ or c? of the root and the t of the

termination appear as one, as het (vocatur), rit (equitat), Icet

(sinit), hiet (offert), hit (rogat), 70tBt (transit), for hetet, ritet, latet,

hieclet, hiddet, wadet. (Comp. M, H. Germ, and N. H. Germ,

pp. 470, 471.) The h is dropped in slaen, dwaen^ sien, vlien, but

appears as ch in the pret. sloech, dwoech, sack, plur. sloeghen,

dwoeghen, sagJien. Rhotacism takes place in verloren, part, of

verliesen, verlos ; the same in koren, vroren, part, of kiesen,

vriesen.

The strong verbs in ja^ namely sweren, heffen, beseffen, hidden,

sitten, make the present weak.

New Dutch. The e for i in the present tense is almost gen-

eral even before m and n. Transitions from one class into

another are frequent, as from Class VII to II, so from X to IV

;

e. g. hief, wies, where ie (Class II) stands for oe (Class VII) ; but

wierp and kierfmsiy be considered the result of the r in rp, rf,

like the Brechung in the Anglo-Saxon wearp, cearf, and perhaps

the Middle Dutch waerp, caerf. It is very remarkable that New
Dutch dissolves again the combination -oud which Middle Dutch
had produced of -old, and thus makes smolt, smolten, gold, golden,

for the Middle Dutch smout, smouten, gout, gouden. Inflexional

accuracy, says Grimm', gained the better of phonetic nicety.

The only form houden was preserved by the side of the preterite

hield. Gemination is reduced to the simple consonant, if final

;

V and z at the end of a word turnf and s ; d and g may be final.

The dentals d and t are dropped before the t of the termination,

as sluit (claudit) for sluitet.

Scandinavian.

Swedish. The Old Norse Umlaut finds no place in this New
Scandinavian dialect. The occurrence of ^, in (Ju) and n in the

present of Class VI is independent of the law that directed the

use of one or the other of those vowels in Old Norse. All gemi-
nations, except mm, nn, remain at the end of the word. Syncope
takes place occasionally in the present singular as ht^r for heerer,

hUr for hlifver.

The strong verbs in ja retain the ancient Umlaut and the

gemination of the consonant, and re-introduce the /, as svcerja,

h(Bfja, hedja, sittja, ligga ; and added to these le (for leja), doe (for

doejou).

• Grammar, i. p. 992.
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DaQiBh. The present faldt, holdt, handt, fandt, have no
Ablaut. Roots ending with Id, nd, of Classes II and X are

changed into Idt, ndt, in the preterite, as faidt, handt. The
plural preterite not only loses its own Ablaut, but even its termi-

nation e, and is perfectly identical with the present ; necessarily so

after a combination of consonants in Classes II and X, optionally

after a single consonant. We have the reverse of the ease in

saae and laae for saa and laa, where the plural e has penetrated

into the singular.

The strong verbs in ja with weak present may be recognized,

as in Swedish, by the Umlaut, gemination, and the/ of the deri-

vation ; they are

—

hedder (O. N. heitir), svdrger^ lev, doer^ sidder,

ligger, some of ancient, some of more modern formation.

Strong and weak preterites occur side by side in. fdrede,foer,

jdgede, jog, grtnte, gren, &c. Some verbs have assumed a weak
preterite chiefly in Classes V and VI.

WEAK CONJUGATIONS ».

PARADIGMS^.

FIRST CONJUGATION (Connective ja).

Peesent Indicative.

Gothic.

Sing. I at nas-ja

2nd nas-ji-s

Plur. 1st nas-ja-m

Dual 1st nas-jo-a

sok-ja

eok-eis

8dlc-ja-m

sok-jo-s

Old High German.

ner-ju send-u

ner-i-s send-i-s

ner-ja-mes send-a-tnea

Old Saxon.

ner-;)U

ner-i-8

ner-ja-d

send-ju

send-i-s

smd-ja-n

Anglo-Saxon. Old Frisian. Old Norse.

Sing, ist ner-je

and ner-€-8t

sec-e

sec-e-st

Plur. 1st ner-ja-^ sec-a-^

ner-e

ner-i-st

(ner-st)

ner-a-th

sek-e

sek-i-st

(sek-st)

sek-a-th

tel

tel-r

kenn-i

kenn-i-^

tel-ju-m kenn-u-m

* Concerning the three conjugations of derivative verbs, the three modes of adding

the sufBx aya, the formation of the weak preterite, the use of personal terminations,

&c., compare pp. 366, 382, 388, 389.
' Only the ist and 2nd singular, ist dual, and ist plural, are given in the para-

digms ; the student who has mastered the strong conjugations will easily make out

the rest for himself. Pecvdiarities of the different weak conjugations will be noticed

in our Remarks following upon the Paradigms.
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Present Subjunctive.

Gothic.

Sing. 1st nas-jau sok-jau

2nd nas-jai-s sok-jai-s

Plur. I at nas-jai-ma sok-jai-ma

Dual 1st nas-jai-va sok-jai-va

Old High German.

ner-je send-e

ner-je-8 send-e-s

ner-je-mes send-e-mes

Old Saxon.

ner-ja{e) send-ja

ner-ja-s{jes) send-ja-s

ner-ja-n send-ja-n

Anglo-Saxon.

Sing. 1st ner-je sec-e

2nd ner-je sec-e

Plur. 1st ner-je-n sec-e-n

Old Frisian.

ner-i(e) selt-i{e)

ner-i sek-i

ner-i{e) sek-iie)

Old Norse.

tel-i

tel-i-r

tel-i-m

kenn-i

kenn-i-r

kenn-i-m

Imperative.

Gothic.

Sing. 2nd nas-ei sok-ei

Plur. 2nd nas-ji-]> sok-ei-])

ist nas-ja-m s6k-ja-m

Dual 2nd nas-ja-ts sok-ja-ts

Old High German.

ner-i

ner-ja-t

send-i

send-a-t

Old Saxon.

ner-t

ner-ja-d

send-i

send-ja-d

Anglo-Saxon. Old Frisian. Old Norse.

Sing. 2nd ner-e sec

Plur. 2nd ner-ja-^ sec-Ord

ner-e

ner-a-th

sec-e

sec-a-th

tel

td-i-'^

kenn

Infinitive.

Gothic. O.H.Germ. Old Saxon. Ang.-Sax. 0. Fris. Old Norse.

nasja-n

s6k-ja-n

ner-ja-n

send-a-n

ner-ja-n

send-a-n

ner-ja-n

sec-a-n

ner-a

sek-a

tel-ja

kenn-a

nas-ja-nd-s

sdk-ja-^d-8

Present Participle.

ner-ja-nt-er

aend-a-nt-er

ner-ja-nd

send-ja-nd

ner-je-nd-e

sec-e-nd-e

ner-a-nd

sek-a-nd

tel-ja-nd-i

kennra-n&4

Preterite Indicative.

Gothic.

Sing. 1st 7ias-i-da^ sok-i-da

2nd nas-i-de-8 sok-i-de-s

Plur. 1st nas-i-ded-u-m sok-i-ded-u-m

Dual 1st nas-i-ded-u sok-i-ded-u

Old High German.

ner-i-ta san-ta

ner-i-t6-8 san-to-s

ner^-tu-mes san-tu-mes

Old Saxon.

ner-i-da san-da
ner-i-dd-8 san-do-a

ner-irdu-n san-du-n

' The suflSx of the weak preterite is the preterite of a Gothic verb, the forms of
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Preterite Indicative (continned).

Anglo-Saxon.

Sing. 1st ner-e-de s6h-te

2nd ner-e-de-st s6h-te-st

Plur. 1st ner-e-do-n s6h-to-n

Old Frisian.

ner-e-de s6ch-te

(ner-de)

ner-e-de-st soch-te-st

ner-e-do-n s6ch-to-n

{ner-don)

Old Norse.

tal-da ken-da

tal-di-r ken-di-r

tol-du-m Tien-du-in

Preterite Subjunctive.

Sing.

Gothic.

1st iias-i-ded-jau

2nd nas-i-ded-ei-s

s6k-i-ded-jau

sok-i-ded-ei-s

Plur. 1st nas-i-ded- "1 f sok-i-ded- \
u-m ' f \ ei-ma J

Dual 1st nas-i-ded-

ei-va

}
_ . _

"1 / sok-i-ded- 1

J L ei-va J

Old High German.

ner-i-ti

ner-i-ti-s

san-ti

san-ti-s

ner-i-ti-mes san-ti-mes

Old Saxon.

ner-i-di san-di

ner-i-di-s san-di-s

ner-i-di-n san-di-n

Anglo-Saxon. Old Frisian. Old Norse.

Sing. 1st ner-e-de s6h-te ner-de s6ck-te

2nd ner-e-de s6h-te
I
ner-de s6ch-te

Plur. 1st ner-e-de-n s6h-te-n
\
ner-de soch-te

tel-di ken-di

tel-di-r ken-di-r

tel-di-m hen-di-m

Preterite Participle.

Gothic. O. H. Ger. Old Sax. A.S. O. Fris. O.N.

s6k-i-])-s

ga-ner-i-t

ga-send-i-t

iga-san-t)

ner-i-d

aend-i-d

ner-ed

s-dh-t

ner-i-d

s6ch-t ••

Passive Present.

Indicative.

Sing. 1st nas-ja-da

2nd nas-ja-za

3rd nas-ja-da
Plur, nas-ja-nda

Gothic.

Subjunctive.

nas-jai-dau

nas-jai-zau

nas-jai-dau

nas-jai-ndau

which would be didan, dad, dedum, didans (to do) ; the terminations da, des,

da, stand for an original dad, daet, dad; the rest are the regular forms of a
strong verb.
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SECOND CONJUGATION (Connective 6).

Present Indicative.

salb-d-n
|
salp-o-n ecaw-6-n I sealf-ja-n

{8caw-6gean)\ (senlf-iga-n)

(scaw-ojan)
\

(sealf-igea-n)

salv-ja

Gothic. 0. H. Germ. Old Saxon. Anglo-Saxon. Old Frisian. Old Norse.

Sing. 1st salb-d 8alp-6-m scaw-o-n sealf-je salv-je kall-a

2nd salb-6-8 salp-6-s 8caw-6-s

{sealf-ige)

sealf-a-st salv-a-st Jcall-a-r

Plur. 1st salb-o-m salp-6-me8 scaw-6-d sealf-ja-fS salv-ja-th holl-u-m

Dual 1st mlb-6-8

{scaw-o-ja-d) {sealf-igea.-^)

••

Present Subjunctive.

Sing. 1st saTb-6

and 8alb-6-s

salp-6-e

aalp-d-e-s

8caw-6

(scaw-ogea)

scaw-o-s

sealf-je

{sealf-ige)

sealf-je

salv-je

salv-je

hall-i

katt-i-r

Plur. 1st salb-o-m saljp-6-e-mes

(aaw-ojes)

scaw-6-n sealf-je-n salv-je kall-i-m

Dual 1st salb-6-8 ••

Infinitiy

{sealf-ige-n)

B.

" "

kalla

Imperative.

Sing, znd salh-d

Plur. 2nd salb-6-\

Plur. 1st salb-o-m

Dual ist salb-6-t8

salp-d

salp-6-t

scaw-o

scaw-6-d
sealf-a

sealf-ja-'S

{sealf-igea-'^)

salv-a

salv-ja-th

kall-a

kall-i-^

Present Participle.

aalb-6-nds \ salp-d-nt-er I scaw-6-nd I sealf-je-nd-e I salv-ja-nd \ kall-a-nd-i

\{scaw-6-gea-nd)\ (sealf-ige-nd-e)
\

Preterite Indicative.

Sing. 1st salb-6-da

and salb-6-de-s

Plur. 1st salb-o-ded-)

u-m i

Dual 1st salb-6-ded-u

salp-6-ta

salp-o-to-s

salp-d-tu-mes

scaw-6-da

scaw-6-d6-8

8caw-6-du-n

sealf-o-de

sealf-6-de-st

sealf-6-do-n

salv-ade
salv-a-de-st

salv-a-do-n

kall-a-'Sa

kall-a-^i-r

kSll-u-'Su-m
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Preteeite Subjunctive.

Gothic. O. H. Germ. Old Saxon. Anglo-Saxon. Old Frisian. Old Norse.

Sing. 1st 8alb-6-ded-\

jau j

2nd 8alh-6-ded-\

ei-s
1

Plur. 1st mlb-6-ded-)

ei-ma ]

salp-6-ti

salp-6-ti-s

salp-o-ti-mes

scaw-6-da

8oaw-6-dd-8

8caw-6-du-n

sealf-6-de

sealf-o-de

sealf-6-de-^

salv-a-de

salv-a-de

salv-a-de

Mll-a-'^i

Tcall-a-'Si-^

Jcall-a-fSi-m

Preterite Participle.

salb-6-]>-8
I

salp-o-t-er [ scaw-6-d |
sealf-o-d salv-a-d kall-a-fS-r

THIRD CONJUGATION (Connective ai).

Present Indicative.

Gothic.

Sing. 1st kab-ai

2nd hab-ai-8

Plur. ist hab-a-m
Dual Ist hab-6-8

O. H.Germ.

hap-e-m
hap-e-s

hap-e-mes

Pres. Subjunctive.

Gothic.

hab-au
hab-ai-8

hab-ai-ma

O. H.Germ.

hap-e-e

hap-e-e-s

hap-e-e-mes

Preterite Indicative.

Sing, ist hab-ai-da

2nd hab-ai-de-s

Plur. ist hab-ai-ded-u-m

Dual 1st hab-ai-ded-ii

hap-e-ta

hap-e-t6-8

hap-e-tvrmes

Pret. Subjunctive.

kab-ai-dedjau

hab-ai-dedeis

Jiab-ai-dedeima

hap-e-ti

hap-e-ti-s

hap-e-ti-mh

Imperative

Infinitive

Gothic.

hab-ai

hab-ai-])

hab-a-m
hab-a-ts

hah-a-n

O. H. Germ.

hap-e

hap-S-t

hap-S-n

Pres. Participle hab-a-nds hap-e-nt-ir

Pret. Participle hab-ai-p-s hap-e- t-ii'
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REMARKS.

1. In all the dialects there are verbs conjugated after the first

and second ; the third conjugation is limited to the Gothic and
Old High German. Parallel verbs in the other dialects, which
in the latter belonged to the third, must follow either the first

or the second conjugation.

2. The personal terminations are the same as in the strong

conjugations ; the few exceptions are mentioned in the chapter

on personal terminations in the Teutonic languages.

First Conjugation.

Gothic. The radical is either short or long; if the former,

the suffix ja is treated in the same manner as the suffix -a in

strong verbs, hence it is changed into ji in the 2nd and 3rd

singular and and plural. After a long radical the suffix ja, or

rather y^, is, in the persons just mentioned, changed into ei ; e. g.

nas-ji-s, nas-ji-lp j sok-ei-s, s6k-ei-\. In the preterite, all verbs

of this class change the s\x^^ja,ji, into the connective vowel *,

as naS'i-da, s6k-i-da.

Old High German also makes a distinction between verbs

with a short or long radical. The former condense the ja or

rather ji of the :2nd and 3rd singular into i, and in the preterite

into i again ; hence ner-ju {a of ja weakened to u, like the a of

strong verbs), 2nd ner-i-s, &c., preterite ner-i-ta. Sometimes
the j of the suffix appears as

ff,
as nergan for nerjan, nerige for

ner-ju, or it is assimilated to a preceding r, as in nerran ; but
where ja is already condensed into i gemination cannot take

place, hence neris, nerit.

Those verbs which have the radical long by nature or position

retain only the vowel a and drop the j of the combination ja,

except where it is already condensed in i, e.g. sendti, sendames

;

but sendis, sendit ; in the preterite the connective i is usually

dropj)ed altogether, and if so, Riick-Umlaut takes place ; as san-ta,

preterite of sendan, rarely send-i-ta. In this case the preterite

suffix ta, if preceded by d or t, in combination with another con-

sonant, causes these dentals to be dropped ; as san-ta for sand-ta,

heft-an, haf-ta ; and if preceded by a gemination, resolves it into

the simple consonant, e.g. nenn-an, nan-ta; but the simple

dental is retained, e. g. huot-an, kuot-ta, plid-an, plid-ta. Several

authors, chiefly Isidor (eighth century), and Tatian (ninth cen-

tury), join the suffix da to the root by means of the connective i,
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forminof the preterite quite after the analogy of the Gothic, so

that a difference in the treatment of the long and short radicals

does not exist. Other writers, on the contrary, go far to anni-

hilate the short forms altogether, and to treat all the verbs of

this class as those with a long radical. This is brought about by
the assimilation of the j of ja to the preceding consonant and
the gemination thus produced ; e. g. zellan for zeljan, makes zellu,

zellis, zellit, pret. zal-ta—an example where the verb is treated as

if its gemination was organic, the j is dropped altogether, the

preterite suffix joined to the root without the connective ?', and
Riick-Umlaut takes place. In the course of time this transi-

tion of verbs with a short radical into the rank of those with a

long radical, become more and more frequent in this as well as

in the other dialects.

Old Saxon keeps up the distinction between verbs with a

long or a short radical, but it frequently mixes the two classes

so as to deprive certain verbs of their original character. Thus
it uses the connective i after long radicals on one hand, and, on
the other, renders short radicals long by inorganic gemination
and makes them drop the connective i in the preterite. We
had therefore better classify all these verbs into such as take the

connective i and such as do not. Verbs with the preterite in

-ida are (i) the few which still have a short radical followed by
a simple consonant, 2&ferjan (remigare), nerjan (servare), queljan

(cruciare). Like these are sometimes treated those which dis-

solve their inorganic gemination into the simple consonant in

the preterite, e. g. quelljcm (necare), pret. quelida. (2) Verbs
which join the thematic _;'« directly to the long vowel of the root,

as sdjan (to sow), strojan (to strew). (3) Verbs in which the

suffixya is preceded by a combination of consonants one of which
is a liquid, or by the combination sk ; e.g. mah^an, to speak;

drenkjan, potare (Germ, tranken) ; wernjan, recusare ; na%Jan^,

niti ; nemnjan, to name ; leskjan, to extinguish. (4) Verbs which
have a long radical followed by a single consonant, ma^ take the

preterite in -ida, or in -da, e. g. dqpjan (to baptize), pret. ddpida

and ddpfa ; heJjan (to heal), helida and helda. All other verbs

which do not belong to one of the classes just enumerated, must
make their preterite in -da, that is, without the connective vowel
i. Verbs of the latter class may have Riick-Umlaut in the prete-

rite, about which however no rule can be fixed upon. Examples
are hebbjan (to have), pret. habda ; leggjan (to lay), lagda and
legda ; seggjan (to say), sagda ; selljan (to give, sell), mlda ; tell-

* '5 = nd, vid. sub litt. m and ^.

I i
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jan (to tell), talda ; settjan (to set), satta and setta ; wehkjan (to

waken), wahta and wekida ; sendjan (to send), sanda and senda.

The regular preterite suffix da is changed into ta if preceded by
a tenuis or double s ; as dopjan, dopta ; holjan, botta ; cussjan (to

kiss), custa (where one s must be dropped) ; wehkjan, wahta, sok~

jan, soMa (where the guttural tenuis is changed into k.) If the

suffix da (ta) is preceded by a combination of consonants the last

of which is a dental, this dental is absorbed, as in Old High
German, e. g. send-jan, pret. san-da. Organic gemination is

preserved in the 2nd and 3rd sing. pres. and and imperative

;

inorganic gemination is dissolved in the mentioned persons, as

fulljan, fullis, fidlid, cussjan, cussis, cussid ; but telljan, telis,

telit ; fremnjan, fremis, fremit. Those which belong to the

latter class take Riick-Umlaut if possible, e. g. seggjan, sajis, sagid,

imper. sag-i.

Anglo-Saxon follows the analogy of the preceding dialects in

keeping up the distinction between verbs with a short, and verbs

with a long radical, though of the former there are but few.

The ja or ji of the 2nd and 3rd singular present is vocalized in e

(Old High German i). The/, when following upon an r, is often

rendered with g or ig, as nergan, nerge, nerige, for nerjan, nerje ;

but when preceded by I, m,f, s, it is assimilated to its precedent

and forms inorganic gemination, which gemination must be
dissolved again into the simple consonant in all those forms
which have the/a vocalized in e, that is, in the 2nd and 3rd sing,

pres. indie, and 2nd imperf., and in the preterite; e. g.fremman
\=zfremjan), ivA fremest, >,x^ freme^. As in Old Saxon, so it

often happens in Anglo-Saxon, that verbs with the inorganic

gemination (II, dd, eg, cc, for Ij, dj, cj), make this gemination
their own as if it were organic, and are then treated like verbs

with a long radical, i. e. they drop the j of the combination ja
and the weakened e (= i=ja), and, if possible have Riick-Umlaut,
But it is noteworthy that they preserve the final e in the imper-

ative. Verbs with a long radical are treated as in Old High
German and Old Saxon, suppressing the j in the present and
the connective in the preterite. Organic gemination is preserved

as in Old Saxon, provided that the derivative or thematic vowel
(e=0. H. Germ. i=ja) is not dropped; but where this takes

place every gemination must be dissolved into the simple con-

sonant, which then enters into such combination with the con-

sonant of the personal termination as is presented by phonetic

laws for weak as well as strong verbs. (See Remarks on the Strong
Conjugation.) It is peculiar to weak verbs with a long radical

that they form the imperative like strong verbs without the
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derivative e, as sec, 2n(l sing, imper. of secan, secjan, to seek.

The preterite suffix de is changed into te, if preceded by a tenuis

or the spirants s, h, single or double; in this case the guttural

tenuis k must be changed into h (except in the combination nc),

e. g. sec-e. s6h-te. As in Old Saxon, a dental, if the last letter in

a combination of consonants which precede the suffix de or te,

must be dropped, mn must give up the n and every gemination
must be dissolved ; e. g. send-an, sen-de ; hdft-an, hdf-te ; nemn-
an, nem-de ; a/ss-an, cys-te.

The Riick-Umlaut is limited to the following :

—

e returns to a,

and (? to 0, in all those verbs of which the stem ends in ^ or c

;

e g. fellan (to fell), pret. fealde ; d-stellan (statuere), d-steald

;

reccan (to count, exponere), reaJite ; secan (to seek), sohte ; recan

(to care), rokte.

Old Frisian. Short and long as in the preceding dialects.

Short verbs also dismiss the j of the derivative suffix. They are

very few in number : hera (decere), era (arare), nera (servare), wera
(defendere), lema (debilitare), s^era (investigare). These may
add the preterite suffix by means of the connective e (=i=ja),
though very rarely they make use of it. There is a great num-
ber of short verbs which by means of inorganic gemination have
become long, as sella {=selja, tradere); sella, to set; lella, to

number ; se^ffa, to say, &c,, which in the same manner as verbs

with organic gemination, add the suffix da without the connec-

tive. In this case de or le may be the form to be chosen accord-

ing to the nature of the preceding consonant. (See Old Saxon.)

The participle preterite also has d (id, ed, in verbs with short

radical) or t, as the preterite takes de or le ; e. g. sell-a, sel-de,

sel-d J wisa, wts-de, wis-d ; but kess-a, kes-te, kes-l ; achl-a, ach-le,

ach-l. Riick-Umlaut occurs in the preterite only where the

stem had a final k or its gemination, as sek-a, s6ch-te ; thekka,

thach-le. Where syncope of the derivative or connective vowel
takes place, the consonants of the root and of the personal

terminations are liable to the same modifications as in the strong

conjugation. (See p. 429 sqq.)

Old Norse. Long or short radical. The present of those

with a short radical has lost in the singular the derivative ja^

except in segja (to say) and \egja (to be silent), where the deri-

vative suffix appears, as in those with a long radical, condensed

into i ; as segi, segir, &c. In the plural the ja always reappears,

but under divers modifications. The y of the suffix jV? is assimi-

lated to the preceding consonant only in the case of ^', and forms

the inorganic gemination gg ; but nevertheless they is not lost,

but finds its place again behind the gemination it has caused,

1 i 2
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hence seggja for segja. The suffix ja preceded by the consonants

I, m, n, r, never assimilates its y, and therefore never causes

gemination in these positions. Contrary to the rule obeyed in

Old High German the Old Norse dialect admits of Riick-Umlaut
in verbs with a short, not in those with a long radical. But
setja (to set) and selja (to deliver, to give), though of short

radical, make pret. setta, selda, not satta, salda. Under any cir-

cumstance the suffix of the preterite joins the verb without the

connective i, except in the participle lag-i-'^-r, occurring in the

Edda, for lag-^-r. The verbs with a long radical have dropped

the j of the suffix ja, but preserved the a variously modified.

Only those verbs in which g or k precedes the suffix ja we find

the spirant j preserved, as in Old High German, whenever in

the combination ja or ju ; but in ji the vocalization in i takes

place, as hengja, sing, heng-i, heng-i-r (for ^keng-ji, ^heng-ji-r)y

plur. heng-ju-m, heng-i-^, heng-ja ; in the same manner merk-ja.

The suffix of the preterite appears as da after l,m,n\ as "Sa upon

r,f, h, g, and upon a vowel ; as ta when succeeding a.p, t, k, or s.

As in the other dialects, gemination is dissolved before the pre-

terite suffix, except the combination kk. The dentals d and t

preceding the preterite suffix are dropped ; ^ is assimilated to

the d of the suffix and they thus make the geminations -dda, as

que^ja, pret. quadda.

Second and Third Conjugations.

Gothic. Some forms fluctuate between the third and first

conjugations, as liatan and hatjan, to hate. The strong verb
hduan, to build (Germ, bauen), has in the 3rd sing. pres. bdui^

and hduai^p. The modus-suffix i disappears where it comes in

direct contact with the thematic or connective vowels 6 of the
second, and ai of the third conjugation.

Old High G-erman. Two Old High German writers, Tatian
and Otfried (both ninth century) throw out the modus-suffix e

(=*=ya) in the subjunctive present of the third and fourth con-
jugations, and join the personal terminations immediately to the
thematic 6, or e, as salpo, salpos, salpo, salpomes ; hape, hapes^

hape, hapemes ; for salpoe, salpoes, hapee, hapees, &c. Fluctua-
tions between the second and third conjugations are not unfre-
quent, e. g. ha^en, ha^on, to hate

; fagen, fagon, exhilarate ; or,

between the third and first conjugation, as hapea, hebjan ; lepen,

libjan, to live; between the third, second and first, as dolen,

dolon, doljariy to suffer. Some verbs take in the preterite the
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Ablaut, as well as the suflSx ta, and tliereforo are commonly desig-

nated as belonging to the mixed form of conjugation, as denhan^

to think ; dunkan, videri, which make the preterite ddhta, duhta.

More about these under the chapter of Anomalous Verbs, hapen,

which makes some forms after the first conjugation, we find in

the late Old High German often contracted in the ist and 3rd
pers. sing., e. g. hdn, hat, for hapem, habem, hapet, Imhet.

Old Saxon shows in the second conjugation a peculiar ten-

dency of adding the sufiix ja twice to the root, which, for in-

stance, appears in the infinitive termination ojan, or -ogean {ge-=.

J), where we have the second ja unchanged, and the first primi-

tive ja converted into 0. Thus we find for the infinitive fragon
(to ask), the forms fragojan or fragogean. We meet sometimes
a for the derivative 0, as hatan for haton, to hate

;
giwisadin for

giwisodin, instruerent. Fluctuations between the second and
first conjugations are not rare ; examples are nemnjan, tiamon,

to name; loson, losjan, to loosen, set free; minnjon, minnjan^

to love. Verbs of the mixed conjugation as in Old High
German.
Anglo-Saxon. As in Old Saxon we meet sometimes a in the

singular, and moreover e in the plural of the preterite, for the

derivative 6. The use of this derivative sufiix has further been
limited by the encroachments of the suffix ja which has taken
possession of the present tense to the exclusion of the forms in

(?; hence it happens that the verbs in 6 have divers forms in

common with those Wija, and the two conjugations are no longer

kept strictly distinct. The terminations -ige, -igan, -igean, for

the infinitive termination jan, and the pres. ist sing, je, have
their origin in the ancient mode of spelling the sound ofy by ge^

as bryttigean, hryttigan for bryttian=^ brytijan, largiri ; lujige for
^ liifje, lujigom; hijigean for hfjan, hijian, to love. There is no
doubt that in the spelling of lufgean instead of lufjan, lujian,

one thing is superfluous, either the i or the ge, so that in these

forms we have perhaps twice the suffix ja. Comp. O. S. ogean.

Transitions from one conjugation into the other we find

rather frequently, so that some forms of the verb are derived

from a theme of the first, others from a theme of the second
conjugation ; e, g. leqfjan, libban, to live ; first pres. leofige or

libbe, second leofast, third leofa^, plur. libba^ j imper. leofa, plur.

libba^ ; pret. leofode ; habban, hdbban, to have; first habbe,

second hafast, hdfst, third hafa^, hdj%, plur. habba^, imper hafa,

pret hdf^e. In the same manner hycgan and hogjan, to think

;

tellan and taljan, to speak, tell ; secgan and sagjan, to say ; the

first-mentioned themes following the first conjugation, the last-
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mentioned, the second conjugation : different forms of the verb

are derived from the one or the other. Mixed Verbs see under

Anomalous.
Old Frisian. While in Old Saxon the vowel a but occasion-

ally replaces the thematic 6, this change becomes the rule in Old
Frisian. As in Anglo-Saxon we meet the enlarged spelling

-igia, -egia for ja ; -ige^ -^g^t -W^ for je ; skathigia for skathja, to

damage, to scathe ; rdvege for rdvje, subjunctive of rdvja, to rob.

Perhaps these extended themes contain twice the suffix/« as the

Old Saxon themes in -6-gea-— '^-6-ja. Sometimes the first part

ig of the suffixed igea is mistaken for a part of the root or stem
and therefore treated as such in the formation of the preterite

;

e. g. nedigia, to urge, oblige, pret. nedigade, part, nedgad. The
fluctuation of certain verbs between themes of the first and such

of the second conjugation occurs as in the other dialects. Such
themes are achtja and ecJita, to condemn

; fullja ox^A fella, to fill

;

talja and tella, to number (Germ, zselen) ; rdvja and rdva, to rob.

^ To live' is represented by the themes lihha and levja or livja

;

hence 3rd sing, lev-a-th, liv-a-th, plur. libhath, subj. lihhe, pret.

Iw-a-de and lif-de. Contractions of the verb hebba, hahha, are

frequent: ist sing, hebhe, habbe ; and hest, hdst ; ycdi heth, hdt

;

plur, hebbath ; subj. hebhe, habbe; pret. hede ; pret. part, heved,

hevd. Mixed verbs as in the other dialects.

Old Norse. The derivative suffix 6 is, as in Old Frisian,

always rendered by a. This a in the preterite plural is changed
into u, under the influence, probably, of the u in the preterite

suffix. Under these circumstances the derivative u {= a) causes

the Umlaut of the a of the root into ; e. g. kall-a, pret. sing.

1st kall-a-^a, pres. plur. ist koll-u-^um. The connective u of

the present ist plural also causes the Umlaut of a into 0, hence
kall-a, plur. koll-u-m. The modus-suffix i of the subjunctive

never causes Umlaut. It is peculiar to this class that it com-
prises verbs which in the present theme have no Umlaut, while

the verbs of the first conjugation have Umlaut in the present

theme already, or do not modify the vowel at all. Among the

former there are a few which have extended the present theme
by the addition of j, which spirant has caused Umlaut ; e. g.
eggja (acuere), emja (ululare). Such verbs keep the^ everywhere
before the derivative vowel.

There occur in Old Norse, as in the other dialects, verbs which
derive their different forms partly from themes of the first, partly

from such of the second ; e. g. Ufa, to live ; spara, to spare, save

;

trua, to trust
;
\ola, to suffer ; vaka, to watch, wake ; vara, to

beware, which form their present after the first conjugation, as
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lijii, spari, irui, without taking Umlaut; the preterite after the

first or second conjugation, as lif^a, spuria, tru^a, or lif-a-^a,

spar-a-^a, tru-a-^ ; pret. part, lifa^r, spara^r, trua^r, hafa, to

have, has in the present first hefi^ second hefiry third hejiry plur.

first, hofum, haji^, hafa, pret. haf^a.

Veebs belonging to the First Weak Conjugation.

Gothic, (i) Radical short, aljan, to feed, saginare, alere

;

valjan, to choose (Germ, waelen), eligere ; arjan, to plough, arare

;

farjan, to sail, navigare ; varjan, to defend (Germ, weren) ; mat-

jan, to eat (eomp. Engl, meat) ; satjan, to set, ponere ; rakjan, to

rack, extendere ; lagjan, to lay, ponere ; hugjan, to think, cogi-

tare; strdujan, to strew, spread (Germ, streuen), sternere, pret.

stravida ; stojan, to judge, judicare.

(2) Radical long, valvjan, to turn, volvere ; namnjan, to

name, nominare ; brannjan, to burn, urere ; sancljan, to send,

mittere j vandjan, to turn (Germ, wenden), vertere ; draggkjan, to

cause to drink (Germ, tranken), potare, potum praebere ; varmjatif

to warm, calefacerej andbahtjan, to serve, ofiiciate, ministrare;

timrjan, to timber, to fabricate, to build; gablindjan^ to make
blind (Germ, verblenden), occoecare ; fulljan, to fill (Germ, fiillen),

implere ; huggrjan^ to hunger (Germ, hungem), esurire
;

\ug1cjany

to seem (Germ, diinken), videri ; maur^rjan, to murder (Germ,
morden), occidere

;
gavaurkjan, to work, operari

; faurhtjan, to

fear (Germ, fiirchten), timere ; meljan, to write, scribere ; venjaUy

to hope, sperare (eomp. Germ, waenen) ; domjan, to judge, judi-

care (comp. to deem, doom) ; ddiljan, to deal (Germ, teilen), par-

tiri ; hailjan, to heal (Germ, heilen), sanare ; stdinjan, to stone

(Germ, steinigen), lapidare ; arbdidjan, to work (Germ, arbeiten),

laborare; kisdu^an, to soil, eontaminare; daupjan, to baptize

(Germ, taufen); hausjan, to hear (Germ, horen), audire; lausjan,

to loosen (Germ. Icisen), solvere ; skeirjan^ to interpret ; kukjan^

to kiss, osculari ; liuhtjan, to give light (Germ, leuchten), lueere.

Old High German, (i) Radical short, queljan, to kill, ne-

care ; seljan, to make over, sell, tradere ; weljan, to choose (Germ,
wselen); denjan, to stretch (Germ, denen); nerjan, to save, pre-

serve, servare ; werjan, to defend (Germ, weren) ; stretojan, to strew
(Germ, streuen); lekjan, to lay (Germ, legen), ponere; sekjan, to

say (Germ, sagen), dicere; spurjan, investigare (Germ, spuren).

(2) Radical long, stellan, to put (Germ, stellen), collocare

;

vellan, to fell (Germ, fallen) ; nennan, to call, to name (Germ,
nennen); prennan, to bum (Germ, brennen); rennan, to run;
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seiidan, to send ; senchan, to sink, to lower (Germ, senken), incli-

nare ; werman^ to warm (Germ, warmen) ; sezan^ to set (Germ,
setzen) ; decchan, to cover (Germ, decken) ; strecchan, to stretch

(Germ, strecken); miltan, misereri; vullan, to fill; antwurtan,

to answer (Germ, antworten), respondere ; hdran^ to hear (Germ,
hoeren) ; losan, to loosen (Germ, losen) ; teilan, to deal (Germ,
teilen) ; keilan, to heal (Germ, heilen) ; sjpreitan, to spread (Germ,
spreizen) ; liuldan (Germ, leuchten), lucere ; tuoman, to doom.
Old Saxon, (i) Radical short, queljan, frumjan, fremjany

efficere ; nerjan, tverjan, rekjan, to relate ; wekjan, to waken.

(2) Radical long, dopjan, to baptize ; losjan, to loosen

;

selljan, to sell ; telljan, to tell ; hebbjan, to have ; seggjan, to say

;

leggjan, to lay ; sendjan, to send ; endjan, to end ; ledjan, to lend

;

grofjan, to greet ; cussjan, to kiss ; sokjan, to seek
;
fulljan, to

fill ; deljan, to deal ; foljan, to feel ; domjan, to doom ;
quelmjariy

to kill ; brennjan, to burn ; horjan, to hear.

Anglo-Saxon, (i) Radical short, cweljan^ to kill, to quell;

seljan, to sell ; teljan, to tell : also cwellan, sellan, teilan, long

;

erjan, to ear, to plough, arare ; werjan, to prohibit, defend ; ner-

jan, to save, preserve ; smyrjan, to smear.

(2) Radical long, cwellan, sellan, teilan; fellan, to fell;

nemnan, to name ; sendan, to send ; drencan, potare ; sencan, to

sink, mergere ; streccan, to stretch ; recean, exponere ; weccan, to

waken ; leccjan, to lay
; fyllan, to fill ; cyssan, to kiss ; dalan, to

deal ; hcelan, to heal ; stanan, to stone, lapidare ; Icedan, to lead

;

tacan, to teach, pret. tahte ; deman, to judge, to deem, to doom

;

gretan, to greet; metan, to meet; spedan, to speed; fedan, to

feed ; secan, to seek ; h§ran, to hear ; l^san, to loosen, solvere.

Old Frisian, (i) Radical short, wera, to defend; era, to

ear, to plough, arare ; bera, to behove, dccere ; lema, to weaken,
dfibilitare; nera, to sa.\e; ^^era, to investigate, search.

(2) Radical long, sella, to sell, tradere ; setta, to set

;

thekka, to cover (Germ, decken); strekka, to stretch; tella, to

number ; segga and sedza, to say.

Old Norse, (i) Radical short, dvelja, to stay, to dwell,

morari ; qvelja, to torture (Germ, quaelen), cruciari ; telja, to

number; temja, to tame; ^lenja, to stretch (Germ, denen)
;
yrja,

to ear, plougli, arare ; smyrja, to smear ; setja, to set ; wekja, to

waken ; leggja, to lay ; hyggja, to think,

(2) Radical LONG, tncela, to speak; /ella, to fell;^/^a, to

fill ; doema, to judge, doom, deem ; dreyma, to dream ; brenna,

to burn ; Icera, to teach ; leifa, to leave ; lei^a, to lead ; Jbe^a,
to feed; reisa, to raise, rouse, excitare; gir^a, to gird; byggja,

to build
; fylgja, to follow (Germ, folgerj),
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Verbs belonging to the Second and Third Conjugations.

Gothic. Second Conjugation. ]>iudanon, to reign, regnare;

yrdujindn, to command ; ffudjinon, sacerdotio fungi ; ragindn, to

reign, regnare; reikinon, to govern; skalkinon, to serve; salbon,

to anoint (Grerm. salben), ungere ; fiskon, to fish, piseari ; vundouy

to wound, vulnerare; kaupon, to buy, to cheap (Germ, kaufen),

emere ; raubon, to rob (Germ, rauben), spoliare ; liu\dn, to sing,

canere
; frijdn, to love.

Third Conjugation. */ta»zaw, to be ashamed (Germ, sehaemen),

pudere ; haban, to have, hold, tenere ; hahan, to hang, pendere
;

'^ahan, tacere ; silan, silere, to be silent ; liban, to live ; vitan, to

observe; gakunnan, to observe; maurnan, to mourn, moerere;
hvopan, to boast, gloriari; blotan, deum colere, pret. blotaida

(weak?) or bai-blot (strong?); aistan, to revere; bduan, to build

(Germ, bauen)
;

ga-hveilan^ to stay, delay, morari ; galeikan^ to

please ; veihan, to sanctify (Germ, weihen)
; fijan^ to hate.

. Old High Grermaji. Second Conjugation, halon^ to fetch

(Germ, holen) ; namon, to name, nominare ; manon, to admonish
(Germ, manen), monere ; scawon, to behold (Germ, schauen), con-

templari; ladon, to invite (Germ, laden) ; scaddn, to damage
(Germ, schaden) ; spilon, to play (Germ, spilen)

;
peton, to pray

(Germ, beten) ; damnon, damnare ; danclmi, to thank (Germ,
danken) ; ha^on, to hate (Germ, ha^en) ; minnon, to love (Germ,
minnen) ; irron, to err (Germ, irren) ; wunton^ to wound (Germ,
ver-wunden) ; mdlon, to paint (Germ, malen) ; steinon, to stone,

lapidare; and all derivatives from substantives and adjectives

ending in -sam, -al, -il, -ol, -an, -in, -ar, -id, -6d, -ik, -ah, aid.

Third Conjugation, skamen, to blush (Germ, sehaemen),

erubeseere ; sparen, to spare (Germ, sparen), parcere ; saken, to

say (Germ, sagen), dicere ; lepen, to live (Germ, leben) , vivere

;

Aanken, to hang (Germ, hangen), pendere ; ha^en, to hate (Germ,
ha^en), odisse ; lahhen, to laugh (Germ, lachen), ridere ; lerneny

to learn (Germ, lernen), discere ; ar-stummen, to grow dumb or

silent, obmutescere (Germ, ver-stummen) ; vraken, vrahen, to ask,

(Germ, fragen), interrogare ; truren, to mourn (Germ, trauren),

Htioerere : also derivatives in -al, -am, -an, -ar, &c., though not
so frequent as in the second conjugation.

Old Saxon. Second Conjugation, tnion, to trust (Germ,
trauen), credere ; spilon, to play

; fullon, to fill ; folgon, to fol-

low (Germ, folgen) ; manon, monere (Germ, mslnen) ; endon, to

end ; hangon, pendere ; eron, to honour (Germ, eren) ; ardon, to

dwell ; wardon, to guard ; copon, to buy ; scawon, to behold
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(Germ, schauen), contemplare ; haton, to hate ; bedon, to pray

;

wtson, to visit ; wacon, to wake, to watch, vigilare
;
frdgon, to

ask ; suigon, to be silent (Germ, schweigen) ; minneon, to love

;

gibdreon, to behave (Germ, ge-bseren), gestire ; merkjon, signare

(Germ, merken).

Anglo-Saxon. Second Conjugation, taljan, to tell, loqui;

tiljan, to till, colere ; sealfjan, to anoint, ungere ; folgjan, to

follow, sequi; monj'an, monere ; wunjan, to dwell (Germ, wonen),

habitare ; endjan, to end, finish
;
\ancjan, to thank ; drjan, to

honour ; leornjan, to learn ; mearcjan, to mark, notare ; cl^pjan,

to call, vocare; reafjan, to rob; leafjan, lufjan, to love; ebbjariy

to ebb, recedere ; niwjan, to renew ; '^eowjan, to serve
;
^rowjan,

to suffer ; Tiatjan, to hate ; bodjan, to bode, announce (comp.

fore-bode) ; wtsjan, visitare ; licjan, to please (comp. to like)
;

j)legjan, to play ; i^luccjan, to pluck ; hogjan, to think, meditate.

Derivatives in -el, -en, -er, -I, -n, -r, as micljan, magnificare

;

segljan, to sail ; tdcnjan, signare ; tdcen, a token, sign ; "^egnjan,

\enjan^ to serve ; geregnjan, gerenjan, to adorn ; hleodrjan, per-

sonare ; wuldrjan^ to glorify. Derivatives in -w, -s, -g, e. g.

scadwjan, to shade, umbrare; bletsjan, bledsjan, blessjan, to bless;

rtcsjan, to reign ; si/ngjan, to sin ; blodgjan, to bleed (Germ,
bluten), sanguinare. Derivatives in -sum : gehyrmmjany ix) obey
(Germ, gehorchen), obedire.

Old Frisian. Second Conjugation, cdpja^ to buy ; makja, to

make ; halja, to fetch ; nomja, to name, call ; rdvja, to rob

;

endgja, to end, finish
; folgja, to follow ; dskja, to ask, to de-

mand; hlagja, to complain, to accuse (Germ, klagen) ; radja, to

fspeak (Germ, reden) ; skathja, skathigia, to damage (Germ, scha-

den, comp. to scathe) ; wardja, to guard (comp. ward).

Old Norse. Second Conjugation, tala, to speak, tell ; kalla,

to call ; mana, provocare ; banna, interdicere ; kanna, scrutari

svara, to answer, respondere ; vara, to beware ; marka, to mark
skapa, to create (comp. to shape) ; hata, to hate ; fasta, to fast

hasta, to hasten ; baka, to bake ; rita, to write ; Uka, to please

hropa, to shout ; biota, to sacrifice (also strong biota, pret. blet)

"biona, to serve (Germ, dienen) ; Alio^a, to sound. Derivatives

m -/, -n, -r: as hamla, to impede ; sagla^ to lock ; sofna, to fall

asleep ; klifra, to ascend. Derivatives in -t, -d, -s : neita, to

deny (Germ, ver-neinen), negare; gdta, to assert, afiirmare

(Germ, be-jaen) ; hreinsa, to cleanse (Germ, reinigen). Derivatives

in -k, -g : as elska, to love ; minka, minuere, to diminish ; syndga,

to sin. Verbs which insert j before the termination of the in-

finitive : emja, ululare ; synja, to deny, negare ; herja, debellare

;

skepja, ordinare ; lifja, sanare ; eggja, acuere.
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THE WEAK CONJUGATION IN THE MIDDLE AND
NEW TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

English.

It will be well to remind the student that the verbs of the

weak conjugation form their preterite and past participle by
means of a suffix, while those of the strong conjugation attain

the same end by means of the Ablaut, the modification of the

radical. Verbs of the former class are derivative, those of the

latter primitive, or stem verbs. The derivative suffix of the

weak verbs is aya, which in Gothic appears as i, ai, and o, vowels

which enter as connectives between the root and the termina-

tions, and according to which we distinguish three weak conju-

gations. The suffix of the preterite is did, the preterite of the

verb to do, which is added to the connective. The personal

terminations are the same as in the strong conjugations. In the

Middle and New Teutonic dialects the connective is weakened
to e, and of the suffix did nothing is left but the consonant d,

followed by the personal terminations ; hence the weak preterite

ends in English, for example, in ed, in German in et-e (German
^= English d, see the phonetic laws). Compare pp. 2,, 366, 382,

388, 389, 477 (foot-note).

In late Saxon already the two conjugations are mixed up,

because the connective is commonly weakened to e, and thus

becomes identical with that of the first conjugation. Though
Layamon still has makode by the side of makede, and Old English

ascode, robbode^ and even the Romance word destruiode, these

forms are nevertheless exceptional ; even Layamon has e for both
conjugations, and the writer of the Ormulum rejects the connec-

tive altogether. We therefore distinguish no longer diffiirent

conjugations characterized by the thematic, or connective, vowel,

but arrange all verbs in two classes, those with a short, and
others with a long radical.

I. Radical short. The connective e is retained in the prete-

rite and participle, its short character is clearly indicated by the

spelling -edd in the Ormulum ; e. g. sweuen (to sleep), pret. siceu-

e-de, part, i-sweu-ed^ ; '^ankien (to thank), \ank-e-de, i\anJc-ed.

' t-, or y-, the early English form of the Anglo-Saxon augment ge-, German ge-.

Old High German ga-. The ancient dialects admitted the augment in the past

participle ; modern German requires it, and modem English has dropped it altogether.
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Old English uses -e-d, or -i-d in the preterite and pai-ticiple, as

end-i-dy command-i-d, and end-e-d, command-e-d. Middle English
has the same terminations : e. g. thanks, pret. thank-e-de, thank-

i-de, part, thank-e-d, thank-i-d, and New English confines itself

to ~e-d for the preterite and participle, as tJiank^ thank-e-d, thank-

e-d, where e is the thematic or connective vowel and represents

the primitive suflix ya ; the ^ of the preterite stands for the suf-

fixed auxiliary verb ' did \ and the d of the participle is the rem-
nant of the participial sufiix -da-^ Greek and Latin -to-. The
termination -ed however has nowhere preserved full pronuncia-

tion except where following upon a dental of the stem, as guard-

ed^ reward-ed, wett-ed ; in every other position the e, though
preserved in writing is dropped in pronunciation, and loved,

praised, are pronounced as lov'd, prais'd. Though such forms

with syncope occur in Old English and Middle English docu-

ments, the interchange between e and i seems to prove that it

was not the rule then to slur over the vowel of the termination.

Modern poets leave or drop the e, often merely guided by reasons

of metrical conveniance or euphonic predilections^. There are a

few phonetic changes in New English brought about by the

addition of the termination -ed which deserve a passing notice.

Single y before -ed is changed into i ; a verb with a short vowel

and simple consonant doubles the latter ; e. g. carry, carried, but

convey, conveyed ; beg, begg-ed, wet, wett-ed, wed, wedd-ed. The
ed of the termination is changed into t after verbs with final

gemination or any combination of consonants, e. g. smell, smelt,

spill, spilt ; past, burnt, are obsolete. Formerly the change also

occurred upon p and k, as whipt, dropt, knockt, which are still

pronounced in this fashion though spelled whipped, &c.

II. Radical long, (i) The preterite and participle suffix -d

is added immediately to the stem of the verb, as Layanion, dem-

en, dem-de, idem-ed ; lenen, len-de, ilefi-ed, to lean; laden, Iced-de,

ledd ; fedenn, fed-de, fedd. OrmTilum. demenn, demenn, demm-
de"^, dem-edd ; rafenn, raf-de, bi-raf-ed, to rob; ledenn, led-de^

ledd, to lead ; fedenn, fed-de, fedd, to feed. Old English, dele,

delde, deled; deme, demde ; fede, fedde, fed. Middle English.

here, herde, herd, to hear; fede, fedde,fed ; drede, dredde, drad,

to dread.

(2) Where the suffixed d follows upon Id, nd {dd), the d of the

combination is dropped ; after the tenuis t the suffixed d is lost.

* For some interesting details concerning the use of the termination -ed in Spenser

and Shakespeare, see Koch, i. p. 309.
^ The spelling in the Ormulum shows that the radical becomes short in the

preterite.
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Examples:— Layamon. senden, sende, isend ; wenden, wende,

iwent and iwend ; resten, reste, ircBste ; casten, cast, icast. Orinu-
luin. senndenn, sennde, sennd ; reddenn, redde, redd (to save)

;

setten, sette, sett. In verbs of this class Layamon often replaces

rf by ^, as wenden, went, iwent. Old English, hulde, hulde (to

build); hende^ hende ; sende, sende and send, send, send; caste,

caste, cast ; sette, sette, yset. The change of d into t becomes
more frequent, chiefly among northern writers, e, g. sende, sent

;

wende, went, mende, ment, &c. Middle English, regularly con-

verts the d into t; e. g. blende, blent, blent, blent ; sende, sente,

sent ; wende, wente, went ; schende, sckente, schent. The suffix d
is dropped altogether after a combination of consonants with the

tenuis t, e. g, casten, caste, cast ; renten, rent, yrent ; resten, reste,

reste.

(3) The suffix -d is changed into -t after p, ch, cch, ss, and t ;

ch must then become h, nch becomes ng, or is vocalized. E. g.

Layamon. drenchen, pret. drengte and dreinte (to water) ; tcschen,

tahhte, tahht ; kepen, kepte, kept. Ormuliim. kepenn, keppte,

keppt ; lacchenn, lahhtel lahJd (to seize). Old English, kepen,

kepte, kept; meten, mette ; lefen, left (to leave); cache, ca^te, ca-^t

(to catch). Middle EngUsh. kepen, kepte and kepide, kepte and
kept ; leve, leeve, pret. lefte and laft, part, left and laft ; greten,

grette, gret; pliechen, plight, plight (to pluck) ;
quenchen, queinte,

gueinte ; drenchen, dreint, dreint.

(4) Riick-Umlaut occurs throughout all the periods of the

English language, though it is no longer felt as such, and might
be mistaken for Ablaut. Examples :—Layamon. sechen, isohte,

isoht ; tellen, talde, itald and Hold; seollen, scelde and solde,

isalde. Ormulum. sekenn, sohhte, sohht ; tachenn, tahhte, tahht

;

tellen, tnlde, tald. Old English, seche, so'^te, so^t; teche, taght

and tauht ; telle, tolde and tald; selle, solde, sold. Middle Eng-
lish, telle, tolde, told; selle, soold and selde, solde and seeld

;

seche, sought, ysought ; biggen, bow^te, bowifte ; teche, tow^te, tou-^t

and taii^t. New EngUsh. tell, told, told; seek, sought, sought;

teach, taught, taught ; reach, raught, raught ; catch, caught, caught

;

buy, bought, bought. There are a few peculiarities in Modern
English in the treatment of the suffixed d which deserve a sepa-

rate notice, (a) The d remains and the radical is shortened, as

in hear, hear-d, hear-d, flee, fle-d, fle-d. (b) The suffixed d is

dropped after a d {t) of the stem, and the radical, if long, is

shortened; e. g. lead, led, led; read, read, read; speed, sped,

sped; feed, fed, fed ; spread, spread, spread, (c) t has replaced

d, probably for the sake of indicating the short radical in

feel, felt, felt ; deal, dealt, dealt ; also after gemination and
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certain combinations of liquids, as smell, smelt, smelt ; spell, spelt

and spelled ; hum, hurnt and burned ; learn, learnt and learned.

(d) We find t and d side by side, e. g. mean, meant and meaned,
meant and meaned; dream, dreamt and dreamed, dreamt and
dreamed, (e) t has replaced d after p, f, s, and the radical is

shortened, e. g. sleep, slept, slept ; creep, crept, crept j weep, wept,

wept; cleave, cleft, cleft, (f) Verbs ending- with Id, nd, rd,

change the d into t in the preterite and participle without adding
the suffix, e. g. huild, built, built ; blend, blent, blent ; gild, gilt,

gilt, (g) The preterite sufiix is simply dropped after d, t, and
the combinations st, rt,ft, the present, preterite, and participle

being thus identical in form; e. g. to put, to set, to rid, to spread.

Some of these have regular forms, as quit, quitted ; to light and
to alight have lighted and lit, alighted and alit.

Middle High German.

The thematic vowel has become e throughout, taking the place

of the different forms of the derivative suffix, O. H. Germ, i [ja)

in the first, 6 in the second, and e in the third conjugation. The
only distinction we might draw between the first and second
conjugation is this, that in the former the derivative e is com-
monly dropped, and almost as regularly preserved in the latter

;

it being in one case the representative of the thin vowel ^, in the
other of the full-sounding 6. The derivative or connective

vowels 6 and e (of the second and third conjugation) appear only

in few isolated eases, as volgot, manot, &c., chiefly in the parti-

ciple. But here again so many exceptions occur, where the deri-

vative e is dropped also, that the two conjugations continually

meet on common ground, and that therefore a distinction of

several weak conjugations is no longer practically advisable.

From the standpoint of historical grammar, however, some
advantage may result from the endeavour to keep still separate

the two conjugations in Middle High German, until in New
High German they have with few exceptions lost all the charac-

teristic features of former days, all weak verbs following the
same conjugation.

Both the first and the second conjugation contain verbs with
a short, and verbs with a long radical. To distinguish the short

verbs of the first from those of the second, we have to bear in

mind that short verbs of the first conjugation necessarily have
Umlaut in the present theme, while those of the second are

devoid of it. (Exceptions occur, as in hern, herte.) The long

verbs have several characteristics of their own, by means of which
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the student may know the verbs of the first from those of the

second conjugation. Those of the first conjugation are commonly
intransitive in meaning ; they have Umlaut in the present, and
Riick-Umlaut in the preterite, where such is possible ; hence in

the present only the vowels e, u, a, oe, iu, ue, may occur, but in

the preterite a, u, a, o, u, uo—that is, vowels which from the

modified return to their original form—a phenomenon we call

Riick-Umlaut : they suffer syncope of the derivative e in the pre-

terite. Long verbs of the second conjugation follow in every-

thing the opposite course ; the meaning attached to them is

commonly intransive ; they have neither Umlaut nor Riick-

Umlaut ; they do not suffer syncope in the preterite. Useful as

these rules may be in a general way, they admit so many excep-

tions as to be no sufficiently safe guides in certain cases, and the

student will often have to recur to Old High German in order

to determine the conjugation to which a given verb in Middle
High German originally belonged.

Verbs of the first conjugation were originally short, as queln

(to torture), nern (to save, preserve), em (to plough, arare), legen

(to lay), zeln (to count) ; but many of this class have adopted

inorganic gemination and are therefore treated as long verbs,

though they are no longer traceable, as in Old High German, to

the assimilated j of the suffix ; e. g. zellen, zalte, twellen, twalte,

the short forms of which are zeln, tweln, not zeljen, tweljen. One
verb only occurs with the suffix j, namely werjen for wern (the

M. H. Germ, j almost identical with g). These verbs always
allow the syncope of e in the preterite, as ner-te, leg-te, for nerete,

legete, and in the present necessarily after I and r, and usually

after m, n, t, b, g. The vowel of the root \& e or it which never

makes Riick-Umlaut in the preterite.

Verbs of the first conjugation which have a long radical reject

the e (=^) in the preterite and have Riick-Umlaut. In this re-

spect they not only follow the analogy of Old High German,
but go beyond it by admitting Riick-Umlaut of iu into* u^ though
the former is organic, not the Umlaut of u. A dental preceding
the t of the preterite suffix is usually dropped ; every gemina-
tion is, under the same circumstance, resolved to the simple con-
sonant, and a media converted into the corresponding tenuis;

c and ck preceding the t of the preterite are sometimes preserved,

sometimes changed into h. Examples to these rules are :

—

brenn-en (to burn), bran-te ; send-en (to send), san-te ; engen (to

narrow), ancte ; decken (to cover), dacte and dahte ; suocheiiy

suochte and suohte. There are some exceptions with regard to

the Umlaut which may be noticed here. The Umlaut is rejected
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by all verbs of this class which end in -uld, -ung, the verbs in

-ou, and some in -uo ; the Riick-Umlaut is not adopted by those

in -elt, -ert, -Urt, -end, -erb, -ett, -est. Only those verbs which have
no Riick-Umlaut in the indicative of the preterite, take Umlaut
in the subjunctive. Though the vowel of the derivative suffix

[e=i=ja) suffers syncope in the preterite, it may keep its place

in the participle of the preterite ; e. g. brenuen, pret. bran-te, part.

ge-bran-t, and ge-brennet ; erkennen, pret. erkant, pai-t. erkant

and erhennet.

Verbs of the second conjugation drop the n or en (=0. H.
Germ, on) in the sing, pres., e. g. lebe for leben, dol for dolen.

The e mute (that is, e following upon a short radical and a single

consonant) is always dropped after I and r, in which case the

second and first conjugation become identical ; but e preceded by
m or n and followed by n or nt keeps its position ; e. g. zal, zalte^

hoi, holte, spar, sparte, zaln, holn, spam; but manen, manent,

wonen, wonent. After b, d, g, the e may be retained, as lobe,

lobete, rarely lobte. Where syncope takes place the t of the

termination sometimes absorbs a preceding dental, as schat for

schad-et, reist for redest, gereit for geredet. A lengthening of the

radical by contraction of the radical and the terminational sylla-

bles, as in the preceding example, we find also in seist, geseit for

sagest, gesaget. Verbs with a long radical preserve the thematic

or derivative e in the present, as male, mdlest, minne, minnet

;

they also keep it in the preterite, but the e of the suffix as ter-

mination, te, test, &c., becomes often mute, as minnet, rinnet for

minnete, rinnete ; sometimes the derivative e is dropped, as erte

for erete ; but more often the full form is preserved, as mdlete,

danhete, minnete, &:c.

New High German.

The distinction of the different conjugations is lost altogether,

with the exception of a few traces of the ancient types. Thus
we still find the preterites kannte, nannte, brannte, sandte, wandte,

which we noticed as peculiar to verbs with long radical in the

first conjugation ; but by the side of these we have nennte,

brennte, sendete, wendete (not kennte) ; then again the inorganic

forms rannte, trannte, which should always be replaced by
rennte, trennte. The preterites with Riick-Umlaut resume their

€ in the subjunctive, hence kennte, nennte, sendete, not kdnnte,

&c. The d in sandte, wandte was introduced at a time when
the ancient forms sante, &c., were no longer understood. With
the general production of vowels in New High German the
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short radical has everywhere turned long. The preterite of

weak verbs suffers syncope, to whatever conjugation they may
have belonged ; as ncsren, ncerte, legen, legte, salhen, salbte^

minnen, minnte : but if the t of the preterite is preceded by a
dental the e must necessarily be retained ; hence, wdten, wdtete,

hueten, huetete, reden, redete, retten, retiete, tbdten, todtete. The
preterite of the weak conjugation has never Umlaut, hence
wdtete, hddete, tobte, raufte; while verbs of the strong conjuga-

tion take Umlaut, as hiilfe, wiirde, gcebe, go^e, subj. of half
(plur. halfen for hidfen), wurde, gdb, go^. Derivatives in -el,

-em, -en, -er, -ig, suffer syncope, so that those in -el, -er, drop

the thematic or connective e -, e. g. sickeln, wzindem, sichelte,

wunderte : sichlen, wundren, is wrong. But those in em, en, drop

the e of the nominal, and preserve that of the verbal theme;
e. g. dthem (breath), dtkmen (to breathe) ; regen (rain), regnen (to

rain) ; dthmete, regnete in the preterite.

Middle Dutch.

The characteristic features of the different conjugations are

more effaced than in Middle High German, both admitting the

syncope of the e in the preterite, and the first having lost the

consciousness of its Umlaut and the use of Riick-Umlaut. As a

practical guide we may follow Grimm^s rule, that most verbs

with the radical e (that is. Umlaut) belong to the first, and those

with the radical a to the second conjugation. It is a peculiarity

of the Middle Dutch to turn the radical a, followed by a single

consonant, into ae before the termination of the preterite ; e. g.

maken, maecte, wanen, waende. Before the termination d the

consonants v and^^ becomeyand eh, as scraven, scrafde, vraghen,

vrachde, sorghen, sorchde ; but minghen, mincte. The termina-

tional d, on the other hand, must be changed into t after the

tenues p, t, c, and s (from ss) ; e. g. dropen, dropte, vdgen, vacte,

haten, hatte, cussen, custe.

New Dutch.

The derivative or connective e, is dropped throughout, even

in those words which in Middle Dutch still had ede as the prete-

rite termination. The use of de or te is continued in accordance

with the nature of the preceding consonant ; -de is put in most
cases, -te after p, t, k, f (from ff), ch, s (from ss)

; f and s take

the sufiix -de if they are derived, the former from v, the latter

from z. Every gemination is dissolved into the single consonant.

K k
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Examples:

—

horen, hdrde'^ ; beminnen, ieminde ; sturen^, sturde

;

leven, Ufde^; druMen^ drukte ; schaffen, schqfte ; hopen, hojpte

;

beslissen, besliste. Contractions are leit for legt (ponit), leide for

legde (posuit), zeit (dicit), zeide for zegde (dixit) ; kopen has Jcocht

T=.koft) for kopte^. Derivatives in -el, -em, -en, -er, -ig, drop the

thematic or derivative e in the preterite ; e. g. sneuvelen, regenen^

wonderen, pret. sneuvelde, regende, wonderde. Compare Germ.
regnete ; but also wunderte.

Swedish.

The distinction of the first and second conjugation is still very

accurate, the former conjugation showing je, ja in the present,

and de {= e-de) in the preterite, the latter the connective a in

the present, and the termination -a-de (O. N. -«-<?«= Goth. -6-dd)

in the preterite. The first conjugation always drops the the-

matic or connective vowel e before the termination of the pre-

terite; as tdljer, tdlde, brdnner, brdnde. The/ oi fblja, fbljde,

fdrja,fdrjde, has its origin in an original g of the stem, and has

nothing to do with the derivative ja. The regular termination

of the preterite is -de, but after jo, t, k, it uses te ; gemination is

always dissolved, as brdnna, brdnde. Those which originally had
the radical short, have often preserved the thematic J and the

Riick-Umlaut in the preterite ; e. g. talja, tdlde ; doelja^ dolde

;

ieemja, tdmde ; spoerja, sporde. Verbs which originally had a
long radical have neither the j in the present, nor the Riick-

Umlaut in the preterite ; e. g. brdnna, brdnde; fyla,fylde; droema,

droemde. On comparison with the Old Teutonic dialects it will

be seen that this rule is in accordance with the one observed

in Old Norse, but just the opposite of that followed in Old High
German and other dialects. Though the characteristic forms of

the second conjugation are preserved, the spirit of the language
tends more and more to assimilate them to those of the first

conjugation, first by allowing the syncope of the derivative a in

the preterite, as nekte for nekade, tdlte for tdlade, and then by
weakening the present termination ar into er, as neker for nekar,

tiener for tienar. Very few verbs, on the contrary, have passed

from the first into the second conjugation ; as dela, dilade; boerja^

boerjade.

^ Spelt hoord.e, atuurde, Uefde, &c., to keep the length of the vowel before two
consonants.

* The spirant / instead of the tenuis p before another tenuis ; the use of ch for /,
a peculiarity of the Dutch language. See p. 163.
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Danish.

This dialect has nothing' of the ancient distinction of the two
conjugations left, but the syncope of the e in the preterite termi-

nation -e-de in the first, and its preservation in the -e-de = -a-de

of the second conjugation. The termination de of the first con-

jugation is preserved only after vowels, and a simple b, v, g ; it

is changed to -ie in all other cases, especially after dentals and
the spirant s; e.g. valgte, strakte, tdnkfe, vtste, which modern
writers, contrary to grammatical tradition, sometimes spell

valgde, straJcde, tankde, vUde. The original verbs with short

vowel may still be recognized in the gemination, as tdlle, skille,

smorre, rakke, for O. N. telja, skilja, smyrja^ rekja ; or in the

media g into which the J of the derivative Ja was hardened, as

vdlge, dolge, for O. N. velja, dylja. Riick-Umlaut also we still

find in the preterite of some verbs of this class, e g. tdlte, raktCy

smurte of tdlle, smolle, rdkke. Those verbs which originally had
a long radical reject gemination, the hardening of j into g, and
the E-iick-Umlaut ; only few exceptions to this rule occur. The
second weak conjugation takes always -ede in the preterite.

Derivatives in I, m, n, r, dismiss the e of the nominal theme, as

samle, tumle, roedme, elske. The connective e of the preterite is

sometimes dropped, as in ehkte for elskede. The d of the preterite

termination is changed into t under the same circumstances as

in Swedish.

ANOMALOUS VERBS.

Under this head we range all those verbs which in their in-

flexional forms show certain peculiarities so as to require separate

treatment as a class of their own. We avoid the term irregular,

for it is high time that this designation, which cannot but con-

vey erroneous notions, should disappear from the terminology of

grammarians. There is nothing irregular in these verbs, and
nothing irregular in language generally. Every phenomenon is

founded upon a law ; it is not the product of hap-hazard or of

an arbitrary will. Where the law has not yet been discovered,

it remains the noblest task of linguists to strive after its dis-

covery and elucidation. What as yet evades explanation may
be left standing over as a fact which is sure to find some day
sufficient illustration from other corollaiy facts grouped around.

But we must do away once and for all with notions of irregu-

larity, and therefore drop the term which keeps such notions

K k ?
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alive. The verbs which we arrange under the head ofAnomalous

(a term, iF not much diflPering in meaning from that of ' irregular/

is at least not fraught with preconceived ideas) may be divided

into two classes. One comprises all those verbs which form the

present theme by adding the personal terminations directly,

without a connective vowel, to the root—a class which may have

mustered many verbs in the most primitive times ; which how-
ever in our Teutonic languages, ancient and modern, is reduced

to a few isolated forms, most verbs forming the present theme
with the sufSx -a (strong), or with the suffix -ya (weak). The
other class embraces verbs which use the perfect theme to supply

the meaning of the present, and, in order to render the meaning
of the participle, form a new out of the ancient perfect by adding

to it the suffix -da of the weak preterite. These are commonly
designated by grammarians as Praeterito-Prsesentia, a term which,

for the sake of convenience, we adopt.

VERBS WITHOUT A CONNECTIVE OR THEMATIC VOWEL.

There are only few roots in the Teutonic languages which
may take the personal terminations without a connecting suffix,

binding the root and termination together. As we mentioned

on a former occasion, these roots are da, prim, dha (to do), ga (to

go), sta (to stand), and as (to be) ; to which may be added in

the Teutonic languages bu, prim, bhu (to be), though in Sanskrit

it forms the present theme in -a. This formation we find in its

most perfect state in Old High German, while in Gothic it is

limited to the root as, and in the other Teutonic dialects shows
few traces besides the present themes of the roots as and da.

But even in Old High German this formation does not pass

beyond the present theme, the perfect being derived from a root

and theme of its own. Concerning the manner in which the

terminations of the persons are joined to the root we need not
enter into further details after the remarks we had occasion to

make in previous chapters. As to the root itself we find it quite

intact in the O. H. Germ, gd-m, std-m, tuo-m, where the pri-

mitive gradation is preserved but the reduplication has been
dropped, prim, ga-gd-mi, sta-std-mi, dka-dhd-mi. It is altogether

different with the roots as and bu, which have been greatly modi-
fied under the addition of the personal termination so as to be
sometimes hardly recognizable. Thus the prim, ist sing, as-mi

appears as the Gothic i-m for ^is-mi, the prim. 3rd plur. as-anti,

as the Goth, s-ind, where nothing is retained of the root but its
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consonant. Similar modifications of the root as occur in the
other Teutonic dialects. The root bu, prim, bhu, takes the ter-

minations without a connective in several of the Teutonic lan-

guages, while in Sanskrit and in the primitive language it forms
the theme in -a, and gradates the root from bhu to bhau, chang-
ing under the influence of a succeeding vowel the final u in v;

hence the pres. tense bJiav-d-mi. The gradated condition of the

root may perhaps still be recognized in the O. S. biu-, the A. S.

heo, while the O. H. Germ, joi- is a weakened form of />M= prim.

bhu. Whether the r in the plur. pi-r-u-mes took the place of w
in pi-w-u-mes and would thus correspond to the v in the prim.

bha-v-d-masi, or represents the s of the ancient formation of the

perfect^, is a question unsettled as yet. Further details about

the modifications of the mentioned roots in the different Teutonic

dialects may be gathered from the paradigms as well as the

remarks following upon them. For the sake of comparison we
give the different roots with their inflexions as they appear in

the primitive language, before we lay before the student the

paradigms in the different Teutonic dialects.

I. II. III.

Root dha, to do. Root ga, to go. Root sta, to stand

Sing, ist dha-dha-mi
2nd dha-dha-si
3rd dha-dhorti

ga-ga-mi
ga-gorsi

ga-ga-H

sta-sta-mi

sta-sta-si

sta-sta-ti

Plur. 1st dha-dha-masi
2nd dha-dha-tasi
3rd dhdrdha-nti

ga-ga-masi
ga-ga-tasi

ga-ga-nti

sta-sta-masi

sta-sta-tasi

sta-sta-nti

IV. V.

Root as, to be. Root bhu, to be.

Sing. 1st as-mi
2nd as-si

3rd as-ti

bhav-a-mi
bhav-a-si

bhav-a-ti

Plur. 1st

2nd

3rd

as-masi
as-tasi

as-anti

bhav-

bhav-

bhavH

i-masi

i-tasi

i-nti

The paradigms of the Teutonic languages follow in the same

order; but the roots as and bu must be treated conjointly, be-

cause in different Teutonic dialects some forms of the present are

derived from the root as, others from the root bu. The preterite

is formed with a different root altogether, namely vas, which is

' About the perfect in -s-, see p. 401.
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the preterite of the verb visan (manere). Though it has nothing

in common with the roots now under discussion, we nevertheless

introduce it into the paradigm, in order to give the verb ' to be'

complete.

Hoot da, ta.

Peesent and Preterite Indicative.

O. H. G. M. H. G. N.H.G. Old Sax. A.-Sax. Lay. Orm. 0. E. M. E. N. Eng.

tuo-m
tuo-a

tuo-n

tU0-8t

t4(e)

tu-st

do-m
d6-s

do-m
de-st

do
de-gt

do
do-(8)8t

do(e)

de-st

do{e)

dost

do
do-st

tuo-t tuo-t tu-t do-d de-iS

{chst)

de-^ do-'S

{do-a)

de-]>

(doost)

Idoist)

do-th

(do-est)

do-th

tuo-mes tuo-n tH-n d6-d do-fS

(do-n)

do-'S do-n
{do-s)

do-J)

(does)

do-n
(do-es)

do

tuo-t tuo-t tu-t

(dvra-d)

dS-d do-^ do-fS do-n do-^

(do-en)

(do-ith)

tuo-nt tuo-nt tu-n d6-d do-iS do-'S do-n do-J) ••

tela fete tat deda dide dide dide did
tati tcete tdt-st dedos didest didest didest didst ,

teta fete tat

(dddi)

deda dide dide dide did
tatvr-mes tdten tdten dedtm didon diden dide did

tat-ut tdtet tatet

(dddun)
dedun

(dcedon)

did'in

{dide)

tdt-u-n tdten tdten dedun didon . ..

Present aed Preterite Subjunctive.

O. H.G. M.H.G. N. H. G. Old Sax. A,-Sax.
Orm.
Lay.

O. E.

M.E. N.E.

tva-e tuo tue dva d6 do(e) do do
tuo-es tuost tuest dua dS do{e) do do
tuo-e tuo tue dua do do{e) do do
tuo-i^mes tuon tuen du-an do-n do(en) don do
tuo-e-t tuot tHet du-an ,, , ,

tuo-e-n tuon tuen du-an •• • •

tdt-i tcete tcete d'edi

(dddi)
dide dide dide did

tdt-i-8 tcetest tate d'edis

(dddis)

dide dide dide ••

tat-i tcete tcete d'edi

(dddi)
dide dide dide ••

tdt-i-mes tcEten tceten dedin
(dddin)

diden dide(n) dide

tat-i-t tcetet tcBten .. ,. ,, ,

tdt-i-n tceten tceten .. .. .. .. • •
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Root ga.

Peesent Indicative.

Prim. Teut. O.H.G. M.H.G. A.S. Layamon. Orm. Old Engl. M.E. N.E.

gd-mi gd-m gd-n ga ga,go ga go go go
ga-si gas ga-st gce-st ga-st ga-st go-st go-st go-est

ga-ti ga-t ga-t grcE-'S fire's, fire's ga-]> go-V go-th go-es

ga-mast ga-mes ga-n ga-1S ga^, ga, go ga-n go-\>, go-n go-n go
gja-tasi ga-t ga-t gd-^ ga^, ga, go ga-n go-]>, go-n go-n go
ga-nti ga-^t ga-^t ga-lS gafS, ga, go ga-n gro-J), firo-n go-n go

ga-i-7n

gd-i-8

gd-i-t

gd^-mas
gd-i-tas

grd-t-w?

g^
ge-8

g{
ge-mes
ge-t

ge-n

Present Subjunctive.

ge
ge-st

gi
ge-n

ge-t

ge-n

gd-{e)

gd-{e)

g&-(e)

gd-{en)

gd-{en)

gd-{en)

go. ga go,ga go go{e) go

Imfehative, O. H. Germ, and plur. get. Infinitive, 0. H. Germ, gan, gen.

Participle, O. H. Germ, gdnter, genter.

Boot sta.

Present Indicative.

0. H. Germ. M.H.G. Old Saxon. 0. Fris.

std-m (ste-m) std-n ,

,

etd-s (ste-s) StdrSt ste-s

start {ste-t) std-t sted (stdd) ait
std-mes (ste-mes) std-n .. ..

std-t {ste-t) std-t .. .

std-nt (ste-nt) std-nt stdd ..

Subjunctive, O. H. Germ, ist sing. ste.

Imperative, O. H. Germ, and plur. sta-t {ste-t)

Infinitive, O. H. G. std-n (ste-n). M. H. G., O. S., O. Fris. std-n.

Participle, O. H. Germ, etdnter (jstenter).
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THE VERB 'TO BE.'

Boots as, btl, vas.

Present Indicative.

Gothic. Old High German,

as. bu.

Old Saxon. Anglo-Saxon. O. Fris. Old Norse.

as. as. b^. as. bu. as. bu. as. ba.

i-m
i-s

is-t

pi-m
pi-8{8t)

is, is-t

biu-m
bi-st

is, is-t

eo-m beo-{m)

ear-t bi-st

is hi-IS is-t

be-m
bi st

e-m
er-t

er

sij-u-m

sij-u-p

f pi-r-u-mes ")

< pi-r-un >

I pi-r-n J

ipi-r-u-ft

\pi-r-t )

s-ind

8-ind

{Ti^d{-on)}
^«^-^

\8-ind{-on)f

s-end

8-end

•• er-u-m ..

er-u-fS .

.

8-tnd 8-ind pirr-u-n 8-ind{-un) .

.

(ar-on ] , ~
\8-ind{-on)\

^''-^ s-end er-u

Present Subjunctive.

Gothic. O.H.G. Old Saxon. Anglo-Saxon. O.Fris. Old Norse.

as. as. as. vas. as. bu. vas. as. as. vas.

sl-jau 8-i s-i ^, s-i beo wes-e s-e s-e ver-i

sv)-ai-8 S-l-S s-i-s 8-i beo wes-e 8-e s-e-r ver-i-r

8ij-ai s-i 8-i (wesa) 8-t beo wes-e 8-e 8-e ver-i

sij-ai-ma s-i-ims 8-i-n 8-i-n beo-n wes-e-n 8-e 8-ei-m ver-i-m
8ij-ai-]> 8-i-t 8-i-n .. s-i-n beo-n wes-e-n 8-e s-ei-p ver-i-]i

svj-ai-na s-i-n s-i-n .. s-i-n beo-n wes-e-n 8-e s-ei' ver-z

Imperative.

O. H. Germ. Anglo-Saxon. O. Fris. O. Norse.

bu. vas.

Sing. 2nd pi-s tvis

Plur. jnd {si-t) wes-at

vas. bu.

wes beo

w'es-a-iS 6eo-'S

wes-e

wes-a-th

ver

ver-i-fS
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Root vas.

Peeterite Indicative.

Gothic. O. H. Germ. Old Sax. Ang.-Sax. O. Fris. O. Norse.

Sing. 1st vas was was was was var
2nd vas-t war-i war-i ware were var-t

Srd vas was was was was va/r

Plur. I St ves-u-m war-u-me8 war-un wcer-on wer-on
ivar-it-m

\ (vor-um

fvdr-u-'S

\ (vor-u'S
2nd vee-vrp war-u-t wdr-^wn wcer-on wer-on

3rd veg-u-n war-u-n war-un wcer-on wer-on
ivdr-u
I (vor-u)

Preterite Subjunctive.

Sing, ist ves-ja-u

2nd ves-ei-s

3rd ves^
Plnr. ist ves-ei-ma

2nd ves-ei-p

3rd ves-ei-na

war-i
wdr-i-s

wdr-i

wdr-i-mes
wdr-i-t

wdr-i-n

war-^
wdr-i-s

wdr-i

wdr-i-n

wdr-i-n

wdr-i-n

wcer-e

war-e
wcer-e

wcer-e-n

wcer-e-n

wcer-e-n

wer-e

wer-e

wer-e

wer-e

wer-e

wer-e

vcer-i

vcer-i-r

vcer-i

vcer-i-m

vcer-i-iS

vcer-i

wes-an
si-n

Infinitive.

wes-an
heo-n

wes-a
I

ver-a

Present Participle.

vis-a-nd-s
\
wes-a-nt-er

\ .. | wet-e-nd-e | wes-a-nd
| ver-a-nd-i

Preterite Participle.

vts-a-n-8
I
wes-cMirer

| we«-a-n |
ge-wesen \ wesen I ver4-nn.
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REMARKS ON THE PARADIGMS.

Tlie root da (to do); O. H. Germ, ta; Prim, dha,

Gothic. This root never appears except in the preterite ter-

minations of the weak conjugation, considered above, and in the

noun deds (deed).

Old High German. The diphthongal form of the present

corresponds to the second gradation dhd of the Sanskrit and Pri-

mitive ; the preterite tMa is one of the few traces of complete

reduplication in Old High German, and stands for a more
ancient tita-=t'ata. The lengthened form in 2nd sing, tdti is the

contraction of ^ta-ta-ti {-ti is personal termination), prim, dka-

dha-ti ; and in the same manner the plural tdt-M-mes=-ta-ta-mes,

prim, dha-dhd-masi. A conjugation somewhat differing from
that in the paradigm we find in Otfried^s dua-n, dua-^ {duis),

dua-t {dui-t) ; istplur. duen, 3rd duant, duent.

Old Saxon. The 6 corresponds to the second gradation uo in

Old High German, d in Sanskrit and Primitive. The short

forms du-a-d by the side of do-d in the plural of the present, and
the lengthened radical in dddi, dddun by the side of dedos, dedun
in the preterite, indicate a tendency to leave the ancient mode of

conjugating this verb and to assimilate it to that of the verbs

in a.

Anglo-Saxon admits Umlaut of 6 into e in the 2nd and 3rd
sing, present. The plur. dad-u-n by the side of did-o-n corresponds

to the O. S. ddd-u-n by the side of ded-ti-n, the O. H. Germ.
tdt-u-mes.

Old Frisian has the principal forms of this verb left : pres.

ist due, 3rd de-th, plur. du-a-th j subj. du-e, pret. dede, plur.

dedon ; pret. part, de-n, dd-n. The forms will show of them-
selves how they approach certain peculiarities in the preceding
dialects.

Old Norse has as little as Gothic any of the verbal forms of

the root da.

The roots ga (to go); O. H. Germ, gd, Ted. sta (to stand).

Gothic possesses this root in its extended form gaggan, but
never makes any verbal forms out of the simple root ga. The
root sta also occurs in no other but the extended form sta-n-d-an.

Old High German has by the side of the forms stdm, stds,

stdt ; gam, gas, gat : also stem, stes, stet ; gem, ges, get, and even
geist, geit, steist, steit. The extended roots ga-n-g-an, sta-n-t-an,
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formed by means of reduplication and the infix -»- are used too

side by side with the simple forms in the present, and in the

preterite exclusively, because the latter do not form this tense

;

hence giang, stuont : the preterites of gangu, stantu, belong also

to gam and stdm.

Old Saxon has but few fragments of the verb gdn, namely
3rd sing. pres. ge-d, and the infin. te-gdn-de. In the Heliand
no trace is found, the whole verb being replaced by the extended

form gangan. Of the verb stdn are found the 2nd sing, stes, 3rd
stdd, sted, steid, 3rd plur. stdd, infin. stdn. All other forms are

replaced by those of sf^indan.

Anglo-Saxon has all the principal forms : ist sing, gd, 2nd
gast, g(t^^ ; subj. sing. 3rd. gd, imper. gd, plur. gd-^, infin. gdn,

part, ge-gdn ; but those of gangan occur side by side with them :

the preterite is gieng, geong, geng of gangan, or eode, like the

Gothic iddja, derived from the root i (to go), with the sufiix of

the weak preterite. The verb stdn does not occur, but only the

extended form standan, pret. stdd, stodon.

Old Frisian has of the root ga only 3rd sing, gdth, geith, plur.

gd-th ; pret. part, gen ; all other forms supplied by gunga, pret.

geng, gengon, part, gangen, gengen, gendzen. Of the root sta we
find only the infin, stdn aud 3rd sing, stet ; everywhere else

stonda, stod, stodon, stenden [stinsen).

Old Norse has no forms of the roots ga and sta, which are

supplied by ganga, gekk, gengam, genginn, and standa, sto^,

std^um, sta^inn.

The Middle and New Teutonic Languages,

Grerman.

Middle High German and New High German develop the

difierent forms of the verb tuom from the Old High German
according to the phonetic laws. The diphthong uo is preserved

in Middle High German, but replaced by u in New High Ger-
man ; as to the personal terminations they are subject to the
same rules here as in the strong conjugation. The forms of gdn
and stdn are the same as in Old High German, and may, as in

the latter dialect interchange with sten, stest, stet, gen, gest, get,

and even geist, geit, steist, steit. New High German has appa-

rently lost these forms unless we derive geh-e, geh-st, geh-t,

from ge, gest, ge-t, &c., which would correspond to the Old High

' The Umlaut is no doubt owing to the fact that gast and gaiS were considered

to have arisen by syncope of gangest, gang€S.
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German gd-niy gd-st, gd-t ; geh-en'=.gd-n. The preterite is of

course both in Middle High German and Old High German
gienc, gieng, from an obsolete gangen. The N. H. Germ, stehe^

stehst for ste^ ste-st, infln. steh-en for sten stands in the same re-

lation to O. H. Germ, std-m, std-s, infin. std-n. The pret. stand,

plur. M. H. Germ, stunden, N. H, Germ, standen, belongs to an
obsolete infinitive standen. The result therefore with regard to

Modem German would be this : the forms of the present, includ-

ing the infinitive and participle are derived from the simple roots

ga and sta, those of the preterite including the participles from
the extended roots in the lost infinitives gangen, standen.

English.

The different forms of the Anglo-Saxon don are preserved in the

different periods; but in late Saxon already the ist singular pre-

sent loses the personal termination -m, while the st of the 2nd,

the 'S of the 3rd, and the n of the plural are still found in Middle
English. New English has dropped the plural termination and
replaced the th of the 3rd singular by s. The forms of the simple

root ga have gained the better over the extended gangan, which
at an early date disappeared from English altogether. Layamon
has, as in de-st, de-^, thus also in gast, ge^, preserved the Anglo-
Saxon Umlaut. The writer of the Ormulum returns to the

original vowels and a in do-st, ga-si, &c. Old English has still

the Umlaut in de-st, de-y, but rejects it in ga, where it darkens

the original a into go, gost, go-\, forms which were adopted in all

subsequent periods to the present day. The simple root sta,

on the other hand, has disappeared from English since the late

Saxon times, Layamon and the Ormulum already using the

extended form standen, darkened into standen, instead of it,

which forms run side by side in Old English and Middle English
and settle down into the New English stand.

Dutch.

The different forms of the verb ^ to do* are mostly preserved in

the Middle Dutch infinitive doen : pres, doe, does, doet, plur. doen ;

pret. dede, dades, dede, plur. daden ; subj. dade ; pret. part, daen.

New Dutch has the infin. doen, pres. ist doe, 3rd doet, plur. doen ;

pret. ded, plur. deden; part, ge-dan, Germ, ge-tdn. gaen and staen

have several forms in the present besides the infinitive just men-
tioned : 3rd sing, gaet, staet ; occasionally ^^/i^, stet ; ist sing.

gae, stae. The forms of the preterite are derived from gangen
and standen. The New Dutch infinitives gdn {gaan) and stdn
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(staan) may scarcely be considered the forms of the simple root,

but rather contractions of the extended infinitives gangen, standen^

in the same manner as ist sing. 8ta,ga, seem to be used for stande^

gauge, gestan for gestanden. The preterites are regularly ging
and stond oi gangen and standen.

Scandinavian.

Swedish and Danish have no verbal forms derived from the

root da. The Swedish infin. gd, pres. gar may be taken as the

representatives of the simple root ga or as contractions of ganga,

ganger ; the pret. gick, ginga, will find its explanation in the Old
Norse gekk, gengum. In a similar manner must be viewed the

forms star, stod, stdden, infin. std. Analagous to the Swedish
are the Danish forms gaaer, gik, gangen, infin. gaae ; and staaer^

stod, standen, infin. staae.

The roots as, bu, vas (to be).

Gothic makes all the forms of the present out of the root as,

all the forms of the preterite out of the root vas. Concerning
the other Old Teutonic languages we may lay down as a general

rule that as and bu are used in the formation of the present

tense, vas in the formation of the preterite. The latter is the

preterite of an infinitive visan (manere), which follows our eighth

conjugational class, visa, vas, vesum, visans. This fact will suffice

for our guidance in explaining the different forms of this root

used to supply certain forms of the verb ' to be.' As to the first-

mentioned roots a few remarks will not be out of place here.

We leave it for the student to compare the paradigm of the pre-

sent tense in the Teutonic languages with that of as-mi in the

primitive language, and to trace the modifications to which the

root as well as the personal terminations are liable : our remarks
are intended to direct his attention to a few important points.

Root as. The primitive radical a is in the Teutonic languages

weakened to i ; but this i appears in Anglo-Saxon as eo, which
must be looked upon as the Brechung of i. The Brechung was
most likely caused by a succeeding r, which would stand for the

primitive s of the root as ; hence as-mi is modified into the Gothic
i{s)-m{i), this again by rhotacism into i{r)-m{i), whence the A. S.

eo{r)-m{i), the O.N. e{r)-m{i), i.e. eom, m= Goth. im. By the

side of eom we find in some of the northern Saxon dialects earn,

am, forms in which the English am will find its explanation.

The 2nd person, where the Goth. i-s=i{s)-s{i) represents the
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prim, as-si, the A. S. eart, must be considered an analogous form
to eoniy so that the Sanskrit asi= as-si, for a still more ancient

as-ti=as-tva, appears in Anglo-Saxon with the most primitive

termination, -(, which as a rule we find only in the 2nd singular

preterite. The 3rd person of the Goth, and H. Germ. is-f=^is-ti

approaches closely the primitive form as-ti = as-ta (to be kept

distinct from as-si, as-ti = as-tva of the 2nd). Anglo-Saxon
however, and its English descendants, drop the terminational -t

and put the mere root is-=as. The 3rd plur. of Goth., O. H.
Germ., and Modern Germ. s-ind=is-ind has the personal suffix

of the prim, as-anti almost intact. This form was in the course

of time no longer understood in its plural capacity, wherefore

the Anglo-Saxons superadded the plural termination (on = um
of the preterite) in sindon, Old Saxon sindun. Modern German
introduced the form sind into the ist plural as well, which in

analogy to Middle High German ought to be sein instead of

sind. The double plural form in Anglo-Saxon is peculiar, where,

by the side of sindon, we have from the same root the plur. aron.

This ar-on refers to the O. N. er-Vr-m, and is sometimes re-

placed by earun. From this and the Old Norse form we may
be warranted to take the a as the representative of the Brechung
ea, and the latter to have arisen from the fact of the vowel i of

the root u-=.as being under the influence of a succeeding r into

which the ancient s was converted, so that the course would be

from as-masi to ^is-m, and, the two succeeding consonants re-

quiring a connective vowel, is-u-m, ir-u-m, O. N. er-u-m, A. S.

ear-u-n, ar-o-n, whence the English we are, &c. The Gothic

1st and 2nd plural as well as the subjunctive having lost the

vowel of the root as, and dropped everything of the termination

except the consonant, would be reduced to nothing but two con-

sonants, e. g. 1st plur. s~m for prim, as-masi. A vowel being

necessary for the sake of pronunciation it adopted the theme of

the subjunctive for the plural as well. Now the subjunctive

theme is formed, not like the primitive as-y-m by bringing the s

of the root and the suffix/a in direct contact, which would make
s-ja-, but, by supporting the radical s by i, Gothic makes the

subjunctive as if it were from a theme sija-, hence the subj, sijau.

Tilis theme then was adopted too as the theme of the ist and
2nd plural, and after the manner of perfect themes it took the

connective u, hence sij-u-m. A similar tendency to make present

forms after the analogy of the preterite has already been observed

in the O. N. er-u-m, A. S. ar-o-n, and we shall observe it again in

the O. H. Germ, pi-r-n-mes. The Middle High German ist plur.

stn, 2nd sU, Dutch ztn, zU, Germ, seit, are analogous to the Gothic

i
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theme sija- in a contracted state. Thus also we explain the sub-

junctives SI or 86, often sio, sie, Germ, sei, as the contracted form
of the theme sija- of the Goth. suhj. sijau, sij-ai-s, &c.

Root. bu. It appears in Old Saxon as bin, in Anglo-Saxon as

heo, in Old High German in the weakened form pi. Anglo-Saxon
alone derives from this rogt forms for all the persons of the

present tense, indicative as well as subjunctive ; so that in the

mentioned dialect we have two, sometimes three, forms for each

person side by side in the present tense. Old High German,
Old Saxon, and Old Frisian, use the root bu in the ist and 2nd
singular, and Old High German throughout the plural. Com-
pare O. H. Gewa.. pint, O. S. bium, A. S. beam, O. Fris. bem ; 2nd
O. H. Germ, pi-s or pi-st, O. S. hi-st, A. S. bi-st, O. Fris. hi-si.

Derived from these are the M. H. Germ, and N. H. Germ, bin,

bist, M. Dutch bem, best, N. Dutch ben ; m changed to n accord-

ing to the phonetic laws. In the 3rd singular and the plural of

the indicative, and throughout the subjunctive, Anglo-Saxon
alone derives its forms from the root bu, which through Late
Saxon and Old and Middle English run side by side with forms

derived from the root as, and even in Modern English be is

sometimes used dialectically for are in the plural. The Old High
German plural pi-r-u-mes, &c., has been formed in analogy to

the ancient perfect themes in s. Some consider this r to stand

in place of an original w, hence pi-r-u-mes for pi-w-u-mes, primi-

tive hha-v-d-mas ; but I incline to the view of those who refer

the r to a more ancient «, because this view is boi*ne out by the

analogy of the Old Norse perfect forms, seri, greri, &c. (See p.

40 1 .) In later documents pirmnes is shortened to pirun, then pirn,

pirut to pirt, forms which still appear in Middle High German as

birn and birt. There is also in Middle High German a form hint

in the 2nd plural which must originally have come from the 3rd

plural, and is formed with the root bu, bi, as sint with the root

as, the former perhaps in analogy to the latter. The formations

of the present subjunctive, as far as they are derived from the

root as, have already been touched upon. Anglo-Saxon however
makes its subjunctive out of three different roots, as, bu and vas.

Later English dialects have selected out of these the root bu, beo,

which, since Old English times, assumes the form be for the

present subjunctive ; for the infinitive, the present and preterite

participle, N. Engl, to be, being, been. The modern Scandinavian
dialects adopted the form of the 3rd person (Swed. ar, Dan. er)

for the 1st and 2nd as well, and in the plural use the same root

with the usual termination. Their subjunctive, if subjunctive

they have, is formed by means of the root var=vas. Thus then

Ll
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we might sum up, to the effect that the English dialects form

their subjunctive with the root bu, High German and Dutch with

the root as^ the Scandinavian languages with the root vas. (Old

Norse has as and vas side by side, e. g. ist sing. sS and ver-i.)

Root vas. It is used in all the Teutonic dialects, ancient and

modern, to form the preterite of the verb ' to be/ It is one of the

verbs of Class VIII, and treated as such ; its Ablaut therefore is

Goth, visa, vas, vesum, visans ; O H. Germ, wisu, was, wdrumes,

wesaner ; A. S. ivese, was, waron, wesen. We need therefore

hardly point out the manner in which it forms its plural and
subjunctive, the former being conditioned by the conjugational

class to which the verb belongs, the latter being dependent on
the form of the plural. As to the 2nd pers. sing, it follows the

analogy of other strong verbs, that is, in Gothic and Old Norse
it has the form of the singular with the termination -t, in the

other dialects it takes the form of the plural with the vocalic

termination i or e. The s of the root vas is intact in Gothic,

while in Old Norse it submits to rhotacism throughout ; in Old
High German and the other dialects (Middle High German in-

cluded) the s remains in the ist and 3rd sing., but yields to

rhotacism in the plural and all forms dependent on it. The
Modem High German and Scandinavian languages have r

throughout ; the English, early and modern, as well as the Modern
Dutch, keep the s in the singular and submit to rhotacism in the

plural and the subjunctive which is dependent on it. The infini-

tive, the participles, and the imperative, avail themselves of

different roots in different languages, the details of which forma-

tions, to gather from the paradigm, may be left as an interesting

and profitable task to the student.

A few hints about the forms of Modern English must con-

clude our remarks. The present indicative is formed exclu-

sively with the root as, where Scandinavian forms have gained
the ascendancy, chiefly in the plural. The root beo {bu) is used

for the formation of the present subjunctive, the infinitive,

the participles and the imperative. The preterite indicative

and subjunctive are formed with the root vas, which still pre-

sents the ancient Ablaut between the radicals of the sing, and
plur. was, were. The 2nd sing, indie, instead of the A. S. were,

makes the form wast, which occurs in Gothic already, though in

the Saxon tongue it does not reach back beyond Middle English

;

by its side we find wert, which is formed after the analogy of
shall and wilt with the primitive suffix ~t of the 2nd sing. It

is against grammar to use this wert for the 2nd sing, subjunc-

tive, which should alwavs have loere.
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PRiETERITO-PRiESENTIA.

There are in the Teutonic as well as in other languages verbs

which, after having lost their present, express the meaning of

the lost tense by means of the preterite. Well known among
these are the Latin verbs odi, coepi, memini, the Greek oiSo.

Verbs of this class in the Teutonic languages have, moreover,

the peculiarity to substitute a new preterite form in the place of

that which has undertaken the functions of the present. This

new preterite is formed by means of the suffix -da of weak verbs,

which is added to the plural of the original strong preterite.

It results from this as a matter of course that the preterite of

this class of verbs shows both the Ablaut of the strong and

the tense-suffix of the weak conjugation.

In considering the meaning of the verbs of this class we ex-

amine first those which occur in Gothic and the other Teutonic

dialects equally, and then a few which are not found in Gothic
;

it will be convenient to interpret them by their Latin equiva-

lents : kanu (novi) has its origin in a verb kinnan (gignere) with

which we may compare the root in the O. H. Germ, chind, Germ.
kind (proles) ; kann, the preterite of kinnan therefore originally

was identical in meaning with the Latin genui. \)arf (egeo) is

the preterite of a lost infinitive \auban (agere, facere, operari),

and must originally have been an expression used in religious

rites, with the signification ' I have spent, ofiered,' ' I am with-

out a sacrifice and wait for another/ Dars (audeo), from datrsan^

perhaps with the original signification 'I have fought.^ Skal

(debeo) must come from a present skila, which meant ' I kill,'

and with which we may compare skilja (butcher) ; skal, there-

fore, meant 'I have killed,' ^I must pay penance, wergeld;'

hence ' I am under an obligation,' ' I am obliged,' * I must.'

Man refers us to a present form mina (cogito), and has the signi-

fication of the Latin memini, ' I have thought over,' therefore * I

remember.' Mag (possum) is the preterite of an ancient verb

migan (crescere, gignere), and thus originally expresses the

meaning ' I have begotten, produced,' hence ' I am able.' Nah
(sufficere), from an infinitive naihan, is considered to have been

of the same signification as the preceding verb. Aih (habeo)

comes from an infinitive eigan (to labour, to work), whence the

preterite would mean ' I have worked,' ' I have earned,' therefore

* I possess.' Lais (didiei, oida) comes from a lost present leisa

L 1 2
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(calce, pede premo), which strictly means ' I have traced/ ' I am
on the track/ and may be compared with the O. H. Germ, leisa,

a track, vestigium. Vdit (scio) comes from the root vit and
requires a present form veitan (videre), which is in reality pre-

served in the compounds in-veitan (adorare),^ray^?Vaw (ulcisci);

vdit therefore originally meant ' I have seen,^ hence ' I know.'

Compare the Gr. ol^a, Sansk veda, both from the same root vid

(to see), and with the meaning ' I know.' Daug (prosum, valeo)

from a present diugan, probably with the meaning of ' gignere/

'to beget.' Mot (locum habeo) from a present mata, which is

obscure in its origin and signification. Og (timeo) comes from a

present aga (tremo) of which the present participle is preserved

in unagands (without fear, fearless ^). An (faveo), which does not

occur in Gothic, but is preserved in Old High German and some
other dialects, must come from an infinitive innan. Knd (pos-

sum), which occurs in Old Norse only, is no doubt related to

the O. H. Germ, knuot (natura), the Goth, knoda (yevos), and the

Sanskrit root jan (gignere). The Old Norse muna (recordari)

and munu (ixiWciv) are no doubt of the same origin, as they are

much alike in meaning : the difference of the infinitive forms is

remarkable, the former being the present infinitive, the latter

very likely a remnant of the ancient preterite infinitive in Old
Norse.

Pres. Sing. Pres. Plur. '
Preterite. Infinitive.

O. H. Germ, an . . vmnumea . . onda, onsta . umnan . .

Old Saxon [an] . \unnun'] . . onsta . . . [unnan']
Anglo-Saxon an . . unnon . . . M5e. . . . unndn . .

Old Norse ann . unnum . unna . . . unna . . .

Gothic Tcann . kunnum . . kun]>a . . . kunnan . .

O. H. Germ. Jean. . kunnumes

.

. kunda, kunsta kunnan , ,

Old Saxon can

.

. cimnun . consta . . . cunnan . .

Anglo-Saxon can . . cunTwn . citSe . . . cunnan . .

Old Frisian Jean

.

. kunnon . kunda . . . kunna . .

Old Norse hann . kunnum . . kunna . . . kunna . .

Gothic Wrf . pailrbum . . \>aurfta . . i>aurban
O. H.Germ. darf . durfumes . . dorfta . . . durfan . .

Old Saxon tharf . thurtun . . thorfta . . thun^an . .

Anglo-Saxon \>arf, ]>tarf \urf(m . . . porfte . . . purfan . .

Old Frisian thurf . . thurvon . tkwva . .

Old Norse Hrf . . purfum . purfta . . . purfta . .

favere

egere

opus habere

indigere

Grimm's GesckicJde der Deut. Sprache, p. 901.
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Pres. Sing. Pres. Plui Preterite. Infinitive.

Gothic
O. H. Germ.
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon
Old Frisian

dara . . daursum
tar . . . turrumea
gi-dar . . [^dwrun]
dar . . . durron

.

thur-dur . thuron .

. . . daiirsta .

. . . torsta .

. . . -dorsta .

. . . dorste .

. . . thorate ,

. daursan

. turran .

. -durran

. durran

. thura .

. audere

>«

Gothic
0. H. Germ.
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon
Old Frisian

sJcal

seal,

seal,

sceal

skU .

. . sJculum

. . scuhimes

. . sculun .

. . sculon .

. . 8lcUu{n)

. . . akulda .

. . . scolia

. . . acolda .

. . . aceolde .

. . . skolde

. shulan .

. sculan .

. sculan .

. sculan .

. skila .

. debere

Old Norse akal . . skulum
(siulda \

'Xskylda j
. sJculu . . ..

Gothic

Old Saxon

Anglo-Saxon

Old Norse

man

far-mai

ge-mon

man

, munum

a . munun .

. Trlvnon.

. munum

. . munda .

f -munsta i
' ' t. -monsta j

. . . -munde .

cmtinna •»

t munda j

. munan

. -munan

. -munan

. muna .

. meminisse

. contemnere

meminisse

. recordari

Gothic

O. H. Germ.

Old Saxon

mag

mac

mag

. magum
f magumes,

'X mes .

. mugun

.

. maJita

mugu- mahia .

. . mohta .

f mahta "i

• 1 mohta J

. magan

.

. magan \

. mugan i

. [mugan']

posse

>»

Anglo-Saxon
Old Frisian

Old Norse

mag
met, mi
ma .

. mdgon

.

. mugu{n)

. megum

. . meahte .

. . machte .

. . mdtta .

magan

.

. [rnega]

. mega .

"

Gothic
Anglo-Saxon

nah.
nedh .

. nauhum

. nugon .

. , nauhta .

. . nohte
. nauhan
. nugan .

sufficere

Gothic dih . . digum . . . dihta .

f digan \
' X dihan i

habere

O. H. Germ.
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon
Old Frisian

Old Norse

(mi
ah .

ach .

a

. eigumea

. egun .

. agon .

. agon .

. eigum .

. . ehta . .

. ahte .

. . achte. .

. . dtta . .

. eigan .

. egan .

. dgan . ,

. aga, hdga .

. dga . .

"

Gothic Idia

.

. lisitm . . . lista , . . lisan . . didicisse

Gothic vait . . . vitum . . . visaa . . . vitan . . scire

O. H. Germ. weij . wi^umes
(^o^s8a \

'
' \ wista )

. wi^an . . »

Old Saxon net . . . vntun . . . . wissa . witan . . „

Anglo-Saxon

Old Frisian

Old Norse

wat

.

wet, vnt

veil

.

. witon . .

. vitum . .

(wiste »

t wisse j

. . visaa . .

. witan . .

. wita . .

. vita . .

"

Gothic

O. H. Germ.
Old Saxon
Anglo-Saxon
Old Frisian

ddug .

touc

dog . .

dedh .

duch .

. dugum
. tugun . .

. dugun . .

. dugon . .

. . dauhta .

. . tohta . .

. . duhte

. dugan . .

. tugan . .

. dugan . .

. dugan . .

. duga . .

valere
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Pres. Sing. Pres. Plur. Preterite.

Grothic mot

.

O. H. Germ, muo'^

Old Saxon mot

.

Anglo-Saxon Ttiot

.

Old Frisian mot

.

motum . . mosta
( muosa 1

muo^umes .|^^^.^„}
motun . . mosta
moton . . moste

moton . . moste

Gothic 6g . . . dgum . . 6hta .

Old Norse mun, man . mwnum . . munda

Old Norse i:na . . . Tcnegum . . Tcnatta

Infinitive.

motan .

muo^an .

motan .

motan .

mota . .

f muna \
\ mundit i

kheya

locum habert^'a

timere

ftiWfiV

posse

REMARKS ON THE PARADIGM OF PR^ETERITO-PRiESENTIA.

Gothic. The inflexions are the same as those of the strong

preterites in general ; the 2nd singular therefore of the present

(the ancient preterite) has -t, the ist plural -u-m, &c. The pre-

terite suflfix ~da is inflected as in weak verbs and added directly

to the preterite theme without a connective vowel, so that the

consonant of the termination da and the preceding consonant of

the preterite theme often modify one the other ; hence the pret.

of kann, kun'pa, of \>ar/, plur. \aurbum^ pret. \awfta ^ ; mag, pret.

mahta^ ; vditj plur. vitum, pret. vissa for ^vis-ta^, ^vit-ia; mot^

pret. mosta'^ for mot-ta—modifications which are strictly in ac-

cordance with Gothic phonetic laws. As to the Ablaut, it is to

be noticed how the radical of the present (ancient pret.) plural is

changed in skulum for '^skelum, munum for ^menum, while the

plur. mdgum retains the a of the preterite singular instead of the

common plural in e. The infinitive has always the radical of the

present (ancient pret.) plural. The verb ogan has a 2nd sing,

imper. ogs ; may we thence infer an imper. mots, dugs? With
regard to hunnan, mtman, tuian, it may be observed that their

confreres munan (mente agitare, velle, fieXXeiv), vitan (observare),

and ga-kunnan (observare) follow the third weak conjugation.

Old High German. The inflexions are the same as with the
strong conjugation in general ; only in the 2nd sing. pres. (an-

cient pret.) the ancient termination -t is preserved, which in the
2nd pret. of all other strong verbs has been lost. An s is added
to the t in the verb chan, chan-st. This ~st probably arose in

analogy to the s-t in vais-t for vait-t, where the Gothic phonetic
law requires the change of a dental into s before the termination t.

How this termination -st gradually crept into the 2nd person of

/ and h owing to the "succeeding t. ' Dental before dental changed into ».
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the present and preterite we have observed elsewhere^, as well as

the persistency with which the ancient -t keeps its place in some
of the pneterito-praeseutia up to the present day. an forms the

pret. onda and onsta ; kann, pret. konda, konsta, kunda, kunsta

;

and hi-ginnan, following their analogy, makes, by the side of its

regular pret. hi-gan, also bigonda, bi-gansta.

Old Saxon. The termination of the 2nd singular is -t, except

in canst and far-mafist : biginnan has, besides the regular pret.

began, the form begonsta.

Anglo-Saxon. The 2nd singular had originally the termina-

tion -t, but the vocalic ending of the common preterite of strong

verbs gradually replaced the ancient termination ; hence an,

nnne, can, cnnne, \earf, \urfe, &c. j but dear has by the side of

durre the more ancient dearst : besides this there are preserved

canst, gemanst, dhst—all having interpolated the s before the

ending -t. cu^e, with ^ for nd (comp. the letters n and ^).

Old Frisian. The 2nd singular occurs only once, of the verb

skila, 2nd skalt. skilu and mngu appear to be dual forms used

in the signification of the plural. Some of the praeterito-prse-

sentia in this dialect adopt forms of the weak conjugation ; thus,

for example, wet (of wita) has sometimes the weak form wit, plur.

witath ; of duga there occurs the 3rd sing, ducht ; plur. in late

Frisian ddged ; of dga we find a 3rd sing. acid, bijenna has, by
the side of the regular preterite, also bigunde, bigonste.

Old Norse. The 2nd singular ends in -t, as the preterite of

strong verbs generally. Under the influence of this terminational

t consonants are affected in the same manner as we showed above

with regard to strong verbs, ^ora (andere) and duga (valere)

make the pres. \>ori, dug'i, pret. J>orSa, dug^a ; oga (metuere)

follows the second weak conjugation.

The infinitives sknlu and mnnu are considered by Grimm as

remnants of an ancient formation of a preterite infinitive in Old
Norse. As such Grimm mentions also foru (ivisse), sto^u (stet-

isse) ; there occur also skyldn, myndu, aud bendu, preterite infini-

tive of benda.

VERBS FOLLOWING THE ANALOGY OF PR^TERITO-PR^ESENTIA.

There are a few verbs in the Teutonic languages which in the

formation of their preterite follow the analogy of the prseterito-

prsesentia, that is, they take both the Ablaut of the strong, and

^ See p. 369.
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the preterite suffix of the weak conjug'ation, the latter without

the connective vowel. To these belong :

—

Gothic \agkjan (to think, cogitare), root \ah, pret. "^aTita

;

\iigkjan (videri, Germ, diinken), \ulita^ ; hruhjan (uti. Germ,
brauchen), brilhta ; hugjan (to buy), hauTita (bought) ; vaurkjan

(operari, to work), vaurhta (wrought) ; kdupatjan (colaphizare),

pret. kdxipasta.

Old High German, denkan (to think, Germ, denken), pret.

ddhta. part, ddht ; dunkan (videri. Germ, diinken, to seem, ap-

pear), pret. duhta ; wnrkan,wirkan (to work), pret. worhta, wurhta^

worahta, warahta, part, worht, wurht, woraht ; furhtan ( to fear.

Germ, fiirchten), ^\-et.forhta,forahta, ^2iri. forht, foraht, furJdit.

bringan (to bring) has, by the side of the strong preterite brang^

bningumes, the anomalous forms brdhta, brdhtumes.

Old Saxon, thenkjan (to think), pret. thdhta, thunkjan (videri,

Germ, diinken) thuhta ; wirkjan (operari), warhta ; buggjan (to

buy) has only the part, gi-boht ; brengjan (to bring), pret. brdhta.

Anglo-SaKon. }pencan (to think), pret. '^ohte (thought) ;
\i/ncaii

(videri), pret. \uJile ; weorcan, wircan, wyrcan (to work), pret.

worhte, weorJde ; bycyan (to buy), pret. boMe (bought), bringan

has, by the side of the strong preterite brang, brungon, the anoma-
lous forms brohte^ broht.

Old Frisian, werka (laborare), pret. wrocMe^ (wrought) ; branga,

brendza (to bring), brocMe ; thanka, thenzja (to think), tliochte

;

thinszja, the West-Frisian pret. tuchte for thuchte ; bijenna (to

begin) has the strong preteiite and the anomalous forms bigunde,

bigonste.

Old Norse. ]>ynkja (videri), pret. \6tta^, but ^enkja (to think)

has '^enk-ta, not \dtta.

Besides the verbs just mentioned there is in all Teutonic lan-

guages the verb 'to will,^ Goth, viljan, which also follows the

analogy of praeterito-praisentia, and has moreover a few peculiari-

ties of its own which deserve special mention. The Gothic viljau

(I will) has in the present only this subjunctive form which
originally belonged to the preterite. By the side of this there

must have been an ancient indicative preterite sing. t:dil, plur.

vilum, and a present sing, veila (Class V). The preterite sub-

junctive is used to supply the forms of the present indicative,

and the new anomalous preterite vilda is formed out of the plural

form vilum. The present, being originally the subjunctive of

the preterite, is inflected, as this form usually is, in the strong

* As to the infix n in \>agl{jan, ]mgkjan, of the roots ]>ak, and ]nik see Formation
of the Present.

' Metathesis. * tt = ht, see the respective letters.
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conjug-ation, as viJjau, vileis, vili, &e. ; the new preterite makes
the indicative mlda, vildes, &c., and the subjunctive vildedjau,

8ic., after the manner of weak verbs in general. Old High Ger-

man. The verb wellan strives after indicative forms in the present

tense, and the conjugation is therefore subject to considerable

anomalies. Thus we have true preterite subjunctive forms in

wili, wills, w'di; but present subjunctive forms in the plur. ^^7//-

mes, &c. An endeavour to assume indicative forms we see in

the 2nd sing, wilt, a form analogous to the praeterito-praesentia

;

and in the 3rd plur. wollent, wellent, wellant for wellen, &c. ; 3rd

sing, wilt for wili. The preterite indicative is always in imi-

tation of the prseterito-praesentia wolta, rarely welta, subj. wolti.

Old Saxon has, more decidedly than Old Hig-h German, acquired

indicative forms for the verb willjan, so that we find in the pre-

sent an indicative and subjunctive kept strictly distinct, as indie.

willju, tcili or wilt, wili, wil, or wilit, plur. willjad; subj. willje

{~ea), willjes {-eas), plur. willjen (-ean) ; pres. welda, wolda ; subj.

weldi, woldi. Anglo-Saxon takes a similar course : pres. sing".

wille, wilt, wille ; plur. willa^, pret. wolde. Old Frisian pres.

sing", wille, wilt^ wille (also wilt, wil, &c.) ; plur. willath ; pret.

welde, wolde. Old Norse vilja, velle, has the following forms

:

pres. sing, vil, vill and vilt, vill (for vil-r), plur. viljum, vili^,

vilja; subj. vili, pret. vilda.

MIDDLE AND NEW TEUTONIC LANGUAGES.

English.

The Goth, kann, A. S. can {con) we find throughout all the

periods of the English language. It takes -st in the and, hence
canst ; in the plural we find the Ablaut n down to Middle Eng-
lish, hence, cnnnen, kunnen ; New English makes the plural and
singular alike. The n of the Gothic pret. kunba was dropped
in the A. S. cu^e, Orm. cu^e, O.Engl. cou\e, M.Engl, coude;

N. Eng. could, perhaps in analogy of would and should.

The Goth. \>arf, A. S. ]fearf, appears in the Late Saxon plur.

\furfen, pret. ]>u^te, O. Engl, tharf; it is lost in New English.

The Goth, dars., A. S. dear, is preserved in the der, dar of Early
and dare of Modern English. The and sing, -st throughout.

The 3rd sing, (as all the praeterito-praesentia) like the ist ; but
New English introduced dares by the side of dare, plur. Late
Saxon durren, O. Engl, durre, M. Engl, durn, N. Engl. dare.
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The preterite G-oth. daursta, A. S. dorste, we find in the late

Saxon durste, O. Engl, and M. Engl, dorste, N. Engl, durst.

The A. S. gemunan is only in the Ormulum subjunc. mune,

pret. munde^ &c.

The A. S. unnan we find in Layamon as on, plur. i-nnnen, pret.

«"S^, Orrn. u^e, and in the Old English pres. sing, and infin. an.

Goth, skal, A. S. sceal, Orm. shall, O. Engl, and M. Engl.
scJiall, N.Engl, shall; 2nd, -t throughout; plur. A. S. sculon,

Lay. sculen, Orm. shnlenn, O. Engl. schulle\, M. Engl, schullen.

New Engl, shall; pret. Goth, skulda, A. S. sceolde, Lay. scolde,

Orm. shollde, O. Engl, and M. Engl, schulde, N. Engl, should,

the ^ suppressed in pronunciation, perhaps in analogy to coz^^^?

M. Engl, cotide.

The A. S. ^^a/i occurs only in the 3rd sing. </<^^ of the Ormulum
and O. Engl. </<?^/5.

Goth. w?a_^, A. S. mcpg. Lay. w-«^, Orm. ma'S^, O. Eng., M. Engl,

and N.Engl, may; 2nd, A. S. meaht, O.Engl, miht, mi^t, Sec,

M. Engl, maist, N. Engl. w?aj^5^ / subj., A. S. ««a^^, O. Engl.

mowe ; pret., A. S. meahte, O.Engl, mihte, my^te^ho,., N.Engl.
might,

Goth, vdit, A. S. «;«({, Late Sax. wat, O. Engl, and M. Engl.

wot{e), N. Engl, wot; 2nd, wa^^, 2<;o*^ throughout, lost in N. Engl.

;

plur. witon, witen throughout, lost in N. Engl. ; pret. A. S. wiste,

Lay. wuste, Orm. wisste, O. Engl, and M. Engl, wiste, N. Engl.

wist ; infin., A. S. witan, Late Sax. witen, O. Engl, and M. Engl.
witen, wite, N. Engl, to wit.

Goth, dih, A. S. ah, Late Sax. ah, O. Engl, auh, ouh, M. Engl.

awe, owe, N.Engl, owe ; 2nd sing., -est, or -ist; plur. -e;« ; pret.

Goth, dihta, A. S. dhte. Late Sax. «^^e, ahhte, O. Engl. 05^^,

M. Engl, ow^te, N. Engl, ought. Layamon already applies this

verb in the two distinct senses of possession and duty ; the

latter we find in phrases such as 'he ah to don^= 'he has to

do/ ' he ought.' In connection with this sense it developed the

meaning of being in debt, ' to owe/ which verb follows the weak
conjugation, ought being quite reserved for the expression of

moral obligation. The meaning of possession is, in Modem
English, attached to the verb ' to own,' which seems to have
arisen from the part, dgen, awen, owen, or from the A. S. dgnjan

(to possess).

The A. S. mot we find with slight variations throughout all

periods ; the present is lost in New English
;

pret. Goth, mosta,

A. S. moste we find in Early English as moste, N. Engl. must.

The A. S. wille appears as wille, wolle, wulle in the different

Early English periods, N. Engl, will ; 2nd sing, wilt (or wolt^
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wult in Early English)
;
plur. wille\, wulle)^, &c.j or wilen, wolen,

N. Engl, will; pret. A. S. wolde, Early Engl, wolde, walde,

N. Engl, would, I not pronounced, perhaps in analogy to could,

M.Engl, coude.

German.

M. H. Germ, ist muoz, 2nd muost, plur. mue^en, pret. muoste

(also muosa, muese) ; N. H. Germ, mu^, mu^t, mii^en, mu^te.

M. H. Germ, wei^, weist, wi^^en, wiste {weste, wisse^, wesse);

N. H. Germ, wei^, wei^t, wi^en, wu^te. M. H. Germ, touc, toht,

tiigen, tohte ; N. H. Germ, fauffe (weak). M. H. Germ, mac^

makl, miigen, mohte {mahte) ; N. H. Germ, mag, magst, moegen,

mochte. M. H. Germ, sol, salt, silln, solte ; N. H. Germ, soil

(weak). M. H. Germ, gan, ganst, giinnen, gunde ; N. H. Germ.
gonne {wedik). M. H. Germ, kan, kanst, kiinnen, kimde ; N. H.
Germ, kann, kannst, honnen, konnte. M. H. Germ, tar, tarst,

tUrren, torste ; N. H. Germ. lost. M. H. Germ, darf, darft,

dUrfen, dorfte ; N. H. Germ, darf, darfsi, dilrfen, durfte. M. H.
Germ, wil {welle), wll {wellest, wellen, wolte) ; N. H. Germ, will,

willst, wollen, wollte. Inorganic Umlaut is, in the present indica-

tive plural and in the infinitive, both in Middle High German
and New High German. But perhaps we may suppose in Middle
High German the infinitives nmozen, tugen, kunnen, durfen, &c.,

by the side of muezen, tiigen, kunnen, durfen. The preterite sub-

junctive which has never Umlaut in weak verbs (e. g. brennen,

pret, subj. M. H. Germ, brante, N. H. Germ, brannte^ not brente^

brdnnte).

Dutch.

M. Dutch 1st moet^ and moetes, plur. moeten, pret. moeste

;

N. Dutch ist moet, plur. moeten, pret. moest, part, gemoeten.

M. Dutch dock, doghes, doghen, docJde ; N. Dutch deug, deugen^

docJit. M. Dutch mach, moglies, moghen, mochte ; N. Dutch mag^

mogen, mocht, gemocht. M. Dutch sal, sules, sulen, sulde {soude^);

N. Dutch zal, zullen, zoude^ (zou). M. Dutch an, onnes, onnen,

onste ; N. Dutch lost. M. Dutch can, connes, connen, conste

;

N. Dutch kan, konnen, konde {kon, kost), gekonnen [gekost).

M. Dutch dar, dorres, dorren, dorste ; N. Dutch derr (weak).

M.Dutch dcerf, dorves, dorven [dorfte']; N. Dutch ^m^, durven,

dorst (this preterite originally belonged to der). M. Dutch wille,

willeSf willen, wilde {woude) ; N. Dutch wil, willen, wilde (vulg.

* Compare Goth. vUm. * The contraction ou for old, old.
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woude, won), gewilt. M. Dutch wet, wetes, loeten^ wide ; N. Dutch
wet, weten, wist, geweten,

Scandinavian.

Swed. vet, plur. vete, pres. viste ; Dan. ved, vtde, vidste. Swed.

ma, mage, matte; Dan. maa, maae, maatte. Swed. skal, sJcole,

sJculle ; Dan. skal, sJculle, sJculde. Swed. kan, kunne, kunde ; Dan.
kan, kunne, kunde. Swed. ceger (habeo, weak) ; Dan. ejer (weak).

Swed. tors (passive), pret. torde ; Dan. toer, turde. Swedish pres.

and pret. maste (debui and debeo). O. Swed. mdnde, O. Dan. mon,

monne (comp. O. N. man, mundi). Swed. vill, vUja, pret. ville

;

Dan. vil, ville, vilde.

VERBS FOLLOWING THE ANALOGY OF PR^TERITO-PRiESENTIA.

English.

The A. S. bringan, hroJite, O. Engl, and M. Engl, hro^te, brouMe,

N. Engl. bro7ight ; A. S. bycgan, bohte, O. Engl, and M. Engl, bo'^te,

bouJde, N.Engl, bought; A. S. '}pencean, polite, O.Engl. \o'^te,

M.Engl, tho'^te, thuuht, N.Engl, thought; A. S. ^pync^, ]>uhte.

Lay. ]>unce^, puhte, Orm. ]>inche]>]>, \uhte, O. Engl. \ync\, po^te,

M. E. thiuketh, tho^t (thou^t), N. E. thinks (me-thinks), thought;

A. S. wyrcean, worhte, Lay. wurchen, worhte, Orm. wirrkenn,

wrohhte (metathesis), O. Engl, wyrce, wro'^te, wroht, M. Engl.
worche {wyrke), wro'^te {wrouhte), N. Engl, work, wrought and
worked. Other anomalous formations in English are: A. S.

cld^jan, cld^-ode, which makes in O. Engl. cld}pien, pret, clo\-ed

and cladde, N. Engl, clothed and clad ; A. S. makjan, mac-ode,

O.Engl, naked and made, N.Engl, made; A. S. sagjan, secgan

(to say), pret. sdgde and scede, O. Engl, and M. Engl, seide,

N. Engl, said ; A. S. lagjan and lecgan, pret. lagode, legede, lede,

O. Engl, leide, N. Engl. laid.

German.

M. H. Germ, bringen, brdhte, N. H. Germ, brachte ; M. H.
Germ, denken, ddhte, N. H. Germ, dachte ; M. H. Germ, dunken,

dwhte, N. H. Germ, dunken, dauchte {dduchte) ; dducht for dilnkt

in the pres. is wrong. M. H. Germ, u-iirken {wirken), worhte

;

vurhten, vorhte ; N. H. Germ, wirken,furchten (weak).
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Dutch.

M. Dutch hringhen, brochte; N. Dutch brengen, hrocht. M. Dutch
denJcen {dinken), dachte (dochte) ; N. Dutch denken, docht. M. Dutch
dunken, dochte ; N. Dutch dunken, docht. M. Dutch werken^

wrochte ; N. Dutch loerken, wrocht ; vruchten (metathesis ; comp.
M. H. Germ, vurhten), vrochte ; duchten (to fear), dochte.

Scandinavian.

Swed. hringe, bragte ; Dan. bringe, bragte. Swed. tdnka^ tycka

(weak) \ Dan. tdnke, tykkes (passive ; weak).





APPENDIX.

The reader is requested to compare with these notes the Tables of

Possessive Pronouns on pp. 197 and 198, where they ought to

have been inserted.

REMARKS ON THE POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

The possessive pronouns are in close relationship to the geni-

tives of the personal pronouns, the theme of both being identical.

They take the inflexions of the strong* declension of adjec-

tives; the weak inflexions, as they occur in Old High German
alone, are quite isolated.

In Gothic the nom. sing, and plur. of seins, seina, seinata, is

not used, but the gen. of the demonst. pron. of the 3rd person.

(Gen. masc. is, fem. izo, neut. is ; plur. ize, izo, ize; compare
the use in Greek of the genitive of the personal instead of the

possessive pronoun.)

The O. H. Germ, unsarer, iwarer, occur in a shortened form
unser, iwer.

The AS. user has a parallel form in ure. User, whenever s and
r (after the elision of e) meet in the inflexions, assimilates the r

to the 8 and thus produces the gemination ss.

The declension, therefore, of the A. S. user and ure is as

follows :

—

Singular

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Nom. user, ure user, ure user, ure

Gen. useres, usses userre, usse, urre ures

Dat. userum, ussum userre, usse, urre urum . .

Accus. Aaerne, Hme usere, usse, ure user, ure

Plural.

Masculine.

Nom. usere, usse, ure

Gen. .. ttsera, ussa

Dat. .

.

uxerum, u^sum
Accus. usere, usse, ure

Neuter.

user, ure

ure

urum
user, tire
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